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TO THE PUBLIC.
The Prospectus of this work has been

before you for three months, and we feel

confident, that it has accomplished its

modest purpose, of partially acquainting

you with the objects of the University

Magazine. But as the time has arrived,

when it must be determined, how far

public expectation will be realized, we

deem it not inappropriate, to enter more

largely upon the motives which prompt-

ed its undertaking ; hoping thereby to

prepare the mind of the reader for in-

dulgence, and the public generally for a

liberal patronage.

In 1844, a periodical similar to the

present was edited at this place, under

the direction of the Senior Class : and,

although it was universally acknowl-

edged to be in no manner inferior to any

of the kind, it was scarcely able to com-

plete its first volume. We regret to say,

it was starved out by a selfish public.

But this is no cause of wonder to any

one, who will consider for a moment
what has ever been the literary charac-

ter of North-Carolina.

It is a reproachful fact in her history,

that she has never supported, for any
considerable time, an exclusive literary

periodical: and whenever some one of

her sons, more active than the rest, and

more alive to the State's true interest,

would essay to remove this reproach, her

" honest and loyal public " would crush

the undertaking in its incipiency. They,

forgetful of what constitutes a State's

real greatness, and most imperishable

monument, would withhold from all lite-

erary journals that kindly succor they

have so encouragingly extended to po-

litical sheets, that do the work of party

contentions, and disseminate fueds and

demagogueism. They seemed content

with the celebrity of their statesmen,

and strove to acquire for North-Carolina

no glory more durable than the ephem-

eral applause of the politician. Hence

it is, that sjbe is so productive of politi-

cal journals ; while she cannot boast a

single sheet that comes within the pro-

per province of literature.*

This species of intellectual drowsiness

has been the means of drawing forth the

severest piquancies from her fast-pro-

gressing sisters. But the censure be-

longs not alone to the public : if at any

time a ray of unusual lustre would spread

its lively and hopeful beams over her

shadowed face, portending a better state

of things, and seeming about to quicken

her into action, the discouraging spirit

of her political press (alas ! too jealous

and too powerful,) would soothe her

*We are pleased to except the "Weekly
Post," edited by Messrs. Wiley & Cooke, Ra-
leigh, N. C.—a recent publication.
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down into her wonted repose. It is

even so : her press, however intelligent

and State-loving, moved by an overes-

timate of the importance of their own

calling, or their disesteern of literary en-

terprises, have presented a " cold shoul-

der " to all such designs.

While such is the lamentable condi-

tion of our State, we venture the asser-

tion, that every thinking individual with-

in her borders will concur in the senti-

ment, that nothing is so much calculat-

ed to advance popular intelligence, in-

crease the desire of education, and en-

gender a taste for literary pursuits a-

mong her citizens as an extensive and

thorough circulation of literary periodi-

cals. We are sufficiently convinced that

these works often fail of their proposed

ends, and that many carry with them a

corrupting rather than a refining influ-

ence ; but that they, when properly eon-

ducted, leave a happy impress upon the

minds and morals of a people none will

deny.

These are tbe considerations that have

led to the publication of the University

Magazine, and by these we are induced

to contemplate an extensive patronage.

It will be asked, what can we hope to

contribute towards the elevation of the

literature of the State I By this effort,

Ave will at least evince a disposition to

do what has long been left undone

;

and, in addition to the multitude of

benefits to be derived from a diligent

discharge of our editorial duties, there

may be engendered in some one a pre-

dilection for this pursuit, which time and

application will develope to such a de-

gree df pi r(* ction, that it will conduce

much to the dispersion of this error, so

fatal to North Carolina.

With this apology we are content to

submit it to an intelligent public, feel-

ing assured that all such will appreciate

our motives and favor our labors. It

may not be vminteresting to the Trus-

tees, Alumni, and othere concerned in

the prosperity of the University, to be

apprised of our purpose, of appropriat-

ing the surplus funds, anticipated from

a general circulation of the Magazine, to

enlarging and perfecting the libraries of

the two Literary Societies.

Such being the importance and utili-

ty of the ends before us, it is needless

to say, that the most constant and un-

remitting exertion shall be put forth to

make our little organ creditable to the

University, and- acceptable abroad.

FOUNDATION OF THE UNI-

VERSITY.

The early history of institutions of

learning is exceedingly interesting about

a half century after their organization.

Times, customs and proceedings are sub-

ject to vacillations as unceasing as mod-

ern fashions ; and amid the staid sobri-

ety and high perfection of present sys-

tems of instruction, it is refreshing and

invigorating to consider the des]rised

forms and odious systems, by means of

which our fathers attained proficiency

in science and acquaintance with the

classics. What we, in our superlative

wisdom and trancendentalism, regard a»

their ignorance and lack of privileges,

seems in fact to have been the only

means to eminence. Their plans and

methods have, however, been discarded,

and distinction in our high-wrought

fashions of education, comprises nothing

more than a \ ague acquaintance with first.
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bright on that day, and our labors for the

great desideratum—a sheepskin—will then

close, we must thus publicly extend a

cordial invitation to "come to our feast."

The gray-headed veteran, whose life is

well nigh spent in his country's welfare,

can relax his rigid discipline long enough

to smile encouragingly on our youthful

labors and whirl, it may be, with one of

Eve's representative", in the giddy dance.

We say unto you, come ! The matronly

lady, whose hopes for an only boy's ad-

vancement are bright and buoyant, will not

fail to manifest her joy at his manly effort

on the rostrum, and shed the tear of tri-

umph as he grasps his diploma and his

Bible—the literary and moral certificates

of his Preceptors' esteem. To the young

our heartiest welcome will be given, for

the '* Assembly Room " or ' ; Ball Room,"

or " New Library " will resound with the

soul-stirring strains of old Frank's " latest

touch " and the dizzy waltz, the graceful

cotillion, the animating polka, (he regular

stampede or "old-fashioned knock-down,"

will afford ample oppoitunity to display

taste and show inclination. Fair lady!

your smile i3 needed to the accomplishment

of every thing. The dignified Senior,

strutting with all his importance and grace-

fully twirling a most beautiful moustache

or sprouting tenderly a "slight sprinkling

of goatee," will talk of morals, law, love

poetry and the higher branches of human

thought ; stir your sotfl within you by his

matchless eloquence on the stage; lead

you into the mazes of the just finished

ball-room or, if you prefer it, retire to the

alcove of one of the Libraries and discourse

most sweetly upon the glowing future,

han|f with ecstacy on the last syllable you

utter, ' pop the question ' and . You

had belter cume. Or if you would prefer

a little light on the starry heavens, all

studded with shining worlds, the profound

theories of Natural Pnilosophy, the beau-

ties and fitness of Aristotle's Syllogism,

the first rudiments of mental science or

the style of the latest Pari>iana, we will

introduce to you our hopeful successor, the

learned Junior. He too can talk of Cupid

after a fashion, but his experience is too

limited. The mythological love stories of

the ancients or the fictitious creations of

modern writers can be furnished to order.

The blustering, important Sophomore, but

for whom the motion of the universe would

ce.-ise, will portray the glories of Pierce

and Loomis and pun abundantly on the

stand he takes by standing at the black-

board; will rearrange his cutting collar a

la Bymn and give you a beautiful exposi-

tion of Kaut's philosophy, demolish the

ideal philosophers and talk glowingly of

the school-boy days, when the little bright-

eyed lasses set his heart to thumping and

go off in raptures at the very mention of

love. He has never tried his fate with his

fair Dulcinea and hence needs modera-

tion. The " pert little Freshman," with a

standing collar, Kossuth hat and high-

heeled boots, wiil dave to invade the pre-

cincts of the ball-room and offer his little

self for a lady':; gallant. After this invita-

tion and these inducements, wiil you re-

fuse to

"Come and trip it as you go

On the light fantastic toe."

It gives us pleasure to make the follow-

ing announcements in relation to Com-
mencement exercises

.

The sermon to the Graduating Class

will be delivered by Rev. S. Milton Frost,

a member of the Class.

The Address before the two Literary

Societies will be delivered Wednesday

forenoon, by Thomas S. Ashe, Esq. of

Wadesborough.

The Address before the Alumni Asso-

tion will be delivered Wednesday after-

ernoon, by Hon. Abraham Rencher, late

Charge d'Affaires to the Kingdom of Por-

tugal.
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Tim Alumni Association choose their

orator from the class that graduated thirty

years ago, thus signifying that there are

no generations among the sons of the

University. We are all brethren of one

family. Therefore we cordially invite all

the Alumni frequently to visit - ' the Home-

stead"—to inspect its order, rejoice in its

prosperity and revel in the kindly emotions

awakened by the greetings of such an oc-

casion.

Mr. Rencher graduated in 1822. We
annex a list of his classmates and hope

that ail who can, will come up to do honor

to the Address of a brother.

James Bowman,

John L. Davies,

William B. Davies,

Thomas F. Davis,

John Elliott,

James G. Hall,

William A. Hall,

William Hardeman,

Benj. F. Haywood,

Fabius J. Haywood,

Thomas Hill,

John A- Mogan,

Joel Holloman, .

William D. Jones,

Samuel Kerr,

Pleasant Kittrell,

Robert G. Martin,

Robert H Mason,

Washington Morrison,

Robert N. Ogden,

William D. Pickett,

Lucius J. Polk,

Abraham Rencher,

Marion Saunders,

James B. Slade,

Benjamin Sumner,

George Tarry.

Alexander E. Wilson.

Come one. come all, we bid you wel-

come to our joys and the festive scenes of

another Commencement.

EXCHANGES.
" The College Review," published by

the Faculty of Emory and Henry College,

Va., has been received. We commend

most, heartily the design of the worthy

Faculty, and wish them all success. It

has proved to us truly the "wandering

voice" of the Institution we almost claim

as our alma mater, and could scarce refrain

fiom r.ighing a wish to be there again.

" The Southern Methodist.Pulpit," needs

no eulogy at our hands. It is ably con-

ducted by Rev. Prof. Deems.
4> The Yale Magazine," has just changed

Editors and from its age and experience,

claims to .stand No. 1 among College

Magazines. It contains some well-written

articles, but is too prone to College fun

and local wit to please every body. We
are always glad to get it.

" The Georgia University Magazine" is

similar to our own monthly in appearance

and design. We heartily extend to it the

right hand of fellowship.

" The Ladies' Keepsake " is before us

again. An engraving of the little Boston

boys telling Gen. Gage that, as regards

their hills of snow upon the " Common,"
which thesoldiery secretly overthrew, their

rights must be respected, graces the April

No.

In relation to our State exchanges, we
have to return our sincere thanks to many
of them for their kindness. But some

come once in two weeks, once in three

weeks and some have quit coming since

the arrival of the first number. If our

Magazine fails to reach any paper in the

Stale that has done us the honor to ex-

change, it is not ovr fault, for we regular-

ly transmit to our Publisher the address of

each. And others some have turned up

their noses at us, or think us unworthy of

their attention. Be it so; we grumble not.

A change in our terms, we trust for our

own and our future subscribers' advan-

tage, takes effect from this date, for which,

please see our Prospectus on the co-

ver.

Mr. Z. B. Vance, one of the corps, left

us recently, for his mountain home. Our

warmest wishes for his welfare went with

him, and we are much gratified to learn,

that he has been elected county Solicitor,

for the State of Buncmnbe. (jralulamtir

ei xictoriam.

To the author of the review of '• Wheel-

er's Hist. Sketches." The note request-

ing a slight alteration in the manuscript

was received after the article was print-

ed.

—

Publisher.
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'greatly elevated above the neighboring country,

as to furnish an extensive and beautiful land-

scape, composed of the heights in the vicinity

of Eno, Little and Flat rivers.

The ridge appears to commence about a half

a mile directly east of the buildings, where it

rises abruptly several hundred feet. This peak

Is called jPoint Prospect. The flat country t

spreads out below like the ocean, giving an im-

mense hemisphere, in which the eye seems to

be lost in the extent of space.

There is nothing more remarkable in this

extraordinary place, than the abundance of

springs of the purest and finest water, which

burst from the side of the ridge, and which

have been the subject of admiration both to

hunters and travellers ever since the discovery

and settlement of that part of the country..

Several of the lots on the north side of the

town have the advantage of including a spring. 1

The University is situated about twenty-five

miles from the city of Raleigh and twelve from

the town of Hillsborough, and is said to be in

the best direction for the road. The great

road from Chatham and the country in the

neighborhood of that county, to Petersburg,
\

passes at present directly through the village ; !

and it is a fortunate and important circumstance

both to the institution and the town, that the

road from all the western country to the seat

of government, will also pass through this place,

being the nearest and best direction.

This town, being the only seat of learning

immediately under the patronage of the public,

possessing the advantages of a central situation,

'on some of the most public roads in the State,

in a plentiful country, and excelled by few pla-

ces in the world, either for beauty of situation

or salubrity of air, promises, with all moral

certainty, to be a place of growing and perma-

nent importance."

In accordance with this notice, on the

10th of October following, the Commis-

sioners and others met, and the ceremo-

nies of the occasion were described by

General Davie in the following letter,

viz:

" Oct. 30th, 1793.

i. On the 10th inst. the Commissioners, appoint-

ed by the board of Trustees of the University

of this State, met at Chapel Hill for the pur-

pose of laying the corner stone of the present

building and disposing of the lots in the viK

principles, an absolute ignorance of the

higher branches of learning and a thor-

ouo'h and ready use of every assistant,

such as improved Lexicons, copious notes

and literal translations.

Notices of these changes may form

the subject of future articles. It is our

present purpose to give in brief an ac-

count of the foundation and laying the

corner stone of our honored University.

And that the account may be more in-

teresting and worthy to be read, we

shall introduce two letters from Genr'l.

William Richardson Davie, perhaps the

most distinguished personage in North

Carolina's early history.

On 6th Nov. 1792, a committee of

Trustees, appointed to locate the insti-

tution, proceeded to examine Chapel

Hill for that purpose, and on the 9th of

the same month decided in its favor.

Liberal grants of land and contributions

in money were made by the citizens of

the neighborhood, and a day fixed for

laying the corner stone and selling the

lots of the village. In order that many

citizens might witness the ceremonies,

General Dane published in the N. Car.

Journal the following letter, viz :

" Halifax, Sept. 25th, 1793>,

We are authorised to assure the public that

the corner stone of the building of the Univer-

sity, undertaken by Mr. Patterson, will be laid

on the 10th Oct. next ; when the commissioners

and a number of gentlemen will attend to assist

at the ceremony. The sale of the lots in the

village will take place on the same day. The

town consists of one principal street, laid offin

lots of two acres each, parallel with the North

front of the buildings. There are also six lots

of four acres each, located on the most elegant

situations contiguous to the University.^ ..

i' '"THe'Sfeat «f the University is on the summit

jof a very high ridge. There is a very gentle

(declivity of 300 yards to the village, which is

jsituated on a handsome plain considerably low-

• than the site of the public buildings, but so
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lage. A large number of the brethren of the

Masonic Order from Hillsborough, Chatham,

Granville and Warren attended to assist at the

ceremony of placing the corner-stone ; and the

procession for this purpose moved from Mr.

Patterson's at 12 o'clock in the following order

:

The Masonic brethren in their usual order of

procession ; the Commissioners ; the Trustees

not Commissioners ; the Hon. Judge Macay

and other public officers ; then followed the

gentlemen of the vicinity. On approaching the

south end of the building, the Masons opened

to the right and left and the Commissioners,

&c, passed through and took their place.—

The Masonic procession then moved on round

the foundation of the building and halted, with

their usual ceremonies, opposite the south-east

corner, where William Richardson Davie,

Grand Master of the Fraternity, &c, in this

State, assisted by two Masters of Lodges and

four other officers, laid the corner-stone, enclos-

ing a plate to commemorate the transaction.

The Rev. Dr. McCorkle then addressed the

Trustees and spectators in an excellent dis-

course suited to the occasion, of which the fol-

lowing is an extract. Observing on the natu-

ral and necessary connection between learning

and religion, and the importance of religion to

the promotion of national happiness and nation-

al undertakings, he said, " It is our duty to ac-

knowledge that sacred scriptural truth, ' except

the Lord do build the house, they labor in vain

who build it ; except the Lord watcheth the

city, the watchman walketh but m vain.' For

my own part, I feel myself penetrated with a

sense of these truths ; and this I feel, not only

as a minister of religion, but also as a citizen

of the State, as a member of civil as well as

religious society. These unaffected feelings of

my heart give mo leave to express, with that

plainness and honesty, which becomes a preach-

er of the gospel and a minister of Jesus Christ."

Stating the advancement of learning and sci-

ence as one great means of ensuring the happi-

ness of mankind, the Doctor continued, "Hap-

piness is the centre to which all the duties of

man and tho people tend. It is the centre to

which States as well as individuals are univer-

sally and powerfully attracted. To diffuse the

greatest possible degree of happiness in a given

territory, is the aim of good government and

religion. Now the happiness of a nation de-

pends upon national wealth and national glory,

and cannot be gained without them. They, in

like manner, depend upon liberty and good

laws. Liberty and laws call for general knowl-

edge in the people and extensive knowledge in

the matters of State ; and these, in fine, de-

mand public places of education. That happi-

ness is the object of all, I believe will be denied

by none. Nations and men are seeking for it.

How can any nation be happy without national

wealth 1 How can that nation or man be hap-

py that is not procuring and securing the neces-

sary conveniences and accommodation of life?

ease without indolence and plenty without lux-

ury or want ? How can glory or wealth be

procured or preserved without liberty and laws?

They must check luxury, encourage industry

and protect wealth. They must secure me the

glory of my actions and save from a bow-string

or a bastile—and how arc these objects to be

gained without general knowledge ? Knowl-

edge is wealth—it is glory—whether among
philosophers, ministers of State or religion, or

among the great mass of the people. Britons

glory in the name of a Newton and have hon-

ored him with a place among the sepulchres of

their kings. Americans glory in the name of a

Franklin ; and every nation boasts of her great

men, who has them. Savages cannot have,

rather cannot educate them, though many a

Newton has been born and buried among them.
' Knowledge is liberty and law. When the

clouds of ignorance are dispelled by the radi-

ance of knowledge, power trembles, but the

authority of the laws remains inviolable.' And
how this knowledge, productive of so many
advantages to mankind, can be acquired with-

out public places of education, I know not."

In viewing the rise and progress of this im-

portant institution, he concluded with these ob-

servations :
" The seat of the University was

next sought for, and the public eye selected

Chapel Hill—a lovely situation—in the centre

of the State—at a convenient distance from tho

Capitol—in a healthy and fertile neighborhood.

May this hill be for religion as the ancient hill

of Zion ; and for literature and the muses, may
it surpass the ancient Parnassus ! We this day

enjoy the pleasure of seeing the corner-stone of

tho University, its foundations, its materials

and the architect for the building ; and we hope

ere long to see its stately walls and spire as-

cending to their summit. Ere long we hope to

see it adorned with an elegant village, accom- '

modated with all the necessaries and conven-

iencies of civilized society."

The discourse was followed by a short but

animated prayer, closed with the united Amen
of an immense concourse of people.

Tho Commissioners then proceeded to sell
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the lots in the village ; and we have the pleas-

ure to assure the public, that although there

were but twenty-nine lots, they sold for up-

wards of one thousand, five hundred pounds,

which shows the high idea the public entertain

of this agreeable and healthful situation."

Thus closes the account of this high-

ly important transaction. And its im-

portance was not confined to their day,

but reaching down through ages yet to

come, the foundation of our University

will prove a blessing to our State and our

country. Already the streams that is-

sue from this source have elevated their

recipients to posts of honor and dignity^

and animated by the conviction that

" Learning by study must be one
;

' Twas ne'er entailed from sire to son."

May we not indulge the hope that, in

after ages, " this hill will be for re-

ligion as the ancient hill of Zion ; and

for literature and the muses, even sur-

pass the ancient Parnassus." F.

:
ik. Marvel/ y- 2.

From the establishment of the Edin-

hurg Review, we date the birth of gen-

uine English criticism ; before, it com-

manded but an insignificant position in

the world of letters. It now commands

the greatest talents of the day, both of

England and America.

The forcible style of a hard-thinking,

vice hating Carlyle—the terse and racy,

but merciless pen of a Maeauley—the

pungent, but scurrilous Smith—the with-

ering sarcasm of a ruthless Gifford

—

and Gilfillan, vampire like, soothing

while he kills, have all, besides furnishing

the reading world with most inimitable

samples of composition and satire, done

xnuch to elevate and purify literary taste.

We have always felt a peculiar rever-

ence for the trio, who invented the poi-

son that dealt death and destruction to

the literary animalculae of " Grub street

and Paternoster row."

English literature needed a purgative.

The projectors of the Edinburg Review

were the self-summoned physician, who

administered the medicine ; sometimes,

surely, in over doses.

Much unjust censure has undoubted-

ly been, passed upon some very worthy

works, but when truly meritorious they

have, rarely failed to stand the shock,

and in many instances have come off

from the contest, self-sustained.

Few books, we think, worthy of being

preserved, have sunk into utter oblivion.

The opinion of the world is an admira-

ble standard, and how rarely do we find

it dissenting from the fiat of a Jeffrey,

or any eminent critic, unless there be

some known reason to believe him par-

tial and prejudiced.

Such, however, is too often the case,

man's personal enmities and political sen-

timents bias and contract his judgment.

There is another fact, we think, to be

deplored, arising from the great diffusion

of critical miscellany ; viz : that many
men are too apt to derive their knowl-

edge, and imbibe their opinions of books

entirely from critiques ; it is obvious to

all, the information thus gained must be

faulty and superficial, and comparatively

of an injurious character.

It is a true and trite remark, that no

servility is more pitiable than depend-

ence upon other men for opinions ; it is

as applicable to literature as to any thing

else. We admire independence. We
wish every man to read and think for

himself.
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We believe no book was ever written,
|

a book of some decided worth, far infe-

(unless of a depraved character,) with- rior to his later production, the "Reve-

out some resulting good to mankind

;

even the trashiest and most worthless

novel may induce some one to read, who

otherwise might pass his time in abso-

lute mental inactivity.

"But what can all this have to do with

Ik. Marvel or his productions ? Why
simply nothing. It is meant as an ex-

cuse for the subject we have taken; for

we think if " two briefless barristers and

a titheless parson"* can become the

accepted judges, "self-constituted," in

every department and branch of English

literature, that we (even a student,) may

be pardoned the presumption of offer-

ing our opinion upon a somewhat ob-

scure but meritorious American author

;

such at least are the grounds we take,

and upon this basis we shall proceed to

build. If others differ with us, provided

they can show just reason, we are con-

tent. We wish to proscribe to none.

The books before us are two neatly

bound volumes in gilt and muslin, titled

" Fresh Gleanings ; or a new sheaf

from the old fields of Continental Eu-

rope" and the " Reveries of a Bachelor

;

or a book of the heart." We have read

both with care, and most unhesitatingly

give preference to the latter.

We unfortunately got hold of the

Reveries—the desert first, and wrc must

say, it considerably impaired not only

our reliah, but even our mastication of

the other. Had it not been for the pre-

face and flic same anonymous name

we would never hare conjectured a com-

mon authorship.

We consider 'Fresh Gleanings,' though

•Jeffrey Murray and Smith, the

the Edirtburg Review.

founders of

ries of a Bachelor." In it we consider

the author somewhat out of his sphere

—

he is entirely too wide awake; we re-

commend a narcotic; the first twenty

pages of his own book we think a spe-

cific.

Although in the beginning he is

somewhat dull, we recollect but ono

scene positively bad ; that we pronounce

loathsome and disgusting, and altogeth-

er unworthy its place and the pen

whence it eminates. It is the scene

aboard the Zebra; it is a miserable,

pitiable and an abortive attempt at wit.

It is the only decided tare among his

gleanings, and as such, should be pluck-

ed out and thrown into the fire.

The book contains just what its name

would indicate ; descriptions of scenes,

places and customs upon the continent,

with occasional introduction of a thril-

ling and beautiful legend.

Many of the fields have been passed

over, and their fruits gathered by other

travellers; but beneath the rich and

spicy pen of our author, we would hard-

ly recognize an old and favorite dish

;

it comes to us with a new and exquisite

flavor; even every now and then the

spirit of the Reveries breaks forth in

fitful gleams of sunshine, but not alto-

gether with its own brilliant radiancy;

nor could it, upon reflection, be expect-

ed; his descriptions here are not fiun \

pictures, but true ones; here he com-

bines the useful and (lie beautiful—we al-

most imagine ourselves participators in

the scenes he describes; they are life-

like glowing and vivid. Then, too, his

reflections over and upon the spots im-

mortalized in the blood-drenched annals
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of Parisian history, show him to be a

man of heart.

He has re-impressed upon our minds

many incidents well worth remembering.

Beneath his vivifying pen we almost see

the tall—frigidly polite " sargent de

villa"—the urbane, but collected com-

missary of police-giving orders to clear

the theatre, with as much sang-froid as

he would eat his dinner, or the bloom-

ing grisette as she skips along the street.

We have never seen a more vivid de-

scription of the French capital, or a

more accurate portraiture of French

character in all its phases. For this merit

alone, the book is well worth perusal

;

but not in our estimation, by far, is it

its greatest recommendation. But up-

on this point we feel some reluctance to

speak, we feel that we are partial ; the

romance of travel has always a great

charm for us, we often seek and read

first, the little traditionary legends, with

which most authors of this class inter-

polate their books connected with the

noted spots of history; for they im-

press upon, and endear them to our

memory.

Apart from its illustration the story of

Jean et Lucie le Merle is a gem of rare

beauty, and one that will not fail to

strike the fancy and touch the heart of

every story-loving reader. It is as quaint

as it is beautiful.

There is also another little episode

that possesses genuine Germanic wilder-

ness and beauty—the story of Boldo

the guide. We wish we had space and

time to give its outline. We think Mr.

M. peculiarly felicitous in the relation of

these little traditions.

The most prominent fault, after what

we consider rather an uninteresting and

prosey beginning, is his miserable at-

tempts at wit ; his genuine humorous-

ness—his keen sense of the ludicrous

seem to have forsaken him. His witti-

cisms oftener excite a sneer than a

smile.

With these exceptions we think the

book one of great worth ; it however

pales into insignificance by the side of

his last production—The " Reveries of a

Bachelor" ;—we have dealt rather sum-

marily with him in this work in order

to make room for our remarks upon this

emphatically the best performance of

his that has come under our cognizance.

The 'Hyperion' of Longfellow partakes

something of the nature of "Fresh

Gleanings," but is rather of a more phil-

osophic character. The " Reveries," to

us, seem purely original ; we have never

seen anything exactly of the kind before,

and it has just enough of quaintness min-

gled with its originality to give it zest.

It is precisely what it pretends to be,

nothing more or less
—

" a book of the

heart ; " there is nothing grand in it,

but there is a purity of thought and

feeling we have rarely, if ever, seen sur-

passed—a genuine heartfulness ; for he

writes as if every sentiment, every word

flowed from the inmost recesses of his

soul.

The only book we have ever seen par-

taking of its nature in the slightest de-

gree, and its only superior, is the ' David

Copperfield' of Dickens.

But we will draw no invidious com-

parisons, no parallel can with justice be

instituted. Dickens is an older writer,

and one of far greater exjJerience.

The writings of both to us seem the

spontaneous out pourings of the feelings

of an overflowing heart.
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He poorly, but best deserves the ap-

pellation of the Dickens of America, for

there is some similarity ; the same pure

feelings, the same chastity of thought

that pervades all the works of " Boz,"

seem to have been imbibed and to have

undergone a refining distillation in the

bosom of Mr. Paul Mitchell, the reputed

author of these books.

The first Revery is tinged with a vein

of genuine humor, the best and most

harmless, if not the most pungent spe-

cies of wit ; the whole book is more or

less impregnated with it, but unlike the

other, here it is seldom bad, and never

misplaced ; we will quote a passage, his

ideal of a literary wife :

" But to be eternally bored about Di-

vine Dante and funny Goldoni is too

bad. Your copy of Tasso—a treasure

print of 1680 is all bethumbed and dog-

eared and spotted with baby gruel.

—

Even your Seneca—an Elzevir, is all

sweaty with handling. She adores La

Fontaine, reads Balzac with a kind of

artist scowl and will not let Greek a-

lone. You hint at broken rest and an

aching head at breakfast—and she mil

fling you a scrap of Anthology—in lieu

of the camphor bottle—or chant the ai

ao of tragic chorus."

Ho then breaks forth in a strain of

pathetic beauty.

Some have accused him of a " show

of Rhetoric" and affectation; we can-

didly confess we see none—true and

sincere feeling seem to us to bo breath-

ed from every page. He is evidently a

scholar and a man of extensive reading,

and his comments upon eminent men,

though of an indirect character, show

him to be a man of nice critical discrim-

ination; says h",

" Reading is a great and happy disen-

tangler of all those knotty snarls—those

extravagant vagaries which belong to a

heart sparkling with sensibility; but

reading must be cautiously directed.

There is old placid Burton when your

soul is weak and its digestion of life's

humors bad; there is Cowper when

your spirit runs into kindly half-sad re-

ligious musings ; there is Crabbe when

you would shake off vagary, by a little

handling of sharp actualities.

"There is Voltaire—a homeopathic

doctor whom you can read when you

want to make a play of life and crack

jokes with Nature and be witty with

Destiny. There is Rosseau, when you

want to loose yourself in a mental

dream-land and be beguiled by the har-

mony of soul-music and soul-culture.

"When you woidd shake off this and

be sturdiest among the battlers for hard

world success, and be forewarned of

rocks against which you must surely

smite—read Bolingbroke ;—run over the

letters of Lyttleton ; read and think of

what you read in the cracking lines of

Rochefoucauld—how he sums up in his

stinging words—how he puts the scalpel

between the nerves—and yet he never

hurts, for he is dissecting dead matter.

" If you are in a genial, careless mood,

who is better than such extemporizers

of feeling and nature—good hearted

fellows—Sterne and Fielding."

But upon the ground of its learning

we do not recommend the book, we rec-

ommend it for its virtuous and eleva-

ting character ; we love the book, for we

arc conscious that if we did not get up

from its perusal a wiser, we did a better

man.

In this as in the other an occasional
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stoiy is interwoven and told with un-

affected simplicity and beauty of style.

The scenes of boyhood and youth are

related, and to him who will read of early

friends and not have to suppress a ris-

ing tear, we have only to say, that he

is made of sterner stuff than we.

Marvillus.

THEORIZING. f- Z
In this age of liberalism and free in-

stitutions, when freedom, so called,

seems to have entered into and disturb-

ed the foundation stones of every thing,

and at the best has run into unpardon-

able absurdities, if it has not been merg-

ed into license, there are no effects of it

more pleasing to the individual who

takes up his pen to discuss a subject

with a poor assortment of second-hand-

ed ideas floating through his brain and

struggling to be released from their

" durance vile," than the oft recognised

custom that no man is compelled to

stick closely to his subject. Indeed,

freedom seems to be so well established

in all things, that an author is not only

at liberty to select what subject he may

please to write upon, but he may also

pursue that to any length whatsoever,

or to no length at all, as may suit his

fancy or convenience. We have known

men that, to our knowledge, never told

a direct falsehood, save only in the

heading of their articles for publication.

In the course . of this article, therefore,

if we should overrun, lag behind, or to-

tally loose sight of the proposed object of

these remarks, we would infinitely prefer

being thought availing ourself of this

honored custom willfully and knowingly,

than to be thought incapable of select-

ing a subject and adhering to it. When
at fault, we shall console ourself with

the hope that we may be pleasing nev-

ertheless, for the great Frenchman says,

" In the intercourse of our life, we more

often please by our faults than our good

qualities "—undoubtedly the chances

are largely in oiu' favor.

It has been said, that many are poets

who have never penned their inspira-

tion, and doubtless it was truly said.

It requires, indeed, but little observa-

tion to convince one of the fact that

there exists among us and around us,

inveloped in the dark coverings of igno-

rance and obscurity, the gems of that

intellect which could not only

" Wake to ecstacy the living lyre,"

but could adorn and elucidate any de-

partment of human science. Now and

then there arises from the very cretinic

dregs of humanity an intellectual vol-

cano which, having gathered about it-

self the proper elements of combus-

tion, heaves off the incumbent moun-

tains which weighed it to earth, rends

asunder the cumbrous masses which

concealed the gathering of its subterra-

nean fires, and leaps forth in a heaven-

reaching flame, whose brightness sheds

a dazzling glare over the broad expanse

of a continent, or it may be an entire

world rejoices in its superhuman bril-

liancy. But if a proposition of this*

kind were proposed, " Many are Theo-

rists who have never penned then* theo-

ries" would it deserve the same celebri-

ty ? Would not the prolix pages and

omnifarious columns of eveiy journal of

the day interpose a direct negative ?

This imiversal effect, or general tenden-

cy of mankind to flood the world with
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new, unheard of, and contradictory the-

oretical systems, must be attributed to

an equally universal cause. Now this

cause, we believe to be entirely contain-

ed in none of the things to which it is

most frequently attributed, or rather

that the grand ulterior effect is generally

refered to another effect of the same ori-

ginal cause, but of a secondary impor-

tance, instead of being immediately and

directly traced to that grand primary

cause itself. Thus we say, that all men

are prompted to issue forth to the world

their mental offsprings by a mistaken

confidence in their own powers, which

confidence is the result of the universal

principle of self. Now would it be an

untenable position to go a step farther,

and assume, as the cause of this selfish-

ness, that it is the result of a monoma-

nia from which the mind of no man is

exempt ? Instead of admitting this

crazed inclination, we evade the legiti-

mate question by saying that it is the pe-

culiar result of our composition for

which nature alone is responsible. As

every work of man's or of nature's hand

universally contains within itself the el-

ements of its own destruction (or if that

term be not agreeable to the Philoso-

pher, of its own dissolution), so every

mind contains that which on some one

point is certain to thwart and obnubi-

late the healthy exercise of that reason

fur which it may have been celebrated,

vv hen directed to all things else. Ifa-

ny one should doubt this, let him scru-

tinize closely the intellectual composi-

tion of those by whom he is surrounded,

and see if he cannot discern in nil, the

unmistakable diagnostics of crazed intel-

lect. How often do we behold the

greatest minds the world has ever pro-

duced, minds that owned no other God
but Reason, and kneeled at that shrine

with a devotion, enthusiastic and exclu-

sive, sink from their noble estate into

the most inexcusable absurdities. In

the examination of some vast " Princi-

pia," which may embody the soul and

essence of rational thought, some prin-

ciple that may contain the classification

and structure of worlds, armed in the

steel-wrought panoply of reason, they

march forward with gigantic stride and

irresistible force toward truth, firmly

planting each successive footstep upon

the unshaken rock against which the

bickering surges of sophistry and fanat-

icism can do naught but dash them-

selves to pieces, and finally, not unfre-

quently, take one ruinous step, and per-

ish in maintaining it, when the unletter-

ed hind of the field can see that the

crumbling mass must burst from be-

neath them. "Who will say that self

alone causes this ?

Men struggle and toil and pray for

madness, though they know it not.

—

The gratification of no desires are so

pleasant and exquisite as those which

are most unreasonable, those, in other

words, which are allied to madness.

—

Perfection of reason belongs to God a-

lone, and since man is incapable of pos-

sessing it, since his passions and ten-

dencies, nay, the first-born principles of

his nature are in eternal amis and strife

to destroy that which he has, why

should we claim for him more than his

Creator has allotted him? If then it

should be admitted that this principle

be true, which has not been urged alone

by the satirical misanthropist. upon what

one point does it appear that mankind

have more universally gone crazed, than
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the theorizing mania, characteristic of

the present age ? Every one, from the

prating school-boy to the gray-headed

statesman, from the plodding clod-hop-

per to the veteran physicist whose foot

has pressed the soil of many a clime in

pursuit of nature's mystic secrets, wheth-

er his capacities be measured by the

dimensions of a nut-shell, or bound

through the etherial expanse of infinity

from orb to orb in the blazing track of

never-dying Newton, all must have their

own peculiar systems for the conduction

of things terrene, whether cognizable of

the physical or the mental eye.

It seems that no man is content to

receive the theory of his neighbor as it is

proffered. He must either shape it anew

or entirely reject it, to make way for

one more brilliant of his own conceptions.

Lion-like, he disdains to prey upon any

carcase which was not slain by the pu-

issance of his own arm, and no matter

how delicious the feast before him, or

how severely the pangs of hunger pinch,

he spurns it from him, and with confi-

dent pride in his own powers, turns away

to prowl through the darkness of the

desert in quest of that wherewith to

support his (as he conceives) perishing

frame. Such a spirit abroad in the

land cannot but be subversive of the

great ends of science. It hangs as a

dead weight upon the wheel of pro-

gress, and dams up or perverts by its

wieldy bulk the healthful flow of the

steams of nobler literature which are

necessary to a nations greatness and in-

tellectual glory. It disgusts, to an in-

tolerable extent those who seek to ex-

amine and digest, and surfeits those who
gulp and swallow with only the keen

appetite for novelty without reference to

the unsubstantial character of the mor-

sel. I speak not of the great, philo-

sophical theorists, who, placing theory

upon the shoulders of fact, as men climb

to the topmost brow of the mountain

to new objects that could not be seen

in the valley beneath, make it from this

fine rock of observation, the means of

viewing the sublimest conceptions and

vast systems of whirling spheres, of the

central fires that glow in the inmost bo-

som of earth, and the interior forces of

our globe which heave up whole conti-

nents, and elevate gigantic mountain

ranges. In such hands it becomes the

precursor of great discovery, the fleet

and active scout, which slow and cum-

brous fact sends before to reconnoitre

the obstacles to her triumphant march.

But I speak of those locust-geniuses,

who, cut away from the moorings of

truth and possibility, swarm in myriads

to the beach of the ocean-speculative,

and dare to paddle out into its stormy

waves in the crab-shell ships of their pu-

ny conceptions, when the breath of a

porpoise blows to them a gale, and the

bursting of two dancing bubbles is suffi-

cient to bury them beneath the wave.

No land presents a better example of

these world-reformers than ours. We
have only to look around us and behold

thousands, who, conceiving themselves

pregnant with the reformation of socie-

ty, or the chosen recipients of scientific

inspiration, assert and exercise not only

the noble constitutional privileges of

freemen, but also the common law privi-

lege of being fools. After toiling a fife-

time to press their Titanic schemes upon

the attention of the public, they sink

back into oblivion, cursing the stupidity

of a blinded world that could not ap-
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predate the sublimity of their concep-

tions, though it towered before the eye

like Tenerifle or Atlas, that would not

awake to the outporings of genius,

though they themselves blew the trump

both loud and long into their drowsy

ears. Countless numbers thus wither

and die in the scorching beams which

emanate from the sun of fact, and com-

mon sense, like the bleak and chilling

northern blast, drives them and their

productions into the ocean of forgetful-

ness, to perish there until the whole

literary atmosphere becomes pestilential

with the odor of their decaying bodies.

Yet under the influence of some mad

infatuation, or blind fatality, they rush

and pour to their own destruction over

the bodies of their fallen predecessors,

like infuriated legions against a breach

in the walls of a beleaguered city, un-

mindful of the bristling pikes and frown-

ing cannon lining the battlements, to

meet their approaching death, or to use

a simile that contains more points of re-

semblance, like the unnumbered nryriads-

of insects which spread out for miles

upon a rail road track, to be crushed

without impeding the murderous revo-

lutions of the flying wheel.

The mind of man is so constituted as

to entertain the most venerating and

religious admiration for those things

which 'hoar antiquity' has handed down

to us through a long chain of succes-

sive centuries. Nothing takes such

strong hold upon the imagination as

these relics of olden generations. A
modern traveller, upon the stories of

Babylon, in describing the ruins sup-

posed to be the remains of the terraces

which Nebuchadnezzar erected and

planted to gratify the taste of his Me-

dian Queen, says, "Amongst these ru-

ins stands a solitary tree of a species al-

together strange to this country. It

bears every mark of high antiquity, its

originally enormous trunk being worn

away and shattered by time, while its

spreading and evergreen branches are

particularly beautiful and adorned with

long tress-like tendrils; probably the

last descendant of those hanging gar-

dens which were numbered amongthe
wonders of the world." Who would

not venerate that noble old tree whose

roots may have first gathered life from

a soil trod by the conquering Assyrian

in idolatrous darkness, and yet fives to

expand its leaf-lit buds in the light of

the nineteenth century

!

Coextensive with this is the desire to

perform some great work which, together

with.the name of the actor, shall be hand-

ed down to the latest generations which

are to come after us. We desire if pos-

sible, in a world that is but mutation,

whose beings animate and whose thin£?s

inanimate, may be described in all their

qualities and properties by the single

word change, to leave behind us a name

that shall be as household words in the

mouth of even the rude boor who di-

rects the ploughshare through our rot-

ten bones and decayed elements which

he is unable to distinguish from the

kindred earth about them. Fame, which

is said to be the spirit of a man sur-

viving himself, the cataract which he

himself sets in motion that thunders

on to eternity, is indeed the vital spring

of human toil ; the souls holiest aspira-

tion, for which next to the peace of its

God, it pants most wildly, for which its

most Godlike conceptions are invoked

and its noblest energies are called into
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ceaseless exertion. Since the sacred

right which streamed from Calvary, and

the almost sacred light of science and

learning has turned aside the stream of

gore and human blood which the pur-

suit of glory used to set in motion, this

immortality is sought for in mental cul-

ture and among the arts of gentle peace.

But even then we should remember that

action goes far before theory, that dis-

tinction follows not so much as we say

but as we do ; that in our researches

after truth we should found our premi-

ses on real and substantial, and not up-

on ideal and imaginary foundations, clip

the wings of our restive imagination,

fruitful only of rash impracticabilities,

and only send it forth to seek for a rest-

ing place upon the wild ocean of uncer-

tainty which will often enough surround

us, without making it our guide in all

things. Guided thus, the sources of

light to the path we tread, will be as

numerous and varied as the sources of

terrestrial light in our atmosphere, when

ever

The glad waters of the dark blue sea

in the torrid zones between the tropics

developes light over many thousand

square miles. Humboldt says, "Foam-

ing with light, the eddying waves flash

in phosphorescent sparks over the wide

expanse of waters, when every scintila-

tion is the vital manifestation of an in-

visible animal world ! So varied are the

sources of terrestrial light!" Let us

then instead of corn-ting the darkness

of imaginary sj'stems, seek to avail our

numerous investigations of the thousand

neglected resources of light which are

presented to us by simple and familiar

facts, which, though when taken singly,

may appear inconsiderable, yet, when

taken together, become powerful and

irresistible. Akti-novelist.

TO MISS

Although I've never breathed a vow,

Of aught save friendship true,

Although we are far distant now
My heart still leans to you.

At early dawn, we 've often strayed

Along the meadows green,

At summer's eve, beneath the shades,,

The lovely flowers to glean.

We've sat beneath the old elm-tree,

Upon our mossy seat

;

Those same old tunes so dear to me,

We sang in chorus sweet.

We've chased the golden butterfly

As he skipped from flower to flower,

And plucked the buds to beautify

Thy curls, from hour to hour.

While sitting round the cheerful hearth,

Our bosoms knew no care ;

The hours flew by in thoughtless mirth,

And each seemed what we were.

Those golden hours are past and gone,

Ne 'er to return again

;

No, never ! never ! will they dawn,

To smooth my path of pain.

Although I never breathed a vow
Of aught save friendship true

;

Although we are far distant now,

My heart still clings to you.

Claude.

<r*f

The pressure of the atmosphere upon

eveiy square foot of earth amounts to

2,160 lbs. An ordinary sized man, sup-

posing his surface to be fourteen square

feet, sustains the enormous pressure of

30,240 lbs.

The greatest height at which the visi-

ble clouds ever exist does not exceed ten

miles.
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ANTIQUITY AND ITS EVIDEN-
CES.

There is a very general and strong

desire among mankind, to be perfectly

acquainted •with, their past history and

particularly the condition of their earli-

est society. Wherever we find the ori-

gin of a nation involved in uncertainty,

with no written records to attest it, the

mystery which attaches to the past is as

sacred to the eager imagination, as the

dread invisibility of the future. Tradi-

tions are seized, recorded and cherished,

with a holy and almost frantic avidity.

The actions of an ancestral hero, handed

down in a rude fable, of primitive times,

acquire the authority of a sacrament,

and an uncouth ballad, if only vested in

the garb of antiquity, will easily gain

-an honored place among national an-

thems. To the intensity of this desire,

we owe the existence of a class of men,

whom nothing less could have incited to

such untiring industry, as they have

displayed. For their earnest and toil-

some efforts, mankind have honored

them and they bid fair soon to exalt

their occupation to the dignity of a pro-

fession'. The department of their labor

is among the buried things of earth."

The musty manuscripts of ancient liter-

ature have been sifted of every fact,

which could teach a doctrine or tell a

condition and still the sturdy and enthu-

siastic Antiquary toils amid ruins and

dimmed records for knowledge about

the silent past. These zealous minds

are worthily and, doubtless, profitably

engaged, and the hopes of many and

the sympathies of all are with them.

How much disclosure of truth and how

much correction of error is to proceed

from their researches, we know not yet,

but most important results are expected

by many.

Whilst they are still straggling to dis-

inter the buried evidences of conditions,

let us turn our attention to the reliabil-

ity of that which has already been af-

forded. If there is truth to be found,

we should earnestly seek and worthily

receive and cherish it ; if we can only

reach probabilities, we must discriminate

carefully and bravely make our choice.

It is very certain that mankind have

not exercised sufficient caution in accept-

ing information on this subject. In the

eagerness of their wishes, every history

of ancient times has won their credence,

and the question is not even asked if

the record be authentic. On the con-

trary, it seems absurd, that we should

rely in any degree even on the authen-

tic portion. Philosophy is a scanty ma-

terial in these aged chronicles, and their

facts are too legendary to deserve our

confidence. In those, distant times,

when by a misappreciation of Divine

things, Gods were humbled to a famil-

iar intercourse with their creatures, eve-

ery event was viewed through the false

medium of an extravagant superstition.

The most trivial action was a subject for

Divine interference, and the most ordin-

ary circumstance had a God for its de-

signer. Truth never reached the mind,

or came, clothed in cxageration, and fal-

sified by the blindness of an absurd cre-

dulity, so that human comprehension

was confused to the utter extinction of

judgment. Such was their knowledge

of facts, and such, does it come to us,

With the added discredit, which all

knowledge acquires, in being recorded.

How small then is its claim on our be-
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lief and who will not admit, that the

error of its accreditors, is as great as the

misconceptions of its recorders.

But whilst it is so utterly impossible

to ascertain accurately the history of

ancient days, thanks to human energy

and enterprise, there is still a clue to

then- social condition, left in the moul-

dering relics of their existence. True,

the source is shallow, but its hints are

infallible. The material impressions of

knowledge and skill cannot err. The

flower carved upon a vase testifies as

truly of intelligence as a foot-print upon

the soil tells the presence of a life.

To decide the moral condition of a

State, we need only know the extent of

its intellectual culture ; for morality and

intelligence have ever walked "hand in

hand." But we are counseled by experi-

ence, to measure the perfection of the so-

cial State by the extent of its morality.

Virtue has, at length, rightly become the

criterion of national strength and glory.

If, then, the intelligence of a people, the

reference for then- moral condition, is

ascertained, the secret of their social

state is solved at once. But where must

we search for the best intelligence of ex-

tinct nations ? Surely, in the graves of

their buried cities. Their evidences are

palpable. They are the interpreters,

through which alone we can converse

with the past, in the language of truth.

Ruins, and not written records, are the

proper archives of a buried and forgot-

ten race ; and the excavations of Pom-

peii and Ninevah will be found richer

in correct information of their greatness,

than the whole catalogue of histories

and classes, which have recorded their

fame.

But whilst Ave may gather from moul-

dered relics and moss-clad walls some

facts concerning the early days of indi-

vidual nations, the primitive condition

of man and the manner of the first rude

organization of society must always 1x3

left to conjecture. Tire parents of our

race have left no signs or records of their

life—no results of their actions, save in

the mere existence of their posterity.

Man is, and hence, man was, compre-

hends all the positive evidence which

nature or reason has yet afforded. Our

researches into the material universe can

never dispel the sure oblivion of those

distant ages. Their facts are forever

lost to us, their palpabilities we can nev-

er reach. But we need not sit and hum-

bly and hopefully await a revelation.

Since we are left alone to conjecture, we

should earnestly use this, our last power,

and by the help of " rigid philosophy "

and "stern reason" we may yet find "a

Faith."

We turn again to our law of intelli-

gence, and think if conjecture cannot

be presented in perfect conformity to it.

The rule, itself, is entirely reliable ; nay,

it is among the maxims of a modem
science, and we may confidently trust

whatever is found consistent with it.

According to its teachings, if w„e can

ascertain the amount of intelligence

with which man was endowed, at his

creation, we have the amount of morali-

ty possessed ; and if, in the beginning,

the race was fitted in numbers and ca-

pacity for society, we are informed of its

condition. The first and only species

of intelligence which we can imagine

man to have possessed, was a mere con-

sciousness of desires and passions.

—

These were the prime subjects for grati-

fication, and the act of gratifying them
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was the first action of intelligence. Un-

acquainted -with the numberless exist-

ences which nature held out for his use,

man could only catch a glimpse of

knowledge and design, as the demands

of an appetite or a passion revealed the

power of an object to appease them.

Then it was,- by the first knowledge of a

positive kind, that the spark of his mor-

al nature was kindled into life and ac-

tion. To him, helpless and ignorant,

accident had disclosed a gratification for

his strongest desires, and intelligence

reaped the moral fruit of a lively grati-

tude. This feeling, the noblest which

had yet been experienced, soon warmed

into adoration, and erecting its dumb

benefactor into an idol, all the reverence

of which so rude a nature was capable,

was offered at its shrine. Admitting

tliis application of the law of experience

we can scarcely conceive, how rugged

was the character of primitive men and

primitive times.

From such weakness and ignorance,

has the world emerged to its present

power, wisdom and magnificence. And

what has been the motive-power of this

immense progress ? We answer, Intel-

ligence. Morality, at first, developed

and since daily increased by it, has re-

versed the condition of the past, by

weakening the demands of our grosser

and strengthening those of our nobler

nature. Despite the malignity of des-

potic priesthood, the false warnings of

superstition, the cowardly forbiddings

and bigoted faith of creeds, knowledge,

increasing and nullifying into the nura-

'
berless departments of science, has, un-

aided and unappreciated, accomplished

the civilization of mankind.

MIND—MASCULINE AND FEM-
ININE.

It would take a close observer and a

deep student on the mind, to discuss

this question, by giving a close analysis

of the mind's essence, and then find the

points of native superiority which dis-

tinguish mind masculine from mind

feminine : indeed, I had little need to

have mentioned " close observer " or

" Student on mind," for nothing short

of Omniscience can disengage that bun-

dle of faculties—the mind—so as to

point out its native differences, one mind

with another. It were but a fruitless

investigation to mortals. We live in a

fact-world, and else than fact, of matter

or mind we know nothing. True phi-

losophy rests only on fact, and to go far-

ther back than this, is to waste God's

best gift in vain.

As respects mind as we know it, so

much is it nothing else than a mirror of

education, that, when we would say what

it has naturally, our words are lost in

incertitude and doubt.

Vain are our efforts then to prove or dis-

prove the proposition that woman's mind

is naturally equal to man's by what we
see of them with our short sighted eyes.

We know there are differences in their

circumstances, and so minute are the

branches of divergence in their course

of life—education—that two minds at

the first of the same talent, towards the

close of life are not judged each other's

equals. Thus, in searching for the truth

we are left in doubt of their native and

original worth, we cannot prove they

were equal more than can the contrary

be shown.

Therefore we must turn from facts
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touching the respective minds them-

selves, for the facts we have are de-

pendent upon others too minute and

many, which he hid in nature's womb.

There are other modes of reasoning

—

thejudgment we pass to by analogy, and

others by which may be deduced plain

truths ; at least they often show us

which is the most rational horn of a

dilemma.

The ladies may not hold up their

hands in utter astonishment that any

one should suppose their minds inferior

to man's as if it were a novelty to their

ears, and must not grow angry with me
that I thus bring the subject, however

grating, to their mind.

" Flattery " is said to be " the food

of fools," and if I believed with the op-

position, and was disposed to flatter,

why, I should have never begun such a

piece, on such a subject. And it is to

be hoped they will favor my cause and

strengthen my opinion of their minds'

merit, by not growing vexed at this

hint at their mental condition, as at

present by most considered.

But to the subject, " to show," if per-

chance " a reason for the faith that is in

us." Do you sow wheat to reap the

cockle? Do you cultivate the apple to

have a meaner production ? You rather

expect " the tree yielding fruit, whose

seed was in itself, after his kind." Of

each branch of nature you expect " its

kind," and nature's beauties are only

warped, and her majesty is only dwarf-

ed by circumstance, and circumstance

again unfolds its wonted beauties.

If you take the shrub of one spring

that took its origin from the acorn, you

expect in time to see the stately oak

—

an image of the parent tree. Should

you enclose it, and sedulously protect it

from the winter's storm and the sum-

mer's sun, and it should, imder such cul-

tivation, fail to shoot forth its strength

in the majesty of its bows, and almost

lose its identity as a peculiar species of

the oak, (as it most naturally would,)

would you, in the face of reason and

your senses, charge to the tree its own

deformity, and to its want of an inhe-

rent quality, its not shooting out its

lordly branches ? No, to yourself and

your culture of it, would you charge the

fault. The application of this is too

plain almost to insult the reader with

its rehearsal. Of the same parentage

with ourselves are they of the weaker

sex ; our breath for the first few years,

(if our parents have a due regard for

our moral training,) is drawn under the

same roof. We share the same bles-

sings, listen to the same prayers, hear

the same instruction, and, in fact, to

judge from our action, we think alike,

our hopes being nearly in the same

channel, our thoughts are equal. That

fearlessness which is said to belong to

the boy is as manifest in the girl as in

the boy, and she has evidently as much

vigor of mind in asserting and defend-

ing her rights, as much pure chivalry in

her promptness to defend her companion

in distress, as is shown by the boy ; she

has as much circumspection and fore-

thought, (if children indeed have such,)

and reasons her case as well—(who has

not witnessed it ?)—if not better than

her male companion. And the only

perceptible shade of difference in their

attainments is the touch of roughness

which the boy gains from having the

less tight rein held upon him from his

earliest hours. And, with this excep-
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tion, there is no differing up to the time

when circumstances separate them, and

thence the roughness of the one be-

comes Ins virtues, and the gentleness of

the other is arrayed in her collection of

charms. Here they verge to different

spheres.

At this time, the two in mind are

equal, as far as can be seen, and nothing

has yet been shown to the contrary.

Both are young, and subject to impres-

sions such as shall be made for a few

years by their respective circumstances.

Here again they are more widely sepa-

rate, their transplanting is to soils to-

tally distinct. The one held by a fool-

ish custom, stops where the other begins

his youth, and becomes a woman

:

while the other is yet, in his own esti-

mation, a boy.

One is shielded from cold neglect and

the chilly breath of the outer world.

—

which is what tries men's souls—and

nursed like a tender plant amid the

warm breathing of home affection, and

though lovely nature may refine upon

itself in her person, still there is but lit-

tle in such nourishment that can give

else than a feeling of dependence, which

is no great incentive to mental strength

and exertion. While, on the other

hand, it is not wonderful if the man
who lives two lives—the one loose and

the other restrained as suits his pleasure

and his company—a rough and a gen-

tle, who sees the world as the girl can-

not, in all it's lewdness, and most ordi-

narily partakes of its debauchery in a

greater or less degree, who must, from

his position, rule the State by strength

of effort and cunning, it is not wonder-

ful, that such an one should, from the

exerc'se, gain strength of mind not only

great but giant-like. And will no one
ask and answer reasonably the question :

" Would not these two beings have fig-

ured alike in mind were they only sub-

ject to the same influences."

In law, politics and literature gener-

ally, we know, none or at least few wo-

men, have set the world on fire by their

writings—few, indeed, in comparison

with men; but let the comparison run

farther. How many women have had

opportunity in comparison with men ?

How slight are the opportunities of the

one compared with those of the other ?

not so much as the ratio of one to a

thousand, yet out often thousand men,

with full opportunities, not more than

one makes himself more renowned than

most women, who are heard of only

around their own hearth. Here this

mind-disparity dwindles to a laughable

fallacy, by the sophistry of which, some
have been deceived.

We must, of course, and, after we
have made due allowance to the male

community, for all the misspent hours

and that boyish independence and res-

tiveness which would not let them im-

prove the 2)resent when it was theirs, will

they not grant my lair clients some
credit for the opportunities thoj never

had, but which men so loosely wasted ?

Were some one from another planet to

step among us, and knowing the chances

for improvement respectively, and be-

hold the actual improvement of each,

he would (and there is no doubt of it)

give woman credit for the superior mind.

Dub not her your inferior in natural

mind, from whom you have, by your

customs, taken nearly all power, to be

otherwise. She, the only virtuous por-

tion of your race, may, in time, laugh
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at your present wisdom. But better is

virtue without wisdom, than wisdom in

want of it.

I like not the stain of the outer world

upon a woman's garments, but here is

a scene at home which speaks for en-

lightenment more than all our groaning

libraries. It is where reason and sound

judgment, with knowledge, is with man's

help-meet ; for there is in the one, the

counsel and lover, and not those jeal-

ousies and suspicion which with man

and man wai'p veracity.

Reader, I know not that you are in

the opposition, if you are, perhapsj-ou

never read Mary Somerville's " Connec-

tion of the Physical Sciences ;
" if not,

why then go read it, and, for shame,

until then, when you read understand-

ingly, speak not disparagingly of wo-

man's mind. You have no right, until

you have done this. And after, I great-

ly doubt, if you '11 have the desire. If

one woman ranks thus high among the

first students in her knowledge of the

physical sciences, to what standard can

you bind the rest of the race ? If one

has done so, your whole theory is floor-

ed, for it is a universal proposition.

Our opponents say of woman, as a

dernier resort, that she is the "weaker

vessel." Grant it : but we interpret the

scriptures by natural analogies, and so

beautifully do they agree in all cases

whatsoever, that when we are inclined

to interpret them otherwise, we are con-

strained to yield to nature as our teacher.

We know that the lower orders of

animated nature, in every instance, have

the female of more delicate mould than

the male ; that all created beings have

an instinct peculiar to their several spe-

cies, and which serves the same purpose,

and resembles the functions of mind

which we possess. And here comes a

fact, which, if it is doubted, leads you

to your natural histories, viz : That

" this instinct in the male and female is

equally strong." They seem almost to

think, to will, remember and reason

—

€nd these, you know, are our own men-

tal functions. And in all this show of

functions in brute mind, there has never

yet, by closest observation, been found

a shade of superiority in the male over

the female. Could there be found a

lack of instinct and sagacity in the fe-

male of animals which the male pos-

sesses, as one we would doubt.

But we find physical disparity in

male and female of beasts as well as

men, and not finding a disparity of

similar nature in those functions of ani-

mals, which resemble mind and serves

its purposes, we rest upon the strength

of the analogy to sustain the opinion

that there is no disparity in like manner

in the mind masculine and feminine

of the genus homo.

So our interpretation of that passage

of the scripture which speaks of the

woman as the " weaker vessel," is, that it

was but a lesson to teach her subordi-

nation, and most beautifully to teach

her modesty and besoming humility,

telling her that she was dependent. If

the "weaker vessel" referred to her

mind, then nature would doubtless have

furnished a strong and clear analogy.

r A • • • •

Heat rarefies air to such an extent

that it may be made to occupy 5 or

600 times the space it did before.
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TRADITIONAL ERRORS.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT AND PYTHAGO-

RAS MISREPRESENTED EPICURUS MIS-

CONSTRUED BISHOP BERKELEY VIEW-

ED IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT.

It is surprising that the most palpable

errors have been embraced by mankind

and transmitted without detection from

generation to generation.

Errors in every department of human

knowledge are received indiscriminately,

and when age has lent its sanction, they

are clung to with more avidity.

It is true, in this celebrated era, ma-

ny are daily exposed, but it requires

time and labor to eradicate fallacies,

which have been accumulating for cen-

turies. Old falsehoods that were es-

teemed orthodox and to doubt them, a

short time since were almost sacrilege,

are now demolished by daring innova-

tors.

Among the many reasons why these

eiTors have obtained such stronghold up-

on the minds of men, are mental indo-

lence and reverence for ancestors.

Without examining into the truth or

falsity of a proposition, they are willing

to take it upon the assertion of their

forefathers and cling to it as an heir-

loom.

We have no objection to reverence

for ancestors ; it is a feeling that ought

to be cherished and one eminently cal-

culated to incite the young to useful-

ness, but we condemn that spirit which

looks upon the past as approximating

perfection, and the present as nearing

destruction. The old have assisted in

propagating this feeling ; they speak of

" their young days" as if they were a

golden era, and compare it with the

present by a sigh and ominous shake of

the head.

They are, we doubt not, sincere, but

mistaken. Their early associates have

been cut off before them ; they have

lost the ardor of youth ; they look back

upon the past because it was unalloyed

by pain or trouble, and unwittingly at-

tribute to "the times," the changes

which have taken place in themselves.

This may be natural, but certainly

impolitic. They should carefully avoid

instilling such belief into the young, they

ought rather to teach them the world

is better in eveiy respect ; that it is pro-

gressing and will continue to progress,

and each successive generation must

prepare to assist in the great work.

But we are digressing—we mean to

say, it is owing chiefly to mental indo-

lence and ancestral reverence, that more

of the less important traditional errors

have not been corrected.

Our first remarks will apply equally

well to moral, political and physical er-

rors, but we shall leave them to be cor-

rected by those who are competent, and

confine ourselves to those concerning a

few individuals.

It is a notorious fact that most of the

remarks and anecdotes of distinguished

men are treasured up and remembered

with tenacity.

Remarks and actions, trivial in them-

selves, and which derive their only lustre

from their authors, are handed down from

age to age. It is true that small things

frequently exhibit a man's character bet-

ter than more important ones ; but we

think it questionable whether the foibles

and weaknesses of the distinguished are

preserved for this reason. The multitude

almost deify them—they look upon them
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as almost supernatural, and are gladwhen

they see defects in such men, for they

know then, there is something in com-

mon—that the great are not so far re-

moved as they probably supposed.*

Often do we hear men, when reproved

for some fault, reply, " it is a character-

istic of the great"—"an infirmity of

genius," and various other expressions

indicating, though unintentionally, that

they are content with the foibles of the

great, instead of trying to emulate their

virtues.

Many engaged in the common affairs

of life, utter sentiments more replete

with wisdom than some that are attrib-

uted to the justly celebrated, but they

are not noticed or forgotten on account

of the obscurity of their authors. We
do not mean to traduce the great ; they

have given utterance to truths, and per-

formed actions which will last forever;

but those to which we shall refer, are

either falsehoods or misconceptions.

Many of the remarks in this preface

are inappropriate to the examples we

shall select ; but the subject is so exten-

sive, that we can only state what we

believe to be true, and let readers choose

their own illustrations.

Among the first examples of inordi-

nate ambition which are cited to " young

hopefuls" at school, is Alexander the

Great. They are told to look at him,

and see how worthless is the attainment

* We once heard a gentleman say " he had

seen it stated in an obscure history, that once

during his life, Gen. Washington had uttered

an oath. That he was glad he had seen it,

(not that it was uttered,) for he could then re-

alize that Washington was human—that he had

faults like the rest of us, whom before he could

not, on account of admiration, but regard as

more than human."

of our objects, if not modified by reason

and judgment. Thus far the illustra-

tion, though commonplace, is happy;

but when they go on to say, " he con-

quered the world and wept because

there was not another to conquer," it

becomes absurd. Let us examine the

conquests of Alexander and see if facts

will agree with this statement ; let us

see if he over-ran all that portion of the

globe then known to the Greeks. It

will be generally admitted that he was

a man of good mind which was well

cultivated by Aristotle, and why it was

he wept about a thing which never hap-

pened is more than we can conceive.

It is true, the conqueror subdued all

Greece, a large portion of Asia and a

part of Africa, but he did not subdue

all the countries which the Greeks had

knowledge of; and even admitting that

he did, why there were many to whose

confines he must have been, during his

conquests, which would have given him

as much employment as he wished.

But we find he penetrated India as

far as the river Indus, and intended to

pursue his march to the Ganges if not

farther ; but his soldiers having lost all

confidence in him on account of his ex-

cessive drinking, and, besides, hearing

exaggerated reports of the Indians, re-

belled and refused to follow him, so he

was compelled to turn towards Greece.

With these facts before us, it is im-

possible to believe that he uttered a

falsehood and "wept because there was

no country to conquer," when he had

just left an extensive territory upon

which he had not tried the force of his

arms.

Now, since we have refuted this ab-

surd report, let us examine the cause
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which probably gave rise to it. On one

occasion an Astronomer told Alexander

" that all the stare he saw were so many

worlds," at which Alexander is said to

have burst into tears and exclaimed,

" how much it is to be regreted there

are so many worlds when we cannot

govern one !

" This we believe to be

the true explanation and dispels an er-

ror which, although of little importance,

has clung to the world for more than

two thousand years. Wonder is an

emotion so largely developed in most

men that they too frequently indulge it

at the expense of common sense.

Alexander was a character well cal-

culated to call forth admiration and

wonder, and in the exercise of these a

remark was attributed to him inconsis-

tent with facts and too silly for a man

of sense. But let us continue this in-

vestigation.

Those who have had the advantage

of studying Geometry (or misfortune as

some will deem it), are perfectly famil-

iar with the statement made concerning

Pythagoras.

It is reported that upon demonstrat-

ing the theorem, " that in every right-

angled-triangle, the square of the hy-

pothenuse is equal to the squares of the

other two sides" he was so transported

he sacrificed a hundred oxen through

gratitude.

Upon examination we find this state-

ment more erroneous, if possible, than

the former.* Pythagoras believed in

the transmigration of the soul, and

taught his scholars that, " at the sight of

bleeding victims, the Gods wore struck

with horror, and to pretend to honor

them by such sacrifices was calculated

* Sco Fcnolon's Lives of the ancient Philos-

ophers.

to draw divine vengeance on the offer-

ers." We find the only sacrifices he at

any time offered were loaves, cakes and

the like : but notwithstanding all this,

we are taught that he actually sacrific-

ed a hecatomb of animated beings.

Thus, to have done this, he must

have violated a doctrine he inculcated

during his life ; and he must have been

very wealthy, although he left all his

possessions in his native country. If he

offered any thing in the form of an ani-

mal, it must have been dough so shaped,

which is not inconsistent with the prac-

tice of those who hold the doctrine of

Metempsychosis.

Perhaps there is no one, ancient or

modern, whose opinions have been more

traduced and utterly perverted than

Epicurus.

His name is a synonyme for sensual-

ity and voluptuousness, and to speak of

him in any other connection will appear

paradoxical. This perversion is owing

to the wrong construction put upon his

language. He taught that " happiness

consists in pleasure ; not in sensual in-

dulgence, but in health of body and

tranquility of mind." Those who can

object to this, deserve credit for their

discriminating faculties rather than com-

mon sense. His whole life belies the

sensuality and riotous living ascribed to

him, for he subsisted upon the produc-

tion of his garden which he cultivated

with his own hands.

We find that Cicero, who was by no

moans fovorablo to this sect of philoso-

phers, on one occasion says, " with how

little was Epicurus content."

lint hoar Epicurus himself: "It is

impossible too carefully to avoid those

indulgences which destroy the health of

tho body and debase the soul; and
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though pleasure be in itself desirable,

we should resolutely stand aloof when

the pains which flow from it surpass the

enjoyment which it yields ; and for the

same reason it is eligible to suffer an

evil which we are sure will produce a

greater good." What more evidence

do we wish ? His reason for abstaining

from immoderate indulgence, of every

kind, was second only to that of the

christian—eternal welfare.

Instead of heaving him quoted as an

example of abstinence and continence,

his name was appropriated by, or appli-

ed to the luxurious Romans, who sent

to Africa for pea-cock's tongues and to

Britain for oysters ; and more recently

to those who can descant upon the pe-

culiar flavor of " a canvass back " and

pronounce a rapsody upon turtle-soup.*

We take up next an error (if 'tis one)

of a very different nature from the for-

mer and of much more recent origin.

We mean Bishop Berkeley's theory

that there is no matter. In tins in-

stance we will speak with less decision,

for many who were competent to judge

have been of opinion that he really de-

nied the existence of matter; and a-

mong others Lord Byron has made him-

self witty at the philospher's expense

when he says,

" When Bishop Berkeley said ' there was no

matter,'

And proved it
—

'twas no matter what he said
:

"

A writer in the July No. of Whig
Review, not content with allowing Bish-

*We do not wish, by any means, to be under-

stood as derogating from those who possess

such accomplishments ; but we object to the

nomenclature of epicurians, which was taken

from Epicurus who never ate flesh, much less

oysters, canvass-backs, &c.

op Berkeley to make himselfridiculous if

be did really deny the existence of mat-

ter, has sagely concluded that he bor-

rowed his theory from Habbes.

But we find the following in the No-

vember number of the Westminster

Review

:

" Berkeley borrowed from Locke the

word ideas as a general term for all affec-

tions ofthe mind and applied it to all objects

of sense, which he showed as others have

shown before him, but with lesscomplete-

ness were known to us only as sensations.

But the word ideas being more generally

applied to images of the imagination than

to senses, when he proceeded to point out

that abstract ideas could have no separate

existence—that they could exist only in

the mind that conceived them, he was sup-

posed to deny the reality of objeets of

sense and contend for an ideal wjrld.

" This was the mistake of Brown, Reed

and the Scotch Metaphysicians. Mislead

by the word ideal and insisting upon the

literal instead of the intended meaning of

some incautious phrase, which Berkeley

would have avoided had he seen the con-

sequences, they have combatted a theory

which never was formed."

If we had space we would gladly ex-

tract more of this article, the latter part

of which is still more conclusive ; but

those who wish can easily examine for

themselves, and will find it under the

title of " Life and Immortality."

We naturally feel a partiality for

Bishop Berkeley, for he may be called an

American by adoption. A patriot and

philanthropist, he left ease and opulence

in the old world to undergo hardships

for the sake of the new, when she had

few patrons and few resources. As a

last memento he bequeathed his entire
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library to Yale College. It was lie who

pronounced that true prophecy about

our countiy, familiar to all, and at

which every American feels justly proud.

" Westward the course of empire takes its way;

The four first acts already past,

A fifth shall close the drama with the day
;

Time's noblest offspring is the last."

THE HUNGARIAN EXILE'S ADIEU.

And must I leave you, Hungary,

My own beloved land ?

Ah gladly would I give for thee,

Could that but gain your liberty.

My breaking heart and hand.

And must I leave, ah ! leave forever,

The place that gave me birth ?

No, would I say, no, never, never

;

First let the hearts of tyrants sever,

And crush them to the earth.

And must I leave you ? Then, farewell,

A long, a last farewell

;

In other lands, I 'm forced to dwell,

To other ears your woes must tell,

And sadly weep your knell.

I leave ; for trait'rous hands hath sold,

Your newborn liberty

—

My countrymen were strong and bold,

They fought, they bled, they died ; but gold,

Hath fixed their destiny.

Tis hard indeed, a miserable lot,

Their sad and woful state

—

Kind heaven avenge it, let it not

Fall hard upon those braves that fought,

Avert their direful fate.

But why weep now? Not towns nor lands,

Nor seas comprise a State ;

But men whose heads, and hearts and hands,

A bulwark unto freedom stand,

What 'er may be their fate.

These form a State. But where are they,

Who fought for Hungary?

Who struck to break the tyrant's sway,

Who firmly stood the bloody fray,

And all for liberty ?

Ah, where are they ! Let those reply,

Whom sordid gain hath bought.

Low mouldering in the dust they lie,

Or in most loathsome prisons die,

Or by the torturing knout.

Then, why should I now longer wail,

Or offer mercy's plea ?

For lands, and seas, and mountains fail

When despots' cruel darts assail,

To avenge my wrongs for me.

Is then my country dead ? Oh ! no.

But as true christians find,

The church of Truth, wher'er they go.

In hearts redeemed by mercy ; so

My country 's in the mind.

Yes, thanks to God, my country lives.

Though not my fatherland,

Where'er the arm of freemen gives,

To all the crown that virtue weaves.

There my country stands.

Oh, then, farewell to Hungary,

Where none but minions dwell

!

I '11 seek a home beyond the sea.

Where sets the sun o'er liberty,

To Hungary farewell.

UNACCREDITED GREAT MEN.
There seems to be a vague principle of

justice abroad in the world, notwith-

standing the croakings of misanthropy

and disappointment. Awkwardly ut-

tering its decrees, and not unfrequently

reversing them, and obscured by passion

interest and bigotry ; sometimes mis-

guided by its own zeal, and often dup-

ed by the unsuspecting sincerity of its

purpose ; there is no more pregnant

proofof the ultimate prevalence ofgood,

than its continued existence.

It is to this general and unsatisfied

love of justice, that the new school of

literature, which is just beginning to at-

tract attention and sympathy in this

country and in Europe, owes its orign.

This principle of extra-judicial justice;
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like many of the vital principles of po-

litical philosphy, after struggling for

utterance, a thousand years, has at

length found the priests, who are to de-

clare its true oracles, and fuse into con-

sistency the jarring creeds of its wor-

shippers.

Many and grievous are the errors in-

to which it has fallen ; vile and hateful

the false gods it has adored ; beautiful

and treacherous the phantoms it has

pursued ; but deep seated in the soul

and necessities of man, neither the hor-

rors of anarchy can stupify, nor the in-

solence of tyranny degrade it. Public

opinion knows its strength ; it has only

to be made sensible of its responsibil-

ities.

It is not surprising that even the

most earnest and capable seekers after

truth, amid the scanty and imperfect

records of the " past," should often be

deceived in their estimation of those

who have played a conspicuous part in

the affairs of the world: nor is it

strange that those whom the impartial

verdict of history has consigned to in-

famy, should find interested and plaus-

ible apologists after death. History

and our own times furnish many nota-

ble illustrations of both cases. Mary of

Scotland, Cromwell, Bolivar and Louis

Napoleon have each their throng of res-

pectable admirers and zealous defend-

ers. Robespierre, Danton and Ana-

charsis Cloots are becoming to be re-

garded as the unrighteously calumniated

victims of a malign fate.

So, too, party zeal is continually giv-

ing an unnatural prominence to its new

created idols, and the " sweet voices of

the people " hail a hero under the nod-

ding plume of a militia officer, a De-

mosthenes in a stump-orator, and a So-

lon in an Assembly-man. How all this

misrepresentation and falsehood are to

be avoided, the reformers have not in-

dicated—their peculiar duties seeming

to lead them away from the considera-

tion of the practical and useful, to float

in illogical ease, among the clouds of

mysticism and unintelligible phraseol-

ogy-

One veiy geiferal reason why the re-

al great—those who have conferred

practical and lasting benefits upon man-

kind have been misunderstood, or alto-

gether unappreciated, has been the in-

competency of literary men to do them

justice.

Historians have assigned them mo-

tives, which might possibly have actu-

ated themselves in " consimili casu

:

and squared their conduct to subserve

the beauties or necessities of the narra-

tion. Moralists illustrate a doctrine and

enforce a truth, by falsifying a life.

—

Their " uses of the great " seem only to

be, " to point a moral or adorn a tale."

Biographies have degenerated into pan-

agyrics ; epitaphs
v
into fulsome adula-

tion. Truth and types seem to have

bidden each other an eternal farewell.

In fine, the very esprit du corps of liter-

ary men incapacitates them to judge

correctly of those upon whose merits

they are called to decide. It is impos-

sible that one class should perform the

labor of many, and do it well. Every

profession must write its own histories

and biographies, as well as text books.

Only co-laborers* have that intimate

knowledge and genuine sympathy, which

make such works genial without irrele-

vancy, and truthful and concise without

repulsiveness. The poet who is to
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weave the formulas of mathematics into

rhythm and sing the victories of plus

and minus, must draw his inspiration

from Euclid and the Principia, and not

from gin and water, or sheep browsing

on the mountain side.

The want of some such general sys-

tem as this explains an almost universal

defect in that literature, which is pro-

fessedly didactic. AVhat a man has

done, it teaches in all the fine phrases

of florid rhetoric—yesterday he fought

a battle, to-day he will write a book, to-

morrow invent a machine, or found a

colony, or burn water. But hov> he has

done all this is not so much as hinted

at, and we are left to infer the kindly

aid of the stars, or the black art, to ex-

plain the miracle. Nothing do we hear

of harassing doubts, fierce contests with

stubborn passions, the perplexities of

undisciplined thought, the mental con-

fusion of right and wrong, the half con-

solatory, half degrading suspicion, that

" We are such stuff

As dreams are made of, and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep ;"

and then, mayhap, the high resolve,

shining clear and steadfast, to cast away

unworthy suspicion, the ennobling con-

fidence in man, the sublime faith in

God, and the final victory obtained by

these helps-..

Many of these objections are fast pas-

sing away with the f good old times
"

of monopoly, artificial stimulus, and oth-

erwise ancestral devices : soon we hope

to hail them like angelical visitors, only

appearing to give a sprinkling of varie-

ty to the satiated and food to the won-

der mongers. In modern times, a better

digested system of religion, a more gen-

eral diffusion of knowledge, and a net

work of railroads and telegraphs, reti-

culating entire countries, while opening

new avenues to truth, have hermetical-

ly sealed many sources of error. Tra-

dition scarcely fives through a genera-

tion ; books and newspapers are become

the repositories of whatever is worth re-

cording, and we learn events with only

the embellishments of a single naira-

tion—gaining in truthfulness and relia-

bility, what we lose in the varied color-

ing of many minds painting the same

thing.

One important consequence of the

present state of things is the more cer-

tain appreciation and reward of useful

talent. For since we have learned to

estimate the literary profession by the

same rules as other men—dragging

them down from the jurisdiction of a

" higher law "—it is but proper to ele-

vate the claims of honest and ingenious

labor to be adjuged in the same tribunal.

The little Ave know of this class of men

is a proof of the contempt in which they

were held. The inquisition, which con-

demned Galileo to a prison, and extort-

ed a recantation from him, perhaps,

rescued his name from oblivion, and

linked it indissolubly with his immortal

discoveries.

Mankind made little progress, anteri-

or to the discovery and application of

the laws of Natural Philosophy. The

consistent and harmonious relations of

nature BUggest the laws of morals

—

physics and metaphysics alike lead to

God. C.

"Water, when converted into steam,

increases in bulk 1,800 times.
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THE PRISONERS OF THE
CAUCASUS.

FROM THE FRENCH OF COUNT XAVIER DE MAISTRE.

The mountainous regions of the Cau-

casus have long been included within

the limits of the Russian empire, with-

out properly belonging to it. Their

fierce inhabitants, separated by diversity

of language and of interests, are divided

into a large number of small tribes,

which have few political relations with

each other, but which are all animated

by the same love of independence and

fondness for plunder.

One of the most numerous and most

formidable of them is the Tchetchenges,

who dwell in the larger and lesser Ka-

barda, provinces whose high reaching

valleys stretch upward even to the sum-

mits of the Caucasus. The men of this

tribe are handsome, intelligent and

brave, but cruel, and robbers almost by

profession, and live in a state of almost

continual war with the troops of the

line*

In the midst of these dangerous

hordes, and in the very heart of that

immense chain of mountains, the Rus-

tian government has established a road

for the sake of a communication with

its possessions in Asia. Forts placed at

convenient intervals secure the route as

far as into Georgia ; but no traveller

would venture to risk himself alone in

traversing the space which separates

them. Twice a week a convoy of in-

fantry, with some pieces of cannon and

*This phrase is used to designate the series

of posts, guarded by Russian troops, between
the Caspian and Black seas, and extending from
the mouth of the Tereck to that of the Kuban.

|

a considerable body of Cossacks, serves

as an escort to adventurous travellers,

and bears the despatches of the govern-

ment. One of these forts, situated in

a defile near the entrance of the moun-

tains, has become a little village, with,

for its position, a considerable number of

inhabitants. From its situation it has

received the name of Wladi- Caucasus*

and it is the residence of the officer in

command of the troops who perform

the difficult service of which we have

just spoken.

Major Kascambo, of the regiment of

Wologda, a Russian gentleman, whose

family was originally from Greece, had

received orders to take the command of

the post of Lars in the gorges of the

Caucasus. Impatient to reach the post

assigned to him, and brave even to rash-

ness, he was guilty of the imprudence of

undertaking this journey with an escort

of only fifty Cossacks, who were at his

disposal, and of the still greater impru-

dence of announcing his intention, and

boasting of his plan, before its accom-

plishment.

The Tchetchenges who live on the

frontiers, have submitted to Russia, and

consequently have free access to Mos-

cow; but the most of them maintain

friendly relations with the mountaineers,

and are very often sharers in then pre:

datoiy expeditions. The latter, being

advised of the intended journey of Kas-

cambo, and of the day even of his set-

ting out, stationed themselves in large

numbers in ambuscade on the line of

his route. At about twenty versts from

Mosdok, at the turn of a low hill cov-

ered with thickets, he was attacked by

*'Wladi- Caucasus js derived from the Russian
verb wladeti, which signifies to command.
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seven hundred men on horseback. Re-

treat was impossible. The Cossacks

dismounted, and sustained the attack

with much firmness, in the expectation

of being succored by the troops of a

fort which was not far distant.

The inhabitants of Caucasus, although

personally very courageous, are incapa-

ble of attacking in regular bodies, and

are therefore by no means a dangerous

enemy for a troop which makes a reso-

lute resistance ; but they have good

arms, and shoot with great accuracy.

Their superior numbers, on this occasion,

rendered the contest too unequal. After

a long continued fire on both sides, more

than half of the Cossacks were either

killed or disabled ; the rest had made,

with the dead bodies of their horses, a

circular rampart, behind which they

were drawing their last cartridges. The

Tchetchenges, who always have with

them in their expeditions some Russian

deserters, whom, in case of need, they

use as interpreters, caused them to pro-

claim to the Cossacks, " Give up your

Major, or you shall be put to death, to

a man." Kascambo, seeing that the

loss of his troop was certain, resolved to

surrender himself to save the fives of

those who remained, committed his

sword to his Cossacks, and advanced

alone towards the Tchetchenges, who

immediately ceased their fire, their ob-

ject being to take him alive to obtain a

ransom. Hardly had he given himself

up to the enemy, when he saw approach-

ing at a distance the soldiers who had

been sent to reinforce him : but it was

now too late, for the brigands were al-

ready moving rapidly away.

His denchik* had remained in the

*A soldier who served him as an attendant

—

a servant.

rear with the mule that carried the Ma-

jor's baggage. Concealed in a ravine,

he was awaiting the issue of the engage-

ment, when the Cossacks joined him,

and informed him of the misfortune of

his master. The brave servant resolved

at once to share his lot, and set forward

towards the quarter in which the Tchet-

chenges had retreated, leading his mule

with him, and directing his course by the

tracks of the horses. When he began

to lose sight of them in the increasing

darkness of the evening, he fell in with

a straggler of the enemy, who conduct-

ed him to their rendezvous.

One can readily imagine the feeling

which the prisoner experienced when he

saw his denchik come voluntarily to par-

take of his evil destiny. The Tchet-

chenges speedily divided the booty they

had won, and left to the Major nothing

but a guitar which they had found in his

equipage, and which they returned to

him in derision. Ivan (that was the

name of the denchik*) took possession

of it, and refused to throw it away, as

his master advised him to do. " Why
should we be discouraged ?" he said :

" The God of the Russians is great; f

the interest of these marauders is to

preserve your life ; they will do you no

harm."

After a halt of some hours, the horde

resumed its march, when one of their

people who had just overtaken them,

announced that the Russians continued

to advance, and that the soldiers from

*He was called Ivan Smirnoff, which may be

translated ' John the gentle,' a name which con-

trasts singularly with his character, as we shall

soon see.

tA saying very common among the Russian

soldiers, and used especially in moments of

danger.
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other forts would, most likely, unite in

the pursuit. The chiefs held a council,

their purpose being to conceal their re-

treat, not only that they might retain

their prisoner, but to turn their pursu-

ers from then- villages also, and thus to

escape reprisals. The band dispersed

by different routes. Ten men on foot

were selected to conduct the prisoners,

while a hundred horsemen remained in

a body, and moved in a direction differ-

ent from that which Kascambo was to

take. They took from him his iron-shod

boots, which might have made on the

ground traces that the enemy could re-

cognize, and compelled him and Ivan to

march barefoot a part of the morning.

Coming to the borders of a rapid

stream, the little escort followed its

banks upward, on the turf, the dis-

tance of about half a verst, and descend-

ed into the torrent in a place where the

banks were steepest, through thickets of

dense thorn bushes, taking great pains

not to leave any token of their passage.

The Major was so exhausted by fatigue

that they were obliged to support him

with their sashes, to enable him to reach

the stream. His feet were covered with

blood, and they concluded to restore his

stockings and boots to him, that he

might be in a condition to accomplish

the rest of the journey.

When they arrived at the first village,

Kascambo, made ill more even by mor-

tification than by fatigue, appeared to

his guards so weak and wearied that

they began to have fears for his fife, and

treated him more humanely. They al-

lowed him some repose, and gave him a

horse for the future route ; but to dis-

courage the Russians from the researches

they might make for him, and to hinder

the prisoner himself from any possibility

of informing his friends of the place of

his retreat, they carried him from village

to village, and from one valley to an-

other, often taking the precaution to

bandage his eyes at many changes of

the route. In this way he crossed a

large river, which he judged to be the

Sonja. So long as they were thus pass-

ing from place to place, they treated

him with much attention, furnishing

him with food enough, and allowing him

all needful repose. But when they had

reached the remote village, in which it

had been determined that he was to re-

main permanently under guard, they at

once changed their conduct towards him,

and made him endure every kind of ill

treatment. They put his feet and hands

in irons, and fastened a chain around his

neck, the end of which was attached to

a log of oak. The denchik was treated

less harshly; his irons were lighter, and

left him at liberty to render some ser-

vices to his master,

While he was in this situation, and as

often as he was compelled to undergo

some new hardship, or bear some new

insult, by which they hoped to extort a

compliance, a man who spoke the Rus-

sian language would come to see him,

and advise him to write to his friends to

send the amount of his ransom, which

they had fixed at ten thousand rubles.

The unhappy prisoner was in no condi-

tion to pay so great a sum, and had no

hope, except in the protection of the gov-

ernment, which some years before had

ransomed a Colonel, who had fallen, like

himself, into the hands of some of these

mountain robbers. The interpreter prom-

ised to furnish him with paper, and to

send the letter safely ; but after having
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received Iris consent, ho did not shew

himself again for several days, during

which time the Major experienced a

painful increase of their former severi-

ties. They left him without food, and

took away the mat on which he was

used to lie, and the cushion of a Cos-

sack's saddle which had served him for

a pillow ; and when at last the interpre-

preter returned, he told him, as if in

confidence, that if the sum demanded

was refused, or the payment of it de-

layed, the Tchetchenges had determined

to put him out of the way, to save them-

selves the expense and anxiety which his

preseuce caused them. The object of

this cruel treatment was to induce him

to write in more urgent terms. Final-

ly they brought him some paper, and a

reed cut in the Tartar fashion ; they

took off the chains which bound his

hands and his neck, so that he could

write freely ; and when the letter was

written, they sent it to their chiefs, who

were prepared to forward it to the com-

mandant on the line.

From this time he was treated with

less rigour, and was bound with only a

single chain, which joined his right foot

and hand. His host, or rather his jailer,

was an old man of sixty years, of a gi-

gantic size, and of a ferocious aspect,

which his character did not belie. Two

of his sons had been killed in an en-

gagement with the Russians, a circum-

stance which had caused him to be

chosen, in preference to any other in-

habitant of the village, to be the keeper

of the prison.

The family of this man, (whose name

was Ibrahim,) consisted of the widow of

one of his sons, aged some thirty-five

years, and a sprightly boy of seven or

eight years old, whom they called Ma-
met. His mother was as malicious, and

far more capricious than the old keeper.

Kascambo had much to suffer from her;

but the caresses and the familiar kind-

ness of the young Mamet were, for a

long time, a diversion, and even a real

consolation under his misfortunes. This

boy conceived so great a fondness for

him, that the threats and ill usage of

his grandfather could not hinder him
from coming to play with the prisoner

as often as an opportunity was offered.

He had given him the name of Koniak,

which, in the language of the country

signifies a guest, and a friend. He di-

vided secretly with him the fruits which

he was able to obtain, and during the

period of the Major's enforced absti-

nence, little Mamet, skillfully availed

himself of the momentary absence of

his parents, to bring him bread, or po-

tatoes roasted in the ashes.

Some months had passed away since

the sending of the letter, without the

occurrence of any remarkable event.

—

1 Hiring this interval, Ivan had succeeded

in gaining the good will of the woman
and of the old man, or at least had

gone so far as to render himself quito

necessary to them. He was master of

the whole reach of culinary skill, which

could find its way into the kitchen of a

regimental officer. He manufactured

kitschli* with marvellous taste, prepar-

ed pickled cucumbers, and had accus-

tomed his hosts to many little luxuries

which he had introduced into their do-

mestic economy.

To secure still more confidence, ho

descended to piny the part of a buffoon, -

* A Russian drink ; it is a kind of beer made
from meal.
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inventing every day some new pleasan-

try for their amusement. Ibrahim liked

most of all t see him dance the Cossack

dance. When an inhabitant of the vil-

lage came to visit them, they would

take off Ivan's fetters, and make him

dance it; this he always did with a

good grace, adding every time some

new and more ridiculous drollery. By

persevering in this course, he obtained

for himself the liberty of traversing the

hamlet, through the whole length of

which he was commonly followed by a

crowd of hildren attracted by bJU buf-

fooneries, and, as he was familiar with

the Tartar language, he soon learned

that of this region also, it being a dia-

lect very closely akin to that. The Ma-

jor himself was also often constrained to

sing with his denchik Russian songs,

and to play on the guitar for the enter-

tainment of the rude and ferocious pop-

ulation. At first, they relieved him of

the chain which confined his light hand,

whenever they exacted this complaisance

from him, but the women having notic-

ed that he played sometimes in spite of

his irons, to while away the tedious

hours of his confinement, they refused to

repeat this slight favor ; and the unhap-

py musician repented more than once

of having shewn that he possessed such

a talent. He was not then aware that

his guitar would aid him some day to

regain his liberty.

To gain this liberty so much coveted

by them, the two prisoners formed a

thousand schemes, all extremely diffi-

cult of execution. At the time of their

arrival in the village, the inhabitants

sent every night, in regular turn, a man

to strengthen the guard that was set

over them. Insensibly they relaxed the

rigorous observance of this precaution.

Often the sentinel did not come ; and

the woman and her son lay in a neigh-

boring chamber, and old Ibrahim re-

mained alone with the captives ; but he

always kept about his own person the

key which unlocked their irons, and was

wakened by the slightest noise. From

day to day the prisoner was treated with

increasing harshness. As the answer

to his letters did not come, the natives

came often to his prison to insult him,

and to threaten him with more cruel in-

flictions. They deprived him of his

meals, and one day he had the mortifi-

cation to see little Mamet pitilessly beat-

en on account of some melons which

the child had brought him.

A very remarkable circumstance in

the painful situation of Kascambo, is the

confidence which his persecutors had in

him, and the esteem with which he had

inspired them. While these barbarians

were subjecting him to continual inju-

ries and indignities, they came frequent-

ly to ask counsel of him, and to employ

him as an arbiter in then- affairs, and an

umpire in their many quarrels. Among
the disputes which they submitted to

his decision, the following deserves to

be recorded for its singularity.

(to be continued.)

Extraordinary case of mirage.—
The steamship Arctic was seen in a

cloud off Newport beach on Thursday,

22d ult. It was a case of mirage, as

the steamship was distant about 60

miles from the place where she was

seen. At that time a vapor was rising

from the water.
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EDITORIAL TABLE.

In accordance with the fashion of the

times and for purposes of convenience

and justification, we shall affix to our

numbers an Editorial Table. Its use is

very evident. At the same time that we

desire to please our subscribers by the ex-

ercise of good taste, we wish also to

satisfy contributors of our perfect justice

and impartiality. Whenever a candid-

ate for a place in our columns shall

prove unsuccessful, we shall make a free

and fair use of this medium for the ex-

pression of our objections. The purpo-

ses for which we have been appointed

are the interest and consequent popular-

ity of the Magazine, and we can dis-

charge our duty only by discriminating

with our best taste in the reception of

articles. We shall, of course, ask the

general privilege of a personal hearing,

but our rule shall be, to give precedence

to communicated articles, when furnished

in sufficient quantity and endowed with

a worthy literary excellence. We hope,

on the contrary, that College courtesy will

not be extended so far, as to leave the

privilege of contributing entirely in our

hands.

We desire much that this our first

issue may not disappoint expectations, if

any have been funned in its favor. We
only wish its matter may prove as agree-

able as its subjects are various. The

"Sketches of the University," and sub-

sequently of the State, will be continued

until their extensive and reliable source

is exhausted. If there are any State pat-

riots in the land, this department must

prove interesting to them, as wo will

vouch for the accuracy of our informa-

tion.

Wk regret the necessity of refusing

two articles for this number, but such

has been our duty. To the author of

"Patrick Henry," we must say that, un-

less he can throw some additional light

on the life and character of this great

orator, his remarks will scarcely interest

our readers or extend his own reputation.

As it is, his matter is altogether derived

from "Wirt's Life of Henry," and our

subscribers would doubtless prefer read-

ing it in the original.

We feel constrained, also, for the pres-

ent, to decline the favor of "Syphax

Come-rattle-the-bone." We think his

subject ill-chosen and indifferently han-

dled, and the motive of his remarks, if

any,appears improper and presumptuous.

If we should ever decide to give publicity

to his piece, we must still advise the

change of his title, unless he is conscious

of more propriety in it than we can dis-

cover.

We are sincerely obliged to those who

have so worthily assisted in the comple-

tion of our first issue and wish they may

continue to incur our obligations, by the

same commendatory course.

We deem it necessary to make a slight

explanation with regard to the names

of the editors being attached to the

Magazine. It may appear a little pre-

sumptious in arraying our names on the

title page before knowing what our re-

ception will be. The object, however, is

to inform our absent friends and thus

allow them an opportunity, if they feel

so disposed, to patronize our efforts.

—

They will be erased from the next num-

ber.

Ik conclusion we must express the

hope, that the whole body of our fellow-

students will never need to be reminded

of their duty.
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"A WORD TO THE WISE IS

SUFFICIENT."

The above maxim is old, very old, and

there is good reason for it. Indeed, I

doubt whether any maxim has been in the

public service as long as it has, and, to

use a figure, it is quite true it is get-

ting grey-headed. But still it is in

vogue, and of a truth seems endowed

with perpetual youth. It is called into

requisition on every occasion where

there is any important matter at issue,

where the scales are equally balanced,

and policy demands that an ad capitan-

dum stroke should be made to incline

the beam. If an individual be arraign-

ed at the bar of justice, and he detects,

by the threatening array of testimony

brought against him, the inflexible and

unpitying features of the judge, and the

any thing but hopeful phiz of his coun-

sel, the lurking verdict of the jury that,

too palpably to be mistaken, proclaims

him a caged man, I know of no surer

life preserver to his cause, than for his

attorney, after a few complimentary re-

marks, to close up with the above cer-

tainly palatable declaration. If he be

an advocate of the learned sciences,

and ambitious to accomplish not only

all the good that he can for others, but

for himself; in a word, if he wishes to

take up a collection, it is certainly the

act of a wise judgment, after laying him-

self out on metals, gasses, phases of the

atmosphere, earthen strata, and even

phrenological bumps to let this be the

peroration to his lecture. Or if, per-

chance, he be engaged in a most embar-

rassing and uncertain tete-a-tete with a

very severe looking old gentleman, of

repulsive speech and double-jointed tex-

ture, both mental and physical; and,

after an enumeration of negroes, houses,

plantations, and stores of wealth in ex-

pectancy, there be a dubious shake of

the head, indicative of " my daughter

can't be had for that sir," there is a

never failing remedy in the old adage

" a word to the wise is sufficient." It

should never be used with the tender

fair one however. You must talk to her

of orange bowers, golden sunsets, the

pensive inconstant moon, and let your

peroration be a sigh. This is the rule,

as simple as the axiom—the shortest

distance from one point to another is a

straight line, and do not forget it. It is

not my object, however, to tell of the

origin of this time-honored maxim, its

indispensable utility and adaptation to

all circumstances and occasions, much

less to intrude upon the privacy of the

hour and place in which it is very often

very delicately employed, but simply to

use it as a head under which to lay

down some very plain ideas, which I

think may be acted upon with discretion.
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I address myself to the task before

me more especially for the benefit of the

ladies, and if they do not choose to be

benefited by my observations, I do not

care ; I shall say that they are stubborn

and insensible to good council. Neither

do I wish any one of the sex to think

that by this preference I mean to apply

to them in its fullest sense the leading

idea in my text—wisdom. For, in this

day and generation, a man's wisdom is

not so readily acknowledged, notwith-

standing he may know all mysteries,

and may be able to hold converse with

invisible creatures. He must go a step

beyond that. He must be a diploma-

tist, an intriguer from his cradle to his

grave ; he must have so thoroughly ex-

amined into the very frame-work of

men's natures and education, that he

has each particular trait written upon

his understanding ! in a word he must

be a lawyer. Now I know many ladies

who are not only as harmless as doves,

but wise as serpents ; but it is a particu-

lar kind of wisdom, the precise nature

of which I shall not discuss here. I

refer any one who may wish to know, to

Burton's anatomy of melancholy. And

here, at the very threshhold, I am met

by a right unruly question—what good

is to be accomplished by the most fin-

ished investigation into a nice and pro-

per rule of conduct, much less a rough

charcoal sketch, for the daughters of

Adam and Eve ? Can it change any

swiftly growing false principles of feel-

ing and thinking, or set up new tem-

ples of taste in their intellects ? Or, in

other words, can " the^Ethiopian change

his skin, or the leopard his spots ?" I

think the Bible intimates, if it does not

say—no. I remember to have heard it

remarked, as an undeniable fact, that,

when one female leads the way, the rest,

like sheep, or rather lambs, will follow.

But then it must be remembered that I

am not a woman, if the race has been

rightfully classified ; and the truth must,

in this case, fail of effect.

In the first place, in an examination

of the relation which females sustain to

each other, and the various incidents

under that relation, the most superficial

observer cannot fail to detect the most

glaring absurdities and acts, to say the

least of them, censurable. We do not

mean to deal in unlawful and unjust

strictures upon female character, for it

would bring into requisition more than

the inspiration of poetry, or the almost

spiritual fancy of the artist to do that

justice. But it is certain dispositions, if

a distinction can be drawn between the

two, which it would not require the

lorgnette of the dullest observer, or even

the naked eye to discover, we wish im-

partially to discant upon. It is not un-

frequently that writers on this subject,

or subjects akin to it, for their " wanton

pen will gang its way," attribute all ex-

cesses, all discrepances of behaviour, to

education ; forgetting that while many

of them are thus rightly distributed, a

larger number are referable to custom.

They cast about them, in every grade of

society, and find apparently every thing

undergoing a change. Dress, with its

varied and gaudy niceties, is, like the

ebbing and flowing of the tide, of one

fashion to-day and of another to-mor-

row ; not that time has faded its color,

or excessive use called for patching, as a

necessary consequence, but because the

Parisian exquisiteness of society loudly

calls for a private auction, and the pro-
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ceeds must assist in a still more costly

purchase. Good manners likewise be-

holds, at too late a period, that the dis-

ease is catching, and the same great

family physician is called in : it would

be woman-slaughter in its most hideous

aspect, if a young lady were to suffer a

natural expression to seek her face once,

and the second offence would merit the

severest punishment. Now, we do not

feel so deeply interested in these little

freaks of seminary cultivation, for we

know, that like snow-flakes upon a river,

they must melt away under the influ-

ence of strong substantial good sense

;

and, if the young lady herself never

becomes possessed of this saving ingre-

dient of a sober mind, she will sooner

or later find herself under the protection

of a good guardian. We do not care

how many dresses any one member of

the sex may buy, nor how many she

may dispose of, nor in what way she

may dsipose of them. She may sell a

soiled Jenny Lind bonnet to lay in her

spring lace with, or antique looking

josey, to purchase pins; though, were

we married, we should ward off all inti-

mation of " new goods !" with the

sweetest kind of request to play " oh!

give me a cot in the valley I love."

The only idea we aim at, is to show that

those changes in society which able wri-

ters point to, and which they think will

warrant them in attributing every dis-

position of the swimming multitude

about them to education, are not mere

phantoms of the brain, but have then

foundation very nearly in truth. Yet,

there undoubtedly are many whims and

caprices incident to female character,

which never did spring up under the

genial rays of education ; no never, and

that speculator upon manners and cus-

toms who attempts to trace eveiy fight

and shade of disposition to such a source,

will find in the end that he has just

been erecting a fahy castle to be inhab-

ited by airy shapes of nothingness.

We contend, on the contrary, that those

things which exist in society, at the pres-

ent day, in all their pristine vigor and im-

portance, had not their origin in any

code of morals prescribed by the pulpit,

the legislature or private teaching, but

in custom ; or, if the female wishes a

more powerful and authoritative begin-

ning, we will say in—prescription ; as,

it is very easy to imagine a very grave

and thoughtful assembly of old maids

deliberating, at some time subsequent to

the flood, upon the measures proper to

be adopted for the government of their

posterity ;—no, I will take that back,

their brothers' and sisters' posterity.

There is one habit in particular, which,

in our opinion, demands a speedy and

thorough purging. It is seen on pub-

lic occasions, in private chit-chat, in

street promenades ; and, even the sanc-

tity of the temple of divine worship,

the eloquence of the minister, nor the

overpowering truths of religion itself,

can prohibit its insidious growth : I re-

fer to one lady's kissing another. Even

the most sinful act can be tolerated oc-

casionally, and so might this, if it were

a practice, the visits of which, like those

of angels, were "few and far between ;"

but, when it becomes one, the dealings

in which are as regular as perpetual

motion, we think the arm of the law-

should, in chaiity, be interposed St.

Paul teaches that the mere wearing of

long hah- by a male person, or short

hair by a female, is not only exceedingly
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unbecoming, but that it is indicative of

great moral looseness, and if this be so,

what must be the criminality of the

habit just named ? it must be " the ex-

treme sinfulness of sin," I know not

that Gray referred to this when he wrote

that many flowers were " born to waste

their fragrance on the desert air," or

that he even thought of the exactness

with which it might be applied to the

case in point, but it seems to me very

natural that its applicability should be

suggested to the mind of most any one.

Kissing, for we use the genuine word

itself, without any substitution, is a mat-

ter of no slight importance. It is not

the mechanical part of the performance

that we are to look at ; were that so,

the pressing together of the lips of two

doll-babies were a theme of as much

wonderment and pleasure, but it is the

burning, fluttering expectation that pre-

cedes, and the bliss that follows the

movement. Hear what a very animated

writer says of it. "It's raptures have

been the theme of glowing prose, of im-

passioned verse, in all ages and climes

;

the powers of language have been ex-

hausted upon it, the tongue and the pen

of genius have, for centuries, borrowed

for its description, the wannest hues of

fancy and imagination—and yet how

far short do they fall of the reality !

how impossible to express in words an

electric torrent of feeling, more tumul-

tuous than joy, more burning than the

desert's thirst,—yet sweeter and more

delicious than childhood's dream of Par-

adise." There are a great many more

words employed by the writer than we

think absolutely necessary, but the idea

is plain and prominent, that the emo-

tions caused by this delightful exercise

are tender, thrilling, in fine, beyond de-

scription ; from our short experience, we

think he has done the subject justice.

Now, can any one so impose upon his

or her conscience as to construe this to

mean that stale, consumptive, ugly,

noisy greeting which ladies press into

their service, whenever they wish to be

unusually affectionate? Does any one,

with even an idiot's lighting up of the

brain, conceive there to be any ecstacy,

and any momentary felicity in that

which resembles any thing else than an

expression of simple, earnest truth? If

the most pointed and accomplished au-

thor that ever wielded the pen were to

sit down and reflect until he had raised

a mountain of thoughts in his mind, and

those thoughts were in defence of this

custom, I should steel my bosom against

pity for him, or encouragement for his

book. In addition, what construction

are we to place upon such an exhibition

of folly? Shall our distaste be so soft-

ened clown, and our liberality of senti-

ment so fettered that we are to justify it

on the principle of innocent, light-heart-

ed gratification ? A lady of true sensi-

tive feelings, of strong unaffected heart,

with a soul expanded to the full purpo-

ses of her being, gifted with a pure and

aspiring intellect, need not publish an

announcement of her debut into society,

nor put herself to the trouble of finqss-

ing with the smiles, the bows and whis-

perings of susceptible young gallants.

Merit requires no recommendation when

it is stamped upon the features of a

high-minded woman : it is its own for-

tune-teller. It will be answered that

the murmuring of the existence of such,

like oriental tales, is sweet and pleasant

to the ear, but that it is one thing to
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speak of a few circles of gold in a dis-

tant mine, and another to vouch for

each spot of earth hiding a diamond.

True, hut there are those of this descrip-

tion : had it not "been so, love, truth and

honor would not have been confederate

with mortal deeds. On the other hand,

we are incredulous as to the permanent

good that may result from this habit, to

those females who are of a less elevated

grade : those, who from a tedious and

attentive training, unrelaxed and severe

discipline become scholars in what con-

stitutes a perfect woman, without being

in possession of the charitable presents

of nature. They must learn content-

ment ; to move iu the sphere for which

" the bent of their genius " fits them,

and if they do this, the perverted art

(for it is too simple to belong to any of

the sciences,) of kissing, can never add

one barleycorn to the stature of their

worth, more especially will it fail to se-

cure them manly, valuable husbands.

If young ladies knew the pain, the acute

anguish that strikes home to the vitals

of economical young men, when they

see two of the opposite sex so wasteful

of the precious gifts heaped upon them
;

if they could only see into the pent-up

scorching regrets of unrequited love,

and know that each thoughtless show

of what might have been the privilege

of some " luckless wight " but adds fuel

to the flame of his torture, they would

certainly abolish the practice. The rule

I would lay down is, that they should

kiss their mamas and papas when ne-

cessity and duty require it, little girls

and—boys when under the age of twelve,

and if propriety and circumstances will

justify them, those whom they have fix-

ed upon through life to " cling closer

than a brother." "A word to the

WISE IS SUFFICIENT."

Another defect which demands our

notice, not so much from its glaring dis-

play on great and small occasions, as,

from its dangerous tendency, is the

habit which is fast becoming fashiona-

able, of ladies falling in love with—la-

dies. This is a startling avowal, but

nevertheless true, and seems well to

bear out Pope's assertion, " woman 's at

best a contradiction still." This, though

founded in custom, is particularly local

in its prevalence, and covers not such

an amount of territory with its sceptre

as the habit just commented upon.

—

Neither are we aware that it accom-

plishes so much harm to the world at

large, is so deeply rooted in a false show

of feeling, or bids fair to reflect so much

discredit upon its votaries. We regard

any youthful alliances of this sort, (not

matrimonial,) as tending to put a just

constraint upon passions of sweeping

energy, as tempering the extravagancy

of dreams which never can be realized,

and as introducing a spirit of congeni-

ality preparatory to new scenes and

fresh associations. This opinion pre-

supposes, however, sufficient temperance

and moderation in the contracting of

these alliances, for, without them, the

last marks of good, like foot-prints by

the approaching wave, will be washed

away by the evil that will ensue. Wo-
man's very constitution has been so

formed, that, in the most trivial cases,

she must have an arm upon which to

lean. She cannot recklessly trust her

hopes and her fears to the treachery of

the world, nor yet can she restrain them

in the chambers of her own bosom : it

necessarily follows then that she must
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have a confident. This confidence at

first assumes the guise, of preference,

then of an earnest reliance, and finally

of an intense friendship ; but when this

state of feeling "absorbs the senses

quite," the will must play its part, and

check the progress of desire. To some

it may seem a remarkably quaint idea,

and no less ridiculous that one female

can love another : to such we would say,

that we have very good authority to

support us in our opinion, and as such,

fear not contradiction. There is this

distinction between the love of the sexes

for each other and the passion just men-

tioned, that the former is involuntary,

and takes full possession of the soul

without stint, while the latter owes its

origin to some unnatural twisting of the

nature, and is as it were forced into ex-

istence. Yet when created and con-

firmed, it is no less potent, no less im-

pulsive ; and when blasted, chills with

no less coldness the beautiful buds of

promise. Indeed so freshly and vigor-

ously is this plant of modern growth

springing up to maturity, that, not con-

tent with the rusticity of solitudes

where poets " weave the rustic song,"

it is found in hot-house bloom in the

midst of our female institutions of learn-

ing. It is no uncommon occurrence we

are told, in circling the inclosures of a

campus, to see a Dapere and Letitia

with arms thrown lovingly around each

other's waists, with eyes shooting the

sparks of emotion the breast could not

conceal, while the tremulous frame rocks

to an fro with love's first warm experi-

ence, plighting their vows of eternal con-

stancy. There succeeds the same ex-

change of rings, of mementoes, and of

—

kissing. The college grove resounds

with the music of "I have told theo

how sweet the roses are," " the moun-

tain maid's invitation," or if perchance

it be by moonlight, " sleeping I dream-

ed love," and " when soft stars are peep-

ing." If Cupid smiled upon his young

disciples, each rising of the sun but

brings a return of the same delicious

scenes ; if not, the drama is wound up

by showers of tears, tender farewells,

and often low and plaintive gushes of

melody, such as " maid of Athens e'er

we part," and " farewell, farewell to thee

Araby's daughter." We do not say

that all this act passes before the public

eye, oh ! no ; love is too sacred to be

having regular, break-down fits in a

college campus, but enough transpires

there to excite curious inquiry. Now,

any one who is at all familiar with the

workings of that purest and greatest of

passions ; the delicate yet mysterious

machinery of the female heart ; the el-

evation to which it is lifted by the very

first throb of affection, can very easily

point to the evil consequences of cher-

ishing such an unnatural flame. Young-

eyed animation is buried e'er it is born,

the truthfulness of youth is converted

into the selfishness of old age, the dif-

fidence and modesty of a pure reflective

habit, begotten beyond the dawn of

memory into a morose unseemly pre-

sumption, in a word the whole charac-

ter is changed to a mere shadow of its

former self. Byron wrote not without

a key to the truth the following fines,

which, though devoted to another de-

scription of love just mentioned, will

evidently apply here :

Alas ! the love of woman ! it is known
To be a lovely and a fearful thing

;

For all of theirs upon that die is thrown,

And if 'tis lost, life has no more to bring

To them, but mockeries of the past alone.
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What an error then do the females

of the present age beguile themselves

into, when they reckon upon their Ut-

ile follies being forgotten with their

college life. A folly of such magni-

tude as this, may be put aside on

the plea of being customary within the

pale of a Seminary : the lashes of con-

science may inflict but childish wounds,

and all still move on "merry as a mar-

riage bell," but the sober period of wis-

dom and discretion will affect a settle-

ment. That is a feeble, milky doctrine,

which teaches that the lesser foibles of

to-day will be swallowed up in the great-

er virtues of to-morrow ; that the im-

pressions of " life's young break of day"

are but transitory, fleeting, and that

the gravity of staid womanhood can ac-

count for the deficiences of youth. No

;

conscience, like the terrible scribe of

the Romish Inquisition, will write upon

memory every jot and tittle of earlier

discrepancies, and they shall not be for-

gotten. How decidedly more consider-

ate then would it be for young ladies,

whatever may be the sprightliness of

their disposition, whatever the pretti-

ness and roving bent of their fancy,

whatever their social and friendly incli-

nations to enter a determined protest

against fettering themselves in engage-

ments with each other. Is man such an

insipid being, such a fag end of crea-

tion, that he cannot be trusted with the

implicit confidence of one of them?
" A WOKD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."

We do not wish to remove the veil and

expose the whole family of female faults.

We care not to sit in judgment upon

every minute feeling that is incident to

this moving active scene, and to which

human frailty is heir; though the num-

ber of those, which have been brought

to light by a studied art and a corrupt

education, is by no means smalL The

mind and heart of the sex have been

so prematurely crooked and disfigured

by artifice, so stained by fashion and its

attendant formalites, that reason would

warrant any unprejudiced observer in

condemning and reproving. The very

career of a young lady from the time

she first catches a glimpse of " matters

and things in general," through the

beautiful medium when she becomes

impressed with the idea of herself be-

ing a sharer, and up to the period when

her title is made doubly sure by a per-

manent possession, is one continued

traffic in artificial customs. She has

instilled into her young bosom this great

truth, that marriage is the final consum-

mation of woman's hopes as well as

happiness, and it seems as if her stern

monitor, not content with judicious in-

struction, must hamper and correct the

very rules of nature. This much we

believe attributable to education, but

others in which the female is not the

only party interested, are attributable

to other causes. Why is it that we

hear so much stress laid upon the abso-

lute necessity of affliction, at a later day,

bringing about such a change in the

character of persons ? Why is it that

the immortal part should need the pre-

scriptions of such a physician to heal

the bruised spirit, and bind up the bro-

ken heart ? Can it be that she who .

was created a little loAver than the an-

gels, and in the perfect likeness of her

maker, is naturally a diseased Lazarus ;

that it requires the exertion of some di-

vine power to restore her whole, without

spot or blemish ? Can it be that those

beautiful traits, which are but so many
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sparks emauated from the divine mind,

are prone to evil ? Affliction may be

designed in the way of a special Provi-

dence, to atone for the crimes of dark-

ness when no eye looked in upon their

commission ; to warn decrepid and pal-

sied old age of the nearness of the

tomb, and warn youth of the decay of

its sunny hopes, but never was intended

as a special rectifier of the female char-

acter, or those dispositions that haunt

her vigils and her dreams. We do not

mean harm to any one on the face ef

God's earth, much less to any true-heart-

ed woman : on the contrary, it is the

highest of our ambition to become pre-

ceptor to a portion of the fair sex, and

if we can only get possession of an old-

field-school, with a half dozen rugged

country girls, we shall be satisfied. Yet

perchance an untoward destiny nip our

prospects in the bud, let one honest wo-

man at least profit by our parting coun-

sel, "put aside those two unfeminine,

unmasculine, unreasonable, uncomely,

unbecoming and unparalleled sins—
kissing and falling in love with each

other,'
1

'

1 " A word to the wise is suf-—
THE PRISONERS OF THE

CAUCASUS.

FROM THE FRENCH OF COUNT XAVIER DE MAISTRE.

( Concluded from our last. )

One of these men had entrusted the sum

of five rubles to a comrade, who was

about setting out for a neighboring valley

with directions to pay them to some

one. The messenger lost his horse,

which died on the road, and ho pur-

suaded himself that he had a right to

keep the five rubles to make amends for

the loss which he had suffered. This

reasoning, truly worthy of a Caucasian

!

was not relished by the owner of the

silver. On the return of the traveller,

there was a great confusion in the vil-

lage. The two men had gathered a-

round them on either side their parents

and friends, and the dispute might have

had a bloody termination, had not the

ancients of the tribe, after having vain-

ly attempted to appease and reconcile

them, induced them to submit the case

to the determination of the prisoner.

All the population of the village hur-

ried in great disorder to the house where

he was confined, that they might learn

the sooner the result of this ludicrous

law suit. Kascambo was taken from

his prison, and conveyed to the plat-

form which answered for a roof to the

house. The most of the dwellings in

the valleys of the Caucasus consist in

part of excavations in the ground, and

are not raised more than two or three

feet above the surface of the earth ; the

roof is horizontal, and formed of a lay-

er of beaten clay. The inhabitants, and

especially the women, come up to re-

pose themselves on these terraces after

sunset, and often pass the whole night

there in the milder portions of the year.

When Kascambo appeared upon the

roof, there was at once a profound si-

lence. One would have looked doubt-

less with astonishment on this strange

tribunal, where half-frantic litigants,

armed with pistols and daggers, came

to submit their case to a judge in chains,

almost dead with hunger and wretch-

edness, from whom yet there was no ap-

peal, and whose judgments were always

respected.
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The Major, despairing of success in

any effort to induce the accused party

to listen to reason, and to bring at least

the laughers on the side of justice, put

to him the following question: "If,

instead of having given you five rubles

to cany to his creditor, your companion

had only commissioned you to carry

him a ' good morning !

' would not your

horse have died just the same ? " " May

be "replied the defendant. "And, in

that case," continued the judge, " what

would you have done with the 'good

morning?' would you not have been

obliged to keep it in payment, and to

have been satisfied with it ? I order,

therefore, that you give up the sum en-

trusted to you, and that your comrade

give you the ' good morning.' "

When this sentence was translated to

the spectators, the bursts of laughter

announced from every quarter the wis-

dom of the new Solomon. The loser

himself, after having disputed some time,

was constrained to yield, and said, as he

looked at the rubles he was restoring,

" I knew beforehand I should lose, if

this dog of a christian was brought in-

to the business." This very singular

confidence illustrates the notion which

these people have of the superiority of

the Europeans, as well as the natural

sense of justice which exists among

even the most ferocious men.

Kascambo had written three letters

since his captivity began, and had re-

ceived no answer. A year had passed

away. The unhappy captive, destitute

of linen, and of all the conveniences of

life, felt that his health was decaying,

and began to abandon himself to de-

spair. Ivan also had been ill for some

time. The strict Ibrahim, to the great

surprise of the Major, had freed the

young man from his irons during his

indisposition, and left him at liberty af-

ter his recovery also. As the Major was

questioning him, one clay, on this sub-

ject, " master," said Ivan to him, " I

have wished, for a long time, to consult

you about a plan which has come into

my head. I think I should do well to

turn Mahometan." " You are losing

your wits, I think." " No, I am not

losing my wits ; there is no other means

of my being useful to you. The Turk-

ish Priest has told me, that when I shall

be circumcised, they can no longer keep

me in irons ; then I shall be able to do

you some service, at least to procure you

good nourishment, and some linen : and

then, who knows ? when I shall be free.

The God of the Russians is great ! we

shall see !" " But God himself will

abandon you, miserable man, if you be-

tray him."

Kascambo, all the while he was scold-

ing his servant, could hardly help laugh-

ing at his odd scheme : but when he

went on formally to forbid him to en-

tertain it ;
" master " replied Ivan, " I

can obey you no longer, and it is vain

for me to wish to conceal the truth from

you ; it is already done. I have been

a Mahometan from the day when you

thought me sick, and they took off my
chains. I am now called Hussien.

—

What harm is there in it ? Can I not

make myself a christian again whenever

I will, and when you have regained

your freedom ? Just see ! Already I

am no longer in irons ; I can break

yours on the first favorable opportunity,

and I have strong hopes that one will

present itself before long." In fact,

they kept their word with him : he was
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no more chained, and from this time en-

joyed a large degree of liberty: but

this very liberty was like to have proved

very fatal to him. The chief movers of

the expedition against Kascambo soon

became alarmed lest the new made Mus-

sulman should forsake them. His long

residence among them, and his familiari-

ty with their language, put him in a

condition to know each of them by

name, and to give a description of the

person of each at the line, if he should

ever return thither : which would ex-

pose them individually to the vengeance

of the Russians ; and they therefore

warmly disapproved the misplaced zeal

of the priest. On another side also sus-

picion arose. The earnest Mussulmans,

who had favored him at the time

of his conversion, observed that when

he said his prayers on the roof of the

house, according to custom, and as the

Mallah had particularly advised him to

do, that he might acquire the good will

of the people, he often, through the

force of habit and inadvertence, made

the sign of the cross in connection with

the prostrations which he made in the

direction of Mecca, towards which it

sometimes happened also that he turned

his back, instead of his face; and all

this caused the sincerity of his conver-

sion to be suspected.

Some months after his feigned apos-

tacy, he perceived a great change in the

relations which he had thus far had with

the inhabitants of the village, and could

hardly misunderstand the manifest indi-

cations of their ill will towards him.

He was vainly endeavoring to ascertain

the cause of this, when some young per-

sons with whom he was particularly in-

timate came to propose to him to ac-

company them in an expedition which

they were about to undertake. Their

plan was to cross the Tereck to plunder

the merchants who would soon be on

their way to Mosdok. Ivan did not

hesitate to accept their proposition. For

a long time he had been desirous of get-

ting some weapons for himself, and they

promised him a share of the plunder.

He thought that when they should see

him return to his master, those persons

who now suspected him of wishing to

desert, would no longer have the same

reason to mistrust him. As the Major,

however, was strongly opposed to this

project, he seemed to have no further

thought about it, until one morning

Kascambo saw, when he awoke, the mat

on which Ivan used to sleep, rolled up

against the wall. Ivan had departed

during the night. His companions were

to pass the Tereck the next night, and

attack the merchants, of whose route

they had received information from their

spies.

The confidence of the Tchetchenges

might well have occasioned some sus-

picion in the mind of Ivan. It was not

natural that men so cunning and dis-

trustful should allow a Russian, their

prisoner, to accompany them in an ex-

pedition against his own countrymen.

Indeed he was afterwards informed that

they should not have proposed to him

to be of their number, but in the inten-

tion of assassinating him. As his char-

acter of a new convert constrained them

to resort to some contrivance to conceal

their plan, they designed to keep him in

sight during the march, and to make

way with him at the moment of the

attack, that he might be supposed to

have been slain in the combat. A few
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members of the party only were in the

secret ; but the event disappointed their

arrangement. At the moment when

their band had placed itself in ambus-

cade, to be in readiness to attack the

merchants, a regiment of Cossacks sur-

prised them, and charged upon them

with so much spirit that they found it

no easy matter to recross the river.

The extremity of their own danger made

them forget the plot they had formed

against Ivan, who followed them in their

retreat.

As their party in all the disorder of

haste was passing the Tereck, whose

waters are very rapid, the horse of one

of the young Tchetchenges fell in the

midst of the stream, and was speedily

carried away by the current. Ivan, who

was behind him, urged his horse into

the stream, at the risk of being himself

carried away also, and seizing the young

man just as he was disappearing under

the waters, succeeded in bringing him

to the opposite bank. The Cossacks, in

the dim light of early day-break, re-

cognizing him by his uniform and cap,

aimed their muskets at him, shouting to

one another " The deserter ! hit the de-

serter ! " His clothes were riddled with

balls. At length, after fighting despe-

rately, and having fired all his cartridges,

he returned to the village, with the glo-

ry of having saved the life of one of

his comrades, and of having been of

great service to the whole troop.

If the good conduct which he dis-

played on this occasion did not restore

to him the confidence of all, it gained

him at least a friend : the young man,

whom he had saved, adopted him for

his Koniak (a sacred name, which the

Caucasian mountaineers never violate)

and swore to defend him before and

against every enemy. But this connec-

tion was not enough to shelter him en-

tirely from the hatred of the principal

inhabitants. The courage he had re-

cently shewed, and his attachment to

his master increased the fears with which

he had already inspired them. They

could no longer look upon him as a buf-

foon incapable of any enterprise, as they

had done hitherto ; and when they re-

flected on the failure of the expedition

of which he had been a member, they

were surprised that the Russian troops

happened to be just at the right time in

a place so remote from their ordinary

residence, and they suspected that he

had some means of communicating with

them. Though this conjecture had no

foundation in fact, they now watched

him more closely. Old Ibrahim also,

dreading some plot for the escape of

his prisoners, would not permit them

again to have any continued conversa-

tion, and the brave denchik was threat-

ened, and sometimes beaten even, when

he wished to converse with his master.

In this state of things, the two cap-

tives devised the means of holding con-

versation together, without exciting the

jealousy of their keeper. As they were

in the habit of singing Russian songs

together, the Major, whenever he had

any thing important to communicate to

Ivan, while Ibrahim was present, took

his guitar and sung his questions or

statement ; and Ivan would answer in

the same strain, his master playing an

accompaniment on the guitar. There

being nothing that was new in this ar-

rangement, the trick was not perceived,

and they, besides, to prevent detection,

had prudence enough to resort to it but

seldom.
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More than three months had passed

since the unfortunate expedition, of

which we have spoken, when Ivan

thought he noticed an extraordinary

agitation in the village. Several mules,

loaded with powder, had come up from

the plain. The men were busy in clean-

ing their arms, and making cartridges.

He soon learned that a grand expedition

was in preparation. The whole nation

was about to unite in an attack on a

neighboring tribe, which had put itself

under the protection of the Russians,

and had allowed them to construct a

fort on its territory. The scheme was

of no less extent than the extermina-

tion of that entire tribe, as well as of the

Russian battalion which was stationed

there during the erection of the fort.

Some days after as Ivan went out of

the cabin in the morning, he found the

village deserted. All the men who were

able to bear arms had marched in the

night. In his walk which he took around

the village to learn what the change

meant, he found new proofs of their evil

intentions towards him. The old men

took pains to avoid speaking to him.

A boy told him openly that his father

wanted to kill him. Finally, as he was

returning, in a melancholy humour, to

his master, he saw on the roof of a

house a young girl who raised her veil,

and, with marks of extreme terror, made

giglis to him with her hand to go away,

pointing in the direction of the road to-

wards Russia: it was the sister of the

Tchetchenge whose life he had saved at

the crossing of the Tercck.

When he entered his house, he found

the old man engaged in inspecting the

chains of Kascambo. A new-comer was

sitting in the chamber: it was a man

whom an intermittent fever had hinder-

ed from going with his comrades, and

who had been sent to Ibrahim's house,

to strengthen the guard over the prison-

ers, until the return of the rest of the

inhabitants. Ivan noticed this precau-

tion, without shewing the least surprise.

The absence of the men of the village

presented a favorable occasion for the

execution of his schemes ; but the more

active watchfulness of their jailor, and

particularly the presence of the new-

comer, rendered the success of them ve-

ry uncertain. However his own death

was inevitable, if he awaited the return

of the villagers : he foresaw that their

expedition would be unfortunate, and

that their fury would certainly not spare

him. There was now no other course

for him, but either to abandon his mas-

ter, or to deliver him at once. The

faithful servant would have suffered a

thousand deaths rather than choose the

first alternative.

Kascambo, who had begun to lose all

hope, had been for some time in a sort

of stupor, and persisted in a profound

silence. Ivan, calmer and more gay

than usual, surpassed himself in prepar-

ing the breakfast, and while he was

making it ready, sang Russian songs,

in which he introduced words of en-

couragement for his master.

"The time is come," so he sung, ad-

ding to every verse the unmeaning re-

frain of a popular Russian song, hai hrfi,

luii lull, the time is come, to end our

sufferings, or to die. To-morrow, hai

lii/i, we shall be on our way to a city,

to a beautiful city, hai lull, which 1 will

not name: courage, master! Do not

be disheartened. " The God of the Rus-

sians is great."
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Kascambo, indifferent alike to life and

death, and not yet aware of the plans

of his servant, said no more to hiin

than, "Do what you will, and be silent."

Towards night the sick man, whom they

had treated generously to keep him

there, and who, beside the good dinner

he had made, had amused himself dur-

ing the remainder of the day in eating

chislik,* was seized with an access of

fever so violent that he left the compa-

ny, and withdrew to his own house.

They allowed him to depart without

hindrance, Ivan having, by bis gaiety,

completely reassured the old man. To

remove still more every sort of mistrust,

he retired quite early to the lower part

of the chamber, and laid himself down

on a bench against the wall, waiting till

Ibrahim should go to sleep ; but he had

resolved to watch the whole night. In

place of lying down on a mat near the

fire, as he commonly did, he seated him-

self on a log, directly before his prisoner,

and sending away his daughter-in-law,

who went to an adjoining chamber,

where her son was, he closed the door

after her.

From the obscure corner in which he

had chosen his place, Ivan watched at-

tentively the spectacle before him. A
ray of light from the fire which flashed

up now and then, shone upon an axe

that lay in a hollow in the wall. The

old man, overpowered by drowsiness,

from time to time let his head fall upon

his chest. Ivan saw that the time had

come, and raised himself to his feet.

The suspicious keeper perceived it at

once. " What are you doing there ?

You ! " asked he in a harsh tone. Ivan,

* Mutton roasted in small pieces on the end

of a ram-rod.

instead of answering, stepped towards

the fire yawning, like one who starts up

from a deep sleep. Ibrahim who felt

his eyelids growing heavy, compelled

Kascambo to play the guitar, to keep

him awake. At first he refused ; but

Ivan handed him the instrument, and

at the same time made the concert-

ed signal. "Play, master," he said, "I

have something to say to you." Kas-

cambo tuned the instrument, and hav-

ing made ready to sing, they began to-

gether the dreadful duet. They sang

the half-dozen verses of a common Rus-

sian love song, with its hai luli bur-

then, in concert; and between the sev-

eral stanzas, they pronounced as a sort

of interlude, the questions and answers

which communicated Ivan's plans to

his master, as follows : Kascambo, " Hai

luli, hai lull, what have you to say to

me? Take care of yourself." Ivan.

" Look at this axe, but do not seem to

see it. Hai lull, hai luli, I shall split

the skull of the villian." Kascambo,

" An useless murder ! hai luli, how shall

I fly with my fetters?" Ivan. "The

key of your chains will be found in the

robber's pocket." Kascambo. "The

woman -will give the alarm, hai luli"

Ivan. "Let happen what may; are

you not dying the same, hai luli, of

sorrow and hunger?"

The old keeper becoming attentive

they redoubled their hai luli, accompa-

nied by a thundering arpeggio. " Play,

master," continued the denchik, "play

the Cossack ; I am going to dance

round the chamber, to get hold of the

axe; play boldly." "Well! weU! be

it so ; this hell at least will be ended,"

was the reply. He turned his face

away, and addressed himself with all
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his force to play the dance which Ivan

had demanded.

Ivan began the steps and grotesque

attitudes of the Cossack, which used

especially to delight the old man, mak-

ing occasional leaps and gambols, and

uttering slight cries to divert his atten-

tion. When Kascambo perceived that

the dancer was near the axe, his heart

throbbed with agitation : this instru-

ment of their deliverance was in a small

closet without a door, but at such a

height that Ivan conld not easily reach

it. To have it at command, he seized

a propitious moment, grasped the axe

at once, and instantly put it on the

ground, in the shadow of Ibrahim's

body. When Ibrahim turned his eyes

towards him again, he was already at a

distance from the weapon, and contin-

ing his dance. This dangerous scene

continued for a considerable time, and

Kascambo, tired of playing, began to

think that his servant was wanting in

courage, or did not judge the occasion

favorable. He cast his eyes upon kim

at the moment when the intrepid dancer

having seized the axe, was advancing

with a firm step to strike the old brig-

and. The emotion which the Major

felt was so violent that he stopped play-

ing, and let his guitar fall on his knees.

Just then the old man had stooped, and

made a step forward to put some boughs

on the fire ; the dry leaves caught fire

at once, and threw a bright light over

the chamber. Ibrahim returned to re-

sume his seat.

If Ivan had pursued his intention at

this time, a contest hand to hand would

have been inevitable, and the alarm

would have been given, which, above all

things they wished to avoid; but his

j

presence of mind saved him. When
he observed the Major's agitation, and

saw Ibrahim rise, he put the axe behind

the log on which the latter had sat, and

began to dance again. "Play, zounds!"

said he to his master, "what are you

thinking of?" The Major, now aware

of the imprudence he had been guilty

of, gladly returned to his playing. The

old jailer had no suspicion, and seated

himself again ; but he ordered them to

finish their music, and betake themselves

to sleep. Ivan went calmly to take the

guitar, and put it over the fire place

;

but instead of receiving the instrument

which his master handed to him, he

suddenly snatched the axe which was

behind Ibrahim and struck him so ter-

rible a blow upon the head with it, that

the miserable man did not utter even a

sigh, and fell stone dead, with his face

in the fire ; his long, gray beard blazed

hastily; Ivan drew the body out by tho

feet, and threw a mat over it.

They listened, to ascertain whetherthe

woman had been waked; when she, as-

tonished no doubt at the silence which

prevailed after so much noise, opened

the door of her chamber. " What are

you doing here?" said she advancing

towards the prisoners, "whence comes

it, that I find the scent of burning

feathers ? " The fire had just been scat-

tered, and now gave no light. Ivan

raised the axe to strike her ; she had

just time to turn her head away from it,

and received the blow in her breast, ut-

tering at the same time a frightful

groan ; another blow quicker than light

reached her while falling, and stretched

her dead at the feet of Kascambo.

1 Hsmayed at this second murder, which

he had not expected, the Major, seeing
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Ivan step towards the chamber of the

boy, placed himself in the way to inter-

cept him. "Where are you going,

wretched man ? " said he to Ivan, " could

you be barbarous enough to sacrifice

this child also, who has shown me so

much friendship ? If you deliver me
at this cost, neither your love for me
nor your services, shall save you, if we

reach the line." " At the line," replied

Ivan, "you shall do what you will ; but

here, we must finish."

Kascambo, gathering all his strength,

caught him by the collar, as he attemp-

ed to force his passage ;
" wretch," cried

he, " if you dare attempt his life, if you

hurt a single hair of him, I swear here

before God, that I will give myself up

to the Tchetchenges, and your cruelty

shall be useless."

"To the Tchetchenges!" repeated

the denchik, lifting the bloody axe above

the head of his master, "they shall

never receive you alive. I will slay

them, you, myself, before that shall

happen. This child may destroy us,

by giving the alarm ; in the condition

in which you are, a few women are

enough to bring you back to prison."

" Stop ! stop ? " shouted Kascambo,

from whose grasp Ivan was now seek-

ing to disengage himself, " stop, mon-

ster ! you shall murder me too, before

you commit that crime " But, entan-

gled by his chains, and feeble as he was,

he could not hold the fierce young man,

who thrust him backward, and he fell

heavily to the ground, fainting with sur-

prise and horror. Yet, all stained with the

blood of the first victims, while he was

striving to raise himself, " Ivan," he ex-

claimed, "I conjure you, do not slay

him ; in the name of God, do not shed

the blood of that innocent creature !

"

He hastened to save the boy, as soon as

he recovered strength; but, when he

came to the door of tile chamber, he

ran, in the darkness, against Ivan, who
was returning. " Master, all is done

:

let us lose no time, and make no

noise. Make no noise, I tell you," an-

swered to the despairing reproaches

which his master was heaping on him,

" what is done, is done ; it cannot

now be recalled. To gain our free-

dom every man Ave meet must die, or

he shall kill me ; and if any one enters

here, before we go, I care not whether

it be man, woman, or child, a friend, or

an enemy, I shall lay him there Avith

the others." He lighted a splinter of

larch, and set himself to search in the

cartridge box and pockets of the brig-

and ; the key of the chains Avas not to

be found ; he sought for it vainly also

in the garments of the Avoman, in a

chest, and Avherever he imagined it

could be hidden. While he Avas pur-

suing this search, the Major, thought-

lessly and imprudently abandoned him-

self to his grief. Ivan consoled him

after his fashion : "You would do bet-

ter," he said, "to weep for the key of

your fetters, Avhich is lost. Why should

you mourn over any of this race of

robbers, Avho have kept you in torments

for more than fifteen months? They

wished to put us to death ; very well,

their turn has come before ours. Is

it my fault ? May hell SAvallow them

all."

However, the key of the fetters be-

ing lost, so many murders would prove

useless, if the irons could not be bro-

ken. Ivan succeeded with the corner

of the axe in separating the ring which
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enclosed the wrist, but that which fas-

tened the chains to the Major's feet re-

sisted all his efforts : he was afraid of

hurting his master, and dared not era-

ploy all his strength. On the other

hand, the night was passing away, their

danger became pressing ; they decided

to depart. Ivan attached the chain

strongly to the Major's girdle, in such a

way that it should impede his motions

as little as possible, and that it should

make no noise. He put in a wallet a

quarter of mutton, the remains of the

night's repast, and added some other

provisions, and armed himself with the

pistol and dagger of the dead. Kas-

cambo took possession of his bourka.'*

They went forth silently, and passing

around the house to avoid the danger

of meeting any one, chose the road to

the mountain, instead of following that

to Mosdok and the ordinary route, an-

ticipating that their pursuers would take

that direction. They walked, during

the rest of the night, along the heights

on their right hand, and when the day

began to dawn, they entered a forest of

beeches, which crowned the whole of

the mountain, and which sheltered

them from any danger of being seen

from a distance. It was in the month

of February ; the earth on these heights

and especially in the forest, was still

covered with a hard crust of snow,

which bore up the steps of the travel-

lers, through the night and part of the

morning; but towards mid-day, when it

had been softened by the sun, they

* A cloak of felt with a long nap, which re-

sembles very much a bear's skin. The bourka

which is the ordinary cloak of the Cossacks, is

manufactured only in their country, and being

impermeable, they brave, in it, without dan-

ger, the rain and tho dirt of their bivouac.

sunk into it every moment, and this

made their progress then very slow.

They thus arrived, with much labor,

at the side of a deep valley, which it

was necessary for them to cross, and in

the bottom of which the snow had

disappeared ; a beaten road followed the

windings of the stream, and indicated

that the passage was a frequented one.

This consideration, added to the fatigue

which was now extremely oppressive to

the Major, determined them to remain

where they were till night fall, and took

up their quarters among some isolated

rocks Avhich projected from the snow.

Ivan cut a quantity of branches of fir

to make, on the snow, a thick bed, on

which the Major lay down. While he

slept, Ivan was endeavoring to ascertain

in what place they were, and what were

the points of compass. The valley at

the summit of which he stood, was en-

closed by lofty mountains, through

which there was no visible outlet; he

saw that it would be impossible to avoid

the beaten road, aud that he must of

uecessity follow the course of the stream

as the only way of escaping from this

labyrinth. It was about eleven in the

evening, and the snow had begun to

grow firm under them, when they de-

scended into the valley. But before

starting on their route, they set fire to

their little encampment-, as much to

warm themselves, as to enjoy a slight

meal of cheslik, of which they were

much in need. A handful of snow

formed their drink, and a mouthful of

brandy finished their feast. Fortunately

they crossed tho valley without seeing

any one, and entered the defile, where

the road and the rivor wore shut in be-

tween high and almost perpendicular
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mountains. They moved with all the

speed that was in their power, under-

standing very well the risk they run of

meeting some one in this narrow pas-

sage, from which they issued at about

nine o'clock in the morning. When
they had gone thus far the defile sud-

denly opened, and they beheld beyond

the lower ranges of mountains which

run crossing and interlacing before them,

the vast horizon of Russia, resembling

a distant sea. One could not easily

conceive the intenseness of the delight

which the Major experienced, at this

unlooked for spectacle ; Russia ! Rus-

sia! was the only word he could speak.

The travelers sat down to rest, and to

enjoy in anticipation their deliverance

now near at hand. This forecast of

happiness was blended in the mind of

the Major with the remembrance of that

horrible catastrophe of which he had

just been the witness, and of which his

chains and his garments stained with

blood vividly reminded him. With his

eyes fastened on the distant limit of his

toils, he calculated the difficulties of the

journey. The sight of the long and

dangerous route which was still before

him, and which he must traverse with

his feet in fetters, and limbs swol-

len with fatigue, soon effaced the feeling

of momentary pleasure, which arose in

his heart at the appearance of his na-

tive land. To the pains of his imagin-

ation was joined a burning thirst.

Ivan went down to the stream which

ran at a little distance from them, to

bring water to his master ; he found

there a bridge, formed of two trunks of

trees, and saw, a little way off, a hu-

man dwelling. It was a sort of chalet,

a summer residence ofthe Tchetchenges,

which was now uninhabited. In the

condition of the fugitives, this solitary

house was a most valuable discovery.

Ivan returned to tear his master from

his painful meditations, and lead him to

the refuge he had just found ; and after

having placed him in security there, he

set himself at once to search for the

magazine.

The inhabitants of the Caucasus, who
are for the most part half nomads, and

liable to frequent incursions from their

neighbors, have always, near their dwel-

lings, places under ground in which

they conceal their provisions and many
kinds of property. These magazines,

in shape like a narrow well, are closed

by a plank, or large stone, which is

carefully covered with earth, and are al-

ways sunk in places where there is no

turf, that the color of the grass may not

betray their position. In spite of these

precautions the Russian soldiers often

discover them ; they strike the ground

with their ramrods along the trodden

pathways which are in the vicinity of

the dwellings, and the sound indicates

the cavities which they are in search of.

Ivan found one of them under a shed

belonging to the house, in which were

several earthen pots, a few ears of maize,

a piece of mineral salt, and many arti-

cles of household furniture. He then

ran to get some water for cooking, and

put the quarter of mutton, and some

potatoes which he had brought with

him, over the fire. While the soup was

boiling, Kascambo roasted some ears

of corn ; and these, with a parcel of

filberts, which they found too in the

magazine, were their whole repast.

—

When it was over, Ivan, having now

more leisure and better instruments,
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succeeded in freeing his master from his

chains ; and the major, now more tran-

quil and revived by a meal, which, in

their circumstances, might be pronounc-

ed excellent, fell into a profound sleep,

and night had already closed around

them when he awoke. Notwithstand-

ing his favorable repose, when he wish-

ed to resume his route, he found his

swollen limbs so much stiffened, that he

could not make the slightest movement

without intolerable pain. Yet they

must go forward : and he started sadly

enough, leaning on his servant, and Avith

the conviction that he should never ar-

rive at his journey's end. The exercise,

and the warmth induced by it, gradual-

ly allayed the pains he felt at first ; and

he walked onward the whole night,

stopping often, and in a few minutes

setting out again. Sometimes also yield-

ing altogether to his despondency, he

would throw himself upon the earth,

and urge Ivan to leave him to his own

unhappy destiny. His intrepid com-

panion not only encouraged him by ex-

hortations and example, but used almost

violence to raise him, and carry him

along. As they went on, they found a

difficult and dangerous passage, which

they could not avoid : to wait for day

would have caused an irreparable loss

of time; they decided to attempt the

crossing, at the risk even of falling down

a steep mountain side ; but before bring-

ing his master into the danger, Ivan

wished to go through and examine it

by himself alone. While ho was gone

down, Kascambo remained on the edge

of the precipitous rock, in a state of

anxiety not easy to describe. The night

was gloomy ; he heard directly beneath

him the dull murmur of a rapid river

which flowed down the valley ; the rat-

tling of the stones, which were detach-

ed from the mountain under the foot-

steps of his companion, and which fell

into the water far below, gave him some

intimation of the immense depth of tho

precipice, on whose brink he stood. In

this moment of anguish, which might

be the last of his life, the remembrance

of his mother returned in his thoughts
;

she had tenderly given him her blessing

when he left her for the line : the re-

collection revived his courage. A se-

cret presentiment inspired him with the

hope of seeing her again. " My God !"

cried he, " let not her benediction prove

unavailing." As he closed this short,

but fervent prayer, Ivan reappeared.

—

The passage, on examination^ proved

not so difficult as they had at first sup-

posed. After having descended some

fathoms among the rocks, it became ne-

cessary, in order to gain the side that

was passable, to go along the length of

a rocky ledge, narrow and sloping, and

covered with a slippery* surface of snow,

and beneath which the rest of the moun-

tain was a sheer perpendicular descent.

Ivan opened in the snow with his axe

some holes which made their hold firm-

er, and their passage easier. They made

the sign of the cross. " Let us go on,"

said Kascambo, " if I perish ; let it not

be, at any rate, for want of courage

:

sickness only could have deprived me of

it. I will go, hereafter, so long as God
shall give me strength." They issued

safely from this perilous pa-<. and con-

tinued their journey. The roads began

to lie evidently more frequented, and

trodden harder; and they found no

more snow, except on tho north side of

the mountains, or in tho depths and
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crevices, where it was accumulated.

—

They had the good fortune not to meet

any person till the break of day, when

the sight of two men who appeared at

a distance, forced them to crouch upon

the earth, that themselves might not be

seen also.

Near the outlet of the mountains in

these provinces, there are no forests ; the

earth is absolutely bare, and one may

seek in vain for a single tree, except on

the banks of the large rivers ; and there

likewise they are very rare—a fact

which is quite remarkable, when we re-

member the richness of the soil. They

followed for some time the course of the

Sonja, which it was necessary to cross

in order to arrive at Mosdok, seeking a

spot where the water should be less

rapid, and which might afford them a

less dangerous passage, when they es-

pied a man on horseback, who was com-

ing straight towards them. The coun-

try, entirely open, offered neither trees

nor bushes, in which they could conceal

themselves. They squatted down under

the banks of the Sonja, at the water's

edge ; and the traveler was passing a

few fathoms from where they were.

Their intention had been only to defend

themselves, if they were attacked. Ivan

drew his dagger, and handed the pistol

to the Major ; and seeing, as he came

up, that the traveler was only a lad,

twelve or thirteen years old, he sprung

roughly towards him, grasped him by

the collar, and threw him upon the turf

The lad was disposed to resist ; but see-

ing the Major appear on the bank of the

river, with a pistol in his hand, he fled

as fast as his legs could carry him.

The horse was without a saddle, and

had a halter passed through his mouth,

which served as a bridle. The two fu-

gitives made use of their capture at

once to help them cross the river. This

meeting with the boy was a piece of

great good luck to them, for they soon

saw that it would have been impossible

for them to pass the river on foot, as

they had at first intended. Their horse

himself, though burdened with the

weight of two men, was very nearly

borne away by the rapid current of the

stream. They arrived, however, safe

and sound on the opposite bank, which,

unfortunately, they found to be so steep

that the horse could not mount it.

—

They dismounted to relieve him: and

as Ivan was pulling with all his might

to aid him to ascend the bank, the hal-

ter came off, and remained alone in his

hands ; while the poor animal, drawn

downward by the stream, after many

efforts to land, sank in the river, and

was lost.

Deprived of this resource, but less

agitated henceforward by the fear of be-

ing pursued, they directed their course

towards a low hill, which they saw at

some distance, covered with rocks lying

loosely on the surface, with the design

of concealing themselves there, and of

reposing until night. From the best

estimate they could make of the extent

of country over which they had already

traveled, they judged that the dwel-

lings of those of the Tchetchenges who

were at peace with Russia could not be

very far distant ; but nothing would be

farther from security than to give them-

selves up to these men, who were very

like to prove treacherous, and whose

treachery would be ruinous to them.

Yet such was the feebleness of Kascam-

bo, that it was very doubtful whether
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be could reach Tereck without succour.

Their provisions were exhausted; and

they passed the rest of the day in a sad

silence, eacli afraid to speak to the other

of his apprehensions. Towards night

the Major observed his servant strike his

forehead with his band, uttering at the

same time a deep sigh. Surprised at

this sudden despair, which his fearless

companion had never shewed till then,

he inquired of him the cause. "Mas-

ter," said Ivan, "I have committed one

great fault." " May God forgive us for

it," replied Kaseambo, making the sign

of the cross. " Yes," resumed Ivan, " I

forgot to bring that beautiful carbine,

that was in the boy's chamber. I did

not even think of it. You groaned so

much there, and kept making so much

noise, that I forgot it., Do you smile ?

It was the prettiest carbine there was in

the whole village. I would have made

a present of it to the first man we shall

meet, to get him in our interest : for I

do not know how, in the condition in

which I see you are, we shall be able to

finish our journey."

The weather, which had favoured

them thus far, changed in the course of

the day. The cold wind of Russia blew

violently, and drove the sleet in their

faces. They set out about nightfall,

uncertain whether they ought to seek to

approach a village, or to avoid them.

But the long journey which they were

yet to make, on this last supposition,

became, absolutely impossible to them,

in consequence of B new misfortune,

which happened to them in the latter

part of the night. As they were pass-

ing a narrrow ravine, upon a bank of

snow which covered the bottom of it,

the ice broke under their feet, and they

sunk in the water up to their knees.

The efforts which Kaseambo made to

extricate himself, wet his clothes all over

him. From the time of their departure

the cold had never been so piercing as

now ; the whole country was covered with

white frost. After walking a quarter of

an hour, being overcome with cold, he

sunk down through weariness and pain,

and utterly refused to attempt to go fur-

ther. Looking on it as an impossibility for

him to accomplish the journey, he con-

sidered it an act of useless barbarity to

keep his companion with him, who

might easily escape without him. " List-

en Ivan," he said to him, " God is my
witness, that I have done all I could do,

till this moment, to profit by the assist-

ance you have given me : but you see

now that it cannot save me, and that

my fate is decided. Go to the line, my
dear Ivan, return to our regiment ; I

order you to do it. Say to my old

friends, and to my superior officers, that

you have left me here, food for the ra-

vens, and that I wish them a better lot.

But before you go, remember the oath,

which you took, up yonder, in the blood

of our keepers. You have sworn that

the Tchetchenges should never take me
alive. Keep your oath." As he spoke

those words, he stretched himself on the

ground, and wrapped up his whole per-

son in his bourka. M There is one re-

source yet left," answei-ed Ivan, " it is

to seek a habitation of the Tchetchenges,

and to gain over the master of the

house by promises. If he betrays us,

we shall, at least, have nothing to re-

proach ourselves with. Try once more,

to drag yourself on, so far : or rather,"

he added, seeing that his master made

no reply, " I will go alone ; I will try to
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persuade a Tchetchenge, and if the af-

fair turns out well, I will return with

him to bring you ; if it turns out ill, if

I perish, and do not return, take it;

here is the pistol." Kascambo put his

hand out from under his bourka, and

took the pistol.

Ivan covered him with leaves and dry

bushes, lest some one should discover

him during his own absence. When he

was ready to start, his master called

him. "Ivau," said be to bim, "hear

yet my last request. If you repass the

Tereck, and if you see my mother again,

without me "—" Master," interrupted

Ivan, "we meet again to day. If you

perish, neither your mother nor mine

will ever see me again."

After an hour's walk, he saw, from a

slight elevation, two villages, three or

four versts off. This was not what he

was in quest of. He wanted to hud an

isolated house, into which he could en-

ter without being seen, that he might

secretly make a friend of the owner.

The distant smoke of a chimney point-

ed out to him the position of such an

one as he desired to find. He hastened

towards it immediately, and entered it

without hesitation. The master of the

house was seated on the ground, busied

in mending one of his boots. " I have

come," said Ivan to him, " to propose to

you to earn two hundred rubles, and to

ask of you a service. You have, doubt-

less, heard some account of Major Kas-

cambo, a prisoner among the moun-

taineers. Well ! I have carried him off

from his captivity ; he is here, a few

steps away, sick and in your power. If

you will give him up to his enemies

again, they will commend you, without

doubt ; but, as you know, they will give

you no reward. If, on the other hand,

you will save him, keeping him in your

house only three days, I will go to Mos-

dok, and bring you two hundred hard

silver rubles, for his ransom ; but if you

dare to leave your place, (he added,

drawing his dagger,) and give the alarm,

to cause me to be arrested, I shall kill

you on the spot. Speak instantly, or

you are a dead man !"

The bold tone in which Ivan spoke

persuaded the Tchetchenge, without

alarming him. " Young man," said he

calmly laying the boot aside, " I also

have a dagger in my girdle, and your's

does not frighten me. If you had en-

tered my house as a friend, I should nev-

er have betrayed the man who had pass-

ed the threshold of my door ; but now

I promise nothing. Sit there, and tell

me whatyou wish." Ivan, seeing whom
he had to deal with, put up his dagger,

seated himself, and repeated his propos-

al. " What assurance will you give

me," inquired the Tchetchenge, " of the

fulfillment of your promise V " I shall

leave the Major himself with you," re-

plied Ivan, " and think you I would have

suffered fifteen months, and that I would

have brought my master to your house,

to forsake him here?" "It is well, I

believe you, but two hundred rubles is

too little : I must have four hundred."

" Why not ask four thousand ? Asking

costs nothing : but as for me, I offer you

two hundred, because I know where to

find them, and not a kopek more. Do
you wish me, in such a case, to deceive

you ?" " Well ! be it so
;
go for two

hundred rubles : and you will return

alone, andi n three days ?" " Yes, alone,

and in three days ; I give you my word

for it : but you have not given me yours.
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Is the Major your guest ?" " He is my
guest, as you are, from this moment

;

and you have my word for it." They

grasped each other's hand in token of

mutual faith, and hastened to find the

Major, whom they brought in half dead

with cold and hunger. Instead ofgoing to

Mordok, Ivan, learning that it was much

nearer to Tchervelianskaya—Stanisa,

where there was a large garrison of Cos-

sacks, went directly thither. He had no

trouble in collecting the necessary sum.

The brave Cossacks, some of whom had

been engaged in the unhappy affair,

which had cost Kascambo his liberty, as-

sessed themselves eagerly, to complete

the ransom. On the appointed day, Ivan

Was setting out to deliver his master

;

but the Colonel who commanded at that

post, fearing some new treache^, would

not permit him to return alone ; and in

spite of the compact made with the

Tchetchenge, made him take a party of

Cossacks as companions. This precau-

tion had almost proved fatal to Kascam-

bo. As soon as his host saw afar off

the lancers of the Cossacks, he believed

himself betrayed, and summoning at

once all the ecouragous ferocity of his

nation, he brought the Major, still suf-

fering from disease, upon the roof of his

house, fastened him to a post, and sta-

tioned himself opposite to him, with his

carbine in his hand :
" If you advance,"

shouted he, when Ivan was within the

range of his voice, and taking aim also

at his prisoner, "if you take one step

more, I shall burn the Major's brains,

and I have fifty cartridges for my ene-

mies, and for the traitor who leads them."

" You are not betrayed," cried the 1 >«ii-

chik, trembling for the life of his mas-

ter, "they have forced mo to return

with companions ; but I bring the two

hundred rubles, and I keep my word."

" Let the Cossacks stand back," rejoined

the Tchetchenge, " or I fire." Kascambo

himself begged the officer to retire. Ivan

followed the detachment for a short dis-

tance, and returned alone ; but the jeal-

ous brigand would not suffer him to ap-

proach. He made him count the ru-

bles, a hundred steps from the house, on

the road, and then ordered him to with-

draw. As soon as he had them in

possession, he returned to the roof, and

threw himself upon his knees before the

Major, begged his pardon, and prayed

him to forget the harsh treatment, w hich

he had been compelled, he said, to sub-

ject him to, for his own security. "I

shall remember," said Kascambo, " only

that I have been your guest, and that

you have kept your word with me ; but

before asking my forgiveness, begin by

taking off my chains." In place of an-

swering, the Tchetchenge, seeing Ivan

returning, sprung from the roof, and dis-

appeared like a flash of lightning. The

same day the brave Ivan had the pleas-

ure and honor of restoring his master to

the bosom of his friends, who had long

since despaired of seeing him again.

The individual who collected the facts

of this anecdote, passing, some months

after, at Jegorievski, during the night,

before a small house of good appearance

and brilliantly lighted, descended from

his kibick* and drew near a window to

enjoy the sight of a very lively ball,

which was given upon the ground floor.

* The kibick is n carriage, the body of which,

like that of u en lichc rudely constructed, is plnced

directly upon two nxletrees, and in winter upon

two runners forming a sledge : it is the ordinary

travelling carringe in Russia.
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A young sub-officer was also looking

very attentively at what was going on

within. " Who gives the ball ?" asked

the traveler of hirn. " It is the Major,

who is just married." " And what is

the Major's name ?" " He is named

Kascainbo." The traveler who knew

that officer's singular history, felt pleas-

ed that he had yielded to his curiosity,

and had the bridegroom pointed out to.

him, who, at that moment, radiant with

pleasure, forgot the Tchetchenges and

their cruelty. "Shew me also, if you

please, the brave Denchik, who saved

him." The sub-officer, hesitating a

while, at length answered, "I am he."

Doubly surprised at this meeting, and

still more so at finding him so young,

the traveler asked his age. He had not

yet completed his twentieth year, and

had just received an acknowledgment of

his services ; and was raised to the rank

of a sub-officer, as a recompense of his

courage and fidelity. This brave young

man, after having voluntarily shared the

misfortunes of his master, and having res-

tored to him his life and liberty, was now

enjoying his good fortune, in gazing

through the window on the festivities of

his bridal. But as the stranger shewed

his surprise that he was not of the bri-

dal company within, charging his old

master, on this point, with ingratitude,

Ivan looked at him askance, and passed

into the house, whistling the air, hai lu-

ll, hai luli. He appeared soon after in

the ball room, and the inquirer mounted

his kibick, delighted that he had not

received a blow from an axe on his head.

We sometimes repent of having been

silent When was it ?

"A DYING MAN, I OPPOSE YOUR
DOCTRINE OF INTERVENTION."

Henry Clay.

We may well suppose that the inter-

view, of which the above is a chronicled

fact, was one deeply affecting and fraught

with peculiar interest to the individuals

concerned. On the one hand, Louis

Kossuth the proud defender of poor

Hungary's freedom, in the prime and

vigor of manhood, and overflowing with

the burning desire for freemen's assist-

ance, had gone to visit a sick man, whose

now trembling voice had once sent a

thrill of patriotism to the hearts of mil-

lions, in the bright expectancy of gain-

ing his a]3probation to the object of his

mission. One word from him would

cause countless thousands to shoulder

the musket ; and well did the Hungarian

know it. But reclining upon his couch,

borne down with the cares of life and a

debilitating disease, the master spirit of

our country's freedom forgot not the in-

terests of the land for which he had la-

bored, nor the portentous results of a

mad infatuation. Troubles and advan-

ced old age have robbed him of none of

the vigor of mind, with which he was

wont to still the troubled waters of po-

litical strife and sectional discord. But

enveloped in the glory of a life sacrificed

for country, he blasts the noble chiefs

hopes, points, as if inspired by that eter-

nity to which he has approached, the

true road to national greatness and hap-

piness, and declares to the world that

our institutions are to be preserved by

adhering strictly to the doctrines of

Washington. " A dying man, I oppose

your doctrine of intervention."

The history of the past is fruitful of
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evidence to show the reasonableness of

such an opinion. Kingdoms and em-

pires prosper only in proportion to their

observance of the rule. And " the date-

less calendar of the past" fails to teach

the protracted existence of any form of

government, acting on the other doc-

trine. And acquaintance with the life

and character of any individual, furnish-

es an analogical argument in favor of

the position. But where is the necessity

of proving a principle, the ultimate ten-

dency of which is so readily apparent ?

If there be a sentiment in the human

breast that can claim for man superiori-

ty to his race, it is love of country. In

that " seething caldron—the human

heart"—it is hardly to be expected that

a sentiment so ennobling, so refined and

lofty, should find a lodgment. Selfish-

ness is so universal that it is almost im-

possible to get an individual to regard

his brother's interest, and much less is it

to be expected that his charity should

roll in such far-reaching waves as to

overspread a State or a government. Ig-

norance teaches him that his welfare is

very slightly connected with the ad-

vancement of his country. His love of

self has so blinded his perception that he

cannot be made to apprehend the co-

gency of your reasoning. And utterly

abandoned to his own aggrandizement,

it is passing strange that he should feel

his heart throb with such a noble senti-

ment. *

And if this be strange per se, on what

principles of ratiocination, will we be

able to reconcile that expansive love of

liberty that can nerve each patriot's arm

with the strength of ten men, for the

promulgation of freedom in a foreign

land ? Is it patriotism to involve our

own institutions in imminent peril, for

the sake of giving the same to another

people ? And especially when that peo-

ple is incapable of properly appreciating

them ? We confess we have greatly

mistaken the meaning of our Bible, if

that be the charity enjoined. It is cer-

tainly a new version of the law to con-

tend that we are to strip ourselves of our

last farthing, to give to those who can-

not enjoy it. But it is to be supposed

that Kossulhianism is to be actuated by

the law ofuniversal benevolence, " What-

soever ye would that men should do un-

to you, &c." Times may change and

fortune may bring on our country the

evils of anarchy and tyranny, and then

we will ask the happiest country in the

world, to dismantle herself of her insti-

tutions and bequeath them to us by this

same intervention I

But hear the wisdom of experience

—

the words of Henry Clay. Fraught with

the happiness and continued prosperity

of our "good heritage," they come to

us, panoplied in all the dignity of age,

the affection of the noblest patriot on

earth and the authority of eternity. His

great mind has never swerved from re-

garding his country's welfare a^ the par-

amount object of his life. And after

spending his youth, manhood and ;ige

in her councils—after wearing away

his physical abilities in her service—after

breasting full many m storm of political

strife, local prejudice and virulent virtu-

Iteration—after taking leave of her in her

onward march, with a fond father's sym-

pathy and committing fervently her un-

certain future to the i^» >< »*1 pvovidenoe of

God ;—such a man, when brought to

the bed of death, where no man can be

supposed to give utterance to any senti-
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ment, that springs not from the inmost

recesses of his soul, holds out a friendly

hand to the noble advocate of false doc-

trine and boldly pronounces, " A dying

man, I oppose your doctrine of interven-

tion." Happy expression of a happier

determination

!

Any exhibition of moral courage or

any other lofty principle of the human

heart, strikes every one as the outward

manifestation of a spirit undaunted and

exalted. And such is the constitution

under which we are placed, that we must

respect and admire the individual. Tim-

idity and cowardice are the besetting

sins of too many of those who would

guide the ship of State, and too often is

a sense of justice and truth, sacrificed to

a longing after popularity. And our

great men shrink from the performance

of the right

" To float a bubble on the breath of Fame."

Not so the sage of Ashland. His opin-

ions are always known and his judgment

guides his course. " I had rather be

right than be President," has been the

controlling principle of his life, and his

sun is well nigh setting under the reful-

gence of an example that sheds unfad-

ing lustre on his already immortal

name.

Infatuated as the American people

are, in doing honor to the illustrious per-

sonages that cross the Atlantic to sing

us into ecstacies, or write our peculiarities

to amuse English gourmands, or leach

us what Washington meant in his " Fare-

well Address," will they listen to the

warning voice of their greatest states-

man ? Can it be that his advice must

sink into the tomb with him, and his

people turn a deaf ear to the last word

of his inspiration ? The time will come,

if the opposite policy is pursued, when,

our happy land invaded by a foreign foe,

and drenched, it may be, in fraternal

blood, torn by domestic feuds and beset

by warlike nations, the mad enthusiasts

will bitterly repent them of their mis-

guided zeal, and lash themselves to fury

for listening to the siren voice that plead

for " intervention."

It is well and praiseworthy for the free-

est nation on earth to sympathize with

the struggles of the oppressed, and wel-

come them to the family of nations, with

a sister's greeting. Such a thing has been

witnessed by the men of this generation.

But where the practice is carried so

far, as to arm expeditions for entering

into a contest in which our national in-

terest is not involved, and frenzied zeal

is mistaken for sympathy, we evidently

transcend the prescribed limits and be-

come enlisted in a cause, the consequenc-

es of which must be deplorable indeed.

We would be false to our principles and

to ourselves, if we neglected the timely

recognition of a nation's freedom, and

can assuredly suffer no injury by acting

thus. So far, the principle is right, and

meets with the approbation of every

freeman. But when it comes to declar-

ing that no third party must be a parti-

cipant in a war, our honor is at stake

for its prevention. Our vessels must

be manned and our troops transported

to the seat of carnage, and when the

third party strikes, we must strike and

then comes a war. To such results

would blind fanaticism lead our sympa-

thy for Hungary's freedom.

The success of Kossuth's mission is so

near the hearts of some of our country-

j
men, that the great body of Roman,
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German and English history has been

ransacked to prove his justness. Re-

views and essays in newspapers, are bur-

dened with long quotations from Livy,

Tacitus and Cicero, to stimulate the

American people to the adoption of this

new doctrine. The " Holy Alliance" and

the "Quintuple Alliance," German

leagues and Italian confederations, are

paraded with the greatest possible gusto,

and these " modern patriots" seem deter-

mined to follow the custom of the courts

—stare decisis. This may all look well

enough in print, but when it is remem-

bered that our government is constitu-

ted on a totally different basis ; that we

profess to be governed as well by prin-

ciple as by policy ; that our short expe-

rience instructs us how to act better than

all the precedents alluded to, and that

our best interest is attained by a careful

observance of the great fundamental

commandment, which men have added

to the decalogue, and which is definite-

ly, " mind your own business," much of

this sophistry must be discovered. Is

such a course anything but an attempt

to fasten upon us the odium and detest-

ation which have ever attached to the

European countries for their base and

disreputable leagues and confederations ?

In short, would the effect be anything

else than a» adoption of the wretched

and ruinous doctrines, which led to the

overthrow and destruction of govern-

ments in the dark ages ? From such

policy deliver us, and from such friends."

But after our country is committed to

intervention, will some one be good

enough to tell us, to what will we not be

tempted by the complete surrender into

our hands of the weaker power in every

contest 1 Will we simply bequeath to

such country our admirable constitution

and our wishes that she will imitate us,

and be content with having spread

abroad the principles of liberty ? Or

will we not rather be disposed to unfurl

the stare and stripes over a portion

of her territory and charge so much

for our pains ? If the# former course

be adopted, there are many countries to

which we ought to give freedom, besides

Hungary. Shall we draw our swords

and give our institutions to other lauds,

simply because other nations, in the an-

cient day, did "hug this delusive phan-

tom" of intervention ? If precedent be

all that is necessary to urge our adoption

of a particular course of conduct, we

are bound to undertake a crusade. But

will these grand patriots do this ? Ma-

homedanism is as rife in the eastern coun-

tries as it was in the days of Peter the

Hermit, and because of the 2>recede)it, we

are bound to drive it from the Holy

Land.

We are taught to consider liberty, as

it is practised, and administered in our

native land, as our birthright. If we

adopt the new doctrine, which has

brought M. Kossuth here, we must part

with this precious heritage. Will it sat-

isfy any man to exchange all this for the

consciousness of having aided one coun-

try to gain a freedom, which she is not

prepared to enjoy? It cost too much

of blood and treasure ; too many bones

of good men and true have whitened on

the plain, and too many widows and or-

phans have been thrown upon the cold

charities of the world, in the attempt to

win it, for degenerate sons', as we thus

prove ourselves to be, to exchange it for

a bauble. Esau sold his birthright for

a mess of pottage, and these wild the-
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orists would induce the American peo-

ple to sell theirs to other people, for " that

which not impoverishes them, but makes

us poor indeed."

We can admire the courage, patriot-

ism and chivalrous daring, which M.

Kossuth has exhibited in his brilliant

career. For this he deserved to be, and

will most assuredly be, embalmed in the

hearts of all true patriots. Such con-

duct is not met with every day ; and in

proportion to his noble heroism will be

the degree of exalted fame to which we

would assign him. Conquered Hunga-

ry has enough of glory in having pro-

duced such a man and having called

forth his transcendant qualities. For

these, we say again, we honor him. But

we are well convinced that one man is

not qualified for every station and voca-

tion in our eventful life. Ourown elder

Adams is high authority, and his opin-

ion is, " That a philosopher may be per-

fect master of Descartes and Leibnitz,

may enter into the inmost recesses of

the human mind, and make the noblest

discoveries for the benefit of his species
;

nay, he may defend the principles of lib-

erty, and the rights of mankind, with

great abilities and success, and after all,

when called upon to produce a plan of

legislation, he may astonish the world

with a signal absurdity." M. Kossuth

has thus failed in teaching us that Wash-

ington did not know what he was

talking about, when he warned us of the

dangers incident to a departure from

strict neutrality. And with this " sig-

nal absurdity" have his devoted adhe-

rents and sympathizers in this country,

from gifted senator to mongrel news-

monger, launched forth as a platform,

whether political or not, it is not our

business to say.

We could have said much less. But

with an ardent desire for our country's

welfare and an abiding confidence in the

sufficiency and capacity of our constitu-

tion, we have spoken freely and no doubt

too abundantly for our humble sphere.

But as the great ocean is composed of

drops, it may be that this paltry article

may yet form one of the ingredients of

that public opinion which will down with

the "signal absurdity" of Kossuthian-

INDIAN LEGEND.
The great wilds of the Alleghany

chain that run through the western part

of the State, embracing some of the

loftiest peaks in the United States, east

of the Rocky mountains, are beginning

to engage the attention of the tourist

to a much greater degree than has been

heretofore given them ; but yet not so

much as is actually due them. Since

people are beginning to discover, (and

they are ever late to do so,) that it is

possible to find something beautiful and

worth looking at near home, some few

writers of note have been honest enough

to make the admission, that there is

scenery and objects of natural beauty

in those mountain ranges, far excelling

foreign scenes that have furnished mat-

ter for many volumes of travel, and

views for many a painter. That coun-

try was formerly the great hunting

ground of the Cherokees, a handful of

whom are yet scattered over it. An
attempt was made, some years ago, to

remove them west of the Mississipi, by

order of the Government ; and, al-

though a greater part were removed by

force, a considerable number clung with
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all the. energy of despair to the soil of

their fathers, and were suffered to re-

main, as they are exceedingly pacific

and friendly. Though the country was

characterized by Mr. Lanman, in his

"letters from the Alleghanies," as con-

taining " the relics of a by gone people,

few and far between," yet it is possible

that his statement may be otherwise

than entirely correct. Rushing through

that country, some forty miles per day,

he fell into the error of most tourists,

who, evidently skimming out material

for a boot, instead of seeking earnestly

for genuine facts, can see nothing but

the great outlines of the landscape, the

grandeur of the mountains, the depth

and beauty of the ravines and gorges,

and the loveliness of the vallies ; the

inmates of the hotel where he tarries

over night, lurnishing him with living

characters to give life to his picture,

serving at the same time as a sample of

the whole people ; and a futile imagina-

tion, as his many exaggerations evident-

ly show, fills up the chasms of his work

to suit the palate of his reader. Gold-

smith, we believe it was, who said that

when travelers passed over parts where

none of their countrymen had ever been,

and where they thought none would

ever be, they were extremely apt to

meet with pigmies and giants ; but Mr.

Lamnan, more observing and adven-

turous, can dare to meet.with them on

a turn-pike road, in the heart of a civil-

ized country. Rut our object was not

to discuss Mr. Lanman, whose letters

by the by are quite engaging, though

certainly not extremely accurate, but to

present our readers with a scrap of a

tradition of the Cherokoes, which was

given us by a friend, which, though not

exceedingly beautiful within itself, yet

may prove not entirely uninteresting, ow-

ing to the dearth of such stories relat-

ing to the children of the Great Spirit,

who once trod the soil as exclusive mas-

ters of North Carolina.

In the wild and uninhabited parts of

Macon county, amongst gigantic moun-

tains and interminable forests, rises the

crystal-waved Nantihali river. Several

miles from its source, this stream rushes

precipitously between two stupendous

cliffs, which overhang it on either side,

and whence it derives its name—Nanti-

hali signifying in the Cherokee tongue,
' ; between the rocks." The legend says,

that one of those rocks was once the

lair of an enormous serpent, whose im-

mense size and swiftness rendered it the

scourge and dread of the whole tribe.

Beside this, his hot hissing breath was

destruction to all who approached near

enough to inhale the poisonous fumes

with which he polluted the atmosphere

about him. Hundreds of their noblest

warriors had perished in their daring

attempts to destroy this devouring mon-

ster; until, at length, the chief of the

tribe, seeing his brave children throw

away their lives in fruitless efforts, com-

manded them to desist, and to implore

assistance from the Great Spirit. After

a time their supplications were heard,

and the Great Spirit made his appear-

ance to a young warrior in a dream, and

told him to arise and go to a distant

country in the far oft' east, where the

pale-faces dwelt, and he could there pro-

cure from them a magic wea]K>n with

which the monster could be slain. "With-

out communicating his dream to his

people, he silently departed on his mis-

sion, and, after several weeks absence,
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returned with a rifle, the magic weapon

he procured from the pale-faces. Pre-

serving the utmost secrecy still, he set

out to seek his foe, resolved to conquer

or go to join his red brethren who had

perished before him, in a similar under-

taking. The sun was just beginning to

gild the tops of the lofty mountains

around, when the young warrior arrived

at the top of the cliff opposite the one

upon whose brow reposed the serpent,

sated with food, coiled up into huge cir-

cles of glittering scales, with his horrid

head resting upon the topmost coil.

"Working with the utmost silence to pre-

vent arousing his unconscious enemy, he

gathered and placed arouud him a belt

of pine and other combustible materials,

set it all on fire, himself in the centre of

the circle, resolved to lire on the serpent

who could not approach him through

the flames, until he himself should be

consumed. All ready, he fired the first

shot at his eye, when the monster sprang

from his encircling coil, reared his head

high into the air above the lofty cliff,

and darting forth Iris fiery tongue, at-

tempted to spriig across the stream up-

on his intrepid foe ; but the ball had

pierced his brain, and he plunged head-

long into the roaring torrent, whose

waves he lashed into fury with his whirl-

ing tail, and rendered purple with his

blood. The" young warrior bounded

forth from his circle of fire, and peering

into the whirlpool below, saw his coun-

try's destroyer writhing in death.

What is the meanest trade in the

world ? Answer—Fishdealers, because

I never saw one yet, but was engaged

in a sell-fish business.

TO MISS * OF O
Sweet girl ! thy charms have touched my heart,

And stamped a lasting image there ;

That image thence can ne'er depart,

Till life's fond hopes I cease to share.

Far, far from thee I may be tossed

On Time's inconstant, stormy sea

;

'Till memory's last dull leaf is lost,

I '11 never cease to think of thee.

I

In this warm bosom is thy throne,

Before thy sceptre low I bend
;

With pagan zeal—with ne'er a groan

—

Thy blissful reign with life I'll end.

Go, when the sun's last setting ray,

Streams through the west in rosy light

;

And know, than beams of parting day,

My passion for thee glows more bright

:

Go, where the night-bird's song is heard,

Floating in plaintive accenis by

—

When gently round the love-lorn bird,

Soft zephyrs moan with pensive sigh

:

Go, learn, fair girl, that her love-lay

Is not more sad or soft than mine

;

As fondly o'er her night-winds play,

So lingers my spirit near thine

:

Go, when at midnight's stilly hour,

Moonbeams dance on the silver sea ;

—

When Silence leaves her azure bower,

To sport over hill and green lea.

Know, then, my thoughts, like rippling streams.

More pure than their waters can be
;

Along the bright channel of dreams,

Flow swiftly, fair lady to thee.

Go, watch the rising light of mom,
As, afar, it plays on the hills,

To kiss the dew-drop does not scorn,

And nature with its radiance fills.

Know, then, I. think of thee, sweet girl,

With a true heart's fond desire
;

Nor through the day's exciting whirl,

Bid thy bright image once retire.

Go, when the Sun's effulgent rays

Bathe the earth with generous heat,

And Nature tunes her sweetest lays,

Her fostering sire in heaven to greet

:
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Know, loved one, that thy presence sheds

Around my idolizing heart,

More joy than Ilclius, when ho spreads

His beams, to nature can impart.

Tho love-light beaming in thine eye,

Has lit the altar of my heart

;

As bright as stars that deck the sky,

That altar glows in every part.

Blaze on, sweet flame, nor cease to burn,

Thou offspring of celestial fire !

In heaven may be thy funeral urn,

On earth thou never canst expire.

Ah Fortune ! why didst thou essay,

In this low vale my life to hide 1

While her, I love, thou didst array

In honor on thy mountain side.

Farewell, dear girl, we now must part

!

How I love thee, tongue cannot tell

;

I go, yet I go not—my heart

Will still linger near thee ; farewell

!

Constans.
Chapel Hill, Feb.

AMERICANISMS.
Ncsv- and then men are seized with

violent spasms of liberality, and an itch-

ing desire to appear candid and unpreju-

diced in matters which concern them-

selves. From individuals it extends to

the entire community, and we are often-

times surprised to find a people accus-

tomed to envelope themselves in nation-

al pride, as with a garment, all at once,

as if by general consent, performing the

rites of the abject coufessional, and in-

flicting self-punishment with all the de-

votion and humility of the Ilermit of

Engaddi. Now, that the vain-glorious

nationality and pomposity, which inflates

all nations more or less, is objectionable

and ridiculous when viewed dispassion-

ately, is evident to all, but yet it is

doubtfid at best whether it hurries us

into so many absurdities and injustices,

as those emetical decoctious wc frequent-

ly swallow to heave the bile off the na-

tional stomach, strain up to the world's

view the impurities of our systems, and

show folks on the other side of the At-

lantic, that like good children we are not

stubborn about taking drugs. How es-

sentially needful this public salvation is

for the wholesomeness of the common-
wealth, we leave for those political

apothecaries to determine at leisure, but

beg leave to say that it is often extended,

in our eagerness to seem candidly great,

to the verge of injustice to ourselves, and

to downright misrepresentation of the

facts in the case. Not many individuals

indulge in the habit before our faces,

but have their sincerity immediately im-

peached, and are consequently depress-

ed in our estimation. It is acting untrue

to nature, and if an object is not really

visible behind the mask of assumed hu-

mility, there is at any rate one always

imagined, and folks are immediately

on the qui vive for a " Yankee trick," or

a " take in" of some sort.

The press of this country, and wc sup-

pose the press and observing circles ev-

erywhere, are, and have been discussing

with deep interest every successive de-

velopment of American institutions and

American character. America is an ob-

ject of scarce less interest to the millions

of Europe than to ourselves. Every

thing political, every thing religious and

every thing social, in short, every thing

with which we have to do, receives a

deep and earnest attention. Those, both

at home and abroad, who have become

wearied with prophesying, and comment-

ing upon the destiny of our political in-

stitutions, have turned the eye of criti-

cism at leBgtfa more serutinizingly upon

the distinguishing features of our per-
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sonal and social character. In relation

to this it is still urged from without, and

with a spirit of uncalled-for candor re-

echoed from within, that we are essen-

tially and emphatically provincial yet.

To this we give a positive denial. The

United States when viewed in every

light, we believe to present as strongand

as distinct, if not stronger and more dis-

tinct points of distinguishing, independ-

ent nationality than almost any other

nation of the civilized globe. They

stand forth prominent and strongly

marked in the gaze of the world, not

less for their private relations, than on

account of their glorious forms of civil

government ; and the man who can cast

his eyes over this confederation from

Maine to California, from the Atlantic to

the Pacific wave, and not be struck at

every point of view with something

characteristic of a peculiar race, we con-

clude to be either uninformed, seized

with an attack of liberalism as afore-

said, or incapable of forming conclusions

upon the direct and unmistakable evi-

dence of his vision. With a compre-

hensive view of all the facts relating to

our origin, ethnographically and nation-

ally, our forms of government, the phys-

ical condition of our country, and the

peculiar circumstances of isolation and

internal self-support under which our in-

fantine social systems began to assume

form and impress, we can come to no

other conclusion than that the United

States stand separated from the world by

lines so obviously distinct, "that the

wayfaring man, though a fool, cannot

en1 therein." The Anglo-saxon race, to

which we belong, is too energetic and

restless to drag heavily along within the

landmarks of any other people, and the

same spirit which thus makes it, is suffi-

ciently powerful to plainly define several

species of the original genus, and to

stamp each one with some feature pecu-

liarly its own. That we might be con-

founded with nations not speaking our

vernacular, is of course not asserted;

the cry is, that we are not distinctly dis-

tinguishable from the English. Now, to

some extent this is true. We sprang

from the loins of that people, and whilst

we continue to speak the same tongue,

it will be but in accordance with a great

physiological principle that, we should

give evidence of our origin. But nev-

ertheless, it is certain that the offspring

can be made to exhibit traits that con-

stitute as wide a difference between it

and the sire, as is possible to exist be-

tween the sire and an alien. Nothing

more than a casual glance around us is

wanting to prove this. Animals change

essentially their physical forms, and

their instructive traits of character un-

der the influence of climate, food, and

treatment. Indeed, this change is so

great as frequently to induce Naturalists

to class what are mere varieties of the

common stock, produced simply by trans-

portation into distinct species or classes.

The canine race is a good example of

this. If we descend still lower, into the

inorganic world, this fact of change un-

der the influence of climate and culture

of the same species of vegetation, will

be apparent to the rudest plough-boy,

visible in every field and garden, and

staring the traveller in the face on every

way side. Then why should we say that

the people of this nation are not contra-

distinguishable from the Anglo-saxons

of Europe? Every thing by which we

are surrounded, except it be external
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con taction with others, has a marked

and undeniable tendency to the devel-

opment of national character. In the

unrestrained freedom both of mind and

body, every energy within us, capable of

stamping its impress upon things, may

be supposed to be in the most success-

ful action. A freeman, a well fed man,

a well clothed and happy man is the man

before all others to give evidence of the

various inclinations and bearings of his

composition. The very soil upon which

we tread and the atmosphere we inhale,

afford nutriment for the growth of na-

tional character and bringing forth of

truly American qualities. There are

however amongst us, large numbers who

are descended from a different stock,

and have not so amalgamated them-

selves with our citizens of genuine de-

scent, as to partake largely of our cus-

toms aud notions, but the requsite time

will not fail to consolidate firmly even

these strangers into the main trunk of

the parent tree.

Again, it has been agreed that a large

portion of the wealthy ('Lwould be un-

just to call them "the higher") classes,

who receive impressions from abroad in

consequence of a disgusting and con-

temptible taste, not to mention the want

of patriotism it exhibits, form an ex-

ception to this doctrine. But yet it

may be doubtful whether it would be

correct to say that even they are not

distinctly marked as American, because

they reject domestic notions, and

seek for those of foreign origin. The

gawky, graceless loon, is rendered more

strongly visible when dressed in the

stylo of the courtier, and encircling his

frame into the personification of ridicu-

lousness, in endeavoring to gain the

haughty carriage and portly tread of an

inmate of St. James. The fact would

rather seem to be, that the members of

the "upper ten," who repudiate Ameri-

canisms, and strive to assume a foreign

exterior, are in fact possessed of as many
peculiarities by which they may be read-

ily distinguished, as any other class of

our people, not the slightest of which

may perhaps be, this very degrading

propensity tohatiate. Should the ques-

tion be asked, " But has the time arrived

when in the natural course of things,

independence, self-government, culture,

and all the multiplied iniluences which

affect us, could have produced this

change, from a state of abject provincial-

ism into the opposite condition of strong-

ly masked nationality, which history

shows to have been gradual and imper-

fect in other communities ?" We would

unhesitatingly answer, it has. The ge-

nius of our age, and the spirit of new

things that stalks abroad, require not

centuries, as of old, to eflect political

and social revolutions. History pre-

sents no such scenes aud actors as were

presented in our great political under-

takings, and the world has never heard

such a call upon the latent energies of

an oppressed people, restless of their

shackles, as was made upon the people

of this confederacy ; and never was

there such a successful and complete

emancipation witnessed by man. The

storm which shed its sanguine torrents

over the land, watered every drooping

plant in the soil of free principles, and

Caused them to expand into a glorious

and peculiar national maturity. The

beneficial effect of one well contested

principle radiating to another has eaus-

"'1 the whole to llourish, and the con-
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comitant developments of a free people

to stand forth in characters of living

light.

If we should drop the consideration

of the American people as a whole, and

take individuals singly and separately to

illustrate our assertions in this respect,

we can produce characters that the world

can make no approach to. Physical

form, colour, nor any thing else, can

make such a distance intervene as does

between some of our originals, signifi-

cantly denominated " b'hoys, " and the

residue of mankind. Place an English

cockney side by side with a real,

fresh caught^sure-enough existant " Var-

mounter" or Connectticuto?-, and an ob-

server who has the slightest idea of

" whitewash," or who not having that

essential, has at least a pair of ungoug-

ed optics, can see that the one is the

" Sarsaparilla of the other Dr. Town-

send," as plainly as though the one were

derived from common alluminum, and

the other from a solution of black-jack

bark, and would as soon think of mis-

taking the ebon-rined, wooly pated, flat-

snouted African, even though he -were

possessed according to a modern tradi-

tion of a genuine fly switcher, for a fan-

skinned European, as to confound for a

moment the one with the other. That

isolated, semi-human animal called a

Yankee, who calculates the value of the

last load of shoe-pegs, baby-jumpers,

hickory-hams, and miscellaneous manu-

factured notions, on the fly leaf of his

prayer book in church, pausing now and

then at a fresh item to twang through

the tubes of his nasal protuberance a

fervent ' Amen,' as the perspiring dea-

con wrestles impassionately for the abo-

lition of slavery ; who can stand upon

5

the summit of Mt. Blanc, with his hands

in his home-made breeches pockets, and

the stupendous masses of natures gi-

gantic work, the embodyment of gran-

deur and sublimity, can only wring from

his cant-be-astonished stubbornness, the

careless observation, "wall I swow this

is pooty gude ;" who eats enough at a

thanksgiving dinner, to make Dngald

Dalgetty of Drumthwacket, Esq., run

wild with sheer astonishment, and then

live on the bare anticipations of the

next one for at least six calendar months
;

who sleeps with one eye open to the

" main chance," and who, besides all

this, is the very life-blood of western

civilization, notwithstanding the very

large compound of censurable ingredi-

ents in his composition, he, we say, will

never be mistaken for, or likened to, any

body or any thing else than himself,

whilst a vestige of his genus remains

on earth. But the Yankee is not the

only character that we have of note.

We might say, with truth, that each

State in this Union contributes a pecu-

liar specimen for the museum of ethnol-

ogical curiosities. The non-framed hunt-

er of the west, with his long ungainly

looking rifle and interminable thrilling-

stories of flood and field, encounters

with the remorseless savage, and the

wild denizens of the forest and prairie

;

the sturdy, thriving and independent

emigrant, who sweeps away the dark fo-

liage of the frontier forest, and makes it

blossom with vegetation, where he and

his hardy offspring after him, are to dis-

pense their rude and kindly hospitality

;

the boatmen who live upon the innu-

merable waters that pour through the

great valley of the Mississippi, with

snags and sawyers, alligators and black-
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Legs for their neighbors, steamboat e£-

p!/jsions and bowie-knife fights for re-

creation, the science of seven-up and

"poker" their classics, and "four kings"

•with a big "pot" on the table of for-

tune which the gods might envy; the

cotton planter of the south, whose some-

what haughty tread indicates the su-

premacy at least, if not the tyranny

with which he sways the sovereignty of

his plantation dominions; the burly

form and gigantic proportions of the

stock-raising agriculturists of the interior

States, all present traits of character

distinctly and strongly sketched.

There is yet another specimen of hu-

man nature indigenous upon American

soil, that deserves more particular at-

tention than has yet been given it, on

account of its peculiarity ; we mean the

genuine, fully initiated American horse

jockey. With the exception of the

graphic delineation of our friend "Bul-

let" and his master of the Georgia

Scenes, this gentleman figures only in

some half-column anecdote in the

" amusing " corner of the newspapers

;

quite a frail plank, as somebody has re-

marked, to float dowu to posterity upon,

and, in our opinion, altogether less than

his merits demand. The jockey who

has had his eye-teeth cut, as the equine

technology goes, is beyond the shadow

of a doubt, an ' Elephant"1 worth paying

a quarter to look at any day. lie is

found in most parts of the United States,

for he is a personage as decidedly essen-

tial to the progress of society as the

merchant, the parson, or, if you will, as

the animals \sith which he deals, them-

selves, for what were a horse without a

jockey to show him off, and tell us his

good parts I and too be unto that vcigh-

borhood (not to the horses) that has

not its jockey! Rut he is found, we
believe, in the greatest perfection, in the

States of Kentucky, Tennessee, North-

ern Georgia and Western North Caro-

lina. An attempt to describe his height,

his complexion, his shape, or any thing

concerning his exterior corporality,

would be futile in the extreme ; for he

varies as to that, with every one you
meet. His art, like the divine art of

poesy, is the gift of inspiration, it can-

not be acquired ; and the divinity, if

there be such a one, that presides over

the destinies of these gifted and favored

sons of earth, issues his writs of privi-

lege without regard to physical appear-

ance. He is undoubtedly born for his

calling, and made to order for that iden-

tical business; and he who feels not the

jockey-divinity stirring within him, need

never aspire to penetrate the mysteries

of the swapping craft. A man may be

made a statesman by education, and so

a mechanic, a merchant, a lawyer, phy-

sician or a preacher ; but to make a

man who was not born especially for

the purpose, a horse jockey, is a moral

impossibility, and directly contrary to

the established course of things. It is

to the noble qualities of bis mind, then,

that we must look for his sign ; and these

stamp him sufficiently phiin. Sympa-

thy and association (•.-.uses him to pur-

take largely of the nature of the ani-

mal he bestrides, in taste and feeling.

He •-; therefore graminivorous, and uni-

rersally chews tobacco. His vernacular

is decidedly equine ; his beet friend is

admiringly denominated a " hoss," bis

victim whilst driving a bargain is en-

dearingly termed a a
boss-fly," the green

youngster is told that he is'nt " bridle-
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wise," the graceful walk of his lady-

love is described as "liftin her limbs

nice," <fcc. But the horse, " bring forth

the horse ;" he is the paragon of symme-

tiy and perfection. Gaily caparisoned

with a profusion of ornatuspro eqiris, he

is led forth " rejoicing in his strength,"

and his neck, clothed in a slight sprink-

ling of thunder, the admiration of the

£wy-standers, casting all his plebian

brethren of the ploughshare into sober

jog-hot-oblivion, to gnaw the very fence-

rails with shame of their inferiority.

Mounted upon his back, his master is

the never failing attendant upon every

Congregation within the limits of his

official operations, and ill fares the pock-

et of that luckless Vicar of Wakefield,

junior, who chances to stumble in his

path. Spectacles with " silver rims and

shagreen cases" would do no earthly

good. And yet despite his well known

powers, he rarely fails to allure victims

into his snares ; and, like the charmed

bird, they precipitate themselves pow-

erless into the jaws of the wily serpent.

After an ordinary day's work, he fre-

quently returns home with the same

animal, and double the value of it in

his pocket, the result of some eight or

ten successful swaps during the day.

Always apparently anxious to leave the

place of meeting, he avails himself of

some two hours preceding his departure

to mount his charger, and by a diligent

application of the spur on the opposite

side to the crowd, gives him a redun-

dancy of metal and spirit, and throws

the gingercake women and the unini-

tiated generally, into ecstacies of un-

feigned admiration. His horse never

gets older than a colt, and a " colt " he

is accordingly termed. His limbs are

said to be "clean," his head he carries

as if he were " countin' stars," " most

too spirited if any odds," will work to

any vehicle or in any sort of gear on

earth, fierce as the war horse of Job,

and so gentle that the " old 'oman and

children kin ride him to meetin' with a

tow-string," and so on, to the end of

his perfections ; and as the verdant one

is not allowed to traverse a mere mat-

ter of inducement, he goes it blind, and

subsequently finds that he is in undis-

puted and unenviable possession of a

broken-winded Rosinante of most un-

horselike qualities. But we desist from

the attempt to portray the peculiarities

of this renowned character—not from a

conviction of his demerits, or that we
have given him sufficient attention al-

ready, for volumes would be inadequate

to that ; but from a consciousness of

our utter inability to perform the task,

which should form the work of a mas-

ter. It may be objected that we seek

for our examples illustrative of Ameri-

can character in what are termed the

lower classes. We reply, there is the

only place we should go to for them.

The home keeping untraveled portion

of our citizens are the only pure and

undefiled Americans among us. In the

absence of all foreign influences of any

kind whatsoever, they mingle with each

other, and imbibe exclusively domestic

notions, and receive and impart none

other than local impressions. They em-

phatically constitute the great substra-

tum of our society; and whilst, by the

action of the winds and floods, the

masses of alien matter are collected up-

on and mingled with the superimposed

strata, that which is protected beneath,

remains unalloyed. It is obviously su-
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perticial thou, to lay down sweeping-

theories concerning the whole, from the

appearance of those varied aggregations

upon the surface. Accordingly we see,

that, as we retire from those quarters to

where the depth of the " upper crust

"

is decreased, to where the secondary

and tertiary formations comparatively

cease, the primitive granites burst

through the surface, and shoot upward

towards the heavens, in might and sub-

limity. All that live in America are

not Americans ; and to say that Ameri-

cans are a provincial people, is to say

that the earth is composed of whatever

substances we may chance to find on

top, without regarding those just be-

neath. When we give our hand to one

of those home-keeping, home-loving

and home opinionated gentlemen, we

can then, and then only, be sure that

we are grasping the hand of one of the

primitive granites, "one of the original

panel," and a genuine American, in

whom there is no guile. These are the

classes that gave America her freedom,

her character and her glory ; these are

they who support the onward progress

of our career, and give an impetus to

things sufficient almost to make the

earth reel upon its axis, by the energy

and vastness of their labors ; these are

they who have caused us to become as

it were the gulf stream in the great

ocean of mankind ; which, whilst the

including waters about it move only

when rent by the breath of the tempest,

or lashed into convulsions by the wild

fury of human passions, doing naught

but laying bare the horrors of its deep-

est chasms, poua slowly but irresistibly

around the globe, bearing in its widening

and deepening embrace, knowledge, re-

ligion and civilization, for all mankind.

THE WANT OF COMMON SENSE.

Common Sense has been defined to

be, "sound practical judgment ; the in-

stantaneous decision of unperverted rea-

son." To this definition we shall en-

deavor to confine ourself in the consid-

eration of our subject.

It has been said, by an eminent au-

thor, " that common sense is the rarest

of all sense." The truth of this propo-

sition, however, though an angels tongue

had spoken it, would not be believed,

because not understood by those who

have not a larger bestowment of com-

mon sense, than might prove useful to"

them ; and as the demonstration, so far

as we know, has no where been giv. -n,

how the apparent inconsistency can be

reconciled, it remains for us, in the first

place, to do this, as far as we may bo

able. It will then be necessary to show

that the proposition contained in our

subject is true.

When we sec a man act in a manner

contrary to what we believe to be proper,

the inquiry spontaneously arises in the

mind, why did he thus act .' And if no

other sufficient motive can be assigned,

we are forced to the conclusion that, la-

boring under a mental delusion, he does

what he believes to be right For, un-

der ordinary circumstances, we can hard-

ly suppose that nun, without any cause,

will do that which they know to bo

wrong. Indeed it would be contrary to

our daily experience to suppose so: for

the motiTo to action is generally as

plainly seen as the action its-It', even

when it arises from deception. If. then,

when persons act, they have some ade-

quate motive to prompt them, or else

believe that they are doing no harm, wo
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can attribute very many things, which

transpire before our eyes, to nothing but

a want of common sense.

"What, we would ask, is the reason

that men, who are on the stage of ac-

tion, where the most important trusts

are committed to their hands, to the

faithful discharge of which they have

almost every incentive that can ever in-

fluence men, do so many things contrary

I

to the best interests of themselves and

of those whom they represent ? Surely

they would not trifle with matters so

grave, knowing that the effect am only

be injurious. There must be a want of

sound practical judgment ; the decisions

of unperverted reason must be obstruct-

ed. It is the province of sound judg-

ment and unperverted reason to teach

men the right, and urge them on to the

performance *o£ it. When, therefore,

they not only do not follow the right,

but are absolutely ignorant of it, it is

evident that common sense is wanting.

And yet, it is not at all incompatible

with this view of the subject, to suppose

that those very persons, in whom the

want under consideration is most con-

spicuous, may be endowed with the

highest qualities of mind ; or that they

may have made a proficiency in the arts

and sciences, seldom attained. For,

though sound judgment and unerring

reason are necessary to extraordinary at-

tainments in the various departments of

life, yet it does not necessarily follow

that there will be exercised in all those

minor matters, in which a failure of such

exercise constitutes a want of common
sense. This, perhaps, will appear more
evident by considering that the posses-

sion of sound practical judgment al-

ways implies the exercise of it, and that

a want of the exercise, implies a want of

the possession. And jt is further explain-

ed by the phrase contained in the latter

part of our definition. Sir Isaac Newton

was singularly wanting in common sense,

if not generally, at least when he cut two

holes through the wall to suit the differ-

ent sizes of his two cats. The instantane-

ous decision of unperverted reason must

have taught the meanest serf that the lar-

ger aperture would admit both cats as ea-

sily as two of different sizes ; but this de-

cision was interfered with, and prevented,

and whatever was the cause, the conse-

quence was a want of common sense.

Finally, if we reflect for a moment,

that the exercise of sound, practical judg-

ment, and the securing of the decisions

of unperverted reason, require an ab-

sence of all the influences, to which pre-

judice and passion give rise, it will not

be difficult to believe the truth of the

proposition under consideration, even

were there no other arguments in its

favor.

Thus far we have been speaking of

the world at large ; but the application

of what has been said, to college, can,

we apprehend, be easily made/ College

is a miniature representation of the

world; and in it may be detected all

those impulses, passions, prejudices, and

rivalries, which constitute so large a por-

tion of the trouble-fostering elements of

the world. Here, "young ambition

climbs its little ladder," and the untam-

ed spirits of future Alexanders, Bona-

partes, and Catilines perhaps, restlesly

flutter against the walls of their prison

—unfledged Genius takes its airy flight

to view Fame's mount afar, and low-

born Envy skulks about half concealed

under the smiles of youth to seek its
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easy victim. Here are to be seen the

lamb in the paw of the lion, and the

fair flowers of virtue withering and de-

caying beneath the polluting breath of

vice. Here, then, is seen, in its most

deplorable extent, a want of common

sense. For students, surrounded as they

are, by many influences calculated to

lead them, if not from the paths of vir-

tue, at least from that assiduous appli-

cation of the powers of mind, and dili-

gent improvement of time, which should

ever be the distinguishing characteristics

of the students life are peculiarly liable,

not only to leave uncultivated the talents

committed to them, but even to employ

them in a service, pernicious alike to

their own interests, and the peace and

quiet of those around them. The prompt

and firm decisions of unperverted rea-

son, then, are highly necessary to enable

them to resist the temptations to idle-

ness and vice. Sound, practical judg-

ment would teach them to seize the gol-

den hours, and appropriate the precious

opportunities of improvement which

they afford ; but they suffer them to

pass, unimproved, from the present to

swell the great ocean of the past. Com-

mon sense would direct their exertions

toward the accomplishment of noble,

and profitable ends, and prompt them

to regard their season of life as far the

most important, being that in which the

seeds of future usefulness and success on

the one hand, or of coming worthless?

ness and disappointment on the other.

are bowd ; buthow often do they weary

the body and stupify the the powers of

mind by excesses in such exercises as

pass, in their effects, with the hours of

their performance, or, if mischief do not

follow, remain in the memory to call up

the crimson blushes of shame to their

cheeks, when riper years shall have

taught them their folly. No one will

deny that exercise is necessary to health,

or that vivacity is commendable in

youth ; but in the case of the student,

bodily exercise must be interrupted by

intervals of study, and hilarity restrain-

ed by hours of reflection and thought.

He, who devotes the time assigned to

study, to field sports, and gaming, or

employs the hours of recitation in show-

ing off his wit, and manifesting in eve-

ry possible way his disregard for the

preceptor, the lesson, and his classmates,

is guilty of a breach of the plainest dic-

tates of common sense. He may feel

himself to be a genius, and independent

of the paltry instruction to be received

in college; but if he were not destitute

of almost every kind of Sense, as well

as common sense, he would soon see

that others were not too fully persuaded

of his great abilities, nor very envious

of his reputation.

Again, we see many abandoning their

books together with the precepts of their

fathers and teachers, and aping the man-

ners, habits, and sentiments of some

adept in the aits of college life. These.

no doubt, think they display great inde-

pendence by assuming an air of indiffer-

ence to wholesome advice, and of dis-

respect and contempt toward those whom

they have- learned from their patrons, to

view as their oppressors. Now, in the

first place, they must be totally wanting

in common sense and reason, or they

would unavoidably perceive, that instead

of acting the part of self-directing men

as they thought, they are MCrificing

their independence, and every other prin-

ciple, that would entitle them to the
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respect, even of their seducers. For

some of these we entertain shadows of

hope, for others, sentiments of pity, and

for others, still scarcely less than feelings

of contempt and disgust. There is yet

another class, and perhaps not the least

numerous, whose conduct displays a

singular want of common sense. We
allude to those who are striving for col-

lege honors. They fix their desires upon

the attainment of distinctions to be

Swarded at the commencement, and suf-

fer themselves to be tortured and harass-

ed by every real or imaginary obstacle,

that opposes them. Blinded by the ef-

fulgence of the honors to which they

aspire, they soon cease to study with a

wise reference to bodily and mental vig-

or ; but stretch their powers to the ut-

most tension, and deny them that recre-

ation necessary to their healthy action,

until they become morbid, and the

whole system is deranged. And what

is the honor they would have ? A shad-

ow; a bubble on the ocean; a "snow-

flake on the river ;" that now is seen,

and is now " gone and gone forever.''

They purchase at such a price what all

know to be not a sure indication of

genius, nor an infallible harbinger of

future greatness.

Now we would ask, why are these

things so ? It may be answered that

there are many -reasons for the various

shades of conduct, which have been no-

ticed. This may be true in a restricted

sense ; but the same ultimate cause must

be assigned to them all. For if the rea-

son of an action be not a sound and sat-

isfactory one, it must, itself, be referred

to some cause, more remote, and also

unreliable. An exercise of sound prac-

tical judgment, and the decisions of

unperverted reason, can lead to none

other than beneficial results. There are

many faults in college, none of which,

could Lave sprung from such exercise

of judgment and reason, ergo, a want

of common sense is the great want in

college. M

FIRST SYMPTOMS OF INDEPEND-
ENCE IN NORTH CAROLINA*

The very first attempt of the British

Government, to impose upon the colo-

nies of this country, the odious principle

of taxation without representation, was

promptly resisted by the good people of

North Carolina. " Obsta principiis"

seems to have been their motto. They

gave no place to oppression for an in-

stant. The honor of the first overt act

of resistance, however, belongs to the

Cape Fear settlement ; and we may well

regard it as Providential, that those fear-

less leaders had located themselves in

so central and commanding a position.

The flame of freedom which they kin-

dled, soon spread East and "West,

throughout the whole land, and the

people went into the struggle, which

ultimately led to independence, with the

greatest ardor and unanimity.

No open, violent opposition was made

to the authority of the British Govern-

ors, until William Tryon landed on our

shores, and located himself on Cape

Fear. His haughty bearing and odious

display of royalty incensed the inhabi-

tants to such a degree, that the great

beauty and amiable qualities of his wife

* Defence of North Carolina, by J. Seawell

Jones ; North Carolina Reader, by C. F. Wiley;

Sketches of North Carolina, by J. H. Wheeler

;

Pamphlet on taxation, by Maurice Moore.
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and her sister, (after the latter of whom

the county of Wake was named, in con-

sideration of her charms and exceeding

loveliness,) were the only barriers to de-

termined resistance. But the deed was

done, which led America to freedom,

when, on the 27th of March, 17G5, the

King of Great Britain, caused the royal

seal to be affixed to the Stamp Act.

And in none of the colonies did the op-

position take a bolder stand, or carry a

loftier front, than in North Carolina.

Early in 17G6, the sloop of war Dil-

igence, arrived in the Cape Fear river,

bringing the stamp paper, designed for

the use of the colonists. When the ship

was anchored before the town of Bruns-

wick, Col. John Ashe, of New Hanover,

and Col. Hugh Waddell, of Brunswick,

appeared with the provincial militia, and

determined to resist the landing. The

captain promised to remain quiet, and

he Avas left under the care of well-se-

lected " vigilance committees," in the

shape of outraged patriots with loaded

muskets. Col. Ashe, went to the Gov-

ernor's house, and demanded James

Houston, the stamp master for the prov-

ince, who soon took a solemn oath, in

presence of the assembled people, not to

discharge the duties of his office.

Governor Tyron, finding royalty a frail

defence against the indignation of free-

man, had recourse to an electioneering

trick. A whole ox was barbacucd, and

several barrels of beer were unheaded,

and, when the feast was declared ready,

the {/nests ran to the table, poured out.

the liquor, and buried the ox in the riv-

9t. The officers of the ship, resolved to

resent the outrage to his ExcelLenoy, and

a Igkt ensued. Hero was open resist-

ance to the law, and the government.

and this spirit eventually enabled Amer-

ica, " to assume among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal sta-

tion to which the laws of nature, and of

nature's God entitled her."

But it is not so much our design, to

give publicity to the foregoing facts, as

to lay before the publican essay against

the Stamp Act, written by Judge Mau-
rice Moore, which was printed in 1765.

This is supposed to be the only copy in

existence ; if there be any others, they

are unknown. It is unquestionably the

first political pamphlet, ever printed in

the State, and, independent of its claim

to pre-eminence as a learned argument,

must be of great value on account of

its antiquity.

Judge Maurice Moore, was descend-

ed from an Irish family, of which the

Marquis Drogheda, is the present head.

His grandfather, was Governor of the

Carolina's in 1705. His father, James

Moore, was the son-in-law of the foun-

der of the city of Charleston, Governor

of Carolina, and the father of ten chil-

dren, of whom, Maurice was the second.

He was a distinguished lawyer, and

won the title of " the honest attorney"

which is applied to so very few in our day.

He was one of the three, who composed

the Judicial Bench, when the revolution

shut up the courts. He was'a member

of the Provincial Congress, which met

at Hillsboro' in l77fi, and also of that

which met in Halifax, in ] 77*;. and gave

important aid, from his knowledge of

law and extensive general learning, in

the formation of our State Constitution.

He died in 1777. lamented by all who

knew him, as a highly esteemed friend,

an unsurpassed patriot, and an orna-

ment to the State.
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When the Stamp act was passed,

Judge Moore resorted to the press, to

disseminate as widely as possible, his

opinions on the right of England to tax

America, and the following pamphlet

was published by the second press es-

tablished in the State. It is entitled,

" Justice and Policy of taxing the Ameri-

can Colonies in Great Britain, consider-

ed ; wherein is shewed that the colonists

are not a conquered people ;—that they

are constitutionally intituled to be taxed

only by their own consent ; and that

the imposing a stamp-duty on the colo-

nists, is as impolitic as it is inconsistent

with their rights. JVon sibi,sedpat7'ice.

By Maurice Moore, Esquire ; Wilming-

ton, N. O, printed by Andrew Stuart,

and sold at his office, near tbe Ex-

change, 1766."

Whether the Commons of England made

up a part of the Saxon Whittingham

Mote, hath been a subject of great dispute

;

and altho' this point has never been fully

determined, yet it seems to be agreed by

the authority of two learned writers, (a)

that they were always called to attend it,

whenever the exigencies of the State made a

tax necessary; without doubt, to make
known their circumstances, and to suggest

to that assembly some mode of taxation

that was likely to be the least burthensome

to them. This just and laudable practice

prevailed 'til the time of William the Con-

queror, when that prince erected a new
court or parliament, of which the com-

mons were no part, and changed the Al-

lodial tenure of the Saxons into the Feu-

dal, and annexed certain rents or services

to all his grants, from which, together with

fines and forfeitures, the crown was abund-

antly supplied ; it therefore seldom happen-

ed that any were taxed in this court ; but

(a) Spellman andMaddox.

when it did, they were tnlleged to one

tenth part of (heir estate only, and none

but villeins were ever liable to be taxed at

will.

This method of tallagingthose who were

subject to it, continued but for a few

reigns after the conquest, and then a regu-

lar parliament was established, which con-

sisted of the Superior and Inferior Barons,

Citizens and Burgesses, who it is said, (b)

at first sat together : But when they had

formed themselves into distinct houses, the

representatives of the people laid claim to

their antient and equitable right of taxing

themselves and constituents, and have ever

since, with the greatest propriety and jus-

tice, enjoyed it.

From this slight view of the mode of

imposing taxes for public benefit, so long

practised in Great Britain, (in the course

of which there has been no other inter-

ruption, than that occasioned by the con-

quest) it is clearly to be inferred, that the

right of prescribing the measure and man-

ner of raising all taxes is a constitutional

one, which was enjoyed by the ancestors

of the Colonists ; and the present inhabi-

tants of Great Britain, as early as they

have any knowledge of them from history,

and has been handed down to them under

the influence of reason and justice, through

a course of several hundred years.

Nothing can be more consistent with the

rights and liberties of a free people, than

whenever the good of the community re-

quires part of the private property of Indi-

viduals, that they should be allowed to give

it in such manner and portions as their situa-

tions and circumstances can best afford ;

indeed they cannot be free without it: for

if any sublunary power in being, can de-

prive them of part of their estate without

their consent, the same power may take

away the whole ; and if it appears to them

to be a measure of justice, proscribe 'em

into the bargain.

(b) Ld. Coke-
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The inhabitants of the Colonies upon

the Continent (other than those acquired

in the late war) have always thought, and

.1 believe ever will think, all the constitu-

tional rights and liberties enjoyed in Great

Britain, at the time they departed from it>

their Birth-Right, and that they brought

them over with them to America; among

which, that of being taxed only by their

own consent, is one of the most essential-

It is certainly very natural, that those

who transport themselves from one coun-

try to another, should as well carry with

them the Laws and Policy, as the Customs

and Manners of the country from whence

they came. But it hath been said from the

authority of a very learned Judge, (c) that

the Colonies are conquered countries;

and that therefore the law is what the

King pleases: but however learned and

respectable the person might be who gave

that opinion, I shall not hesitate to declare

that I think the subject was not well con-

sidered, and that it was founded on no Law
whatever. Puffendorft", in speaking of

the different forms of government, takes

occasion of mentioning two methods of

treating the inhabitants of conquered coun-

tries : one is, when the victor removes 'em

to his own country, or gives them the same

privileges with his former subjects ; the

other is, when they are left to enjoy their

antient seats, but entirely lose the sov-

reigntyofthe country. In this last case,

he says, they are subject to the conqueror \

but is the circumstance of any of the Co-

lonies, other than those already excepted,

similar to cither of these cases 1 They

surely are not. The antient inhabitants

of the Colonies have neither been removed

to Great Britain, or left in possession of

their lands; nor did they ever submit to,

or acknowledge themselves subject to any

foreign power upon earth, but have long

since abandoned the country, and retired

into rennte parts of America, where they

(c) Unit- Smith's case;

are gorerned by their own laws and their

own magistrates. It therefore cannot be

said with the least propriety, that the laws

which these Savages alone, had they staid

in the country, would have been liable to,

as a vanquished people, are applicable to

the present inhabitants of the Colonies,

who themselves, are the conquerors. The

earth, the air and trees, are by no means

the object of any human laws whatsoever,

otherwise than as they bear respect to the

concernments of men. It must then be

the conquered people, who are subject to

the laws of the conqueror, and not the

country. The colonists seem to stand on

the same footing with those who leave

their own country, and settle themselves

i
in a new one which was not. inhabited be-

!
fore : If they do, (and I think it must ap-

j

pear so to any man who will give himself

j

the trouble of considering this subject,)

!
then there is theopinion ofthe same learned

j

Judge (d) in favour of what I have advan-

ced; which is that, the Colonists have

I brought over with them every constitution-

I
al right liberty and privilege ; and if being

|

taxed only by their own consent is one of

j
them, they cannot, with the least degree of

I justice, be taxed by the British parliament,

! in which they are not represented, no person

J

in that assembly being authorized to signi-

|

fy their consent: Few persons there, are

acquainted with their circumstance, and

j

perhaps none know what mode of taxation

[

would be least burthensome to them.

It hath indeed pleased some of the hon-

ourable members of that august assembly

to say, that the Colonics arc virtually re-

presented in parliament ; but this is a doc-

trine which only tends to allow the Colo-

nists a shadow of that substance which

they must ever be slaves without. It can-

not surely be consistent with British liber-

ty, that any set of men should represent

another, detached from them in situa-

tion and interest, without the privity

(d) Holt- Blankard's case.
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and consent of the represented. The office

ofa representative is founded on choice, and

is intended for the benefit of the constitu-

ents : A representative is to act in every

respect as the persons who appointed him

to that office would do, were they them-

selves present : And hath the members

of the House of Commons, or any of them,

been chose by the Colonists to represent

them ? Hath their conduct in respect to

the Stamp Duty been consistent with the

interests of the Colonists? or hath that

conduct been such as the Colonists would

have adopted, had they been present in

parliament 1 No surely ! So far from it,

there are very few members, of that assem-

bly, who have ever been heard of :n Amer-

ica. The Stamp Duty is inconsistent with

their interests, and the mode of imposing

it, destructive of their most essential rights

and liberties. It is very fortunate for the

present members of parliament, that for

all that can be done in the Colonies, they

have an estate for life in their office ; for

I believe I may venture to say, that no

Colonist in his senses, would ever desire

to be again represented by the same people.

To prove that the Colonists are within

the meaning of the doctrine of virtual re-

presentation, they have been compared to

the inhabitants of several corporate towns

in England, to the East India company,

the body of London merchants, to the pro-

prietors of the public funds, to women
and children, and in short, to all those who
do not vote for the electing of mem-
bers of parliament, who are all said to be

virtually represented : On the justice and

truth of this comparison entirely depends

the decision of this question. It may
therefore be necessary to observe, that by

the antient English c onstitution, none were

actually represented in parliament, other

than Shires, the Cinque-Ports, Cities, and

Antient Boroughs, and the elections for

them were made by freeholders, and those

who held by free burgage tenure: all vil-

leins, copyholders, tenants in antient de-

mesne, and tenants of lords, were exclu-

ded from electing or being elected : but at

latest, in King John's time, a pnictice ob-

tained of making free boroughs by char-

ter, by which means they became intitled

to send members to parliament, and it

continued till the reign of King Charles the

Second, when the House of Commons vo-

ted the elections made by virtue of that

King's charters void, and so put a stop to

the practice. From hence it is evident

that the right that those derive from their

particular species of property, peculiar

franchises, and inhabitancy in particular

places, is not an exclusive one, because it

either depends on that which may, through

the bounty of the crown, be extended, at

least to its American subjects, or on a cer-

tain species of property that may be bought

and sold, and which the Colonists are ca-

pable of possessing in any part of the

King's dominions. If the right of being

actually represented in parliament, is con-

stitutionally annexed to freehold estate,

the American freeholders can with no more

justice be deprived of it, than they may of

their freeholds. And the power of dis-

possessing them of either, cannot from

the nature of the British constitution,

(which is formed on the foundation of se-

curing to every individual his right, liberty

and property) be lodged with any other

persons in being, than themselves. The

acknowledging them to have a right of be-

ing taxed only by their own consent, is

yielding them that from which they never

can derive the least advantage, while

ever that of actually choosing their own
representatives, is withheld from them.

The notion of virtual representation,

may, for all I know, be consistent enough,

while it is confined to Great Britain only;

its inhabitants intimately reside together

;

the interest and circumstances of those

who do not vote for representatives, are

the same with those that do ; and are

equally well known to, and understood by

such representatives. It cannot then be
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imagined, tluit the virtually represented in

Great Britain, can ever be subject to any

imposition, that will not be extended to,

and equally affecting to the electors of

members of parliament. And tho' cer-

tain corporate towns, the East India com-

pany, the body of London merchants, pro-

prietors of public funds, the monied inter-

est, and women, are not respectively as

such, actually represented in parliament;

yet many of the members of them (women

excepted) are intitled to vote for represen-

tatives ; and if they were not, the influ-

ence they, and particularly women (through

whose means votes arc often obtained) must

necessarily have, from their intimate ac-

quaintance and connection with the electors

is such as must render the choice in a great

measure agreeable to them. But hath the

Colonies any of these advantages? They

certainly have not. They live above a thou

sand leagues from Great Britain ; their in-

terests and circumstances are not similar

to those of the British inhabitants; nor have

they been well considered or understood by

the British parliament. The Colonists

have suffered many impositions, as may be

seen by the several acts of trade which have

been borne by them alone, and which no

otherwise affected the electors of members

of parliament, than as they were obliged to

receive the profit arising from them. The

Colonists cannot have the least influence

cither with the electors or elected, they

are almost unknown to either of them,

unless as mere vehicles of trade; in which

light indeed they have been long known

and considered.

If those who have been for bringing the

Colonies within the meaning of virtual

representation, by comparing them to cer-

tain corporate towns and persons in Eng-

land, had been pleased to mention why

those places and people are virtually repre-

sented in parliament, they must at the same

time have proved that there is no simili-

tude between them and the colonies; for

all these places lay, and body of men re-

side in, some county or other of Great

Britain; and tho' nine tenths of the inhabi-

tants of any county should not be intitled

to vote at an election, yet are they a part

of that county, and as such, may be virtu-

ally represented by those who have been

elected to represent the whole county.

But here the virtually represented know
their representatives, and may, indiscrimin-

ately with the freeholders, at any time in-

struct them what part to act in cases of

importance. But I should be glad to be

informed, in what county in England the

Colonies are situated ? If in no one at all

;

who are their particular representatives?

To say that they are represented by the

whole body of the House of Commons,

will be to leave them without that advan-

tage of giving their representatives occa-

sional instructions, which the virtually re-

presented in England have; for it cannot

be imagined, that the conduct of the House

of Commons can ever be subject to the

direction of the Colonists. The same rea-

son then why certain persons in England,

(who have been excluded from voting at

elections, merely for conveniency) may be

virtually represented in parliament, doth

not hold good in respect of the Colonies ;

I therefore conclude that they cannot be

represented in the same manner: But it

it should be still insisted upon, that they

are, I would then humbly propose, that the

Colonies be divided into five hundred and

fifty-eight districts, and that each of them

be numbered; that for the future, all writs

of election in England, shall direct the

voters to chusea person to sit and vote in

parliament as real representative of the

county, city, or borough, for which such

writ shall be issued ; and as virtual repre-

sentative of the live, hundred and fifty-

eighth part of the Colonies of such n num-

ber and that each district be made acquaint-

ed with its particular virtual representa-

tive. By this means the Colonists will

know, to whom they are to direct their in-

structions; and will so far be upon a foot-
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ing with the virtually represented in Great

Britain. That the notion of the Colonists

being virtually represented in parliament,

is of late date, is evident from the num-

berless acts of oppression and tyranny that

have been practiced upon them by officers

of the crown commissioned in England,

and sent over to America, which have been

repeatedly made known, and complained

of in England ; and whenever it hath hap-

pened that they were conveyed to* the

Royal Ear in Council, it hath constantly

been thro' the channel of the Board of

Trade : But in no one Instance, that I know

of, did ever the British parliament repre-

sent to the crown any grievances felt only

in the Colonies, or make application to the

Sovereign for a redress of them, and as a

grand inquest for the whole kingdom, (had

they thought themselves the representa-

tives of the Colonies) they would never

have negligently passed over a duty which

was indispensihly incumbent upon them.

And that the British parliament doth take

cognizance of such subjects, when they

happen in Great-Britain, is undeniably true;

and would it not be want of humanity, to

suppose that they have always considered

themselves as the representatives of the

Colonies, and yet have ever neglected to

render them an essential service, to which

all those they represent, are indisputably

intitled. To the inhabitants of the Colo-

nies I have been speaking of, the crown

has been graciously pleased to grant res-

pectively the plans of exercising their con-

stitutional rights, I have now before me a

Charter given by King Charles the Sec.

ond to the province of Carolina, and ob-

serve, one of the principal objects of this

Charter, was to encourage the settlement

of that colony, in which few resided at the

time it was granted ; nor was it then likely

that many would leave their native coun-

try, wherein they enjoyed every right and

liberty an excellent constitution could af-

ford, and come over to the desarts of

America, unless by some means or other,

an enjoyment of those rights and liberties

in Carolina, could be secured to them and

their posterity : One of these was, to be

taxed only by their own consent, signified

in parliament by representatives actually

chosen by themselves; and as the remote

situation of Carolina from Great-Britain,

rendered it impossible for those who should

inhabit that province, to run over to Eng-
land whenever a new parliament was to be

summoned. King Charles thought proper

to grant, that an assembly should be call-

ed and established by the proprietors, and

that the freemen of Carolina, should con-

sent, by themselves, or deputies in that as-

sembly, to all laws whatsoever, that might

respect the public state of the whole prov-

ince or territory, or of any distinct or partic-

ular county. And had the crown considered

the Colonists as being virtually represent-

ed in parliament, such a grant would have

been extreamly absurd ; for no set of peo-

ple can be represented at one time in two

distinct and independent assemblies, which

may counteract each other: This might

be to make the represented grant and re-

fuse in one instant the same thing, which

is impossible, from the nature of the human

mind.

(to be continued.)

The greatest calamities of nations are

occasioned by the fomenting of national

animosities. If the author of certain

articles in certain English reviews, had a

thousand necks, and could be hanged br-

each one of them, it would be worth the

while of England to do it, for the mise-

ries into which this writer may possibly

draw both nations by exciting their hos-

tility against each other. The greatest

dangers are in the meanest and most

virulent pens, as the most fatal poison

is in spiders and serpents. A fox may
set fire to corn and make a famine. Let us

remember the fable of the trumpeter.
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[ SELECT. ]

REUBEN AND PHOEBE—A PATHETIC
BALLAD,

BY MR. H. K. BLirKINS.

[The following is from some exchange pa-

per. Would go five miles to shake hands with

the writer.—Ed. "Spirit of the Times."]

la Manchester a maiden dwelt,

Her name was Phoebe Brown
;

Her cheeks were red, her hair was black,

And she was, considered by good judges, to bo

by all odds the best looking girl in town.

Her age was nearly seventeen
;

Her eyes were sparkling bright

;

A very lovely girl was she

—

And for about a year and a half there had

been a young man paying attention to her

by the name of Reuben Right.

Now Reuben was a nice young man,

As any in the town
;

And Phcebe loved him very dear

—

But on account of his being obliged to work

for a livin, he never could make himself

agreeable to old Mr. and Mrs. Brown.

Her parents were resolved

Another she should wed ;

A rich old miser in the place

—

And old Brown frequently declared that ra-

ther than have his daughter many Reu-

ben Wright, he'e sooner knock him on the

head.

But Phoebe's heart was brave and strong,

She feared not Parent's frowns ;

And a3 for Reuben Wright so bold,

I 've heard him say more than fifty times that

(with the exception of Phcebe) ho did 'nt

caro a for the whole race of Browns.

S* Phoebe Brown and Reuben Wright

Determined they should marry
;

Three weeks ago last Tuesday night

They Malted for old Parson Webster's de-

termined to be united in the holy bonds of

matrimony, though it was tremendous dark

and ruined like Old Harry:

But Captain Brown was wide awake
;

He loaded up his gun,

And then pursued the loving pair
;

He overtook 'em when they 'd got about half

way to the Parson's, anil then Reuben and

Phoebe started ofr upon the run.

Old Brown then took a deadly aim

Towards young Reuben's head ;

But, oh ! it was a bleeding shame,

He made a mistake and shot his only daugh-

ter, and had the unspeakable anguish of

seeing her drop right down stone dead.

Then anguish filled young Reuben's heart,

And vengeance crazed his brain
;

He drew an awful jack-knifo out,

And plunged it into did Brown about fifty or

sixty times, so that it is very doubtful about

his ever coming to again.

The briny drops from Reuben's eyes,

In torrents pour-ed down
;

He yielded up the ghost and died

—

And this melancholy and heart-rending mat-

ter terminates the history of Reuben and
Phcebe, and likewise of old Captain Brown.

The End.

EDITORIAL TABLE.
The first and second numbers of the Uni-

versity magazine are before the public.

We are now fairly embarked in the

enterprise, and it rests with the encour-

agers of literature of North Carolina,

whether it be successful or not. Wi
deem it unnecessary to insult the good

sense of the "Old North State." by

again enumerating the claims we have

upon the State, and the advantages

which must result, if we are properly

patronised.

We will endeavor to make the Maga-

zine of as much general interest as pos-

sible; and with that object inview.it

will l>o made a sort of Register of the

University, and will contain all orations

delivered by distinguished men before

the two Literary Societies, the Alumni

Association ; Sermons pronounced upon
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interesting occasions, and whatever else

we deem worthy. In this connection,

we respectfully solicit contributions from

abroad, for it is not our intention to con-

fine ourselves to college, if any off the

Hill feel disposed to favor us.

We feel gratified at the favorable no-

tice we have thus far received from the

Press, and hope it will encourage and

forward our design.

Amid commendations, we have not

entirely escaped objections ; the princi-

pal ones were, that the articles of the

first number were " too grave, and too

much mere compositions."

These are pretty serious objections,

but are, in some measure, valid; and in

future we will try to correct them.

To those of our fellow-students whose

expectations have not been realized, we

have only to say, as a divine once did

to his congregation, when his sermon

was acting as a narcotic, "if any of you

think you can preach a better sermon,

just come up here and try it."

We are glad that contributors are be-

coming so active and improving in pro-

portion ; we hope they will not allow

their ardor to cool.

But we have talked enough about

ourselves, and now we will address our

correspondents. Syphax, (our old ac-

quaintance,) has again made his appear-

ance ; and we hope and request that he

will continue to write for the amuse-

ment of the Editors, not for the Maga-

zine. His articles serve very well to

while away an idle hour, and will al-

ways be gladly received. His pieces are

not without merit, and were they uni-

form, might find a place in the Maga-

zine ; but they unfortunately degenerate

before their close. We reckon it will

be necessary to issue an extra number

of rejected articles at the end of the

)
rear, that Syphax may have a healing.

In connection with this prolific writer,

we are constrained to say that his arti-

cles will be more welcome, if he will

pay the postage, which may amount to

a considerable item.

We have before us two specimens of

poetry, the one entitled a " Vision," and

the other " The Three Eras."

In noticing these extraordinary pro-

ductions, it will be well to quote a verse

from each. Before doing this, however,

it will be necessary to give a slight ex-

planation, in order to understand them.

The burthen of " Vision " is, that on his

birth-day a Fairy had given him a treas-

ure, called a heart, which was his joy

and delight. The meaning of the verse

below is, he fell in love, and, although

it was very painful to him, it was highly

amusing to others:

A sad condition was to the gift, (i. e. his heart)

Affixed, marring its greatest worth,

Its greatest misery shouid afford

The grateful food for other's mirth

!

The pathos of this verse must be ap-

parent to all, and cold hearted indeed

must he be, who does not sympathise

with the poet's affliction. The senti-

ment contained in it, is very similar to

that uttered by a frog, (spoken of in

tl'.e "Young Reader,") who informed

some boys, " That although throwing

stones was fun for them, it was death

to the frogs."

Do hear him, "A sad condition was

to the gift affixed, &c." A sad condi-

tion, and still sadder verse ! We might

dwell with rapture upon each word and
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line, but time forbids ; but we must say

to young liope-ful, let excelsior be your

motto, and by perseverance and appli-

cation, you will finally write—doggerel.

Now a word about " Three Eras."

The author describes the appearance of

a young lady whom he saw at three

different periods, and the effect she had

upon him. The first Era embraces child-

hood, from which the verse below is

taken

:

I said 'tis surely some mistake,

The fairies have not deserted earth

Or else they 'vcleft their queen behind,

Fit sample of their heavenly birth

!

Yes, sir, and it was a still greater

mistake when you undertook to write

poetry.

And you really think the lady whose

charms you sing is a fairy ! How lone-

ly she must be, all her companions hav-

ing left the earth but herself! kind

hearted youth ! you have taken com-

passion upon her, and want to supply

the place of her companions ! How
generous and disinterested ! I suspect

that is the same fairy who gave " Vi-

sion " that gift on his natal day. Who
knows ?

Macauly says, "in a rude state of so-

ciety, men are children with a greater

variety of ideas. In an enlightened age

there will be much intelligence, much

science, «fec., but little poetry."

If then, the legitimate inference is to

In' drawn that the in( illigence and eru-

dition of "Vision and Three Eras" are

in proportion t<> the badness of their

raise, what prodigies of learning musl

tiny be! Erasmus himself would be

abashed in their presence, and return in

confusion to his horn book.

America has cause for self gratula-

tion. Her great desideratum has at

length been supplied—doubly supplied.

Greece had her Homer, Rome had

her Virgil, England her Milton ; but

North Carolina her two

—

poetasters !

The degree of merit of the above

pieces, remind us very forcibly of that

truly unique production familiar to some

of our readers

:

The winds blow and acorns fall,

White man's hog eat 'em all

—

One eyed black snake running thro' de woods
what a curious thing the tarplin are !

"We have spent time enough upon

these productions, and hope these re-

marks will not cause any one. to desist

writing.

It was originally our intention that

the Magazine should contain 48 pages.

The form, however being changed, and

smaller type used, the matter filled on-

ly 32 pages in its present shape. To

make up the deficiency, this number

contains an extra quantity—hereafter it

will consist of 40 pages.

One of the editorial corps having left

college on account of his health, his place

has been supplied by Mr. '/.. B. Vance.

It. was at first our intention to erasjB

the names of the editors after the first

number; but owing to the design of

the engraving, and the request ot' our

publisher, wc have determined to let

them remain.

' mistakes may happen, wc deem

it proper to s;iy that all exchanges and

communications for the Magazine, must

'..' -nt to Chapel Hill; all subscriptions

to Mr. W. I>. Cooke, Baleigh,
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Some excuse may be thought due, for

presenting in our first number a sketch

of the " Foundation of the University,"

and then in the present one offering a

sketch which reaches a little farther

back into the causes which brought it

into existence. But we, (as most do,)

have begun at the foundation^. It is

an old custom, and I have no notice that

u modern progression " has changed it.

If, however, any are not satisfied with

this explanation of the matter, we must,

for their benefit, say it was a mere acci-

dent ; but at the same time think it a

happy accident, and not to be regretted.

Sixty years have gone, and, joined in

the misty union of the past, joying the

earth with as many summers, and sor-

rowing it with as many winters, and of-

fering to two generations of men a

birth—to the one a grave, while the

other it is now fast ushering into " the

yellow and the sear leaf," since the old

sandstone was buried—the first on

which now rests our college walls.

From this, 'tis true, we date our college

histoiy; but to go no farther back,

would be taking but a surface glance

at our institution's origin : for far back

in our colonial history was planted the

jerm of the tree, which aow bears, in

6

bountiful numbers, its golden fruit.

The times of its incipiency cannot be

passed over without gross injustice. As

a nation, we date our liberty from the

Declaration ; but the majesty and im-

portance of our free institutions cannot

be appreciated without a close investi-

gation of freedom's struggle in our pa-

rent nation—of the spirit which led a

people to a trackless wilderness.

We must, therefore, be excused, if

our investigations extend somewhat far-

ther back than the mere foundation of

the University, that we may know a lit-

tle of the many difficulties the man-lov-

ing, man-exalting, idea-education had

to encounter, 'ere it was in this state

embodied into the form of a college.

It sprang not up in a moment, as Mi-

nerva, clad in its present dignity and

usefulness.

So dark and silent were the influences

of education in North Carolina, from its

settlement to the revolution, that even

in the celebrated constitutions of John

Locke, though in many things most

liberal, we hear nothing of it.

Surely it must have been the policy

of the Lords proprietors to keep the

people in ignorance ; for, by that means,

they could exact what they pleased, to

fill their own purses, without.a murmur

from their poor serfs. Besides this omis-

sion in these constitutions, we have an-

•&cns r <fn v*c^J /"t-t..<.'v* >-* •> 'f^k Csw
I (?^-f^A<^»
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other evidence of the existence of this

policy, in the thankful prayer of Gov.

Berkeley, of Virginia, who " assumed to

control the destinies of the original

plantations about the Albemarle," and

in 1671, very piously "thanked God,"

that " there were no free schools and no

printing" and further says, "

/

hope ice

shall not have them these hundred years ;

for learning has brought disobedience,

heresy and sects into the world, and

printing has divulged them, and libels

against the best government."

Wc do not then wonder that, under

such government, " few, if any of those

who were born or had grown up to man-

hood in the colony could read, fewer

even of the better sort could write."

But to counteract in some measure these

adverse circumstances, "religion," the

hand maid of education, at the begin-

ning of the 18th century, awakened a

feeling of sympathy in the " fatherland
"

for the " planters " in the colonics, and

there appeared, during the first ten or

twelve years of the last century three

pious ministers from England, to give

(lie few scattered over so large a space,

religious instructions. These three were

Messrs. Blair, Gordon and Adams.

"The people were nominally Presbyte-

rians, Lutherans, French Oalvanists, Ro-

man Catholics, Quakers and Episcopa-

lians ;" and though religious controver-

sy, which now and then rose, " caused

animosities," " they sharpened" the peo-

ple's "understanding, and became, to

some extent, substitutes for instruction."

But, for all the instruction the people

may have gained in this way, we feel

that Gov. Berkeley's wish was almost

prophetic ; fur wo find that it was not

until about seventy years after, that the

first printing press was established in the

Province—the government having, in

the mean time, changed from proprie-

tary to provincial. The press was set

up in Newbern, in 1749, by James Da-

vis, from Virginia ; before this, all docu-

ments and papers were in manuscript.

All legislative enactments were in loose

written sheets, in the hands of the peo-

ple. In 1752, four learned gentlemen

were appointed by government, to re-

vise and publish an edition of the stat-

ute laws, " it was handsomely printed

and bound in a small folio," which took

the quaintname

—

Yelloio Jacket—from

the color of its binding. In this com-

mission were Thos. Barker and Thos.

Childs, the Attorney General.

The very liberal wish of Gov. B.

came to pass nearly, in respect to the

press, but it was realized in regard to

public schools ; for it was, until the time

of Gov. Dobbs—nearly, in fact quite,

an "hundred years" after 1671—publie

schools had no existence. However,

about the year 1736, there were a few

private schools held but a short time

during the year, principally taught by

Presbyterian ministers ;
" with these,

poor young men, who wished to preach

the gospel or plead the law, received

their humble education." In the year

Gov. Johnston, in a speech to the legis-

lature, laments that "no care was taken

to inspire the youth with generous sen-

timents, worthy principles, or the least

tincture of literature." A book suited

to teach the rudiments in learning was

wanting. The famous spelling hook of

Thomas Dilworth, was not published in

Knglaml uutil 1740, nor was it intro-

diKcd, into the colonics until a much

later period.
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Much was expected from Gov. Dobbs,

towards the encouragement of educa-

tion ; nor was the expectation altogether

disappointed. Something was done.

In his address to the legislature in 1760,

he says, "as the distresses of the times

had retarded the establishment of pub-

lic schools," he proposed, that " the ves-

try in each parish be authorised to raise

a limited sum, sufficient to pay a Parish

Clerk and Register, qualified to act as

school master and reader when a cler-

gyman could not be had." The assem-

bly replied in a manner appreciating the

necessity of " supporting public schools;"

but it was in time of war, and the gov-

ernment found it necessary to raise a

service " payable out of the fund appro-

priated to funding schools." The mo-

ney was not returned, and in 1762, the

Governor brought the immediate atten-

tion of the house to the establishment

of schools. That body told him in re-

ply, "there were large sums appropri-

ated to the purchase of glebes, and for

schools, which had been borrowed for

the public service in the late war, under

•a suspending clause, until the king's

pleasure be known, how the money was

to be refunded." At this juncture, all

that was done was to pass an act for the

erection of a school house at Newbern

;

and the historian tells us this was the

first efficient act for the encouragement

of literature.

Now, the darkest age in Carolina's

history had passed, and enlightenment,

once at the helm, she was ready, or on

the eve of readiness, to throw off the

restraints of the father-land ; all was as

yet, however, quiet. " As peace," the off-

spring of conquest, was shedding its be-

nign influence over the country, educat-

ed and benevolent men promised them-

selves a cloudless dawn of science upon

the province. In Wilmington, a print-

ing press, the second in the province,

was established in 1764, by Andrew
Stewart. About the same time, Davis,

the other printer, began to publish at

Newbern a newspaper, entitled "The
North Carolina Magazine, or Universal

Intelligencer." It was a half sheet in

quarto pages, convenient for binding.

This was the first publication of the kind

attempted in North Carolina. Stewart

likewise began a weekly, which he called

"The North Carolina Gazette, or Week-
ly Post Boy." A controversy with the

Crown, and that with the Regulators,

was scarcely ended, when the friends of

education cany through the legislature

a charter for a college. Its place was

to be at Charlotte ; and the act itself,

which was passed in 1770, was sent to

England for the royal sanction ; but was

not approved ; times shortly grew por-

tentous
; and Independence dissolved

the connection. Literature was now
again at a low ebb. There were no

more than two schools, the one at New-
bern, and the other at Edenton, estab-

lished with boards of Trustees. As
there was no State House, the school

house at Newbern was sometimes occu-

pied by the lower house of the Assem-

bly. Six were the whole number of

Church Ministers; the Presbyterians

had as many more, and the Quakers

and Moravians, generally friends to

learning, had severally six establish-

ments.

When the people burst the chains

that bound them to the parent State,

they^showed an equal passion for learn-

ing and for liberty. In their Constitu-
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tion, of December 18th, 1116, they

were careful to declare, that " schools

shall be established by the Legisla-

ture for the convenient instruction

of youth, with such salaries to the mas-

ters, paid by the public, as may enable

them to instruct at low prices ; and that

all useful learning shall be duly encour-

aged and promoted in one or more Uni-

versities." War hindered the State

from the immediate execution of the

design, broke its resources, and cut off

many of its best and educated men.

Few were able to send their sons to the

colleges of our own country, and less

were able, if willing, to send them to

England. There were only three schools

where the rudiments of a classical edu-

cation could be had. The most promi-

nent and useful of these was kept by

Dr. David Caldwell, in Guilford county.

This school lasted thirty years, having

been established soon after the war.

To it there was no library attached, and

the students were supplied with only a

few of the Greek and Latin Classics,

Euclid's Elements of Mathematics, Mar-

tin's Natural Philosophy, and Dr. With-

erspoon's Lectures on Moral Science.

Six years after peace, the subject of

education was brought up in the Gen-

eral Assembly. The preamble of the

Bill reported, contains :
" In all well

regulated CTOvernments, it is the indis-

pensable duty of every Legislature to

consult the happiness of the rising gen-

eration, and to endeavor to fit them for

an honorable discharge of the several

duties of life, by paying the strictest at-

tention to their education ; and an Uni-

versity supported by permanent funds,

and well endowed, will have tho most

direct tendency to auswer this purpose."

Therefore, on the 11th December, 1789,

"The University of North Caro-

lina " was established by the Legisla-

ture. The Board of Trustees, " incorpo-

rated" (with power to elect their succes-

sors,) consisted of forty gentlemen, the

most learned and influential in the State.

They had their first meeting at Fayette-

ville, in November of the next year

;

and when organized, made it their ear-

liest business to devi»e means needful

for the support of the institution, and

to determine .upon a place for its loca-

tion. /
Immediately after the University was

chartered, the Legislature granted to

the Trustees, all escheated property,*

and all arrearages due to the State,

from receiving offices of the late and

present government, up to January 1st,

1783. Soon after, Benjamin Smith

gave the Board 20,000 acres of land

:

and the Legislature, in December, 1791.

magnanimously loaned them $10,000,

which was subsequently converted into

a gift. Thus encouraged, the Trustees

proceeded to establish the University on

a commanding site, at Chapel Hill.

—

(This has been noticed in a previous

sketch.) Shortly after, generous indi-

viduals in the vicinity gave them 1,392

acres of land, embracing the area of tho

site itself; also Cbanea Oowara convey-

ed to them 13,000 acres of land, very

valuable, and in April, 1796, General

Thomas Person, of Granville, made them

a present of $1,025, in e;ish. Farther

evidence of tho general interest taken,

* By an act of a lato Legislature tho grant

of escheated property has been withdrawn from

the corporation. As to tho validity of this last

legislation there arc gravo doubts. The nullity

of such legislation has been asserted, and the

case will be adjudged by the Supreme Court.

*
J
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in behalf of the institution, throughout

the community, is, that the ladies of

Raleigh for instance, presented it in

1802, with an elegant pair of globes

and compass ; and afterwards the ladies

of Newbern gave a quadrant, pledging

themselves

—

they have kept their pledge,

"never to be indifferent to the promo-

tion of science which so much strength-

ens the principles of virtue, imparts civili-

ity to manners, and embelishes the re-

finements of life." In additional aid to

the University, $5,080 were drawn into

Vits treasury in 1803—the fruits of two

lotteries granted by law; in 1809, the

Legislative Assembly granted to the

Trustees all confiscated estates—all mo-

nies in executor's and administrator's

hands, unclaimed by legatees or heirs
;

and all debts due to the State up to

December 1799.

Munificent gifts have been made to

the Library at various times,~and in

most instances they bear the names of

the donors on them.f

The body of this present sketch was

drawn from an article copied by the

Raleigh Register of '44, supposed to be

from the pen of the Hon. W. D. Wil-

liamson, of Bangor, Maine. We were

glad to find so large a space in one of

our political journals, given to such a

subject. There is much more of it from

which we would be glad to draw, and

would, but for the want of space,

Upatoie.

t The number of volumes in the three libra-

ries—the College, the Philanthropic and Dia-

lectic Societies are about 15,000. Each society

has about the same number of volumes, and

more than the college.

We do not want precepts so much as

patterns.

FIRST SYMPTOMS OF INDEPEND-
ENCE IN NORTH CAROLINA.

( Concluded from our last.

)

That it is a matter intirelyfnew in Eng- '

land, further appears, from the constant

and repeated applications that have

been made by the Crown in the course of

the last war, to the assemblies in the Co-

lonies, for supplies; which, if the British

parliament could have given, might as ea-

sily have been a«ked for in England ; and

in all probability, would have been much

more liberally granted ; but the parliament

had not then imagined themselves the re-

presentatives of the Colonists; if they had,

would they not have interposed and as-

serted their right of taxing their constitu-

ents ? more especially, as the poverty of

the Colonists often obliged them to grant

much less than the Crown required, and

the burthen became proportionably heavier

in Great-Britain, as it was lighter in Amer-

ica; would they not have acquainted the

King that they were the Colony represen-

tatives, and that the Colonists might be

much more copiously taxed in parliament,

than it is likely they wou'dchoosetobe.if

their consent was to be asked in their own

provincial assemblies ? Withoutdoubt they

would; but the truth is, the notion of their

being virtually represented, had not then

an existence, but hath been since intro-

duced, to cover the shackles which have

been prepared for the Colonists in their

present state of inability, by those, who
being wholly attentive to themselves, for-

get that the Colonists are their fellow-sub-

jects ; that they were born free, and are

intitled to every British constitutional

right and liberty, as well as themselves;

or that to do them injustice, is as criminal,

as to deal unjustly with those they really

represent. To impose a Tax on the Co-

lonies, in the British parliament, appears

to me, to be a measure almost as impolitic,

as it is inconsistent with the rights of the

Colonists ; for as they are unalterably of
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opinion, that such an imposition is no less

arbitrary than oppressive, it will by degrees

alienate their affections from the Mother

Country; the seeds of discontent will be

'sowed in the Colonies, and children will

be taught to hate the name of those who

have enslaved their country ; the principles

of disaffection will increase with their

years, and the spirit of rebellion grow

formidable* with their numbers; and in the

course of a century or two, it will cost

Great-Britain more to keep them in their

state of subjection, than all the profits

arising from them, will pay: And if it did

not, the story of Julius Caesar, is enough

to shew that there is danger in a standing

army abroad.

The Stamp Duty is itself a burthen too

great for the circumstances of the Colonies

to bear, considering the many restrictions

that have been put upon their trade, which

are at present rigorously enforced through-

out America: It will occasion a discon-

tinuance of industry, and must in the end,

reduce them to a state of beggary ; they

will no longer be able to purchase the

manufactures of the Mother Country, or

furnish her with materials for making new

ones. Great-Britain then loses a trade,

from which ehe hath derived her greatest

opulence and dignity, and this too by in-

sisting on a measure destructive of the

peace and happiness of many thousands

of as loyal subjects as any the King has.

Can this be consistent witli the wisdom

and humanity of a British parliament?

I think it cannot. The act imposing a

Stamp Duty, will surely be repealed, as

soon as its consequences are well consid-

ered. I am persuaded, the more closely

united the Mother Country and the Colo-

nies are, the happier it will be for both;

but such an union will never take effect)

but upon a foundation of equality: They
must he upon such a footing, as that each

may advance the other's interest, while he

labours for his own. A very sensible and

elegant writer (a) in speaking of Colonies,

hath observed that, " It is not to be hoped,

" in the corrupt state of human nature,

" that any nation will be subject to an-

" other, any longer than it finds its own
"account in it, and cannot help itself.

—

"Every man's first thought will be for

" himself and his own interest; and he will

" not be long to seek for arguments to

"justify his being so, when he knows how
"to attain what he proposes. Men will

" think it hard to work, toil, and run haz-

"ards, for the advantage of others, any

"longer than they find their own interest

"in it; and especially for those who use

"them ill: All nature points out that

"course. No creature sucks the teats of

" their dams, longer than they can draw
" milk from thence, or can provide them-

" selves with better food; nor will any
" country continue their subjection to an-

" other, only because their great grand-

" mothers were acquainted. This is the

"course of human affairs; and all wise

" states will always have it before their

" eyes. They will well consider, therefore,

"how to preserve the advantages arising

" from Colonies, and avoid the evil. And
"I conceive that there can be but two
" ways in nature to hinder them from

"throwing off their dependence; one to

"keep it out of their power, and the other

"out of their will. The first must be by

"force, and the latter by using them well,

" and keeping them employed in such pro-

ductions, and making such manufactures

"as will support themselves and families

"comfortably, and procure them wealth

"too; or at least, not prejudice their Mo-

"ther Country. Force can never be used

"effectually to answer the end, without

"destroying the colonies themselves. Lib-

"ertyand Encouragement are necessary

" to carry people thither : and violence will

" hi ider both, &c." 1 do not pretend

to be politician enough to point out the

(n) Cato's Lctlcre.
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methods that will most effectually secure

the dependency of the Colonies ; but I am

as much convinced, that just and equitable

cnes may be discovered and pursued, as I

am, that force and oppression will one day

or other, produce a contrary effect. It

would be no injustice that the Colonies

should bear a propor ionable part of the

heavy expence that hath been incurred in

the course of the late war; and I am per-

suaded, that no man of sense in the Colo-

nies would oppose it; but they should be

allowed to consent to it, according to their

constitutional right, in their own provincial

assemblies, where they are really repre-

sented : And in estimating such propor-

tion of expence, their number, circum-

stance, and the restrictions on their trade,

should be considered: But if the British

parliament will insist on taxing the Colo-

nists, as their virtual representatives, then

are they stripped of that constitutional

right on which their liberty and property

depends, and reduced to the most abject

state of slavery: A situation, in which,

it is very unnatural to think, a Mother can

take pleasure in viewing her Children.

END.

DIVERSITY OF SUCCESS—ON
WHAT DOES IT DEPEND.

Diversity of success in the different

pursuits of life, is one of the most dis-

tinguishing features in ftie history of

mankind. We discover it, more or less,

in all ages of the world, in all grades of

civilization, in all conditions of life.

The savage, who pursues his game for

the sustenance of his body, and knows

no higher end of his existence, acquires,

by superior skill and success in this em-

ployment, ; a position among his breth-

ren acknowledged to be high and envia-

ble. The rank, thus acquired, distin-

guishes him from his unsuccessful asso-

ciates, perhaps less in degree, but no

less in reality, than that of the sages of

Greece distinguished them from the

multitude in obscurity around them.

But this diversity prevails no less among

ourselves. Instances of it may be found

on every side. Two individuals may

have been brought up, to all appear-

ances, under circumstances entirely sim-

ilar—they may have been invigorated

by the same air, and warmed by the

same sun—fortune may have smiled or

frowned alike on their birth—the same

parental care may have watched over

and guided their infancy—to their minds

the healthful fountains of knowledge

may have been opened in equal abund-

ance—in their bosoms the spark of an

honorable ambition may have been fan-

ned by the same local and political

breezes—and yet the one turns out suc-

cessful in whatever he undertakes, whilst

failure, disappointment and misfortune,

is the lot of the other.

Why is this ? Is there

" A divinity that shapes our ends,

Rough-hew them as we may?"

Is it true that fortune plays her freaks

entirely beyond the sphere of human

control ? that she deals out to men their

respective lots, with a hand which no-

thing but her own caprice can guide ?

Or is it more probable that men control

fortune, and shape their own ends?

We think the former alternative exceed-

ingly improbable, and that such an idea

is highly pernicious in its consequences.

No one ever entertained a notion more

prejudicial to his success than that of

supposing fortune would do for him,

what he ought to do for himself—that

some " tide in the affairs of men" would
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bear him, without his own efforts, to

the goal of his ambition, and of his

hopes. No less wretched is he, who

hangs on fortunes favors, than he, who

hangs on those of princes. She lures

him from the plain and practical path

of duty, holding out fantastical visions

only to deceive. She inspires his bosom

with hopes—hopes delusive and treach-

erous as the sands that glide beneath

breaking billoAvs ; while, with the devo-

tion of a Hindoo, he kneels at her shrine,

spellbound, till stern reality breaks the

enchantment, and discovers to him his

real condition. Thus roused from his

delusion, he looks back with an eye of

despondence and a heart of despair, up-

on the want of success, the disappoint-

ment and utter failure which have mark-

ed his career, and throws the blame of

the whole on fortune. Is it not more

probable, that " the fault was in him-

self, and not in his stars V
A profound and philosophic historian,

tracing the wonderful military success

of Napoleon to its origin, has observed

that he always conquered, not because

he was " the child of destiny ;" but be-

cause he always exerted his strength at

the right time, and in the right place.

He never failed when any advantage

was offered, to grasp it with a decision and

promptitude that nothing could resist.

May not success, in any pursuit what-

ever, be accounted for in the same way?

Is it not a rational and satisfactory the-

ory, that men succeed just in proportion

as they exert, their strength in the right

place, and at the proper time?—that

the secret of success lies in action, not

wild, misguided and chimerical, but in

prudent well-directed and energetic ac-

tion ? Wo do not suppose thatcvn

one could become a Napoleon by win-

ning laurels of victory on the field of

battle ; but may we not conceive that

every one might, by imitating his in-

domitable perseverance, his coolness, his

decision and energy, gather no less hon-

orable laurels in that profession or em-

ployment, in which the circumstances of

his tastes, education and talents, may
have engaged him ?

Man possesses, inherent in his nature,

the elements of a force, which, if pro-

perly combined and applied, are capa-

ble of overcoming all difficulties, and of

effecting almost any desirable results.

These elements are the gift ol his Crea-

tor. The combining and applying of

them must be effected by his own ef-

forts. Upon the manner in which he

does this, his destiny depends. "When

these elements have been duly com-

pounded—when they have been blend-

ed together, and made to act on each

other in just proportions—in other

words, when the character has been

rightly formed ; success, in a great

measure, becomes certain. Obstacles

are easily overcome. Every difficulty

disappears before the approach of this

self-regulating, self-sustaining and self-

invigorating machine. "Whenever each

wheel and lever has once been rightly

adjusted and poised, no strain can dis-

tort or retard its motions. Each ac-

quires, at every new effort, additional

precision and accuracy in its movements.

till the whole is made to move in beau-

tiful order and harmony.

[f this view of the influence of char-

acter upon after conduct is correct, we

infer that success depends in a great

degree upon the formation of character.

It is here, then, that he who wishes to
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accomplish, any thing, must begin his

work. Here he must make every ef-

fort—must watch with a sleepless eye,

and labor with an untiring hand. If

the work is begun early, and prosecuted

with diligence and care, it soon becomes

easy and natural. If it is at first neg-

lected, it becomes more difficult ; if neg-

lected too long, altogether hopeless.

"We can hardly conceive of the impor-

tance of correct habits of conduct and

of thought in the earlier stage of the

formation of character. The Natural

Philosopher tells us that nothing is

lost—that the force impressed on the

atmosphere by the voice of Adam, when

he first called to his fair spouse in Eden,

is still exerted somewhere. Can we not,

with less stretch of thought, conceive

that every act has its share in making

up the character—that even every

thought that flits through the mind

has its influence. Man's character, like

the ocean, the sublime emblem of his

life, which revives and returns again the

streams which water and beautify the

earth, is first produced by conduct, and

afterwards reproduces conduct of the

same kind as that which produced it.

If, then, any one wishes to ascertain

what his success will be in the occupation

which he has chosen, he has only to con-

sult his own character. Here he will

receive a response, not dark and ambigu-

our like those of the Delphic Oracle, but

one on which he may rely.

Generally it is good to commit the

beginning of all great actions to Argus

with an hundred eyes, and the ends of

them to Briareus with an hundred hands

;

first to watch, and then to speed.

THE THEATRE.
A lively susceptibility of pleasure from

the objects of tase, has ever shown it-

self a distinctive feature of the human

mind ; and has afforded ground for the

formation of various institutions design-

ed for the popular entertainment. Even

while immersed in the darkness and

sensuality of barbarism, man has occa-

sionally turned aside from the brutish

indulgence of sense, and sought enjoy-

ment in spectacles of beauty and mag-

nificence.

As mankind have advanced in refine-

ment, these entertainments have assum-

ed a character more intellectual and

dignified. The savage may delight in

witnessing the display of extraordinary

animal strength and agility; but as

cultivation developes the higher re-

sources of his rational nature, he learns

to find in objects connected with their

exercise, a source of more interesting

and more ennobling gratification.

Institutions of this kind never fail,

when their prevalence is general, to ex-

ert a reciprocal influence on the charac-

ter of society. In the primitive rude

condition of man, by promoting inter-

course, they contributed to enlarge the

mind, to soften the ferocious disposition,

and to cultivate the social affections.

But in the more advanced state of civil-

ization, when the systems of society and

the influence of popular associations, are

more complex in their operations, and

when vice is continually assailing the

moral in every variety of shape, it be-

comes an object of special importance

to ascertain and suppress such enter-

tainments as are calculated to contami-

nate the purity of public character.
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The merits of the Drama have formed

a topic of long and obstinate dispute;

and since its influence, whatever it be,

is very widely extended, the subject be-

comes one of national interest. It is

ea^y, by building some plausible specu-

lations on the nature of the Drama, ab-

stractly considered, to present it to the

world, as an engine of moral and intel-

lectual improvement, capable of diffus-

ing through society every sentiment

that is sublime in virtue or refined in

taste.

That theatrical exhibitions, viewed in

their literary character, would exert a

beneficial influence on society, might

seem a consideration of great weight in

their favor; commanding as they do, by

their fascinating power, the untiring at-

tention of an audience, inflaming the

mind with an interest in the subject pre-

sented, which no other object can ex-

cite ; it is plausibly inferred, that a con-

siderable degree of mental activity, to-

gether with a literary taste of very ben-

eficial tendency, would be infused into

all classes.

This advantage will* appear in a dif-

ferent light, when the nature of the

stage is more accurately examined.

—

The prominent design of scenic repre-

sentations, is by presenting highly in-

teresting objects and events to the mind,

in a manner most likely to produce the

greatest possible excitement. In pro-

portion as this end is effected, the work

itself is esteemed perfect. The under-

standing is, by this excessive excitement,

rendered unfit for the wholesome exer-

cise of its faculties; from which alone

can result any solid advantage. The

whole soul is absorbed in the evolution

of the plot, and the intellect, far from

having its own powers invigorated, is

employed merely as the instrument of

conveying fuel for the excitement of the

feelings.

But the moral influence of the thea-

tre, is by far the most important view

in which the subject solicits our atten-

tion
; it is that in which it involves

most materially the welfare of a large

portion of mankind. And, though pub-

lic morals have undoubtedly sustained

great injury from the flagitious charac-

ter of many plays that have frequently

obtained place in the Drama of every

country; it is. not on this ground that

we would argue against the institution.

We are willing to consider it as con-

ducted under the most favorable cir-

cumstances in which it has ever existed.

Nor will what may be esteemed the

rigid principles of religion be called to

our aid, to prove the evil effect it has

upon the morals of a community. It

may serve, however, to add force to the

argument, to mention that the most en-

lightened even of the ancient heathen

gave their decided voice against this in-

stitution. Though we may hear of

splendid edifices, dedicated to the cele-

bration of the scene ; of frequent exhi-

bitions presented to enraptured specta-

tors, we have yet ample reason to be-

lieve that both Greeks and Romans, un-

til vicious indulgences had neutralized

that virtuous sensibility which charac-

terized their early state, condemned

those demoralizing entertainments they

had not the firmness to reject. They

saw the evil, and they made restrictive

enactments which yielded only to a fran-

tic eagerness for amusement, that was

ready to break through all the barriers

which considerations, prudence or poli-

cy could oppose.
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There are, however, objections of a

more decided kind, which claim our at-

tention. Sentiments are constantly dif-

fused from the stage, calculated to pro-

duce a state of popular feeling, entirely

unfavorable to public tranquility and

happiness. An unsettled discontented

spirit, a desire of a more splendid con-

dition in life, of wealth and of j)ower,

are emotions but too naturally excited

by the scenes of the Drama.

But there are circumstances insepa-

rably connected with theatrical repre-

sentations, which can never be reconcil-

ed with the interests of virtue. Though

the mind received the most salutary im-

pressions, the facilities and temptations

to dissipation, fairly identified with the

play-house, could not fail to make it an

avenue to ruin. If evil company pre-

sents any danger to virtue, here is con-

centrated all that is corrupt or abandon-

ed in vice. The shameless debauchee,

the debased prostitute, the unprincipled

swindler, and the notorious desperado,

all mingle in corrupting intercourse

with the virtuous and pure. The in-

tense state of excitement engendered by

the representation of highly wrought

scenes, must be sustained by the stimu-

lating draught of the convenient bar-

room. Eveiy thing invites to the indul-

gence of the most depraved appetites.

After the few hours of performance

have contributed their part to the grati-

fications of the passions, a continuation

of the intemperate enjoyment is com-

monly pursued, in a resort to revelings

and debauchery.

•Cast your eye into those haunts of

wretchedness and vice, where lie the

blasted fortunes and honor of many
whose prospects once gleamed with

promise y view on the one hand the mis-

erable wretches of favoured genius, and

on the other, the pitiable, tho' disgust-

ing monuments of prostituted virtue.

Ask how these commenced their mel-

ancholy career ? Many, did shame per-

mit them to raise their unhappy voices,

would refer you to the allurements of

the play-house for a solution of their

misery. You might trace their progress

from the first introduction to their fasci-

nating destroyer, to the period when

reduced to poverty, enslaved by ap-

petite, and obliged by necessity to re-

flect on their condition, deliberately re-

solved, in spite of man or heaven, to

resign all their prospects of respecta-

bility in this world, all their hopes of

solid happiness either here or hereafter,

and committing the future to fate, to

reap to the utmost the enjoyment of the

present moment. Such is but too fre-

quently the issue of an acquaintance

with the theatre.

If, then, there be any reality in hu-

man misery—it is our duty as men

—

as philanthropists—as christians—to

frown upon all ^institutions which ope-

rate to blast the best interests of so-

ciety. T.

Oh ! unexpected stroke, worse than of death

!

Must I thus leave thee, Paradise ! thus leave

Thee, native soil, these happy walks and shades,

Fit haunt of gods ! where I had hoped to spend

Quiet, though sad, the respite of that day,

Which must be mortal to us both. flowers

!

That never will in other climate grow,

My early visitation and my last

At ev'n, which I bred up with tender hand,

From your first op'ning buds,& gave you names!

Who now shall rear you to the sun, or rank

Your tribes, and water from th' ambrosial fount 1

Milton.
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ACADEMIC AND COLLEGE
COMPOSITIONS. .

The Compositions written by students

at Academies and Colleges arc generally

very defective. Of course there are

many honorable exceptions. Many stu-

dents take pleasure in this exercise

;

they prepare their matter well; they

are careful to have the subject properly

arranged ; they compose with a great

deal of accuracy and elegance; and

their essays arc such as do credit to

themselves, their teachers, and the Insti-

tution ofwhich they are worthy members.

But we fear that these are exceptions

to the general rule. In most places, the

standard of composition is very low

;

and so far as our observation has ex-

tended, such productions are usually de-

fective in one or more of the following

particulars. The penmanship is fre-

quently bad, so that the composition is

hardly legible. Surely this detracts

greatly from its excellence, just as a

beautiful lady would appear to disad-

vantage in an indifferent garment.

—

Again, the orthography is often incor-

rect. It is very common to meet with

those who have never learned to spell

correctly, and their compositions must

necessarily present a very uncomely ap-

pearance to an accomplished scholar.

Then the rules of Grammar are violat-

ed: singular verbs are placed after plu-

ral nouns; and the whole affair looks

badly. Nor is this all. The punctua-

tion is very often far from being good,

so that the sense is thereby rendered

obscure, if not entirely perverted. What
is still worse, the subject matter frequent-

ly has no intelligible meaning. No-

thing is clearly stated ; nothing proved

;

every thing is confused; things having

little or no connection are thrown to-

gether in a strange, heterogeneous mass.

" Humano capiti cervicem pictor equinain

Jungere si velit; et varias inducere plumas

Undiquc collatis membris, ut turpitcr atrani

Desinat in pisccm mulier formosa superne,

Spectatum admissi risum teneatis, domici 1"

13ut the worst is yet to be told—these

compositions are sometimes not origi-

nal ! Some get their fellow students to

write for them ; others hunt up a book

containing something which suits their

purpose, they make an extract, and hand

it in as their own production. Such is

the state of things in almost every Acad-

emy, College and University throughout,

the country. Surely every lover of

learning, every one who desires the pros-

perity of the nation in coming genera-

tions, must be affected by this melan-

choly picture. That we may be able

to point out a suitable remedy for this

evil, let us inquire into its cause.

Why are our academic and college

compositions generally so very defec-

tive ? Several reasons may be assigned.

The three following are sufficient to ac-

count for the fact :

—

The subjects given for composition are

frequently unsuitable. If the subject is

of such a character that the student can

feel no interest in it ; or if it be one re-

quiring deep historical research ; or if it

be purely speculative, demanding a

strenuous exercise of the reasoning fac-

ulties, then the professor should not

complain, if he is not presented with a

very artistic and entertaining essay.

For it is out of the question for any nran

to write, well on a subject in which he

can feel no interest. And as for pro-

found historical research or metaphwi-
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cal investigation, the energies of stu-

dents are so exhausted by their prepa-

ration for the recitation room, and by

the discharge of other necessary duties,

that they cannot possibly furnish re-

spectable productions on such subjects.

The entire absence of emulation or a

disposition to excel in composition, is

another fruitful cause of the evil under

consideration. Probably I have here

struck at the very foundation. For

such is man's constitution, such are his

mighty resources when his energies have

been properly aroused, that he can then

accomplish wonders. So intimate is the

connection between the fixed determina-

tion of the will, and the successful

achievement of any proposed enter-

prise, that men are rarely unsuccessful,

Avhen fully resolved. If the students

could only be brought to love this exer-

cise, if they could be induced to deter-

mine never to be satisfied with an in-

different production, we shall soon see a

very altered state of things ; our teach-

ers would soon come to regard the re-

view of compositions as a most refresh-

ing intellectual entertainment. But un

fortunately some are positively too indo-

lent to put forth the requisite mental

exertion. Or they frequently allow un-

profitable amusement and idle conver-

sation to occupy so much of their leis-

ure, that they have not sufficient time

to appropriate to this exercise. Then,

the writing of compositions is too much

regarded as a useless, burdensome task.

Forgetting the improvement which they

are to derive from the diligent discharge

of- this duty, they believe it altogether

unnecessary to spend so much time in

preparing essays, which are merely to

be read and corrected by their teachers.

The elementary education of many
students has been very defective, and as

a necessary consequence, they are now
unqualified for accuracy and elegance in

composition. There exists an egregious

error in many parts of our country in

regard to our primary schools. Many
parents do not see the propriety of pay-

ing high rates of tuition to an accom-

plished teacher, merely to instruct little

children in spelling, reading, writing,

and English Grammar. ' No, that is

all useless expenditure ; any body can

teach them these simple branches."

So they are sent off to an " old-field
"

school to lay the foundation of a tho-

rough education. Then they are sent

to an Academy ; there they immediate-

ly commence the ancient languages;

consequently they never learn correctly

the structure of their own mother

tongue. Hence, there are many gradu-

ates who know more of Latin and Greek,

than they know of English Grammar.

Therefore, until suitable attention is paid

to primary education, until the children

of the land are correctly and carefully

instructed in spelling, penmanship and

grammar, we can never hope to see aca-

demic and college composition attain its

proper elevation.

We might enumerate many unhappy

consequences resulting from this evil

habit, but lest our essay be too tedious,

let us proceed to inquire, what remedy

can be applied ? AVhat can raise the

standard of composition to its proper

elevation ? Surely this would be a most

desirable achievement.

1. Let teachers and professors be care-

ful to select suitable subjects. The
\iews of Bishop Whately* are so ap-

* Elements of Rhetoric.
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propriate hero, that we will make one or

two quotations. " The obvious and the

only preventive of the evils which I have

been speaking of is, a most scrupulous

care in the selection of such subjects

for exercises as are likely to be in-

teresting to the student, and on which

he has, or may (with pleasure, and with-

out much toil,) acquire sufficient infor-

mation. Such subjects will of course

vary, according to the learner's age and

intellectual advancement; but they had

better be rather below, than much above

him ; that is, they should never be such

as to induce him to string together vague

general expressions, conveying no dis-

tinct ideas to his own mind, and second-

hand sentiments which he does not feel.

He may indeed freely transplant such

thoughts from other writers as will take

root in the soil of his own mind ; but

he must never be tempted to collect

dried specimens." He further remarks :

" The subject for composition, to be se-

lected on the principles I am recommend-

ing, will generally fall under one of

three classes : first, subjects drawn from

the studies the learner is engaged in

;

relating, for instance, to the characters

or incidents of history ho may be read-

ing ; and sometimes, perhaps, leading

him to forestall by conjecture something

he will hereafter come to, in the book

itself: secondly, subjects drawn from

any conversation he may have attended

to (u'ith interest) from his seniors, wheth-

er addressed to himself, or among each

other : or, thirdly, relating to the amuse-

ments, familiar occurrences, and every-

day transactions, which arc likely to

have formed the topics of easy conver-

sation among his familiar friends." If

these rules were always regarded, we

should soon see the students take a

deeper interest in the exercise of com-

position : and instead of so many dull,

monotonous productions, the teachers

would oftener be entertained with live-

ly essays expressed in beautiful, forcible

and appropriate language.

2. Let students acquire the habit of

easy, accurate and elegant composition,

by constant practice. "We are creatures

of habit. It is only by repeated and

determined efforts, that we can obtain a

facility in any difficult exercise, and by

the same means we acquire a fondness

for such exercise. We see this illustrat-

ed in every department of mechanism.

Behold that skilful mechanic ; with what

ease he uses the various tools of his pe-

culiar calling; with what readiness and

accuracy every line is drawn ; what

beauty of structure, what elegance of

workmanship, pervade the Avhole per-

formance ! Behold that accomplished

painter; his pencil seems a part of him-

self ; the very colors seem to understand

the motion of his eye; every feature is

drawn with the utmost precision ; and

the well finished picture presents a most

lifelike appearance. But that mechanic

was once an awkward apprentice, and

this Apellcs was once ignorant of the

very names of the different colors : their

superior skill has been acquired by un-

wearied effort, by constant practice.

The same rule applies to the art of com-

position. Every good writer was once

a mere scribbler. But constant prac-

tice has at length enabled him to ex-

press his thoughts on paper with readi-

ness; practice has improved his pen-

manship; practice has enabled him to

compose without violating the rules of

orthography or the principles of gram-
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mar—yes, practice, practice, I say, con-

stant persevering practice has made him

an excellent writer

!

3. Let students improve their style

by a careful study of the best writers.

"Nosciter ex sociis." And, as a man's

character may be known from his asso-

ciation, just so we may estimate a man's

taste and sentiments from the books

which compose his library. These are

his intimate friends, his daily com-

panions: he imbibes their sentiments,

breathes their spirit, adopts their habits,

and insensibly acquires their mode of

expression. If they have any promi-

nent defects, his strong attachment will

almost certainly lead him to mistake

them for peculiar excellencies. How
careful then should we be in making a

selection ! For if we allow ourselves to

read authors who are fond of antiquated

phrases, odd sayings, coarse vulgarisms,

queer conceits, and the like, we will in-

sensibly fall into the same improprieties.

Many distinguished writers and speak-

ers owe their reputation in a great meas-

ure to those choice authors whom they

adopted as models. When the lament-

ed Bascom first met with the Astro-

nomical Discourses of Dr. Chalmers, he

read them again and again, and resolved

to take that prince of pulpit eloquence

for his model. No wonder then that

he soon electrified the world with the as-

tonishing productions of Ids own giant

intellect.

4. Let students be properly impress-

ed with the intimate connection between

the art of good composition, and exten-

sive influence and usefulness. A man

who possesses a strong, cultivated mind,

and yet has never acquired the habit of

captivating, forcible composition, must

ever have his influence and usefulness

circumscribed within very narrow limits.

Had such a man lived before the art of

printing was invented
; or had he lived

at Athens, where the whole common-

wealth could easily be assembled to lis-

ten to his viva voce eloquence, then he

might have ranked with Pericles. But

times have changed. The human fami-

ly have extended over the earth. The

man who now confines his efforts to a

single audience must be limited in the

range of his influence. Such a mind

resembles a pure, crystal reservoir, shut-

up and surrounded by mountain bar-

riers, with no outlet through which to

send its exhilarating, life-giving streams

;

such a mind resembles a beautiful oasis,

overgrown with blushing flowers and fra-

grant spices, but with no whispering

zephyr, no cheering breeze to waft'its fra-

grance to the distant city ; such a mind

resembles a planet far away in illimitable

space, the observations of the astronomer

cannot discover it,the inhabitants of earth

are not cheered by its warming rays, and

God only knows of its existence. How
different is the writer who can send his

thoughts and feelings warm, breathing,

burning, in every direction through the

nations of the earth. The world is his

forum ! the human family his audience !

and eternity only can estimate the ex-

tended influence of his discourse

!

What could we know of the distinguish-

ed orators of antiquity ? what could we

know of the venerable men, who, under

God, achieved the great reformation ?

what could we know of the great lead-

ers in the transat1 antic revolutions ?

what could we know even of the giant

intellects in the distant parts of our own

country ? what could be known of them
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in coming generations—were it not for

their eloquent, electrifying, immortal

compositions ? Truly the authors of

the present age constitute,

"A noble band, the welfare of the world,

Whose haunt is on the lips of men, whose

dwelling in their hearts,

Who are precious in the retrospect of Memory,

and walk among the visions of Hope,

Who commune with the good for everlasting,

and call the wisest, brother,

Whose voice hath burst the Silence, and whose

light is flung upon the Darkness,

—Flashing jewels on a robe of black, and har-

mony bounding out of chaos,

—

Who gladden empires with their wisdom, and

bless to the farthest generation,

Doers of illimitable good, gainers of inestima-

ble glory
!"

Let students be sufficiently impressed

•with this truth—let them feel that the

only sure way to extensive influence and

usefulness, the only sure way to perpet-

uate an undying reputation, is through

the medium of written composition

—

and let them be convinced that if the

art is not acquired here at school, it

never will be acquired. Then shall we

see their energies properly aroused

;

then shall we see them earnestly striv-

ing to excel in this exercise ; and then

shall be chronicled a new era in the

history of Academic and College Com-

positions. Davie.

i. A t< w
"FAMILIARITY BREEDS

CONTEMPT."
This adage is so true it is almost reduc-

ed to an axiom. By familiarity, we are

not to understand an " omission of cere-

mony " merely ; but it rather signifies

that looseness of conduct and rudeness

of manners, which must always disgust

one of refined feelings.

This proverb sprang from indiscre-

cretion exercised in social intercourse.

Mankind, generally, possess so many
fault5., that the more we conceal them,

the more will we be respected.

Now we would not, for a moment,

advocate deception ; but certainly a

man is justifiable in producing a favora-

ble impression of his character, by sup-

pressing his faults, when by making

them apparent, he would only reap con-

tempt.

Among the many attributes which

Lord Bacon has given to friendship, are

the " ease and discharge of the fulness

of the heart, peace of the affections, and

support of the judgment."

From this we infer the importance of

friendship ; and as intimacy or famil-

iarity is a principle ingredient of it,

much attention should be paid to the

Hue of demarcation, which ought to ex-

ist between friends.

By that, wo mean, particular caution

should be taken, lest our familiarity de-

generates into a coarseness, whose una-

voidable consequent is contempt.

But who can express their ideas or

their meaning half so well as Shaks-

peai-s can for them ? He has drawn

the distinction accurately, and it were

useless to say expressed elegantly, when

he makes Tolonius say to his son

Laertes

:

" Bo thou familiar but by no means vulgar."

In these few words, is embodied a

code by which acquaintances and friends

ought always to direct their conduct.

Were this precept attended to, there

would no longer be such an adage as,

11 Familiarity breeds contempt"
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( SELECT. )

THE PULPIT—ITS FUNCTIONS.

BY BISHOP BASCOM. SERMON II.

To all, Bible in hand and eternity in

view, the minister should cry aloud and

spare not. By " line upon line, precept

upon precept, here a little and there a

little," he should clearly enforce the les-

son upon all, that character is destiny,

and that boundless good or evil, is the

alternative to which it points. And in

making discrimination and maintaining

the great distinction, upon which we

have been insisting, judgment should

begin at the house of God—should com-

mence at the altar—and thence diverge

through all the distributions of society.

The arraignment should reach the

church and the world, and they should

stand up alike for judgment.

Impiety and worthlessness, under cov-

er of religious pretension ; the hypocrite,

with his studied circumspection and

macadamized-gravity, his hollow groans

and treacherous smiles ; the Christian

churl, whose God is his interest, living

for himself and to himself; the luke-

warm Laodicean hanger-on upon the

skirts of the church, whose conscience

is dead, and his feelings inured in the

sleep of a death -like inactivity ; the

bigot, who haunts his fellow being with

the bitterness and ferocity of a fiend,

and when his heartless unkindness has

murdered him, would further assure

himself that he is right, by scenting the

fancied smoke of his victim's torment

ascending up forever and ever ; the prej-

udiced and self-secure, in our churches,

with whom improvement has no future

7

tense, who, girt round with the weird

sanctity of error, a bandaged and fetter-

ed herd, swear by their chains that they

are free, and by their follies that they

are perfect; the teacher and propagand-

ist of gross religious error, although the

wreathed, viper may be found coiled

about the heart and conscience of thou-

sands ; the slanderer, who glories in in-

tellectual massacre and the murder of

character—who lives only upon the of-

fal of the reputation he has ruined

—

whose touch is contamination and his

contact death—who, wherever he ex-

ists, is a curse and a nuisance, his influ-

ence pestiferous as the grave and loath-

some as the breath of hell ; the scoffer,

claiming the rights and wrapped in the

robes of the scorner; the Infidel, with

his boasted privilege of living without

God and free from the restraints of vir-

tue, like a solitary cloud self-balanced in

a universe of gloom ; the worshipper of

Bacchus, the practical drunkard, who

has exchanged the glory of a man, and

bartered the hopes of heaven, for the

rights and functions of a beast ; the li-

centious and debauched, who resemble

the reptile, in that they doom to neglect

the flowers they fail to destroy, and

leave behind them defilement and loath-

ing wherever they are found ; the gam-

bler, who, rather than not gratify his

passion for play, would stake the thrones

of eternity upon the cast of a die

—

who, unmoved by the tears and entrea-

ties of her that bore him, the wife of

his bosom, and the children of his own

bowels, continues to indulge his hated

passion, until the infatuated reprobate

would table his game upon the tomb of

his father, or shuffle for infamy upon the

threshhold of hell ; the frolic sons and
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giddy daughters of dissipation, amid

scenes and saturnalia, which can only

be thought of as the appliances of vice

and passion, and as pandering to their

aims ; the thoughtless and ivorldly-mind-

ed million, with this world for their

God and treasure ; and, finally, the un-

believing and abominable, of every class

and name—these are all before, and in

the eye of, the Pulpit, and to attend to

them is one of its plainest duties.

—

And, ordinary means failing to reclaim

them, the more fearful denunciations

of God's violated law should be appeal-

ed to, and the appalling apparition of

the eternal future made to stalk before

them, like an avenging specter.

Such an exhibition of truth and plain

dealing, will require boldness of charac-

ter and independence of action in the

Pulpit; and this is what we want. Re-

jecting alike the schools and the tactics

of Loyola and of Chesterfield—the

Jesuitical arts of the one and the sense-

less duplicity of the other, together

with the pestilent appliances of the

mere demagogue of the altar—the min-

ister should always consider himself a

pupil only in the school of Christ.

Mex seem neither well to understand

their riches nor their strength : of the

former they believe greater things than

they should, and of the latter much

less. Aud fn>m hence certain fatal

pillars have bounded the progress of

learning.

Ambition is like choler; if it can

move, it makes men active ; if it bo

stopped, it becomes a dust, and makes

men melancholy.

WACCAMAW.
In Columbus county there is a lake

bearing the above name—a name which

appears in our geographical nomencla-

ture, like the unique or flowing costume

of a rude or ancient race, in one of our

crowded cities. It excites a moment's

stare—and while the ignorant mere

utilitarian wonders why such a hard

word was invented, it awakens in the

man of letters and of taste, a train of

sad, but not unpleasant thoughts.

It is the sonorous name given to a

beautiful sheet of water, by a race

which once owned the surrounding

country, but which has long since van-

ished from Eastern Carolina. Aud the

only imperishable mementoes, which

these children of the woods have left, are

the appellations of the streams on whose

banks they pitched their tents, and in

whose waters they laved their classic

forms.

The first account of the settlements

on the Cape Fear, which ever appeared

in print, is now before us. It may be

found in the 2nd volume of the "Collec-

tions of the Georgia Historical Society/'

the account being part of a work en-

titled, "A New Voyage to Georgia, By
a Young Gentleman," and published in

London, in the year 1737. The writer,

after describing the journey of himself

ain I friends to the Lake, says: "The
next morning we took a particular view

of it, and I think it is the pleasantcst

place I ever saw in my life. It is at

least eighteen miles around, surrounded

with exceeding good land, as oak of all

sorts, hickory, and fine cypress and

swamps. There an old Indian field

to bo seen, which shows it was formerly
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inhabited by them, but I believe not

within these fifty years. For there is

scarce one of the Cape Fear Indians or

the "Waccamaws, that can give any ac-

count of it. There is plenty of deer,

wild turkeys, geese and ducks, and fish

in abundance. We shot enough to

serve forty men, though there were but

six of us."

Just one hundred years after this,

another wayfarer, one of the State's

distinguished sons, stood upon the

shores of this fairy Lake with the In-

dian name ; and, inspired by the scene

and the reminiscences it awakened, gave

expression to his feelings in the lines

below. Eds. Univ. Mag.

Waccamaw in 1834.

Moonlight on Waccamaw ! the breeze

Scarce makes a ripple on the Lake,

The lingering sunbeam 'mid the trees

Loiters, as loth his leave to take,

And deeper dyes the autumnal hues

Of leaves already bathed in dews.

Upon thy bosom, Waccamaw,

Is mirrored every lustrous star,

And looking down upon thy stream

One, little curious, might deem

These are thy own bright stars he sees,

And chief the sister Pleiades.

—

As if from Heaven they issue* forth

To this, the loveliest spot on earth,

ill the vain h«pe they here might see

Their lov'd and long lost Merope,*

Ah ! well sweet Waccawaw, I deem

As now thou art, so hast thou been,

Or time, which makes man's beauty less,

Has added to thy loveliness.

Years, years ago ! when times were rude,

Where now I stand, the Indian stood,

* It is said that in the constellation of the

Pleiades, the star of Merope shines more dim

and obscure than the rest, because she married

a mortal, while her sisters married some of the

gods or their descendants. On this account,

Merope was said by some to have been blotted

out from the constellation.

And saw in every shrub and tree,

And rock, and wave, a deity.

Perchance some maiden's heart to move,

He uttered here his tale of love,

And won a mate in peace and war,

His light, his hope, his guiding star.

But time'.s quick-step hath journeyed on,

—

Warrior and maiden both are gone.

—

Thrice fifty years have passed since roll'd

The fearful war-hoop o'er the wold ;

—

Thrice fifty years since chief and sire

Were gathered to the council-fire ;

—

And scarce, sweet Waccamaw, a trace

Has Time left of thy ancient race,

Now gone like withered oak-leaves given

To every breath and wind of heaven !

Thus, thus, have passed away thy braves,

I tread upon their silent graves.

But Fancy's torch shall light the gloom

Which gathered o'er their early doom,

And memory's taper-fingers trace

Dim outlines of their fated race-

Mine, mine the pleasing task shall be

To illustrate their history,

And spread upon the page of story

An Onca's love, a Wokow's glory

J_ .
. ;<? Cc

THE BANDITTI, POLICE AND
PRISONS OF PORTUGAL.

TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINAL FRENCH BY

A STUDENT, FOR THE UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE.

At Lisbon and Oporto, there exists

neither an active nor vigilant system of

Police.

The Provincial towns and villages are

completely abandoned to themselves.

You are at the mercy of your enemy, or

the first brigand who demands your

purse, or gives himself the trouble to

assassinate you. The governmental au-

thorities are not sufficiently strong to

suppress them, for they occasionally

come in numbers great enough to suc-

cessfully attack and plunder a village.

They call themselves " les migueles-

tes ;" thus falsely pretending that the
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government is cognizant of their inten-

tions and expeditions. In a locality so

little known, their interests continually

clash and give rise to mutual insults and

threats. On such occasions, each res-

pectively assemble their partizans, and a

battle ensues, in which the strongest

prevail; for in it, there is no appeal

from death : whole companies have been

known to perish. It is by no means a

rare occurrence to hear of an entire fam-

ily murdered around their own fire-side.

Under such circumstances, the best

and surest way of protecting yourself

from harm, is to pay, and put yourself

under the patronage of some chief, able

to protect you by his position and influ-

ence.

At the time of which I speak, D.

Miguel held the reins of power ; and

Lisbon was in a state of complete an-

archy.

The citizens who dared venture in the

streets after nightfall, were liable to be

beset and robbed by a ferocious band of

ruffians, who, at that time, infested the

capital ; and they were often even dar-

ing enough to attack and rob the peas-

ants in broad day.

The city itself was then besieged, and

its population strictly confined within

its walls ; in fact, none dared to go out

unless in considerable numbers, and

completely armed.

One delightful day in May, I paid a

visit to a friend of mine, who dwelt in

his family mansion, pleasantly situated

in the Oampo-Lida, in the very midst

of the finest orange gardens of Lisbon.

My road ran directly under the shade

of walnut and mulberry, whose branches,

arbor-forming, fell over and kissed the

waters of a superbly sculptured basin of

marble.

Two hours after sunset we started on

our way back to the city.

The night was dark and lowering,

and thick black clouds rolled heavily to-

wards the sea; our route lay in the

midst of ruins that bordered the road,

and in full range of the miguelistine

bullets. Suddenly a feeling of appre-

hension and awe came over me ; neither

myself nor companion were armed ; I

had not even a pocket pistol with which

to defend myself.

Through the crevices in the walls we

could see the robber's strongholds, where

they could wait in perfect security for

their expected victim.

We had not advanced five steps far-

ther when the sparks flew from a cigar,

which fell at our feet ; a tall dark figure

instantly appeared: "see there," ex-

claimed my companion, his voice tremu-

lous with affright. My blood curdled

in my veins.

The next moment we found ourselves

face to face with two ragged, ruffian-

looking men, who instanly leveled a blow

at our heads with their heavy bludgeons.

I saw the strong arm raised above me,

and sprang aside ; my hat was felled, and

the club came crashing to the earth.

At the same moment my companion

fell with a cry of pain. I thought him

dead.

My adversary still advanced upon me,

striking furiously, while his eyes glared

with demoniacal phrenzy.

I evaded his second blow as I did tho

first, and fled crying help ! help ! help !

!

For a time I heard footsteps in pur-

suit, and then all WHS silent. I had es-

caped with the loss of my hat.

The house where we had spent the

day was distant about a quarter of a
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mile, this I reached, and breathlessly re-

lated the incident to my friend. The

servants were instantly given lights,

armed and sent to seek my unfortunate

companion.

They found him upon the ground,

his dress all disordered and bloody.

They had bound him, and while one

held a knife to his throat, the other pos-

sessed himself of his watch, jewelry and

money ; alarmed by the cries and lights

of the servants, they fled before strip-

ping him of his clothes.

We -made immediate application to

the magistrate of the war.', and gave

him an accurate description of the as-

sassins.

He instantly recognized them as two

notorious villians, over whom he had no

control. A short time after this affair,

they became noted every where for rob-

bery and murder, and being caught and

carried before this same magistrate, he

refused to have them tried, offering as a

pretext, that the proof was insufficient

to condemn, and that to acquit would

be dangerous. He feared, I presume,

the vengeance of their associates.

At the same place, the same individ-

uals attempted to rob a couple of my
English acquaintances, who fortunately

escaped. On this occasion I recovered

my hat, the scoundrel, who had appro-

priated it, letting it fall in the struggle.

It was brought to me on the day suc-

ceeding. They continued to commit

their depredations for about three

months, when being taken in the very

act of robbery, the police were forced to

arrest them. Both were condemned

and exported. Things go on thus in

and around the capital ; in the country

it is even worse. Here the system of

robbery is avowed and open ; and the

bands composed of men from every

class in society, and in such numbers

that it would require a regular force to

disperse them. They call themselves

" guerillas," and subsist by plundering

isolated houses, and occasionally a vil-

lage.

In Lumiares there entered one day, a

numerous troop of horse and foot sol-

diery, in the midst of whom there ap-

peared six individuals clothed in the

garb of magistrates, and who advanced

with an air of legal dignity.

They marched straightway to the

castle of a wealthy Bishop, stationed

their sentinels at his door, and then de-

manded admittance in the name of the

law. The apparent magistrates then

entered, attended by a few armed men,

seized and bound the Bishop and his

whole household, except his aged mo-

ther, whom they compelled to show and

open the places wherein he had deposit-

ed his money and other valuables.

—

They then quietly packed up the booty

they had secured, but fled when the in-

habitants appeared, who, thinking them

officers of justice, had permitted them

to pass. The perpetrators of this bold

"coup de main" yet remain unknown.

The robbers met upon the road are

generally masked; when they see a

traveler approaching, they advance

from their place of concealment, and,

discharging their guns in the air, cry

" to the earth," " to the earth."

You are compelled to fall to the

ground, and there to remain, while they

despoil you of all you possess, even to

your clothes. Upon this condition alone

is your life spared.

It is seldom these villains are brought
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to justice, for it is exceedingly danger-

ous to denounce them.

A friend of mine, who had been sur-

rounded and robbed by seven armed

and mounted men, met two of the iden-

tical individuals splendidly and fashion-

ably dressed, a week or so afterwards,

promenading the Praca do Commercio

;

he, however, betrayed no sign of recog-

nition.

It would have been easy for him to

have had them hung, but this would only

have exposed him to the vengeance of

their comrades, who would most unhesi-

tatingly have poignardcd him the first

opportunity.

Different bands are governed by dif-

ferent codes ; some never murder those

whom chance may throw in their way,

unless they resist; others subject their

captives to the most excruciating tor-

tures.

It is related that a wealthy Nazarine

gold-smith, left his home for Lisbon, ac-

companied by his servant, carrying with

him jewelry, "to the amount of several

thousand crowns ; soon after his depart-

ure, his mule returned without him ; it

was immediately concluded that he had

been murdered.

After a long search, the bodies of

both master and servant were found ly-

ing under a tree in the depths of the

forests, and presenting not the slightest

sign of violence. The unfortunate men

had been starved to death.

The whole road from Lisbon to Opor-

to is completely beset by banditti.

The travelers, who dare risk the dan-

gers of the way, go in troops of from

one to five hundred persons, and gener-

ally under the protection of an (csta-

feta,) an (express.) The estafeta is not

as one would naturally suppose, a coach

or vehicle for the transportation of the

mail, but a certain set of persons whe

undertake to carry merchandize and

other effects across the country, upon

the back of mules.

One might very naturally conclude

that the administration paid those bri-

gands a species of tribute (black mail.)

lrom the fact that the royal standard is

sure protection to any property what-

soever.

The estafeta is generally made re-

sponsible for the goods placed under its

charge, and consequently demands enor-

mous wages for transportation. They

regulate their charges according to the

danger they expect to run, and which is

never imaginary, if they have neglected

to put themselves under the protection

of some chief.

One cannot imagine a more daring

set of men than the robljers of Lisbon.

The watches and other valuables

which fall into their hands, these hardy

villains do not dispose of to some re-

ceiver of stolen goods ; they have a way

less dangerous, and one by which they

can dispose of them to greater advan-

tage.

They send them to their associates

in prison. Prisons worse organized

could not exist. Every prisoner lives

upon his own resources, and those who

have none, arc gratuitously fed upon

what is termed la soupe de la misc-

ricorde.

They have free and unrestricted in-

tercourse with their friends and relations,

ami many are thus daily fed.

They stay generally in a large hall,

looking out upon the street with lattice

windows, through which they can com-

municate with any one they please.
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If you have lost any token of love

—

any pledge of affection, apply to the

jailer. He'll take the greatest possible

pleasure in obtaining and delivering it

to you at a price double its value.

At the same time you are given to

understand that you must say nothing

about it, and attempt to pry no deeper

into the matter, for if you do, the jailer

will inevitably lose his position.

This abuse exists in spite of the harsh-

est and most rigorous laws to prevent it.

A Portuguese prison is well worth

•attention. It is truly a state within a

state—a republic within a kingdom.

Those who have most often shared the

pleasures and pains of the prison-house,

are the men whom they select as their

leaders.

So every hundred men have a jailer,

appointed to supervise and maintain or-

der among them ; but as this would be

impossible among a set of men subject

to the same bad passions and evil influ-

ences, with no means of rendering life

supportable, and inhabiting one large

room, they meet and elect a President,

whose duty it is to preserve discipline

and order, and to apportion each his

position and that kind of work which

he thinks will best serve to promote the

general welfare of the society; to pun-

ish those who violate his rules by the

punishment which he thinks best adapt-

ed to the crime and disposition of the de-

linquent.

To this President is added a Senate,

charged also with the maintenance of

the laws, and acting as a counterpoise

to his power.

New comers are received with shouts

of applause ; they are regularly install-

ed, and immediately enter upon the

performance of their duties, and enjoy-

ment of their rights ; after this, they

are politely requested to pay their ini-

tiation fee. The funds thus procured,

are instantly employed for the general

benefit of the society
;

(i. e.) by giving

a dinner ;—unfortunate is he, who comes

with a full purse ; no rest is allowed him

until every cent is expended. The

greatest crime—the only crime in the

eyes of these vagabonds is to be mo-

neyless

—

The next means of preferment is to

prove that your hand is stained with the

blood of a fellow being. ggr
March 5tk, 1852.

TO A BIRD OF PASSAGE.
Say, gentle bird, where dost thou roam.

When stormy winds of winter come ?

" I fly unto a Southern zone

Where winter can't restrain my tone."

Tell, gentle bird, who taught thee this,

To seek a place of sur«r bliss ?

" The God that rules the Universe,

By nature doth with me converse."

Well, gentle bird, why not remain

Where lovely spring returns again 1

" That Great One's voice still bids me fly

To sing beneath a northern sky."

Tell, gentle bird, make known, I pray.

Him who guides thee on thy way.
" The one that sees the sparrow die,

And marks it with his potent eye."

My gentle bird, who gave thy voice,

And was it giv'n thee to rejoice 1

" My Maker gave it me to praise

And chant aloud his glorious ways."

Sing, gentle bird, thy sweetest lays,

And to Him all thy warblings raise.

—

" Yea, I will praise Him while I may,
For swiftly glides my life away."

Chapel Hill, Feb. 5th, 1852.
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-

A GLANCE INTO THE SOCIAL
CIRCLE.

Among the influences which determine

our several shares of actual happiness

or misery through life, the effects of so-

cial circumstances seem to predominate,

and are, of all, most decidedly positive

in their nature.

Public position may have its food to

feed hungry ambition, but ambition is

a restless, morbid spirit, and will not be

filled. The noise of popular applause

does not furnish that peaceful gratifica-

tion, for which the human soul inces-

santly pines. The humble aspirant af-

ter a calm and simple happiness, may

find it, perhaps, in perfection; but it

need not be sought elsewhere than in

the seclusion of the social circle.

—

Therefore, " look to it, O Public Man,

"says Bulwer, whoever thou art, and

"whatsoever thy degree—see if thou

" canst not compound matters, so as to

" keep a little nook apart for thy private

" life ; that is, for thyself." But with

all its superior capacity to sweeten life,

it is directed by human agencies liable

to fall into miserable degeneracy. Its

condition may yield the fruits of life or

the seeds of death.

Surely then, if its powers be so great,

it is always an important inquiry, well

worthy of investigation and answer,

what is its condition around us now ?

This fact we propose to examine par-

tially—only as it concerns one great and

perhaps the great agent of social duties.

This responsible trust is committed to

woman. In her vests the great powers

which regulate the internal action of

this sphere, and with a sad foreboding

we observe in our generation a misera-

ble and dangerous degeneracy of her

character. ,Of all the faults which dis-

play their unwelcome features to us, it

seems the most prominent It daily

looms up higher and more disgusting

through the scented atmosphere of

Fashion, and sends the warmth and gal-

lantry of our nature staggering for re-

lief, to the pages of Fiction. But with

all its prominence, it has escaped very

marked observation. We desire only

to point out its nakedness, and stupid

reformers may stare and remedy it as

they please. The evil concerns us not

personally ; it only annoys our sensibility

for the time. Our purposes and inter-

ests, present or future, are utterly indif-

ferent of its existence.

However imperfect our sketch may
appear without them, we shall entirely

avoid the utterance of any sageries on

the purposes, particular and general, of

woman's conformation. We make no

appeals to revelation or statute for evi-

dence of her mental inferiority to man,

since it seems to us that Nature grants

the fact, without interrogation. Their

physical conformation, as far as apper-

tains to our subject, acquiesces also.

There is sufficient indication of their

proper duties attiinable, without any

reasoning on the subject, and we shall

assume that public opinion has suffi-

ciently decided them. Their prepara-

tion for, and fulfilment of, these duties,

will constitute our theme.

We will begin with the- school-days,

when all the unrestrained innocence and

candor of childhood is first checked, and

the "blithe heart" first binds on the

fetters of false life. Many a tear of bit-

ter regret flows from this initiation into

an unnatural element. Acute is the ago-
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ny that attends the first lessons of staid

propriety and fashionable demeanor.

But the uncultivated nature is plastic,

and the disguised despotism of the

bland instructor soon sets its se.4l, and,

with insinuating smiles, soothes the dis-

content oc his tender victim. What a

magic in that smile ! The chains which

but now galled (oh how bitterly !) the

tender heart, suddenly look bright to her

young fancy, and are soon forgotten in

a quiet acquiescence. Here, at once,

ends the true nature of woman, and the

future shortly proves how weak and mis-

erable the attempt to supply its loss.

We find a great fault in our seminaries,

in that they are universally sectarian,

and, like the same species of male Insti-

tutions, scarcely aim higher than a little

mock-piety in morals, and bare smart-

ness in intellectual attainments. The

result is, that mere ceremony comes to

constitute their religion, and a clever

conceitedness, their education. The

great principles of their studies are nev-

er introduced to their thoughts ; and

from the necessity of using ever, nothing

but the blind precepts of Faith, they be-

come tender-hearted bigots in doctrine,

and oftentimes mere dupes to opinion.

Their practical lessons relate only to

formal prayers and propriety, and they

acquire, in worship, a perfect pruriency

of lip-service. There is, without doubt,

a certain quantity of education which

oftener contributes to weaken than

strengthen the mental faculties. This

is about the quantum which usually

falls to our ladies, when they step from

the school room into life. How fit are

they then for its responsibilities ? Alas

!

its duties are unheeded, and here too, a

broad field and tempting allurements

are offered for the exercise of their tu-

tored deception.

Fashion, with its countless instru-

ments for repairing and concealing the

defects of grace and beauty, offers its

services, and matrimonial ambition, if

not simple vanity itself, demands its

employment. Wealth becomes the fu-

ture prize, and wisdom without it is a

burden to its possessor. With no ap-

preciation of man and no concern about

the worth of virtue or greatness, she

now stakes all upon winning wealth and

display, and every art is brought into

requisition to ensnare him who pos-

sesses the means of its acquirement.

But of all the effects which are pro-

duced by this disciplined falseness, that

upon manners and conversation, annoys

and disgusts us most. Let any close

observer attend a " select party " of the

present age, and carefully note the re-

marks, and I will defy him to catch the

utterance of a single new or important

truth from the female portion. No

!

Ignorance ties their tongues on every

subject worthy of human consideration.

Intoduce a topic without the pale of

sentiment or scandal, and you are im-

mediately set down as a bore. But

keep silent, and give heed to all said,

and oh horrors ! such a flood of drivel-

ling wit, threadbare sarcasm and stale

irony will be poured over the senses as

will inevitably stupify for the evening-

Flatness (oh ! how flat,) seems to per-

vade every vital manifestation. Oh!

that we could introduce to such a circle

some of those splendid specimens of

Feminity who have graced the past, and

whose sole doings, we believe, have giv-

en its adorable cast to the sex. We
would like much to see how ancient and
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modern heroines look by the side of

each other. We would like to have the

breathing passions of some warm heart

beat once in the giddy circle of modern

manners, to shame the fulsomeness of its

votaries. We would like to have the

contrast appreciated, which the heroic

•fortitude of Iphegenia would form, with

the weeping spectacle of a " model

scene." Conceive for once how great a

folly does the egotistical dotings of a

modern wife display, when contemplat-

ed with the stern counsels of a Spartan

mother. But we must cease with com-

parisons. There is one character which

ends the climax of woman's sad degen-

eracy, and we have reserved her for a

separate sketch.

We introduce her as the grossest ex-

ample of abused capacities, fettered na-

tures, and jaded sentiments. Our char-

acter is the " Modern Belle," and it may
well puzzle Philosophy to conjecture

how nature can be so tortured and con-

verted into artificial reality. In her it is,

that " the splendid satellite of man

"

displays the enormity of her worthless-

ness, and justly incurs the censure,

" Woman !—she is a slave, she has become
A thing I weep to speak."

Fashion ruled by her caprices, and there-

fore modeled to fit the grossest princi-

ples of guile and vanity, lias degraded

the conventionalities of social life, into

falsehood and basest folly. I say " bas-

est folly," because that conduct which

aims at the subversion of all honesty

and truth, surely deserves a rank

amongst the cardinals of vice. The

Belle too is the chief agent of its distri-

bution, not less than its originator, for it

is she who dictates its code of propriety

to the sex. AVoman is naturally, and

still more educationally unfit and unused

to reflection. Independency of action is

a stranger to her principles. Imitation

is a necessity of her conduct, consequent

upon the absence of mental energy, for

that cannot retain its place while reason

is inactive. No—thought does not

stamp its conclusions on the minds of

an appreciable fraction of the sex, but

"the Leader of the fashions" delivers

the tone of propriety, not less than the

cut of her dress, through the countless

gradations of her dependents. On thee,

then, contented slave of artifice and

dupe to thine own self-sufficiency—on

thee falls the heavy responsibility of

these degenerate times. Thou hast re-

belled against every ordinance of Na-

ture, and the great result must be pro-

portionally imperfect against thee. We
desire ourselves no dealings with thee,

but warn thee we must. Think how

the follies of thousands are recorded, as

forming a part of thine enormous ac-

count. In God's name, and in the

name of truth and honesty, awaken

from thy baleful dream of self-deception.

Arouse thee, 'ere the end comes upon

thee and proves too late, how false and

guilty thou art.

Why arc all these things so ? Why
is it that woman will thus wantonly,

and independent of all interest, prefer

the false and unnatural? What ex-

cuse can she plead ? Has man been too

liberal with her ? Have those free prin-

ciples which are permeating all human

policy, operated badly in granting to

woman a more conspicuous station in

society ? It may he so. When the

< "litinements of a secluded existence

were thrown around her, it is certainly
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true, that tokens of stronger virtues

manifested themselves. But she herself

demanded the privilege, and promised

thereby to develop the majesty of her

character. Alas! how grievously has

she abused the condition ! And yet she

is even clamorous for larger license.

Shall we yield it ? No !
" Woman's

Rights " must not be left to the deter-

mination of her own silly caprices.

The glittering allurements of pomp and

Fashion are too enticing for her weak-

ness. Rather reinstate her in the bounds

of her past seclusion. She can occupy

but two positions in reference to charac-

ter, and if she will demand her " rights,"

*» let her ask for that discipline which will

avoid the one, and realize the full per-

fection of the other. Instil into her the

elementary truths and resulting virtues

of all she learns, teach her all of Nature

and nothing of deceit—and she will un-

doubtedly fulfil the high purpose of her

name. Task her with stern lessons of

obedience, and conquer the will which

refuses to know its duty, and she will

bless and adorn the paths of virtue.

But leave her in this age to the false

training of Fashion, subject her yielding

intellect to the guidance of modern cus-

toms and modern schools, and you form

a tawdry instrument to dam the cur-

rents of social life, and finally fret out its

own short existence beneath the tortures

of artificial restraint. * *

~^Z,
*r / "WHISKERS." ' f~3
To run counter to that awful regulator

of men's deeds and destinies—public

opinion ; and, to assail doctrines which

have been universally sanctioned by so-

ciety, has never failed to task the nerves

of the sturdiest reformer. It is hazard-

ing a disgrace which few are disposed

to withstand. So, if we attempt to

pluck from the veryface of that society,

notions that have taken deep root both

in the heads and hearts of a people, it

is not strange that we find ourselves in-

voluntarily trembling in our breeches, in

expectation of the luxury of a gouging

or hair-pulling. We certainly should

never have placed ourselves in this jeop-

ardy, were we not possessed of a kind

of perturbation on this subject ; so that,

like Mr. Dick's Charles the first, of Da-

vid Copperfield, whenever we would

write matters of interest or importance,

the refractory "whiskers" interposes

and jostles the otherwise smoothe—run-

ning lines.

We have taken up the subject in

sheer defence, with the view of dismiss-

ing it, if possible, forever ; for it haunts

our dreams—disturbs our meditations

—

creeps into our productions—and most

stealthily and uncharitably impairs our

appetitite to an extent very alarming to

our boarding-mistress, our friends, and

ourself. We wish it to be understood,

furthermore, that we are a peaceable

body, and crave no floggings; for the

handsome art of " retreating " enters as

naturally and conveniently into our mul-

titude of graces as "potatoe custard"

into Miss 's bill of fare. In view

of this life-preserving excellence, we

have divested ourself of all fast-travel-

ing encumbrances, with the rash deter-

mination to "write"—"come what

may."

It will require some detail of events

that date far back—even to that most

important era in boyhood, when occur-

red the first introduction to the school-

room, to trace out the causes which have

so unrighteously afflicted us with this
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whisker-lunacy. Every one recollects
|
for such the " fellows " called him,) had

full well his first impressions of a school-
j conceived a liking to our blood. By

master: and if the vividness of that re-
1 that elastic member, we were led, very

membrance is proportional to the depth uncouthly, to an area bounded by

of the impressions, we feel blessed with I benches thronged with eager-gazing

a rare distinctness on this point. The

ungainly and inhuman representations

of old Mr. Hawkins, which numbered

largest among our preparations for a

departure to the neighborhood "school-

house," rendered hobgoblins and "raw-

boys ; and there made to describe a cir-

cle, at the remarkable velocity of three

rounds to the second, keeping up an

impromptu jig to the music of our mas-

ter's lash and our own distressful voice.

When this most exciting game had

head-and-bloody-bones," comparatively,
j

come to an end, wc found ourself gainer

but feeble frights. Mr. Hawkins had by about ten pound of bruises—enough

large ejecting red eyes, clinched lips, and superfluity to compensate, at least, for

a long, grey, uncivilized, unearthly beard ! the havoc among our trowsers; which,

enveloping the lower half of his face, by this time, was but a scanty protec-

which looked greedy of our very skin. ! tion to our bashful "nether garment."

We had been told all of this, and many ! In this situation, with our temperament

other horrible things, tending to make i seriously disordered, and our personal

us infer the most unwholesome conse-
J

pulchritude but little advanced, we were

quences from this first interview. We
I
the subject of no little grimacing. Ef-

sat timidly, peaceable within his silent forts were put forth upon the most un-

group, as if the presence of his satanic

majesty ; thinking, doubtlessly, that he

was, at least, one of his lordship's high

commissioned officers. The most cau-

tious glances were spent upon the rod

that lay in wait by his side ; and enough

seemly features to make some resem-

blance of ours, but it was past their

endeavors ; for we then would have de-

fied the recognition even of our doting

nurse, and have excited such jealousy in

the notorious "bowie-knife man," as to

of those were used to produce the con-
j

cause a close-looking-to of his now

viction, that at some period, not very < doubtful honors.

remote, it had been in quite warm af-
j

From this era we date the decline of

finity with some of our neighbors' car- our beauty ; and the proportional rise

casses. We were " a kind hearted boy,"
j

of our abomination for " whiskers " of

and extended our sympathizing glances
j

all sizes, shapes, and complexions ! and,

a little further in quest of the last un- in spite of our reasoning to the contra-

fortunate urchin. These grew too pal- ry, a like disgust for the proprietors of

pable ; for we had hardly located the ! such goat-aping appendages, have fol-

flogging upon a still sniffing, and un- 1 lowed us to the present moment,

comfortable-looking, little fellow, when ! Such has been our constant attention

a rather unceremonious handling of our
;
to this modern Esau tribe, that we have

left auricula slightly indicated that we

were a promising candidate for its re-

served patronage ; a twist, and a twitch,

made us too sure that "old whiskers"

been enabled to possess ourself of cer-

tain incontrovertible facts, which we are

not ambitious of concealing. It is a

fact, that these delicacies are now culti-
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vated for the purpose of adorning the

human physiognomy ; and, consequent-

ly, that a male-goat is deemed a more

comely creature than a modest man.

It is a fact, that they have been em-

ployed for imparting a learned and im-

posing appearance, to secure them from

the appellation of shavers ; thereby in-

dicating that there is a vacuum in the

character of the individual, which must

be filled out with excrescences of hair.

It is a fact, that of all people the phleg-

matic Turks are best bearded ; and of

all bipeds, the turkey-gobbler. It is a

fact, that those who bestow much at-

tention upon the lower part of the head,

totally neglect the upper and more im-

portant : hence, it becomes one of our

creeds, that " the whisker grower is a

fool." It is an experienced fact, that

those who carry that more notorious

department of beard called mustache,

have never been known to raise their

upper lip to much effect, except in ac-

complishing their alimentary purposes.

It is a " remarkable fact " that the Hon.

X.... X. X and John Randolph

have been blessed by nature with the

rare privilege of passing a beardless

manhood. It is a historical fact, that

until Adam's fall there was no beard in

the world—all faces were smoothe and

undefiled—and we are quite certain that

its immediate introduction was the most

expressive symbol of the consequent

miseries of his race.

The patronizers of these wo-begetting

fashionables should be held accountable

to the laws of the laud for their con-

stant infringement of the domestic peace.

They have been wont to terrify the mod-

est and sensitive into a most hazardous

frenzy. Our readers well know how

that sensible and amiable little lady,

Mrs. Mary Jones, was, by the appear-

ance of one of these hideous monsters,

driven into a fit of hystericks and a re-

lapse from health, which threatened the

good Major with a speedy dissolution of

partnership. It is too horrible ! the

kind hearted dames of our land—the

queens of spindles and looms, are com-

pelled to hug forever the sweet tran-

quility of their own peaceful firesides,

lest an incautious peep without their

precincts will lead to an alarming indis-

position. These are the hard-sense por-

tion of our females—they know the

corruptible tendency of the times, and

what properly belongs to a man, and

what to a goat. But there is a class of

fastidious creatures—whose delicate sen-

sibilities are shocked at the mere men-

tion of pot-hooks and spinning-wheels

—

who have been so stultified by their ad-

oration of some Don's imperial, that

they think " every shaving man is so

much loss to the beau monde," and,

"nothing is so perfectly exquisite, soper-

fectly adorable, as a long, silky, mouth-

covering mustache :" Oh-h-h Kate, did

you observe Mr. to day at the

dinner table ? hasn't he a nice one ?

and, when he had got it all full of the

soup, did you notice how gracefully he

thrust out his beautiful little tongue,

and licked it all off as clean as ever

—

he is a perfect gentleman." We have

seen characters who were au fait at this

feline art of harvesting the obstructed

crumbs. Had not kind nature set her

interdiction, we should, before this, have

become crazed from looking upon the

melancholy spectacle of a flouncing

bloomer behind a sweeping beard. O !

tempora, O ! mores : when the invent-
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ors of tonics shall have found a panacea
!

for smootbo faces, we will then despair !

of ever accomplishing any reformation i

in the extravagances of our fellows, i

Woman's rights must then be curbed
;

|

else, when they have adopted whiskers,
j

we must hold fast to our inexpressibles,

or—mirable visu.

We think it not a little remarkable,

that iu this utilitarian age and Yankee
|

land, when all things are turned to an

account—when old and cast-off gar-
i

ments become "new ready made cloth-

ing"—tattered skirts, "bloomer cos-

tumes"—useles wood, nutmegs—and

distempered dogs, sausages—and unem-

ployed hair, pin-cushions, that the prodi-

gal mania for "whiskers" has not, in

some degree, subsided. The annual

amount of expenditures for ointments,

wherewith to nourish them—the waste

of time by striplings, in " bringing them

up in the way they should go ;" those

who have, by dint of the most acute

ogling through the mirror, perceived,

with ecstasy, the first promising sprig

—

and the extra consumption of linen,

caused by their abrasion, are considera-

tions which have escaped this progres-

sive age. No where are their ravages

on time more manifest than with us.

The veriest freshman between standing

collars—more assiduous in searching out

his own perfections than the beauties of

Euclid—no sooner is convinced that

there is a sprout upon his chin, than he

parades hourly before his mirror, utter-

ing to himself the most vanity—beget-

ting laudations on the prospects of a

"beard;" while a radiant smile plays

across his countenance, as if he had ef-

fected by their agency, in one thought,

a most difficult series of conquest* at

the approaching commencement. The

most pretending senior too, who passed

a neglected freshman with a feigned air

of nonchalance, wondering if that col-

lege novice does not envy his manly ap-

pearance, and bearded advantages, ex-

pends no little of his now golden hours

in guarding these modern matrimonial

qualifications. It may be well enough

with some, since these are their only

qualifications.

Now ladies, see the untoward course

of your influence—the extent of your

ungodliness : not content with the great

deluge of miseries which have flowed

from the charms of old Eve, you seem

willed to make man yet the dupe of

your fantasies, and by smiling to make

him suffer. While such is the case, we

have but one available argument for our

sex—it is the one that "old whiskers"

used upon us.

DEBTS OF THE WORLD.
The world is insolvent. She has her

liabilities as well as individuals. Like

them she contracts debts, some of which

she pays and others she allows to in-

crease with interest, which she never

discharges at all, or else so late that it

is of very little benefit to her creditors.

Like individuals too, she often lavishly

bestows treasure when it is little deserv-

ed, and quite as often withholds it from

the modest but meritorious. It is true

she could not be expected to exist so

many years without committing many

and egregious faints, but she has con-

tinued her reckless course so long that

she fully deserves the many epithets

misanthropists have applied to her.

This is so well understood by au-
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thors—so many of the brightest orna-

ments of literature have been neglected

while living, and afterwards had monu-

ments erected and panegyrics sung to

them—that it is the common consola-

tion, with unsuccessful writers, " to ap-

peal to posterity for justice." If such

can really delude themselves with the

idea that future generations will treat

them with more consideration than con-

temporaries, some little good results

from this great evil.

English Literature alone is replete

with examples of neglected worth and

genius. We have only to recur to such

names as Milton, Burns, Chatterton,

Butler, Goldsmith, and a host of others

too numerous to mention, to be assured

of the melancholy fact ; and when we

see the file-leader of civilization commit-

ting such blunders, what can we expect

of others ? But thus far this is a " twice

told tale." It is not our intention to

arraign the world for all her debts, nor

even for her literary ones.

These we will leave to be settled in

her own way, and present others in a

different department.

It is said " mankind respect most

and reward best, first, those who murder

and destroy them ; secondly, those who

blind their understandings and cheat

them ; thirdly, those who amuse them
;

last and least, those who endeavor to

instruct and benefit them." Nothing is

more often verified than the above ; we

see it illustrated daily, and in this coun-

try most forcibly in the bestowal of of-

fice. If any one wishes to realize the

gratitude he owes to unknown benefact-

ors, let him ask who is the author of

the most common comfort or luxury

that surrounds him ? Let him ask who

invented or discovered things which he

deems essential to his happiness, and he.

will be ashamed of his ignorance. Let

him walk over a farm and examine the

utensils and machines which alleviate

the labor and suffering of the human

race, he is " innocent of all knowledge "

of their authors. Yet this same indi-

vidual can recount the exploits of an

Alexander, a Leonidas or a Xenophon
;

dwell upon each particular feat they per-

formed, and pay them that homage

which is alone due to the real benefact-

ors of mankind. This, we suppose, (to

use the pet word of the 19th century,) is

an idiosyncrasy of the human race.

In glancing over the history of phi-

losophy we find that what is termed

Natural Philosophy was held disreputa-

ble by the ancients.

"They dealt largely in theories of

moral perfection, which were so sublime

that they never could be more than theo-

ries ; in attempts to solve insoluble enig-

mas ; in exhortations to the attainment

of unattainable framers of mind."

To alleviate the sufferings of man,

they considered fit only for slaves,

and beneath the dignity of philosophers.

To Bacon we are indebted for eradicat-

ing this absurd prejudice ; he gave an

impetus to Natural Philosophy which

has been increasing from his day until

now ; it seems almost omnipotent.

To those who have labored in this

department, we wish to call attention.

Warriors may achieve glory for their

country, and legislators enact wholesome

laws ; but they cannot be compared in

utility to such men as Arkwright, Watt,

Fulton and Whitney. These are the

men who leave their impress upon and

g-ive eras to the world. Of these four
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luminaries, two, we are proud to say, be-

longed to the American constellation

—

Fulton and Whitney. The biographies

of such men are but little attended to

;

we enjoy their inventions without spend-

ing a thought upon the agony and toil

they underwent in conceiving and giv-

ing form to their mighty ideas; nor do

Ave think of the privations they endured

and how ill they were requited for their

services.

As we believe less is known of Whit-

ney than any of the others, we propose

to devote what space, we have to a slight

sketch of him ; of course we shall not

pretend to do him justice, for that would

require much space, and an ablo and

experienced pen.

Eli Whitney was the inventor of the

cotton-gin. He was born of respecta-

ble parents, at Westborough, Worces-

ter county, Massachusetts, December 8,

1765. His predilections in boyhood in-

dicated the bent of his genius ; he was

fond of trying his mechanical skill when

opportunity afforded, and by his success

he was of great value to his neighbors,

for, at that early period, the arts were

not so plentifully exercised. Enterprise

and perseverance were prominent fea-

tures in his character; without which

he could not have borne the many hard-

ships and disappointments that awaited

him.

At the age of 19 he conceived the

idea of obtaining a liberal education
;

this being opposed by his step-mother,

he was unable to got the consent of his

father. By his own exertions, however,

ho made money sufficient to defray

most of his expenses, and what his fa-

ther advanced for him, he afterwards

returned. I3y diligent application ho

prepared himself for the Freshman

Class at Yale, which he entered in May,

1789, in his 24th year.

As an illustration of his generosity,

at the death of his father, he magnani-

mously relinquished his part of the es-

tate for the benefit of the other mem-
bers of the family, and went forth to

seek his fortune by his own exertions.

After graduating, he made an engage-

ment with a gentleman in Georgia, to

enter his family as a private tutor. On
his way thither he accompanied Mrs.

Greene, the widow of Gen. Greene, who

had spent the summer at the North.

Upon his arrival, he learned his place

had been supplied by another, and he

was thus left alike destitute of employ-

ment and friends. Under these circum-

stances, Mrs. Greene generously offered

him a home under her roof, where he

might pursue the study of the law

which he had chosen for his profession.

Necessity compelled him to accept the

offer, and it was then the idea was first

suggested to him of inventing the cot-

ton-gin.

On one occasion Mrs. Greene was

visited by a number of Revolutionary

officers who had served under her hus-

band ; among other things they spoke

of the immense advantage of a machine

to separate the seed from the cotton, if

such could be invented. At that time

very little was raised, and that princi-

pally for domestic use. It was consid-

ered a day's task to clean one pound by

the hand, the only way then in use.

Mrs. G. told them that "she had a

young friend who could do any thing."

Upon explaining to Whitney what they

wanted, he replied that he had never

seen either cotton or the seed.
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The intention of the lady in bringing

him forward was not with the expecta-

tion that he would succeed, but only to

euiist the interest of these gentlemen in

his behalf. The hint, however, was

sufficient for his bold, active mind, and

he immediately set out for Savannah,

where he at last found a small parcel of

the desired article. With no tools ex-

cept such as were necessary for rough

plantation work, he undertook to exe-

cute his design. With these he formed

other tools better adapted to his pur-

pose, and, under the encouragement of

Mi's. Greene and Mr. Miller, who was

tutor in the family and afterwards mar-

ried Mrs. Greene, he completed the ma-

chine by the end of the winter. This

lady was anxious to impart the impor-

tant secret to her friends, doubly im-

portant at that time, as the markets

were glutted with every thing suited to

the climate of Georgia, and there was

nothing to support the whites and give

occupation to the slaves.

Mrs. Greene invited gentlemen from

various parts of the State to see the ex-

periment, and, to their surprise, they

saw that more cotton could be clean-

ed in a single day than in several

months by the ordinary method. Of

course, such a thing could not long be

kept secret, and crowds flocked together

to see the great invention ; this, how-

ever, was deemed unsafe until a patent

right could be procured : but the crowd,

carried away by curiosity, entered the

temporary building in which it was

erected, and carried off the machine.

In a short time there were several in

successful operation in different portions

of the State. Thus began a series of

disappointments, persecutions, slanders

8

and other maltreatment, which can be

found only in the history of the copart-

nership of Miller & Whitney. The

former, we neglected to state, had form-

ed a copartnership with the latter, so

soon as the machine was completed.

But Ave have not time to dwell upon

much that is important and interesting.

Suffice it to say, that Mr. Jefferson in-

terested himself in their behalf, and

they procured a patent-right ; but this

was of little advantage, as no one would

pay for the privilege, since they could

use it for nothing. They sent an agent

over the State to collect their dues, but

he did not collect enough to bear his

expenses. People either refused to pay

anything at all, or else gave their notes,

which they deferred until they were out

of date by Statute of Limitations. Be-

sides this injustice, a still heavier calami-

ty had befallen them ; Whitney had

gone to Connecticut, where greater fa-

cilities were afforded for making ma-

chines, when his shop, with its entire

contents, was consumed to ashes. This

rendered them bankrupt, but they did

not despair; they began their labors

anew, but under the disadvantage of

borrowing money at exorbitant inter-

est—in some instances, it is supposed,

not much under thirty per cent, per

annum.

In this emergency, they had recourse

to the law ; but this they found equally

unfavorable. In the first suit they were

sanguine of success ; Miller, in writing

to Whitney, says :
" The tide of popu-

lar opinion was running in our favor

;

after which the defendant told an ac-

quaintance, that he would give ten

thousand dollars to be free from the

verdict ; and yet the jury ga\ e it against
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u-i, after a consultation of about an

hour." We thus see them bankrupt

and cheated of their dues, nor did they

vot a favorable decision until the copy-

right had nearly expired. Whitney

visited South Carolina, and offered bis

machine for sale to the Legislature, for

the benefit of the State. For the privi-

lege they offered him fifty thousand dol-

lars, (a very small sum in comparison

with his expenses, and the benefit the

State must derive,) twenty thousand to

he paid cash, and the rest in three an-

nual instalments. He thence proceeded

to North Carolina, where he made a

more successful bargain, getting two

shillings and sixpence upon every saw

employed in ginning cotton for five

years, after the expenses for collecting

were deducted. While in the latter

State his enemies were not inactive

;

they excited prejudices so strong against

him, and propagated so many falsehoods,

that the Legislature of South Carolina

retracted her bargain, and ordered suit

to be brought against him for the mo-

ney they had already paid him. By

his presence, however, he overcame this

prejudice, and they continued their con-

tract valid. Finally men seemed to be

awakening to a slight sense of justice

;

but his partner, Miller, was not allowed

the enjoyment of the triumph, having

been cut off by death, which his many

disappointments most probably has-

i fmed.

In a law suit which was at iasl de-

cided in Whitney's favor, in his cele-

brated charge to the jury, Judge John-

son said : "With regard to the utility of

this invention, the court would deem it

a waste of time to dwell long Upon this

topic. Is there a man who hears us,

who has not experienced its utility !

The whole interior of the Southern

States were languishing, and its inhabit-

ants emigrating fur want of some object,

to engage their attention and employ

their industry, when the invention of

this machine at once opened views to

them, which set the whole country in

active motion. Individuals who were

depressed with poverty and sunk in

idleness, have suddenly risen to wealth

and respectability. Our debts have been

paid off. Our capitals have increased,

and our lands trebled themselves in

value. We cannot express the weight

of the obligation which the country

owes to this invention, etc." This was

over the sixtieth suit they had tried in

Georgia, and although all were impress-

ed with the importance of the invention

and the justness of his claim, still they

were unwilling to do their duty, be-

cause so many would have been involv-

ed in the consequences. In attending

to his business, he had made frequeM

visits to Georgia, Avith great exposure

and many privations, which caused him

to contract a disease that finally termi-

nated his life. A distinguished lawyer,

the Hon. S. M. Hopkins, whom he fre-

quently consulted, thus speaks of him :

" In all my experience in the thorn

v

profession of the law, I have never seen

such a case of perseverance, under such

persecution; nor do I believe that 1

ever knew any other man who would

have met them with equal coolness and

firmness, or who would finally have ob-

tained even the partial success which ho

had. Even now, after thirty years, my
head aches to recollect his narratives o\

new trials, fresh disappointments, and

accumulated wrongs."
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He had now spent the best part of

his life in serving his countrymen, for

which he received little money and less

gratitude.

After the patent right expired, he

entered into a contract with the gov-

ernment to furnish arms. By this

means he realized a competence by

which he was enabled to eujoy that do-

mestic happiness to which he had so

long looked, but was prevented by his

misfortunes. He was married in 1817,

in his 52d year.

The author from whom we quoted,

goes on to say, "the utility of Mr.

Whitney's labors was not limited to the

particular business in which he was en-

gaged. Many of the inventions which

lie made to facilitate the manufacture of

muskets, were applicable to most other

manufactures in iron and steel ; and at

present, some of them may be recog-

nized in almost every considerable work-

shop of that description in the United

States." Mr. Whitney, as we have

said, by exposure, had contracted a dis-

ease which proved fatal. His coolness

and greatness of soul did not desert him

in his last hour ; ho bore his sufferings

with calmness and fortitude," retaining

his consciousness to the last hour, clos-

ing his own eyes and attempting to

close his mouth." He died 8th, of

January, 1825.

We are forced to take leave of this

truly great man ; on account of our

small space, we are compelled to give

only an imperfect outline. To those

who feel an interest in him, and all

should feel interested, we would recom-

mend the source from which we got our

information—a pamphlet "Memoir of

Eii Whitney, by Prof. Denison Olmsted,

of Yale College."

Rochefoucault says, " that men are

apt to hate those who have benefitted

them." Although this is from a severe

judge of human nature, it is too often

true. Men find they owe obligations

which they cannot cancel, feel a depend-

ence which is intolerable, and soon turns

to hate. The application is apparent.

It is true that he is a " benefactor to

mankind who makes two blades of

grass grow where one grew before,"

what shall we call him who has given

wealth, happiness, prosperity and great-

ness to a nation ? What shall we call

him, the influence of whose labor has

been second to Washington only ? No
one will deny that it is our cotton which

gives us such rank in the scale of na-

tions ; it makes England dependent up-

on us for her support, and it is that

which calls forth the little respect to us

she so reluctantly yields. She knows

and feels this dependence, and for that

reason she has attempted the introduc-

tion of flax-cotton, which we believe is

not likely to be successful. "Great

men are known by their struggles."

Then Whitney was truly great. His

memory should be embalmed in the

memory of every Southerner at least,

yet the " planter makes cotton to buy

negroes, and buys negroes to make cot-

ton ;" without knowing to whom he is

indebted. In the year 1785, the cotton

sent from America to Liverpool was Jive

bales, now she sends thousands upon

thousands—the fact speaks for itself.

" Honor, then, to whom honor is due."

This world is full of fools, and he who
would not wish to see one, must not on-

ly shut himself up alone, but also break

his looking-glass. BoiLEAcr.
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of a gentleman, on whose land they

A VISIT TO THE CARTOOGE- have been permitted to build, andm
CIIAYE INDIANS. I accompanied by four young ladies, fair

On the banks of the virgin stream,
j

specimens of mountain grace and beau-

thc lovely Cartoogcchayo in the county ty, whose loveliness of course enhanced

of Macon, in this State, a small number
j

the pleasure of the trip. They live in

of the unfortunate Cherokees has been I log cabins, with no windows, and a door

permitted to settle. Once the proud just large enough to enter. Some of

masters and undisturbed occupants of them have imitated the whites so far as

the mountains of that region, their pre- to have a kitchen and smoke house, and

sent condition is a fearful proof of the whenever a stranger goes to call on

inhumanity and rapacious avarice of the
, them, the Sqiunv and children close the

white man. The hunting ground of old door of the dwelling house, and either

Eonah and Eonaguskee,Junaluskee, and

tho many other noble warriors of that

persecuted tribe, have been converted in-

to fields and pasture-grounds by the

whites. Where once they worshipped

the Great Spirit in the artlessness of na-

ture ; where the green-corn dance en-

livened them in peace, and the terrific

warhoop startled them all to repel the

predatory excursions of hostile neigh-

bors, now dwell the introducers of nun

—

the red man's curse—the unlawful and

unjust exterminators of their race—and

there is only now and then a small heap

of stones to mark the last resting place

of the murdered warrior. If the awful

day of retribution never comes to these

State-authorized plunderers of the wide

domain, once the pride and glory of the

noble chief, it is well. Vet the immu-

table principle of Justice loudly demand

that the injured and banished Indian be

restored to the home of his ancestors

—

to the graves of his fathers.

During a temporary stay in that de-

lightful country, 1 was induced to pay a

visit to the few who dwell on Cartooge-

chayo, and have, ever since, been well

bleased, and more than repaid for the

labor. I went on foot from the house

hide behind it or go in the kitchen.

Each family has a patch surrounding

the dwelling, on which they grow corn,

beans and potatoes. A few hogs and

cattle are kept by the rich, grazing on

the adjacent mountains, and they often

kill deer and bear for their own use, tho

oil of the latter animal answering for

butter. They formerly converted the

deer-skins into pants, and used the bear-

skins for a bed and protection from in-

clement weather. These they now sell

to the merchants, and thus deck them-

selves in the gaudiest hunting-shirts,

which the modern stamps fur calico so

abundantly furnish.

< >ur company took the liberty of en-

tering all the houses we came to, and as

that of Eonah-con-a-hcite, or the Long

Bear, was the best specimen, allow me
t»> introduce you to his wife and chil-

dren, and give some notion of his cabin.

A small, uncomfortably close room an-

swered for bed-chamber, dining room.

pantry, boudoir and all, save for kitchen

ami meat house. Her ladyship, Mrs.

Eonah-con-a-heite, was dressed plainly,

but neatly, in a calico robe, in which

red greatly -predominated. There was

an air of ueatness about the Squaw, tho
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children, and the house, that would put

to shame the residences of many of

the whites. The cups, saucers, plates,

knives, forks and other things, were of

n peculiar whiteness, and were all care-

fully placed away in the rough cup-

board, which the Long Bear had fasten-

ed to the wall. Then there were his

rifle brightly polished and deposited

over the door ; his blow-gun, a hollowed

cane from one to one inch and a half in

diameter, with well thistled arrows, oc-

cupying a place on the joists above, and

his bow and arrows, whose twang and

unerring aim had brought many a squir-

rel, bird and rabbit to grace his table.

The bed, however, consisted of two up-

right forks, from which other pieces of

timber went into holes bored into the

wall, and on which were placed boards,

instead of a cord. Few feathers and

less straw sufficed, and the covering was

very scanty.

After gazing at every thing until we

were satisfied and somewhat rested, we

proceeded to the town-house, where they

dance, hold court, and preach, which is

indispensable to every indian settlement.

As the number here is small, the town-

house is not large, of a polygonal shape,

covered with old boards and brush, and

is scarcely high enough at the outside

for a man to stand upright. Benches

are placed round the sides, a fire built

in the middle, and the dancers, Avith

terrapin-shells fastened below the knee,

occupy the intermediate space. The

leader repeats a sentence, and the whole

circle join in the chorus : and from the

singing, the sound of the hardened

ground, and the rattling of the shells,

a noise is produced, which would put to

shame Frank Johnston's band during

commencement week.

We next proceeded to the bachelor-

hut of Sot-tow-ee, who was about sev-

enty-five years old, and was discharging

the duties of an affectionate son, by

providing for and maintaing his father

Hog-bite, the Indian for which I could

not learn. Sot-tow-ce was from home

when we arrived, and we stood at the

door of one of his houses for a long

time, deliberating whether the ladies

should venture on a look at old friend

Hog-bite. I had heard such dreadful

accounts of his personal appearance,

that I disliked to face the old soul, and

a regard for his denuded condition kept

my fair companions away. Finally one

lady offered to walk with me to the

front of the door and examine a sun-

flower growing there, whilst I surveyed

the interior of the old man's dwelling.

He was sitting down in the dirt and

ashes, apparently gazing at the vacant

walls of his hut, when my presence be-

fore the door attracted his attention,

and he turned upon me one of the most

unearthly, inhuman, and ghastly coun-

tenances I ever saw. He was bent dou-

ble, or rather in the shape of a circle,

and one cooking instrument, a little

bench, twTo or three ragged, dirty gar-

ments on the floor, and the shirt upon

his back, were the only evidences that

a living creature ever went in. His

hair was white, beard was grey, teeth

nearly all gone, cheeks sunken, eyes of

a horrible savage expression, skin of a

scaly roughness, though well covered

with filth, and thin bony hands, were the

only signs of life in Hog-bite. I told the

ladies they might see what they never

had seen, and never would see again

perhaps. They looked upon him, and

the remembrance of his appearance will
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only bo forgotten in the stillness of the

grave

!

This old man says he was one of " the

young men" of the nation, when Gen.

Griffith Rutherford undertook his expe-

dition in 1770, to quell some lawless-

ness and violence committed by them

against the whites. He was in the bat-

tle at the ford of the Tennessee River,

where one white man was killed, and,

to keep the Indians from scalping him,

was buried under a house near the bat-

tle ground, the grave danced over to

remove the appearance of digging, and

the house burned. The overflowing of

the river in 1840, discovered many bul-

lets, guns, flints, bones, and one skeleton,

which is in the shop of the physician of

the village.
ki Dulce ct decorum estpro

putrid morl f but how pitiful the re-

turn made for such patriotism ! Hog-

bite was also in the battle fought in the

gap of the Nantahala mountain, ten or

twelve miles west of Franklin. Here

his mother was killed, and this doubtless

enkindled his hatred of the whites which

even in his more than 100th year can still

fire his eye with savage fury. His son,

Sottowee, was bitten soon after our visit

by a rattle snake and died, thus leaving

this venerable Indian upon the charity

of the surrounding Cherokees.

Alexis.

IIf, alone appears to me to live, and

to enjoy life, who, being engaged in ac-

tive scenes, seeks after reputation by

some famous action, or some honest art.

Sw.i.rsT.

There is a peculiar relish in offering tho-

form of courtesy to a courteous enemy :

it is the first step towards reconciliation.

" MIND—MASCULINE AND
FEMININE."

A fruitful source of disputation and

metaphysical hair-splitting in the pie-

sent day, is found in the discussion of

the comparative merits of " Mind—Mas-

culine and Feminine." Of late the sub-

ject has derived fresh interest from omin-

ous signs in certain quarters, that " mind

feminine " is about to declare not only

that the fair sex " are and of right ought

to be equal ;" but the little word "/rce
*'

is added, and insisted upon with an em-

phasis and pertinacity which are not the

least significant among the signs of the

times.

Is it not matter of serious regret and

surprise that the comparison of the res-

pective gifts of the two sexes should

excite party spirit or jealousy in any de-

gree ? They are so beautifully adapt-

ed—to supply defects—to illustrate ex-

cellencies—to reflect graces—that the

result of impartial examination ought

rather to be in each increased admira-

tion for the other : generous natures on

either side seeing in the other "the sup-

plement and completion of their own."

In place of this, they appear in these

latter days arrayed in opposition ; the

rivalry and partizanship, especially on

the female side, is as bitter as it is UU-

unnatural ; ''woman's rights" and

"wrongs" are becoming in some part-

of our country, household words ; her

inferiority to man in any respect stoutly

denied ; her superiority in many, grave-

ly affirmed; and the apparent inequali-

ty charged to the "slight opportuni-

ties" allowed her by her illiberal master.

A spirit of insubordination has been

said to be one of the leading character-
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iatics of the present day. The sacred

names of Liberty aad Equality are pros-

tituted to serve the ends not only of

demagogues and speculators, but of wo-

men and children. Inferiors no longer

.know their own places, or are willing to

recognize them when pointed out. It

may well be doubted " whereunto these

things will grow." The good-natured,

half chivalrous advocates of female su-

periority or even equality may be un-

consciously aiding in the development

of results destructive to the best inter-

ests of society, of our nation, of oar

race. A few plain thoughts on a mat-

ter of which nothing new can be said,

may at least be useful in recalling some

things that may have been forgotten-

Is woman indeed the equal of man

in all respects, intellectually qualified

with him to govern, and, if need be, to

him to dictate' Inferior to him in her

responsibilities, her destiny? No.

—

Weaker intellectually, as physically, and

therefore calculated for a subordinate

and dependent station ] Let us see.

Are the " opportunities " afforded to

women in this age, " slight when com-

pared with those of men V ' What of

the innumerable Female High Schools

and Colleges, flourishing all through the

length and breadth of our land—many

©f them exhibiting a course of study

that would not dc# discredit to higher

institutions—sending out yearly hun-

dreds of thoroughly well educated wo-

men? Is it not certain that many of

the best minds in the country are em-

ployed in elaborating schemes for the

education of our daughters—that no

j;ains, no expenditure of time, talent, or

money, is spared in perfecting what has

long been acknowledged as of infinite

1

importance in the future progress of our

race, woman's nature ? And if the edu-

cation that is not derived solely from

books be a desirable element in this per-

fection, where can women have more un-

restrained freedom of action than in this

country? lectures, lyceuras, exhibitions,

public meetings of all descriptions, are

open to them. They read, they write,

they travel, they publish ; they are free-

ly, generously allowed, encouraged, to

be and do all their wildest dreams of

ambition can prompt them to ; every

facility for the improvement and expan-

sion of "mind femine" is as freely, ful-

ly afforded, as for " mind masculine."

And now, in looking at the result, let

us be careful not to ascribe to training,

the consequences due to original mental

calibre—putting cause for effect. What
is the utmost that with every advantage,

under the most favorable circumstances

they accomplish ? In the walks of lit-

erature, a Margaret Fuller, a Grace

Greenwood, a Catharine Beecher, a Mrs.

Ellet—graceful, sparkling essayists, fin-

ished translators of French and Ger-

man, charming writers, women who,

with many more never heard of beyond

their own private circle, are polished

corner-stones in the social edifice, beau-

tiful exemplars for the rest of their sex.

shedding light and love on their happy

homes, refining, elevating, purifying.

What more need they, could they be ?

Is more either attainable or desirable ".

Not attainable as the general rule.

—

Where do we place these " No. 1

"

specimens of " mind feminine," careful-

ly accomplished and educated?—in the

same rank with "No. 1" specimens of

"mind masculine," many of whom, self-

made have fought their way up to ewi-
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nence, under every circumstance of pov-

erty and neglect ? Let us not mention

them in the same breath.

The fact appears to be that in argu-

ing upon this subject, we too commonly

lose sight of the self-evident proposi-

tion, that the same education, the same

amount of intellectual training bestow-

ed upon boys and girls, must be acting

upon very different "raw material."

Women are naturally unequal to the

patient thought, the close calculation,

the logical conclusion, attendant upon

the highest efforts of mental capacity

—

but with quicker wit, finer perceptions,

more rapid generalization, they are bet-

ter fitted to shine in the sphere assigned

them, than men could possibly be—and

if, when they act from impulse, decide

from prejudice, and spring to conclusions

not always warranted by logic, they are

generally on the right side, it is because

"their heads arc over ears in their

hearts." The careful observer of the

ways of Providence through all the

realms of Nature, will ever find amid

all the apparently boundless profusion

of gifts and excellencies, a most wise

and beautiful economy—there are no

superfluities—nothing is wasted. By

the laws of her physical frame, by the

unalterable, unavoidable nature of her

allotted share of duly, woman is unfit-

ted for the exercise of the highest intel-

lectual faculties; the possession of them

would have been worse than useless to

her, therefore—she has thorn Hot.

This is the riff—proved by the ex-

ceptions. Poor Mrs. Somervitfoi how-

great the weight of responsibility she

has been made to bear in (he exercise

of her great gifts. The exception has

been insisted upon as the rule, whenever

the friends of female superiority have

chosen to break a lance in its defence.

Every woman might be a Mary Somer-

ville, a Maria Agnesi, a M'me de Chale-

let, if she were allowed the "opportuni-

ty," and upon these fallacious pegs hang

all kinds of sophistical laws and pro-

phecies.

If the mass ot women could be high

scientific authority, accredited political

economists, well approved legislators,

and public financiers, there can be no

doubt but that they would be, and un-

til we see them thus 'practically assert-

ing their native right to share the high-

er seat, no amount of well spun theory

shall persuade us that they were not de-

signed, fitted for, and placed in a subor-

dinate sphere of action, for a domestic

range of duties, equally rich in respon-

sibility, in varied interest—affording

ample room for the exercise of all that

is "true, honest, just, pure, lovely, and

of good report." The explosive ten-

dency of too great intellectual expan^

sion of " weak vessels " has been so

strikingly illustrated in the proceedings

of certain " Conventions," in some quar-

ters of the laud, that it would not be

very surprising if some of the "old

school" should so far retrograde behind

the present advanced standard of female

education, as to declare it destructive ;-

law and order, and contrary to the dic-

tates of reason and* religion, to allow

women more instruction than is requi-

site for the composition of a plmn pud-

ding, or the calculation necessary to

earpet a room 20 feet by 16 3-4.

The argument on this side of tin-

question might be further strengthened

b\ an exhibition of the facts that attend

the lives of women brilliantly gifted be-

\ond their sex. It fa well known that

of the women who have as author.
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or in other ways, become distinguished

outside of their natural sphere, nine-

tenths are unhappy in their domestic

relations. If married, they become sin-

gle, if single, they never are married !

!

Providence Purely intended such women

to be only the exceptions ! The full

and daily hourly exercise of the thou-

sand and one small charities, and bits of

self-denial, which are necessary ingredi-

ents in the cup of bliss, pivots on which

turn all domestic enjoyments, is found

incompatible with the habits of abstrac-

tion, of close and uninterrupted appli-

cation recprired in the higher intellectu-

al operations. Could a wife leave the

calculation of the epheineris of one of

the planets, just in the middle of one of

those horrible rows of figures, to sew

on, with a good grace, one of the but-

tons that are always coining off, or to

brighten into a smile at her good man's

approach, or to tie up little Johnny's

cut finger and dry his tears ?—Could

a young lady, intensely interested in the

fluctuations of the cotton markets', the

tides, or the political destinies of Europe,

or deep in the composition of a " leader
"

for the next " Daily Times," turn to im-

part to a friend the last new sack-pat-

tern, or recipe for apple jelly ;—could

she ever be induced to be guilty of the

folly of " learning to blush at the sound

of aname ?"—or—. But we forbear.

—

One more argument, and we have done.

In an age of doubt and doubtful pro-

gress, of much running to and fro, of

transcendental aspirations, unstable

principles, and impossible theories, it is

good to have some safe chart to steer

by—some well approved standard to

look to. Such a one we have, unerring,

Divine,—and in this much vexed ques-

tion, the advocates of female pre-emi-

nence, or even equality are invited to

read :—" Let the woman learn in si-

lence, and with all subjection, tor I suf-

fer not a woman to teach or to usurp

authority over the man, but to learn in

silence ;—whose adorning—let it be the

ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, in

modest apparel, with shamefacedness

and sobriety." Plain talk, but whole-

some. Old fashioned, if you will, but a

fashion which the well being of society

demands should be revived, and which

will be found quite as becoming to the

Lydias and Dorcases, and Phebes of the

present day, as to those who, eighteen

hundred years ago, were " full of good

works and almsdeeds." A.

je, r. AwfttL

MYSTERIES OF THE EYE.

Modern physiognomists contend that

the noblest feature is the mouth. But

the eye cannot be thus dethroned from

the high place to which it has been ex-

alted by the fervid fancy of the poet and

the lover. The lip has its curl of proud

disdain, its smile of mirth, sometimes of

bitterness, while around are deep traced

lines of decision and changeful passion
;

but the eye alone can be called the win-

dow of the Soul. In its various changes,

from the merry twinkle of happy conceit,

to the fierce sparkle of Avild excitement,

now brightniug as an icicle that glitters

in the sunshine, now like a gathering

storm-cloud foreboding an outburst of

passion, in a language, mute but unmis-

takable, it tells of the spirit that stirs

within, and prompts to all outer action.

The other features may be controlled to

a forced serenity, but it alone shows the

existence of the undercurrent that rages
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amid the rocks beneath, more furiously

because the quiot surface is intruded by

a single (rave. Much might he said of

its wonderful structure, its perfect fitness

to its end ; but it is designed only to

give a few instances of its great moral

power.

It is well known that it is by the eye
|

chiefly that wild boasts are controlled.

The hungry tiger in his native jungle

will quail at the firm gaze of a fearless

man, and if the face is but for a moment

averted, the spell is broken, and the ani-

mal becomes as terrible as before. A
friend once travelled with the celebrated

Van Ambergh, and ho was struck not

only with the peculiar keen brightness

of the Lion Tamer's eyes, but with a

strange power they had of being direct-

ed seemingly towards every one at the

same time. There can be no doubt but

that this attribute, aided by a cruel and

intrepid spirit, was the secret of his suc-

cess in so dangerous an occupation.

The maniac too, with all his good dis-

positions driven out by a huge deformi-

ty of evil passions, raving in vain wrath

as he tugs at the chain that binds him,

is usually cowed into quiet by a look.

This power is not only with the su-

perior over an inferior. The Serpent,

lowest of all reptiles in intelligence, low-

er than birds and but little higher than

fishes, has it to a remarkable degree.

Many instances might be given, tales of

danger and marvellous adventure, which

made the most harmless king-snake more

terrible in the eyes of wondering child-

hood, than was ever the fabulous basi-

lisk, whose look was a sure and quick

poison ; but. the following came under

" the personal observation of the writer

of this sketch :—While lazily wander*

ing on a summer's day, his attention

was attracted by the uneasy fluttering

of a cat bird in a neighboring thicket.

On going nearer, his curiosity was still

further aroused by her perfect indiffer-

ence at bis approach, as she hftpped from

twig to twig with cries most piteous,

and an expression almost of anguish iu

her face. It was some time before the

object of all her anxieties was discover-

ed—a small black-snake, coiled high on

a limb, his keen eye glistening with ea-

ger expectation, as with a slight quick

motion of his head, he glared on the

frightened bird now nearly exhausted.

This continued perhaps a half-hour,

when the writer, called away by the

college bell, endeavored to kill the snake.

The attempt failed ; and, as he glided

away unhurt, the bird evidently much

relieved, flew off too. The closest search

coukl find no helpless youngling, whose

proximity to such a foe could alarm a

parent's solicitude, nor was there any

nest near by ; and the only probable

reason for this strange conduct, is, thai

the poor bird, proverbially light-witted.

had become so fascinated by the pecu-

liar glare of the serpent's eye. as to lose

all power of flight.

Some say this power of "charming"

is peculiar to rattle-snakes, that tin;,

station themselves under trees, and fix

their eyes on small birds and even squir-

rels ; and the animal, though endeavor

ing with all its might to escape,

flutters helpless into the jaws of the

venomous reptile, GoldsmitbKio "Ani-

mated Nature," says that a mouse was

placed in a cage with a rattlesnake

merely as an experiment Our little

friend at first sought safety in flight.

but the cold keen eye, with a glare
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which only a serpent can have, soon I

drew him to his dreaded foe—an easx*-

1

prey. '

Many sensible people believe that

snakes can acquire a control over the

nervous system of bird-witted animals,

just as one man can acquire a control

over the nervous system, or electricity,

or magnetic fluid, or whatever it may be,

of another. And snake-charming is not

a whit more wonderful than animal mag-

netism. The mesmeriser comes with

the prestige which invests him with the

attributes of a superior being. Like

the snake, though he may not be talent-

ed, he is shrewd and cunning, and he

selects for his experiments those suitable

to his purpose. He deadens their facul-

ties by making them gaze on a talis-

manic coin, prepared, they are told, by

magic incantations. They are further

perplexed by being suddenly taken up

in the presence of a company, and when

the operator, with all the fire he can

throw into his eyes, naturally bright,

glares fiercely upon them, their ideas

are upset in wild confusion. It is in

reason that one of great imagination

and greater credulity, or one naturally

feeble in mind, may thus become so be-

wildered as to lose all control over the

will, and be led to do any thing, however

absurd.

By the eye, thus lauded as an instru-

ment of power, is not meant the naked

ball merely. Behind a mask one eye is

like another, and, taken from its socket,

it would excite no greater feeling of

fear or admiration than a brilliant dia-

mond. But the overhanging brow that

shades the fringing lash that protects

from dust, the deep lines that give ex-

pression to its brightness, all are includ-

ed. Of itself it has no extraordi nan-

power. It is claimed, that like the

watchfires of a disciplined army, it

shows the existence of a mighty force,

which, though now dormant, may soon

be roused to action irresistible. We
shudder at the yawning mouth of a

cannon, not because itself is dangerous,

but because we know that hidden be-

yond are the elements, which a spark

may kindle to our sure destruction.

Pexsus.

J»L '/ft A. £*-*- 'f~ Z
- ..- SERENADING SONG."

Am

—

"The raging winds."

Oh ! the college boys what a show,

The college boys what a show,

The Professor stands near, fy the lesson is'nt clear,

Ohl the college boys what a show.

The bill rings loudly as they go, as they go

Oh ! the bell rings loudly as they go.

The first " called up " was the pert littly Fresh,

And a standing collar had he,

Says he—I've a " pape " in the cuff ofmy coat,

I'd read it if I only could see.

The bell rings loudly as they go, &c.

The next " called up was the high-heeled Soph,

And a " glorious rushing " got he,

Says he, I 've a sweet-heart at home, and justnow
I am glad that she does 'nt see me.

The bell ring* loudly as they go, &c.

The Junior came next with his gold-headed ca se

And a " first-mite " man was lie,

Says he—If I had 'nt gone a sparking last night

This Greek would be easier to me.

The bell rings loudly as they go, &c

The Senior came last, with a fine moustache,

And a trifling show of goatee,

Says he—I care more for my Magazine's eclat,

Than for " Kent," or for " chem-is-try."

The bell rings clearly as they go, &c.

Remorse is as the heart in which it grows

;

If that be gentle, it drops balmy dews

Of true repentance ; but, if prond and gloomy,

It is a poison-tree that, pierced to the inmost,

Weeps only tears of poison. S. T. Coleridge.
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LOCOMOTIVE DECLARATION.
" By those cheeks of lovely hue

;

By those eyes of deepest blue,

Which thy very soul looks through,

As if, forsooth, those clear blue eyes

Were portals into paradise
;

By that alabaster brow

;

By that hand as white as snow
;

By that proud, angelic form
;

By that rounded, classic arm
;

By those locks of raven hair
;

By those vermeil lips, I swear

;

By the ocean, by the air
;

By the lightning and the thunder
;

By all things on earth or under:

By the 'lectric telegraph
;

By my future ' better half
;'

By our vespers, by our dreams
;

By our matins and To Deunis
;

By young Cupid, by my Muse

;

By—whatever else you choose
;

Yes, I swear by all creation,

And this endless ' Yankee nation,'

That

I
our readers and exchanges. The digni-

\ficdgarb necessary to cover the nakedness

lot' "little man" when essaying to edify

the gnat public in sober earnestness,

hangs very uncomfortably from our

youthful shoulders,. After standing un-

der it through the first pages therefore,

we gladly avail ourselves of the Table,

to throw it oil*, and stand before our

friends in our more becoming nudity.

It will be a relief to us at all events, and

we hope it may be also agreeable to our

readers.

I

love

you

like

tar-

na-

tion !"

( Whistles and stops.)

EDITORIAL TABLE.

Aa we propose to make the Magazine

partake somewhat of the character of a

University Chronicle, we have conclud-

ed that it would probably be more in-

teresting to our readers, if the Edito-

rial table were extended a little beyond

the limits of the former one-;. We pro-

pose to give in each number any items

of college intelligence or matter con-

nected with ourselves and our institu-

tion, that will reward us for gleaning it

up. We have other reasons, also, for

wishing to extend the limits of the El

itor's Table. lb re we hope to , njoy a

familiar interchange of salutations with

To our Contributors.—We are un-

der many obligations to those who have

heretofore contributed so materially to

the completion of our numbers; and

hope they will continue their favors for

the future. This expression of obliga-

tion is extended to the authors alike, of

the successful and the unsuccessful arti-

cles. We would advise most of them

to take more care in the writing and

getting up of their pieces. Neatness

and distinctness are especially required,

as the Editors have not the chance of

correcting proof sheets. They should

write their pieces over and over again,

until the requisite accuracy and distinct-

ness is attained. Most of the rejected

communications were more deficient in

accuracy than in merit We wish also

they would bear in mind, that good

taste extends the application of the hour

rule to themselves, as well as members

of Congress. Lor the convenieooe of

both the Editors and Publisher, they

should hand in their articles early in

tli.' month.

Some kind efforts for our assistance,

have, we regret to say, been unsuc<

Jul. " Mirator's" metaphysical disqui-

sition on "Ancient and Modern l'hiloso-
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phy," evinces considerable intelligence

;

but we think the author has, unfortu-

nately, got too far from shore ; he is

manifestly struggling to avoid drowning

:

shallow water is a more congenial ele-

ment for the young philosopher. We
must say in justice to " Mirator," that he

might make a very acceptable contribu-

tor, if he was less hazardous. We hope

to hear from him on some familiar topic.

" Nazareth " has delighted us with a

specimen of glorious blank verse—real

Miltonic. • We thank him for his de-

sign, but must withhold all but the fol-

lowing verse—this we copy, not to criti-

cize, but to amuse,

When gazing in the dim future,

How happy nature seemed to thee
;

Ah ! Coonie, when last we parted

Thy heart was strong and full of life !

Littie then did'st thou expect, that •

'Ere another morn thou should'st die,

But now wc gently lay thee down,

Already wearied of its strife.

Among our rejected articles "Zeke's "

most felicitous effusion should not be

passed over without some observations.

"Zeke" is doubtlessly quite young:

and this effort may be regarded as alto-

gether premature. Yv
7
e hope as he ad-

vances in years, he will acquire a better

knowledge of the elementary branches,

such as spelling, grammar, &c, as well

as of his own capacities. It puzzles us

to decide at what point we can begin

the most acceptable extract—at all

events we will try the following,

'Twas Wednesday morn, bright and clear,

The teacher did on me call,

And at the board I took my stand,

My task I knew not at all.

Poor " Zeke "
! !

!

" Constans " is with us again ; and

appears even more creditably than be-

fore ; but, for the fact of such free use

of names, we are compelled to lay it

tiside, for the present at hast. "Felix,

Jr.", " Orpheus," and " N." have been

deferred for further consideration.

—

" Iphigenia " and " William Suggs, Jr.",

have been accepted ; but appeared too

late for the present issue. Such a pro-

fusion of poetry as our desk now groans

under, must be ominous of a great lite-

rary reformation.

LITERARY NOTICES.
We have received the "Randolph Ma-

con Magazine," published by the stu-

dents of that institution. It contains

forty-eight pages of neatly gotten up,

and quite creditable matter, and, alto-

gether, is a very handsome monthly.

We cannot but wish it all success and

prosperity, as it is an effort of the young

minds of a literary institution, and in

other respects, similar to our own. May
the citizens of the old Dominion sustain

it nobly.

The International.—The March

number is within our reach, and com-

pares favorably with prior issues. This

monthly, with " IlAarEU " (likewise be-

fore us) is certainly a head and shoul-

ders above any thing of a like nature in

America, to be had for the same money.

They are both doing a vast deal to sus-

tain the reputation of our Western

world literature. The only objection

that could probably be justly made to

them, is the slight catch-penny disposi-

tion they still evince to cater for the

taste of the million, at a sacrifice of

judgment ; somewhat after the manner

of a half-dollar newspaper. variety,

however, may justify the insertion of

matter of every character.
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Blackwood, for Feb*, is also on our I articles on the subject of Common

tabic, but needs no comment. Ever | Schools and education in Ohio.

teeming- with the riches of classic minds,

literary and political, it is among the

foremost to engage the eager attention

of the educated reader.

' ; The Ladies Keepsake," published

in New York, is a neatly printed, come-

The limited number of our exchanges,

the only means of general information

in a country village, compels us neces-

sarily to limit also our notices of the

publications of the country. We hope,

by next number, our advantages in this

ly looking publication, with a fine en-
i respect will be increased. A great ma-

graving, and will doubtless be accepta-lny of the journals with which we pro-

ble to the ladies. It is issued monthly
|

posed to exchange, have never entered

by John S. Taylor—and is filled with
|
an appearance on our docket yet. "Why

highly interesting and entertaining lis this '. To the papers of the State we

matter.

The Southern Litekauy Messen-

ger for March, proves fully as able and

engaging as any former number of this

truly valuable southern periodical.

The Whig Review, for the present I

month, has also reached us, and from a

hasty examination of its contents, ap-

pears to sustain triumphantly the repu-

tation it has for some time enjoyed.

Want of space compels us to defer an

extended notice of this and the other

above mentioned publications, as their

more particularly address the inquiry.

Trusting that it was merely au oversight

with those who failed in this piece of

editorial courtesy, we hope they will

hasten to mark us on their books.

It will be seen by reference to this and

our former numbers, that the Ladies

will not be likely to complain of our in-

attention to their interests, so far as di:--

cussing their abilities, habits, <fcc, goes.

Our contributors seem determined that

they shall suffer neither for prose or po-

merits and our inclination demand ; but
j

etry. Now, concerning this matter of

it is gratifying to the educated of the i woman's rights and woman's powers,

Country to observe that the literature of we would simply say that "the undtr-

our land is not standing still amid the

progression of all things else.

Sartajn's Magazine has been like-

wise received. This highly popular and

beautiful monthly seems to improve

with age like wine. It contains (as it

always does) the most splendid engrav-

ings imaginable. YVo gladly placo it

among our exchanges, and sliall always

turn to it from IW>W arduous duties, than the "lone, lorn Mrs. Cummidge."

with exceeding pleasure. It behooves every knowing man, we

"The \Yi:sti;kn Review," published I think, to grasp his trowsers with the

at Cincinnati, by Thomas Rainey, came (grip of despair, and, holding on to them,

to hand also. It is an educational
J

let mental superiority and everything

journal entirely, and contains some able else go by the board. The insurrec-

signed has suffered," and as wisdom

generally follows in the wake of pain,

we are prudent enough to submit to the

powers that be—that is, to woman,

without a discussion. We dont wish

to offend, by speaking our uncalled for

opinions. We feel that "it is notgo» d

to be alone," and we have a greater ad-

miration for the " willin' Karkis " by far,
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tionary movement is becoming seriously

alarming, woman seems determined to

go the " entire animal," and undoubt-

edly pants to be invested with our privi-

leges. So lay low, ye sovereigns, lest a

slight resistance might sentence you to

the Siberian wilds of Bachelorism, when

ones buttons are always coming off, and

the tea always cold.

Local Incidents.—Our University is

in quite a flourishing condition. The

attendance is very full, and the progress

of the several classes is fair. The order

and general deportment of the students

for this term, considering the numbers

congregated here, has been, we believe,

almost unparallelled in collegiate annals.

Sed tamen, Freshmen will be Freshmen

still, 'though perched on Alps," and

those elastic spirits so lately redeemed,

regenerated and disenthralled from the

check strings of preposity and urchin-

hood, are seized now and then with an

irresistible propensity to jollify. Not

unfrequently, when " night like a wid-

ow clothed in. weeds " has sent the Fa-

culty to bed, to dream perhaps " Good

easy souls," full sure their greatness is a

repining, the " bust " may be seen stalk-

ing with gigantic, dignified tread,

throughout the campus, escorted by a

band of night-]j heroes from all classes.

These things, however, considered

philosophically, seem to be essentially

necessary to the ultimate well being of

affairs here. The pent up fires of juve-

nile fun are bound to come out, and if

not permitted to escape in broken doses,

such a quantity of combustibility might

be generated as to produce " somethin'

orful." Rush says, (Dr. Rush, not the

well known rush of college) that we

should alwavs thankfully receive the un-

pleasant visits of the horrid hag—night-

mare, because she ever kindly inter-

poses to forestall some dangerous result

from a disordered state of the system

—

some suffering far greater than that

which her presence inflicts. Our disci-

plinarians then, when the sounds of

"Bango"and ''Old Bob Ridley" are

heard floating harmoniously on the

evening breeze, in concert with other om-

inous " callithumpian " sounds, should

in charity, remember that it is only a

slight attack of college nightmare, sent,

in pure kindness, to prevent the level-

ing of the Old South with the ground.

We were aroused some nights since,

by a most enthusiastic ringing of the

college bell, accompanied by every im-

aginary sound of human voiees. Now
and then might be heard footsteps as if

fast receding from danger ; then a mo-

mentary silence ; then successive crashes,

indicative of no parsimonious use of

rocks. From what could be learned on

the subsequent day, from those cogni-

zant of the transactions, we have hon-

estly inferred the following

:

Scene.— Campus—Belfry surrounded

by noisy Freshmen and Sophomores.

First Freshman. Curse this old

lock, I've broken it many a time before.

First Sophomore. Stand aside,

[pushing him,) you darned thick pated

fresh—all this time in college, and

hav'nt learned to break a lock yet ?

(seizes a rock, applies it fiercely, and the

door flies open : then such eager strug-

glingfor the end of the rope—such assid-

uous tugging—and siich a noise, good

patience /)

Second Freshman, (on guard!)—
Hold fellows ! faculty !

All, (savagely loud.) Faculty ! Fa-

culty!! Faculty!!! (faculty silently
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approaching, and students "retreating

in disorder.
11

)

Faculty. Gentlemen* this disturb-

ance must be { at a stop to.

Manv Voices. Bock him, rock him.

Faculty. Gentlemen, you must re-

tire to your rooms immediately.

All. Ruck him, rock him.

Fac. (aside.) Eh ! I have it now ;

—

I'll take possession of the belfry

—

may- 1

be I'll thus make a discovery of the of-

fenders, (enters and closes door.)

Sec. Soph. Fellows, the old chap

has got in the belfry—if he ain't dura

me ; seize rocks, and all charge upon

the belfry—be easy until we get close

tip, then let My at the door and run like

h— 1

—

(they advance, discharge their

rocks, and. retire unceremoniously " in

perspective"—no observations takenfrom

the door—rather unsafe.)

The attack is repeated a number of

times: and how the ingenious professor

Avas released from his voluntary impris-

onment, is an honor, to the charity of

the "crowd," which must forever lie

buried.

LOCAL PHRASES.
"Boot Lick"—signifying, to curry

favor, in view of "a better showing in

the next report ":

" To bend the suppliant knee,

That thrift may follow fawning."

M Rrsn'"— a gross ignorance of a les-

son manifested; an affectionate "stand-

ing to" at the black board.

"A List"—the net of giving free

vent to the hilarous feelings; immode-

rate dissipation of any kind, accompa-

nied with a recklessness; a running a

horse through the street ; a boisterous

noise.

" Glister"—a proclaimed incapacity

to proceed with the class without a

"making up " of deficiencies, and an in-

crease of diligence ; a disapproval.

" Rape "—to copy at the black board

unobserved, either from book or manu-

script ; a safeguard against "glister ":

Then came a direful struggle

'Twixt conscience and inclination,

Whether to "pape" my way was right,

And thus to reach my destination.
—

" Zeke."

" Devilment " (a modification of

" Bust,")—a sudden and temporary pre-

dominance of the evil spirit ; a ringing

of the bell by night ; a rocking of the

Tutors (this is called " a-h—1-of-a-devil-

raent"); applauding in the college

chapel; impudence to Professors; this

word has become obsolete with Juniors

and Seniors.

" Bore "—to annoy excessively by

your presence, your conversation, or

speeches; to be unmerciful in the fre-

quency and length of your visits; some

are bored by themselves, through want

of something to do—(very generally

used.)

" Fess"—an acknowledged impte-

paration on a lesson; an indirect pro-

position to " make up." ,

"Flying Around"—a frisky and

constant attention ; affected politeness,

for the purpose of ingratiating ourselves;

a mannerism ;—used often in the sense

of "boot lick."

w Latest Agony"—the last issue of

Broadway fashions; a new Parisian

"stripe:"' (more extensively) any ino-

vation on custom.

"I S'picion"—I am penetrating your

manoeuvres; I Bee the drift of your ar-

gument or your intention; I under-

stand ; I smell a rat."
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HUMAN TIES.

In the relationships in which we stand

to the created system surrounding us,

are included a multitude of connections,

as various as the accidents and interests

which give them origin. Of these con-

nections, we whom they bind, are aware

only in respect to a greater portion of

them, from the sympathies of our na-

ture. The strong connection and influ-

ence the human countenance holds with

and upon its fellows, is strange and un-

accountable, save, inasmuch as we call

it a result of sympathy. We behold

the countenance, and love or hate, we

admire or condemn, we are impressed

with it or it makes no mark upon our

memory, and feel our inferiority or its

own; but whence these impressions

arise in most cases we know not. The

same impressions are made by the stran-

ger as by those we know. It may be

that these attractions and repulsions are

the result of education, and that the

mind thus finds its antipodes, and is

thus able to form connections of its own

kind; but it is hardly the result of educa-

tion; for on the instant we are struck

v.ith pleasure or disgust, with respect or

disregard, and are thus held to the

stranger in connections of a positive or
j

negative order, and can give no account

of our feelings other than that they are

natural sympathies or antipathies.

But as for the other connections and

human ties, which need no very close

analysis to determine their origin, but

are clearly evident, some of them are

the ties of country, home and friends
;

of these we are aware from our earliest

days, and are kept within their influence

until their existence is with us no ques-

tion.

These, however, depend for their

strength and efficacy, and in fact for

their being, upon the degree to which

the finer sympathies and sensibilities of

our nature have been cultivated; for,

without the influence of these upon the

heart and mind, there can be no honor

among men, no love, friendship nor hap-

piness ; indeed there can be no pain.

Banish love and friendship, banish fear

and pain, and with these take happiness,

and with one fell blow you scatter com-

munity of interest to the four winds;

and the bands of human society shrivel

and vanish as flaxen threads before flame,

they crackle and wither as leaves of Au-

tumn in the burning forest, leaving no-

thing to tell of their Summer freshness

or tlfeir gladdening Spring; man stands

an isolated being, with none to love him

and none to love ; he has swung from

his orbit, and moves listlessly in space

without an equalizing force ; the world

is then but " a poor half world, which

swings uneasy on its axis."

9
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But bring those finer feelings into

play, ;ind you organize society
;
you

make home a home, as home-ties are

wont to make it
;
you have the world

as it is—beautiful in its proportions, and

each thing in the moral world revolving

by nice rules of gravitation round its

own centre, within the circle of the so-

cial compact.

Necessity begets interests, interest is

the source of friendship, and the laws

regulating friendship ; no man is with-

out an interest In a greater or less de-

gree. None of us are independent of

our predecessors, and less of our con-

temporaries. "No man livcth to him-

self"—but each is bound by the closest

social and human ties to the other.

Among these, the first, which yields

its place to none, however strong, is the

love of country. Not even to the ties

of kindred blood, not to those in the

marital relation does it give place. This

love for our nation's soil is very strong,

and we feel that all the sacrifices we

may bring to our country's altars arc but

meager. Nor is this strange ; for on

the native soil, and under its protection,

we enjoy every thing that gives a pleas-

ure to the other ties of life. If into

exile we are driven, tears flow to bid its

departing shores farewell. Time dims

not remembrance—and we ask even in

death, that our ashes may mingle with

the soil of our distant homes, and it

mattereth not. if haply we. return, if its

sea beaten cliffs be lashed by a northern

or a southern wave. The verdure of

perpetual spring may touch our lips as

we press them to our land once more,

or the icy breath of a colder clime may

chill them ; butthough warmly or more

coldly greeted, our hearts beat for it

fondly still. Tears of joy flow warm-

ly—and does it matter if they turn to

ice of a colder, or mingle with the dew

of a warmer clime? Of all that do us

injury, we so soon forgive none as our

country. There seems to be a fascina-

tion about its very soil, a music in it's

restless winds, a beauty in it's plants, and

a language in it's streams, that cannot

elsewhere be found, and though it's face

be by a cruel hand left desolate, it has

beauties which still fi'l our eyes with

pleasure. To those who honor her we

love to bring honor. To her sages and

heroes who bled, though they now sleep

in their fame, we love to wake the lyric

strain. But to turn from country, there

are home-ties which make fond memo-

rials of our own or a father's roof; these,

when in full vigor, strengthen the obli-

gation to country. Nor can we forget

them, let our passage be through what-

ever paths of life. Memory may turn

traitor to all else than these. Every

outline of our character, which we espy

as its shadow is cast upon the world

an hi nil us, is but. a memento of our

mother: for

" The mother in her office holds the key

Of the soul, and she it is that stamps the coin

01' character,"

and we cannot, if we would, forget this

most sacred of human ties.

These home-ties grow stronger at we

think of the loved otica there, and as

our spirit guts out to them, to hold

communion or sympathy— for we know

they love us still- -we are deeply con-

vinced, we arc not alone in the world,

and that others, by sacred ties, are bound

to us : for

" In the same cradle wc were rocked,

Round the same hearth we played."
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But the outpourings of our sympa-

thetic and dependent natures find not

their only vent in home-objects, and

though strong these ties, even stronger

than "links of steel," which hold us

willing captives, as though held only by

wreathed garlands of merry May, and

make us happy in a parent's or a sister's

smile ; and though a poet of the finest

soul has called " domestic happiness "

" the only bliss of Paradise, that has

survived the fall "—yet within it are not

all of human ties.

Your warm fire tells you, it gives

heat for more than one, and thus re-

minds you of your friend. Your mind

grows weary as you sit a solitary muser

at your own hearth, and wants to pour

its strength into another's ears. You sit

and think over all your joys and every

pleasantry of life, and there is not one in

which you had not a partner. Growing-

tired of lonely reveries, you turn to a

volume and find, in his living page, the

author too your friend
;
you feel as if

he knew your feelings_ ansl met your

sympathies. There is nothing we can

do, no where we can go, but it reminds

us of some human tie. The very brute

seems conscious of it. Your friend's

dog—poor fellow—appears to know you

love his master ; for he will come, as

you are seated alone, and nestle near

you ; he will touch you as though ask-

ing a recognition, then drop his hea.
1

and sleep in as full security as if near

his master. Go where you will and

when you will, in solitude or in the

crowd, and you cannot escape them,

you are drawn or surrounded by " hu-

man ties."

A DREAM, AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.

BY WILLIAM SUGGS, JR.

While sitting by my silent hearth,

My feet upon the fender,

A mild Havana in my mouth,

And thoughts both sweet and tender.

Old Somnus with his leaden wings,

Came stealing slowly o'er me,

And then I dreamed of Jenny Jones,

Whose image was before me.

I thought that while thus " caged away,"

Some sleek-head, high-heeled dandy,

Was breathing in her gentle soul,

Soft words as sweet as candy.

I thought, around her sylph-like form,

His hand was softly stealing,

And then, with " Juan" in his mouth,

Low at her feet was kneeling.

Her jeweled hand with eager grasp,

He placed on his mustachios
;

Oh, Absalom ! if I was there,

I'd give him fifty lashes.

But now she bids him " hence away,

Indeed I'm struck with wonder
;

If only Billy Sugg's was here,

You'd catch particular thunder."

And then, thinks I, " perhaps he would,

The foppish whiskered goat
;

We'd either fight ten steps apart,

Or else I'd cut your throat."

Just then, my blood began to boil,

My teeth were firmly set,

My awful paws were doubled up

—

Oh, Jehu ! did'nt I fret.

But louder far than Dudu's shrieks,

And many more in number,

Were they which issued from my throat,

When I waked from my slumber.

For clinching fast my angry teeth,

My cigar was bit " in two,"

And in my breast, it lound a nest

—

Oh hush ! you'd a hollowed too.

But, ah ! the sting that hurt me worst,

And probed the weakness of my breast,

That caused my aching heart to burst,

Was, that I burnt my " brand new" vest.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE
INDIAN WAR OF 1770.

Very few persons in the western por-

tion of our good old State are even

aware that an army, with its concomi-

tant train of good and evil, ever enter-

ed the region beyond tlie Bine Ridge.

And yet it may well be doubted whether

there ever was an expedition more ben-

eficial to any people than the one of

1776, commanded by General Gnffith

Rutherford. Important as it was in its

results, and difficult in its accomplish-

ment, the event lives only in thememo-

ry of some of the descendants of the

men who fought and won the victory,

nnd in a very few manuscripts of the

men of other days. But such is (he

destiny of laudable achievements and

unparalleled heroism ; and we may ex-

pect to know that even the great strug-

gle for Independence by " the old thir-

teen," has perished with the brave ones

who achieved our freedom.

In the summer of 17*76, the news of

the terrible depredations of the "Over

Hill Cherokces," who then owned all

the territory west of the Blue Ridge,

and much that is now the domain o'
-

Georgia and Tennessee, was spread over

the country. Men were killed by the

nccret foe in the most brutal way ; wo-

men and children were butchered with-

out remorse; and the scattered possi •

sions of the. frontier settlement-, were

laid waste by the savage hordes of hos-

tile Indians. The, country was almost a

smoking ruin, and the reeking scalps,

with here and there an enslaved boy,

and the little property the Indians could

not carry away, were almost all that re-

mained of our pioneer settlements. For-

bearance had ceased to be a virtue, since

the treachery of savage character had

become proverbial. The long confined

ven reanco of the whites could be re-

strained no longer by the professions of

peace, which the Indians entered into,

only to destroy the more readily. And

the determination to submit no longer

could only be cancelled by the utter

det diction of the Cherokee towns, and

the infliction of such punishment as the

retaliatory spirit of the times would jus-

tify. This chastisement it is our present

purpose to sketch, reiving for the truth

of our statements, on facts collected by

Hon. Archibald 1 >. Murphy, and from

those communicated to OS by the etJB

temporaries of those men who lingered

among us long after the war was clos-

ed, and have now nearly all disappear-

ed from the laud their valor gained.

There were three armies simultane-

ously fitted out by Virginia, North

Carolina and South Carolina, and des-

tined to the same place, for like pur-

poses. The army of the first named

State was commanded by Col. Christian;

the North Carolina troop by Cencral

Griffith Rutherford, and consisted of

2,400 men, (some say of 3,000,) and

the South Carolina troop by General

Williamson, consisting of about 2,000

men. Gen. R.'s army encamped near

Pleasant Gardens, in McDowell county,

at what is known a> " ( »1 1 Fort," (prob-

ably built by him,) about the laM

of August, 1770. Before them were

forests and interminable wilds, high

mountains and a deadly foo; whose

cunning and treachery wen ominous of

the difficulties and dangers to which

they were to be exposed. And howev-

er imperturbable soldiers may bo when
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entering upon an engagement with hon-

orable enemies and " foemen worthy of

their steel," we may well suppose that

"fear and trembling," of no ordinary

kind, seized upon this small army, when

their fancy was permitted to precede

them into this trackless wilderness,

where one single yell from a warlike

chief would suffice to people the moun-

tains and valleys with a denser, dead-

lier enemy than that which the clarion

notes of Roderick Dhu summoned be-

fore the disturbed eye of the brave Fitz

James.

They took up the line of march, cross-

ed the Ridge at the Swananoa Gap, pur-

sued the meanderings of that bright

stream as it gurgled towards the French

Broad river, at which place they forded

the river ; and there is, to this day, a

M War Ford," which derives its name

from Gen. Rutherford's having here

crossed, in this expedition. They then

pursued Homony creek to its source,

passed over to Pigeon river, and pur-

sued pretty much the direction of the

upper road ; which, at this time, goes

by Col. Joseph Cathey's. At the

spot where the meeting house now

stands, a few miles above the present

ford, they buried one of their compan-

ions, whose hopes of again returning to

his friends were here so suddenly and

so sadly blighted, and the remains of

whom were discovered a few years ago,

when digging a grave for a departed

friend. In this place, we will mention,

that when Judge Samuel Lowry, who

was a private in this expedition, visited

Haywood county, he told some of the

legal fraternity that he had noticed a

beech tree, on which was rudely carved

" 1706," which he again visited, and

h

pointed oiit. It is on the left of the

road going from Colonel Cathey's to

Waynesville, a few hundred yards above

where the road crosses a small stream,

as one descends the little gap, four or

five miles northeast of the village. And
when we remember that this date was

anterior to the settlement of any por-

tion of the State, except some few coun-

ties on the sea shore, we may well be

excited to know who cut it. From this

place, the army advanced up Richland

creek to its source, crossed the moun-

tain near McLure's, and followed Scott's

creek to its mouth. This latter stream

obtains its name from John Scott, a tra-

der among the Cherokees, a negro of

whom was shot by Rev. James Hall, the

Chaplain, as he ran, mistaking him for

an Indian. Crossing the Tuckaseige,

they came to the Cowee mountain, prob-

ably by pursuing Savannah creek to its

source; and near its top, their advance

guard were fired upon . by the Indians,

who immediately fled. The soldiers,

without any further molestation, arrived

at the little Tennessee river, passing

down Watauga creek, and encamped on

the west side of said river, near a large

Indian mound, at a town called Ne-

quassee, now rejoicing in the revered ti-

tle—Franklin. They remained here a

day, and then marched down the river

to a town called Cowee, some three or

four miles below the present village,

where they encamped, and awaited the

arrival of the Southern Division, under

Gen. Williamson. These, however, did

not arrive for two or three days after

the appointed time, the 14th September,

and General R.'s troops had ample time

to reconnoitre the count y and survey

the awful grandeur, which so commends
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this lovely valley to the admiration of

the stranger, and the affection of the in-

habitants. Hostile Indians were in all

directions ; towering mountains would

smile a welcome in their rich autumnal

verdure, and frown upon them in their

lofty and.imposing majesty ; the lovely

Tennessee, here but a rivulet compared

to the flood of waters it teems into the

Ohio, with its crystal water and varie-

gated banks, slaked their burning thirst

and laved their weary bodies ; forests

of gnarled oak and unsurpassed native

gardens of richest wild flowers, and

meadows of tall, waving grass, added to

the beauty of the place, and compen-

sated somewhat for the loss of those

pleasures which cluster, peculiarly and

appropriately, around home.

It is related upon the authority of

Maj. Daniel Bryson, a revolutionary pa-

triot, who also served in this expedition,

that, whilst Gen. Rutherford was wait-

ing for Gen. Williamson's arrival, and

for whom small parties had been sent,

but returned without any tidings, some

detachments were sent out and destroy-

ed some Indian towns. Sugar town,

situated between Tennessee and Sugar-

town rivers, (the Indian name of the lat-

ter is Cul-la-sat-ehee.) was flanked on

two sides by the river, and was fronted

by a strong breastwork of logB and

brush. The soldiers, finding it unoccu-

pied, entered, and were immediately

surprised by tin; savage v. ar-whoop

;

muskets and tomahawks Wielded M on-

ly savages can wield them, and

forced into the huts, from which c

mentthej were ere long released by a

party on a similar undertaking with

themselves. A prisoner whom thej

bad tak. n.
|
minised, upon bin life being

spared, to lead them to a town about

seven miles from Netmassee, on the Su-

gartown, where their wives, children and

property were concealed. They follow-

ed this enchanting stream, shut in by

mountains so much that scarcely room

is left for a foot- path. This town was

located in a narrow valley, completely

enclo.-ed by mountains, which seemed

almost to overhang the huts, and was

tenantless, save.by a few very old wo-

men and children of a very tender age.

Indian men were seen menacingly pa-

cing to and fro upon the overhanging

precipices, and leaping from crag to

crag, with the agility of the panther,

and somewhat of his ferocious disposi-

tion. But they only destroyed the town,

and drove off some cattle. This most

delightful place is now owned by an en-

terprising gentleman of Macon county,

to whom we arc indebted for these facts,

and by whom we may expect the site of

the old Indian town to be converted in-

to a paradise.

After having waited for Gen. Wil-

liamson some time, without any tidings

from him. Gen. Rutherford left 1,800

men at Cowce, and resolved, with the

remainder, to proceed to the " Valley

Towns" on the Hiwassee, and destroy

them. Soon after Laving the main ar

my, ho mistook the path, and, having no

pilots, wandered in the mountains for

time days, but. going too mueh to the

left t'> gain Hiwassee. Gen. W. reach-

ed < !ow< o, two days after the other Gen-

eral left, and sent men to hunt for him.

who found him about tares mil. s from

where he star! d. Rutherford was put

upon the right track, and, in crossing

the Nantahala mountain, by pursuing

the Wah-zak, was met by a large parly
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of Indians, who had placed themselves

on the top of two ridges, which made

an acute angle through Which the troops

were compelled to pass. From this po-

sition, the savages were able to fire and

conceal themselves by the ridge, so that

few of them were killed, while a con-

siderable number of whites lost their

lives. The Indians, however, fled, and

the troops of Gen. R. proceeded, unmo-

lested, to the Hiwassee towns, burned

them, cut down theiv corn, destroyed

their beans, potatoes, &c, killed twelve

Indians in one town, and took six pri-

soners. Gen. Williamson arrived soon

after ; but, as the work was accomplish-

ed, took his route for home up the Hi-

wassee, while Gen. R. crossed the Nau-

tahala and reached Cowee after an ab-

sence of eight days.

To this short war may be properly

attributed all the kind feelings and fi-

delity to treaty stipulations manifested

by the Cherokees ever afterwards. Gen.

Rutherford had destroyed the "'Under-

bill Towns," or those on the Tennessee

River, ruined the prospects of an abun-

dant crop, and instilled into the Indians

so great a fear of the whites, that never

afterwards were they disposed to engage

iu any cruelty, or destroy any of the

property of our frontier men. The

predatory disposition of the " Over-hill"

or Hiwassee Indians was also quelled
;

and their chiefs, in company with chiefs

from all portions of the tribe, were soon

found at the Long Islands, on the Hol-

ston river, for the purpose of making a

perpetual treaty. This was done

—

Waighstilk*Avory and others acting as

Commissioners. The blessings of peace

followed ; traders were permitted to ex-

venison and whatever else was of value •

i

savage ferocity and blood-thirstiness dis-

appeared, and the valley of Tennessee

" heard of Avar no more."

General Williamson came with his

2,000 South Carolinians through the

Rabun gap, and in descending Tennes-

see river, about nine miles South of

where Franklin now stands, in the

neighborhood of Smith's bridge, fell in-

to an ambuscade prepared by the wily

foe. The contest was of considerable

duration, of determined bravery on both

sides, and somewhat destructive to both

parties. The ambush must have ended

in the defeat of Williamson's undertak-

ing, had not Edward Hampton, in com-

mand of only 30 regulars, attacked the

foe unexpectedly in the rear, and thus

deprived them of the. only chance they

had of escape, without crossing the

mountain, which jutted into the river,

leaving only space enough for a trail,

in the very fairest reach of the General

and Hampton's shot. Hampton had

just learned that his brother's wife and

children had been cruelly butchered, and

this no doubt fired him with renewed

zeal to punish the Indians. He is said

to have rammed a bullet down his gun

without having oharged it with powder.

Nothing daunted, he sat down in /the

very hottest of the fight, uncased hit-

gun, " unbreeched her" (to use a hunts-

man's word.) drew the load, and then

having re-arranged the machinery, pro-

ceeded to the slaughter of as many

Cherokees as he could. This was an

exhibition of calm, undaunted courage,

seldom equalled. But there was one

Marry Wolf, "
9, great bully at fist and

/skull," whose cowardice was so extreme-

change merchantable goods for skins, as to frighten him out of his wits.

—

^ t &~y*\s->*i «*-*», &—C £-*<-vl_e«
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When the Indians had beaten the whites

back across the little stream that here

makes into the river, Wolf was so

terribly frightened, th;it he crawled un-

der a shelving bank of the stream.

—

Whilst here, one William llammon was

.shot through the thigh, but he ran from

(he Indians some distance before the

bone broke, and fell hear where "Wolf

was. One Indian scalped him, and

gave him some severe blows in the head

with a tomahawk, and left him for dead.

Another Indian came up, took another

scalp and went his way, without a .-in-

gle fire from the base coward who was

safely concealed in full view of the trans-

action. He said afterwards, that, if

the battle had lasted one half hour

longer, he should have died from fright.

The battle was gained to Gen. W., and

he proceeded to the towns where Gen.

Rutherford was encamped, without far-

ther opposition.

Rev. James Hall, a Presbyterian min-

ister of Iredell county, was chaplain to

the North Carolina troops, but oftener

used a soldier's musket than the sword

of peace. However, when the two ar-

mies met at (>>w ee, it is said that Mr.

Hall, on a calm and beautiful Sabbath

day, with an Indian mound for his pul-

1

pit, and hardy soldiers lor his audience,

preached a most affecting and thrilling

sermon ; insomuch that, as the good

man's voice echoed through the sur-

rounding wood-, there waa scarcely n

dry eye to be seen. This was undoubt-

edly the hrst sermon ever pr< ached in

that country, and one from which may

be dated a change for the better in the

lives of many.

Whilst encamped on the Tennessee,

Rutherford sent a detachment of

his men to Burning Town, from which

the present stream Burningtown g< ta

its name, in order to get provisions.

—

While they Mere away, General R.,

leaving a sufficient force at camp, set out

with his army to the Iliwassee town.-.

The detachment happened to see his ar-

my approaching, and, shouting the In-

dians/ the Indians!, made a precipi-

tate retreat. The officer in command.

finding his men were more alert than

himself, when likcJy to be left behind,

would call a halt; but whenever in front

he was for no delay whilst the Indian*

were so near.

And now that the officers and pri-

vates of this expedition are ail sleeping

the sleep of death, save old Iloybite,

who was noticed in our April Magazine,

and the " sober second thought " has

resumed its sway, we can but feel that,

such an enterprise was necessary, to

check the dreadful havoc inflicted by

the Indians. Yet that question will

arise
—

" had we a right to force the

poor occupants from their possession^,

and appropriate them to ourselves P'

Human nature may ever be too eov. ar<:

ly to intcrpc-se an objection to the title."

acquired by our fathers; but the time

will come, when retributive justice will

pl.-ad the Indian's cause with more than

an augi I's eloquence, ;-.::d with far great*

. r juccess than is over witnessed in carth-

iv tribunals.

P>asu:-ti.ni>s is :i great hindrance to :\

man both of uttering his conceit and un-

derstanding what is propounded unto

him : wherefore it is good to press him-

self forwards with discretion lx>i'

h and company of the 1»
•

Baoov.
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FOR WHAT I ASK.

I do not ask ihose toys of earth

For which man blindly pants,

To drive the timid form of bliss

Far from its wonted haunts.

Those dazzling beams of promised joy

That bright a moment blaze,

Then sink beneath the ingulphing cloud

From our despairing gaze.

I do not ask the festive hall,

The wit the jest, the wine,

When root the seeds of death and wo,

To hasten life's decline

;

Deluding self-constructed joys

Of bestial man pretence,

That iade and leave a blighting curee

Because a worm invents.

1 do not ask the multitude

Its loud applause to day,

To sink beneath its frantic curse

On the morrow's rising ray,

Nor yet that blasting Simoon's breath--

The sou! corruptor, gold,

That poisor.3 honor, love and truth,

And makes the robber bold.

I do not ask ambition's height

To mount toward the sky,

And gaze in misery down on those

More truly great than I

;

Affection's tendrils never wind

Around the chilling great,

But rather seeks, with happiness,

A gentler, lovely mate.

No, no, the mount that rears to Heaven
Must stand with summit bare,

Eternal snows, and howling storms,

Will make their dwelling there.

Mo gentle flower or trailing vine

Will shield its by breast,

They find within the valley low

The home they love the best.

For naught of this my yearning heart

Throbs with wild desire,

It seeks instead a heavenly fuel

To feed a holier fire
;

It seeks to nestle near that heart

That dwells within tier breast,

And there to find in coming years

A home of sacred rest.

1 ask no other by my side

When fortune's fountains pour,

Her golden gifts around my steps

From her exhaustless store.

And when with changing fickleness

She bids these gifts be fled,

I ask but that Her bosom loved

Should nurse this drooping head.

When pale disease shall strive to crush

This tenement of clay,

I ask no other hands but Her's

Should aid my spirit's stay

;

And when this dust at length shall go

To join its kindered sod,

I ask that She alone should point

My soul towards its God.

I ask no. stone above my head,

Or marble sculptured sign,

To tell of virtues, traits and deeds

That living, ne'er were mine.

I only ask a simple flower

May bloom upon my breast,

And watered by my own one's hands,

Until She join my rest.

Halcro'

"LOVE STORIES"—A SONG OF
WILLOW.

" Story telling " has undoubtedly been

a popular recreation from the ear-

liest times, not only with children, but

their elders ; and with each the demand

has always been supplied with commodi-

ties suited to the different tastes of each.

! For children, there have been Jack-the-

|

giant-killers, ogre and fairy tales with-

out number, and for the higher stages

1 of mental progress, the carefully elabo-

I

rated romance of every complexion ia

j
duly provided by the

—

|

Care-soothers—sorrow-quellers

—

|

Creators of a magic world—immortal story-

tellers.

[

Tt is curious to see how the progress of

the whole race compares with that one

[individual. In the early morning of
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Time, " ihc world's grey fathers " were

wrapt in the exploits of their wild heroes

and demigods, when the dim forms of

fabulous monsters loomed through the

twilight, and the perils of the wild chase

or wilder fraywere the inexhaustible mine

whence "story telling" then drew its

half-real, half-fictitious material of fasci-

nation. As the day advanced, and the

race advanced with it, the charms of

music were added to the gift of narra-

tion, and the sons of Jubal became the

wandering minstrels of a later age, who

embalmed the incidents of the fierce

fight or perilous adventure in the bal-

lads and traditions which yet serve to

be "worked up" by more ambitious

"raconteurs." And with music, we

may suppose, dawned the day of softer

themes, when the triumphs not only of

animal strength and ferocity, were cele-

brated, but what were beginning in the

advance of civilization and social order

to be better appreciated, the develop-

ment of the spark of divinity implanted

in man from the first—justice, generosi-

ty, charity, and above all

—

Love. And

as the world has grown older, and wiser,

and better, and the grand fables that

amused its childhood and youth are

giving way to the carefully constructed

and elaborately wrought romance, and

novel, and play—these eternal principles

of Truth and Beauty have maintained

their interest, and he sways the largest

number of his fellow men, who most

faithfully depicts their true aim and in-

fluence in human alfairs.

A lad' Dumber of a popular journal

declares—and it is a pleasant sign of

the. times— that no literary work can

hope now -a-i lays to be of lotting inter-

est, that is not founded on fact ; and, as

it was long ago well said that a faithful

transcript of the inner life, and emotions

of the most obscure individual would be

• f more absorbing interest to the world

at large, than the stateliest history of

any nation, we may take it for granted

that daguerreotyped pictures of the heart

will always maintain their ground, and

that in proportion to their faithfulness,

there will always be a demand for fresh

clues to this labyrinth, this "mighty

maze" of good and evil.

The fact that the generic term for all

emotions and passions, has been confer-

red on one, par excellence, proves that

the details of the rise and progress of the

"tender passion" stand pre-eminent in

consideration and importance. "Affairs

of the heart !" what histories, what ro-

mances, what life times of pain or pleas-

ure crowded in the compass of an hour,

what tragedies, what comedies, are sug-

gested by these few words. Love, and

love stories ! how wide their realm, how

universal their sway, how in spite of all

grave shakings of grey heads, and "sad

experiences " of broken hearts, held up

as beacon lights, does the world still go

on "taking for granted" all kinds of

enchanting impossibilities—incredible

perfections—delusive dreams of eternal

Love and Beauty—and still be happier

for these day dreams— better for this

faith—stronger for this hope, than all

the concentrated, dry-as dust wisdom of

ofages, without them could have made ii.

And here, for the first time, we begin

to see the importance <'\' our uudertaK

ing—the magnitude of our subject It

has grown upon us unawaresffor in all

humility we assure our readers, that had

we seen it in it^ true light we should

never have dared to fly at such high
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game. We feel deeply our incompe-

tence—our inability even to breathe

freely in these high latitudes, and, to de-

scend gracefully, and without accident

from our undue elevation, we propose to

call attention to two lately published

works, neither of them properly accred-

ited " love stories," yet both owing the

greater part of their interest to their

delineations of the tender passion under

two very different aspects, and both en-

titled to wide-spread popularity as being

plain narrations of indubitable facts.

Most of our readers we presume, are

familiar with the Memoirs of Henry

Martyn, by Sargent, " one of the most

delightful pieces of biography in the

language." To the student, the mere

record of his eminent scholarship, the

honors won by his genius in every de-

partment of science, where honors are

not lightly given—in an English Uni-

versity—must ever be interesting—the

philanthropist will dwell with de-

light on the high and ennobling love of

his race, which urged him at the age of

twenty-four from the scenes of his tri-

umphs, from home and friends and kin-

dred, to bear " glad tidings" to the

heathen,—and the christian will never

cease to adore the Almighty hand that

led such a shining light into the dark

places of the earth, whose self-denying

labors and most blessed example have

led to results, the importance of which

eternity alone can fully disclose.

But it is not as an eminent scholar,

or zealous missionary that we wish to

present him now. Through the pages

of Sargent's Memoir, there are scattered

hints and allusions to a sacrifice made

by him in leaving England, whose cost

could hardly be estimated. There are

remote insinuations that among the ties

of home, " there was one of a tenderer

if not stronger kind"—in short, " a

deeply fixed attachment for one of whom
less ought not, and more cannot be said

than that she was worthy of him." As

the lady was still living, the progress of

this " affair" is not more than hinted at,

and to trifiers like ourself, this half infor-

mation on so interesting a matter was

extremely tantalizing, and we never laid

the book down without a certain feeling

of dissatisfaction.

This winter has appeared " Letters

and Journal of Henry Martyn," con-

taining all that was formerly. suppressed

and throwing all the light so much

wanted on the mysterious influence that

darkened his life in India, and was no

doubt indirectly the means of shortening

it. The first entry in his private jour-

nal in allusion to it, records his mind

wandering from the service at church,

and "suffering the keenest disappoint-

ment. Miss L. G. did not come"

—

" called after tea and walked with

her. All the rest of the evening and

night, I could not keep her out of my
mind. I felt too plainly that I loved

her passionately." The lady it appears,

was a Miss Lydia Grenfell. We are left

to infer her many graces of mind and

person, from the violence of the passion

she inspired in such a man. It is a lit-

tle melancholy to read after the lapse of

more than forty years, the records of

such an all-absorbing, and unfortunate

love affair as this. The perspective af-

forded by looking through the vista of

nearly half a century, at human affairs,

is invaluable, since it narrows them

down, not in their apparent, but to their

real proportion. We see the true infi-
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nitesimally small value of the object, in

pursuit of which, once were given d:iys

of pain and nights of weeping, and we

feel sadly that the best of us may be made

the slaves of passjons whose fruit is "dust

and ashes."

No romance, no tragedy of any age,

can give a more vivid picture of the all-

engrossing, time-defying nature of Love,

than the plain story of this one man's life.

He writes simply too, and all the more

touchingly for that. On the eve of his

departure from England, he obtained

from her a promise, that she would

when the way seemed clear, follow him

to India, and share his lot there. Her

religious standard seems to have been

as high as his own, and a Missionary's

life of labor and self denial, then at

least, presented no obstacles. They

parted—and Marlyn sailed,—for the first

few days in a state of almost distraction

and despair, from which his only relief

was preparation for the high duties of

his office. " England has disappeared,

and with it, all my peace. The memory

of Lydia cuts me to the heart, as every

wave bears me farther and farther from

her." Arrived at Calcutta, he found

himself as Chaplain of the Last India

Company, in comfortable circumstan-

ces—a handsome salary—pleasant BOci*

cty, and what he had especially longed

for, a wide, open field for missionary la-

bor, on which the harvest was already

white. He writes at once to his "beloved

Lydia," and full of hope, " presumes" on

her still being willing to join him there

—draws pleasant pictures of the future,

and gives her minute directions for ac-

complishing tin 1 voyag€ in safety; and as

nix months, in those days, must necessa-

rily elapse before she hears from him,

and a year before he can receive an an-

swer, he pleases himself with the hope

that the answer will be her arrival. So

he prepares his house and garden, and

lives on the anticipation.

At last, a letter is received. "Lydia

refuses to come !" She writes that " pre-

sent circumstances seem to forbid," &c.l

and the agony he endures, the utter

prostration of mind and body, are so

touchingly displayed in his journal and

letters, that we are persuaded no one can

read them without the tenderest sympa-

thy and interest. He struggled against

it, however, and endeavored as a good

soldier to turn the defeat to good ac-

count—giving thenceforward a more

undivided heart to the cause for which

he had lost all that made life dear. And
how well he succeeded, the annals of

christianized India will for ages testify.

She wrote to him again, proposing a

correspondence, and he thankfully ac-

cepted the offer, and during the remain-

der of his life, amid all the wear and

tear of his arduous labors, preparing

translations of the Bible in various dia-

lects, establishing schools and missions,

disputing with learned and subtle Mus-

selmans and Brahmins, in all things ap-

proving himself a "faithful servant"

—

his heart lived on those letters from her

—he still clung to the hope of meeting

her again. In one of his letters, observ-

ing that she expressed some hesitation

and embarrassment in writing to him,

rumor perhaps having reached

England (if his possible marriage in

India— he tells her: " Let me :,.-

you with more truth than Ccliazi did his

master, 'thy servant went no whither.'

Five long years hare passed, and I am

still faithful." " How continually I
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think of you, it is impossible to say."

" How should I fail to remember her,

who, of all that are dear to me, is the

dearest."

His health was giving way ; circum-

stances connected with the mission, sent

him from India to Persia ; there severe

iilness still further weakened his deli-

cate frame, and in the year 1812, a re-

turn to England appeared to be the last

resort for lengthening his life. He un-

dertook the overland route, enfeebled by

disease and despondency, and at Tocat,

Oct. 16, " either falling a sacrifice to the

plague which raged there, or sinking

under the disorder which, when his last

words were penned, had so greatly re-

duced him, he surrendered his soul into

the hands of his Redeemer." " There

was," says his biographer, " something

deeply affecting in the consideration,

that where he sunk into his grave, men
were strangers to him and Ids God. No
friendly hand was stretched out, no

sympathizing voice heard, no human

bosom on which he could recline his

head in the hour of languishing."

Since reading his "Journal and Let-

ters," we cannot resist the conviction

that there ought to have been one with

him, who was bound, no less by her

promise than her christian profession, to

minister to him in a strange land. If

Miss Grenfell ever forgave herself, when

the tidings of his death reached her,

and she received the last letter he ever

penned, still addressed to his "best be-

loved," we cannot think her " worthy of

him," and must console ourself for his

sufferings, on her account, with this re-

flection. The story is then a saddening

one. That a man of Martyn's strong

and active intellect should have been

victimized to such an extent by an un-

fortunate attachment, is melancholy in

itself, but that the object of this love

should not have been worthy of it, is a stili

sadder thought. We would rather not

look at it in this light, however. Miss

Grenfell's " breach of promise" must

have been for reason "good and true,"

and as such satisfied the mind of Mar-

tyn and her friends.. And it is pleasant

to believe that the trial was graciously

designed for both, as a refining and pu-

rifying process, by which they were both

better fitted for their labor here and their

reward hereafter. We would like to

know more of this " beloved Pcrsis."

She has a world-wide fame, as long as

the name of Martyn remains dear to the

church. How did she receive the news

of his death? Was she ever mariied,

or did she remain faithful to the memory

of a lover such as few women can boast ?

We want to know more of her life, and

the manner of it, and of her death—as tin;

publication of these letters seems to in-

dicate that she has "joined him" at last.

Peace to their memory ! No " love-story"

has ever had the power to affect us so

deeply as this "unvarnished talc" of de-

votion, disappointment, and death.

Let us turn to another phase of the

"tender passion," equally interesting in

another way, and involving more per-

sons and principles in the catastrophe.

"Truth stranger than fiction—a nar-

rative of events involving inquiries into

the principles of honor, truth and jus-

tice, which obtain in a distinguished

Amerieaii University," is the title of a

fair sized volume in which Miss C.

Beecher—well known to American fame

as a "strong-minded" Yankee lady, who

writes well, and has done no small
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amount of good in her life time—pleads

the cause of her friend, a Miss Delia Ba-

con, who, in spite of a great deal of

" intellectual superiority,' 5 has been most

unaccountably "taken through," by a

trifling specimen of mankind, and ap-

peal's to stand committed in some way,

by the untoward termination of the

"affair."

Miss Bacon was a very intellectual

lady, standing high in the literary cir-

cles of New Haven and the modern

Athens. Mr. McWhorter was a very

agreeable gentleman, a theological stu-

dent in Yale College. Miss B., very

much accustomed to admiration, (N.

B., and fond of it;) Mr. M., very much

inclined to admire, (P. S., and ten years

her junior.) Given—any amount of

notes, visits, coincidence of sentiment

and taste, moonlight chit-chat, and bo-

quets : to find—the exact po'nt where

flirtation ceases to be flirtation, and be-

comes "serious attentions." This little

problem, Miss Bacon failed to solve sat-

isfactorily, hive illce lachrymoB—hence

this book.

" B::t how they loved, how well and long,

How Cull <A hope and fond belief,

With what cxtre nes of joy and grief,

We sing not—'tis too old a song.

" There goes a burden to the song,

A plaint of willow, sad and low,

'Tis death—or that more bitter woe

Where grief is aggravate of wrong."

In short, Mr. McWhorter's love not

only " gallanted otherwhere," but, for

the honor of human nature, wo are sor-

ry to see, from Miss Bcechcr's account.

he sedulously set himself to injure in

public estimation the lady, whose de-

clared lover he had so long appeared to

be ; setting her forth as a love-sick, au-

dacious old maid, who had herself made

the first advances to him, the first offer

of love, and marriage—persecuting him

with attentions, which respect for her

age and family, had prevented him from

exposing at once.

These representations had of course

their due weight with a discerning pub-

lic, nothing being in general too absurd

to be believed in regard to the matri-

monial propensities of old maids; as

far as they are concerned, it is always to

betaken for granted that "Barkis is

willin." Miss Bacon found herself de-

prived of public esteem and confidence,

and looked upon with suspicion, even by

those who should have known her best.

At this crisis Dr. Bacon, her brother,

and a host of friend-, stepped forward,

and in defiance of her wishes, which

naturally enough deprecated any further

publicity, determined that justice should

be done. The ci-devant lover was cited

before an Ecclesiastical Court, consisting

of some of the must reverend heads in

New Haven and Yale College, on the

charge of slander and dishonorable con

duct. St. Cupid preserve us from such

a jury ! Alter due exa7iiination and

consideration of all the. circumstances,

perusal of notes and letters, and adjust-

ment of conflicting statements, Mr. Mc-

Whorter was pronounced/rcc of censure,

some trilling indiscretions being perhaps

allowed for.

Such a verdict, from such authority,

had of course only the effect to sink

Miss Bacon slid lower in the estimation

of all who had been predisposed to con-

demn her. Quito without redress, though

strong in conscious innocence, and the

affectionate support of her immediate

friends and relations—deprived of public

respect and of her usual occupations and
1

resources, she sank under the wounds
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inflicted no less on ber pride and self-

esteem than her affection. Her health

gave way, and life and reason threaten-

ed to follow.

Then it was that Miss Beecher, im-

pelled by warm friendship for the un-

happy victim, and burning with a truly

feminine indignation, at so flagrant an

exhibition of the wrongs so often inflict-

ed on her sex by a false state of society,

and a false gage for estimating "affairs

of the heart," came out with a sensible

book, told a plain story, and appealed

to the American public from a verdict,

which, to say the least of it, is rather

extraordinary. We do not profess to

understand the whole " merits of the

case " at all. The heads of Yale College

stand quite too high for us to censure

—

and on the other hand is Miss Beecher

and her very stubborn facts. The two

sides of such a question will probably

never be so adjusted as to fit. The same

objects looked at through differently

colored media, are hardly ever recogniz-

able. We cannot help suspecting, how-

ever, on deciphering some of the initials

in the book, that the wires which assist-

ed at the catastrophe were secretly pull-

ed in certain back-parlors and chambers

in New Haven. A little infusion of

feminine .rivalry and envy has done

wonders before now, in weightier mat-

ters than this.

" Tantas ne animis caelestibus iras 1"

Candor compels us to sa)r yes.

Of the gentleman (?) we have heard

no more than this book of Miss Beech-

er's tells us. Judging him by that, by

his own admissions and letters, we can-

not doubt that Nemesis will keep her

eye upon him, and to her care, we

cheerfully recommend him.- As for Miss

Bacon, time and kind attention have

once more restored her to life and hope.

The sure, though sometimes slow tri-

umph of innocence has attended her.

Public confidence and esteem regained,

her former elevated pursuits are open,

and we are glad to know that she is now

in statu q uo ante bsllum, " lecturing to

classes of ladies in Boston."

So much for this " love story," which,

though it has a very ugly face, yet we

fancy wears a precious jewel in its head.

Miss Beecher's book is a most curious

and instructive one. It would do socie-

ty in general no harm, if it were exten-

sively circulated. Some of the evils of

the present social system are strikingly

illustrated. The defencelessness of wo-

men in all affairs of the heart is much

insisted upon. Brought up according

to Miss B., to look upon marriage as a

sine qua ncm, her " manifest destiny,"

—

and, as an English reviewer says, con-

sidered by her friends, and unable to

help considering herself, somewhat in

the light of a failure, if she remain sin-

gle—prevented by native delicacy and

the laws of society, from taking the

slightest step herself towards averting

this unhappy fate—and so entirely at

the mercy of possible infidelity on the

part of her lover, if she happen to have

one, as to be liable at any moment to

be abandoned to wear the willow, ex-

posed to the ridicule of even her own

sex, without any redress except that,

impossible to a woman of refinement,

by which damage done to the heart is

healed by an application to the pocket.

What is to be done ?

Miss Beecher calls aloud for reforma-

tion in this matter, which reformation,

however, in our opinion, may only be
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expected when all the other little im-

perfections and inequalities in our world

adjusted.

Women have a great many privilege?

and advantages in this present day. In

this land of lreedom more especially,

they are petted, cultivated and exalted,

almost beyond their powers of endur-

Happy they, who like Miss Bacon,

come out of such "engagements" though

wounded, yet victorious. It will have

done them gqpd for the remainder of

the term of their natural existence. High

authority says, " Every thing which

tends to abstract us in any degree, or

in any way from self, from self-ad mi-

ance. Brother Jonathan sets great
i
ration, and self-interest, has so far at

store by his " women folks"—the nation

being just at that period of ingenious

youth, which in the individual sp

of the genus homo, finds in "calico" a

supreme attraction, and a charm beyond

all " calculation " in the ways and do-

ings of the fair .sex in general. Let us

hope that as with the individual, so with

toe nation ; advancing years will bring
j
And this brings us back to our starting

a juster estimate, for there are some point, our original proposition, that with

hounds which were set for woman when
j

all its possible drawbacks and occasional

bar "constitution " Avas first framed,
j

infelicities, the influence of love is, even

outside of which if she step, ail the chiv-jiu its saddest aspect, a blessing to our

airv in the world will not avail to save race.

least, a beneficial influence in forming

the character.*' We do not doubt that

Miss liacon is this day a better woman

than she would have been but for thU

dark chapter in her life's experience.

" 'Tis better to have loved and lest,

Than never to have, loved at all."

h?r from loss of self-respect and influ-

ence. " Affairs of the heart " are pro-

verbially her weak side, and on that side

The two instances under consideration

may have seemed at first sight to L-

rttther unfortunate selections in proof of

common prudence should teach her to jour assertion ; but the candid iiniuircr,

put a double guard. Virtue is of course
;

looking below tin: surface, will see much

taken for granted, but the drcumspec- 1 truth and beauty brought to light.-

-

lion and common sense that should fob The man purified by suBering, the wo-

low in its train, are not bespoken in the inan fitted by sharp trial to take the

usual course of female education, and so first step in true upward progress—dis-

ve daily see mis-matched love affairs
j

trust of her own wisdom and strength.

I . i mhappy marriages. Woman stand- arc surely objects of admiration, and it'

mg on an apparent eminence of "iutel need be, of imitation. Self-denial, hu-

btctual superiority," descending in obo; mility and fortitude, are not the teas'

e to the dictates of a fond and among the virtues, and the paths to

*cak heart, yielding to a little wanner their abodes are not set with roses, but

than usual, or shuddering at the more Ircquently—" rugg< d with rock,

abyss of "old maid-ism" yawning to and tangled with thorn"—and if lov<

llf them, and plunging themselves sometimes loads its votaries by such

Hi their friends into all sorts of nmiti-
,
rough ways to such high ends, let us not

n'cations and embarrassments. less account it a benefactor, than when
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with its attendants hope and faith, it

lights up dark corners, sheds radiance

on poverty, cold and hunger, unclouded

by misfortune, undimmed by unworthi-

ness, " in sickness and health—for bet-

ter, or for worse," faithful, unchanging

—

Heaven's best work-a-day gift to a fal-

len world. A.

I LETTER FRtfM A LADY.
April 5 th,

" Most potent, grave and reverend"

—

Messrs. Editors :—You cannot im-

agine what a very gratifying circum-

stance it is to your lady-readers, to see

the marked interest in their improve-

ment manifested by certain of your cor-

respondents. A crowd of us have just

had a conference over the April num-

ber of your Magazine, and we agreed,

unanimously, that it spoke well for the

N. C. U. M., that so large a portion of

its early pages should be devoted to fur-

thering the progress of the world's

" better half."

Some of the ladies, however, think-

ing it might not be amiss to give their

well-wishers the benefit of a few sugges-

tions, I was appointed to " write you a

line," in behalf of the rest, for, though

we really could'nt hope to say anything

new, yet we wished to offer a few " plain

thoughts," by way of recalling some

things that appear " to have been for-

gotten."

Dear Messrs. Editors, did you ever

see the story of the Painter and the

Lion ? The painter, you know, had a

way of always representing the lion pros-

trate before the man. " Ah !" said the

lion, " if you'd only let us, lions, do the

painticg
!"

If the Marys and Elizabeths of our

day were to set up a magazine, perhaps

" the miserable and dangerous degener-

acy of our generation," might be point-

ed out in another direction. You have

the start of us, however, and with the

brush and pallette in your own hands, we
have nothing left for it, but to throw in

an humble appeal now and then, against

" a little too much red" here, or a devi-

ation from the rules of just proportion

there.

We fear that the author of " A glance

into the Social Circle," has, like our old

friend Dick Swiveller's " Marchioness,"

been compelled to " take limited views

of society, through a key-hole." Where
have his " experiences" been ? Dear

Messrs. Editors, where is it that " floods

of drivelling wit, stale, irony and thread-

bare sarcasm are poured over the senses

like a flood, by the female portion of

society ?" Where does ignorance tie our

tongues on every topic worthy of human

consideration, and flat flatness pervade

every vital manifestation ?

That the general tone of " society,"

so called, composed of girls in their

teens, and young gentlemen not yet at

liberty to vote, is trifling, and unsugges-

tive, cannot be denied ; that women are

the great social agents, is true; that

their educations are incomplete, and

their schools mere nurseries for the res-

pective churches, is beyond a doubt
;

but, with these truths is mixed up such

an amount of exaggeration, and fore-

gone conclusions, that it would take

more time, Messrs. Editors, than, I fear,

you are willing to bestow on a crowd of

ladie?, to disentangle this saucy man's

argument, and shew you what we find

it made of. One question I should like

10
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to ask biin :—Will lie point out to us,

any young man of reasonable years of

discretion, who Las, to bis knowledge,

either directly or indirectly, made an

attempt to raise the general tone of so-

cial chit-chat, by the introduction or

suggestion of higher topics? We prom-

ise to send him to Barnum immediate-

ly, at our own expense.

The obliquity of vision displayed in

this " glance," is so great, that we des-

pair of doing so very " cross-eyed" a

gentleman any good, by attempting to

return it. He would scarcely know
when we were looking at him. In the

mean time, he may be glad to hear that

it has attracted more glances than any

other article in the April number. It

has a sort of fascination for the unfor-

tunate females, who there see themselves

distorted, as you have seen people

amuse themselves with a cracked look-

ing-glass. There is a taste of the hor-

rible, in seeing ones self with half a head,

or no arms, or with waist and shoulders

annihilated. " Social circle," is such a

defaced mirror, a collection of bits of

truth, and blank spaces, where you can

sec quite through it, and observe be-

hind it, the unhappy author, making

faces in propria persona.

" The evil (woman's degeneracy), con-

cerns us not personally ; it only annoys

our sensibility for the time ; our pur-

poses and interests, present and future,

arc utterly indifferent of its existence."

Poor fellow !
" Once there was a fox,

ve-iy hun-gry, who went in-to a gar-

den where hung some nice ripe grapes,

high up ; so, when af-tcr a great deal

of jump-ing, he found he could not get

a-ny, he went a-way, and said they were

all sour ;" " and he was utterly indiffer-

ent to their existence."* L'ut, my dear

sir, why abuse us all, because one tr< a

ed you rather badly. " Now, you strike,

like the blind man, t'vras the boy stole

your meat, and you beat the post." It

is not Fanny's fault if Louisa didvix,

"she could not reciprocate any feelings

buttho.se of friendship." Besides, in as-

suming " the willow," why attempt to

hide it under a nettle. Dear sir,

think better of it ; don't talk in this

way; our "caprices" are not so very

" silly." I dare say, Louisa could give

a very good reason for her decision.

At all events, don't think of such a

thing as " tasking all of us with stem
lessons of obedience, to conquer the

wills that refuse to know their duty."

(We should like to sec you try it, bv

the way.)

Dear Messrs. Editors, [ am afraid I

have taken up too much of your valu-

able time already. But in \\..-^ days,

when in ev< it periodical, newspaper,

magazine and quarterly, a prominent

place is given t<.. treatises of all grades

of excellence, on " Woman's Sphere,"

and " Female Influence :" the ladh a

cannot help wishing now and then, to

take the pen in their own hands. " An
oak, with but one green leaf, would

have answered him."

I leave the pathetic address to a

" Modern Belle," to be answered by a

Belle. Please present the united com-

pliments of the fair sex, to the author of

"Social circle," and say that one of the

" things he weeps to speak," contem-

plates a few remarks to him, as soon as

it may reasonably be supposed that ho

has had his cry "lit. Meanwhile, the

rest of us " damnable tawdry instru-

*' Easy Reading Lessons " Part 1st.
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ments," propose to return late to Hea-

ven instead of " fretting out a short ex-

istence under the tortures of artificial

restraint." May our shadows never be

less !

Mary, Harriet, Jane, Polly, and all

the others desire their best love to the

accomplished editors of the N. C. U.

Magazine.

With sentiments of respect and ad-

miration,

I remain, gentlemen,

Your constant reader,

" Una/'

ON THE DEATH OF THOMAS MOORE.

Oh ! the sweet bard of Erin, has sunk to his

rest,

Like some bright star of night, going down in

the West

;

Byron, Shelly and Scott, like bright meteors

passed by,

And left him alone, the last star in the sky.

Like his " Last Rose of Summer," he has long

' bloomed alone,

Whilst his bright kindred spirits have faded and

gone

;

But he's left now, no longer, to pine on the

stem— i

Where his loved ones are sleeping, he rests

there with them.

But his memory shall live on, through long dis-

tant years,

And his sadly sweet songs, shall melt hard

hearts to tears

;

Oh! the bright rose and daisy, shall bloom

o'er his tomb,

And the tear-willow droop its long boughs in

sad gloom.

For the gifted has fallen, the bright bard laid

low,

And o'er his cold bosom, the sweet violets

grow

;

" Requiescat in pace," till thy comrades arise,

Then join them triumphant with songs in tbe

skies.

E.H.
Henrico, Va.

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
Is pursuance to the custom generally

adopted, we will take the above named

gentleman for a text, and after having

said everything/ora^rrc, to the subject we

can think of, will make a few remarks

about the poet, and close the article.—

For this mode of procedure, we certain-

ly have high precedents. Turn to the

Foreign and American Reviews and you

will find a list of books with their pub-

lishers' names announced; and what

you imagine a criticism upon the works,

will be found, upon examination, the

editor's sentiments upon the same sub'

ject, but entirely irrelevant to the books

before him. We shall make no objec-

tion to this method, for it is probably

equally beneficial with any other; but

one thing is certain, that a general spir-

it of criticism has been engendered,

which has ample food for nourishment.

Its beginning may be marked at an

early period of boyhood, and thence

traced to the verge of existence. It

matters very little what the question

under consideration is, or what amount

of information the critic has, he pro-

nounces his convictions and declares his

opinions with a decision not to be gain-

sayed.

But let us begin at the origin. A
stripling is sent to school and initiated

into the misteries of Latin Grammar.

—

Either from incapacity or laziness, he

neglects to recite with accuracy, and the

consequence is, gets a flogging. No
sooner is his preceptor's back turned,

than he begins a running comment

amid his sobs, upon Latin and all other

grammars, interspersed with epithets by

no means flattering to the teacher.

—
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And from that time forward he is in fa-

vor of abolishing the lash, and becomes

an enthusiastb admirer of the "moral

suasivesystcm ;" nor can he conceive of

what use it will be to become prolicient

in a dead language.

Every Sunday he is compelled to at-

teud church and repeat the text upon

his return home. He takes down the

chapter and verse, that he may refer to

it and then abandons himself to his rev-

eries. Whilst the divine is trying to

enforce his moral precepts or drawing

metaphysical distinctions, he is thinking

of Saturday's sport or quietly taking a

nap. By the time the ceremonies are

over he is thoroughly tired and perhaps

feels a yearning for dinner, and with his

mind thus biased he unhesitatingly pro-

nounces his disapprobation of the whole

proceedings, and thus it is, a dislike for

sermons is often begotten, which is not

thrown off in more mature age. But

the human mind is progressive.

The impetus so early received, con-

tinues until he comes to speak of, and

point out the particular beauties of

Pope's Don Juan, Shakespear's Lady at

Lyons, Byron's Essay on Man, Butler's

Paradise Lost, and various other works.

And to your surprise he will tell you

that Shakespear wrote excellent Greek,

and Dr. Johnson, (old Dr. Sam,) is a

near neighbor and intimate acquain-

tance of his. This last will, by many,

be thought a creation of the fancy, and

a vain attempt at wit ; but we can as-

sure them it is neither, but " stubborn

fact ;" and the perpetrator has gone

lorth to astonish the world as he has

frequently done the University.

This reminds us of another occurrence,

or rather literary feat, which took place

not long since. A stripling declared ho

had lead Pope's February and May,

and what was more, could repeat the

whole of it. A friend standing by, not

having so high an opinion of his attain-

ments, offered to bet him that he could

not ; which he declined. His friend

then offered to lay a wager he could

not repeat a hundred lines—then fifty
;

both of which were declined. At last

he told young hopeful that he could not

repeat correctly two lines. The bet was

closed with alacrity ; animation suffused

the countenance of the latter; triumph

beamed from his eye, when in a firm

and composed voice he exclaimed :
"

death, where is thy sting, O grave,

where is thy victory !"

" O tempora ! O mores !" But ac-

cording to our plan we are digressing.

We said above that flogging and bad

recitations on Latin grammar made boys

in favor of the abolition of the former,

and gave them a distaste for the classic*.

Now this is an age for theorising.

Theories of government, religion, phy-

ics, and many others are sent forth dai-

ly, which always remain theories. Wo
will not dignify our remarks so much as

to call them theories, but only surmises.

Who can say but that flogging at school,

and thus making boys opposed to that

exercise, has given some most eloquent

speeches to Congress in favor of abol-

ishing flogging in the Navy ] And we

may ask with propriety the B8BM quo*--

tion, about the classics. Who knows

but what it is owing to the same cause

that we hear men of all ages, frequently

say they do not see the necessity of

studying Latin and Greek—dead lan-

guages. That the same time had bet-

ter be spent in acquiring practical knowl-

edge.
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But let us proceed with these sur-

mises. Who knows hut that being

compelled to listen to dry sermons, re-

peat texts, get cold dinners, and so forth,

have sent many a lad in the way of in-

fidelity ?

We shall endeavor next, to account

for the fact that reviewers put down a

iist of books to prevent abruptness, and

then write an essay and not a review.

The fact is, that obscurity has become

the chief ornament of style. Many

writers of our day collect a few Iruisms,

throw them into disorder, envelope them

in affected phraseology, and send them

to the world as new and startling truths.

They do not lack encouragement, for "in

every nation of readers, there will al-

ways be some whose intellectual life is

set, more or less, on the key of omne

ignotum pro mirifico. Thei"e will al-

ways be some whose appetites demand

a seasoning so keen, that clearness, con-

nexion, and sobriety of thought, will

seem but weary dullness." This we as-

sert in all sobriety, but the following

explanation may be accepted or not.

Owing to the obscurity and affectation

we have referred to, reviewers are una-

ble to detect the meaning of many au-

thors and consequently they have to do

the best circumstances will allow.

But we must hasten on or else we

will have so much connexion in our re-

marks that we shall lose sight of our

model.

After showing that the mania for

criticism is irresistible, we are in hopes

that we will be excused for calling at-

tention to one who so justly deserves it

as Dr. Holmes. It may look a little

presumptive in doing this, because we
imagine that he has not wanted reviews

of his poems, and favorable ones too.

But we have reason to believe that he

is little read within the circulation of

this periodical, and therefore we want

our subscribers no longer deprived of

the pleasure of such an acquaintance.

If there is one department of literature

approximating to perfection, it is poetry.

Our times are so eminently utilitarian,

that it requires something extraordinary

in this line, to meet with success and

eclat.

We have occupied so much space by

our preface, we have but little room for

comments upon the poems, and shall

therefore select a few, by which our

readers can form their own judgment.

It will be seen they are characterised

by clearness, vigor, humor, and a felicity

of expression and aptness of compari-

son, seldom found blended. We think

his comic pieces decidedly the best,

though his more serious ones are not

wanting in any of the elements of poetry.

But we keep our readers in suspense.

We advise all who have not the vol-

ume to purchase and read them at once,

for our specimens below, may not be

very judicious.

To secure the approbation of the fair

sex, in behalf of our poet, we will just

give a poem addressed to our Yankee

Girls

:

Let greener lands and bluer skies,

If such the wide earth shows,

With fairer cheeks, and brighter eyes,

Match us, the star and rose.

The winds that lift the Georgian's veil,

Or wave Circassia's curls
;

Wait to their shores, the sultan's sail,

Who buys our Yankee girls !

The gay grisette, whose fingers touch,

Love's thousand chords so well

;

The dark Italian, loving much,

But more than one can tell.

\
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And England's fair-haired, blue-eyed dame,

Who binds her brow with pearls
;

Ye who have seen them, can they shamo,

Our own sweet Yankee girls ?

And what, if court or castle vaunt,

Its children loftier born

!

Who heeds the silken tassel's flaunt,

Beside the golden corn !

They ask not for the dainty toil,

Of ribboned knights and earls

;

The daughters of the virgin soil,

Our free-born Yankee girls.

By every hill, whose stately pines,

Wave their dark arms above,

The homo where some fair being shines,

To warm tho wilds with love.

From barest rock to bleakest shore,

Where farthest sail unfurls,

That stars and stripes arc streaming o'er

—

God bless our Yankee girls !

The harmony and melody of these

verses are equaled only by their truth-

fulness. And, that they are true, we

have only to recollect that a bigoted

Englishman, in a work on America, has

admitted, that the American women
are superior in beauty, to the English.

The next we select, is one entitled,

"My Aunt :"

My Aunt ! my dear unmarried aunt

!

Long years have o'er her flown
;

Yet still she strains the aching clasp,

That binds her virgin zone.

I know it hurts her, though she looks,

As cheerful as she can
;

Her waist is ampler than her life.

For life is but a span.

My Aunt ! my poor deluded aunt

!

Her hair is almost gray;

Why will she train that winter curl,

In such a spring- like way?
How can sho lay her glasses down,
And say she reads as well,

When, through a double convex lens,

She just makes out to spell.

Her father—grandpapa ' forgive,

This erring lip its smiles

—

Vowed she should make the finest girl,

Within a hundred miles.

He sent her to a stylish school,

'Twas in her thirteenth June
;

And, with her, as the rules required,

" Two towels and a spoon."

They braced my aunt against a board,

To make her straight and tall;

They laced her up, they starved her down,

To make her light and small

;

They pinched her feet, they singed her hair,

They screwed it up with pins
;

! never mortal suffered more,

In penance for her sins.

So, when my precious aunt was done,

My grandsire brought her back ;

(By daylight, lest some rabid youth,

Might follow on the traek).

" Ah !" said my grandsire, as he shook,

Some powder in his pan,

" What could this lovely creature do,

Against a desperate man !"

Alas ! nor chariot, nor barouche,

Nor bandit cavalcade,

Tore from the trembling father's arms,

His all-accomplished maid.

For her, how happy had it been !

And Heaven had spared to me,

To see one sad, ungathered rose,

On my ancestral tree.

The above is an admirable hit a;

some of the fashionable schools, whose

principals advertise to make " walking

encyclopedias" of young Misses hi tie'

shortest possible time, and send them

forth, in reality, with confused ideas,

of a good many things, and a great

• leal of sickly sentimentality. Fathers,

who expect to make "great matches"

for their daughters, may learn a lesson,

too. Thus far we have selected, with

a reference to our female friends.

The next is of a more serious cast, and

wo choose it, not because i; isthebesl

ofita kind, but on account of its length,

for it. is a pity to mar tluse versos,

by giving extracts only

—
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DEPARTED DAYS.

Yes, dear departed, cherished days,

Could memory's hand restore,

Your morning light, your evening rays,

From Time's gray urn, once more.

Then, might this restless he art be still,

This straining eye might close
;

And Hope, her fainting pinions fold,

While the fair phantoms rose.

But, like a child in ocean's arms,

We strive against the stream,

Each moment farther from the shore,

Where life's young fountains'gleam.

Each moment fainter wave the fields,

And wider rolls the sea
;

The mist grows dark—the sun goes down

—

Day breaks—and where are we 1

But let us return to the comic. It is

certainly our poets favorite, and we be-

lieve the same of our readers. Below

are three verses of

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Where, O ! where, are the visions of morning,

Fresh as the dews of our prime 1

Gone, like tenants that quit without warning,

Down the back entry of time.

Where, ! where, are life's lilies and roses,

Nursed in the golden dawn's smile 1

Dead as the bulrushes round little Moses,

Oh the old banks of the Nile.

Where are the Marys, and Anns, and Elizas,

Loving and lovely of yore 1

Look in the columns of old advertisers,

Married and dead by the score, &c, &c.

One more extract, and we will leave

this delightful volume. We select this

last for the sake of the younger mem-

bers at college

—

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER.
There was a sound of hurrying feet,

A tramp on echoing stairs
;

There was a rush along the aisles,

It was the hour of prayers.

And on, like ocean's mid-night wave,

The current rolled along,

When, suddenly, a stranger form,

Was seen amidst the throng.

He was a dark and swarthy man,
That animated guest

;

A faded coat of bottle green,

Was buttoned round his breast.

There was not one among them all,

Could say from whence he came
;

Nor beardless boy, nor ancient man,
Could tell that stranger's name.

All silent as the sheeted dead,

In spite of sneer and frown,

Fast by a gray-haired senior's side,

He sat him boldly down.

There was a look of horror flashed,

From out the tutor's eyes
;

When all around him rose to pray,

The stranger did not rise !

A murmur broke along the crowd,

The prayer was at an end
;

With ringing heels and measured tread,

A hundred forms descend.

Through sounding aisle, o'er grating stair,

The long procession poured,

'Till all were gathered on the seats,

Around the Commons board.

That fearful stranger ! down he sat,

Unasked, yet undismayed
;

And on his lip, a rising smile,

Of scorn or pleasure, played.

He took his hat and hung it up,

With slow but earnest air
;

He stripped his coat from off his back,

And placed it on a chair.

Then, from his nearest neighbor's side,

A knife and plate he drew
;

And, reaching out his hand again,

He took his teacup too.

How fled the sugar from the bowl

!

How sunk the azure cream !

They vanished like the shapes that float,

Upon a summer's dream

.

A long, long draught—an outstretched hand,

And crackers, toast and tea

;

They faded from the' stranger's touch,

Like dew upon the sea.

Then clouds were dark on many a brow,

Fear sat upon their souls,
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And, in a bitter agony,

They clasped their buttered rolls.

A whisper trembled through the crowd,

Who could the stranger be 1

And some were silent, for they thought,

A Canibal was he.

What, if the creature should arise,

For he was stout and tall

;

And swallow down a suphomore,

Coat, crows-foot, cups and all

!

All sullenly the stranger toso ;

They sat in mute despair
;

He took his hat from off the peg,

His coat from off the chair.

Four freshmen fainted on the seat,

Six swooned upon the floor ;

Yet, on the fearful being passed,

And shut the chapel door.

There is full many a starving man,

That walks in bottle green

;

But no more, that hungry one,

In Commons Hall, was seen.

Yet, often at the sunset hour,

When tolls the evening bell

;

The Freshman lingers on the steps,

That frightful taloto tell.

The slow and solemn metro of these

verses, contrasts admirably with the

contents, and thus heightens their ef-

fect. Whoever has a taste for the lu-

dicrous and spicy, will appreciate this

volume. And we advise, especially all

hypochondriacs and melancholy people,

to get it. Burton's Anatomy of Mel-

ancholy, may answer the same pur-

pose, in a measure ; but this is a speci-

fic—infalible. As a mark of its popu-

larity, the book has passed through se-

veral editors, and has been re-published

in England,

Why is a philanthropist like and old

horse?—Because he always' stops at the

sound of woe.

WHEELER'S HISTORICAL
SKETCHES OF NORTH
CAROLINA.

" I have been for many years, in hours

" of leisure, been engaged in collecting

" documents and facts, relative to tin:

" early history of my native State.

" As the material increased on my
" hands, and the time has come when

" the results of my labors arc to be prc-

" sented to the intelligence and favor of

" my countrymen, I feel, unaffectedly,

" how inadequate I am for such a task.

"My labors, however, may have one

" effect : they may assist and inspire some.

" abler hand to undertake and complete

"this work, now so hesitatingly eom-

" menced."

These are the first words of the book,

and fitly express the author's modest

opinion of his own undertaking.

We are sorry to think that its claims

have not been appropriately presented

to the public attention. Some of flic

most intelligent citizens of the Stat.",

have abundantly exposed its egregious

defects, and chastised the author for the

extravagant pretensions and unsatisfuf-

tory performance of his weak. But they

have been greatly delinquent, in not

representing at the same time, with thai

particular emphasis which the ease de-

mands, the essential benefit, he has oei

ertheless conferred upon the State, by

publishing, even in his imperfect and

uncandid manner, a large collection of

important statistics and invaluable do,

timents, not accessible before, which it

was simply discreditable to North Car-

olinians not to possess. The true courae,

then, for every judicious friend of the

State, is to favor the sale of the book,
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notwithstanding its faults, until a better

appears ; since blank ignorance is al-

ways a deeper stigma, and a more deplo-

rable evil, than partial and inaccurate

knowledge. Whether it be not better

done as it is, than not done at all, should

be the only question to determine its

patronage ; and this is easily answered

by another—if it is better to have no

wheat, than a pile mixed up of various

qualities, some rare and precious indeed,

but requiring a little pains and patient

endurance of the dust to separate ar.d

winnow.

The truth is, that we have no right in

this matter, to despise the day of small

things ; and the production of this

book, is itself a vastly better feature of

the times, than the measure of indul-

gence and avidity with which it has

been received. How has it affected the

actual condition of things ? Had we

auy book whatever before, of which

even the existence was known to the

mass of our reading population, on the

subject of our history, either in whole

or in part? Why we on rselves could

not have vouched for more than a hand-

ful of copies extant, of Martin and Wil-

liamson, and Jones' Defence, besides the

lately published sketches of North Car-

olina, by Rev. Wm. Henry Foote, de-

signed only to illustrate the Presbyte-

rian church in her borders. Whatever

amount of information a few public men
might have gathered up for themselves,

the people of the State at large were

virtually in the same condition, as if

those clumsy and meager narratives had

not been written.

And iK>w, what sort of a condition

was that ' When every man knew lit-

tle or nothing of his native State, beyond

what the public transactions of his own
day, and the necessary accidents of his

life might compel him to learn. Small

development, could such as these impart

to the generous pride and love of coun-

try, the noble and manly virtues of the

soul. Born in a State, old, stagnant,

and without traditions for him, Avhat

could the young North Carolinian do?

What character could he form—what

expansion of a high, genial, and intel-

lectual nature obtain ? The blood of an

energetic race boils in his veins ; the

echoes of fame from the neighboring

States—the noise of their enterprise and

progress, resound continually in his ears
;

his mind is conversant with the glories

of their renown—perhaps caught with

the fire of the ancient classics, and the

standard literature of his mother tongue,

the teachings of evangelical religion have

enlarged his philanthrophy, and the

mighty spirit of the ao-

e is upon him. In-

stinct with impulses like these, he arrives

at the age of manhood, and looks around

him for a field of action, commensurate

with the career of distinction, they inspire

him to run, and the measure of usefulness

he feels qualified to achieve. Not how-

ever in North Carolina does he expect to

find it, and his expectation is but seldom

wrong. Here are few examples before

his eyes, of well applied and appreciated

talents, rewarded with proportionate for-

tune and fame. No monuments or re-

cords attest the merits of those master

spirits and bands of worthy men, whose

sagacity and heroism achieved our liber-

ties, and bequeathed to us the present

good constitution of things. He knows

not what sublime exertions of genius

and virtue have ever distinguished our

soil. Other States of the Union, have
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made their own glorious traditions, "fa-

miliar strains, as household words," in

the mouths of men, causing the world

to admire and remember them too ; but

North Carolina, for any available pur-

pose to him, possesses them not. Her

great men and their great deeds alike,

to the most of her own sons, are in an ac-

tual oblivion. In a word, the sentiments

of especial pride and affection for the

State, become almost extinct within him,

going out for want of the elements on

which to feed. She has been as an ob-

scure, and meek, and unaspiring parent.

Depressed and derided, she does nut so

much as defend her own just title to

respect. She fosters not the material

interests, nor the dear-bought reputation

nor the filial affection of her sons : nei-

ther incites them to enterprise, nor by

displaying her jewels, assures them of

their rightful dignity as her children.

Such, we say, is .the contemplation

of young ambition within her limits.

And the results.

But we were talking about Colonel

Wheeler's book, and had set out to com-

ment upon its deprecation by other-

;

those who have attacked it with so much

malice and ridicule through the press

particularly, rather than to revive the

office of invidious criticism in ourselves.

That its plan is a good one. nobody

denies. ItsobjecLs—Oh, how suprem

ly grateful must be any thing within the

scope of its objects, any modicum of

foot and truth, to the rising generation,

in whom "the genial current of the

soul " lias not been frozen up, by long-

inexperience and despair of the seuti-

ni'iit. never brought home with living

effect by present events, that they t""

have a country, and a glorious country.

Like the joy of young manhood's first

love, would be to us the delight of read-

ing a good history of North Carolina.

She is our mother after all, and if she

has not done the most for us, we will

strive to do all the more for her. We
cannot leave her, nor forsake her ; for

some endearing charms she has at'least,

universally accredited, and of transcend-

ent value. She is honest and amiable

—pre-eminently, characteristically, the

good Old North State. Oh, we were

born with a tender heart ; tenacious too

of its strong attachments. We can give-

up wealth and glory cheerfully, gladly,

for love, and we will toil and be ashamed

of no honest shift, to improve the lot of

those we love. So affectionate and

magnanimous are we. that—not to die,

for that is easy, and what any one might

do—but to live a life of patient sell'-de-

nialand mortification of our vain per-

sonal wishes, for the sake of family,

friends and country, is the very distinc-

tion which above all others we would

choose to have. It is in such a spiril

that North Carolina must besorved. In

no other spirit, can the work of placing

her in an equal ratio <•; respectability

and progiess with her sister States be

ever accomplished, and we are thankful

for it. If it lie now a sublime mission

of labor and love, to which her sons ore

called, it will do them good. A \-.\-

true men. we hope, it. will cause to be

reared up, mindful of their duties to

others, moderate in their own d -

pure and devol d t" the pursuit of '-no-

ble ends by noble means." intellectual

and moral may come to supply any de-

!'
t of material weal til—but 4o arc di-

gressing.

A good biston would animate at
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greatly in our course ; sustain us, when

disposed to flag
-

, by the example of the

sufferings, toils and sacrifices endured

by our fathers, in converting this fair

land of our inheritance from that which

it has been to what it has now become
;

by showing how the rapacity of the pro-

vincial government, more haughty and

oppressive in this than the other colo-

nies, was met by them with an earlier,

manlier and more intrepid resistance,

until by a persevering fortitude, at that

time without a parallel abroad, it was

at length overcome by keeping alive the

remembrance of their eminently meri-

torious and brilliant share in the Revo-

lution—together with all the various

and successive proofs of their deliberate,

patient, and devout willingness to strug-

gle against the greatest odds and dis-

couragements, to purchase for us a

goodly heritage. By unfolding to each

individual and section, his relations to

thereat, and to whatever objects of com-

mon enjoyment and desire, all would

more cordially and effectively unite, in

the pure purpose of promoting the com-

mon weal. To partake of the same

proud, or at the least, to have any

sweet recollections ofhome and kindred,

and neighbors and country, refines the

happiness of persons and societies in ten

thousand ways and in indefinite degrees.

It does this purely by the effect of that

great law of humanity, which makes

natural love and mutual sympathy, ac-

cording to the nearness of men's rela-

tions to each other, the source of morals,

the essence of happiness, and the pre-

cise basis of society itself. As the ful-

filment of this law, s'o is the wholeness

or distemper and deformity of the soul

;

for we have not studied the facts of lan-

guage, without tasting of its philosophy,

and we remember that the Romans ex-

pressed the state of perfect health, by

the adjective integer, and that the lov-

er's experience is usually told in the

saying, that the long sought and found

at length, other, better, half of himself,

has made him whole. By the necessi-

ties of nature, the history of one's own

commonwealth, forms the most delight-

ful and important department of litera-

ture. Without it, the heart suffers a

void, the character a distortion, and the

life of a citizen, in his relations as such,

a disappointment of its aims, exactly as

a man, without the knowledge of his

family, suffers from the want of its

memories and honors, its endearments

and benefits.

Regarding the State of North Caro-

lina as a larger family, such was the

situation of its members, which the ad-

vent of Col. Wheeler's book was ex-

pected to relieve. Its announcement

was like the harbinger of a joyful crisis

of improvement, about to be realized at

last. And in the light of all the pre-

ceding reflections, such a publication, at

a time of such destitution as ascribed,

could not fail, in spite of many errors

and imperfections, to ameliorate largely

the case in which it found us. Merely

to awaken the consciousness of our

State, to break its lethargy, and invite

attention to the prospect of better things

in reserve, awaiting only the energy of

our own wills to lay hold of and enjoy,

imparts a triumphant gain to the body

politic and corporate. But incontesta-

bly, it has done more than this
;
posi-

tively contributed much to the substan-

tial uses and charms, which any work

of history supplies. Piercing the shad-
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ows of the past, and enlarging the view

of the present, with many broad beams

of light, it opens to the patriot numer-

ous glimpses here and there, by which

his spirit is rendered less forlorn.

But alas ! for this evil and perverse

generation, whoso inglorious lethargy

has entailed a proverbial reproach upon

the State ; overcharged with the sensi-

bilities of wounded pride, and yet cal-

lous to the impulses of an active and

enthusiastic patriotism. In perfect char-

acter has been the conduct of those who

should have been foremost to further

the cause, and enhance the utility of

the enterprise before us. A most

liberal expenditure of his time and sub-

stance has been made, by a native citi-

zen, more adventurous and public spir-

ited than the rest, to supply the young

men just coming upon the stage of ac-

tion, and succeeding to the care of North

Carolina's interest and happiness, with

a portion of that knowledge, which to

them is a peculiar and importunate need

;

he has furnished reminiscences refresh-

ing to all, which increase, as they are

known, both our pleasures at home and

our consideration abroad
;
yet, acknowl-

edging no thanks for the real merits of

the service,
;

ts shortcomings only have

been denounced, and with malignant

ridicule and scorn, by men whose high

positions and attainments make them

exponents of the popular feeling and

opinion upon this and similar subjects.

This intemperate zeal to vindicate a

sense of the ill-execution of his work in

certain respects, while no discriminative

and appropriate gratification is discov-

ered on account of the actual good he

has done, betrays the very principle of

action, which has so long retarded the

improvement of the State. It is easier

to croak about misfortunes, than to en-

gage in arduous and benevolent under-

takings to surmount them ; easier to

refer them with a passive resignation to

destiny, than to brave the very humble

and difficult beginnings of recuperation.

The sorest evil, which afflicts North Car-

olina, is the seemingly settled convic-

tion which prevails, that things could

not be better ; the impossibility of ex-

citing great expectations, in order to

animate her people to make great en-

deavors. Her old men and middle-

aged, appear to be so in love with their

long-accustomed inactivity, as to feel

actually indifferent and skeptical about

the benefits of a change. And, worse

even than all, will take pains to damp
the generous ardor of the young, and

to reconcile them to the desponding

views and inert temper of their fathers.

Witness the consoling admonition of

Fitz Van Winkle, that every country

must become exactly what its geograph-

ical advantages will enable it to become,

and the intimation accordingly, that

North Carolina had better pursue " the

noiseless tenor of her way," in harmony

with an humble and unfavored lot, than

provoke only the greater pity and con-

tempt, by occasional spasmodic and fu-

tile contentions with her fate. Witness

also his appeal to the " youths " ofChap-

el Hill, whom by that word he distinct-

ly invoked, to come to the rescue of

such old-school benefactors and patriots

as himself, and unite in applying the

" scorpion scourge " to an author who

has given us so much that is pleasing to

learn of our native State, and which no

gentleman of more classic taste and a< -

complished literary qualifications has

otherwise taken the trouble to provide.
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We are proud to remind the public,

that none of the " Chapel Hill wits and

reviewers," so addressed, have yet res-

ponded agreeably to the call. Though

not less anxious for the literary reputa-

tion of the State, we are disposed much

more to prize the propagation of the

knowledge which mates her better

known and valued as she really is. Far

better is he, in our esteem, who, for this

purpose, has made known facts which

were not known before, and accelerated

the epoch of still greater acquisitions,

than those fine wits and rare belles-

lettres scholars, whose endowments are

simply so employed, as to obstruct, to

whatever extent, the legitimate benefits

of such a labor. The presiding genius

of this University has not prescribed to

us the mission of running down as pat-

riotic game, a collection of useful mate-

rials for the future historian of the State,

because the author has failed in the gra-

ces of rhetoric, and in perfect accuracy

and impartiality. There is enough in

the compilation, wholly independent of

his particular authorship, to make it

much more precious than its cost, to all

who feel a becoming interest in its pur-

pose. And we are not afraid that all

which is authentic and of good report,

will not predominate over the effect of

Ool. Wheeler's literature upon North

Carolina.

Older and more resposible persons,

however, have acted precisely as if they

were. Perhaps this difference of senti-

ment is owing, in part, to the fact, that

we are not of that age and importance,

to feel a personal interest in the bio-

graphical department. No, indeed, he

has not slighted us. But could any

man invent a task of greater difficulty

and delicacy, more certain to make a

multitude of enemies and extremely few

friends, than to publish in juxtaposition

the memoirs of so many public charac-

ters ? Verity, Col. Wheeler, between

the fires on every side of such a busi-

ness, it is a wonder that you are not

consumed. Satisfaction in this part of

your work, it was impossible to give,

and entire correctness in any, equally

impossible to attain. The whole plan was

full of difficulty and hazard, and by per-

forming it so well as you have done, you

have deserved well of your country.

(selected.)

TOO LATE TO DINNER.
There is some fervency in the following,

and the theme is one that demands it. The
man who can keep a dinner-table waiting, must
at an early period of his life, have committed
some murder or other, which ho " thought very
little of at the time," but which gradually led

him down through profane swearing, disturbing

a Methodist meeting, procrastination, &c, to

the awful vice of coming " Too Late to Din-
ner :"

—

Lives there a man with soul so small,

Who, summoned to the banquet hall,

Accepts, then does not come ?

Or coming, is so very late

The guests are all compelled to wait.

Wrapped in the darkest gloom

!

If such there be, go ! mark him well,

And never be your dinner-bell

To him a well known sound ;

Never invite him to your board,

For if you do, mark well my word,

He'll always late be found.

Aid me, ye gods ! to curse the man,

If such there be, although I can

Scarcely believe 'tis true
;

Oh ! may his soup be ever cold,

His fish a little bit too old,

His meat burned through and through

!

And when he dies, for die he must,

And mingles with his kindred dust,

Alas ! poor hapless sinner

!

Stop, stranger, as you tread the path,

And read this simple epitaph

:

" Always too late to dinner !"

J. Howard Wainwriget.
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THE ORPHAN GIRL'S LAMENT.
Beneath a weeping willow,

A lovely girl reclined
;

Her silent harp beside her,

With cypress leaves was twined

.

To the sun serenely setting,

A hasty glance she sent,

Then trilled, with trembling fingers,

The Orphan Girl's Lament

:

Dear mother, who seemed ever,

So good, so fond, so mild

—

Return once more to bless me,

Thy friendless, orphan child.

Aias ! thou'rt gone for ever,

Nor e'er will come again,

To smooth, for me, my pillow,

Or ease my bed of pain.

Kind father, who so often,

Did*st take me on thy knee
;

Why hast ihou left me all alone,

With naught to comfort me ?

In thy last fleeting moments,

I placed me by thy side,

You spoke a parting blessing,

Farewell, then said, and died.

Sweet sister—Oh ! where art thou ?

Hast thou, too, left me here,

Bereft of all things earthly,

Save sorrow's glistening tear?

I clasped thy cold, pale neck,

'Till me, away they tore ;

I prayed, but all in vain,

I never saw thee more.

My brother, wil't thou novor.

Return again with me,

To cull the b'ushing primrose.

Which once was dear to thee 1

Oh, no ! I saw them lay thee

In the cold and silent grave,

O'er which the night-breeze wanders,

And the mad'ning tempest's rave.

Is there no balm in Gilead,

Unto the wounded breast 1

Can the bird that's stricken in the storm.

Here find no place of rest 1

No ! naught is left unto mo,

Of all 1 onco bold dear,

So, gently now, I lay mo down,

And breath my life out hero.

The notes no longer lingered,

The echoes died away,

And silence held a moment,

Her lone and dreary sway.

But soon a passing zephyr,

The quiet to dispel,

With airy fingers sounded,

The lifeless maiden's knell.

Iphigenia.

A SLIGHT VIEW OF CARLYLEAN
REFORMS.

Among the mental operations which

exalt the dignity of human powers, and

communicate a proud satisfaction and

exquisite enjoyment to thought, specu-

lation undoubtedly stands foremost. The

early and constant indulgence of it suf-

ficiently attests the fact. To explore

the hidden regions of nature, seize hold

of her analogies and compel the utter-

ance of her reluctant truths, have always

possessed a strong attraction for the

labors of the great, and imparted the

happiest tone to human feelings. Most

investigations of this nature aim at a

knowledge of what is to be the final

result of life. Despite the teachings of

every religion, few men have so entirelv

adopted an opinion of human destiny,

as not to depart in some, degree from

the necessary guides of their faith. There

is too vague an understanding of tlte

motives and principles of the creative

will, to give a fixedness of opinion about

its purposes.

An English writer of our age once

very happily remarked, that "mankind

generally form God after their own im-

age." Some readers, prompted by an

" amiable puppyism," have exclaimed

in horror at the bold blasphemy of his

words, but we see nothing so heinous,

as to outdo the ingenuity of its truth.
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It is a fact, in perfect conformity with

the spirit of our times. We are learn-

ing every day to set a supreme value

on tlie practical, and if the act were

feasible, we doubt not the willingness of

man to " scale the heavens," in pure in-

noceucy of search after his sources and

ends. There seems to us to be much

that is valuable in the way of curious

causation contained in the words quoted

above.

Since universality of investigation has

enabled men to contemplate the Deity

with less of " fear and trembling," their

ideas of Godhead, like those of more or-

dinary objects, are of course modified

by peculiar conformations of intellect.

This dependent variety has always been

visible among national and is fast becom-

ing conspicuousamong individual creeds.

The remark then suggests a fact, whose

direct tendency very well accounts for

[he reforming mania which is wrestling

so stoutly with the old opinion of the

world. There are quite as good reasons

for the moral character which belongs

to them. No generation can be perfect-

ly content with the faith and conduct of

its predecessors, and few men of any

age, are satisfied with the natural prog-

ress of morality in conjunction with in-

telligence. The strongest tendencies of

the strongest minds, are decidedly the

moral and deep ; earnest intellects have

generally a kind of passion for the des-

truction of error and vice. Moreover,

sufficient of system has been introduced

into Physics, to warrant fidelity and ac-

curacy of investigation, and most men
consequently place full reliance in reve-

lations therefrom. Reformers are hence

pointing all their exhortations to moral-

ity, and whatever heterodoxy is advan-

ced in material theories, confessedly

proposes a moral result.

It becomes an object of interest, to

sound this torrent of objection and fault-

finding, and determine, if possible, what

in it is valuable, harmless, and dangerous.

It is certainly preposterous, to despise

the enthusiasm, and call its authors

by all sorts of crazy names, for it is un-

doubtedly producing an effect, and if we

pay it no heed now, we may bye-and-

bye, find ourselves, not only very un-

fashionable in opinion, but dangerously

insensible to some grave and well-au-

thorized truths.

We have thought that some of these

innovators have not been very well un-

derstood, or very justly judged, by the

majority of their readers. So, selecting

Mr. Carlyle from the category, we pro-

pose a reconsideration of his doctrines,

even at the risk of having to appeal

from public opinion, to our own convic-

tions. Our acquaintance with his new

school does not'warrant a minute discus-

sion of its tenets. Our knowledge has

been gleaned from the popular speci-

mens of his writings, and, without hav-

ing discovered any comprehensive or

systematic plan on which he proposes to

operate, we hope to have acquired a

correct idea of its general tendencies.

By way of further prelimination, we

will say a- few words concerning his

style. Most readers have been struck

with its novelty. Most also have ob-

jected to what they conceive to be its

studied artificialism and have condemn-

ed the author accordingly. Now, our-

selves have little respect for any absolute

standard in style, and think wherever

its motive is effect, no peculiarity is ille-

gal or objectionable. To us, too, it
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eems more natural than is generally

admitted. It impresses us, as the off-

spring of a deep earnestness, struggling

for utterance and quite unable to con-

vey the energy of its meaning, through

the diction of more moderate feelings.

But we cannot defend it better, than by

reference to its influence, and we find a

tendency to its imitation in present li-

terature, very conclusive, as a proof of

its attractions.

But it matters not what may be the

vehicle, whether Greek or jargon, which

conveys ideas ; it is their truth, not

their phraseology, which affects us.

We arc not disposed to abuse any sin-

cerity which is intelligible.

In estimating the doctrines of our re-

former, we are compelled to acknow-

ledge a difficulty. It is, that they have

no clear outlines. In their native con-

dition, they are too indefinite for practi-

cal application to evils which they de-

sign to remove. The fault, unless re-

medied, is sufficient to destroy their va-

lue, however great ; for, as we before

remarked, the world seems determined

to accept nothing, which is not practi-

cal. Hence, interpreters have arisen

in England, and to little purpose, too,

since they seem to have failed in im-

proving the opinions of American read-

ore. But there seem to us many hints

which practical men defining and per-

haps modifying, may use to immense

advantage. This philosophy is based

on the healthy belief, that the tenden-

cy of all moral and physical laws, is

perfectly good.

All exceptions from their proper rc-

hults constitute the evil of life. The

consequence of such arrangements is,

that success of action is wholly propor-

tioned to our knowledge of, and co-ope-

ration with, these rules of nature. He
asserts confidently, and properly too,

upon his assumption, that all failures in

attempted moral achievements, argue

plainly a use of wrong means ; that is,

such as nature has not appointed for the

work. Now the practice of these doc-

trines seems not so impossible, as merely

difficult from our ignorance of appointed

means. The first demand then is made

upon study, and declares that intelli-

gence must be the first step to every

advance in virtue. Is this a new doc-

trine of morality? No. It has been

insisted on from time to time, since the

days of Plato ; and that wise and vir-

tuous philosopher based his ideas of

government on the assumption, that

knowledge alone could lead to a right

appreciation and practice of virtue.

—

We see then nothing original in the

superstructure, on which our moral ar-

chitect proposes to build. To go a step

farther, Mr. Carlyle seems to have ap-

plied to monarchy the identical maxim

of Plato's republic, and, thoroughly fa-

voring the principle of unlimited power,

would select the "Ao arioios" from the

multitude, and invest him with absolute

authority. These are ancient rules, we

say ; but it is still proper to consider if

their value has not been overlooked.

Most sensible men are disposed

to give a decided preference to the

monarchical form of government, if the

highest degree of human wisdom and

justice could bo scoured in the ruler.

The questions, whether this proper

moral perfection yet exists among men,

and if the fortunate possessor can be

discovered by any sure and invariable

rules of search, must determine its pre
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sent practicability ; and we feel com-

pelled to leave them without discus-

sion.

We return to that principle of obe-

dience to nature, which is recommended

as the only safe security against error.

We are well aware that mankind have

been ordered to observe nature and rea-

son, so repeatedly, by recent writers, as

to have grown weary of the commands.

It has certainly become too much of a

'pet phrase" and is preached by many,

who have no distinct idea of what they

advise, and are unable to define a single

nrecept which they advocate. Nor does

our reformer clothe his counsels in very

intelligible perspicuity. Some of his

thoughts seem either unutterable, or ca-

pable only of vague expression. But

grant us a little attention to the doc-

trine. Obedience to nature. What

does it mean, and how shall it be prac-

tically discharged ? Excuse us for at-

tempting an answer. God assuredly

did not give existence to such a being

as man, without appointing rules of con-

duct for his guidance, able to bring

about a glorious destiny. These rules,

whether general or special, in respect of

time, have a sufficient invariability of

result, to impress upon us a clear idea

of their tone and propriety. An ob-

servance then of how thoughts, words

and actions work out their ends, under

all circumstances and motives, will give

us a series of diverse operations and

consequences, with distinct resemblances

between the good and evil tendencies of

»?ach. If these statistics are presented

to the judgment, it will find little diffi-

culty in perceiving how the bad effects

of vice may be simply the consequence

ot a departure from designed courses

of action, and thus form mere exceptions

to general good.

Here then are the teachings of Na-

ture, recorded in the experience of

man and they contain directions in-

ferable and applicable to any circum-

stance, or condition of life. Histories,

Biographies, and every species of wil-

ting, which is a record of facts, make

up the code of natural laws, and have

been penned to little purpose, if this

best portion of their lessons is neglected.

We suppose most men understand the

instructions of Nature to be the mere

promptings of moral consciousness, but

we must believe that it forms only a

small, if any part of them. If she teaches

only in this manner, human distinctions

between virtue and vices are destroyed
;

for the strongest propensities of many

men are plainly evil, and these should

accordingly be obeyed, in opposition to

the " smaller voices" of love and mercy.

This doctrine of the Reformer then,

illuminated from the clouds and mysti-

cism of his language, appears simple and

practical enough. It is only an exhor-

tation, to abandon the principles which

experience has shown by their effects to

be wrong. He tells us, to search the

past for better guides of action, and, if

found, adapt them though grey with

age, yet novel from the long oblivion to

which neglect has consigned them. If

present principles, are superior to any

which past experience can exhibit, still

do not foster their errors. Correct,

modify, or, if irremediable, originate

others totally new, for these, he tells you,

are not what nature intended, or their

results would be perfect.

Vice, he declares, is an unnatural

quality of man, and therefore he abhors

11
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it with ;i holy ardor. Demolish it,

he exhorts, at all hazards, and, if the

possessor league with the evil which is

in him, hesitate not to crush then) to-

gether ; for he thus becomes a part of

the huge impersonation of wee, and can

claim no fellow-feeling at our hands.

This is stern indeed, and therefore, the

least popular quality of his reform. It

is assuredly too excessive for his times.

Men are not so willing to condemn

themselves. Few men hate vice as lie

does, and he must hence receive but lit-

tie whole-hearted sympathy from the

multitude. His feelings, with all their

stern extravagance may be the proper

kind, but men will not so agree, because

they do not yet feel so forcibly " the

deep damnation of sin." Had we

thought like him, and desired ever so

much to reform men, we would not now

have preached this enthusiasm. He has

been misled by his hopes from the safe

test of his own belief, for men do not

feel authorized by intelligence yet, to

proceed to such extremities.

II is remedies for incorrigible evil,

then will not be used in our generation.'

They may, at some future day, recom-

mend themselves to an improved moral

state of the world ; but they must now

only exhibit one of the frequent exam-

ples, of how reforms will reach beyond

the pntience of men and condemn them-

selves, by being too excessive for the

condition of things.

How comes it, Macaenas, that no per-

son is contented with his condition in

life, whether selected by choice or

thrown in his w;iy by chance ; but is

always praising those who follow a dif-

ferent pursuit ? Houack.

SPEAK THE TRUTH, AND FEAR
NOT.

" No soul can soar too loftily whose aim

Is God-given Truth and bruther lo\c ot man.''

Bavakd Taylor.

To utter upon all occasions and under

every circumstance, what we conscien-

tiously believe to be the truth, is not

only the moral duty of man, but the

welfare of his let interests require it.

And to combat the long entertained idea,

that we should not speak our (rue sen-

timents for fear of < (fending the preju-

dices of a thoughtless world, is my ob-

ject in uniting this a>sertion of 111:11,'-

rights to independence of opinion. To

justify him in disregarding the teach-

ings of education, when he belicv.

principles to be false, and whenever his

opinion is ended fur. to give the whole

truth, should the stare fall. The cal»

and beautiful accents of the mother-,

whispering to her prattling boy of

childish beauty, and the legion of bright

angels breathing in the sic tpii

his infant sister, and keeping watch over

him, the future reward of good children

and horrible fate of the wicked, and many

other beautiful and touching memo

of childhood, live with men through

live, and on account of our reverence tor

them, we often refuse to correct and Mr

knowledge errors rendered sacred ly

early associations. These are the iron

bonds that, chain men to their old er-

rors, these impassions, so soft sodgentle

are the spectres thai haunt- the divanis

of the searcher after nuth, and often

cause him to give up the struggle, whop

he almost gia-ps it. When he recol-

lects the happiness < t' his boy-home and

contrasts it with his present condition,
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he is bewildered at the change. Now,

as all our ideas, beliefs, and prejudices

are the result of education, it is natural

for man to respect and reverence those

teachings,conuected with so many happy

recollections, but his reverence is misplac-

ed when bestowed upon falsities, and

only serves to exhibit the weakness of

man, and his proneness to wander from

the paths of rectitude. There can no

where be found two men who will agree

on every subject. It is then almost re-

duced to a certainty that both are wrong

on some point, and as it is the great end

of all philosophy to reconcile this differ-

ence of opinion, and to settle on the truth,

how can this be accomplished but by

removing this superstitious reverence for

old opinions. The first impressions of

childhood, with all their hallowing in-

fluences, if we would not be the sup-

porters ot false doctrines, must then be

utterly disregarded, and looking upon

the question with the unimpaired light

of reason, try it by that touch-stone,

which the God ofour nature has given us,

and then we may expect better things.

It is only necessary to take a retro-

spect into the past history of man to

see that he is a progressive being. Ever

since the creation he has been advanc-

ing or retrograding. Every year brings

to light some new defect in his creed

and manners that is to be remedied.

—

Then if this unreasonable opposition to

every innovation, whether for good or

bad, be carried out, man must cease to

be progressive, all the splendid dreams

of his future perfectibility are ended,

society arrives at a point, at which there

is a dead pause, he is to live and die

without the slightest hope of remedy-

ing the thousand errors by which he is

surrounded ; he is attached to them for-

ever his whole course since the begin-

ning of his history has shown that he

must progress or relapse. So, if we dis-

courage the Liberalist in his search af-

ter truth, we suppress the most impor-

tant of all discoveries. We can no

where find the history of a nation,

which after making any advancement

in civilization, suddenly pausing in its

career without relapsing into its ori-

ginal barbarism ; every one so soon as

it has arrived at the goal of its great-

ness, has gone the downward road.

—

And yet man with these facts before

him, looks with scorn upon him, who
after lono; and deep study and observa-

tion, discovers a palpable absurdity in

his creed, or a violation of the natural

order in his conduct. These men when
you discover the absurdity and ex-

hibit it in colors too strong to be refut-

ed by reason and fair argument, content

themselves with the authority of anti-

quity, and deny that man has power to

grasp the subject, and assert that God
delights ia making foolish the wisdom

of man.

Does this accord with our ideas of the

Deity's wisdom and goodness, requiring

men to believe what is contrary to every

principle of reason ? The test which he

has implanted in his creature, by which

all his actions are to be regulated. Is

man so perfect that heaven should teach

him to distrust and disregard the only

guide and director of nis conduct ? Is

he so pure that he may surrender him-

self uncontrolled to the dominion of his

passions. It must be evident to every

one that measures so unjust and unwise

could never enter the councils of the

great Supreme, Of all governments
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there can be but one the most perfect,

and of all religious there can be but one

true : yet there are innumerable States

in the world totally distinct in their

forms of government, and as many re-

ligions utterly different in their creeds

and practices, as there are governments.

Besides, each one of these governments

is divided into parties, violently opposed

to each other. And the sects of some

religions are so numerous :md hostile,

as to bring on often, exterminating wars

between themselves, for no other reason

than because they differ in some trilling

points in their general creed. So what-

ever a man's opinion may be, lie is op-

posed by a vast majority of mankind.

Who then is prepared to say unto the

greater portion of the world, your opin-

ions are false, and must not, therefore,

be maintained ; if you think differently

from me, you commit sacrilege in pro-

mulgating your opinion ? Is not this

exactly the ground of the bigot ? And

does he not carry it out in his abomina-

ble principles of intolerance? Have not

all other religions the same claim to

divine origin ? Have they not the same

reverence for customs and beliefs ren-

dered holy by ages of observance by

their sires ? We consider it a religious

duty of the christian to rill their lands

with missionaries
;
yet you scruple not

to put down by any means possible, the

wiser heads, who show still more egre-

gious errors among yourselves. Will you

teach the heathen humility by assum-

ing infallibility to yourselves? Strange

inconsistencies are to be found among

you my friends of universal Gospel

spreading. Will you ever accomplish

your design of universal proselvti>m,

but by setting the example of charity to

those you know to be in error, and giv-

ing those decent show of respect, who
discover absurdities among yourselves

too glaring to be maintained by fair

argument ? Can you ever reconcile tho

thousand different religions but by east

ing aside your bigotry and prejudice,

and pursuing the phantom that flits afar,

nntramelled by superstition, unappalled

by the jeers of fools.

A very pretty pass is this we have

come to, in this our extremely modern,

over-refined, truth hiding manner of rea-

soning; of this our notable era of uni-

versal progress. I have heard it gravely

maintained by those who think them-

selves model reasoners, that one of the

strongest grounds of belief in their

opinion, was the impossibility of re-

moving the faith even of the most ig-

norant believer of their creed. For

whatever arguments you may product

against his grounds, though they may

completely overwhelm him and not by

any means understanding why he does

believe, and is unable to tell you the

first step he took in reaching such belief,

yet after your showing completely the

absurdity of his opinion, he tells you, he

has already been convinced, he don't

know how, and will never stir from his

conviction. Is not this the plainest ex-

ample ofunpardonable bigotry and prej-

udice? Does it not show what we have

been saying, that men mistake their rev

erence, for an opinio)!, for /he truth of

it? Is it not utterly impossible tore

move the slightest error, so long as this

habit is adhered to.- "Age thou art

ashamed." Is this the manner in which

we enlightened mortals of the nine-

teenth century, shut our ears against

truth, and cherish tho blackest falsities
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because other men have told us to do

so ? But now you enquire, where are

all these errors and falsities ? How

can we remedy these, until we find out

what is the error, and what is the truth i

Look around you, my friends, and eve-

ry where you see men disagree. Be.

assured there is an error. These men

think differently on the same subject

;

one side of course must be wrong, and

I am only insisting that they should

consider the subject with the light of

nature, and decide it by the test of rea-

son, pure and unadulterated. For I

must maintain that the days of mira-

cles are past. There are many who

maintain that the truth should never be

published until the world is prepared to

receive it. I would ask those weak

hearts how are we going to prepare

the world for it, if not by boldly de-

claring it to the world, and defying it

to falsify or ignore it ? If these opin-

ions were adopted, the world would in-

deed then be brought to the pause we

so much deprecated in the former part

of this article. The most enthusiastic

panegyrist of man's greatness and good-

ness must admit that there is but one

truth to about ten errors in this fine

world 'f ours. How is it possible to

break down an old opinion, but by sup-

plying a more plausible one ? Should

Galileo have kept his sublime truths

to himself, because the world was un-

prepared to receive them,—opinions so

completely cont.ary to their former be-

lief? Did they not manifest, in the

strongest terms, their abhorrence of

truths, they could not refute ? Did they

not look with some reverence upon the

belief of their fathers, and the lessons

of their childhood ? Yet the most un-

reasonable ofus burn with indignation at

the tale of bitter prosecution they visited

upon the head of the greatest genius of

modern Italy.

Ail the sublimest truths in Theology,

Physics and Metapl^sics have met with

the same intolerance, because men dis-

regard nature and reason, when they

conflict with their preconceived opinions.

But could the dungeons of the Inquisi-

tion smother the splendid truths of its

victim ? Could the thunders of Papal

power and wrath crush the doctrines of

the undaunted Luther ? Their world

wide adoption is a recompense for the

wrongs of their immortal authors.

Then let the world learn wisdom from

the past. Wherever we see an error, let.

us boldly declare it. From the fact

that we reverence it, it does not follow

that it is true. Then, for the future, let

us resolve to throw away the apples of

discord, bigotry, prejudice and supersti-

tion. Let the light of reason and of na-

ture shine upon it, and if it is unreason-

able and unnaturul, then in God^s name

let it go. Truth is always elicited when

the grapple with error is fairly conduct-

ed. YV hen this time comes, we may
join in the hopes of man'., future per-

fectibility. Then will he deserve the ti-

tle of being a rational being. Then will

be crushed forever, the long established

truth-smothering union of church and

State. Men will have seen the folly of

attempting to unite heaven and earth.

The gaunt and hollow corpse of reli-

gious persecution will lay rotting on its

bier of eternal death, while the grim

spectres of her favorite children shall

writhe in horrors, direr far than the lost

spirits who once attuned their harps, to

the praise of heaven's high King. Then
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will be the gol len age of universal con-

cord. Then the millennium of political

harmony, and the spirit of llic martyr,

and philospher rest quietly in its tomb.

The time must come : how soon de-

pends upon the \vt>rl I. If they choose

to defer it by their folly, it will take

years unnumbered, But we may all

rest assured, that truth and justice will

one day prevail. I will close with the

beautiful words of our American Bryant.

" Truth crushed to earth, will rise again, .

The eternal years of God are hers,

But error, wounded, writhes in pain

And dies among his worshippers.
7 '

Cafo.

" A GLANCE INTO THE SOCIAL
CIRCLE."

Some writers seem to be possessed of

an exhaustless store of stale reproaches,

and abusive reflections, on female " weak-

ness and falsehood.'' They ply unceas-

ingly, their small artillery against the

citadel of " Woman's Righte"—invade

with traitorous intent, the sanctum of

the social chyle—and, having basked to

satiety in the sunny smiles of friend-

ship, and received all the expressions of

kindness, that warm and noble hearts

could prompt, come forth, and, with

cynic ingratitude, pour out a flood of

invective against female character. Noi

content with pointing onl the faults of

the \ .. and prescribing reme-

dies for them, they attempt (how vain

an attempt !) to show that woman i<

the vil< t thing <>n earth—that she is

guilty of her own undoing, and the au-

thor of alraosl every calamity that has

befallen the world; denying her even

that indulgence, which weakness claims

at the hands of a generous foe. For,

asserting that she is inferior to man in

mental and physical constitution ; they'

do not give her the ben< tit of this infe-»

riority ; but hold her responsible, not on 1

lyfor what she might, by possibility have

become under existing institutions, but

even for the defects of those institutions.

The absurdity of this, we shall attempt

to show in the se<jii> 1.

Before proceeding farther, we avow

that it is not our purpose to bestow a

panegj ric upon the female Be*. We are

not of those, who hang tie ir destiny on

a woman's smile, and string their hopes

like jewels round her neck, to be sported

with at her pleasure. But moved with

a righteous indignation, and guided by

a sentiment of philanthropy, obeying

what we believe to be a call of justice

and duty, we take our stand as the

humble champion of injured women.

From the days of Pope and Swift,

down to the issue of the last number of

of the University Magazine, female char-

acter has been the favorite theme for the

coarse and humiliating satire of a class

of unenviable writers. Without one

spark of generous feeling toward the

world, or a throb of sympathy for the

against whom their strictures are :,inn d,

they hurl back the shafts of vituperation

from behind the black curtains of misan-

thropy, upon the weaker and only virtu-

ous portion of mankind. Prompted by

their own temper and ft lings, and gath-

i ring from their fruitful imaginat <ns,

the colors to paint a picture to suit th< m
—discarding dispassionate and phikwo*

phi< al inquiry into the facta ofiheci •

they form their partii nlarrepn < ntatiort

of the social < ondition of woman. Or, of

perhaps, stung by the recollection of
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blighted hopes and disappointed aspira-

tions, they seek to take vengeance upon

the whole sex, tor what they choose to

call the follies and vices of a few. In

the firsts outbursts of r;ige, they wrong

them by foul misrepresentations; and

then, to support those misrepresenta-

tions, for consistency 's sake, settle down

into deep-rooted antipathy. So true it

ie, that, " what men deeply injure, that

they deeply hate." *

Leaving the authors of other countries

and times, who have seen fit to gratify

their propensity, fur wit and sarcastic cen-

sure, by exposing the " weaknesses and

vices of woman," let us see whether the

author of " A Glance into the Social

Circle," has been actuated by good feel-

ing, good sense and truth. With regard

to the inadequacy of our systems of fe-

male education, we agree with him to a

considerable extent. It is a mournful

fact, that they are far from being per-

fect, or even as good as we might, in rea-

son expect. The young mind is too

early initiated into the giddy whirl of

fashion, and trammeled by the austere

rules of formality. The corset too soon

asserts its tyranic sway over the respira-

tory regions ; and the girl is taught to

act the woman, even while her light

heart is rebellious against parlor disci-

pline, and her feelings are but those of a

child. -These are faults deeply to be

lamented. But where rests the blame?

With woman, hints our author. He
tells us, in effect, that she is too weak to

oppose the slightest insistence to the

turbid waves of folly and vice—too base,

in her degeneracy, to appreciate or care

for virtue—too mindless to give a pass-

ing welcome to the conclusions of

thought; and yet, that she is capable

of giving form and character to gigan-

tic institutions, in the fashionable and

literary world—of regulating and man-

aging all their intricate workings, and of

turning them into mighty engines of

evil. 0, consistency, thou art a jewel

!

And scarcely to be reckoned among his

virtues.

The most Superficial analysis of his

reasoning, will suffice to convince any one

of his utter disregard of facts, and how

entirely he is guided by distorted feel-

ing. If, indeed, woman exercises an in-

fluence sufficient to give a distinctive

cast to society, which he represents her

as doing, surely she cannot be a weak

and senseless tiling. For philosophy,

as well as observation, teaches us to re-

fer all effects to some adequate operating

cause; and the "degeneracy of the

times," can be the result of none but

the most active influence, wielded by a

powerfully energetic agent. If, on the

other hand, she is a blank in the long

register of actors in the moral world,

she must be at least comparatively inno-

cent. For great criminalities, no less than

important benefactions, imply in their

authors the exercise of vigorous powers.

Hence th« conclusion is irresistible;

that woman's capacities are much under-

rated, or her character most shamefully

misrepresented. Censor must have

studied logic to little advantage ;
or his

inventive genius has devise.' a method

of reconciling and harmonising contra-

dictories, of which we remain in "bliss-

ful ignorance." He dwells with exulta-

tion upon a superiority, which it seems.

he has discovered (and which, we think,

exists only in his fevered brain) in the

women of ancient times over those of

our own. He says he would like " to
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introduce to a ' select party,' some splen-

did specimen ;" and seems to lose him-

self in admiration of the characters of

the Spartan maid and matron. We
would like to see him introduce his

"splendid specimen" to the "giddy cir-

cle," banging with pristine familiarity

upon his arm. For our part, we should

feel some delicacy in doing it. There

is little doubt, that one (/lance at the

"specimen"—one beat of her "warm

heart"—would suffice to rid the "circle"

of all modest ladies, who are acquainted

with the character of the Spartan female,

and leave the undisturbed possession of

the parlor to him and his " adored he-

roine." We would like to see him, the

son of a Spartan mother, receiving the

injunction, " return with your shield, or

ou it." Perhaps he would then learn

the difference between waging a war of

paper missiles, against unoffending wo-

man, and meeting a hardy toe with ar-

guments of steel, supported by the re-

flection that, if he fell upon the field,

his wounds would be examined byfemale

hands, to ascertain whether they were

received on the front or back. We
wonder if the blessed sounds, Sparta,

Iphigenia, Lacedaemon, would then

serve to quell his rising fears—to rouse

a martial spirit in him, and nrge him on

to heroic daring. The man, who with

cool deliberation, institutes a comparison

between the women of ancient Greece,

and those of our country, and pronoun-

ces the former superior to the latter in

all or any of the virtues, graces ami ac-

complishments, which adorn the finale

mind, is guilty of an offence against re-

finement and morality, that cannoteasily

be forgiven. Surely, if be lias ;i soul

within him, the recollection of it, will

mantle bischeeli with a blusli of shame.

In contemplating the character of the

"modern belis," our author abandons

himself to the transports of indignant

scorn and gives vent to his outraged

feelings in the impassioned language of

of poety :

" Woman ! she is a slave—she has become
A thing I weep to speak."

yes ! No doubt he weeps to think

of one, from whose lips has fallen, like

a death knell, upon his ear, the duolite-

ral negative monosyllable in his own
vernacular. She has fallen from heights

of honor, where once she moved an an-

gel in his eyes, to the lowest depths of

infamy, because he could not win her.

He has thence conceived a hostility to

woman, aud "desires no dealings with

her." "But warn her he must." Ah.

haughty spirit ! She, perhaps, desires

as little dealings with thee, and has al-

ready given thee a modest warning.

This is harsh ; but he deserves it. In

friendship, not in anger, we write ; ami

if, from what we say, he will take .

cond warning, our object will be gain...

With a brief expression of our own

opinion on the social condition of w<

man—an opinion founded, we trust, on

truth and reason— we conclude. Re-

male education is .not so wofully defi

cicnt as some persons honestly believe.

The best seminaries now afford an

means of acquiring a liberal knowledge

of most of the useful and ornamental

branches of education. It is tree, -thi

course of instruction is not BO thori

as thai pursued in male institution*.;

wanting entirely or in part many of the

more solid branches of study, which

are so peculiarly adapted to train the

mind for vigorous thought ami pro-
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found, refined investigation. Yet the

walks of literature are thickly strewn

with gems, the sparkling productions

of the female mind. In no department

of letters, considering her opportuni-

ties, has woman failed to succeed be-

yond the most sanguine expectations.

Look, if it be doubted, to the catalogue

of authors. No candid free-thinker,

with this before him, will question, for

a moment, that woman's mind is capa-

ble, not only of high literary attain-

ments, but also of deep, accurate aud

continued thought. It is an honor to

the sex that, shackled as they are and

restrained within the narrow bounds

set them by the fiat of society, some

airy geniuses have escaped to proclaim

to the world that nature's God intended

woman to be the companion of man and

not his slave. But these, we may be

told, are the exceptions, and so they are.

Yet the rule proved by them is the

more certainly true. The opportuni-

ties enjoyed by females, may not be im-

proved as well as they might. But

when we reflect that many alumni of

this University, when they graduate,

could not, upon a rigid examination,

enter the Sophomore class, if their ever-

lasting weal depended on the issue, it

behooves us to lay our hand upon our

mouth and be silent.

But it is for her exercise of a moral

power in the affairs of men, rather than

for her performance of any part of them,

that we owe to woman a debt of love,

respect and gratitude. Abstract from

the councils of State, the camp and all

the conventionalities of life, her heaven-

born influence ; and soon this world would

be a fit dwelling place for the devil and

his ano-els.

'•' O woman, lovely woman ! nature made you

To temper man ; we had been brutes without

you."

Thou art the life and support of the

social system. Thy smiles light up and

smoothe the dark and rugged paths of

life. Be virtuous, as thou art. Be

faithful, as thou hast been, and the ends

of thy being villi be accomplished—thy

mission to earth fulfilled. Ere long the

fetters that bind thee in the vale of in-

feriority, will he broken. Then shalt

thou assume thy. proper station ol dig-

nified equality to man ; and, moving in

thy peculiar sphere, become for him a

help meet indeed. Montalba.

THE COMPARATIVE PLEASURES
OF LITERATURE AND POLI-

TICS.

The mo7-al organization of the Uni-

verse has ever betowed upon the piac-

tice of virtue the highest and most de-

sirable rewards. The testimony of dy-

ing greatness has ever disparaged the

changing plaudits of the popular voice,

and the extravagant praises of an impas-

sionate mob as totally incompetent to

satisfy. man's craving for happiness.

—

The aged statesmen after he has finish-

ed his glorious career, and his brow is

decorated with laurels plucked by a na-

tions hands weeps bitterly that he did

not serve his God rather than pander to

the people's will. He bemoans with

unavailing regret that the boisterous

shouts of fame drowned the unceasing

whispers of his conscience. Not gen-

erally is it thus with him, who has pas-

sed his hours in the quiet shades of a lit-

erary life. Apart from the thrifty pur-

suits of the world, aloof from the seduc-
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tions cf luxury, and free from thesUg

Sons of avarice and the tortures of "vault-

ing anibiiion," he communes in delight-

fill peacefulness with the mightiest

thoughts of the rnightiestof lii.s race. ) >y

the perpetual contemplation of sublime

virtues and magnanimous characters,

his own mind receives ;t strength, a pu-

rity, and calmness, such as is scarcely

attainable by the statesman's distracted

brain. The innumerable host of excel-

lent authors who havestrewed the path-

way of literature with the choicest flow-

ers, as well as protected it by substantial

and towering oaks, make upon him the

most forcible impressions of the qualities

which constitute their greatness. And

by the force of constant association his

intellect sympathises with the vigor of

his illustrious prototypes ; while his heart

imbibes their benevolence and their gra-

cious humanity.

There is one feature in the life of the

man of letters, which even in the ab-

sence of all other distinctive marts, is

sufficient to establish its extreme felici-

ty. Our existence here is so decidedly

probationary, that it is impossible to Be*

lect an avocation, which is not perplex-

ed by numerous enticements t<* some

form of dishonesty. And since virtue

it so inseparable from happiness, and

vice from misery. « 'priori reasoning

would lead us to conclude that, it is the

part of wisdom to engage in that occu-

pation, in which one can the most easi-

ly preserve his integrity forever unsulli-

ed. In the exclusive pursuit of litera-

ture, this desirable condition is realized.

It- allurements to vice are so few, and

its means of happiness are so abundant

that, one can scarcely conceive of morel

depravity creeping in bo blight its pu-

rity. No object but happiness animates

the exertions of the votaries of litera-

ture; no hope of public commendation,

or fear of popular censure excites their

aspirations, or disturb-- the quiet of their

thoughts. But an attrac -

intellect, an unstained chastity of pur-

pose, a sound and discriminating phil-

osophy, give to their characters all that is

venerable and imposing. They may li\e.

as it were, in the light which antiquity

throws upon them, or they may draw

their joys from the inexhaustible founts

of contemporary writers, in a word,

every intellectual want n -rati-

fied, every spiritual craving satiated.

—

Do they become tired of worldly reflec-

tions, and desire to wing their fancies

beyond the usual confines of human

audacity ? Let them follow the heav-

enly bard in his bold sublimities, record*

ing the converse of the august ( rodh< ad ;

or depicting the sullen revenge of the

demons of wrath. Would they medi-

tate upon misery and crime, and weep

over the frailty of their race I then let

them look upon the frightful pages,

which the pen of history writes in blood.

Would they behold romance divested

of her wonted falsehood, and painting

the realities of life? numberless are the

sources to which they may resort.

—

l)«>es a. view of the follies of humanity

till them with despond' my ? then let

them read those master delineations of

mortal life, in which its bright ami heav-

en bom virtues are shown. And la-

deed even casual emotion, every morbid

condition of passion, and all ineffable

pantings o\' the soul, may find sympa-

tic- and sustenance. Le1 us turn an
eyes upon a noble embodiment of lite-

rary attractions. Would you behold a
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moral Titan, combining in his wondrous

composition the harmony of jarring ele-

ments ? I point you to the philosopher

of Lausanne. how imposing was the

grandeur of his intellect! , Dignified by

the noblest thoughts, invigorated by the

learning of a thousand ages, unclouded

by the mists of intemperance, or the

perturbation of sense, his soul was as

worthy of its immortal mission as the

nature of human weakness would allow.

And when the Herald of Eternity sum-

moned him to view its terrible realities,

he obeyed the inxeorable mandate, with

the conscious pride that the Roman Eagle

would chant a requiem to his memory

;

and proclaim aloud, the benefits he had

conferred upon his race. He died the

proudest champion of Literature, vindi-

cating its pre-eminent ability to give

quiet to human cravings, and rest to

man's wearying searches.

What a transition from the charac-

ter of this man to the detestable great-

ness of the projector of the world's

physical philosophy. His was an intel-

lect from which competition fled with

hasty steps ; but his morality, O how

frail and commiserable! No dignity of

mind, no lordly independence of pur-

pose, but an abject slave to the caprices

of a royal court. Recall to mind the

promiuent circumstances in the life of

Bacon. The star of his destiny rose

without a mist or c'ond to dim the

brightness of its shining. Fortune

smiled with benignity upon his promis-

ing efforts, and when his compeers had

attained but little eminence in the sky

of political grandeur, he had run more

than half his course in the heavens of

his singular career. Unsurpassed in the

depth of his legal attainments—foster-

ed by one who had received high hon-

ors at the hands of a noble queen

—

supplied with every means of improve-

ment, and exciting by his astonishing

progress the jealousy of envious con-

temporaries, how spiendfd were the

prospects of this youthful lawyer ! But

alas ! the follies and perfidies of his ma-

ture] 1 years brought unexpected sorrow

to those who watched his growing ge-

nius, and irretrievable disgrace upon his

sometime glorious name. And now

mark the philosophy of his downfall

!

Gifted by nature with a firmness too

weak to resist the glittering allurements

of regal favor, and an ambition rashly

directed, he sought the honors and cor-

rupting emoluments dispensed by the

whims of a haughty monarch.

Not content with the God-like duty

'of prosecuting crime and protecting vir-

tue, he stung like an ungrateful brute

the very bosom to whose generous

warmness he owed his rising greatness.

But, his immorality did not stop with

his ingratitude. Endowed with a keen

discrimination between right and wrong,

he vilely prostituted his native powers

by disregarding the pleas of wounded

innocence, and attending to the pecu-

niary promises of the guilty. His de-

grading avarice blushed not to perpetrate

the most unholy deeds, and inflicted the

most inhuman tortures upon the unfor-

tunate prisoner, from whom he aimed

to extort some fatal expression of self-

condemnation. O money-seeking judge,

to what depths didst thou plunge thy

genius ! Why didst thou, for the sake

of contemptible pittance stifle the touch-

ing cries of justice, and prostitute hu-

manity for the sake of gold. How
came it that not only ingratitude brand.-
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ed thy youthful countenance, but even

judicial corruption swayed thy giant in-

tellect? Does a mournful spirit brood

over the tomb of thy greatness, and

sigh to know the philosophy of thy

ruin? Let it inquire of the genii (if

any there be) which watch the issues of

competition for princely smiles, and the

bewildering enigma is solved. They

will answer—it was b cause Bacon

sought too eagerly the popery of courts

and cowardly quailed beneath the cor-

rugations of a royal brow.

This illustrious example, shows how

corrupting is party intrigue and political

cunning. And it matters not, what

body of men, or if it be the body of a

single man, whose favor you may wish

to elicit, the case is the same. Intrigue

and machinations, are the means used

to conciliate the feelings of the people

or of the king. And the plastic mind

of man, can seldom place a boundary to

their insinuating power of demoraliza-

tion.

Go where the monuments of by-gone

splendor, stand out as awful monitors to

the heedless and selfish career of ambi-

tious statesmen ! What is the solemn

epitaph, which the voice of history

writes upon their faces ? Why do we

see these majestic wrecks of ancient

greatness, so plainly indicative of na-

tional power, that while we view them,

their " ruinous perfection" awes us into

a solemn reverence? Read the inscrip-

tion :
" Political corruption, has deprived

us of our imposing magnificence, and

left us mere witnesses of our once un

rivalled grandeur." This horrid vice.

which statesmen are so likely to embrace.

ha^ consigned its millions to bloody and

premature graves; blighted the hopes

of promising empires, and committed

immeasurable depredations on the rights

of humanity. The consideration of the

past should, therefore, lead us to enter

timidly upon a political career, and ena-

ble us to set a proper value upon the

gratifying eulogiums of the heated pop -

ulace.

TO MISS C OF C .

There is a deep and shady glen,

Between two steep and woody hills,

And through its smooth and fl wing breast.

On run three sparkling little rills.

The wild rose sweet, and lily fair,

And every beautious shrub and tree,

Make beautiful this lovely glen

,

Where oft 1 hie to think of thee.

And when I see the dew-drop's gleam,

And glitter on eaeh bending flower,

They tell me of thine eye's bright beam,

That thrills my soul with magic power.

And when beside my roving feet,

I hear the brooks' low murmuring sound,

It tells me of thy tones so sweet,

Which oft have made my pulse rebound.

W hen e're I see its clear waves dance.

And bright'y sparkle in the light ;

They tell me ot thy smile and glance

Which are to inc as stars to night

!

Whate're I see, brook, flower or tree,

1 look at it and think of thee

—

I think of thee, and «>n my scroll

Love's fiery-crested waters rool,

Like billows of the sea ! N.

PARODY.
Wiiex would-be-wits attempt a hit,

And find their weapon wanting still.

What words can tell that eYr wire writ

—

What tongue can say, how mrnn they feel

The only way their shame to crush.

And hide the anguish they receive,

To cause their comrades' laugh to hush,

And move their pity, is to leave !
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Upon the issue of this, our fourth number,

we deem it appropriate to return our

hearty thanks for the partiality shown us.

For we are like young ladies—very fond

of being noticed. And equally, there de-

volves upon us, the duty of allaying the

severe criticism of those'who have neither

subscribed nor condescended to give our

juvenile productions a passing reading.

With the heat less ferocity of harpies, our

little bantling's enemies have literally torn

us into shreds ; would interpose, for the

honor of the University, in our affairs, and

suppress our publication and have, indeed,

told the world that our " little Maggie,"

is ''gingerbread on the outride ; but more

gingerbread on the inside." Verily, 41 the

lines have failed to us in evil places," since

the good, the great, the learned have cast

us aside. But stay, friends; there was a

monkey once, so mischievous, that a neigh.

bor wanted his master to kill him. His

inclination was completely changed by the

argument that, though very bad. the mon-

key, nevertheless, served to amuse the

children. And, if certain individuals

would attend more closely to the eleventh

commandment, and exercise more liberally

the charity enjoined by the Bible, the

world would be much better, and our

empty heads less sore. Our plea is,

that

" A little nonsense now and then,

Is relished by the wisest men."

Unfortunately, we have not only stirred

up the University pride of learned D. D.'s,

and LL D.'s; but that "Glance into the

social circle," has aroused the Indies with

broomsticks and pot-hooks, worn-out

trowsers, and life-preserving " yarbs," the

lightning flashes of old Xuntippe and the

remorseless thunders of poor, abused

Mrs. Caudle, and in the little sewing so-

cieties, and social gatherings, from wed-

dings to Sunday-school attendances, the

tires of indignation have been kindled, and

we an- the victims. But why so hasty?

If palism-e ai\A quiet, the characteristic vir-

tues of the sex, had been exercised until

now, the spicy letter of our fair corres-

pondent " Una," and the chivalric onset of

the gallant " Montolba," would have saved

you much of anger towards us, and pre-

served the acetic acid that has soured your

tempers for a more important occasion.

On this subject of woman's rights and

social condition, we have already said we
have no disposition to stir up strife. The

little foot of a fair creature has disabused

our mind of their title to angelship and

their many virtues, impel us to estimate

them higher than senseless stones, parlor

adornments.

We arc really rejoiced 1o pee our frienda

coming to our rescue in the way of sensi-

ble contributions in prose. The critique

on Col. Wheeler's History is just such, a

view of that subject as we have long wish-

ed to see. For we are far from thinking

the indefatigable labors of the Col. have

met with their proper appreciation on the

part of the "literary lions," of the State.

Political prejudice and unconquerable Rip

Van Winkle apathy have been instrumen-

tal in sending forth the unkind, false cri-

ticisms of the work. But read the article

and then buy a copy of the work, forwi h

all its errors, it is valuable for family

use.

Our friend " Ichabod," commemorates,

with some feeling, the late destruction of

" Miss Anna Lytics," and shall have i>

hearing in our next issue.

" Tyko," in his " Lines on my Lest Re-

citation in Greek," has been permitted to

fall under our table. The occasion was

affecting, for, though a separation then oc-

curred from apparently one friend only,

we imagine a translation to his study,
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would have exhibited his adieus to a bad-

ly bounnd, old-fashioned work, whose

pa^fs bitre abundant marks of much hand-

ling. But listen to his sad measures, and

judge of his veracity:

" Farewell to thee, my noble Greek,

Tog'-ther long we've travelled
;

Through boyhood's hours and sunny youth,

No more to be unravelled.

How oft beneath some shady oak,

Have I with thee conversed
;

And turned thy page with eager hands,

In ancient love immersed.

How oft the schoolboys lazy dolt"?,

Have euised thee in their wrath
;

But thou unhetdmg passed them by

—

'Oh! tell it not iu Gath.'
"

These doleful lines are, spun out as if

Tyro actually loved the good old lan-

guage, when we doubt, if we judge from

his metre, whether he ever took " tole-

rable."

DlUGE9 and Requiems seem to be the

order of the day. And the fears of our

poets for the rest of" poor Coonie's" soul

have, readied the nether regions, for we

have again "Lines on the Death of

Coonie," by Beelzebub, executed in the

iVlilionico-ludiero blank style. But, fair

readers, do not think from this, that we

are leagued with that renowned per-

sonage. We do not even have a -'devil,"

in our sanctum. But hear the "prince of

devils for his beloved"

—

"O ! child ot Nazareth ! her joy and her pride,

Whose cries of bitter grief have ceased to

pound,

Like echoes through her venerable walls,

Oh ! why have you left me thus disconsolate ?

My dear Cuonie !

Whose friendship was to me a saoicd thing,

Shrined in my inmost soul, and kept

Apart from other feelings, where hast thou

gone 1"

"College Life, or the Freshman," may-

be a good article, but for the life us, we

are unable to read it. Whether the wri-

ter meant it for a bona fide contribution,

or as an exhibition of his ability to rival

Champoilion, in deciphering hierogly-

phics, we know not. And here we must

remind everybody, that articles for the

Magazine, must be written plainly, legi-

bly, gramatieally and orthographically.

The days of press-dom are passed, and let

bad wiling and bad .spelling go with

them.

" Chaumion," is respectfully declined,

as it is too much after the grave composi-

tion style of Juniority.

" The Two," may be disagreeable to

their critic, but as our equanimity is never

disturbed by them ; and our readers would

not be interested in the strictures of the

writer, we have laid.it a«ide. One of " the

two," is that class of person who " at-

tempt smart remarks-" Our motto is,

"those who live in glasshouses, should

not throw stones ;" and our advice would

be, if desired, " read the adage, and

learn"

" A Glance into a Student's Cabinet," is

declined, from the fact, that the object

aimed at, is better obtained by " Una,"

and " Montabal," and the manner of the

writer is somewhat objectionable. Tin-

piece has merit, but too severe for com-

fort.

Our peaceful studic was visited on the

1st of April, by a miserable, hiding, dog-

Latin, dog-English and senseless " April

Fool," who has his abode at a distant old-

field school. We know not the design of

this "young hopeful," whose friends' eyes

are, no doubt, joyfully tearful «>ver the

prospect of his being President! Go on.

young man, if not precocious, your coun-

try's glory will be* greatly enhanced by

yo.ir transcendent genius.

Commencement with its excitement and

pleasure will soon be upon us. and as our

hopes for the future grow astonishingly
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bright on that day, and otir Wiors for the

great desideratum—n sheepskin—will then

close, wo must thus publicly extend a

cordial invitation to •'come to our least."

The gray-Headed veteran, whose life is

well nigh spent in bin country's welfare,

can relax his rigid discipline long enough

to smile- encouragingly on onr youthful

labors and whirl, it may be, with one of

Eve's representative*, in the giddy dance.

Wc say unto you, come! The matronly

lady, whose hopes for an only boy's ad-

vancement are bright and buoyant, will not

fail to manifest her joy at his manly effort

on tho rostrum, and shed the tear of tri-

umph as ho grasps his diploma and his

Bible—the literary and moral certificates

of his Preceptors' esteem. To the young

our heartiest welcome will bo given, for

tho " Assembly Room " or " Ball Room,"

or "New Library" will resound with the

soul-stining strains of old Frank's " latest

toucli " and the dizzy waltz, the graceful

cotillion, the animating polka, the regular

stampede or " old-fashioned knock-down,"

will afford ample opportunity to display

taste and show inclination. Fair lady!

your smile is needed to tho accomplishment

of every thing. Tho dignified Senior,

strutting with all his importance and grace-

fully twirling a most beautiful moustache

or sprouting tenderly a "slight sprinkling

, of goatee," will talk of morals, law, love

poetry and the higher branches of human

thought ; stir your sou"l within you by his

matchless eloquence on the stage; lead

you into the mazes of tho just finished

ball-room or, if you prefer it, retire tb the

alcove of one of the Libraries and discourse

most sweclly upon tho glowing future,

han£ with eestaey on tho last syllable you

utter, ' pop the question ' and . You

had belter ctiiue. Or if you would prefer

a little light on the starry heavens, all

Btuddod with shining worlds, the profound

theories of Natural Philosophy, the beau-

Ucs and fitness of Aristotle's Syllogism,

the first rudiments of mental ftclcnce or

the c.tylo of the latest PrfHsiann, we will

introduce to yon our hopeful successor, the

learned Junior. lie too can talk of Cupid

after a fashion, lint his experience is too

limited. The mythological love; stories of

the ancients or the fictitious creations of

modern writers can be furnisher! to order.

The blustering, important Sophomore, but

for whom the motion of (he universe would

cease, will portray the glories of Pierce

and Loomis and pun abundantly on the

stand he takes by standing at the black-

board; will rearrange his cutting collar a

la Hymn and give you a beautiful exposi-

tion of Kaul.'s philosophy, demolish the

ideal philosophers and talk glowingly of

theuchool-boy days, when the little bright-

eyed lasses set his heart to thumping and

go off in raptures at the very mention of

love. Ho has never tried his fate with hid

fair Duieinea and hence needs modera-

tion. The " pert little Freshman," with a

standing collar, Kossuth hat and high-

heeled boots, will dare to invade the pre-

cincts of the ball-room and offer his little

self for a lady's gallant. After this invita-

tion and these inducements, will you re-

fuse to

"Come and trip it as you go

On tho light fantastic too."

It gives ns pleasure to make the follow-

ing announcements in relation to Com-
mencement exercises

.

The sermon to the Graduating Class

will be delivered by Rev. S. Milton Frost,

a member of the Class.

The Address before the two Literary

Societies will bo delivered Wednesday

forenoon, by Thomas S. Ashe, Esq. of

Wadesborough.

Tho Address before the Alumni Asso-

tiou will be delivered Wednesday after-

ernoon, by Hon. Abraham Rencher, late

Charge d'Affaires to the Kingdom of Por-

tugal.
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The Alumni Association choose their

orator from tho chisa Unit graduated tiiirty

years ago, tints signifying thai there nrc

nn generations among tlic sons of the

University. Wc aro all brethren of one

family. Therefore wo cordially invite nil

the Alumni frequently to visit " the Home-

rttead"—-to inspect its Order, rejoice in its

prospi rity mid revel in the kindly emotions

awakened by the greetings of Mich an oe-

easion.

Mr. Reneher graduated in 1822. We
annex it list of his classmates and hope

that nil who e«n, will come up to do honor

to the Address of a brother.

James Bowman,

John L. Davics,

William B. Davieo,

Thomoa F. Davis,

John ElUi'tt,

James G. Hall,

William A. Hall,

William Hardeman,

Benj. F. Haywood,

Fiibius J. Haywood,

Thomas Hill,

John A. Hogan,

Joel Holloman, -,

William D. Jones,

Samuel Kerr,

Pleasant Kittrell,

Robert G. Martin,

Robert II Mason,

Washington Morrison,

Robert N. Ogden,

William D. Pickett,

Lucius J. Polk,

Abraham Renelicr,

Marion Sanndcrs,

James B. Slnde,

Benjamin Sumner,

Gcorgo Tarry,

Alexander E. Wilson.

Come one, come all, wo bid you wel-

come to our joys and the festive scenes of

another Commencement.

EXCHANGES.
" The College Review," published by

the Faculty of Emory and Henry College,

Vn., lias been received. We commend

most heartily the design of tho worthy

Faculty, and wish them all success. It

has proved to us truly tho "wandering

voice" of the Institution we almost claim

its our alma mitt ei1
, and could scarce refrain

ftonl cighing a wish to be there again.

"The Southern Methodist Pulpit," needs

no eulogy at our hands. It is ably con-

ducted by Rev. Prof. Deems.

" The Yale Magazine," has just changed

Editors and from ita age nnd experience,

claims to .fctiind No. 1 among College

Magazine.-'. It contains some welUwritien

unities, but is too prone to College fun

and local wit to please every body. We
are always glad to get it.

" The Georgia University Magazine" is

similar to our own monthly in appearance

and design. Wo heartily extend to it the

right hand of fellowship.

"The Ladies' Keepsake " is before us

again. An engraving of the little Boston

boys telling (Jen. Gage that, as regards

their hills of snow upon the " Common*"

which the soldiery secretly overthrew, their

rights must be respected, graces the April

No.

In relation to our State exchanges, We

have to return our sincere thanks to many

of them for their kindness. But some

conic once in two weeks, once in threfc

weeks and some have quit coming since

the arrival of tho first number. If our

Magazine fails to reach any p. iper in the

Stale that has done us the honor to ex-

change, it is not mir fault, for we regular-

ly transmit to our Publisher the address of

each. And others some have turned up

their noses at us, or think us unworthy of

their attention. Ueitso; we grumble not.

A change in our terms, wc trust for our

own and our future subscribers' advan-

tage, takes effect from this date, for which,

please see our Prospectus on tho co-

ver.

Mr. Z. B. Vance, on*» of the corps, left

us recently, for his mountain home. Our

warmest wishes for his welfare went with

him, and we are much gratified to learn,

that he has been elected county Solicitor,

for the Stale of Buncombe. Uralulaimir

ei xicloriam.

To the author of the review of " Wheel-

er's Hist. Sketches." The note request-

ing a slight alteration in the manuscript

was received after the article was print-

ed.

—

Publisher.
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EDUCATION THE CHEAP DE-

FENCE OF NATIONS.

As a people emerge from the shadows

of barbarism, arms and physical contests

cease to be the arbiters of questions of

right and possession ; reason assumes

the place of beastly appetite ; the in-

tellectual grows predominant, and man's

social connections appear knitted to-

gether by influences altogether unknown

in his more benighted state. And in

proportion to the advance of nations in-

to civilization and refinement, what was

formerly the nation's pride and glory, the

poet's theme—her martial strength

—

falls before the mental energy and

persuasive reason of her sages ; mind

claims its proper empire, and well timed

thought wins conquests which put to a

deeper blush the sword crimsoned with

its many victories.

This is more especially the case when

the moral growth of a people keeps

pace with the intellectual. Intellectual

and moral cultivation should then be

the chief favorite of wise legislation.

If national defences were only against

foreign powers, it might be said, intel-

ligence often fails, and mental efforts

must often yield the contest to the de-

cision of the sword ; but a nation's de-

fences are oftener against itself than oth-

ers, and such is its condition that if its

very forests were armed soldiery, eveiy

house a rampart, and it depended on

such for support and being, its ve-

ry foundations would decay and fall

from under it, and its remains would be

but deserted armaments. Arms are

but secondary and the last resort.

—

When reason fails it is necessary to

bring to bear some such less weighty

but more easily comprehended argu-

ment—one suited to all capacities.

—

This for foreign matters: but with a

nation's self arise contests which arms

can never reach, which from small mat-

ters assume terrific forms, and can only

be met by well educated intelligence

and thought. Social differences, which

are sometimes fanned into civil war,

spring often from ignorance upon ques-

tions of respective right : and that State

must totter, however great its arma-

ments, and however able to repel foreign

attacks, in which there is not highly

educated intelligence, to grasp the dis-

cordant elements as they rise, adapt

them to themselves and teach them

agreement. Mark the decline of the

two great and strongest empires of anti-

quity. When their reverence for phil-

osophy grew weak and sickly, and in-

telligence thought of less value than

martial prowess and the glittering tro-

phies of the East ; when they had visi-

ted the regions of the rising sun, as

12
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though they would bring its rays to

gild their palaces and temples and deck

their triumphal crowns, then were sowed

the seeds of their decay, and then they lost

their groat protection. Reason, unheard

amid the tramp of horses and the

shouts of victory, left them easy prey to

the spoiler.

A great and firm government must

be an educated government. The most

intelligent are the most secure. As it

behoves every member of society to

augment, at his own expense, his men-

tal store, independent of what his State

may do for him ; as a State can (as is

found from actual computation) educate

her people with a moiety of what will

support her armies ; and as education is

in many respects superior (as a defence)

to standing armies; education maybe

clearly termed the cheap defence of na-

tions.

Foreign wars are very apt to strength-

en a war-like people, and uproot fear

oven from the craven hearted. The

love of home and parent soil will often

make the coward brave ; and foreign

contest is frequently found to be but a

test of national strength—a furnace to

refine its patriot spirits and revive the

languor of its drooping members. But

change the scene. A people at enmity

with itself. " Parent soil
,?
cannot now

surely be the influence urging to noble

deeds: " home" cannot be their glory-

ing motto ; if they claim them such,

their actions belie their motto ; but a

breeze will fan their fury into war

against their native soil. Can they call

this their home that, they thus despoil ?

Little are the partriot's fears of out-

ward broils, if his nation's councils are

at peace. But if jealousies are at work,

and its sections war with themselves,

more force must be brought to its de-

fence, than it would take to silence a

refractory Avorld. How much cheaper

to educate a people, than support a force

equal to such a ta-k ! It is moral and in-

tellectual education alone, that can meet

the shock of contending opinions ; learn-

ing can alone unfold the true meaning

of our constitution ; enlightened moral

discrimination, can alone settle equitably

the conflicts of sectional policy, aid

counter interests, eradicate the stain of

a growing error, and tear its serpent

folds from a people's mind. Exalted,

indeed, must, then be that man's action,

who lends his hand to educate a peo-

ple: with his nation's rise and intelli-

gence, must he feel his own honor auir-

mented, not only as a member but as

an efficient member. 1( he be the teacher

of her youthful or adult population; if

he labor in her school-rooms, or teach a

people in her halls of legislation, it is an

equal honor—his laurels are equally

green ; of the former, the influence grows

with the rising generation, it is not for-

gotten, but succeeding ages feel its ben-

efits ; of the latter, the present and fu-

ture are the recipient.- of its good. If

this be doubted, look and be satisfied.

Were it an evil, it would be better

known. You will find in our extended

nation, many of her noble, honored sons,

who have turned even from executive

labors and foreusie contests, thinking it

no dishonor to train the minds and Mor-

als of the rising generation, truly ( in-

cinnatus like ; though able to command

and lead the nation, they prefer in quiet

to upturn the fallow soil of the youthful

mind : still ready at their country's call,

to teach and guide in its legislation. And
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besides, the most efficient of our worthy

and just lawgivers, learned to moderate

their wisdom, and fit it for the nation's

counsel, by first teaching the nation's

youth. Each calling is but a school

suited to fit one to follow the other, as

its serious functions demand.

Among the latest novelties, the erec-

tion of heathen temples within the lim-

its of the American Union, is calculat-

ed to create the most surprise.! That

we should be proselyted by the Chinese

heathen, is some cause of wonder.

—

Some cry out against our government

for such toleration, and would have

these temples torn down, as abomina-

tions to a christian land. Our Consti-

tution allow them, and they cannot be

expelled ; nor would it be well that they

should, as long as their religious rites

do not infringe upon the municipal law

;

not only should they be tolerated for

the sake of peace and kind feeling in

our diplomatic intercourse, but it serves

as a pledge for the security of christian

missionaries in China; it is almost a

quiet invitation, and a promise of wel-

come, to our own missions. But that

at the same time it is a serious social

evil, there is no doubt ; and though it

has opened an easy path to the chris-

tians to spread the gospel to the great-

est portion of the world's dark regions,

yet it could not be looked upon by us

without great alarm, were it wot that in

our midst there is an antidote ; and our

nation may not fear the influences of

heathen licentiousness as long as it has

a defence in education.
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The fate of empires depends upon the

education of youth.

THE JUDICIARY.
Throughout the mechanism of our

government, no department requires

more sober, thoughtful attention, and

no one receives less, than the depart-

ment of the Judiciary. Looked upon

by the masses as the " terrible third

section" of the ruling power, and only

taken notice of to escape its clutches,

" the court " seldom, if ever, receives

but from the few, that consideration

which the sanctity of its nature and

dignity of its duties demand, and should

gain, from the universal mind. By its

nature the interpreter of all municipal

law, and from the voice of which all ap-

peal to higher power is interdicted, fre-

quently it holds in suspended posses-

sion our dearest rights, in justice or in-

justice, as the wisdom or folly of its

counsel prevails. From its nature, as

interpreter, the most extensive and lib-

eral knowledge and intelligence in not

only the statute and common law, but

in the Jabyrinthian measures of human
nature, are requisite in the heads of the

department to ensure a perfect adminis-

tration of justice and wise interpreta-

tion of the law. In -.he federal govern-

ment, it holds the double office of in-

terpreter of the constitution and dis-

penser of justice in certain original cases,

which could not be intrusted to in-

ferior courts on account of the sectional

prejudice winch naturally obtains in

courts of such order, and which influ-

ences the scales of justice to incline from

their equilibrium. From the necessity

of profound knowledge and proper

judgment in the head of this depart-

ment, the first question which presents

itself for consideration is, by what means
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have wo to gain the requisite perfection

in our Judges ; or in other words, how-

have we to secure wise and intelligent

men t<> fill the office—men who know

the right, and fearlessly pursue it, re-

gardless of favor or threats? Among
the many innovations of the spirit of

democracy, which is ever grasping for

power, and breaking through every

semblance of restraint, is the curtailing

df the judicial terms in the several

States, and again as a general tact, how-

ever not universal, drawing the election

of Judges of Law and Equity, from leg-

islative and executive appointment.

In tliis, the true lovers of republican

and democratic liberty may behold one

of the many evils arising from popular

power; and it is but a beginning of the

end—the faintly lighted purple of east

ern clouds that precedes the rising sun
;

but the flashes of distant lightning

which play harmlessly round the hori-

zon—a sure precursor of the approach-

ing storm, whose full charged elements

must burst upon us sooner or later.

A propitious wind may for a time ward

them off—may break and scatter them

to the east and west, only to collect in

greater fury ; and, according to the

theory of devclopists, the evil as it at

present appears, is but a pigmy to'the

form it is destined to assume. The

present French despotism, the natural

child of a democratic republican anar-

chy, is only a precocious creature, to

whose rank stature we may yet grow,

since in us exist the same elements

which have so soon assumed their height

in that volatile nation. Into whatever

hands power falls it begets a desire for

more, and most ordinarily an abuse of

it succeeds to its additional possession;

and that power in the hands of a de-

mocracy forms an exception, we have

y< t to learn. The wisdom of the past

saw the necessity of giving the Judi-

ciary an independence which would

raise it above a bribe, and give it time

for gaining the requisite reformation for

a full and perfect administration of jus-

tice. It saw that " a Judge " must be a

man so learned, so full of equity, so no-

ble, so notable; in the process of J. is

lift? so innocent ; in the management of

his office so incorrupt; in the passages

of State so wise; in the affection of his

country so religious—that "envy itself

cannot accuse or malice vitiate."

But the counter wisdom of the pop-

ular voice has seen fit of late to vitiate

the experience of ages. Having in ma-

ny states of our republic assumed as its

power the direct appointment of the

Judges, it calls upon the candidates for

the office to court public favor, and thus

leads the man whose duties will call

him to be both wise and justly inde-

pendent, through a schooling of immod-

est self-adulation, or obsequious (.ring-

ing. Who that bows to the public will

has the moral strength to discriminate

between the virtuous cause of the poor,

and the unrighteous cause of the rich,

so that he may lean to justice ? Com-
pelled to look to the people, whose suf-

frages, as a general rule, are given under

prejudice and ignorance, for a continu-

ance of his term of office, he must of

course consider whatever emoluments

and honors arise, as direct favors from

the people. Guided by this thought

—

that he must hold his office for his Ugli-

ly support and also that of his family

—

he tries not so much to make himself

profound in the law, (for he knows not
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how long his term will continue, it be-

ing in tbe power of tbe people to with-

draw it at pleasure,) as how to please the

oeople ; and having to decide in the

cases arising between the people, he

will naturally incline to lean from the

purpose of the law to favor the power-

fid party, from whom he may in turn

gain a continuance of office. That this

should be the condition of things is natu-

ral, but " that Judge " is

" Unworthy of his piace, that lets his censure

Float in the waves of an imagin'd favour."

In every branch of government where

the offices are held directly from the

popular voice, there may be noticed a

certain winking at duty, and a fond

embrace of popular approbation, by

humoring its many whims at the ex-

pense of conscience. There may be a

little excuse for a representative under

some circumstances, since he is mortal

like his constituents, and apt to err

;

and his error may not be to a certain

extent fear, or desire of favor—only a

natural weakness. But in those branches

of government where the term of office

is held not directly at the will of the

people, such for instance as our Sena-

tors, you will find in general a marked

independence and dignity which are on-

ly equaled by the erudition of the occu-

pants. Nothing can make this marked

difference between them and the lower

house, but the comparative freedom

from popular influences. Though the

people may sometimes make a wise

choice, and select a pure, incorrupt, and

learned Judge, there are so many chances

that the power will be abused, and that

corrupt and cunning men will do any

thing to tickle the pv.blic fancy that

they may gain the office, it is highly

necessary' that the appointment of

Judges be withheld from the people,

and be left in the power of a more con-

centrated ballot, and where there may

be less opportunity for corrupt intrigue

of those seeking office.

But with the many evils consequent

upon the foregoing mode of electing

the Judges, it has many more plausi-

ble defences, and may be considered as

comparatively harmless by the side of

another innovation which has been made

to pamper the public pride and satisfy

its longing for additional power. It is

the very short term of office granted to

the judicial heads in many of our States-

But this evil, combined with that of the

popular voice in the election of Judges,

is totally incompatible with a just exe-

cution of the law. Though a compar-

atively impure man, one who has yield-

ed to public prejudice, and may have

bowed in low obeisance to its pleasures

and inclinations, to gain his office, if his

term be given upon good behavior, for

life, or a long number of years, if he be

a man of talent or any degree of pride,

when he finds that he is in his office se-

cure from the people's recall &o long as

he acts justly, he wiil immediately grow

independent and rise above low influ-

ences. Many things will influence him

to act justly. He knows that his term

will outlast the present, passing, chang-

ing popular inclinations; another than

his own party will be in power when

his term expires, and he must depend

upon his impartial distribution of jus-

tice to recommend him to a renewal of

office. Being now free from the popu-

lar whims and influences, more propi-

tious ones may cause in him a total re-
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formation ; and proud emulation may

create in him a desire to study, that he

may .stand upon equal tooting of intel-

ligence with the most enlightened and

learned of his profession. As we must

have Judges, and as they must be

known for their wisdom to be honored

and the court respected, and that the

people receive justice at their hand?,

give them to us by legislative and ex-

ecutive appointment, and let their term

of office be for a long number of years,

that it may outlive the prejudices of

the times of the appointment. And it

is the duty no less than for the good of

the people, that they ask for as little

universal suffrage in the appointment of

Judges as possible ; for

" What can innocence hope,

When such as sit her Judges are corrupted."

CLOSING SCENES OF THE REVO-
LUTION IN NORTH CAROLI-
NA.—PROM AN UNPUBLISH-
ED MANUSCRIPT.

By the Late Gej*. Joseph Graham.

[We believe it useless to ask pardon for

introducing this article entire. It may

not he gratifying to some of our read-

ers ; but to no one who feels a becom-

ing pride in his State's history will it be

objectionable.

Gen. Joseph Graham was born in

Pennsylvania, Got. 13th, 1759. His

her being left a widow, with iive

Btnall children, and t lender means

moved to the vicinity of Charlotte,

North I arolina, when he was about

I. 1 [e was pres< ai when

the first Declaration of [ndepend

was formally and publicly made, »0th

May, 1775. He enlisted in the army

of the United States when he was but

nineteen years old. He was engaged

in various and hard fought battles from

1778 to the close of the Revolution :

and, from his bravery and good qualities

of head and heart, was elected to be a

commander rather than a soldier.

—

"Never was he known to shrink from

any toil, however painlul, or quail before

any danger, however threatening, or

stand hack from any privations or sacri-

. which might serve his. country.

To secure her liberties, he spent many

toilsome days and sleepless nights; for

her he endured much fatigue, and sick-

ness and suffering, without a murmur;

for her, his body was covered with

wounds : to her welfare he consecrated

his time, and treasure, and influence,

during a long and unblemished life.'.'*

Ho was entitled to great veneration

while living, and now that he is dead,

we are pleased to know that we are the

humble instruments of laying b fore the

people of our native Mate, the histori-

cal memoranda of so good and great a

man.

—

Edits. Univ. Mao.]

When the men who had retreated from

the different fords on Catawba river,

concentrated at Harris's mill, on Rocky

river, on the 3d of February, after the

death of Gen. Davidson, being without

a commander, the officers met and drew

up an address to Gen. Green, recom-

mending that Col. Thomas Pdlk,

:! nburg, should be appointed his

>•:. it v as committed to the

>f the Rev. Doctor .1. Hall, who

had no opportunity t' presenting it until

* W'.rhr's Ski North Carolina,—

Lincoln ( iniiitv.
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near the last of February. Gen. Green
j

could have made but a feebje resistance,

forwarded an appointment to Col. Polk,
j

It was the second time that that malig-

as Brigadier General, in the place of
j

nant disease prevailed in the west, from

Gen. Davidson, deceased, until the leg-

islature should make a constitutional

appointment. Shortly after Gen. Polk

received his commission, the news was

the first settlement of the country.

—

Shortly after the battle of Guilford, Gov.

Rutledge, of South Carolina, who had

been invested with full powers by the

received of *the battle of Guilford ; and
\

legislature of that State, authorized

an opinion prevailed that the British
j
Gen. Sumpter to raise a Brigade of State

would retrace their steps by the way of

Salisbury and Charlotte, so as to keep

up a communication, and act in concert

troops, for the term of ten months ; each

man to find his own clothing, horse,

arms and equipments, but to be found

with Lord Rawden, who occupied Cam- i in forage and rations by the public, and

den. If such was their plan, it was I receive a grown negro for his pay.—
probable the seat of war might be some- Colonel William Polk, Wade Hampton,

where between the Yadkin and Cam-
j

William Hill and Middleton com-

den. As the citizens of that section of 1 mended. The greater part of the regi-

country had experienced before the dis-
j

ments of Polk, Hampton and Hill, were

tresses incident to such a state, thev i
raised in the then counties of Mecklen-

appeared determined to try to keep the

enemy at a distance ; and Gen. Polk

ordered out the next division of Militia

liable fur duty, and forwarded it on to

Salisbury, with a view of fortifying the

fords and passes on the Yadkin river,

but before he reached Salisbury, intelli-

gence was received that the British were

on the march from Ramsey's mill to

Fayetteville. He dismissed his men

and returned.

The requisition made by Gen. Polk,

fell far short of the compliment intend-

ed, owing to the prevalence of the small

burg and Rowan, between the Yadkin

and Catawba. Many of them might be

considered as seasoned to a camp life,

and, from the service they had seen, ac-

customed to endure hardships and pri-

vations, and encounter dangers—how

well they acted their part in the sum-

mer of 1781, until after the battle of

Eutaw, is recorded in the history of the

war within the State of South Carolina.

They sustained considerable loss, of

both officers and men at the action of

Eutaw, in the Autumn ; but suffered

much more from the climate in that

pox. When the British army were in low countrv. Many of them never re-

Charlotte tKe preceding fall, they had turned.

brought it with them ; and whether by

accident or design, could not be ascer-

tained, it spread from them through the

western counties ; and, the greater part

who had not taken it in the natural

way were under innoculation, in the

months of March and April ; so that if

the enemy had returned, the countrv

In the most sanguinary wars there is

generally a greater waste of the human
species by the disease incident to a mili-

tary life, especially in a sickly climate,

than by the enemy. However, this is

seldom taken into view, either by the

men themselves when they enter ser-

vice, or the government that raises them.
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Yet the monthly returns in the army

will at all times prove it.

A part of the plan of the British

General, when lie entered North Caroli-

na, was to send on a detachment by

sea to the port of Wilmington. Some

armed vessels and transports, under Maj.

Craige, and 300 to 40Q troops took pus-

session of that place, without opposition,

early in the winter, fortifying the town

by several redoubts and lines of commu-

nication, and perforating loop-holes in a

brick church which stood in their range,

the whole being strengthened by rows of

abattis, in some places double. They

placed a guard on the opposite side of

the river, in a brick house which they

fortified by abattis ; and barricaded the

doors and windows, for the purpose

of covering the ferry and keeping open

the communication with the south west

side of the river. A majority of the

considerable influence with the timid

and wavering. On the arrival of Maj.

Craige, the merchants shipped consid-

erable supplies of salt, sugar, and other

necessaries of which the country was

becoming destitute ; the article of salt had

rated from &8 to $10 per bushel, or was

bartered for a good cow and calf or four

year old steer ; other articles of neces-

sity in the same proportion. The get-

ting a plentiful supply on reasonable

terms induced many to go to Wilming-

ton who otherwise would have been

for the country. Such Whigs as were

active or had used efforts to suppress

the rising of the Tories, had to fly from

that district of country ; others were

taken prisoners and carried to Wilming-

ton and put on board a prison ship

where they endured great hardships.

After Lord Cornwallis Irad marched

from Wilmington to the northward,

population between Cape Fear and the and Gen. Green had moved near Cam-

Pedee Rivers were disaffected. Those

in South Carolina were already organiz-

ed, under a Major Gainey, with whom
Gen. Marion had frequent contests, and

difliculties. Those in North Carolina,

on the lauding of Major Craige at Wil-

mington, flocked to him in great num-

bers ; and he only a Major himself, com-

missioned a host of field officers in the

counties between those two rivers; and

den, the few good Whig's who lived in

Montgomery and Anson counties, re-

turned to their homes about the begin-

ning of May ; after which frequent small

contests took place between them and

the Tories. Colonels Wade of Anson.

Cliibis, of Montgomery, and ( 'rawlbrd, of

Richmond counties, headed the Whigs;

Cols. Fanning, Eliod and McNeil, the

Tories. The counties between Drowning

had them organized as militia, and lur- Creek and Pedee were traversed by the

nislicd with ammunition and many of scouts of both parties; a system of

them with arms. By the summer the

British authority prevailed generally,

so high as the narrows of the Yadkin,

and Hell's Mill on Deep River. The

exertions of Colonel* T. Brown and

Owen. <-f Bladen, and Will* of Robe-

;on, n'.! Qj,her active Whigs, were up-

.availing, <!;•: majority against them

wassogTeat. Another circumstance had

plunder and cruelty was practised by the

Tories under Fanning, which soon pro-

duced a spirit of retaliation on the part

of the Whigs, and devastation marked

the tracktof both parties as they pa

the dwellings o their adversaries.

—

Several skirmishes took place in the

months of July and August, in which
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the Tories, commanded by Fanning-

, ob-

tained advantage over the Whigs, who

were commonly ordered* out two weeks

for a tour. In August tlie whole force

that could be raised in the aforesaid

counties were ordered out, and they met

the Tories at Bettes' Bridge on Drown-

ing Creek, on the first of September,

where they had a battle, for the particu-

lars of which I refer to the written

account of the Rev. Jonathan Jack-

son, who was a Captain and got woun-

ded. The Whigs were defeated.

—

Mr. Jackson, though a prisoner, would

not tell the loss of the Tories. lie

saw but two dead and several wounded.

The same party, after a day or two for

refreshment, and some reinforcements,

moved on to Hillsborough, captured

Governor Burke, &c, and fought a bat-

tle at Lindley's Mill

About the last of April, Gen. Green

had settled a cartel with the British

General for exchange of prisoners, in

pursuance of which, Gen. Rutherford

and several other officers who had been

captured at Gates' defeat, and sent to

Augustine, where they endured great

hardships, now were exchanged and

returned home. In the month of Au-

gust the General again took the com-

maud of the Militia in Salisbury district,

(since Salisbury and Morgan.) He soon

had information of the progress the

Tories were making between Pedee

and Cape Fear, and an application from

the officers commanding on the frontiers

in that quarter for assistance. He or-

dered out the next detachment liable

for duty, to rendezvous on Little River,

in Montgomery county, by the 15th

of September, and addressed the citi-

zens to volunteer as cavalry beside

those who were drafted as Infantry.

—

There assembled at the plantation of a

Mr. Robison about that time, and shortly

after the period appointed, about 950

infantry, and near 200 cavalry, seventy

of whom were equipped as dragoons, in

two troops, under the command of Capt.

Rowan and Capt. Graham of Mecklen-

burg. Robert Smith, of Mecklenburg,

who had served as a captain in the reg-

ulars until the regiments in the North

Caroliua line were reduced, was appoint-

ed Major and vested with the command

of the whole cavalry. It was near the

first of October before arrangements

could be completed for moving forward

towards the enemy. In the mean time

the officers were diligent in disciplining

their men, especially the cavalry—sev-

eral having done duty first with Davy

then with Washington and Lee. The

enemy, as we learned afterwards, had

their spies present, and reported from

time to time, which made an impres-

sion in favor of the Whigs. Scouts

were sent out but the enemy kept re-

tired behind Drowning Creek, and no

parties came in contact. The army

marched about the first of October, by

slow movements ; took the road to-

wards Fayetteville. The cavalry scoured

the county for some distance to the

right : arrived high on Drowning Creek,

(Monroes bridge;) stayed a few days in

that neighborhood, were joined by Capt,

Gilespy from Guilford, with a troop of

dragoons, which increased that descrip-

tion of troops to 1 00, and several compa-

nies of mounted infantry. The whole

cavalry was upwards of 300. Major

Smith* was appointed Colonel Com-

mandant of all the cavalry, and Capt.

* Since Gen. Smith of Cabarrus.
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Graham, Major, his suit Charles Polk,

Capt. of the Mecklenburg troop. ©The
whole force of every description might be

1,400—350 horsto, and 1050 foot. After

crossing Drowning Creek a few miles, the

army turned to the right, aiming to ke< p

between the heads of the waters which

run into Waeems on the right, and '.

fish and < !ape Fear on the left. Theorder

of march was, Major Graham with the

dragoons, and one troop of mount'.!

infantry in front; next Gen. Ruther-

fords infantry ; then the baggage train ;

in t lie rear, (Jo!. Smith's mounted infan-

try ; as the roads were bad, it caused the

line of march to be extended.

Moving in the foregoing order near

Rock Fish Creek, on the 15th of Octo-

ber, 1781, the advance dragoons, 16

in number, discovered before them 40

Tories, who, under a Col. McNeil, had

been sent out to reconnoitre. Our ad-

!

vance did not hesitate a moment, but

charged them : they fled. On being

closely pressed, they dispersed and took

into the swamps and escaped. The

General came in front, wished the dra-

goons to follow their trail, as it would

lead to their main camp ; but that was

impossible, as they had dispersed. He
then ordered the whole cavalry in front

to take the trail McNeil's party had

come, as he must have been Bent from

their camp. ( !ol. < >wen,of Bladen, with

about 85 mounted m< n joined, making

the cavalry in front about 150—took

the. back track of RfcNeil's party, which

after Reveral windings led towards Mo-

Fall's mill, on Raft Swamp; they captur-

ed an old man, who stated they had ! n

their camp at that place in the morning.

In his opinion, there were 600 men.

commanded by four Colonels— Eliod,

Ray, .McNeil and McDougal; that Fan*

uing was not with them—ho had been

wounded in a battle with (Jen. Butler;

was lying out ; when he came in

of that place, smoke appeared, like ft

camp; made dispositions for attack.

The front troop advanced, but the

my was gone all but two, whom they

took, one of whom was just from Wil-

mington ; he had British aims and urif-

form, and in attempting to escape he hud

received a wound on the bead. Their

information was, that the enemy had

marched upwaids of half an hour; that

on the arrival of McNeil's party, coming

scattering into camp, many run into the

swamp; could scarcely be induced to

return. Graham's party took their trail;

kept on at a common travel, and in tl

or four miles discovered their rear, and at

the same instant was discovered by them.

The pilot stated there was no swamp

nigher than a quarter of a mile of them
;

they were on horse back, and appeared

making a disposition for resistance. The

Whigs were halted for the rear to

up, and dispositions made for attack :

Simmons' troop in front in line, the

other two troops in column behind

centre. The mounted infantry on the

flanks, moved on. Simmons was in-

structed, if it appeared like serious re-

sistance, to wheel down the flanks to

our rear ; if not. to charge them. In

moving towards them, at a trot, at the

distance of 30 or 40 poles, they began

to lire some over their shoulders, when

facing from us: the Whigs raised a

shout, and the front troop charged into

them at full speed. The column came

after at a brisk gallop, as fas! as they

coul I preserve order, and the mounted

infantry fell in the rear. The enemy
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broke and fled as fast as they could ; but

the stout horses and expert riders of the

West soon overtook them ;, and when

they came in contact with the sand hill

poneys, went through, trod down, and

turned over horses and riders. After

their first fire, they thought of no fur-

ther resistance ; endeavored to make

their escape ; aimed for a branch of the

Raft Swamp in their front, over which

there was a causeway 200 yards wide.

Our troops entered the causeway with

them, using the sabre against all they

could reach, which as soon as felt, the

Tories would throw themselves off on

each side into the ditch, quitting their

horses and making off in the swamp
;

the dragoons near the front fired their

pistols at them, in their retreat. By the

time the Whigs got half way through,

the causeway was crowded with dis-

mounted poneys for 20 steps before them,

so that it was impossible for them to

pass. Two or three stout men dis-

mounted, and kept pushing them over

into the ditch out of the way. When
a little cleared, the dragoons rushed

over ; the front troop, now scattered,

pursued in all directions. The front of

the second troop on passing the cause-

way, 100 yards, were halted, that the

rear might pass the defile, and close up

again ; about two-thirds were over ; a

fire began about 100 poles in front.

The officer leading the enemy's van, had

availed himself in the time lost in cross-

ing the causeway, and-had formed about

150 men near the corner of a field, and

on the approach of the scattering troops

pursuing, began to fire on them ; which

as soon as heard, our main body moved

on, coming within 200 yards of the en-

emy. They gave a general fire: their

guns being empty, was the signal for

the dragoons to charge them at full

speed. They fled, and in half a mile

entered a causeway which leads across

the main Raft Swamp. Our front en-

tered it with them, and here again, was

acted the same as at the last causeway.

By reaching forward, and striking with

the point of the sabre, the rider would

tumble into the ditch and make off

through the mud, leaving his horse in

the way; the pistols in front were fired

as before. The causeway was long, and

some breaches in it increased the diffi-

culty.* The mounted infantry, with Col.

Owen, were ordered to dismount and

come forward ; but our cavalry were so

much in their way, and . Tory ponies

swarmed in the broken causeway, it was

getting too dark to see to shoot, by the

time they reached the front. As the ene-

my were much scattered and complete-

ly beaten, it was thought inexpedient

to pursue the victory farther. The men

were collected by the sound of the trum-

pet at the west side of the swamp, and

marched back to where Gen. Rutherford

was encamped, near McFall's mill, where

they arrived about 10 o'clock at night

:

sustained no damage on our part, only

two swords (which were formed by

blacksmiths) broken. The enemy had

16 killed, and it is believed about 50

wounded, most of them slightly, as they

uniformly, on receiving one cut with a

sword, jumped into the swamp out of

the reach of a second. This first con-

test with the Tories completely broke

their spirits ; they never afterwards of-

fered resistance in force, until near Wil-

mington, where they expected support

from the British. On the other hand,

our cavalry held them in such contempt,
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the common Troopers could hardly be

indued to use the necessary precautions

for safety.

On the next day, ICth of October, tlio

array inarched a few miles down the

Raft Swamp, on the east side ; were

about to take up camp at two adjoining-

plantations—the cavalry at that farthest

down. It appeared they could obtain

but a scanty supply of forage ; and an-

other plantation appeared in view be-

low. Some of Oapt. Gilespy's troopers

(from Guilford) got leave to go therefor

a supply. On entering the enclosure,

before they got to the house, tan or a

dozen guns were fired at them out of a

potatoe patch. A respectable young

man, a Mr. McAdoo, was killed ; his

companions fled back. The cavalry,

who had not unsaddled their horses, in-

stantly mounted and led off to where

the firing was, and met some of those

who had been fired on ; went up brisk-

ly to the plantation ; Major Graham and

Capt. Simmons in front. When arrived

near where McAdoo lay, the same num-

ber of guns were discharged at their

front, and the party immediately ran

into the Swamp, which was within fifty

steps. Their fire did no injury, but

wounded Capt. Simmons' horse in two

places: caused him to plunge and fall,

and throw the rider. The mounted in-

fantry in the rear of the cavalry, weic

ordered to dismount and pursue into the

swamp, which they did, near a quarter

of a mile, but did hot overtake them.

Early next morning, Gen. Rutherford

had the field officers convened at his

quarters, and explained his views to

them : that an attempt must be made

to rout the Tories out of their swamps

and hiding places; otherwise they would

be troublesome to us, as Gen. Marion

had been to the British in the like situ-

ation— that we should try driving the

Raft Swamp on that day. In pursuance

of these orders, the greater part of the

infantry were marched across the cause-

way over the swamp, where it was near

hall' a mile wide ; were distributed four or

five steps apart, the cavalry equally di-

vided to keep down the margin of the

swamp, on each side, a little in advance

of the infantry, each man instructed to

endeavor to preserve the same relative

position with his comrades, as when he

entered the swamp. When the whole

were arranged in their position, as

above, and had divested themselves of

part of their clothing for the purpose,

they left the causeway together. In a

mile or two they found two families, no

men with them—who stated their hus-

bands were gone to Wilmington. In

going near three miles down, a consid-

erable noise was heard near the middle

of the swamp. It was eight or ten

steers, alarmed at their approach. The

men nighest, thought it was a party of

Tories endeavoring to escape, the bushes

and briers being so th'ck they could not

see them, though they were near.

—

They began firii g at them. The steers

took nearly to the west, along the front

of their line, and a sc tterod tire was

kept up until they came to the edge of

theswamp, when the cavalry took them

in charge. When arrived on the sand

hills they soon became gentler, and were

driven to camp. I : about three miles the

men wire worn down, torn with bam-

boo* and other briars; many had waded

up to their middle in mud by pressing

forwarditowardl the firing at the steers.

Their order of movement was broken
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and they began to move out of the
j

swamp on each side. When they got

collected they were marched back to

camp without capturing a single Tory.

However, it was afterwards understood

to have answered a good purpose. The

news soon spread through the wbole

hostile districts, that Rutherford's men

were driving the swamps, and it is be-

lieved but few of the Tories took shel-

ter in them afterwards.

The army continued to move slowly

down the Raft Swamp; from thence

across to Brown Marsh, to where Gen.

Butler had a battle with the British and

Tories some weeks before, and encamp-

ed for several days near that place.

—

Alexander Martin, who was Speaker ot

the Senate, when Governor Burke was

captured by the Tories at Hillsborough,

as soon as he had notice of that event,

in pursuance of the constitution in such

case, took on himself the duties of Gov-

ernor of North Carolina ; and having

assembled a life guard of 24 militia

cavalry, he and suit arrived at General

Rutherford's camp, at Brown Marsh, on

the next day ; issued a very flattering

address to the army, in which he notic-

ed the officers who commanded when

the Tories were defeated at Raft Swamp,

near McFali's mill, advising persever-

ance, as agreeably to the news received

from different quarters, the enemy would

shortly be cooped up in the seaport

towns. In a day or two after, his Ex-

cellency and suit moved up the coun-

try ; and Gen. Rutherford divided his

force—the legionary corps, commanded

by Col. Robert Smith, consisting of

about 100 dragoons, and 200 mounted

infantry, he considered sufficient to keep

in awe the Tories, and cut off supplies

going to the British on the south west

side of Cape Fear river. With his main

force, and only one troop of mounted

infantry, he marched over Cape Fear^at

AVaddle's Ferry ; intending to invest

Wilmington on the north side, if prac-

ticable ; at any rate cutoff their supplies

from the country, and keep under the

disaffected. In pursuance of this plan,

the army marched from Brown Marsh

on the 23d of October, about noon.

—

Col. Smith's orders were to march in

the night and proceed on until opposite

Wilmington. The next clay, about

dusk in the evening, took twro Tories di-

rect from that place, who gave intelli-

gence that when they set out the Brit-

ish were drawn up, and boats preparing

to transport them over the riv^r, to

march in the night and attack General

Rutherford, who was known to be en-

camped at Brown Marsh, as they had

done with Gen. Butler, with some suc-

cess, some weeks before. Their reports

separately corresponded in such a man-

ner, that they were believed to be cor-

rect. A council of the officers was

called, and it was decided, nothwith-

standing, to pursue the general order,

and continue the march in the night.

—

Though the men had sufficient confi-

dence in themselves, and held the

Tories in contempt, and would run any

risk against them, yet all knew the

British regulars were a foe to be re-

spected, and a new order of march was

directed. Capt. Polk's Mecklenburg

troop of dragoons, Capt. Bethel's troop

• f Guilford mounted infantry, and Capt.

Kennedy's do., from Burke county, were

placed under the command of Maj. Gra-

ham, to go 200 or 300 yards in front

of the main body, and a select party of
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12 dragoons, who went oU yards in

front of them, with orders, on meeting

any part of the enemy, except in swamp

or unfavorable ground, to charge '

\..

regardless of tin mber; by this meansiliey

expected to find them. If Tori

doubt they would fly ; if ascertained to

British, Gbl. Smith would, at favora-

ble places, phmt supporting.parti

retreat couldreasily % affected without

loss, until daylight. Two confidential

troopers with the advance-, examined

the margin of all swamps and suspected

places, before the troops were allowed

to advance to them. Hence the march

was slow. At 9. o'clock took anothei

man direct from Wilmington. His ac-

count corresponded. He had seen troops

in a boat. Continued the march ; ex-

peeled every minute to meet the Brit-

ish, on their way to attack Gen. Ruth-

erford ; arrived within two miles of the

Ferry opposite Wilmington, by light in

the morning ; discovered some persons

advancing before us ; a company of

mounted infantry was marched out of

the road about 30 steps on each side ; the

dragoons behind, out of the road like-

wise. But the commanding officer ap-

peared to them in the road, opposite the

rear of the mounted infantry. It was

only four Tories. They approached the

commanding officer with confine

until they discovered t<> what party he

belonged, when they began to bring

down their yfuns; but on being hailed

by the mounted infantry on each flank,

they threw down their guns and surren-

dered. They stated that some British

had passed the Ferry the day before,

but returned in the evening; all but the

garrison of 50 in the brick house, half

a mile before. The prisoners were sent

back to Col. Smith, and the parly march-

ed on the right of the road, 30 or 40 steps,

and parallel with it, came silently within

300 yards of the house about sunrise.

Two of the regulars came out without

arms to collect fire wood ; two dragoons

were sent round to get between them

and the house; took them without creat-

ing an alarm ; learned from them and

the last prisoners taken, that about 100

Tories were encamped at Moore's plan-

tation, about a mile below, under com-

mand of a Col. Graham, related to Gen.

Waddle. Col. Smith came forward and

decided that the three troops in front

should goon and attack them while the

main force would be drawn up in
]

tion before the bride bouse'.

The party with Major Graham moved

on silently, until they came in sight of

smoke, sound of horses heels, (fee, when

the infantry dismounted and formed,

Capt. Kennedy's Burke men, thirty

steps on the right : Capt. Bethel's Guil-

ford troop, the same distance on the

left; Capt. Polk's Mecklenburg dra-

goons on the road, about eighty yards

in their rear. The commanding officer

in the road opposite the rear of the infan-

try moved on slowly and silently, till

nearly in sight of their camp, when

their commander, Col. Graham, came

riding, meeting us going to the said

brick house, apparently unconcerned,

until he came within sixty yards ^f the

front of the infantry, when discovering

our character, he wheeled his horse and

went back in great haste. With much

difficulty the infantry were restrained

from firing at him. They were ordered

to move on briskly after him. On en-

tering his camp there was great confu-

sion in trying to form—a causeway
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being opposite the house and an enclo-

1

sure of some low grounds, the infantry
j

came up at a trot and deployed along a

fence, abeut 140 yards from the enemy,

and resting their guns on the fence, fired

as they came, into place. The enemy were

not completely formed, though they be-

gan a scattering fire on us when our

fire commenced ; they began to break,

and it was discovered, none were attempt-

ing to avail themselves of the defence or

shefter of the buildings. The dragoons

were ordered to charge them, which was

done at full speed. The enemy fled in

all directions as they were pressed by

the cavalry. Most of them turned to

the left into a salt marsh. Here, as at

Raft Swamp, many of them got but

one slight cut with the sabre, quit their

horses and escaped ; but several were

shot with pistols in the marsh. Col.

Graham and two other officers were

pursued half a mile ; but being mounted

on fleet horses, and having taken a good

start, they escaped. The enemy had

twelve killed and it was supposed about

thirty wounded. On the part of the

Whigs, neither man nor horse was hurt.

After collecting the arms, horses and

spoils of the enemy's camp, returned to

the main force before the brick house.

They stated that, the first the enemy

knew we were in the neighborhood, was

when the firing commenced at Moore's

plantation, and that instantly the whole

drums beat to arms in Wilmington—re-

connoitred the house, found it was pro-

tected with abattis, and doors and

windows barricaded with timber, and

discovered troops were passing through

the Island and over the ferry, which the

house wras so situated as to command.

Col. Smith seeing no farther advantage

to be taken without too great a risk,

ordered to-mareh back the same route

he came, until above Livingston Creek.

When on the return march, the Surgeon

of the Cavalry, Dr. Nelson,—said to be

eminent in his profession, (since removed

to Georgia) ofan eccentric character,who

had been along with us at Raft Swamp,

and again this morning, had a pack-

horse with lint, bandages, and some

medicine, led by a soldier, came riding

by Major Graham and some other offi-

cers ; addressed him apparently with

some chagrin :
" I find it is not worth

while to have a doctor where you fight,

for they have nothing to do—might as.

well go home"—passed on, pack-horse

and all, and did go home ; though at

the time it was thought nothing more

than a compliment until the Doctor was

gone—-kept guards on the way to Wil-

mington by laud and water. The men

were offended that they had not beeu

led to storm. The brick house was the

constant subject 'of conversation with

the lower grades of officers and men.

No remonstrances respecting the risk

could satisfy them, and as an evidence

of the state of discipline, and the force

of public opinion, the officers were com-

pelled, contrary to their better judgment,

to gratify them. After two days rest

they were led to the brick house early

in the morning, were drawn up in po-

sition in full view out of gunshot, and a

flag sent in by Capt. Kenedy'" of Burke,

summoning them to surrender in ten

minutes. The flag was hailed at seventy

steps, and a soldier without arms sent

for the summons ; when the officer read

it he answered verbally to Capt. Kenedy,

" I disregard your orders, I don't sur-

•* Since Gen. Kenedy of Kentucky.
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render." When Kenedy returned, the

infantry advanced under cover of some

timber and banks of tlie river on the

left and commenced firing. It was re-

turned from the garrison, and continued

for half an hour or upwards. Not much

damage was done on either side, as the

enemy under cover found that the best

chance to annoy the Americans, was

from the windows of the upper story.

On sending up some of the Yagers

for that purpose, a Hessian was shot

through the knee; and from said story,

they shot a Mr. Gray, who lived in the

Forks of the Yadkin tfcj*Wg)i the flesh

of the thigh,which was thought lightly of

at first, but when brought to the doctor,

the main artery was found cut, and he

bled to death. In less than an hour,

the men were withdrawn and marched

off; several had their clothes perforated

with the balls of the Yager's but no

other damage. A single field piece

would have been more efficient than

anything we could do, but of that we

were destitute ; retired to the former

position on the northwest of Cape Fear

river, from whence sent an officer with

a detailed account to Gen. Rutherford,

who by this time had reached the Great

Bridge, over the north-east branch of

Cape Fear river, ten or twelve miles

north of Wilmington, across which a

part of his troops and a detachment of

British had a skirmish, in which he had

one man killed, ( McLean, of Lin-

coln.) It was not known what damage

the enemy had sustained. On return

of the officer to Col. Smith's quarters,

Rutherford wrote, that he understood by

deserters, that since the town was hem-

med in, the enemy had dispatched sev-

eral barges and some troops—British

and Tories—down the river, supposed to

front Johnston Lockwood's Folly, on

Shallot River, for the purpose of getting

supplies, of which the arrival of our

troops had deprived them through the

usual channels, and ordered Col. Smith,

to send a detachment round in that di-

rection, if possible to prerent them, or

rout such parties of Tories as might be

embodied. Major Graham was ordered

on this service with Polk's dragoons,

Capt. Carruther's mounted troop from

Mecklenburg, Capt. Smith's do., from

Surry, and part of Capt. Sopp's do., from

Rowan, under Lieutenant Monroe. In

the whole, ninety men took the road

down the river. The bridge on Town

Creek being destroyed, had to make a

considerable circuit. At Brunswick, saw

a small craft at a distance, but could

not ascertain her character ; was in-

formed that the barges which came

down the river, had passed through the

new inlet at Fort Johnston. All was

silent ; no enemy to be seen on land or

water. The party took the rout by

Lockwood's Folly and Shallot River.

Several Tories they met, who lied, went

taken after receiving a cut or two with

the dragoons' sabres; continued ac loss

the Newcomb River, and encamped at a

place called the Seven Creeks, not far

from the South Carolina line. It had

rained in the day, was cold, the night

was cloudy, sometimes dropping. From

some old houses, the men had taken

clapboards to make a kind of tent for

shelter. The commanding offifter as-

sisted the officer of the day in placing

the guard. A Col. Gainey. who com-

manded tho Tories in South Carolina,

between the Waeomb, Pedee, and

Drowning Creek, at this time under a
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truce with Gen. Marion, by some means

or other had notice of a party of the

North Carolina Whigs so near his dis-

trict, had collected about eighty of his

adherents about 11 o'clock at night,

passed silently and undiscovered along

a ravine between where the sentries

were not more than sixty yards apart,

and placed his men within fifty steps of

our camp. A single gun was first fired,

which made an alarm ; but before the

men had time to rise, a full volley was

discharged on the camp.

In tbe tent of boards, under which

Capt. Cainuth and six men lay, it ap-

peared next morning ten balls had gone

through, none more than five feet high
;

but when the fire came, his men had

got on their feet, and only one was

wounded. A young Dutchman of Lieut.-

Monroe's command, was lying with his

head on a flat pumpkin for a pillow

;

two balls went through his pumpkin,

and he escaped. The horses of the cav-

alry were scared, nearly one-third broke

;

the men began to rally about 30

steps in rear of their alarm—part, such

dragoons as had their horses—some

mounted without saddles. About twen-

ty formed ; but the point of a fence was

between them and the enemy. The)'

were ordered to oblique to the left from

behind the fence. The movement made

some noise. The enemy by this time

had loaded their pieces and discharged

another volley at them. While their

guns were empty, was deemed a favora-

ble time, and the dragoons were order-

ed to charge, which they did rapidly

and with a shout. Gainy's men fled,

dodged behind the trees—only one was

discovered and cut clown. In so dark

a night, they easily made their escape.

The infantry had formed, and came on

after the cavalry for 200 yards. The

enemy were much scattered : heard them

endeavoring to collect in a swamp to

which they mostly fled, about a quarter

of a mile off. The Whio;s were called

back in a field near their camp ; lay on

their arms until daylight. A detach-

ment was then sent on the enemy's trail

four miles, but they had passed on into

South Carolina. We had one man
killed—Lieut. Clark, and three others

wounded ; four horses killed, two of

which were shot down from under the

dragoons when they charged, and sev-

eral horses wounded. Only one of the

enemy was killed. After burying the

soldier, and fixing the wounded for trav-

elling, the party marched up to the

White Marsh ; encamped at Marsh Cas-

tle. It was believed Col. Gainy might

get reinforced, and make another attack

at this place. Considerable defences

were made with fence rails, in such a

manner, that if the enemy had come, he

would have been under a cross rile in

all directions. Gaps were made in the

enclosure for the Cavalry to move when-

ever wanted.

On the next day, marched by Wa-
como Lake and joined Col. Smith above

Livingston Creek. On the next day

heard considerable firing of small arms

in the direction where Gen. Rutherford

lay. In the evening, Lieut. Colonel Lee

of the United States Legion arrived

;

came by way of Gen. Rutherford's camp

from the American head-quarters at

Yorktown in Virginia ; brought intelli-

gence that Lord Cornwallis and the

British army were captured on the 19th

of October ; and that Gen. Rutherford

on receiving the news had drawn up his

13
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army and fired a/we dejoie, which was

the firing we had heard. Col. Lee

moved on to the South to join Gen.

Groen, and in the evening several gen-

tlemen from Wilmington came to us

and informed us the British were about

evacuating that place. On the next day

moved down to Shaw's plantation, with-

in four miles of the town ; heard the

whole British troops were on board, and

the vessels falling down the river. Two

boats were procured and manned, and

went down the river from Shaw's to

town—the enemy's vessels in sight, ly-

ing near a place called the Flats. On

the winds rising, they soon moved out

of sight. Gen. Rutherford and part of

his troops had arrived an hour before;

took up head-quarters at Mr. Hill's—the

only active Whig, and who had suffered

more by the enemy than any person then

in town. Guards were placed out ; an

officer of police appointed ; and to such

of the inhabitants as applied, officers or

respectable privates were sent to quarter

with them as safeguards. What public

stores were left by the enemy were ta-

ken possession of. By the second day

it was reported that the enemy had left

the coast and all was tranquil in the

town. The wagons which hauled for

Gen. Rutherford's troops, were ordered

down from the bridge over the North

East river, and loaded with salt left by

the British. To make out loads for the

whole, some was taken from tin.' disaf-

fected and hauled on to the West. As

the army returned home, when arrived

at the place of being mustered out of

service, it Avas distributed, one bushel to

«>ach man who had served the campaign

-which afforded a seasonable supply

of that scarce article, and was of more

real service to the men than the Audit-

or's certificate they received some months

after for said service. After the month

of November, 1781, the Militia of North

Carolina were not called on for any

further service.

EDGAR A. POE.

American Literature has never been

duly appreciated by Americans, nor its

just deserts awarded it even among our-

selves. We have so long looked up to

the literature of the mother country as

the standard, that we seem to think

that, whatever is inferior to that, or

whatever excites the ridicule or pretend-

ed contempt of English critics, whose

interest and object it is to keep down

our literature as much as possible, is as

a necessary consequence unworthy o:

our notice. We seem to expect that ah

at once, like some brilliant meteor, there

should shoot across our literary firma-

ment, some mighty and splendid genius

which should not only vie with, but

surpass any thing ever produced by the

old world : some Milton, with inspired

pen, picturing to our fancies the glories

of heaven, and the miseries of hell;

arraying before our minds, in glittering-

panoramas, the direful conflicts of the

Great Creator and his rebellious crea-

tures ; carrying captive the thoughts

by the unity and harmonious succession

of his splendid and sometimes over-

drawn pictures ; enchaining the imagi-

nation by the brilliancy, variety, richness,

and appropriateness of his illustrations

and images: or some Byron, writhing in

the titles, agon} of his wounded soul.

But we were to speak of Edgar A.

Poc; and, unlike modern critics, shall

henceforward confine myself to him and
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his writings. That we have lived in too

great awe of the opinions of other coun-

tries, and in doing so, passed over in

silence, or but with a passing notice,

the authors of our own country, we

think, is fully and sadly exemplified in

the case and writings of him whom we

have chosen for our theme. We shall

proceed to consider him ill the different

characters in which he is known to the

literary world, and to give our opinions

of his writings and talents, and what-

ever else may seem pertinent to the sub-

ject. As a Poet he succeeded not so

well as in other branches of literature.

He seems, however, to have been im-

bued with the true poetic spirit, and a

keen appreciation of poetic beauties

;

and that his mind was formed and pro-

perly attuned to this, the most difficult

and yet the grandest of all earthly at-

tainments, no one will doubt who will

peruse carefully the Fragments he has

left to' the world : and but fragments

they are. Pressed by want and pover-

ty, embarrassed by a helpless wife and

aged mother-in-law, in contact with and

obliged to seek support from a world

that possessed nothing in common with

his own sensitive and highly tempered

mind, he was obliged to submit to the

customs and desires of that world

;

and, by chaining down his wild and

strange imagination to the ordinary

ideas of real life, in order to procure the

means of daily subsistence, thus shroud-

ed in obscurity the finest workings of

his mind, the noblest conceptions of his

soul, the most beautiful creations of his

fancy, which, had they been given to

the world, would have placed him upon

an eminence that in a long course of

time would have been reached by but

few, and would perhaps have introduc-

ed a new era in the history of Ameri-

can poetry, and taught us that among

ourselves were men who could tread

with unabashed front the summit of

Parnassus, and with equal right take

their seat among those mighty men of

by-gone years, who had won the meed

of immortality from an admiring world.

Had he written Poetry he never would

have been artistic, though the analytical

acuteness he displays in his rationale of

verse would seem to imply the contra-

ry. He never would have written a

long poem, and hence would have had

no room to be artistic. They would

have been short, but full of poetry in

the highest sense of the term ; replete

with feeling, truth, and originality ; ex-

pressing thoughts and feelings, and

hopes, and fears, and aspirations that all

have felt, and but few been able to ex-

press ; teeming with the sacred princi-

ples of thought, and in all, and over all,

stamped indelibly with the impress of

his own mind, as revealed to us in his

prose writings. True, judging from his

prose writings, this poetry would have

been wild and unnatural, abounding in

vague and dreamy speculations regard-

ing the existence of man and God, and

the relations between them ; breathing

transcendentalism in every line and

word. Startling they would have been

;

yet—as the strains of the JEolian Harp

are most attractive and most sugges-

tive of wild and daring deeds, when the

fierce whirlwind lays his rude and untu-

tored hands upon the yielding strings

—

so would the song of Poe have been

captivating and enrapturing, from its

very fierceness.

As a writer of Fiction, Poe has left to
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the world something more to he judged

of thau in poetry. In his purely ficti-

tious writings, we see the exemplification

of his poetic talent. Calling to his aid

an imagination that has never been

equaled in American literature for force

and brilliancy—and of so fierce and

strange a cast, that men looked and i

wondered, and, in the communing of

their own souls, asked themselves was

it human, or inspired by the spirits of

another world—coupled with a flow

of words such as suit only him and his

theme, he produced and gave to the

world the efforts of his inspired pen.

Men read and admired, and pondered

deeply upon the ideas suggested to them.

There could be seen, expressed in viv-

id language and glowing imagery, the

deep communing of a soul impressed

with a sense of its own superiority, with

not only itself, but at times bursting the

confines of earth, and soaring to those

spiritual regions where so few have dared

to enter, and the marvels of which none

have ever been able fully to express.

—

Poe seems ever upon the point of grasp-

ing, though never grasping, the real se-

cret of man and his existence; ever

upon the point of decypheving, though

never able to decypher, the mighty scroll

unrolled to the sight by nature ; ever

upon the point of reading, though never

reading, the mighty lessons taught as

he believed and as we believe by the

bright sun, the silvery moon, the laugh-

ing stars, and the combined and harmo-

nious operations and movements of the

whole. He saw man and his destiny

revealed, not like Emmorson, in the

budding trees, the beautiful Mowers, the

rich harvest? ; ho heard it, not in the

soft and gentle breeze and the lonely

sighing of the evening wind, but rather

in accordance with his own untoward

nature; be saw the same things express-

ed in the same language, differing only

in intensity, in the decay of autumn, the

falling of the leaves, the naked and deso-

late appearance of the mourning earth,

the lightnings fitful gleam across the

deep blackness^f the midnight sky, and

in the fierce eruptions of volcanic fires.

He heard it, in the same unintelligible

tongue, from the demons who guard the

storm and the hurricane; he saw it

upon the ocean's crested wave, piled in

writhing mountains of fierce and impo-

tent agony, as if longing to be delivered

of its great secret; and when, in despair

of ever understanding the language thus

revealed to him, he seized his pen, and

relieving his overcharged soul by this

outlet, poured forth words, and thoughts,,

and ideas deeply tinged with the hue

of his mind, causing all who heard and

read, to tremble and quake, and yet feel

some portion of the Prose Poet's glow-

ing and thrilling and mysterious fire.

—

His "House of Usher" is an exemplifi-

cation of this ; and his description of

that tall pile of old and moss covered

rocks, the superstitions and wandering

fancies of its master, and the deep aim

sullen tarn that lay motionless and dead

before its gate, is a faithful delineation

of his own mind and self; and in that

tarn, beneath whose stagnant waters the

"House of Usher" found a resting

place, we see the fearful gulf of intem-

perance, on whose brink he himself

stood, and beneath whose waters were

buried the shattered wrecks of his own

grand well-proportioned, yet gloomy

genius. In his "Eureka" he seems to

have arrived nearer than ever before
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or afterwards at the great accomplish-

ment of his life's aim. It is of itself

well worthy of a criticism from a more

practiced and skillful pen than ours

:

and though we disbelieve his conclu-

sions, we must yet do justice to the ana-

lytical keenness, logical acumen, rhetor-

ical fire, and above all, to the deep earn-

estness and sincere conviction expressed

in every line, as assuming' premises that

could not be proved, nor yet refuted, by

any chain of reasoning : lie built the

fair fabric of his argument!; and, in the

pride and joy of his soul, in arriving, as

he thought, at the long-looked for goal

of his hopes and desires, exclaimed, with

the Greek philosopher, " Eureka!" " Eu-

reka !" " Eureka !" His fictitious works

of most note are the "GA. Bug,"

" Murders of the Rue Morgue," and its

sequel, the "Mystery of Maria Roget."

The "Murders of the Rue Morgue"

have been allowed to possess no merit

by his enemies, because, as they say,

any person can unravel a tale which he

himself has woven. But in the con-

ception of this tale may be seen merit

of the highest kind, and the harmoni-

ous combination of the whole, its unity,

the sharp, clear, and terse manner in

which it is written, fully sustains his

previous reputation. The " Mystery of

Maria Roget," is a parallel to the mys-

terious abduction, and supposed murder,

of a girl from New York. All the cir-

cumstances are made to coincide in so

masterly a manner—his conclusions are

so just—supported by arguments so

sound—and reasoning so correct, that

we feel that all who have denied him

any logical skill, have either done him

great injustice, or are themselves woful-

ly ignorant of what consitutes logic.

We come now to consider him in the

character of an Essayist and Critic, and

in this field, he has left to the world the

most convincing proof of his talent and

genius. Drawn from that branch of

literature, in which we think he would

have shown to most advantage, by the

force of adverse circumstances, destitute

of all pecuniary resources, except those

from his pen, he was obliged to occu-

py his time in the composition of arti-

cles that would meet the readiest sale,

and return the largest amount of profit.

And as almost all the literature of the

present day is written in the form of

short essays, to that he turned his at-

tention. With the exception perhaps

of Whipple, Poe stands at the head of

American essayists and critics. The

world has not, however, allowed him the

high place which he so richly deserved.

Not because they were unconscious of

his merits, but because of his pride, his

poverty, and haughty disdain of any

thing approaching to servility. Too

poor to buy favors, too proud to beg them,

and too destitute of friends on account

of his pride and poverty to be praised

and flattered, and to gain the good will

of those literary coteries headed by N.

P. Willis and the Home Journal, whose

fiat was looked upon as decisive—they

themselves receiving the second hand

opinions of British sub-editors, and in-

fluenced by rivalry and jealousy of any

one who did not homage to that self-

constituted tribunal—either openly cen-

sured or " damned with faint praise,"

the productions of the unhappy author

fell under the weight of their royal

displeasure. He also drew upon him-

self the hatred of the North American

Review, the critical standard in Ameri-
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ca, by his open, 'fearless, manly and de-

termined opposition to it ; and by using

to the utmost, the keenness of his sar-

casm, at the spectacle of an American

journal retailing the cast off opinions

of the British press as genuine and

original criticisms. With all the bitter-

ness of the sharpest satire, the force of

ridicule, and the scorn and contempt of

a noble and sensitive mind, he attacked

also the literary harpies of our own

country, who live by filching from men

more worthy than themselves ; but who,

forsooth, could not gain admittance to

those select circles, and would not, by

mean and servile conduct, entreat upon

bended knees the favorable notice of

those lords of criticism who wielded

the dreadful knife of popular displeasure,

and who slaughtered, without mercy,

all those whose purses were not full,

whose meanness was not apparent, and

who fell to the irremediable misfortune

of being born south of Mason and

Dixon's line. Never can we sufficiently

condemn the meanness, arrogance, the

petty hatred, and the disgraceful means

by which they not only placed them-

selves at the head of American litera-

ture, but managed to keep themselves

there. Imposing upon the credulity

and ignorance of a people who were

emphatically utilitarian, using the base

hirelings of a perverted press to serve

their own purposes, they slaughtered

without mercy all who* would not ac-

knowledge their power, and take the

oath of fealty to their government, con-

ceived in fraud, born in corruption, ma-

tured in vice, and maintained by mean-

ness, hypocrisy and duplicity. These

men, with all the haughty scorn of his

soul, Poc attacked single handed and

alone. Fearful odds! As might have

been expected, defeat was the inevita-

ble result.

But the enemy escaped Dot unscath-

ed. Many of their boldest champions

fell, and fearful to hear were the shrieks

of his victims as they lay helpless, pow-

erless, motionless, beneath the dissecting

knife of his fiery criticism, and fearful to

behold was the proud smile of contempt

tliat played around and upon his lips

as he watched the quivering limbs, the

palpitating heart, and the bleeding body

of his foe. Into this conflict he entered

with the spirit of despair, and with the

stern determination to sell his life as

dearly as possible. Beautiful sight

!

To see this man, conscious of his own

powers/thus dooming himself a volun-

tary sacrifice upon the altar of his coun-

try's literature. To see his eye flash-

ing, his chest heaving, and his whole

form expanding with the consciousness of

innate greatness, as he castalook of with-

ering scorn upon the cowering foe, and

charging upon the trembling herd, deal-

ing his terrible blows right and left, and

at length sink wearied with the slaugh-

ter of his own arm, and perish beneath

the cowardly blows of puny pigmies, who
seizing their opportunity, buried their

swords to the hilt in his defenceless body,

and even after death mutilating the

noble form before which bring they had

trembled and in death approached with

fear and caution. Though from his un-

timely death, Poe's works could not

have had their due effect, yet now they

are beginning to be felt, and a new era

in the history and character of Ameri-

can criticism is about to commence.

Men will arise, who, confident in their

own powers, and not expecting prodi-
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gies of strength from infants, will soon

dispossess the present occupants of their

usurped seat, and filling it themselves,

regardless of the sneers and opinions of

our transatlantic brethren, will think and

act and feel for themselves, and, bound

by no chains of prejudice or culpable

ignorance, will weigh the merits of each

work as presented to the public, and as-

sign with impartiality the place it is to

hold in the esteem and affections of the

people.

This mighty movement is attributa-

ble almost entirely to Edgar A. Poe,

and men, in after times, will bless his

name and erect their unavailing monu-

ments to his memory. True, he had

his faults, glaring faults, some of which

are unpardonable ; but if we take into

consideration his high, delicate and sen-

sitive spirit—see the circumstances by

which he was surrounded—by a very

little exercise of christian charity, his

name will be freed from that load of

calumny beneath which it now labors.

He had his faults, as we have said, but

he is now no more. Caught in the

terrible embrace of that fiend, intem-

perance, he allowed the grasp to be

tightened and drawn yet tighter, until

his physical frame, worn out by futile

efforts of resistance, could endure no

longer. On the 7th day of October,

1849, died Edgar A. Poe. Thus fell

that mighty genius, that, while living,

had thrilled the souls of so many, and

whose loss was felt as a vast vacuum

scarcely to be filled. His eye is now
closed in death, his lips are now silent

in the grave, and the cold sod of the

valley presses upon that bosom once

full of ambitious hopes and ardent long-

ings. Let us tell of his virtues and

reverence them, pass in silence bis faults

and shun them. Let us remember that

he was but human, erring and sinful as

ourselves, and not more so ; and let us

drop the tear of pity and regret upon

the last resting place of—Edgar A. Poe.

J.

LEGISLATIVE AMUSEMENT.

'

Messrs. Editors :

I send for insertion in the Univer-

sity Magazine, the following papers,

which properly belong to the records of

our House of Commons. How they

have missed being entombed amongst

the other petitions and reports, over

which the dust has accumulated in our

Capitol, it is not worth while here to

explain. Suffice it to say, that they have

escaped, ad superas auras, and now

knock for admission into your periodi-

cal. The report has the name of being

an offspring of the pen of one of the

most distinguished public men in our

State. For several sessions of the Leg-

islature, the petition was regularly called

up and discussed and reported upon.

Whether it was finally granted I do not

know. Its publication may serve to

disabuse the public, and especially young

gentlemen of the University, of the gen-

erally entertained idea, that Legislators

are always grave ; or that the affairs of

their constituents engross their attention

so entirely as to leave no room for a

joke or a hearty laugh.

State of North Carolina O County.

Dear Sirs: I take my pen in hand to

inform you all that we are all well hoping

that these few lines will find you all en-

joying part of the same blessing.
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I have taken the liberty to write to you

something concerning my old company

Destrict for I think my company is as

mutch entitled to a collecting officer as

any other is because thare has Been a

a destrict in time and when the Rifle com-

pany was formed in that destrict thare was

some persons that seem to be a little con-

trary at that time and would not Join the

Rifle company because They thought the

expences would be something and by that

means my destrict was split up into three

parts the Road Leading from Mountwilling

to elendinning ford on haw river all North

of that Road that would not Join the rifle

company was cut of to the Bumb shot

company all south of that Road down
haw river to thompson old Mill then called

and from that Mill the Road to cates old

lexion ground and North to Mountwilling

again that part was cut of to crutchfield

company all from cates lexion ground south

of that Road and the Road leading to

woody's ferry was cut of to edwards com-

pany that goes to show you gentlemen

that we apart of the citizens of said county

think that we are as much intitled to a

cunstible in our old destrict as any other

destrict I dont consider that my company

is like other Volunteers companies Be-

cause they are Jenerally made up out of

other companies and that shows to you

all at wonce that my company has had a

destrict in time and we a laigc potion of

that destrict think that you Jentlcmen

ought not to have so good a part of your

citizens imposed upon when there is a

Rcmidy to help it and that Remidy is in

your power we believe at any rate part of

it is I gentlemen want you to Introduce a

bill to this effect we dont claim all the old

destrict now we only claim that Part of it

Beginin at woodys ferry on haw River

Riming the great Road to Cntea old lexion

ground and then the great Road to Mount-

willing and then the great Road to clen-

dinings ford on said river, and then down

said River to the ferv again that leaves

out a part of the old destrict on the North

side of it viz. we want a cuustible Elected

in Captain Robert thompson old destrict

Boundry aa they have been for several

year deprived of choosing a constible in

the whole destrict we think it nothing more

and fair play that the legal voters in that

destrict should have a preferance to choose

their own constible in their destrict as the

Boundry heretofore named so I must con-

clude by saying I am your hble servant and

sincere friend so I want you if this wont do

to send me word and send me word any-

how and let me know what you are doing

thare so you must excuse rny bad writing

for it is late I Remain your friend &
G. B. M Capt.

John J Esq.

J. Allison

J. Stockard

J. S. Bracken

C. Jones

H. Nash
Please to write without delay

The above is directed to the gentle-

man at that time Senator from the coun-

ty. Upon it I find endorsed—"7/.

Commons, Jany. 12 tk, 1843; On mo-

tion of Mr. J referred to Comm. on

Military affairs. By order, L. II.

M , C. II. C." In another place,

and at a subsequent session—" In H.
Commons ; 23c? Deer. 1844, read and

refd. to Comm. on Mil. off. By order.

C. M , C. II. C."

1 may add that the locality, " (

old lexion ground," is not very plainly

designated, by the pen of the worthy

memorialist. In copying! wrote it hrion

ground twice ; and it was only from the

chirogniphy of the last mention of it

that I saw it was lexion— in short a

place to exercise the elective franchise,

and not tor one's bones to be deposited

in. I mention this as due to the vindi-
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cation of History, as Mr. Benton would

say. The writer of the following Re-

port has read the word berion ; but I

stand ready to show him his mistake by

an inspection of the original record,

now in my possession, and destined to

be deposited among the archives of the

North Carolina Historical Society,

when next they have a public anniver-

sary at commencement.

REPORT.

The Committee on Military affairs to

whom was referred the memorial of G. B.

M , Captain ; and Jolyi J , Esquire,

and five others who are neither Captains

nor 'Squires, all citizens of the county of

O , and residents somewhere in the

neighborhood of Cates' old burying

ground and Thompson's old mill, setting

forth as a grievance that they have no con-

stable and praying that such an officer

may be piovided for by act of Assembly

—

beg leave to report: This committee have

had the said memorial under their consid-

eration—that is, under their military con.

^deration ; for they are decidedly of opin-

ion that they have not the power to

employ any civil consideration upon mat-

ters referred to them.

It appears from the memorial of the

said Captain and 'Squire, and the five others

who are neither Captains nor 'Squires

—

that they formerly lived in a large and ex-

tensive district, and in the immediate vi-

cinity of two well known and time honored

places—to wit : Cates' old burying ground

and Thompson's old mill, and that not long

since some evil minded persons took it

into their heads to cut off from said dis-

trict all that lay on the North side of one

road, and then all that lay on the South

side of another road; and not content with

this mutilation, they took off all that lay

on the East side of one stream, and then all

that lay on the West side of another stream.

That all this has been done in quick succes-

sion, so rapidly as to destroy the identity of

the place where the said Captain, 'Squire,

and five others who are neither Captains nor

'Squires now live, insomuch that it is the

solemn opinion of your Committee, that

but for Cates' old burying ground and

Thompson's old mill, the aforesaid Cap-

tain and 'Squire and the other five who are

neither Captains nor 'Squires would not

know their own tramping ground—and it

is further the opinion of your committee

that if the said burying ground should

become so overgrown as not to be known;

and Thompson's old mill should go down so

as not to leave a wreck behind, that they,

to wit, the aforesaid Captain and 'Squire

and the five others who are neither Cap-

tains nor 'Squires, would be just nowhere

at all. That at present these ancient and

venerable places constitute the great bea-

cons to guide the wanderings of the memo-

rialists, and serve to pilot them through the

mazy windings of a tract of country turned

upside down by division and sub-division.

When your Committee first read the

memorial, it struck them that here was

presented another of those numerous in-

stances of human dissatisfaction with the

greatest of blessings. Here was a number

of men living in harmony, and separated

from a vain and wicked world with a

Captain to defend them from invasion; a

'Squire to settle disputes and administer

justice; Thompson's old mill to furnish

them with bread while living, and Cates'

old burying ground ready to receive their

bodies when they die;—this reflection

however had too much of the civil charac-

ter in it, and your committee felt them-

selves constrained by a proper regard for

the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

ances to whom alone such quiet and se-

date reflections appropriately belong, to

abandon the task of lecturing on retire-

ment, and to recommend something bolder,

something which might seem to fall with-

in the sphere of their duties. Your Com-
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mittec was also reminded lhat from the

very fact of the House having referred the

memorial to the Committee on Military

affairs, it was to' be presumed that the

House had already intimated a strong

opinion that the report and recommenda-

tion should be of a daring and warlike

character. From all these causes your

committee have come to the conclusion,

that considering how the said Captain and

'Squire, and the five others who are neither

Captains nor "Squires, have been cut offand

separated from the rest of the world, and

then hemmed up, that as the next best

thing to contentment with their lot (which

your Commiltee admit is a mere civil re-

flection) it be recommended to the said

Captains to embody without delay the

'Squire and his five friends, and lead them

in military style from the neighborhood of

Thompson's old Mill andCates' old bury-

ing ground—forever.

Respectfully submitted.

niscences of our early history will be

interesting to our readers, we shall from

time to time insert such " memoranda"

as will be valuable to the historian, when

our history comes to be written.

P. S. It may perhaps assist some of

your readers to know that the "five

others &c, &.," whose names appear ap-

pended to the right hand of the memorial

were the Members from the county du-

ring the session at which the paper was

first received. Their names were written

there by the Captain and Esquire, as an

unartificial way of addressing them. In

the Report they have credit as being

among those aggrieved and desiring re-

dress. Yours affectionately,

Neither "D. D. nor LL. D.

HISTORICAL MEMORANDA.

BY THE LATE JUDGE MURPHY.

Through the kindness of a friend, wo

have been shown a large amount of

the papers left by Judge Murphy.

And as anything in the shape of rcmi-

" Expedition against the Cherokees

in 1700, under Gen. Hugh Wad-
dell.

Robert Gardner's (near Salisbury) state-

ment, born in 1751-52 : Richard

Dobbs, Governor.

Gen. Hugh Waddell was appointed to

command the troops. They rendezvous-

ed at Salisbury in the summer of 17C0.

The militia were collected from Row an

and the neighboring counties. There

was a company of Tuscarora Indians

that marched with Gen. Waddell. They

were commanded by Capt. Cogdill. The

troops marched late in the fall, by Keo-

wee in the Tugalo, in South Carolina.

At that place the troops of South Car-

olina joined Waddell. They thence

matched along the foot of the Blue

Ridge to the gap at the head of the

Cowee (supposed to be Tennessee) river.

They then crossed the Blue Ridge and

went to the towns on Cowee, (probably

six miles below where Franklin now

stands.) known as the Underbill Towns,

and destroyed them."

An account of this expedition is given

in Bancroft, iv. vol., chap. 15, page

339. One would suppose that his labor

and research would not suffer such im-

portant information to remain untold.

But so it is. Historians, as well as the

F. F. V.'s of our Bister State, are prone

to neglect our claims to distinction, when

those claims rest on the bravery and

merit of our gallant forefathers, (ion.

Hugh Waddell led a regiment of North
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Carolina militia in Braddock's war, and

no history has ever yet disclosed the

fact.

" Rowan—Salisbury—Face of the coun-

try—Indian Traces—John Dunn—
Cogdill.

The County ofRowan was taken from

Anson in 1753, and was named after

Robert Rowan, a member of the coun-

cil. The first settlers near Salisbury

were Paul Biffle and John Whitesides,

on Grant's Creek to the north ; John

Dunn, John Gardiner, Alexander Doug-

las arid James Douglas on Crane Creek

to the south of Salisbury. They settled

in 1751. Mathew Locke, Francis Locke,

John Brandon, Alexander Cathey and

James Graham to the west, on the up-

per part of Grant's Creek to the north

of Salisbury, before 1751.

The first mills'on Grant's Creek were

built by John Whitesides near its mouth.

It is now owned by Alexander Long.

Hugh Parker built the mill above, de-

vised it to Thomas, William and John

Frobork, and Spruce McCoy afterwards

purchased. Grant's Creek took its name

from a Mr. Grant, who settled near the

head of the creek.

Crane Creek took its name from the

great number of Cranes that came from

the sand hills during the time of whor-

tleberries, which abounded in the glades

on this creek.

James Carter and Hugh Foster own-

ed the land where Salisbury was estab-

lished and it was by their influence the

Court House was established at Salis-

bury. An effort was made to establish

the Court House to the west of that

place about two miles.

Salisbury.—Elias Brock and John

Whitesides built the first Court House

and Jail in Salisbury, on the ground

where those buildings now stand. They

were the first men that were put in the

Jail after it was built. They were put

in for debt. First settlers in Salisbury

were Thomas Dougan, James Heggin

and James Bowers.

Face of the Country.—The country

was covered with pea vine, grass and

cane. It had" the appearance of the

richest country. There were the buf-

falo, bears, &c, in the neighborhood.

Hunting Grounds.—This country

was the hunting grounds of the Cataw-

bas.

Indian Traces.—These generally run

in the glades near the water courses, when

they led in the right direction ; thence

through glades on the tops of ridges.

Captain Cogdill.—He was ap-

pointed Clerk of Anson County Court.

He came from the lower counties near

Edenton, was a lawyer and had John

Dunn as a deputy Clerk.

John Dunn.—He was an Irishman,

and educated for a Roman priest. He
left Ireland suddenly in consequence of

some fracas, in which he was engaged,

went on board a privateer and came to

America. He inarried Mary Reid on

Reid's creek, on the Yadkin in Rowan,

and made shoes and kept school He
studied law and removed to Salisbury,

where he followed his profession with

great success. He married a second

wife, Betsy Howard, then a third, Frank

Petty, in Lincoln. All his children

were by the first wife.—He was promo-

ted to the rank of Col. of the militia

;

but when the Indian war broke out

and the militia were to march against

the Cherokees in 1760, he removed to
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the Cheraws and remained there two

jrears, until the troubles were over.

When the revolution commenced he

is suspected of being rather luke-

warm, or inclining to the side of the

disaffected. He was apprehended and

taken a prisoner to South Carolina.

At the same time a lawyer in Salisbury,

named Benjamin Boot Booths, was ap-

prehended and taken away with him.

He (Boothe) was an Englishman.

Col. Dunn commanded the regiment

from Rowan, that went to Hillsborough

to protect the Court from the Regula-

tors."

For a more extensive account of John

Dunn's conduct and character, see

" Wheeler's Sketches," ch. 67.—Row-

an County. The foregoing statements

ought to have been incorporated in the

sketch of that County. But as a second

edition of that work may be expected,

or some other person will write our

history, we confidently trust these

''Memoranda" will be useful.

LINES.
The day is beautiful and fair,

No cloud obscures the sky,

The forest leaves are gently fanned,

With zephers floating by.

The young-moon peeping o'er the trees,

Gilds the blue sky with gold,

And the brook's clear waves in fond embrace,

Each other now enfold.

I love at such a time to sit

Beneath the bright moonbeams,
And read from memory's faithful page,

My childhood's early dreams.

To muse upon the happy past,

When all were kind and pure
;

And live again o'er by-gono days,

'T is sweetest pleasure suie.

Tho murmuring brooks, the silver lake,

The verdant turf and lawn,

Where in joyous youth our gambols made,

As nimble as the fawn,

Are in my bosom plainly stamped,

And writ with pen ol steel,

Upon the tablets of my heart,

Which sunnier hours reveal.

The little boat was always moored,

To the b'rave old sycamore,

In which we swiftly plied our oars,

Is on the lake no more.

That old gray tree still breasts the storm,

It's branches yet spread wide,

In which the owlet builds his nest.

And views the glassy tide.

But the l'ttlc boat in which we sailed,

Has long since known decay,

And those green fields o'er which we strayed,

Bloom not as at that day.

But oh while reading memory's book,

We find there 's much alloy
;

For grim old death has called away

Some friends that shared our joy. -

Perhaps a little brotherMear,

Whose cheek vied with the roses,

Has plumed his wings for heavenly flight,

And with his God reposes
;

Or a little sister whose soft cuvls

Would shame the ravens wing,

And whose soft voice tho sweetest birds

In vain would try to sing
;

Was ca.led away from this sad world,

On high to meet her God

;

Those cherry lips, and fairy form,

Lie cold beneath the sod.

Oh why should fate with cruel scythe

Cut down so fair a flower ?

He took her homo to deck the skies,

O'er whom no dark clouds lower.

O'er thy green grave the birds may sing

Their evening enrols long,

But cannot lure thee back again,

To hear thy sweetest song.

Of all loved spots on this green earth.

There is none to dear U> tne,

As that where gentle Fanny sleeps,

Beneath the willow tree, Psi.

CiurEL Hill, April 10th, 1352.
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PROFESSORS OF INFIDELITY.

The world has stood too long and the

Bible stood the test of too strict a scru-

tiny, to create a fear that we will soon

be surrounded by the high-handed, open

and horrible superstition of the dark

ages. Heaven's own seal has been set

to the record, and the wisdom of the

world has undoubtedly accorded proba-

bility, if not absolute certainty to its fi-

delity. The developments of science,

so far from crumbling to atoms the rev-

elation of God, on which has been

built the faith of so many christians,

has aided, so far as human agency can

aid, to establish its verity. And a sav-

ing faith in the life and atoning death

of a crucified Saviour, is fast possessing

the minds of those men who are candid

with themselves, honest towards their

fellow men and humble-minded towards

their maker.

Nevertheless, in " the noon-day splen-

dor of the nineteenth century," the hy-

dra-headed monster, Infidelity, displays

its sad deformity amongst the boys

of our land and the Lilliputian in-

tellects of the world. Broadcast over

the country is sown the silly doctrine,

that infidel notions and unbelieving

opinions are the highest evidence of

superlative talent, and the little fellows,

scarcely ireed from their mother's apron

string, totally unable to sport the hono-

rable sprinkling of half dozen whiskers,

and far down the dizzy heights of know-

ledge, prate as sapiently of the " well

devised fable," Tom Paine's unanswer-

able arguments, and the modern infidel

writers asleaders andbrilliant stars in the

present literature of the world, as would

Curius Dentatus of Roman bravery, or

good old Grotius of international law.

The most improved specimens of refin-

ed taste, good morals and commanding

talents are referred to as evidences of

their belief ; and with Hume and Vol-

taire for commanders, the truth of. Chris-

tianity is soon to be disproved, its be-

lievers to be marked as silly fanatics or

drivelling idiots, and the Saviour of the

world to be scorned and buffeted as a

ruinous impostor. This little planet of

ours has too long wandered from " the

good old way," and " retrenchment

and reform," must be the watchwords.

We attempt no proof of the truth of

Scripture. In every man's breast is

placed a " still, small voice," by the in-

structions of which, as cultivated and

improved in the most christian-like

manner, every one will have the privi-

lege of making up his decision. Indi-

vidually, we prefer the sweet hope of

a blissful hereafter and a reconciled

God, to the freezing, inhuman, annihi-

lating doctrine of these mock-philoso-

phers. There is more true joy in one

hour's being, when " soothed and sus-

tained by an unfaltering trust," in the

creed of the christian, than an eternity

of the dreamy, lifeless, brute-like dog-

ma of modern infidelity. Trusting then

upon the evidence within and around

us, that our religion is not a fable, we

merely design giving a few simple rea-

sons for the pseudo-philosophy of these

loud-yelping heroes.

The " carnal mind is enmity against

God," and this false profession so well

fosters and cheers the innate principles

of man's nature, that a change for the

better is regarded as too difficult of

attainment, and the simple requisi-

tions of Bible purity are discarded as
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unworthy so much apparent labor.

Man is disposed to evil, though the

workings of a guilty conscience con-

strain him to justify his conduct before

his fellows. According to the received

opinion of the human family, the broad

road of infidelity, into which make the

paths of doubting physical truth and

scepticism on all things, leads down to

hell, and its travellers justify themselves

by denying the truth of the Bible.

But the main reason for this false

doctrine, is, as already intimated, the

prevailing notion among the young, that

to adopt infidelity shows a capability of

mind lar above the common herd and

a profundity of thought that would

shame the ancient fathers. To this rea-

son for its prevalence, we will confine

ourselves for the present.

Reflecting upon this deluded parcel of

created beings, the thought forced itself

upon us that there is not much evidence

of a great and mighty mind in the at-

tempt to force upon the world a disbe-

lief in the only record which its Maker

has ever vouchsafed us. It may prove

to the egotism and foolish conceit of

these half-witted boys, that they are

fond of that element, in the bounds and

limits of which they are unable to steer

clear of breakers and maelstroms, and

of which they know about as much as

a fish does of the chemical constitution

of lujposulphonaphthalic acid. It strikes

us now, that if Luther, Calvin, Wesley,

and the thousand other good and great

men who lived " their life out sweetly

here," fully persuaded as to the truth of

the holy scriptures, could rise from their

graves and listen to one lecture from

one of these beardless liberals and bold

.outriders on theology, thoir long-loved

belief would stand forth, a splendid ruin

to be sure, but formless and hideous by

the refulgent rays of this incontestible

truth. Astonished and abashed at their

want of perception, would they not step

upon the rostrum of infidelity, and boldly

proclaim the Bible a lie? Or would

they vaunt themselves upon being

associated with young philosophers of

such transcendant intellectual acumen,

and be more than happy at having ex-

changed the bliss and glory of Paradise,

for the consolation of knowing that after

life, annihilation alone will be the result ?

"The world is insolvent," says some

one, and how much to be lamented is

this sad casualty ? The world has un-

doubtedly neglected Fulton, Whitney,

and other benefactors of the human

race. Their talents have been unre-

warded, their kindness and humanity

unappreciated. But whence shall come

the gold, silver or fame, by which these

distinguished mental stars of the first

magnitude—these Herculean genii, these

Anakims in theological investigation,

whose unappreciated, transcendant, over-

powering and transporting discoveries

have set the world agog upon the good

doctrines of the old divines, and have

forced upon men the almost-too-late con-

viction that the religion of the Bible is

baseless and illusory—shall be rewarded

for their immortal labors ?

Voltaire, Hume and others, though

bright lights in the literary world of

their day, arc now never mentioned,

save with regret for their weakness and

detestation of their opinions. They

have served their day, and the flame of

their glory lias become a feeble, sickly.

flickering light; and posterity, to whom
they committed their fame, has prefer-
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red to let them stand upon their repu-

tation then gained, but have learned to

abominate their religion. The days of

their supremacy are numbered, and we

know that their followers now-a-days

will never gain that superiority which

they had, for these make a too evident

display of their unsafe distance from

shore. Yet let them prate and discourse,

and declaim against the folly .of the age

and the high attainments of themselves.

It can harm no one, only as it excites

the pity of some good Samaritan. The

world at large will frown them clown,

for the sentiment of Knox, is now the

belief of the sovereigns of our heaven-

favored land

:

" The infidel writer is a great enemy to society."

THE MASONIC COLLEGE OF
NORTH CAROLINA.

We hear much daily of the progress

and the immortality of our age—of the

advancement made in the arts and sci-

ences, and, at the same time, the evi

dent tendency towards French manners

and infidelity. This seems to be a con-

tradiction ; for the improvement in the

comforts and luxuries of life is general-

ly attended with a corresponding im-

provement in morals and manners.

That the first proposition is true no

one will deny ; and to discuss the second

more fully, we have not time, nor would

it be pertinent to our subject. In rela-

tion to this, however, we have only to

say, the world is not so bad as " croaking

misanthropy" would have us believe.

There is a spirit of philanthropy gone

abroad which is doing much good, but,

in many instances, is ill-directed. We
propose to notice a benevolent intention,

for which Ave may possibly get a few-

sneers for what may be deemed our

presumption, but these will not emanate

from the sensible ; moreover, we are on

the right side, and that is sufficient.

We desire to call attention, in a spirit

of candor and disinterestedness, to a

matter of considerable importance.

—

We hope at least to gain one object by

it : that of arousing the attention of the

press to the subject, that it may be more

fully discussed than it has been hereto-

fore.

There is a scheme in view to estab-

lish a Masonic College for the benefit of

the orphans of Freemasons. Such a

thing is worthy of the brotherhood

from which it emanated ; but let us in-

quire into the practicability of the plan.

In noticing this affair, we mean nothing

detrimental to the Freemasons. Of

course we know but little of them, but

believe they are calculated to do much

good. In fact, the very thing we are

discussing, is a proof that they are dis-

posed to aid the widow and orphan.

The object of this college is to give

children of deceased Masons, who are

unable to defray the expenses, an aca-

demical education. We have endeav-

ored to obtain accurate statistics with

regard to this matter, but have been

unable. We were anxious to know the

amount of money subscribed, the pro-

posed cost of the buildings, libraries,

apparatus, &c, that we might make an

estimate of the whole, and compare it

with another plan which we wish to

suggest. We have been unable to get

this information ; but hope to make out-

point plain without it. If we are not

mistaken, after the determination to

found this college had been formed, up-
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on the question arising where it should

be located, it was resolved that the town

which subscribed most to the undertak-

ing should have the advantage of its

location. Of course each town looking

to the probable advantage which might

accrue from it, bid liberally. Oxford

obtained it ; since which time the excite-

ment has ceased, and we hear compara-

tively but little of it.

Now let us examine the cost of this

undertaking. We said before, we regret-

ted not being able to obtain accurate

information on that point. Among the

expenses to be incurred will be the Col-

lege buildings, libraries, philosophical

instruments, an endowment sufficiently

large, that the interest may support the

professors and tutors ; and besides board

will have to be furnished to the students,

for it must be borne in mind that the

students will not be able to defray any

expenses. And supposing the Masons

will patronize the institution—we mean

those who are able to defray the ex-

penses of their sons—it will be a small

contribution to the heavy expenses.

To conduct this plan properly a cap-

ital of a million dollars would be neces-

sary. We say to conduct it properly ;

we do not suppose that its projectors

expect that amount, or will wait to ob-

tain the half of it; but unless they do

begin with a large capital, two hundred

thousand dollars at least, it will share

the fate of too many philanthropic move-

ments. We believe then this affair is

impracticable, unless the people of our

State are more liberal than they have

heretofore shown themselves. Hut even

allowing that it is practicable, that it

will meet the expectations of its most

ardent encouragors, why it will take

several years before it goes into opera-

tion, and in the mean time the orphans

will be growing up in ignorance and,

vice. Before proceeding further, we

take occasion to say, that we believe the

Masons want to do the greatest amount

of good with the smallest amount of

money ; that, at least, is consistent with

philanthropy. We believe, too, they

want to do this good as soon as possible.

Their intention is to give the orphans

an Academic education, of course un-

connected with any Masonic mystery,

or anything that appertains to it.

Now if we can show that their object

can be attained cheaper, sooner, and

better, we are in hopes the present plan

will be abandoned. The alternative to

which we refer is the University of North

Carolina. By a wise enactment of our

Legislature, "the Faculty are authorized

in all cases, where the applicant is a

native of the State, sustains a fair mor-

al character, &c, and is unable to defray

the expenses, to admit him free of

charge." This is a wise and wholesome

regulation, and has shed its benificence

on many. A number of young men,

who are unable to defray the entire Col-

lege expenses, can raise money enough

to pay for their board, the only expense

they have to incur, and are thereby en-

abled to obtain the advantages of a good

education. Now let us contrast the ex-

penses of the Masonic College, and those

of the University. Iu the first place,

large and commodious building or build-

ings must be erected by the Masons

;

these are already at the University, free

fur those who cannot pay. The Masonic

Institution must purchase a library
;

there are three excellent libraries at the

University, which are continually en-
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larging and improving, and free to the

use of all. Philosophical instruments

must be procured by the Masonic Col-

lege ; these are already at the Universi-

ty, and experiments will be shown by

them without charge. The Masonic

College must have a large capital in-

vested some way, that the increase will

pay the professors for their services ; the

professors at the University are provided

for, and impart their instructions alike

to those who pay, and those who are

unable.
t

The only expense which is common

to both Institutions is board. Now, the

plan we would respectfully suggest is,

that instead of incurring all the expenses

we have just innumerated, all the money

raised be safely invested in some way,

and the interest or income applied to

the board of the Masonic orphans, and

they sent to the University. Board is

the only expense they will have to in-

cur. The Masons might apply all the

money to be appropriated for this Col-

lege, to some internal improvement;

thereby benefiting the State and at the

same time educating the destitute.

This would be accomplishing two de-

sirable objects at once. We see from

the contrast of the expenses of the two

institutions, that quadruple the number

can be educated at the University for

the same amount as at the Masonic

College. We say quadruple, and doing

so, we put it at the lowest possible es-

timate, although we believe were we to

say quadruple that, we would not fall

short of the truth.

But let us consider the time it will

take to carry this scheme into operation

;

not the least important item in the cal-

culation, by any means. North Caro-

14

lina, in all her projects of public utility

or benevolence, has generally carried out

the adage, " Think three times before

you speak once." Our State has ap-

plied it to action, and she thinks three

times, and re-thinks, before she under-

takes her benevolent institutions. Judg-

ing from this characteristic and the pro-

gress of the proposed College, we may
safely say, many years will elapse before

it is put into operation. In all proba-

bility, one generation will grow up before

it begins to exert its influence upon

those whom it is intended to benefit.

Take the funds already in hand, (we

suppose not enough to erect suitable

buildings,) safely invest them, send the

Masonic beneficiaries to Chapel Hill, and

all these difficulties are at once over-

come. As the funds are contributed,

let them be invested in the same way,

and the original capital increased.

But let us take another view of this

subject. Suppose the Masonic Institu-

tion is carried into immediate opera-

tion—that it accomplishes all that is in-

tended—what is the use of founding

another college within the limits of our

State ? Colleges may be aptly compar-

ed to Banks ; when they begin rapidly

to increase and multiply, they become

unsafe, and there are always many fail-

ures ; so it is with colleges ; in propor-

tion as the number increases, they will

be disposed to relax their discipline, or

in some way temporize, to obtain pat-

ronage. We say it is useless to multi-

ply the Universities and Colleges in our

own State or in the United States, when

we have too many already. Europe

has a population of 238,4'73,95'7. The

United States have a population of

20,000,000
;
yet the latter have by far
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the larger number of colleges, and the

cry is still for more. America might

recollect, to her advantage, that " too

much of a good thing often spoils it,"

and a multiplicity of colleges does not

necessarily multiply good educations.

Another advantage of the University,

we have not noticed, is, that among the

Trustees, its constituted guardians, are

numbered many of the most distin-

guished names in North Carolina.

—

Many of these take an active interest in

the institution, and propose and adopt

the best means to facilitate the ends for

which it was established. Besides, it is

conducted immediately by men of high

standing and high attainments. They

are men whom the State has put confi-

dence in, and found worthy. Good

professors, of course, are no small con-

sideration in founding a college. The

Masonic Institution may have all the

appendages of a college, and yet be

wanting in the essentials to insure a

thorough academical education.

We have said thus much concerning

the faculty of the University through

sheer justice ; to have said more, might

be deemed indelicate, and we could not

well have said less.

That this Institution has its faults

—

as all human ones must have—we do

not pretend to deny; but the que

is, whether it is not vastly superior as it

is, to what the Masonic College can

possible be. Among the considerations

Pot sending boys to the University, not

the least is the benefit, derived from the

ociation. Here are young men col-

lected from all portions of the E

and various parts of the Union. They

interchange ideas aud opinions, (if they

have any,) form acquaintances and

friendships which last through life, and

are often highly beneficial. It is emi-

nently calculated to disperse prejudices
;

give them a proper appreciation of
'

things of which they have formed mis-

conceptions, and on the whole, to lib'-r-

alize their minds, improve their manners,

&c, ad infinitum. In morals, we be-

lieve it may be advantageously com-

pared with any college in the Union, of

the same number of students. Many-

parents, however, believe, that by send-

ing their sons to Chapel Hill, they are

only preparing them for eternal infamy.

This is owing to the fact that they form

their conclusions, like all the world,

from insufficient data. A parcel of

young men will spend a session at

Chapel Hill, where the sale and ua

ardent spirits are prohibited; on their

way home, after the fatigue of the ses-

sion, they often indulge in strong drink,

some become inebriated, and immedi-

ately the wise conclusion is formed by

those who see them on such occasions,

that they have been drunk for >ix pre-

ceding months, and are, in fact, inevita-

bly lost. We introduce this, to correct

a prejudice against this institution,

which is as common as it is foolish.

We have attempted thus briefly to show.

some of the disadvantages of the Ma-

sonic College, and the remedy fortius

—

the University. To recapitulate

believe, by adopting the latter, more

masonic orphans, or the sons of desti-

tute masons, will be educated—a vastly

larger number; that their education

will be more thorough, and it- advan-

tages will be sooner obtained.

We sincerely hope that some one of

the brotherhood may take up this mat-

ter, and treat it with the consideration
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it so justly deserves. There might be

some difficulty in getting Oxford to

consent to give up the location of the

college ; but certainly that intelligent

town is sufficiently public-spirited to

yield, when they see the object proposed

can be better attained by another plan.

We hope too, that this thing will not

be neglected, because it is suggested by

one young and inexperienced ; the ob-

jections mentioned are grave and im-

portant, and should be examined. If

they are unheeded, however, and the

first plan pursued, we hesitate not in

saying, we may with cause ask,

" Amphora ccepit

Institu ; cuxrente rota cur urceus exit V'

A SKETCH.
In an apartment of a hotel in the city

of E — , were seated four youths.

Though upon the brow of the eldest

several years were wanting to stamp

the index of the prime of life, yet he

wore a dignity of countenance, which,

joined with a sedate expression, told

that he was not a stranger to grief.

Grace characterized his every move-

ment. While, at the united request of

the company, he related the following

I

sketch of his life : profound silence pre-

vailed, and every eye was in fixed at-

tention upon him :

—

" I was the only son of a doting mo-

ther. My father having died when I

was at the tender age of five years, she

cherished me as the only thing on earth

worthy of any portion of her affections.

How often, when the sinking sun was

casting his evening beams upon mea-

dow and lake, and boding shadows were

approaching their maximum ; when I

returned from my daily sports, to seek

repose under the sheltering roof of my
happy home, did she fold me to her

bosom—press my tiny hand in hers

—

put back the bright, sunny ringlets from

my forehead, and imprint upon my
youthful cheek the warm kiss of ma-

ternal affection. How frequently would

she tell me of my deceased father

—

that he was then happy in heaven ; and

with how much wonder did I behold

the tear-drop upon her cheek, though

she said he was more happy than we.

It seemed unaccountably strange to me
that she should weep at my father's fe-

'

licity. A happy child. I knew not

then the pain occasioned by a separation

from loved ones. And when, at night,

the hour arrived for me to retire to rest,

how I loved to kneel by her side and

repeat my simple prayer. Oh, who can

fathom the depth of a mother's love !

That sainted mother is now in hea-

ven. On her death-bed she frequently

called me to her side, and pressed my
cool, moist palm upon her throbbing

temples. I saw that her face was grow-

ing paler and more wan, from day to

day. But when the fatal hour arrived

for her to bid me a final adieu, my
young heart "was almost broken.

—

Though deeply grieved, I bore my af-

fliction more manfully, because too

young to know its magnitude. I list-

ened to her last words of advice—re-

ceived with composure her parting

blessing—saw her eyes close in death

—

watched them place her cold form upon

the bier—followed her to the grave

—

heard the clods of the valley rumble up-

on her coffin, and turned away resolved

to walk in the way which she had in-

structed me.
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'After my mother's death 1 felt for a

few weeks as jf there was do one left in

the wide, wide world to car.' fur, or love

me. But soon, at my uncles's home,

where I had gone to reside, this feeling

was superseded by another, more kind,

more joyous, more divine. Sweet,

sweet Lucy, I can never forget her !

She was the only one of my uncle's

children who lived beyond their earliest

infancy. She was, at the time of my
mother's death, eight years old

;
just

two years my junior. Yet even at this

early age, though the withering hand

of bereavement had never been laid

upon her, she could sympathize with

me. Often, when the sad remembrance

of my mother's death would rush upon

me, and the silent, moody tear-drop of

sorrow would steal down my cheek,

would she come and seat her by my
side, and, with her soft dark eyes beam-

ing in full-orbed lustre upon me, would,

in such a sincere and affectionate man-

ner, offer her words of consolation, that

I was almost constrained to believe her

some angel, sent by heaven, as a sup-

port in my oppressive tribulation.

—

Thus, by her gentle manners, her sin-

cere condolence, her apparent affection

and confiding attachment to me, she

succeeded in winning my thoughts from

the object of grief, and centering them

all upon her. She soon became my al-

most constant companion. In our

walks upon tho lawn, and in our ram-

bles over the greenwood, I loved to cull

the loveliest flowers and weave them in

the raven cm Is ihat fell profusely upon

her snowy neck. And when we pad-

dled tho light canoe over the clear

sparkling lake near our home, I would

sail near the shore and pluek for her

the bright, red berries, that I might ob-

tain from her, in return, a sweet expres-

sion of gratitude. As we sat beneath
.

the green, overhanging boughs of some

majestic old forest tree, the merry birds

singing over our heads, the bright land-

scape outspread before us with the

slumbering lake gleaming upon its bo-

som, the snowy flowers contrasting with

her jetty ringlets, with which they were

mingled, and her soft, white hand in

mine, .she looked like some lovely fairy

queen.

"Thus were past two halcyon years

of supreme felicity. Rut alas, envious

fate held a cruel dart, which, though

concealed by bright flowers and golden

sunshine, was ready to fly from the al-

ready bended bow and pierce my heart.

Disease laid his blighting hand upon

the fair Lucy, and siie pined away like •

the green leaf touched by the frost of'

winter. I saw the ruses fade from her

youthful cheek, and increasing paleness ;

establish his seat upon her ruby lips.

Night and day I watched the iron tooth

of decay prey upon her vitals ; and when

all others had given her life over as

hopeless, my fortitude forsook me not,
'

but I continued to pray for her recove-

ry. But the dreaded hour atlength ar-

rived. I was waked from a slumber

into which I had fallen, for the first

time in several days, and was told that

she was dying. I flew to her bedside—

a

frantic laugh burst from my lips—

a

madman's expression glanced from my
eye, and ere an interposing hand could

prevent, tun' her tender face and rent

her beauteous hair. 1 was born..' away,

a raving maniac, my lingers dyed with

the blood of my h lovi <l.

Two years elapsed before I returned
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to my proper mind. I then obtained

permission of my uncle, by crossing the

ocean, to endeavor to destroy the ennui

that clustered around my heart. I have

since, twice crossed the Atlantic, but

have never succeeded in banishing that

fatal day from my remembrance. I saw

in the blue ocean-wave the smiling coun-

tenance of my departed Lucy. Every

beauty that I saw in the " Old World "

was corrupted by a recollection of the

past; and whatever joy has since visited

me, has been mingled with a feeling of

grief. Never until about six months

ago could I relate the history of my life.

But I have now learned to place my
only hope of happiness in a better world

means of meliorating at once his men-

tal and physical condition. The change

from forcible to persuasive means of

propagating moral principles, has been

creeping along with civilization for cen-

turies, and accommodating itself to the

expansion of intellect, until in this our

day, it seems to have almost attained a

climax. Intelligent men in power, in

all quarters of the globe, and under all

forms of government, deem it of more

importance than navies and standing

armies, to have some code of morals

well established, and well indoctrinated

among the people. And though the

god?, before whose altars the various

members of the human family may bow,

than this. Nowr I can speak of my de- i

be numerous and dissimilar, no govern-

parted friends with composure ; and

though my uncle is dead, and all his

family removed far away to the ' Old

World,' yet I am just returning from

the scenes of my former happiness,

where I have been, for the purpose of

ment is firmly established which is not

grounded upon the mysteries and sanc-

tions of religion. Even the sceptic, whilst

asserting the non-existence of the spirit-

ual God, and affirming that earth and

humanity sprung from the realms of

nant of my days with my widowed

aunt.

L. E

taking a farewell look at the home of I
chaos by a blind stroke of chance, ad-

my childhood, and dropping a last tear i
mits that earth would be a hell without

upon the grave of Lucy, before again
j

the restraints of moral teaching, al-

crossing the ocean to spend the rem- though that teaching be a lie.

One of the most forcible and beauti-

ful illustrations of the power to be ex-

erted by " moral suasion," is the histo-

ry of the present wide spre;id and widely

spreading temperance reformation. As

this is a subject of no small degree of

interest to philanthropists, and one

which has been engaging the attention of

our own people, in common with others,

for some time, we offer no apology for

examining into it somewhat in this ar-

ticle. It is not our aim to go into the

merits of the movement itself; that, we

consider beyond the confines of dispute

with all reasonable men ; but we pro-

THE TEMPERANCE REFORMA-
TION.

The beauty, sublimity, and effective

vigor of moral teachings in controlling

the affairs of mankind and keeping in

check the wildness of human passions,

is now acknowledged to be the great

lever of social diplomacy. All confess

that a reformation in the morals of the

man is the only sure, safe, and easy
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pose to consider briefly, the wisdom and

policy of and intended departure from

the modus operandi which has hitherto

heen pursued by the movement. It is

proposed that as the old system is too

slow for such a progressive age as ours,

we should call in the aid of the legisla-

tive and executive powers to compel the

people, nolens volens, to reform, in re-

spect of drinking ardent spirits under

fines and penalties. Now let us see if

there is anything to be gained by this.

How has the reformation progressed

unaided by the law-making powers \

Let facts answer. Founded on princi-

ples of world-wide philanthropy and hu-

manity, and urged in such a manner

and by such means as none could ob-

ject to, it has achieved within a few

short years, wonders only equalled by

the most gigantic works of this onward

age. By the beauty and simplicity of

reason and kindly persuasion, it has ef-

fected changes in the social organiza-

tion of things which the military of the

world, led by little corporals and Iron

Dukes, could never have done.

Armed with truth and justice, the

advocates of temperance have been

moving rapidly, and irresistably along

toward the goal of a complete reforma-

tion. Their principles have crept into

the very strong hold of vice, the hu-

man , and even knocked off the

iron bands of ignorance and prejudice

from the mind of the uneducated.

They have captivated its fiercest and

bitterest enemies by the acknowl

beauty of its results, ramifying and

overflowing like knowledge, all sorts and

litions of society. What more can

be expected, or rath* r, what more oughl

the l"
rl • Human expecta-

tions have already been more than re-

alized. If the friends of the cause do

not turn upon it and rend it, its course

must still be triumphantly onward and

upward. Its enemies cannot do it.

Will its friends then let it alone in its

peaceful and virtuous conquests ? It

seems, indeed, fated otherwise. It

would seem that " moral suasion" is

too slow and inefficient for the great

objects in view. A right tone to pub-

lic opinion, a virtuous example, and the

thousand moral levers of social influen-

ces which have hitherto been more than

sufficient for the attainment of any ob-

ject, are all to be left out of the ques-

tion, and people are now to observe so-

briety and morality, or sutler the penal-

ties of the law. It will hereafter de-

volve upon the servant of the Jaw. and

not upon the man of God, to see that

the behavior of the people is correct,

and in accordance with the statute in

such case made and provided. The

horse has been standing at the brook

long enough, and now he shall drink.

Impatient of even the winged pace at

which the reformation travels, ti.

are some who seek t<> employ steam fox

the propagation of their principles and

hurry morality, like the mails, with

lightning speed over the length and

breadth of the country; making the

inventor of baby-jumpers and gum-

elastic stoves, bite his linger nails with

jealousy ; they prop"-,. ;,. manufacture

temperance nostrums in the legislature

which will restrain all the wayward pro-

pensities of the appetite, and i
' vateus

into close proximity with the third

i. None but fools and timid old

women will wait now r such a

snail-paced car as moral suasion, and

delay thus the temperance millennium
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for want of legislative enactments. We
may expect soon to see the country fil-

led with Jersey wagons, " old sorrels"

and live Jonathans, peddling temper-

ance specifies for the regeneration of the

human family. Imagine for yourself

some such scene as the following taking

place at our State Capitol before long

:

[-Enter Yankee, into the State House,

hunting the Governor, with a bundle

tender his armi\

" Good mornin' Cap'n ; kin yew tell

me whare abouts I'll find the Govnur

of this yer sleepy old State jist now."

" I'm the man sir," says the Governor

evidently offended with the somnolent

epithet. " Can I be of service to you

this morning sir ?"

" Wall, thunderashun ye ar, axes par-

don sir, didn't mean no 'fense. Heze-

kier Dow, sir's, my name, second cousin

to Neal, the Maine feller you know ; and

aint he a main feller shore euuff? The

great bennyfactor of the Yankee Nation.

His name's bin shouted higher out, up

like, than the eko of any thanksgivin'

hyrne ever sung down east."

" Happy to see you Mr. Dow, please

be seated."

" Wall, no, I thankee, gess I heven't

time. Kalkulate, I couldn't drive a

trade with ye, this mornin, nor nothin'

so, for a few hundred pounds of

Dow's celebrated 'Mizry Bam', an

onfallable, dod-ratted, eternally shore

kwore for sin, misery, poverty, wretch-

edness, orfun children, broken-hearted

women, red noses, aud all kinds of so-

shall evils!—Operates like a charm down

to hum mong our fokes, and never was

known to fale. Like to make you gin-

eral agent for all Carliner, bein as how

you are Govnur and would hev the thing

all to your self. Stars ! couldn't you

quine the dimes ! Ef you wouldn't

like to engage in the bizness, I gess I'll

moralize this yer State for ye a leetle of

the quickest, if you and the legislatur

will kum down pooty hansum with the

mineral."

[The Governor somewhat awe-struck

with the vastness of the idea and the

magnificence of the age, meditates^

" And what would be your lowest

cash price Mr. Dow, if we should give

you the job of moralizing our State

upon Mr. Dow's plan ?"

" Wall, now Govnor, don't wish to be

hard upon poor fokes, but bein as its

yew, I kalklate couldn't dew it no how

for less than about five thousun shiners.

That's a leetle more in fact than I got

for puttin' Ole Vurginney through, but

I've allers hearn you folks here in Carli-

ner was a leetle furder gone than any

body else clown south."

[The Governor rises, convulsively

clutching the poker.]

" Git out of here ! you infernal Yan-

kee swindler ; or I'll throw you and

your miserable ' Misry Bam,' as you

,

call it, out of the window !"

" Jemymy ! I gess you needn't git

pot-gutted nor nothin so, I didn't mean

no offense, ef you don't want your flun-

keys down here christianized, why, ther

blood upon your head : that's all. Good

mornin to ye, I've got to git down to

Gorgey State to nite yet, kase I've got

a contract with the Legislator thar to

put the State to rites before the ceshun.

They know how to 'predate the onfalli-

ble ' Bam' down thar !"

[Exit Yankee, with ' Bam ' under his

arm.]

This is one of those " fictions founded
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on. fact," of which we so often hear, and

may very well portray that spirit of

huge philanthropy which seeks to stop

the evils of appetite, and social miscon-

duct by penal sumptuary laws and tele-

graph-propagated morality.

Now we incline to the opinion, that

disaster and defeat will follow any at-

tempt to prevent the use of ardent spir-

its in this country, by means of legisla-

tive enactments. When we attempt for

the sake of any object whatever, to ride

down a great principle of fundamental

right, in order to get at it, we may expect

that jealous freemen will resist. We be-

lieve that republican sinners would be

averse to being forced even into Heaven.

Such restrictive laws, tis true, have 'met

with a partial success in the North, but

they are no precedents for us, inasmuch

as time, the touchstone of all law, has

not yet stamped his seal of approbation

upon them. We hope that it will be

recollected moreover, that is the land

where the infant imbibes hypocricy and

religious cant from the mother's breast;

where demairoe/iMii assumes not as

with us the form of intemperance, to

catch the worse portion of the multi-

tude, but the garb of religion to gull

a populace more hypocritical still than

itself. There they whip a barrel of beer

for working on Sunday, and set a man

in the stocks for kissing his wife on the

same day. But in a land such as ours,

we venture the assertion, that sumptuary

laws cannot be sustained without civil

commotions, more deplorable far than

the evils they could not possibly remedy.

The triumphs of virtue over vice, have

always been and always should be

bloodless victories. A morality enforced

by the bayonet or the magistrate's war-

rant, will only cover a glowing hell of

vice and treasured up resentment, that

must strew misdeeds and horror in the

wake of its bursting forth.

From the analogy of the cases, it

would seem to us that if the positive

mandate of God, would not prevent

Adam, a perfect man, from eating the

raw apple, then hell itself can't keep a

North Carolina toper from sucking the

juice when manufactured into tempting

" applejack" when he feels inclined, and

especially if it should happen to be a

rainy day.

But they say if the people were pre-

pared for such laws, it would then be

proper to pass them, and they propose

to prepare the public mind by making

it a political issue and discussing it from

the stump. Now if a majority of the

people, a large and overawing majority,

such as there must of necessity be for

the passage and efficient execution of

such laws, then public opinion, being

correct, would be so powerful that they

would not only become superfluous, but

odious. And as to making it a politi-

cal issue, every man who can see an

inch beyond his nose, must be aware

that in such a discussion, instead of

calmly enlightening public opinion, the

very contrary would take place. No
question of morals, however pure and

spotless, can be dragged into the arena

of politics, without becoming soiled and

besmeared with the tilth and the mire

of corrupt politicians. The basest pas

sions of the mob would be aroused, po-

litical parties be split up, and momen-

tous national questions lost sight of,

and soulless pandering demagogues

would throw our legislatures into the

hands <>f rowdies and blackguards, too

many of whom, alas I are there already.

The cause of Temperance and morality
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generally, "would be thrown back at least

fifty years by such an event.

We do hope before a general agita-

tion of this subject is begun in our

State, that the true friends of temper-

ance 'will pause before they set in mo-

tion a torrent which may destroy them.

We hope they may listen to the voice

of prudence which whispers so plainly

into their ears the words of wisdom,

" wait for the wagon ;" that they may

leave off the insane cry of help, from

the arm of civil authority, and fall back

upon . their original, strong, and true

policy—moral suasion. Let them but

examine that philosophy, which teaches

by example, and they will, there find re-

corded, the failure of all attempts to

enforce morality, or restrain appetite by

law. We believe that even the slight

restriction of taxing retailers, is impolitic

and should be removed. It only serves

the purpose of congregating the drink-

ing portions of the people around cer-

tain points, and in those assemblies, it

is where most of the crimes originatino-

from intemperance are committed. Be-

sides it makes the business profitable to

the few who engage in it, by deterring

the many who would otherwise traffick

in the article, and thus weaken the evil

by preventing its concentration, and ren-

dering it unprofitable.

JUNALUSKEE—THE LAST OF
THE CHEROKEES.

The wars of no country, conducted upon

the same principle, and carried on to

the same extent, have furnished so many
little incidents of "noble daring," as

those which have marked the early histo-

ry ofthe AmericaUgovernment. And no

people have been so assiduous in gather-

ing and preserving every little deed of

valor that has arisen among their sol-

diery, which can contribute the smallest

quantum to the establishment of a mili-

tary name, as the American people.

They are sufficiently sensible of the

merits of their ovrn warriors; and in

their zeal to reward them they have

been led, it seems, to regard services in

the field as a necessary preparation to

the assumption of civil authorities. A
successful "charge," or a skillful manoeu-

vre, evincing only some proficiency in

tactics, which, together with casual cir-

cumstances, may have obtained a victo-

ry over a feeble foe, must be succeeded

with the bestowal of some important

civil power. This is a great weakness

of Americans, which will very justly

entitle them to the appellation of "He-

ro-worshipers."

But we are entirely persuaded that

this feeling is altogether selfish. How
many brave hearts have passed away

neglected and forgotten, who, in the

same wars, and for the same cause, put

forth the noblest efforts of their nature

;

and gave birth to deeds which might

impart a rich color to the sketches of

the historian ? Those deeds have sunk

into forgetfulness by the side of their

brave perpetrators, because they sprung

from another people. How many acts

of the coolest daring performed by those

magnanimous children of the forest,

who once held our lands for hunting-

grounds—acts the most disinterested,

for advancing the white man's cause

—

Have been buried in Oblivion's murky bod.

It is not our purpose here to attempt

a general delineation of the Indian

character ; but if we should do justice

to the subject of the present sketch, the
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reader will be furnished with a fit exam

pie of Indian heart and Indian courage.

Junaluskee was born about the year

\*i1(j, in what is now Macon Co., N. O,

on the head waters of Tennessee river.

Here lie spent the earlier part of his life,

and received instruction in those arts

which constitute the accomplishments of

his race. In a country w hich seems favor-

ed by nature in the beauty and magnifi-

cence of its geological arrangement, and

endowed with a discerning and compre-

hensive intellect, every thing around was

to him full of teachings. At early age he

became remarkable for sound judgment

and unswerving integrity. Combined

with these he possessed physical capac-

ities even beyond the most of his fel-

lows, and the admirer of God's handi-

work could but feel proud that he was

of the same order of beings, when be-

holding the graceful ease with which

young Junaluskee would scan the broad

mountain side, or bound from clifT to

cliff. Such an Indian must certainly be

destined to hold a prominency among

his people. When he reached manhood

he removed from the place of his nativ-

ity to now Haywood Co., and settled

among the Qualla-town portion of his

tribe. Here he became equally esteem-

ed, and soon so engrafted himself in the

hearts of his tribe, that he was chosen

to the responsible position of high sher-

iff; an office, at that time, (before the

whites had introduced their customs,)

requiring great determination and phys-

ical ability, to bring to justice the of-

feadera under his jurisdiction.

However much be was distinguished

among his own people, he was but little

blown abroad, until the war of 1812.

Indeed no occasion had offered him, up

to that time to manifest the extent of

his magnanimity, bravery, and true pat-

riotism. It was the least to be hoped

for, that one, sprung from a race so ob-

scure, and a country so hidden, should

ever find a field for the display of his

latent virtues ; but they led him to ac-

tion. When General Jackson was lead-

ing his forces against the British and

Creek Indians at the same time, Juna-

luskee was aroused, and prevailed on

some of his tribe, to the number of only

eight or ten, to follow him and join Jack-

son in battling against the Creeks—the

Cherokees' inveterate foe. They met

the American General in Alabama, who
was so much pleased with the address

and personal appearance of Junaluskee,

that he made him Captain over the en-

tire number of Cherokees under his

command, then about one hundred.

Thus they took up their line of march

in pursuit of the Creeks, who were gath-

ered in considerable numbers about the

bend of Talapoosa river, where the fa-

mous battle of the Horse Shoe was

fought.

At this engagement he is said to bi

remarked, that Jackson's big guns de-

stroyed in him all fear of death, and

inspired an uncontrolable anxiety to be

at the very breast-works, and engage

directly in the work of death. In con-

sequence of the width of the river, which

divided the two armies, their rifle balls

could produce but little effect Juna-

luskee felt this great inconvenience,and

perceiving a canoe resting on the oppo-

site side of the river, immediately under

the enemy's bri astworks, he threw him-

self into the stream, swam across, and

in the midst of the East and thick firing

of the enemy—which was DOW prinei-
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pally directed to him—cut it from its

fastenings, and brought it over to his

comrades. They according placed them-

selves and arms in it, re-crossed with

great rapidity, and all that were not

killed in crossing, at once mounted the

breastworks, Junaluskee leading, and

with their rifles, tomahawks, and butch-

er-knives, did the deed for which they

went. Thus was performed a feat, by

that gallant young captain, which, had

justice been done, would stand in fa-

vorable contrast by the side of the

charges of Walker and Maj~, or the re-

treats of Marion and Putnam. How
many of our own countrymen who have

been long trained in the arts of warfare,

and lived for periods within the cannon's

terrible roar, to whom the field ofcarnage

has been as an every-day element, would

hazard so much for another's victory ?

Junaluskee in this war evinced much

natural capacity for tactics, and did

much other efficient service to our coun-

try ; for, in his own language, he " drew

a bead on many a Creek.'' He was

wounded in the shoulder during the

Horse Shoe engagement; for which

misfortune, and for the services render-

ed, he has been amply rewarded by way

of land-bounties and pensions from the

government. At the close of these ser-

vices he returned to Macon county, 1ST.

C, where he lived in respectable retire-

ment, until 1820, when he removed to

what is now called Cherokee county, on

the head of Valley river. Nothing

more of note has been said of Junaluskee

until the year 1838, except that he pos-

sessed an unusually fair reputation

among the whites for integrity and

peaceful deportment. In consequence

of the treaty of 1835, troops were sta-

tioned in Cherokee county, for the pur-

pose of forcing the natives to move west

of the Mississippi. And the old and

venerable warrior, who had sought a

sweetretirement among his native hills to

spend bis declining years in the delight-

ful companionship of his family and

friends, was, with many of his people,

now compelled to bid adieu to his moun-

tain homes—his hunting-grounds—the

resting place of those once dear \o him,

and take up his abode in a distant and

unknown country. At such reflection

the iron hearted soldiery might be seen

to wipe occasionally a falling tear. In

1838, having been taken a prisoner

to be forced into compliance, he said

to the officer of the guard, " my fate is

a hard one ; and harder because I have

always been a friend to the President

and to his people. I have not only pro-

fessed friendship to the President, but

I have helped to fight his battles, and

in defence of his country, I have haz-

arded my life and shed my blood. I

know that Jackson is a brave man, and

I've always fondly cherished the belief

that he was a great and good man."

Here he paused for a moment—" Yes,"

continued he, "I am not deceived, Jack-

son is a good man ; and if Jackson

were here he would not suffer me to be

made a bondman. The remnant of my
days, which can be but few, would be

breathed out here with my dear ones

that are living ; and my bones would

rest at last with the dear ones that have

gone before me ;" here a significant tear

stole down his manly face. All his en-

treaties were in vain ; he reluctantly

submitted, and went his way westward

;

taking with him his family. Among
them the companion of all his afflictions,
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who, enfeebled with cares and years; -V^^'^J^^
-

?^,,, „
tottered on lier journey of expulsion as

if she was wending her way to her las|

resting place.

Such acts of cruelty and ingratitude

toward the native Americans, quite re-

verses the oft-told tale of their savage

ferocity, in burning the houses and

butchering the families of the whites,

and is sufficient to sow the seeds of that

revenge which can be satiated only by

the destruction of life and property.

Junaluskec remained in his banish-

ment but few years. Having been be-

reft of his whole family, his life became
j

You may be just under that old tree

Whar when twilight draws her mantle round

EDITORIAL TABLE.

Tin: following contribution we deem

more appropriate for the Editorial Table

than the body of the Magazine

:

CHOICE SELECTION.

When twilight draws her mantle round

And pins it with a single star,

Then I lifts my foot from off de ground

And thinks lov whar you are

!

Prehaps, you may be in town,

Whar all them fellows round are staring,

If I was thar I'd be bound

That I could beat any of 'em a swearing

!

Or still truer yet, in your country gown,

one of extreme melancholy, so that he

determined upon returning to his boy-

hood haunts ; and in 1843, he came to

Cherokee County, where he now resides,

on a portion of land granted to him by

the Legislature of this State—which act

partially erases the reproach for the

many wrongs once heaped upon him.

At the passage of the grant, he

appeared before and addressed both

branches of the Legislature. He mani-

fested his appreciation of their kindness

in the most feeling terms. In the course

of his remarks he is reported to have

said : "If I had as many lives as I am

old, to devote to the service of North

Carolina, I could not repay her for the

great gift she has given me." He mar-

ried the second time, and is quite well

known as an upright and hospitable

citizen. Junaluskec is a man of great

physical powers—is five feet ten inches

high—has large cheek bones, and ex-

ceedingly keen eyes. Thus concludes

our unadorned sketch of the charade*

and services of one who deserves the

highest meed of praise from the Ameri-

can patriot.

We country clowns used to be.

(To be continued.)

" ADONfS."

We scarcely know which most to ad-

mire, the sequence and elegance of these

verses or the candor of the author. In

the first verse he says:

Then I lifts my foot from ofr de ground

And thinks lov whar you are !

This is the portion to which we apply

the term sequence. " He lifts his foot off

de ground," and the next tluught is where

shall he put it. After having firmly plant-

ed upon " terra firma," by natural or phil-

osophical association, "he thinks love

whar you be!" Now to prove this was

by association. It was necessary to raise

his foot and put it down again to approach

his love, and that may explain it : or she

may have had very large feet, and by using

his own so continuously it made him think

of her feet; then the natural inquiry was,

where those feel were—whither they had

carried her, and consequently where she

was.

In the second verse, he very naturally

concludes, she was probably ID town. It

is to be supposed that his love was not

differenl from other women in this respect,

for they arc fond of town, and other pub-
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lie places ; especially when " them fellows

round are staring "—that is, paying hom-

age to her charms, which was so agreeable

to her vanity that her lover, we suspect,

often on paying her visits found her not

at home.

Now comes the saddest task. In the

latter part of the second verse he says

:

If I was thar I'd be bound,

That I could beat any of 'em a swearing.

Thus evidently showing that he was ad-

dicted to that' vice. Naughty fellow!

Arn't you ashamed of yourself? Wash
your mouth—spit—-leave off swearing, we
pray you. It is highly unbecoming, and

should be abolished at once. Ignore the

habit and with heroic resolve never take it

up again ! But the question naturally

arises, what are you swearing about?

From the tone of exultation with which

he speaks of it, one would imagine that

he had frequently indulged it in the pres-

ence of his Dulcinia, which she must have

approved of, or else he was urged by the

jealousy of " them fellows." If the lat-

ter, we beseech you to throw off the

" green eyed monster ;" it is unworthy a

man of your evident cultivation, both lite-

rary and moral. But in the midst of our

good advice, we are about to forget to give

him due credit for his candor. Rosseau,

when he gave his confessions to the world,

(some of which did not reflect much hon-

or on him,) was well calculated to startle

Eui'ope. But what is still more surpris-

ing, here is a young man in this age,

" when words are used to conceal our

ideas," coming out boldly and confessing

that he swears

!

There is one step still more extraordi-

nary to be taken

—

stop it altogether ! But

we have not time to dwell long upon each

particular beauty. In the third and last

verse, he speaks of an " old oak tree,

where he and country clowns used to be."

Now it may look romantic, but I advise

you to stay at home.
>
Do not go running

about at night with a crowd of fellows

—

you may get into mischief, and that would

cause your charmer mueh uneasiness.

Lastly, " To be continued." Don't

!

Don't ! Don't!—What ? Why don't con-

tinue it, if you please.

" Adonis."—This is the name under

which he writes. Now this young fellow,

the goddess of beauty thought very pre; ty.

And there must be some analogy between

this modern and the ancient fellow (in the

former's estimation at least) in that res-

pect. Now personal appearance is rather a

sore subject with ourselves, and we shall

therefore say but little about it. But we

are strongly under the impression that our

Poet has no looking-glass, or else it is

more flattering than correct.

( To be continued.)

Anti-Adonis.

The fifth issue of our Magazine is now

before the public. Dear friends, again we

are glad to greet you.

" The joys of meeting pay the pangs of absence;

Else who could bear them !"

Do not think us insincere in saying this.

In truth we feel a somewhat growing at-

tachment for our readers, since the ridi-

cule, which, in private as well as public,

was lavished upon our early efforts, has

now subsided into a peaceful silence, and,

in some instances, advanced even to a

kindly nolice.

To be candid, we feel a secret satisfac-

tion in every notice from the press or else-

where, whether for good or ill ; since we
are not insensible to the fact, that good

critics, when they pour out their gall, do

not waste their precious time and talent

upon works devoid of merit. This being

our consolation, we deem it proper, if we

would maintain a self-approbation for our

darling efforts, that we thus grant to those

who have administered the rod by way of

correction or censure, the full meed for
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able criticism. For wo are disposed to

" "ive even the devil his dues," and are not

" So tender of rebukes, that words are strokes,

And strokes death to us."

We return inany thanks for each friend-

ly recognition by the press. A portion of

the press, we find, is not opposed to pro-

gress. But we are disposed to think an-

other portion has become fully acclimated

to North Carolina. This portion seems

not to be yet aware of our Magazine's ex-

istence. For these, of course, we have no

thanks for kindnesses received ; but, being

of such universally thankful disposition,

it is truly painful to us to find them in so

deep a reverie or dreaming, when these

our morsels of gratitude are meted out.

Willi regret we leave them, as coming up

anions: the missing.

Although, during the past month, our

contributors have not been as obliging as

sometime formerly, we have no reason for

complaint; and indeed we have reason to

suppose, were it not so near examination,

they would have saved us all personal ef-

fort in the preparation of this number.

This being the last issue of the Maga-

zine by the present corps of editors, it is

a source of regret we should have had the

rejection of any articles. But " Snooks,"

"B. B." and "Marcus," would call, and

necessity seldom stands upon etiquette.

These three have, therefore, been passed

under the table.

" Delavel
-

' has given us a pretty good

account of a " Midnight Concert," with a

true picture of the instrument employed;

and we would be glad to insert, did not

the whole smack too strongly of the

" Swinette." If it was written for the

benefit of commencement visitors, why

the " bona fide" concert, after " DclavclV

description, (as he inticipatcs,) will greet

them on that occasion: then " Dclavel's is

useless..

As we now pass off the stage of college

action, and therefore resign the conduct of

the Magazine into other (doubtless abler)

hands, ii is with pleasure we rise from un-

der the load of our responsibilities, and,

ing them upon Messrs. Vine A.

Allen, A. R. Black, Junius I. Scales,

James M. Spencer, Geouge M. White,

and James Woods, with a low bow, in-

troduce these worthy and fully competent

gentlemen to our subscribers and the pub-

lic as the editors of the University Mag-

azine for the ensuing year. We ask for

them as kind a reception as that for which

we have to be most thankful.

To our Contributors we bid a fond fare-

well. With you we part more deeply in-

debted than to others. You have so often

lifted labor from our weary hands. May
you continue these kind offices to our suc-

cessors, who are, doubtless, as grateful

beings as we. A piece of friendly ad-

vice :—Deal more in prose than rhyme

—

eschew all strains of love flowers. Re-

member that upon you, no less than the

editors, depends the dignity and standard

worth of the Magazine.

From our Subscribers we cannot separate,

without telling them, we have tried, for

their pleasure and benefit, to do our duty

in the editorial capacity. Errors have

crept into the pages of the Magazine,

which we could not hinder, on account of

our distance from our press of publica-

tion, and hence our inability to read the

"proof." We have no means of deter-

mining how far we have succeeded in the

performance of our duty, and it rests in

yo ir liberality, to forgive any errors we

may have committed, reflecting that we
have done the best our circumstance al-

lowed. On this we resl our hope of ap-

proval.

"Tiflthewfll

That makes the action good or ill.''

Good-by.
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EXCHANGES.
The Ladies' Keepsake, for May, with its

t«n very interesting articles, (among which

are some pieces of fine poetry.) and an

engraving representing " The Desertion of

Sergeant Champe," is full worthy of a

marked compliment. Its moral tone and

literary worth, should make it a welcome

friend to every family circle.

The Nassau Literary Magazine,

presents the neatest exterior of all our

exchanges.

" The apparel oft proclaims the man."

The May No. of the Georgia Univer-

sity Magazine, is before us. We are

happy to watch its growing value, and sup-

pose it has an able corps of editors and

contributors.

The Randolph Macon Magazine has

at last come as May departs. Better late

than never, when it affords us such a treat.

The present No. contains three articles

which would make no periodical of the

day blush to own.

A loner Farewell

!

W. D. BARNES,
T. B. BURTON",
T. EL GILLIAM,
L. F. SILER,
J. J. SLADE,
A. R. SMITH.
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Five numbers of the North. Carolina

University Magazine have been issued,

and the sixth presents itself to you un-

der the direction of a new Editorial

Corps.

It is with diffidence that we accept

the duties imposed upon us by the parti-

ality of our fellow-students, and with, we

hope, a proper appreciation of our res-

ponsibilities. The reputation acquired

by the Magazine under the direction of

our predecessors, and the short period

that has elapsed since its first publica-

tion, make us still more reluctant to un-

dertake its management ; but having

undertaken it, we trust this very cause

will make us more determined and en-

ergetic in the discharge of our duties.

Our Prospectus has been before you

long enough to inform you of the pur-

poses of the Magazine and the manner

in which it is conducted, and in intro-

ducing ourselves to the public, we wish

to say a few words partly in vindication

of ourselves and partly for your infor-

mation.

We are all young and inexperienced,

ignorant of the world and its ways, its

tiials and troubles, its sorrows, its dis-

appointments and defeats, and we have

been asked what good we expect to ef-

fect by our Magazine, and have been

even accused of presumption in out

undertaking.

Periodicals similar to our own have

been established in every college of

note in the Union, and their beneficial

effects are visible in the improved and

elevated literary taste in those institu-

tions.

College is a world in miniature.

—

Here are assembled men of every char-

acter and kind. Here all the passions

of the human heart are in full play,

effecting, though in a less degree, the

same things as in the» great world.

Here youthful ambition takes its first

steps towards greatness, and generous

rivalries and honest contests for distinc-

tion are daily seen. Our Magazine gives

an outlet to these bold aspirations of

the youthful mind, and furnishes a thea-

tre for the display of talent too mod-

est perhaps to force itself into notice.

We do not expect to alter the great

current of human affairs, perhaps not

even cause a ripple upon its broad bo-

som ; we do not expect to put forth

any new and grand thee ries of morals,

law, religion or politics ; we do not ex-

pect to cause a revolution in society or

stand forth the wonder of the world

;

but we do expect to give ourselves that

vigor and confidence of mind so neces-

sary in the great battle of life that all

must fight. We are aiding in the at-

15
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tainment of the objects for which we

are at college. We are cultivating in

ourselves not only a literary taste, but

a correct literary taste ; for our pro-

ductions will be seen by eyes less blind

to our faults than we can possibly be,

and by persons less reluctant to speak

of and condemn them.

No man can be too well prepared

for the doubtful conflict, and while we

are at college preparing ourselves, no

aid, however small, is to be despised.

This is the goo:l we expect to effect,

and surely there can be no presumption

in this. But even if we fail, we can do

no harm. Our bitterest enemies never

accused us of this. Why then refuse

us a fair trial ? Why condemn us be-

fore we are heard, and pronounce our

enterprise vain and profitless ? Other

institutions have succeeded—why can-

not we ? Others have been benefited

—

why cannot we ? Are we made of dif-

ferent stuff from other men that the

same cause will not produce the same

results ? Will not the same things that

benefit others benefit us also ? Surely

they will. Experience, then, proves that

our Magazine will be productive of

much good. And can we not succeed ?

And if not, why so ? Have the people

of North Carolina less pride, less intel-

ligence, less desire for the advancement

of their sons than their neighbors ?

We hope not. Yet if our enterprise

fails, we can arrive at no other conclu-

sion than that they are inferior in all

these respects to our sister States.

The proverbial apathy and indiffer-

ence of the State to similar enterprises

was made the strong hold of our oppo-

nents when the project was proposed,

and its warmest friends felt the full force

of the argument. But we had hoped,

and still do hope, that a brighter and

better day is about to dawn, and while

the old State is awakening from her

sleep of years, and putting forth those

energies which have so long lain dor-

mant, that a literary spirit would also

be aroused and that literature and a

love of literary pursuits would keep pace

with her other gigantic improvements.

To parents who have sons at our in-

stitution, we say, you cannot resist the

conviction that the maintenance of our

Magazine will be beneficial to them.

How then can you reasonably refuse to

encourage us ? A single subscription

from each would suffice. But if you

are so blinded and prejudiced as to de-

ny us your aid, others, following your

example, will not, and our Magazine will

fall another monument of the apathy

and inconsistency of the State.

We return our thanks to our subscri-

bers and hope they will continue in the

good cause and never have cause to re-

gret their kindness. We shall en-

deavor to maintain, and, if possible, to

increase the reputation of the Maga-

zine. With many thanks 'for all the

kindness received from various sources,

we close our salutatory with the hope

that our friends will assist us by sub-

scriptions and contributions, and that

we may never lessen in any degree the

high esteem iu which our Magazine is

now held.

Most women detest the intimacies of

men with each other, and endeavor to pre-

vent them. Men dislike the intimacies

of women, but seldom take the pains to

prevent them.
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VACATION i'l

Vacation ! What throngs of pleasant

memories and bright anticipations does

that one little word call up in the mind

of every student ! On the one hand,

he looks back to the hunting frolics and

parties of his last sojourn at home, to

the free and unrestrained intercourse

with hearts as light and joyous as his

own—green spots in memory's waste

round which his heart would linger for-

ever !—on the other, he looks forward

into that future, which, seen through

the gorgeously colored medium of his

©wn imagination, seems clad in the ver-

dure of a never ending spring. Or,

perhaps, there rises up before his mind's

eye the bright image of some fair being,

some bright particular star, the destined

participator in all the joys and sorrows

of his future life, the goal to which all

his ambitious schemes and struggles for

college honors tend, the bare thought of

whom is sufficient to enliven the gloomi-

est hours of his dull and monotonous

college life, and to drive off the most

violent attack of the blues. And dur-

ing the long tedious winter nights, as

he sits up by his blazing fire, with his

feet on the fender, and the smoke from

his pipe curling in graceful eddies round

his head, and listens to the howling of

the wind and rain pattering against his

window—with what quiet but exquisite

pleasure do his thoughts revert to the

look of confidence and love with which

she parted from him at the close of the

last vacation. How in imagination does

he act over the whole scene in all its de-

tail, and fancies that he is again linger-

ing on the door steps, with that little

white hand clasped in his own, and

whispering into her ear hopes and plans

for the future, alas so seldom realized

!

And, as he thinks over the probability

of his having been " cut out," since he

left home, a shade of sadness passes over

his face, which gradually deepens into a

frown, as he mentally determines to

whip the boy who did it, and to speak

to her no more. Then he thinks of her

promises. Has she not said that she

loved me ? Has she not promised to

love me ever ? Surely no falsehood or

deceit could lie hid beneath that high

smooth brow, or dwell in the deep pure

soul that peeps forth from those bright

and trustful eyes. But he remembers

that he has read somewhere, that wo-

men are naturally deceitful ; that it is

their peculiar inheritance; and, as he

thinks that perhaps she has listened to

some rival richer and more favored by

nature than himself, he sets his teeth

and clenches his hand as if he had him

by the throat, and strikes right and left

at his imaginary foe, until he strikes the

table, knocks the skin off his knuckles,

and—awakes. He has been in dream-

land. Heigho ! these bright but tran-

sient visits to that far-off land of dreams

are oases in the parched desert of his

college life. Alas! that, like angels'

visits, they should be few and far be-

tween.

We are told that boys, when they

first come to college, begin to affect the

man ; and, in order to attain this desira-

ble object, and to give their fellow-stu-

dents an idea of their proficiency in the

art, they talk of home as a place alto-

gether indifferent to them—about the

" old man" and the " old woman," as

people very respectable in their way, but

not to be expected to know anything
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about college life, and consequently ex-

tremely ignorant ; or, to speak classical-

ly, "green." But in many, I might

say all cases, this is mere affectation

;

and, under the genial influence of a let-

ter from home, there will occasionally

burst up through the crust of their cold,

indurated hearts, a stream of deep pure

love, which, like the springs of our own

mountains, is all the purer for the cold-

ness of the region, and the hardness of

the rock from which they flow. If this

is not the case, if beneath this superin-

cumbent mass of rubbish there be not

some feeling, why is it that we look for-

ward with such pleasure to our vaca-

tions, and impatiently count the weeks

and days, nay even the hours that must

elapse until the next semi-annual re-

turn ? It is true that emancipation from

college duties ; the thought that he shall

no more be "awakened from the re-

freshing arms of Morpheus, as soon as

Aurora with her rosy fingers opes the

gates of day, by the college tocsin, grat-

ing with harsh and discordant cacopho-

ny on the tympana of his auricular ap-

pendages ; no more be compelled to

hurry on his habitual habiliments, and

precipitate himself down the meander-

ing staircase of the occidental fabric
;"

to hasten to the college chapel and seat

himself, half naked, upon the hard cold

seats, and listen to ths sleepy tutor

drawling over the college roll—may have

something to do with this emotion.

But the eagerness 'with which students

press forward to ongage seats in the

stage, and the earnestness with which

they endeavor to impress upon their

parents the necessity of sending for

them, all show that home, the place

which, on their first entrance- into col-

lege, they scarcely ever mentioned, or,

if they did, were in mortal terror of be-

ing thought homesick, is not altogether

so indifferent to them as they would

have people believe. When you take

your seat in the stage, too, you scarcely

speak to any one, but lean back in one

corner as if asleep, all the time think-

ing of home, and wondering if the old

place is altered, and if the children have

grown. Then, as you journey on, how

familiar the objects gradually become to

you, more and more so the nearer yoU

get home, until you can point out to

your fellow-travelers the scenes of vari-

ous "moving accidents by field and'

flood," in which you figured as the he-

ro. And, as the stage rises over the

top of the last hill, and the old town

spreads out in all its pristine beauty be-

fore you, with its tapering church spires

shooting up through the surrounding

foliage, and its white houses reflecting

the rays of the setting sun, how your

heart swells and throbs with fond emo-

tion, which you scarcely keep from

breaking out into a shout. But of all

the houses which you pass in your pro-

gress through the town, there is none

which makes you feel so "all overish"

as one, which stands near the centre of

the town, a little to the left of the street.

It is the very picture of modesty and

retirement, nestling among the old oaks

which surround it, as if claiming the

protection of their strong arms against

the rude advances of the blustering

north wind. Why should your cheek

flush and your eye dilate and brighten,

as it falls upon its nice graveled walk

and latticed porch ? I'm sure I can't

say ; but I think it is probable that the

wearer of a certain white muslin dress,
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which you have frequently seen glanc-

ing about in the shrubbery, to the mu-

sic of whose guitar you have often lis-

tened, as you passed along the street,

may account for at least a portion of it.

At last your spanking team dashes

up to the door of the old homestead,

and there stands your father upon the

steps to welcome you home. How the

noble countenance of the old gentle-

man lights up with joy and pride, as he

looks upon the tall, well-grown youth,

who jumps down from the stage-box.

Your mother, too, waits with open arms

to greet you ; and, as you rush into her

ever-ready embrace and gaze into her

eyes overflowing with gratitude to

heaven for your safe return, you wonder

how you could have dared to call her

the " old- woman." You feel ashamed,

and resolve to do so no more. Who
would recognize, in the smiling counte-

nance with which you kiss each little

one in its turn, the blustering youth,

who, a few weeks since, was ready to

forswear home and kindred, through

fear of ridicule ? And then the " dar-

kies" come round to have a look at

" Young Massa." " Lor bless my soul

!

Young Massa, how you is growed!

Young Massa, is you brought me that

'baccar you promised me long time ago ?"

And, as you reply to their warm enqui-

ries after your health, you cannot help

feeling how much you love home ; how

much the old place and all the family,

even to the most insignificant little bow-

legged " darkie," who builds sand houses

from morning to night, have twined

themselves around your heart strings.

After you have seen all the home-

folks, and replied to their anxious inqui-

ries concerning your health and progress

at college, and have eaten your first

meal at home, you put on your hat for

a moonlight stroll through the streets of

the old town. Every thing looks as

it did when you left it. The houses are

as neat, the gardens as trim, and the

inmates as pretty as they were a year

ago. But, although every thing else ap-

pears to be in statu quo, you wonder if

no change has taken place in the " lady

of the white muslin dress." And, ac-

cordingly, following out your thoughts,

rather than any settled purpose, you find

yourself, in a few minutes, at the foot of

the walk leading to the house. You

pause, involuntarily, to gaze upon the

quiet beauty of the scene before you.

The moon, looking down in cloudless

splendor upon the gravel walks and

flower-beds of the shrubbery, reveals to

you the bower in which, during the

moonlight nights of summer, you have

sat listening, entranced, to the voice of

song, issuing from lips whose lightest

murmur was music to your ear ; the

walks you have so often traversed to-

gether, the very doorstep on which you

stood to take your leave one year ago.

You are struck by the stillness of the

scene ; it aj}pears to you unnatural.

Why is it that her song is no longer

heard, nor the sound of her ringing

laugh ? Why is it that her dress is no

longer seen glancing along the accus-

tomed walks ? The thought, that per-

haps death has laid his relentless grasp

upon her, and removed her from you

flashes like lightning through your brain,

blasting and withering it as it passes.

Oppressed by such a thought, and in

the excitement of your mind believing

it to have a real existence, you are ready

to rebel against the divine decree, to
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" curse God and die
!

" but, as the

blasphemous speech is about to be ut-

tered, the sound of a guitar, coming

from the bower, and touched by a well

known hand, reaches your ears and ar-

rests it, ere it is yet spoken. You hur-

ry up the walk, and soon find yourself

sitting by her side. There I leave you.

"YOU HEARD ME."

JOHN BRIGHT'S THREE YEARS
IN COLLEGE.

Many things conspired to depress the

spirits of John Bright on his entrance in-

to college. He imagined there lay be-

fore him a long and rugged journey,

along which difficulties rose like fright-

ful sierras with disappointments rushing

down their sides, like mountain torrents,

to meet him at their base. Beyond, it

is true, he descried the beautiful plains

of success, spreading out in ever varying

loveliness, with Honor's temple rising

high to meet his fevered gaze ; but his

heart sank within him and his courage

died, when he measured, with Fancy's

rod, the intervening distance. Despair

set its mark upon his brow, and he

yielded himself, for a time, the ready

victim of sloth and inaction. As he

looked around among his fellow stu-

dents, and saw, here and there, a scintil-

lation of genius, fanned by the breeze

of industry, kindling into a flame, and

feeding with avidity upon the abstruse

sciences—an impersonation of dignity,

treading the upper walks of polite lit-

erature,. with the staff of seniority and
" the cap of honor (almost) on"—or

the original, surrounded with a halo of

can-less ]iride and self-complacency,

who recited with credit from the pages

of Homer and Peirce without having

seen them, he was ready to exclaim,

" they are too wonderful for me ; who

can attain unto them?"

These were some of the principal

sources of unhappiness to our young

Collegian, before he had been divested

of his preconceived opinion of the

greatness of the university, the vast-

ness and profundity of a college educa-

tion, and the unbounded capacities of

those who obtain it. He felt himself

almost too insignificant to be numbered

among those whom he supposed so ex-

traordinary ; and it quite satisfied his

ambition for the time, to be recognized

as a companion by them.

But when the novelty of the first few

weeks had worn away and his own

strength had been tested, the delusion

vanished ; he saw and felt that there

was no occasion for his holding in such

veneration the objects around him, but

that he was indeed among equals.

—

He now began to take proper views

and estimates of the advantages and res-

ponsibilities that were his, and enter-

ed upon the prescribed course with a

generous ambition to excel in every

branch. With a determination as un-

yielding as [steel and an energy that

desperation only can arouse, he rushed

into the arena of intellectual conflict,

and disregarding the siren songs of

pleasure and the seductive voice of ease,

resolved to conquer every obstacle.

—

What was, at first, performed as a task

and only for the benefit it was expected

to bestow, was soon engaged in with

eagerness and pursued with industry

for the intellectual pleasure it confer-

ral. His duties were, one by one,

turned into pleasurable exercises, upon
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which he entered with alacrity. The

sounds of the college bell lost their

startling harshness and became sweet

as the notes of the distant clarion. He

viewed with veneration and a pleasing

melancholy the old weather-beaten edi-

fices, which wore an aspect of antiqui-

ty and seemed haunted with the mem-

ories of those who had departed from

them. He beheld, with a partial su-

perstition, the aged oaks and listened

as if they bowed their hoary heads to

tell the legends of by-gone days. Eve-

ry walk and private recess had for him

some enchantment to still the tumults

of his mind. The meetings of his so-

ciety were not without their charms
;

and its hall and library became to him

sacred places, where the virtuous muses

had deposited their sweetest lays and

the voice of eloquence lingered in the

silent garb Gf literature. The cares and

concerns of the busy world, were put

far from him, and the anxieties and

perplexities of active life found no chord

of his heart attuned to vibrate in uni-

son with their harsh and grating sounds.

Within a little world of peace and qui-

et an A content, he experienced in kind

that solitude for which the immortal

poet longed, when he soared aloft in the

sublime strain,

*' O for a lodge in some vast wilderness

—

Some boundless contiguity of shade,

Where rumor of oppression and deceit

Might never reach me more."

Although subject to those sources of

unhappiness, to which flesh is heir in

every station, yet he found them rare

indeed in comparison with the pleas-

ures that were induced by a proper use

of time. Thus passed the first year of

his career. The bud of promise had

begun to bloom on his cheek—a ray

of intelligence beamed from his bright,

eye, and prophecies of his future emi-

nence and renown often found utterance

amid the topics of social converse.

But " a change came o'er the spirit

of his dream." The success whieh his

talents and industry had won for him,

together with his gentlemanly bearing

and strict morality, secured to him the

admiration and esteem of his fellow stu-

dents, and the good will and approba-

tion of his preceptors. Would we

could have him here! But alas] im-

partial justice demands the sad and

gloomy sequel. The elite of college—
the aristocracy—that contemptible class

of students, who are envious of the ris-

ing reputation of one of the babble,

and yet desirous of his friendship, if he

will succeed, directed their seductive-

wiles to the quiet room of John Bright

They became his frequent visitors ; and

with the unsuspecting confidence of a

young mind untaught in the school of

vice, he listened to their tales of pleas-

ure and received their overtures of

friendship. He soon found that the

attention which college politeness re-

quired him to bestow upon his broad

and still widening circle of companions,

was encroaching with rapid strides up-

on his daily routine of duties. With

deep feelings of regret and sorrow, he

neglected or superficially performed one

and another of his tasks : yet the social

meetings of his friends could not be

given up. Naturally fond of amuse-

ment, and ofa social disposition, it was

not difficult to persuade him to indulge

in the more innocent games for recrea-

tion. It was not so easy however to
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prevail on him to join his companions

in a social glass. The night on which

he quaffed the first drink, proffered by

one he deemed his best friend, is an

era in his life, long, and we fear, with

sorrow, to be remembered by him.

The early part of the evening had been

spent in animated conversation, jests,

and sallies of wit. One of the compa-

ny proposed a game of chess. He ob-

jected ; saying, it would consume so

much time, he would not be able to

prepare his morning recitation. It was

answered that it was the business of

mediocres to be always studying—that

the lesson was easy—he was not likely

to be taken up—and if he must get it,

they would discontinue the game in

time for him to do so, if it did not end

soon. He yielded ; the game was a

tedious one ; and while it was progres-

sing, a servant was despatched with a

boot to have it mended, and returned

in short order. Presently the glasses

were set, and the whiskey passed round

:

they drank to each other's good name :

there arose in voice like the trumpet's

clear sound, " here's 'onward' to Johnny

Bright's fame." The proffered glass

was once refused ; and again postpon-

ed. But when he saw it extended to

him, sparkling in the hand of one whom
he had learned to deem his bosom

friend, he could resist no longer. He
stretched forth his timid hand and

pressed the burning goblet to his lips.

Deep sorrow and bitter anguish for

days to come wore hidden beneath its

fiery contents. Soon his head grew

dizzy and the room began to reel, lie

••ailed for another and a stouter glass,

and ere the clock struck one the whole

party were in the campus singing at

the top of their voices, to the tune,

" We are marching down to the New
Orleans,"

" The generous wine brings joy divine,

And beauty charms our soul.

We, while on earth, will sing with mirth,

Drink—beauty and the bowl."

• "We leave for the imagination of the

reader to picture how the remainder of

the night was spent. John rose in the

morning, after a few hours of torment

in the land of wild dreams and tortur-

ing fancies ; and lo ! the peals of the

prayer-bell had vainly fallen upon his

ear, heavy with the envelopment of a

double sleep, and the hour of recitation

was well nigh spent. A groan of an-

guish and disappointment escaped his

stiffened lips, parched with excess of in-

ternal heat. He had missed his first

duty. With a heavy heart he left his

couch, whereon for the first time the

limbs of a brutalized body had reposed.

How, or when he came there he knew

not. Shadowy remembrances of the

evening passed like spectres before his

half delirious mind. The recollection of

each event pierced his bosom like a

dagger, and the arrows of remorse rank-

led in his yet tender conscience. Sum-

moning all the courage his self-abashed

nature could command, he resolved, on

the threshhold of a disgraceful career, to

turn back to his former retired and la-

borious course of life, and listen to the

tempter's voice no more. He mot his

comrades at breakfast, who wore a

cheeeful smile and greeted him with

more than their wonted cordiality.

—

Had they met him with a frown he

would have been saved. They remark-

ed his sullen silence, and his downcast
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looks, and were not slow, when oppor-

tunity offered, to present to him the

lethean drops, to wash away his sad-

dened gloom. On the borders of des-

pair, it was not difficult to persuade him

to do any thing that would enable him

to forget himself, and he drank to the

death of his cares. His resolution was

violated. As the diamond when shiv-

ered cannot be made perfect again, so

the resolution that is once broken can-

not be renewed in its original strength.

It weakens in a double ratio to the fre-

quency with which it is formed, until

the formation and violation are almost

simultaneous events. Our hero was

now on the broad road to ruin. His

folly-boat swung from its mooring, and

while pleasure's gale filled the canvas

above, the turgid waves of vice rolled

beneath. He soon became expert as its

pilot, and the merry crew made' him

their leader. Sometimes he landed on

an island of flowers and reveled amid

bright scenes of joy ; but oftener he was

assailed by the tempests of passion, and

wrecked on the rocks of disappointment.

His name became synonymous with ev-

ery species of dissipation, and his wit,

the only unimpaired characteristic of

his former self, enlivened every drinking

bout, and rendered more boisterous ev-

ery genuine carousal. His books were

almost entirely neglected, admonitions

and warnings from the Faculty became

numerous, but still he persisted. Once

he was suspended for two weeks, and

soon after dismissed. At the solicita-

tion of friends he was reinstated, with

the understanding that if he did not

reform he could not be permitted to

continue. The close of the session

drew on, and on Commencement day

he had the mortification of hearing his

name read out among those who were

most irregular and deficient in part of

the course. Thus- ended the second

year.

Again " a change came o'er the spirit

of his dream.' r He visited his home

where the happy days of his childhood

were spent, and, notwithstanding the

manly practices he had learned to in-

dulge in- at college, he could not help

wishing that they might be recalled. He
could expect no less than a reproving

lecture from his father, who had for

some time been acquainted with his

son's unworthy conduct. To this he

listened without replying, for he felt at

the time some feeble pangs of self-re-

proach. Vacation wore away, and the

recurrence of home scenes, and the in-

tercourse of friends, tended much to

warm and soften his chilled sensibility.

He returned to college, attended by the

prayers of a tender mother and an only

sister, and by the wholesome advice of a

father. But these would, we imagine,

have availed little for him, had not oth-

er circumstances combined to produce a

result. Some of his companions had

graduated in the preceding class, and

others did not return to college; so

that he met but few of his old asso-

ciates. Some of these seemed not to

desire as close an intimacy as had ex-

isted before, and even his most intimate

companion, he who had induced him to

neglect his first duty, he who had pre-

vailed upon him to take his first glass,

gave him a cool reception. Although

he strove to be warm and familiar in his

greeting, yet it was evident that it was

forced, and not the promptings of his

heart. As for the rest of the students.
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they evidently regarded him with sus-

picion, and treated him distantly.

—

What could it all mean ? Had he, in

so short a time, sunk even below those

who had participated in all his revel-

ries? The spirit of independence, which

had so long lain dormant in John

Bright's bosom, now sprang into active

life. ! Ie resolved to pass his former as-

sociates as strangers and enemies, and

spurn every advance to intimacy from

others. The faculties of his mind had

been so shattered and disordered by the

excesses of the previous year, that he

despaired of training them to vigorous

study again. At this juncture, he be-

took himself to novel reading. For

hours and days he would sit absorbed

in the exciting pages of romance, awak-

ing to the consciousness of real exist-

ence, only when the sound of the col-

lege bell called him to recitation, and

the servant aroused him to prayers in

the morning. Often he would sit in his

class, unconscious of what was going on,

with a restless glare of the eye, and an

air of pensive abstraction playing on his

countenance. He lived in a dream-

land, created by his own imagination

and peopled by his foncy. Under these

circumstances, it is no wonder he ac-

quired the name of "Crazy Jack."

Months rolled on, and Crazy Jack re-

mained the same harmless, worthless,

creature. In the evening twilight he

might be seen strolling forth with his

pantaloons stuffed in his boots, his walk-

ing cane hitched in his sack pocket, and

a favorite novel under his arm. The

faint light of his lamp might be seen

streaming from his window, when the

small hours of the morning drew on.

Thus Crazy Jack passed his time, till

the term of his probation expired. Some

doubted whether be would receive a di-

ploma. But commencement came, and

he was presented with one. He took

his departure from the university, with-

out a guide for the busy world, or for

that dream-land he spent so much time

in decorating. We have not heard from

him since. His past was an eventful

one; his future, one of shadows and

doubts. We expect to hear of him

some day from one of two places: a

lunatic asylum, or the Congress of the

United States. His mind contains the

rudiments of a genius, and the abundant

elements of its own destruction. The

former, if cultivated, would elevate him

to the latter named place ; the latter, if

not checked in their operations, would

consign him to the walls of the former.

Mon Premieb Mensokge.

_jkrr-

CHARACTERISTICS; OR, WHO
IS THE TRUE HERO ?

" Actions speak louder than words,"

says the old maxim. And not by what

men prefess, but what they do, shall wo

judge their character.

In surveying the broad face of socie-

ty we can nowhere discover any such

phenomenon, as that of two men think-

ing and acting alike, however similar

their education. Though the scenes of

their life may have been precisely the

same, yet after the lapse of a few

years, we invariably find an unaccount-

able gap between the two. Tiny dif-

fer in their manners, belief, and in thoir

very nature. How then can we attri-

bute this total dissimilarity to educa-

tion ? They may have bowed before

the same fireside in tlieir childhood,
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where their God-fearing father offered

up his daily prayer for their future well-

being. The same pedagogue may have

administered his well-ment lashes on

the backs of the offenders. The same

parson may have exhausted his aged

frame with the tenth reading of his best

homily, for their mutual edification

:

and still they differ. And this differ-

ence must be the work of some higher

power than that of man. Yes, it comes

from above—it is the work of our great

Creator. This is what I mean by my
subject—characteristics.

In our childhood, when we read of

the actions of the heroes of Marathon

and Leuctra, our young imaginations

create present representatives of the

great dead. Miltiades and Epaminon-

das are giants, and the old fields of their

glory almost world-wide. And man-

hood, with all its experience from trav-

el and observation, exhibits the same

tendency. Although we have seen the

fairy lands of our childish dreams peo-

pled by a miserable, degraded commu-

nity in our riper years, and the whole-

country smaller than one of our imag-

ined battle fields
;
yet we never fail to

attribute to them the glory they could

scarcely have deserved, even in our cau-

tious judgment, when we have grown

from the enthusiastic boy to be the

cold-hearted, self-interested, man of the

world.

As with nations so with individuals.

We look back upon the actions of

Washington, yet all of them seem to

fall short of our estimate of the origin-

al ; his vict Ties and virtues exhibited on-

ly a part of the man ; and from princi-

ples of investigation we infer from a

few facts the whole truth of his great-

ness. " Paradise Lost " is more admir-

ed than the " Regained," because it is a

better daguerreotype of what Milton's

greatness was. Shakspeare might have

written the Alexandrian library without

increasing the admiration of men for

his super-human genius. Men seize

on a few facts, and from them tell you

the true greatness of the individual.

We must form our estimate of a man's

character from his actions. They are a

portion ofhis personal ideality complete-

ly indivisible of the whole ; apart, howe-

ver, that must never be abstracted from

its concomitants in our estimation of

character. Man, says some author, I

forget who, is a monad of Leibnitz, his

actions the exponent of the whole man,

his flesh and blood do not constitute his

personality. We never blame a per-

son's hand for striking us, but there is

an invisible result of combinations which

constitute the responsible individual.

He is an atom, and we cannot divide

him. There is a character intangible

and invisible, save in its manifestations

in him, which we always signify when

we speak of the man. It is a strange

species of instinct, by which we arrive

at these conclusions ; but every one a-

grees to the truth of it, and the univer-

sal consent of mankind makes any doc-

trine indisputable.

We have only to observe superficial-

ly the great and small events of this

world, to see that there is in all the

master spirits that give tone to society,

an inborn power of awing the multi-

tude by an unseen yet magic influence,

which bears a close analogy to the

great first principle of the universe.

Great minds fail not to perceive this

quality when possessed by another, al-
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though the world from its heedletsness

and want of attention to the evidences

of facts, may not perceive, or if they

do, yet disregard at first this gift of

heaven, which is vouchsafed to but few

men. Yet time, the great developer of

character, will eventually triumph over

their stubborn obtuseness. These men

are the beacon lights of time. When
we review the past, our attention is on-

ly restrained, by these great landmarks

looming upon the panorama of bygone

ages like the giant spectres of the shad-

ow land. We rank nations according

to the number and quality of their

great men. If there is a spot sacred in

the opinion of the world, it has been

hallowed by its associations with names

of the great. We go to Italy, not so

much for her glorious scenery and

balmy atmosphere, as to see the place

where once dwelt a Marius or a Dante.

Every age has an exponent of its ad-

vance in some one of her great men.

They are the articulate representatives

of the thoughts of the inarticulate mas-

ses ; but their greatness is the more ev-

ident when they stand out the origina-

tors and sole supporters of some great

thoughts too sublime for ordinary ap-

preciation. Yet in the end, the silent,

irresistible force of character bends the

stubborn world to its greatness, and

henceforth they become household gods,

and stamp on the character of the world

impressions never to be effaced, but

by some nature huger in its propor-

tions than its colossal predecessor.

—

William Pitt, the son of the famous

Lord Chatham is a fine illustration of

this grandeur of natural parts. At the

age of twenty-one he not only stood at

the head of the great debaters of the

English Parliament, but was perhaps

the most efficient prime minister the

world ever saw. But what was the

condition of this nation to be headed

by a mere boy ? Never was there seen

such an array of splendid orators and

statesmen as was then collected in the

English House of Commons, besides the

great minds in the House of Lords.

—

Yet such names as Burke, Fox, Sheri-

dan and Grattan were powerless before

a man perhaps younger than a third of

the men in our universe. By a mere

proposal to the Irish lords he induced

them to surrender without a murmur,

the last and only claim they could pos-

sibly have for a farther participation in

the government of their unhappy coun-

try.

It is necessary to know something of

the condition of the Irish at that time,

and the wrongs they had undergone at

the hands of the English ministry for

many years previous to the time of

Pitt, to fully appreciate the great infiu-

ence he must have exerted over the

minds of not only the English, but even

the Irish, maddened as they were by

the repeated innovations, made upon

their liberties by the crown and its ser-

vants, the ministry. Yet at the re-

quest of Pitt, they surrendered forever

their parliament, and with it their ti-

tle to political consideration. What
could have produced this tremendous

elevation in so short a time, but the in-

nate grandeur of a nature that could

render futile all the splendid victories of

the " child of destiny," and, above all,

this vital sacrifice of the Irish lords.

Some mawkish spirits not possessing

this quality, more precious than the

most priceless gifts of the gods to heav-
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en favored Pandora, have complained

of the injustice of destiny, and as an ex-

cuse for their contemptible position,

have uttered that solace of all unfortu-

nate fatalists,

" It is useless to straggle against fate."

But this quality, which has afforded

ground for complaint to some, to me
opens a new display of the heavenly

wisdom. How is it possible for us all to

be rulers and none ruled ? Of course

it is evident that some one must govern

men, and by their example and author-

ity crush in its bud any exhibition

of scoundrelism among their fellow be-

ings. It has wisely been said that out

of every hundred or so of men, some

are certainly scoundrels, and their of-

fences make it necessary to bring the

strong arm of the law upon them : and

none but the most gifted are the prop-

er instruments for framing and carrying

out these laws. The cowardly James,

and the no less contemptible John, are

warnings forever to the English, and all

other nations who respect their govern-

ments, to beware how they place at the

head of their affairs, men of such cal-

ibre. But here, some will say, has not

England obtained more by the rascality

of John, than she has gained under the

rule of her best sovereigns? But it

was a mere chance that he thus conced-

ed to the nation its rights. Could not

the same nature that could be frighten-

ed out of his former prerogatives by his

subjects be stript of his power by for-

eign menaces ? Every man must see

the wisdom of thus conferring on a few

this inestimable gift of natural great-

ness.

But this silent majesty of the soul is

not always connected with the brightest

gifts of genius and learning, for we of-

ten see men possessing this inarticulate

impressiveness triumphing over the el-

oquent talkers of a smaller nature ; the

world sees the difference between the

two men ; one is a fair-spoken, shining

creature of education and art, the other

the great ineffableness of honesty and

virtue. Some of our dignified old coun-

try gentlemen are living examples.

These are the sterling hearts, that by

their votes and personal influence wield

a power not less certain, if more limited,

than the deep mouthed sentinels of the

press and rostrum, over the destinies of

their country. But the noblest work of

God is only seen when this characteris-

tic is allied to nobility of intellect. This

is the fulfillment of the soul's prophecy.

All is not weakness and vice among

men. There must be some one among

the million who is worthy of him whose

image he bears. Every century or two

must produce a sage ; some one must

be grander in soul than the poor pig-

mies, who falsely claim the title of man.

This is the object for which your over-

strained imagination has so long pant-

ed, and wherever you discover him,

make all haste and do him the homage

which he deserves, for be assured the

magnetic power of his whole soul may

eventually exact what you now with-

hold.

Moses fled from his countrymen, a

hideous criminal
;
yet hated and con-

demned by his people, he returned from

exile, with the murderer's brand on his

devoted brow, to lead them forth from

oppression in spite of their perverse-

ness, and the strong arm of Egypt's

king. How can you, then, resist the
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might of the strong man ? You are

but a host of puny Philistines, in the

hands of this Sampson of the soul.

The same quality that terrified the jailor,

when he was asked by the Roman hero,

" Hast thou come to slay Caius Marius ?"

raised him from the most humble con-

dition to the highest reached by mortal

strength. Like the winds on the de-

sert, the sand of opposition is swept by

and forgotten. What earthly power

could have restrained the rise of Napo-

leon, after he had kept his promise in

defending the convention, and had reach-

ed the command of the army of Italy ?

Moses, Pitt, and our own Washington,

are very great exemplars and grand ex-

ponents of this doctrine of natural in-

fluence. Years and ages have elapsed

since the days of the first. Empires,

almost world-wide, have arose and fal-

len. Dynasties have reigned, lived and

perished, from the face of the earth.

Religions with their false gods and ab-

surdities, have become wonders and

laughing stocks to the world. Yet the

empire of Moses over men's hearts is

still in its prime. The Christian and

Moslem bear with equal awe the men-

tion of his name. The other twc, if

not so original in their greatness, are

yet the high priests of modern charac-

ter. After contemplating this perfect

union of soul and intellect, the reverse

of the picture almost sickens the ob-

server. It is a sudden step from the

sublime to the ridiculous—the return

of the eagle from his flight in tin ele-

ments to the lowly fall of plantations

and BWaoaps ; lie leaves a field of vision

in which he gazed on the splendor of

the mid-day sun, to behold the puny

bonfire of the laborer. But every thing

has two sides, and both must be looked

at if we would know its beauties and

blemishes. The white and gilded se-

pulchres of the dead are bright and

glorious without, until we view the de*

caying wrecks of once vigorous mortali-

ty in their hollow bosoms. So it is

with mm. After beholding the match-

less form of an Apollo Belvidere, we

must turn to the hideous ab^ftion ol

natural deformity—the night-mare of

the womb—the hump-tacked monster,

who claims brotherhood and compas-

sion at the hands of his fellow men.

On both must we look, if we would

know human nature in all its glories

and deformities. In reading history, if

we would not shut our ears to the truth,

we must equally glow with admiration

at the deeds of Greece—" the land of

lost God and God-like meu"—and shud-

der, with disgust, at the sickening stu-

pidity of the beastly Hottentot. And •

now for the consideration of another

class. If any one of these industrious

imitators of " the nobler man" create

noise enough to attract even limited at-

tention, be assured it is some insect of

education ; he is struggling, like a moth

in the lattice, to get in the splendid il-

luminations of greater lights, and fool-

ishly rushes from his natural element

but to display his real weakness, and

perish in the blaze of grander na-

tures. He then struggles like the pig-

mies, who know their difference from

the true hero. They shine for a while

in their borrowed splendor, and then

fall into their native insignificance,

" And crouch when the thoughts of some great

spirit

With world-wide murmur, like the rising gale,

Over men's hearts as over standing com,
Rushes and bends them to its own strong will/'
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The assiduous demagogue of every

man's e^erience finely illustrates this

class. His own weak compeers are

captivated with his windy display of

powers peculiar to the stump orators of

our country. Yet, after a speech of al-

most a half day, they leave their hearers

in the same profound ignorance in which

they find them—last but a day or an

hour in their influence on the public

mind, and are forgotten before a year

elapses from the time of their death.

The effect of their labors is like the

footprints of birds on the wild sea beach,

every trace obliterated by the next wave

that emanates from the depth of some

ocean soul. How convenient is his

creed, studiously avoiding whatever may

offend the popular opinion, he is often

the loathsome hypocrite, pampering the

taste of a brutal throng that will ere

long turn upon him and rend him for

his littleness, now too palpable to be

longer concealed—turning up his nose

at things he is unable to comprehend,

prides himself on his consistency. And
I have heard of some, who, with an air

of satisfaction, have assured their audi-

ence they have not changed an opinion

since they were five years old. Well may
the world show its contempt for such

men, by showering upon them the con-

tempt they so richly deserve.

Another representative of this class is

the well-dressed ape of high life : bask-

ing in the giddy whirl of the thought-

less, he excites the contempt of even the

painted butterflies he worships, instead

of exerting his strength of mind, which

in most men, is naturally superior to

that of woman. He even falls below

the intellects of these playthings of the

true man. It is then only for the truly

great to impress the character of the

world. The influence of smaller na-

tures disappears quickly before the ad-

vance of time, while the memory of the

truly great lives on forever. Every hour

that carries them farther and farther

back in the gulf of the great past, in-

creases their undying fame, and the

echo of their names once heard, swells

on uninterrupted to the boundless ocean

of eternity.

Then let these great souls exert their

heaven gifted power, for the benefit of

their weaker fellows. Not like Crom-

well rejoicing in the ruin of his country,

but in some great reformation of abuses

and absurdities. Let them speak to

their inferiors, and show the world its

errors. Speak of themselves, and let

men see the gap between the perfect

man and their own abject selves. Men
in their mock modesty condemn any

thing that bends to self-praise. But

whoever yet tired of hearing old Mon-

taigne speak of himself? The good

sense of Ihe world is only offended

Avhen little men speak pf themselves.

To the admirer of true greatness, the

autobiography of a great man is a rare

treat. Let the memory of Sydney,

Brutus, and the Gracchi nerve them on

to action, and dispel the clouds of des-

pondency that lower over the horizon

of their expectations, emulate their vir-

tues, and remember the influence of

their martyrdom is stronger to-day than

when the red gore was yet warm on the

instrument of death. Though their

power may have its limits ; though mad
revolution may stifle for a while every

principle of humanity and justice in the

brutal masses
;
yet the memory of their

glories and sufferings, shall, like the
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dusky shades of death, terrify men at

their beastliness, and restore peace to the

earth.

" From the pitiless glooms of chaos, they

Shall be a power and memory

—

Names to servo all tyrants with a light

Unsetting as the pole star. Great voices

Heard in the breathless pauses of the fight

By truth and freedom, ever waged with wrong.

Clear as a silver trumpet to awake

Huge echoes that from age to age live oa

In kindred spirits, giving them a sense

Of boundless power, from boundless suffering

wrung." Cato.

THE HEART'S DESIRE.

A kindly word betimes to speak,

To wipe away the bitter tear,

That glistens on the mourner's cheek,

And wreath a smile of gladness there,

May be a joy the soul to steep

In ecstacies like angels feel

A mine of pleasures pure and deep,

Which may rich hordes of wealth reveal

:

Yet in this world, so scant ol bliss,

The heart asks something more than this.

To fill the mind with Wisdom's lore

;

To read great Nature's scope and plan,

And through their maziest depths explore

The mystic destinies of man
;

To sip at Learning's sweetest springs ;

O'er golden fields of thought to roam ;

To soar on gilded Fancy's wings,

And make in her bright realms a home ;—

May fill the soul with transports wild,

Ten thousand springs of joy reveal,

Wing fleeting hours, with bliss beguiled,

And make the sage in rapture feel

That his proud " mind a kingdom is"—

The heart asks something more than this.

When darkest troubles thickest crowd

Upon the soul, to break its peace—

To see behind the frowning cloud,

A tender Father's smiling face

;

To rest in humble confidence,

And take the light that God has given ;

To rend the veil of time and sense,

And catch a doubtful glance of Heaven ;

And by the power of Faith to feel,

A title in the Father's throne,

That on the hrarl is stamped, the seal

The King has set to mark his own ;—

Though this may be a joy sublime,

A world of comforts pure and fredj*

Outnumbering far the sands of time,

And boundless as Eternity

—

Though here the soul may seek its bliss,

The heart asks something more than this.

There is a dark and gloomy cell,

Where Melancholy rears her brood,

Where discontent and sadness dwell,

With horrid shapes and phantoms rude
;

Where holds the swelling toad her reign,

Where mandrake groans and adders rest,

And nightshade creeps and libbards-bane,

And the screech-owl builds her damp, cold

nest:

'Tis in the caverns of the heart,

Wherein no kindred feeling glows,

Thit hides from sympathy its smart,

And feeds upon its secret woes.

Not grateful smiles, though e'er so sweet,

Can ease the sadness of its gloom

;

Nor Learning, in its proudest feat,

Make roses in this desert bloom.

E'en is Religion's holy might

In vain to meet its want employed:

'Tis Love alone can fully light,

And fill with peace this aching void.

In love-born confidence to rest,

And find a balm for all life's woes,

Upon some true congenial breast,

Where mild affection gently glows

;

To live in truth and virtue free,

The sorrows of the poor to share,

To case the pangs of misery,

And scatter blossings everywhere

;

To feel that I, with her I love,

Whene'er this checkered dream shall cease,

Shall live in some bright orb above,

A life of endless love and peace ;

And with that distant world of light.

That decks the vault of yonder sky.

Shall rise and set a star of night

—

And thus to live, and thus to die,

Is all that earth can give of bliss

—

Bo thou, my heart content with this.

L.

On her white breast a sparkling cross she worr,

Which Jews might kiss and infidels adore ;

Her lively looks a sprightly mind disclose,

Quick as her eyes, and a» unfixed as those.

Favours to none, lo all she smiles extends,

Oft she rejects, but never once offends.

Pope.
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" THE TRAIL OF* THE SERPENT

"

IN COLLEGE.
Let no one suppose, from the heading

of this article, that it is the writer's in-

tention to bewail, in dolorous accents,

the ravages of "King Alcohol," or blow

a blast which will dissipate the smoke

of burning tobacco, or drown the rattle

of dice and chessmen, or shake the rot-

ten bridge of infidelity, on which many-

hope to pass the burning brimstone

lake; for such is not his design. He
proposes to treat of a subject which all

love. So hear him for his cause.

Some ingenious writers, who seldom

err, have told us that woman's influence

is ubiquitous—that the diminutive fe-

male of the poles, and the ugly, swar-

thy one of the tropics as well as the in-

comparable one of the temperate regions,

can, with a word, make the " lords of

creation" like Hercules of old, lay aside

their clubs and lion's skins, and assume

the unmanly distaff. They tell us,

moreover, that this influence, far from

being beneficial, pollutes all as the slimy

trail of the serpent pollutes the dewy

grass of the field. Woman, say they,

is floating with crowded sails down the

stream of 'degeneracy, while man led

by a " single hair," follows the painted

baubles to the very jaws of perdition.

These writers and their followers, urged

to desperation by female harpies, are

wont to cry in anguish of spirit. " Oh
whither shall we fly ?" " Is there no

retreat but in submission and slavery ?"

Such wailings as these often awake the

pity of the philosopher, the dwellers in

the colleges, who say to the, afflicted,

"Come to us and ye shall find rest—here

in the college, the spoiler cometh not,

16

this 'place is secure from her ravage'

—

here, wrapping yourself in the mantle

of philosophy, and standing on the ram-

parts of science, you can look with safe-

ty on the women going through their

coquetish evolutions in the world be-

low—here their syren voices lose their

charms—here their spears are broken,

and their bows unstrung—here there

can be no slaughter and leading into

captivity."

Such assurances cause many afflicted

mortals to seek the groves of acade-

mies. The father, who has often, be-

neath the myrtle shade, crouched at

beauty's feet, and the mother, who can

perhaps boast a thousand scalps, are

anxious to place their son beyond the

power of the tempters, and consequently

hustle him off to college, where he may
rest at ease, soaking himself in the

quintessence of philosophy, until he has

rendered himself impervious to all ar-

rows that may be hurled by the out-

ward foe. But these parents, " good

easy souls," beguile themselves with

vain thoughts. A sojourn in college, a

wallowing in the mire of literature

—

may render a youth impervious to chari-

ty, benevolence, sympathy, and many

other weaknesses, " too tedious to men-

tion ;" but, after all, he can be shivered

into splinters, by those masked batteries,

woman's eyes. Do doating parents

deem me mad, or in jest, when I assert,

that their darling boys are standing on

the banks of the gulf, enraptured with

the songs of the mermaids, just ready

to leap into the waves—crying—" Go

to, with your mad philosophy, / will

seek the pearly halls, where the pretty

mermaids comb their jetty locks, and

chant their ravishing songs. If they
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doubt, let them follow, and I will try to

point out ' the trail of the serpent.'

"

It is known that there is a magazine

published at this place, a vehicle for

conveying to the " uttermost limits of

earth" the lucubrations of the students.

This magazine, of course, contains the

pet ideas which the young men have

nourished from the cradle almost. So

if you will journey through this " howl-

ing wilderness" of thought with me,

you may see for yourselves the track of

the reptile. It will be impossible for the

guide to point to every inky track of the

worm, unless he had an " iron voice, a

hundred tongues, and brazen lungs ;"

for it seems that almost every writer, so

soon as he is able to turn an enthyme-

matical sentence, makes the women ob-

jects of his saltless satire and blunt

witticisms, or tortures the poor things

to death, with the caterwaulings of his

love-sick muse. It seems strange, don't

it, that boys should decry the things

they love. Why make the girls the

butts of their wit ? Why, be it known

that wit is a rare thing, and if one can,

he will be witty even at the expense of

the Maker of the Universe. Wit is al-

ways divine, never impious. Well,

why satirize the girls ? Why, if men

have satirical powers, they wish to dis-

play them to the greatest advantage

—

they wish that their efforts may be seen

and admired by those whom they love

most. So they attack the girls, know-

ing that hazel, gazelle, diamond, &c.

eyes will review the writings which con-

cern the sex generally. And again pur-

chasers always try to depreciate the value

of the goods which they wish to pur-

chase. So the juvenile satirist endeav-

ors to make the girls think "small" of

themselves, in order that they may be

had for a trifle. I shall not try to ex-

plain the rationale of the caterwauling,

because it speaks for itself. No girl

will take offence at such marks of ad-

oration.

Now to avoid giving offence, we will

state that there is a small swarm of

writers, who have not dedicated their

pens and heads exclusively to the wo-

men. They are ashamed to loll in

beauty's lap, and "sport with the tan-

gles of Neoera's hair," consequently they

skim the fields of metaphysics, and col-

lect from the flowers therein a kind of

diluted honey of a sickly taste. They

also range the fields of theology, and

gather from thence a honey which is

exceedingly bitter. It seems they col-

lect the materials from the " Cyrnean

yew-trees." They furthermore, with

tremendous buzzing, sweep the fields of

politics ; but they always return from

these excursions loaded with bee-bread,

which is eaten only by the bees of that

swarm. After giving this sop to Cerbe-

rus, and explaining the motives of the

amatory writers, who are frequently

misunderstood, we will proceed at once

to the " trail of the serpent."

The first black mark of the venomous

reptile which we shall notice, is when a

writer grows indignant because a men-

tal equality in the sexes has been de-

nied, and, like a good knight of olden

times, ho wields the sword of argument

stoutly in favor of such an equality : and,

in our humble judgment, he establishes

the truth that such an equality exists as

clearly as the mathematicians show that

"little bits" of quantities may be re-

jected : and this conclusion of the mathe-

matician is certainlv true—for we see
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daily that the ladies reject pitiful in-

finitesimals. The^writer is as confi-

dent in his assertions as if he had ob-

tained a male and female mind, and

weighed the airy things in a pair of

balances. Indeed his conclusions follow

irresistably. Nothing is clearer. The

only objection to the reasoning is, that

it has been sent to the world in prose.

j

But there is an excuse for this. His

massive, impregnable, Macedonian-pha-

lanx-like logic would have crushed the

gilded car of poesy to the earth. No
vehicle save the truckle wheels of prose

could support the pondeious, precious

burthen. We hope the girls will for-

give their champion for using prosaic

weapons (if I may so speak) in their

defence, and confer some honor on the

gallant "chevalier for his labors in their

behalf. There is a vacant post to which

he may and ought to be promoted.

—

We have spoken of the chevalier's

ability in weighing airy substances ; in

fact, his touch seems more delicate than

that of the celebrated Goulamb. Now,

we are told that the moon and " lesser

lights which shine by night" borrow

their light from the sun. We suggest,

then, that the chevalier be appointed

Light-Weigher-General to the moon

and her companions of the night.

—

There is a necessity for such an officer

;

for men, in borrowing from one another,

keep a strict account, that they may re-

turn " measure for measure," and keep

up a good feeling between both parties.

Now if the moon goes on borrowing at

random, now a little and then a great

deal, in order to celebrate some negro

" fandango" with a grand illumination,

she may, in process of time, impoverish

the sun to such a degree that he will

lend no more. But even if the sun's

stores are inexhaustible, a difficulty will

arise some day, for pay day will come,

when Madam Luna will be called upon

to pay for the light which she has wast-

ed so lavishly in lighting the negro

"lover" to the home of his "sweet-

heart." If then, there is no officer to

tell the exact amount of light borrowed,

a difficulty will arise between Phoabus

and " Dian," and a challenge will of

course follow. They then will meet

somewhere in the regions of space, in

spite of the laws of gravitation, and de-

cide the matter by dint of butting. No
one can foresee the consequences that

will follow. Both may be shivered by

the concussion, and all the worlds of

our system being unbalanced, "run

lawless through the sky," and sure

enough we will experience " the wreck

of matter and the crush of worlds."

Having shown the necessity of a light-

weigher, and designated a proper per-

son to fill the station, we will proceed to

another track of the serpent; and we
are glad to find it marked out by cleat',

pure dews of Parnassus, undented by

the slime and filth of prose. We have

space for one verse only. Hear,

" Ah fortune ! why didst thou essay

In this low vale my life to hide,

Whilst her 1 love thou dist array

In honor on thy mountain side."

None can deny that this is a " track,"

and a beautiful one at that. We can-

not forbear a commentary on the beau-

ty of this verse. It will be seen that

there is a typographical error in the se-

cond line, where " life " must be written

for "coat," otherwise the stanza is

senseless and without beauty. With

this alteration just see the beauty and
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simplicity of the verse. The lover seems

to chide Fortune (who is, it is to be sup-

posed, the valet-de chambre of the lov-

er and the loved,) for playing a prank

upon him. Funny Fortune has hidden

the lover's coat in a " low vale " and

dressed the lady up in the finest style

imaginable and placed her away up on

the hill-side. What a fine conception

!

Look at the troubled lover pacing up

and down the hollow in his shirt sleeves,

" cussing " Fortune, because he has hid-

den his coat in the weeds or bushes,

and now and then casting a longing

look up the hill, where his lady love

stands " ai rayed in honor," and look-

ing provokingly sweet. Fortune, you

will pay dearly for this sport of thine.

" A Avhip hangs on the staircase." It is

with reluctance we leave this " track
"

and turn to another. We have only

to point them out and not to show the

beauty of them. The author of this

last " track " says, he would not wag

his tongue for the " toys of earth," the

" festive hall," the " loved applause

"

of the rabble, " ambition's heights," nor

any of those things which " worms in-

vent." But still there is a thing for

which his
a yearning heart throbs with

wild desire;" indeed, it wants it "mighty

bad," and here it is :

" It seeks instead a heavenly fuel

To feed a holier flame
;

It seeks to nestle near (hat heart

That dwells within her breast."

And then he winds up with a violent

hailstorm of emphatic u hers," " shes,"

and " my own ones." This is a plain

" track "—and you can't say it ain't

—

as plain as the track of the terrapin on

the saud. Still it needs some explana-

tion to silence the objections of the dull

and envious. They say the author fe

too extravagant in his conceptions, that

he talks as familiarly of the wood ol

heaven as if he had been there and ta-

ken an inventory of all things that are

therein. They say, moreover, that he

makes heaven a wood-yard, a sort of

Newcastle-on-Tyne place, where wood-

piles and coal-pens are abundantly pre-

pared for feeding the " fires " of volcan-

ic mortals. God has given us the

oak, the ash, the beech, the hickory,

and, above all, " fat lightwood " stumps

and knots, and still we are not satisfied.

"Coelum ipsum stultitia," and more

impious than Prometheus, we wish to

steal not only a coal of fire from heav-

en, but also a cord or two of " heavenly

fuel." They add also, that it is contra-

ry to the commonly received opinion,

that heaven is a manufactory of light-

wood torches faggots, and loco-foco

matches, but all know, that there hfar

belozo, a magazine where combustibles

of all kinds may be had for a trifle.

Now it is evident to me that none but

those who are void of thought, feeling

and taste can bring forward such objec-

tions as the above. They are utterly un-

acquainted with the nature of the poet

—

they know not of what elements he i:«

compounded—and so can't allow for hi*.

extravagances. He is well described l\

one who understood poets of this stamp

in the following lines :

" The lunatic, the lover and the poet

Aro ol imagination all compact

:

One sees more devils than vast hell can hold-

That is the madman: the lover all as frantic

Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt

:

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,

Doth glance from eath to heaven, from heaven

to earth,

And as imagination bodies forth
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The forms of things unknown,—the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name."

Now here is painted in true colors the

extravagances of the poet, the lunatic

and the lover ; and as our poet is a

compound of these three—that is a lu-

natic-poetic-lover—we must pass over

his excesses and lay aside all silly ob-

jections. But there is a beauty about

the last two lines quoted, which must

strike all who read. The idea of his

heart seeking to " nestle " near " hers "

is truly grand. Just think of two

hearts pushing and scrambling to ap-

proach each other, like two geese trying

to set in the same nest and upon one

egg. Can any thing be more expres-

sive ? What a picture could be drawn

from it ! Oh, for the powers of a Dar-

ley or Rossiter

!

We have shown u tracks " enough to

satisfy the most incredulous ; therefere,

we will leave the "trail," promising,

however, if the reptile should again

•creep into the fallow ground of the

Magazine, to give all parents due warn-

ing, that they may apply a remedy, ere

their sons "pass the Rubicon." We
shall also give the names, next time, of

these who by making " tracks " show

that they have been bitten. We do not

do this because we think, it wrong to

make " trades" Be it understood that

we are decidedly in favor of the ama-

tory verses that swell the magazines and

papers of the clay ; in other words, of

public courting. If a girl is to be court-

ed why not court her through the me-

dium of the press ? Why not publish

from the " equator to the aurora bore-

alis " that she is the loveliest, prettiest,

sweetest angel who, for the wani of

wings, ever suffered the earth to kiss

her delicate feet ? Certainly the girls

were not given to the world to be kept

" under a bushel." It is known that

during the season of courtship, the best

things are said and done by both par-

ties,—why should these "things" be

kept from the public as carefully as if

they were contraband goods 1 This

way of going to the habitation of a la-

dy, and then sideling up to the dear

creature in a remote corner, the falling

on the knees, then seizing her hand,

then forcing up a few tears by working

hard the eye-pumps, and then asking a

drotted foolish question is abominable.

It really deserves a "kicking." May
all who practise it "get jesse!" Is

courting a dishonorable thing that it

must be " done in a corner V Must a

lover, in these enlighened days, be com-

pelled to approach the dwelling of his

beloved at nightfall, just as a lion sneaks

upon its prey ? No. Let such things

pass away. Let a man be open and

manly in his addresses. Let a col-

umn in all newspapers be appropri-

ated to courtships, where the practi-

cability and propriety of all matches may

be discussed and adjusted with satisfac-

tion to both parties. Editors will croak

themselves hoarse about the Compro-

mise and Homestead bills, and Free Suf-

frage, and Kossuth, and Jenny Lind,

and Louis Napoleon, but they can't suf-

fer a courtship to be carried on through

their columns. A fig for such pseudo-

patriots. They know not how to serve

their country. What printer now will

throw open his columns for the afore-

said purpose, and be hailed by grateful

girls and boys, as the torchbearer of

Hymen, the beloved of Venus, whose
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bier shall be wet with woman's tears,

and whose graves shall be strewn with

the first flowers of spring ? Come, Mr.

Giraffe. Backwoods.

THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
HENRY CLAY.*

Kentucky is in tears, and we are here

to share her grief. From the con-

fines of that gallant State the west-

ern breeze bears sounds of lamenta-

tion and woe. Him, whom for half a

century, no violence and no artifice

could divide from her love, now at last

the hand of death hath divided. Him,

whom her broad shield has protected

in every circumstance of danger ; him,

whom in the hour of evil report, whilst

calumny was busy with his name, she

but drew tho closer—she has found no

means of defending from the great Vic-

tor of all. Month after month she has

stood over his couch, and resisted the

approaches of the conqueror : what he

gained upon her love and care was im-

perceptible, but it was sure ; and now
in these latter days of June, Kentucky

has bitter experience of the dread truth

conveyed not less in the heathen fable,

than upon the pages of Inspiration, that

it is not possible to save those who are

appointed to die. Sadly she collects

what remains of her dead son and gath-

ers it to her bosom. All over that no-

ble territory which stretches beneath

the tide of the Ohio ; in the fertile val-

leys of the Green, the Kentucky and

Licking rivers ; in the gorges and on the

heights of the Cumberland mountains:

by the banks of that broad river of the

* A Discourse, delivered July 1st, 1852, by

Snm'l F. Phillips, Esq.

west—ordinary avocations are interrupt-

ed, and men think upon Henry Clay.

They think—to weep; and faces that

never yet have known a tear, will be

wet to-day. Old men and children,

matrons, young men and maidens, as

they learn that the form of Clay is low

and cold, will swell the general lament.

The counter will be abandoned, the

book of the scholar thrown aside, the

halls of justice be closed, the harp, if

swept at all, shall thrill the air with

dirges, the ripened grain shall wave in

the air another day, and the plough

stand still in the unfinished furrow

—

for Kentucky was ever a lover of Henrv
Clay. Nor shall the flood of grief be

dammed by the boundaries of his State,

nor the luxury of tears be denied to all

but Kentuckians. Old men, who were

his contemporaries, and for fifty years

had hailed his fortunes careering to their

zenith
;
young men who had huzzaed

for Clay from their cradles, and whose

enthusiasm taught them that his namo
was a sufficient motto and platform of

political principles, will feel their hearts

sink as the catastrophe which they had

dreaded comes upon them, and not a

village in the land but shall witness the

extent to which Americans carry their

attachment to their great men.

For, although in some souse it mar
be true that republics are ungrateful

,

in another, perhaps greater, it is untrue.

It may be true that the constituencies

will not always entrust their institutions

to the hands of those who have laid

them under signal obligations ; it may
be true that under the stress of party,

and believing that suffrage requires an

exertion of their mental faculties, and

that the success of some political prin-
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ciple requires they should deny them-

selves the gratification of personal par-

tiality—they may subject themselves to

a charge of ingratitude ; nevertheless,

let them vote as they will ; let them

even go so far as to indulge in slander

to attain their ends—yet under it all

abides deep love for those who have

done them service, and have conferred

honor upon their institutions, and when

the occasion passes away, their better

and more permanent sentiments break

forth in abiding love and esteem. It

may be a distinction too delicate and

curious, but it appears to me that how-

ever, when clothed in the garb of poli-

ticians and electors, the people may be

capricious and unjust, yet as members

of society and as men they are full of

•confidence and gratitude. If it were

otherwise, what hope would there be to

generous ambition anxious to serve the

-country ? Even the noblest spirit of

emulation requires other stimulus than

a dry sense of duty, and republics de-

mand and give opportunities for the ve-

ry highest services. The approval of

our fellow-men is one of the most pow-

erful incitements to laborious effort

;

and if this be wanting in republics, lit-

tle remains to call into public life the

abilities of the wise and good. Here,

then, I find the legitimate object of the

ambition of republican statesmen—not

a " tremendous majority," not a Senate

at his heels, not the huzzas of an elec-

tion day, but the everyday quiet love

of their eountiymen, and the lasting

tribute of their esteem. I say that this

is the most legitimate, not only that it as

most worthy, but because, while meaner

gratifications depend upon chance, this

may always be calculated upon.

That it may, let all remark as they

reflect upon the extraordinary populari-

ty, which for a few years past, Mr. Clay

has enjoyed with a nation that has

thrice rejected him from its highest

honors. A popularity, which, shared

by them to some degree, now descends

to be' enjoyed without partner, by Dan-

iel
t
Webster and Lewis Cass. It re-

quires that some violence should be

done to our impressions to «ause .us to

believe that this man was at one time

cruelly slandered all over the country—

that the foulest corruption was imputed

to him, upon evidence that would not

have given a bad name to a dog. Yet

so it was. He whom all parties join in

praising ; he, to whom all give the tri-

bute of an unblemished reputation and

a devoted patriotism, has been for years

pursued with a bitterness unparalleled

in our history—if we except the case of

President Washington. But the storm

has passed by forever,

Glory without end

Scattered the clouds away, and on that name
attend

The tears and praises of all lime.

In the year 1806, Henry Clay, for

three years previously a distinguished

member of the Kentucky legislature,

entered the Senate of the United States.

Since that time, over a period of forty-

six years, the eyes of the nation have

been upon him. For thirty-five years

of this period, he has been in high pub-

lic office : Senator of the United States,

Member and Speaker of the House of

Representatives, Envoy to Ghent by

appointment of Mr. Madison, and Sec-

retary of State in the administration of

the younger Adams. Three times he
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has been a candidate for the Presiden-

cy ; in 1824, when there were four can-

didates in the field, and the election

was finally decided by the House of

Representatives; in 1832, against Gen-

eral Jackson, when, although his elec-

toral vote was small, he received even

in opposition to that extraordinary man,

550,000 to 080,000 in popular voices
;

more recently in 1 844, when the magic

of his great name rallied a party thor-

oughly disorganized by previous mis-

fortune, and had almost led them to vic-

tory.

Such is a bold outline of his public

career. That outline, a want of prepa-

ration forbids that I should attempt to

fill. Under other circumstances, it might

have been interesting, now that Clay is

clay, to have pursued his life through

its brilliant course, and have shown how
completely his breast was filled with

deep, disinterested love for this country.

Yes ! deep it was, and disinterested, for

it happened to Mr. Clay to have oppor-

tunities of showing his zeal for his coun-

try's best interests, after all chance of

gratifying his ambition had passed away.

His was a spirit—proud it may be, and

fiery, but with no alloy of the putty

meannesses that often degrade natures

otherwise so fine. It was in 3833, after

his defeat by General Jackson, when

the fortunes of that old soldier were

most in the ascendant, that Mr. Clay,

forgetting the verdict that the country

had just given against him, stepped for-

ward to compromise the tariff question,

and succeeded in preventing imminent

civil war. How it has been of late,

since the extinction of every ambitious

hope by the election of Mr. Polk, and the

subsequent nomination of General Tay-

lor, none in this land are so young as

not to know.

Three score years and ten were upon

him, and not only excused but demand-

ed repose. He could not but know

that if he went to Washington city and

engaged in the discussion and settle-

ment of the delicate questions connect-

ed with the acquisition of our new Mex-

ican territory, that it would be at the

cost of his life. He knew all this, his

years pleaded for repose, disappointed

ambition, if he had had a thousandth

part of what was laid to his charge,

would have whispered, " since they re-

ject my services let them manage their

affairs as best they may—as they have

discarded me for advising a different

method of annexing Texas, let them

reap the full fruits of their folly"—but"

no ! Such sentiments found no harbor

in the breast of Henry Clay. But one

figure presented itself to his mind,—it

was that of his country in distress, and

he did not hesitate. His country called

and his ear was to be cold in death be-

fore that call could be made unheeded.

She hail commanded his best services

for a half century, and the veteran stood

true to his colors. For her and hor in-

terests, he had stood beside the admin-

istration of Thomas Jefferson, had giv-

en his aid to the war policy of Madison,

surrendered much that was dear t*

strengthen the administration of Jack-

son, in the days of nullification,—in la-

ter times had offered up his oldest son

on the field of battle, and now it re-

quired no second thought to call the

gray-haired soldier to the banner which

he loved so well. He girded on the

weapons of his youth, and his white

plume nodded in the thickest of the
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fray. How that fray ended, we all re-

member, and to whom in particular the

glory of that conclusion is to be attri-

buted the world knows and posterity

shall gratefully record, I would not

detract in the smallest degree from the

merits of Cass, Webster, Foote and

Dickinson, but after the introduction of

Mr. Clay's proposition for a eettlement,

and his speech on the 5th and 6th of

February, 1850, the rest was compara-

tively easy. Light broke upon the

troubled scene, and an estimate was

made of the extent and fury of the

storm. Through clouds and darkness,

he showed us the direction of the port,

and afar off we caught a glimpse of

land. To see standing before them a

man who had led the republican ranks

in the senate, as far back as the days of

Mr. Jefferson, more than forty years be-

fore, whilst most of them were in their

cradles, and some of them unborn ; to

see that man, at the age of sevTenty-two

wielding at will all the forces of rheto-

ric and logic—one while rapidly and

clearly narrating history, at another ea-

gerly pursuing a train of nice argument,

then ever and anon bursting forth into

the most touching pathos, or the no-

blest flights of eloquence, his thin hair

tossed back and the inspration of a

prophet gleaming in his eye—was well

calculated to arrest the attention and

gain the ear of his feUow-members. It

did. Agitation did not cease, violent

men still threatened, and furious speech-

es continued to be uttered, but all felt

that the crisis had been passed safely.

The resolutions introduced by Mr.

Clay as the basis of a settlement, were

scarcely altered in detail six months af-

terwards when the Compromise was

adopted by Congress. Of his eight res-

olutions, the first provided for the ad-

mission of California—with such con-

stitution as her people should choose ;

—

2nd, that the other soil obtained from

Mexico should be erected into territo-

ries without legislation on the subject of

slavery ;—3rd, a settlement of the wes-

tern limits of Texas ;—4th
r
a pecuniary

equivalent to Texas for any territory to

be conceded by her to the union ;—5th,

that slavery in the District of Columbia

shall remain uninterrupted ;—6th, that

the slave trade there shall be abolish-

ed ;— 7th, that a new and more efficient

fugitive slave law shall be passed ;—8th,

that Congress has no right to interfere

with the slave trade between the

States.

We are rapidly verging upon the

close of a brilliant period in the history

of our country. It is the age that shall

be known as the golden age of Ameri-

can eloquence—the age of Calhoun,

Clay and Webster. Two years have

withdrawn from our eyes the first two

of these brilliant lights ; two more may

extinguish the last, and leave the repub-

lic in the hands of second-rate men.

We may challenge all history to pro-

duce specimens of oratory that shall

surpass what may be brought forth from

the archives of our country. From

Ames' speech upon the British Treaty

to Webster's speech of the *7th of March,

1850, only fifty-four years elapsed. At

the age of nineteen, Mr. Clay may have

read the former in the office of Chan-

cellor Wythe; he was in the Senate

Chamber of the United States, when

Webster took his celebrated stand in be-

half of his country. Among all the

men who have given reputation to our
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national oratory, Mr. Clay has held the

very first rank. And, which is remark-

able, he has been first, from his entrance

into Congress, until his latest appear-

ance upon its floor. For thirty-four

years, his reign was hardly disput-

ed. The aged gave way before the

young Senator in 1806, the young kept

at a respectful distance in 1850. His-

tory presents no other man of whom
the same remark is true. His principal

charm was in the magic of his eye, the

tone of his voice, his noble form, and

the graceful wave of his hand. Ob-

serving this, there were some who
thought as age chilled his fires, bent his

frame, and dimmed his eye, he would

lose the prominence* which his youthful

efforts had given him. Probable as all

this seemed, it proved to be untrue, and

never was his power more evident or

better felt than during the eventful ses-

sion of Congress that closed in Septem-

ber, 1850. In order to appreciate the

high position which Mr. Clay occupied

as a speaker, we must bear in mind the

names and abilities of those who enter-

ed the lists to contest the palm. Besides

the distinguished names which, in con-

junction with his, form the great Ameri-

can triumvirate, there were in earlier

days, Burgess of Rhode-Island, Harper

and Pinckney of Maryland, Giles and

Randolph of Virginia ; our own Gaston,

Hayne, Lowndes, McDuffie and Preston

of South Carolina; Crawford of Geor-

gia ; Poindexter of Mississippi ; Grun-

dy and "White of Tennessee ; Pope and

the Marshall* of Kentucky ; Benton of

Missouri ; and more recently, Woodbu-

ry of Newhamp.diire ; Choate, Everett

and Winthrop of Massachusetts; Bu-

chanan of Pennsylvania; Clayton and

McLane of Delaware ; Soule of Louisi-

ana ; Prentiss of Mississippi ; Corwin of

Ohio ; Cass of Michigan, and Douglass

of Illinois. These were names that un-

der other circumstances, might well

have ranked first-rate, yet so high has

cultivation of eloquence been carried in

this country, that they have not gene-

rally been considered as equal to Messrs.

Webster and Calhoun, who in their turn

have yielded to Mr. Clay. Yet it must

be conceded that Mr. Clay's superiority

to his great rivals, is to be based rather

upon the accidents than the essentials

of true eloquence. In that which dis-

tinguished the orator from the essayist,

lies his peculiar claim to pre-eminence.

For the closet, his speeches are inferior

to those of Mr. Webster, as a mental

discipline, the sharp relentless logic

which may be found in the speeches of

Mr. Calhoun, is to be preferred.

And yet, if he had chosen to vie with

his antagonists in their peculiar excel-

lencies, hs would probably have suc-

ceeded at the risk of his reputation as a

statesman. In Mr. Clay, the element^

were kindly mingled, lie was not a

pure intellect, but a great man. His

Creator had given him a heart, and he

cultivated it as well as his mind. The

whole world did not contain in it bitter-

ness enough to corrode the generous

emotions of his great soul. So also he

choso to listen to the dictates of his

heart, when striking out a scheme of

public policy. And here is the secret

of the greater popularity which he has

enjoyed in this republic. Mr. Webster

and Mr. Calhoun havo oonsolted their

heads too much, with regard to then

political careers. Their lives have heen

logical, and if inconsistent—inconsistent
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only because of an error in their syllo-

gisms. In Mr. Calhoun, this peculiari-

ty was especially marked, and the fact

that Mr. Webster indulged in human

weaknesses, and was willing to admit

into the forces which regulated his

course other elements than those to be

deduced by clear demonstration from

certain assumed premises, may perhaps

be attributed to his social habits—a dis-

turbing power from which Mr. Cal-

houn was free. Hence it was that Mr.

Clay was willing to compromise, and if

all was not attainable, to take a part.

He killed himself, as his physician in-

forms us, by over exertion in the session

of 1850, while endeavoring to compose

a feud brought about by the conflict of

Northern and Southern logic. To that

settlement Mr. Webster gave his adhe-

sion, though all must acknowledge that

he sacrificed some consistency in the act.

Mr. Calhoun died in stubborn resistance

to it, and has bequeathed to his coun-

try a work in which he has endeavored

to solve the difficulties of the country

by the exercise of logic, thereby bring-

ing himself to the necessaiy conclusion

that the institutions of the country are

fundamentally erroneous. The differ-

ence between Mr. Clay's mind and those

of his two competitors, is precisely that

between what in common parlance we

call a practical mind, and minds more

or less impracticable. This world is no

place for a man who will live logically.

Society is a compromise, and all who

live in it, must comply with its spirit.

We may conclude then, that although

the speeches of Mr. Calhoun and Mr.

Webster—very especially the latter

—

will be more admired by posterity, yet

the actions of Henry Clay will afford a

far more excellent example to the young

statesman in search of a model. They

may go down principally through the

medium of their words, he through that

of the great deeds he has performed.

This comparison and criticism might

with advantage be prolonged, if my
preparation or your patience would per-

mit. I break off from it the more readi-

ly, that I know his services and merits

are to be very shortly the themes of eu-

logy from the most brilliant orators of

our nation—those who, from long ac-

quaintance, similar pursuits, and similar

powers, are well calculated to do him

full justice.

It is principally as a politician that

Mr. Clay is known to the republic.

The measures with which his name is

connected are familiar as household

words. As a politician, I should not

have scrupled to speak of him here, did

time allow me to enter upon this ex-

tended topic. I should have defended

what I thought ought to be defended in

his policy, and have criticised that which

was objectionable—of which I may say,

that I find very little. No follower of

Clay, no one who belongs to his school,

will ever be ashamed to declare it—for

if one characteristic marked the subject

of this sketch rather than another, it

was his chivalrous disdain of conceal-

ment. It were treason to his teachings

to hesitate or avoid a full discovery of

his policy.

To the personal character of Mr.

Clay may be attributed much of his in-

fluence throughout the country. He
was a brave magnanimous man, as chiv-

alrous as a Knight of the Temple ; with

as much true nobility in his composi-

tion as if all the blood of all the How-
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ar<ls ran in his veins. Yet be was by

birth, poor and obscure ; and his career

to honor and fame from poverty and

neglect is one of the finest tributes to

the liberality of our institutions. His

career is now run, and the seal of histo-

ry set upon his actions. Ten years ago,

when retiring from the Senate, he said

:

*' Of the nature or the value of the ser-

vices rendered by me, in the long and

arduous period during which I have

been connected with the public service

of the country, it does not become me
to speak ; history, if she deigns to no-

tice me, or posterity, if the recollections

of my humble actions shall be trans-

mitted to posterity, are the best, the

truest, most impartial judges. When
death has closed the scene, their sen-

tence will be pronounced, and to them

I appeal, and refer myself. My acts

and public conduct are a fair subject for

the criticism and judgment of my fel-

low-men ; but the private motives by

which they have been prompted, they

are known only to the great Searcher of

the human heart, and to myself; and I

trust I may be pardoned for repeating a

declaration made some thirteen years

ago, that whatever errors—and doubt-

less there have been many—may be

discovered in a review of my public

service to the country, I can, with un-

shaken confidence, appeal to the divine

Arbiter for the truth of the declaration

that I have been influenced by no im-

pure purposes, no personal motives

—

have sought no personal aggrandize-

ment; but that in all my public acts I

have had a sole and single eye, and a

warm and devoted heart, directed and

dedicated to what in my judgment I

believed to be the true interest of my
country."

Such will be the verdict of history

—

that Henry Clay, " in every public act,

has had a sole and single eye, and a

warm and devoted heart directed" by

consummate abilit}7, " and dedicated to

what in his judgment he believed to be

the true interest of his country."

THOUGHTS FOR THE YOUNG.
Judge not, my young friends, that you

shall here find, penned in monitory caxi-

tion, a set of austere rules to direct your

course of conduct. Think not that 1

seek to deter you from indulging in the

innocent pleasures of the beautiful world

which surrounds you, to issue a solemn

warning that shall rise up like some

frightful ogre before your imaginations

to devour you, whenever you glide from

the staid occupations of life to sport

on the joyous tide of youthful amuse-

ments. Far from it. I am one of you

;

and if the few hints I offer shall tend, in

any degree, to dispel the gloom that

may hang like a pall over the heart of

any ; or enable any to shun the rock

on which so many have made ship-

wreck of their affections ; one bosom,

that can sympathize with your every

feeling, will thrill with emotions of pu-

rest satisfaction.

The theme of my thoughts is Love.

Not that love which binds man, as with

chains of gold, to the laud of his birth,

and prompts the patriot to die for his

country ; nor that, which lilts the soul

of the humble christian, in holy aspira-

tion, to the throne of God, and mw
the best feeling's of his nature to Bon

out in a stream that shall bear him on

to the New Jerusalem. These demand

an abler pen than mine. I shall con-
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tent myself with delineating the work-

ings of that other passion, which, if

more selfish in its aim than the one, and

far less noble in its object than the other,

when abstractly condensed, is yet more

universally existent and more conspicu-

ous in its consequences than either.

Love between the sexes grows out of

a principle, implanted in the breast of

every rational being, by a wise Creator,

for high and worthy purposes. From

the same source also, spring the kin-

dred sentiments of respect, friendship,

esteem and admiration. It is the cor-

ner-stone of that most beautiful struc-

ture—enlightened society—which, more

than all things else, adorns the world,

and without which the human race could

not exist ; or, if it existed at all, only

in the condition of degenerate beings,

but little superior to the savage beasts

with which they would share the wild

bounties of nature. Society is the mo-

ther and protectress of government

;

government is the palladium of liberty—

the citidal of human rights. Love, then,

is the fountain-head whence flow all

those streams which have imparted a

new power to the earth, and caused the

arts and sciences to spring up and flour-

ish, like elms by the river's side, until

their spreading branches have extended

over the earth and dropped their rich

fruits in almost every clime. Hence,

too, originate that freedom of religious

opinion, so much valued by all, and that

protection which, in liberal governments,

Christianity always receives. Some per-

sons, more captious than wise, may ob-

ject to my logic, and say the conclusions

are too broad for the premises—that

love cannot be so powerful an agent in

the production of good ; and that, even

in the absence of the principle from

which it springs, some other cause

would operate to induce men to form

society and government. In reply to

the first of these objections I answer :

If the principle be admitted, the conclu-

clusions arrived at must be legitemate ;

for it is the source of all the sympathe-

tic feelings, to which alone society owes

its existence, and love being the strong-

est of these, and including all the others,

to deny the efficacy of that is to deny

the efficacy of all. This amounts to the

same thing as the second objection, to

which I would simply reply, that man

might have been created in some other

form instead of that which he now has,

without arms and with wings, for in-

stance ; or without a head, some other

member supplying its place ; either of

which suppositions is just as reasonable

as the objection. When we reason

about mankind and their actions, we
must take them as we find them, and

not as they might, on this or that sup-

position, have been. Taking society as

it is and assigning to every cause its pro-

per effects, I know of nothing that ex-

erts such an unbounded influence, and

contributes so largely towards shaping

the destiny of man, as the subject on

which I have presumed to write.

I have presented the above view of

the subject in order to give some notion

of its importance and sacredness. I

shall next notice its immediate effects,

as they are exhibited among us, and in-

quire briefly into the reasons why a

principle which, as a remote agent, works

such wonderful changes for good, should,

as a proximate cause, be productive of

woes unnumbered and sufferings that

cannot be told, to the youthful portion

of society.
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From what has gone before, I will be

understood when I say that society is

the natural state of man. Nothing can

be more contrary to reason than to speak

of a state of nature, in which each in-

dividual lived and roamed in the unre-

strained freedom of his will, with none

to counsel, molest or accompany him.

Such a condition, indeed, if such ever

existed, was the most unnatural it is

possible to imagine. Man's constitu-

tional compound contains that which

ever drives him to associate with his

fellows ; and this association, however

limited or extended, is society. In the

less complicated stages of society, arti-

fice and deception of every kind were

almost unknown. All were on nearly

the same level as regards mental ac-

quirements and worldly possessions.

—

Nature held unbroken sway over the

hearts of all and spoke her own uncor-

rupted dialect. No hidden malice lurked

beneath the smile of false friendship,

and no concealed passion, like a pent up

fire, preyed upon the vitals of the in.

nocent female ; because forsooth the

edict of fashion forbade her to give ut-

terance to her love. The balmy dew

that sparkled in her soft eye, the wistful

glance, the tremulous voice, the warm

pressure of the hand, and the beseech-

ing tones with which sho entreated the

favored boy to hasten back to her fa-

ther's tent, were not regarded as mon-

strous breaches of modesty, to be pun-

ished by treating the thoughtless per-

petrator with scorn and contempt. No,

the generous youth felt it no disgrace to

be wooed and won by the gentle <roa-

ture who had made him the object of

herdovotion; and the sympathetic chord

of his noble heart scorned not to vibrate

to the sweet melody of love, because it

woke first in the breast of his lady.

—

Sometimes, no doubt, there was disap-

pointed love even in the golden ages of

affection ; but the unhappy sufferer was

not permitted to build his hopes as high

as heaven and ground them deep as the

bed of the hidden volcano, before he

knew that the voice of his passion found

no echo in the bosom of the adored one.

As love issued forth from a thousand

varied channels and showed itselfby signs

that could not be mistaken, so its non-ex-

istence could not long remain a subject

of doubt. When the shepherd boy

sounded his plaintive strain along the

mountain, or, reclining on the banks of

some bright stream, complained to the

trees of his faithless dulcinea, it was not

often because she had indeed given and

withdrawn her affection ; but because

she had spurned his first advances ; and

ere long he changed the name of his

mistress and followed his flock, singing

blithely the charms of some other fair

enchantress. But when the arts of life

had elevated the human race to refine-

ment—when discovery, invention and

science, had enlightened them—artifice

and deceit threw a false glare over the

face of society and began their baleful

work under the different masks they

chose to wear. Among the manifold

blessings of advancement were thickly

sown the seeds of misery and disap-

pointment. Progress begat iuequalites

in worldly circumstances ; and theso

inequalites gave rise to classes. Soon,

wealth became indispensible to establish

a claim to nobility, virtue or merit, and

the possessor of " ten thousand a year,"

however unworthy, felt himself entitled

to the profound respect of every one.

—
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In order to protect the dignity of sta-

tion, and to secure proper family allian"

ances, ceremonies and formalities were

instituted, which, were as scrupulously

observed as the laws of legislative en-

actment. Thus, beside the civil and

ecclesiastical governments, another was

established for the regulation of social

intercourse. To this I do notobject, for

in the conduct of the multifarious occu-

pations which now engage the attention

of men, something of the kind may be

necessary. But against the abuse of a

principle that might work well against

the monstrous perversion of harmless

regulations that has taken place, I enter

my unqualified protest. Whatever is

openly practised is comparatively harm-

less ; but when falsehood, deceit, and

treachery put on the comely appear-

ances of civility and friendship, many and

deep are the wounds they may inflict on

the unwary. In those great divisions of

society where the social government is

closely allied to the civil, serious degen-

eracy, I apprehend, need not be ex-

pected. In those, on the contrary, in

which no distinction of birth is recogni-

zed—in which all are nominally on a

level—the most fearful consequences

may be looked for. To the latter, I

shall confine myself in the further con-

sideration of the subject. In a society

of this kind, according to the theory,

all mingle together with equal freedom

and none are welcomed to the social

circle with a greater show of respect

than the rest. For the government of

its members in their intercourse, a code

of petty rules, or system of etiquette,

is adopted, to be alike observed by all.

As this code is not formed by any con-

stituted authority, but is a sort of com-

pendium of all the petty sayings and

doings of some who are thought, from

some cause or other, to be more polish-

ed than the others, its violation is pun-

ished only by the penalties that public

opinion inflicts. This public opinion is

of course shaped and directed by the

same power that gives the rule ; for

while it teaches its subjects how they

must speak and act it fails not to teach

them how they must think. The work-

ings of such a system, in which one

thiDg is professed and the very opposite

practised, tend to render artificial the

entire conduct of its members. Artifice

and deception become the ruling power

;

and levity of manner and conversation

fly, on gossamer wings, through every

stratum of the atmosphere of society.

Among us the effects are as visible

as [clouds that float in mid air; and

more frequently than they obscure the

light of the sun, the rays of truth and

candor are refracted from their course

by the interposing medium of deceit-

ful affectation or entirely absorbed in

the dense mists of dishonest artifice.

—

Emulative strife rages between the

young of both sexes, each striving to

excel the other in the successful conceal-

ment of their real sentiments and mo-

tives of action. Consequently we are

left in insoluble doubt whether to be-

lieve or disbelieve all they say ; or to

credit a part only, and if so, what and

how much. The young man moves in

the circle of his acquaintance, careful

only to crush and smother every real

sentiment and natural feeling that pleads

for utterance, so that even its dying

voice cannot reach the ear of the most

attentive listener, and give the arti-

ficial stamp to every word he utters and
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every action lie perform;;. Go with him

to the soiree. See him bow in adora-

tion before Miss Brunette, discoursing

with the eloquence of passion on the

soft black eye that " floats in liquid fire,"

and swearing that jetty ringlets are

worn by angels only. "Who can charge

him with dissimulation ? See him

sauntering yonder where Miss Blond

stands tossing her fan playfully about

and gently vacillating from side to side

as the tall broom-sedge waves in the

summer breeze. Hear his softened tones

as he rests one hand on the marble ta-

ble and with the other kindly rescues the

fan from its pretty tormentor. How he

admires the transparent complexion, the

flaxen tresses aud the heavenly glance

from orbs that have caught their tints

from the morning sky ! And all this

in full view of Miss B., No. 1. What
thinks she of it ? " O it is perfectly

correct. Etiquette requires it." Whe-
ther etiquette requires it or not, I affirm

that the gentleman has no excuse for

his conduct, unless he find it in the law

of retaliation ; and he can do that only

when he has established the fact that

woman has been the prime agent in

bringing about this false condition of so-

ciety. However that may be, he has

been guilty of insincerity, falsehood and

base flattery. Let him defend himself

if he can. And, fair maiden, think not

that I have no complaint to put up

against you. Your conduct, if possible,

is more reprehensible than his. The leg-

islative and executive departments of

the social government, at least as far as

relates to the youthful portion of society,

are perhaps, and certainly might be, ac-

cupied almost exclusively by you.

—

Your edicts would be willingly obeyed
;

if not you could enforce them.

I therefore, conclude that the present

state of the social compact is of your

forming. And what is that state ? The

best possible ? Let the facts speak.

—

During the conversation party, the visit,

the pic-nic, and all associations for

amusement, the whole time is occupied

with the veriest nonsense. The dandy

loses not the opportunity to exhibit his

jewelry, and to display his excellence in

the art of bowing and smiling signifi-

cantly. The belle fails not to put in re-

quisition all her new-fangled devices to

add another trophy to the multitude al-

ready gained from her conquests ; and

the novice in the trade of beau-catching

but watches the stratagems of the adept

and sighs for the possession of her pow-

ers. Love-making is practiced as a pro-

fession and coquetry studied as a sci-

ence. If the entire products of an eve-

ning party were sifted, strained and

pressed, there could not be extracted

from the vicious compound, more than

a shillings worth of truth and three pen-

nyweights of common sense. In thi.>

condition of things, nothing is more

natural than that the simple-hem-ted

should be deceived, the honest cheated,

and the truthful, unsuspecting child of

nature imposed upon. Hence the numer-

ous examples of unreciprocated love, the

heart-burnings that expel happiness from

so many noble breasts—the day-dreams

that know no realization—and the at-

tenuated forms that sit in heroic silence

" like patience on a monument smiling

at grief." I am aware that it is a cher-

ished tenet, and professed belief of Bome

fair ones, that a lady never loves until

her hand has been solicited in mar-

riage—that she holds her affections in

check, and yields them up only when

unmistakable language has given ut-
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terance to the passion of her admirer.

This position supposes woman to pos-

sess the complete control of her feelings,

which, if she fell with man, cannot be

so : and my experience in relation to the

race, has long since convinced me that

there are no angels upon earth. Be-

sides, if it be true, why is it that novel-

ists have been permitted, without oppo-

sition, to perpetrate from time immemo-

rial a libel on the sex, by representing,

in almost every issue, some forlorn girl

sighing for a heart that warmly beats

for another ? Even in our midst, the

observer of human conduct may detect

signs clearly indicative of unsolicited

love in the female heart. What means

that look of sadness that rests on the

countenance of yonder lady, as she sits

in the portico, gazing at the stars ?

" Perhaps she has heard sorrowful news

from a distant friend." Perhaps so.

What means the crimson hue that flush-

es her cheek and the tremor of her voice

when she speaks a certain name ? In it

there is some magic influence, I know

not what, that other names do not pos-

sess.

" Lo ! all the elements of love are here

—

The burning blush, the smile, the sigh, the tear."

In society, as in most things, the the-

ory is widely different from the prac-

tice. Although the poor boy is admit-

ted to the first circles because of his in-

tegrity and honesty, he is not welcomed

there as the child of fortune is. The

indigent girl, however intelligent and

worthy, receives the attention of weal-

thy gallants only when they can bestow

it on no more favored object. The re-

commendations of each one
N
are propor-

tioned to the amount of his income.

11

The glare of a diamond ring causes

many faults to vanish, and the unex-

pected bequest brings to light a thou-

sand amiable qualities, that were before

entirely concealed.

If these things be so, and if love be

involuntary, where is the wonder that

the social edifice is filled with the

mournful sound of sighs, that die away

without a responsive echo ? It is sad to

know that many a lovely girl is doomed

to pine away a miserable existence, un-

pitied and uncared for, simply because

her young affections too fondly twine

around some idolized object : and it is

sadder to know that this is sometimes

the work of a wretch—a fiend in hu-

man shape—who employs all his pow-

ers to win the heart of the unsuspect-

ing for the gratification of his uncurb-

ed vanity, or perhaps for deeper and

more damning purposes. It is sad to

know that many a high-souled youth is

lured into the snares laid for him by the

designing coquette, and after becom-

ing entangled in the reticulated cords of

her delusive fondness, is left to writhe

in the fitful agony of his wounded soul.

But these things are, and will continue

to be, as long as society remains what

it now is. Arouse, then, ye spirits bold

and good, who have drunk the bitter

dregs of mortal woe. Strike a blow,

well aimed and hard, for the restitution

of banished Truth, to preside once more

over the councils of the social union.

And you, young man, who have rifled

Innocence of her wonted smile, and set

the seal of despair upon her brow, fear

and tremble ; for dreadful is the regis-

ter made against you in heaven. Has-

ten to undo, if yet you may, your work

of sorrow^and make reparation for the
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injury you have wrought. You who

have watched and worked and wander-

ed by the flickering lamp of hope, fed

by the hand of insulting Beauty, lend

your aid to the cause of candor. Fair

mortal mould of perishing clay, whose

food is flattery and whose idol is tuce

propria persona, pause and reflect.

Cease your deceitful artifice and be wise.

Youthful devo.ees at the shrine of Hon-

esty—Nature's own nobility—who have

never trod the paths of corrupting

fashion, be firm and heed not the voice

of the tempter. Scorn to be slaves to

the tyrant vanity ; and ere the light of

your day wanes away, you may see the

towers of Falsehood and Deceit crumble

in ashes, and over their smouldering ru-

ins the spires of Virtue's temple rise

high to meet the azure vault—you

may see the time when the voice of so-

ciety will be heard, declaring in trum-

pet-tones,

" He is a freeman whom the truth makes free,

And all are slaves beside."

Monad.

1*r
y5=

/MY SISTER.

Almost my first recollections of this life

are associated in n.y mind with the

image of a loved one and a lo6t. Some

two years younger than myself was my
sister, a sweet and innocent babe, whom
I used sometimes to take gently and

tremblingly from my mother's arms,

and drawing my little chair to her side,

would sit and gaze, first upon the sweet

child's smiling face, then upon the

countenance of my mother, beaming

with such an expression of love and

hope and fear and anxiety that, though

at that time I only knew she loved me,

I have since been able to study that ex-

pression, and fathom the deep springs of

her pure and overflowing love. Even

now, when I have been cast among

strangers in a strange land, when all

the ties of earth have been broken, and

my heart sounds mournfully desolate,

like the wild responses of the unstrung

and neglected harp when its broken

chords are swept by the passing breeze
;

her image in the darkest hour of ad-

versity is before me, and when a single

ray of pleasure lights the dark and rug-

ged path of the future, her smile, the

well remembered smile of her whom
now the cold grave claims as its own,

sheds so calm and holy a feeling o'er

my soul, that the unbidden tear will

moisten my eye and cast a shade of

sorrow over the brightest hour of gaiety,

and throw a deeper gloom in the time

of sadness.

But of my sister I was to speak.

She soon grew and we became play-

mates. ! with what joy did I hear

her first lisp my name in her childish ac-

cents, and watch her tottering steps as

with a childish laugh ringing upon her

lips she threw herself into my arms, and

held her pouting lips and damask cheek

for her brother's kiss.

Like a ro=>e she grew, and I watched

and tended her, though so young my-

self, with a strong and pure and deep

and almost jealous love.

Each day she became more beautiful,

and won with her childish ways the

hearts of all. And she toted all, for

she was all love ; but above all she

loved mo, her own brother. Never did

one possess a sweetmeat or plaything

but the other enjoyed it also, and if one

received a present the other shared alike
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in its pleasures or its profits; half the

charm of possession was lost was net the

other there. I was also while at home

her instructor. And when at school,

how long would seem the hows because

there was no sister there to lighten the

hours of labor. And at night, when

poring over my books and puzzling any

brain, nay sad looks would betoken the

sorrow at my heart—her soft step was

heard and climbing upon say chair, she

would shake her golden carls in my
iaos, lay her soft warm cheek against

mine, and with a countenance full oi

subdued sorrow, would ask in her sweet

voice " Why her brother was so sad*'

and when at the recital of my sufferings

the tea? of sympathy would fell her lit-

tle blue eye, and her soft dewy hand

would fonday and encouragingly stroke

my hair, 1 would catch her rapidly

rounding form in my arms, and pushing

back the thick masses of waving cuds

from her fair bvQw^ «ra.d with tears of

Joy streaming down ray cheek, would

thank God who had give© me such a

being to love aad hy whom to be loved.

That was the happiest period of my
life. My sorrows at school but better

fitted me to appreciate the joys of home,

•and my sister's society became doubly

•dear* And in those days when there

was a© school* hand in hand would we

roam the wild woods over
T
gathedag

the wild ilowera at every step, and witht-

&>r the past or a fear

the futare, but with ©ur wWe sc

up .in thue present a&d

for sours sjt&Esg

«ra fcfee sfeMag and grassy tedcs

tctmiii&etj a gwrfisg rivulet,, flowMjg ©m

clothed with their rich carpets of luxu-

riantly-waving grass to its great ab-

sorber, the ocean—a fit emblem of our

lives gently meandering through, cool

and refreshing shade to the great, ocean

of eternity. Again would we watch the

cattle in their frolicsome sports and listen

to the bleatiags <o£ the little lambs as

they nestled beside their -dams, and

when tired ^£ waichrag the labeoess m
the fields, homewards we would go
weaving bright visions of the &ture,

and laying our plans for the next holi-

day. But all things have aa end, aa<l

the situation of oar home and my fa-

ther's desire forced me to snap mdely

the chords of love that iiad g^owa. witk

my growth and strengthened wiisfe. Kay

strength^ m.d had foeea wou&d -so close-

ly aiwsd my heart that severance was

agony. At the age of iibaitess I was

sent to a feosffdiog school sosbb© dlst&JiK®

from. hoo>& I EiseoiSect the ssomisag I

left. My traek k&A beest placed la t&e

coach, my father fesd Messed, say EM&h-

or had kissai s&s, assi E teraei te ray

sister. Fo&dly said sally did E gss-i K;p«

osa her, aswl at last with a loagessfeace

asad a still Imager kiss silent asd. somjw-

fial I esatoel Hk>mjidi.r aad was wkaribfi

I will ssot, Iteli of my deep I«§ fcHs®

saeers ofmy scfeool fellows afc ilte katnne-

oys aao. « uaaay

hoars &at Im tha soikttode of my ©wa
room wiilk no ey© tra£ <3od?s xipoBi tto,

sorrow aft any Ikwsly audi $&$ eo».ditfeisu,

My ©aty jpHeasoire was the penjsal ml

may sister's fetfe^a&d tfey T»?em tha
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Not a hope, not a wish, not a fear cross-

ed her mind that was not transmitted

to me in the succeeding letter.

At the expiration of a year I return-

ed home. How shall I describe the

raptures of that meeting ! It is, I be-

lieve, a principle of human nature to

defer the greatest pains and pleasures,

so I received the salutations of father,

mother and friends, and then turned to

my sister. With a cry of joy she bound-

ed into my open arms, and was folded

in a long, long embrace of love that

had so long been pent up.

Again I was blest. A change had

taken place in my sister, but she only

looked the more beautiful. She was

dressed in pure white, and the long gol-

den hair, unconfineel, fell in rich pro-

fusion upon her neck and shoulders ; her

eye looked and spoke love.

Such was my sister, as upon that calm

spring evening we sat in the piazza of

our rural home, and with my arm around

her waist, her hand clasped in mine>

and her head reclining upon my shoul-

der, we gazed upon the still quiet sky,

the laughing stars, and silently (we were

too happy to speak,) thanked God for

all his goodness.

But this happiness so intense was

destined to a shortlived duration. At

the end of the vacation I returned to

school, and again faced the grief of ab-

sence. My solace as before was my sis-

ters letters. But these came less fre-

quently than formerly, and there was in

them a vein of sadness she in vain en-

deavored tc conceal.

At last her letters ceased altogether,

and I received one desiring my return

home. It was from my father. He
endeavored to lighten my heart and de-

ceive me and himself with fond hopes.

The very effort told me all. How dif-

ferent were my emotions as I alighted

at the old gate from those of my former

arrival. My sister was very ill. That

night I could not see her, nor could I

sleep.

Early next morning I went into her

room carefully darkened, and upon the

white couch I saw my sister's fragile

form, the mere shadow of its former self.

Her pale face brightened with an ex-

pression of joy as she saw me, and,

stretching forth her attenuated arms,

she wound them around my neck as I

kissed her trembling lips. I was not

however allowed to stay long in her

room. The next day she was worse, and

they told me what I knew : that sho

would die. That evening I was called

to her bedside, for she was dying.

It was a mild and beautiful evening.

The long slanting rays of the fast set-

ting sun found their way into her room

and fell upon her bed. She could not

at first speak. I folded her in my arms

and listened to her suppressed breath-

ing, each respiration of which fell like

so many pellets of molten lead upon my
fevered brain. Presently she looked

and said a single word—brother, then

dropping her head upon my bosom she

folded her arms closer and still closer

around my neck. She once more rais-

ed her face upward, and with a smile of

exquisite happiness playing upon her

features, she heaved a deep sigh and a

spirit pure and angelic as ever tenanted

mortal clay was borne by glad attendant

angels to rejoin him who gave it, and

mingle forever in those heavenly choirs

that forever sing the praises of him, the

Great Eternal. I did not weep or cry
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THE MODEL SOPHOMORE.*

Peradventure in this odd world of

ours nowhere are the oddities of char-

acter so strangely grouped as in col-

lege. And no character is so peculiar

in itself, so separated from all kith and

kin, as that of the Sophomore. He
stands on a pinnacle of his own ; ridi-

cule cannot touch him ; he is above it

;

knowledge disturbs him not, he is be-

neath it; the gales of censure or the

fires of ambition move not his indiffer-

ent soul.

In manners the Model Sophomore

conforms himself to circumstances and

to places. At the neighboring villages

he is distinguished by the jauntiness of

his air and the polish of his boots, by

his lofty steps and still more lofty lan-

guage. The loudness of his oaths and

the abundance of cant phrases attest the

extent of his literary attainments, and

.

the beauty of his morals is evidenced

by a peculiar grace in puffing a cigar

or tossing off a glass of wine. At col-

lege he is noted for the carelessness of

his dress and the loudness of his talk,

and the gaping listener is impressed

with a due sense of the wonders of his

prowess in arts and arms, the magni-

tude of his potations and his conquer-

ing march over the hearts of admiring

damsels.

The Model Sophomore must look

down with lordly contempt on the

Freshman beneath. The memory of

his own sufferings softens not his heart,

but inflames the more his desire of an-

* The derivation of this word has much per-
plexed etymologists. The ordinary derivation
from sophos, (wise,) and morus, (foolish,) is sat-

isfactory. " A fool is wiser in his own con-
ceit than evenmen who can render a reason."

—

Prov,

aloud, but felt as if a mountain load

had been placed upon my heart, and

softly laying down her now lifeless form,

I turned from the room.

The next day she was buried. I vis-

ited all the old familiar spots now doubly

endeared to me by the recollections of

the past, and the next I left my home

for another land.

I have returned but once. I visited

my sisters grave, planted some flowers

upon it, and plucked some weeds from off

it, and left perhaps never to return. I

have since been in many scenes and in

many lands. I have seen beauty in ev-

ery form and of every style ; but none

could fill thi void in my heart caused

by my sister's death. In silence, or

amid the restless throng of the busy

world, in the crowded boat or upon the

wind-outstripping car, upon the land or

upon the sea, in calm or storm, in hope

or fear, in adversity or prosperity I bee

her fair form flitting around me, her

blue eyes fixed upon me as they were

the evening she died, and her sweet

voice still whispers peace and hope and

resignation in my ears, and tells me of

a better world where we shall meet to

part no more, where man is shelter-

ed from the pitiless peltings of earthly

storms, and in the presence of his God

shall repose in the enjoyment of unend-

ing bliss. J.

Beauty is nature's brag, and must be shown
In courts, and feasts, and high solemnities,

Where most may wonder at the workmanship.
It is for homely features to keep home ;

They had their name thence ; coarse complex-
ions,

And cheeks of sorry grain, will serve to ply

The sampler, and to tease the housewife's wool.
What need a vermeil-tinctured lip for that,

Love-darting eyes and tresses like the morn's

—

There was another meaning in those gifts.

M/LTON.
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noying this unfortunate victim. At a

favorable moment when the unsuspect-

ing youth in some public place is ad-

miring the beauties of his new home,

»t a given signal shouts from hundreds

of straining lungs, with a noise more

terrible than the war-whoop of the sav-

age, in screaming concert salute his ap-

palled ear. He is awaked from sweet

slumbers, from dreams of home and fu-

ture bliss, and bathed in grease ami

lampblack amid the buftc-ts of blacken-

ed demons, is mad© to dance to the

music of cymbals dire. The spave cash,

whieh hugging to his heart, he fondly

hoped to exchange for beautiful u taws "

or spinning tops, in the shape of mel-

ons and villanous lemonade, soon finds

its way into the capacious maw of his

new friend.

In return for art this oar- Soph&more

vouchsafes to instruct the unlearned

tyro in all the accomplishments that

make " college lifo " so charming—how

to mix the ingredients for the ablution

of a black-board—how to pick locks

and to handle the bell-rope—how with

the greatest ease and safety to shoot a

chinquapin or to launch a stone. In

all tlie.se mysteries he must be pro-

foundly skilled. Possessed of a thou-

sand devils himself, to "-devil the facul-

ty " is his buskness and delight. 'Tis

by his master-hand that the loud clang

of our musical bell floats on (he arid-

Right breeze, and mingling- his dulcet

notes with the sweet sounds of the

"Swinette"* and "Equine Violin," he

1 Sirinrttr—an instrument lately invested,

said by its admirers to combine all the excel-

tencesofthc female voice with those of tin-

best Cremona—an animal of the Porei&6 ge-

nua is squeezed under the arm after tlie manner

of a Scottish bagpipe ; the liij;li notes being

plays such tunes as by their entrancing

melody drive all sleep from the weary.

Iti the reeitation room he is negligent,

knavish, nodding, noisy. Now a play-

ful, spoiling calf, now a solemn owl, he

receives serenely the plaudits of an ad-

miring class. And if called to account

for these evidences of genius, he even

dares to ridicule to his fellows the "Aw-
ful Tribunal " where he has been Iectur -

ed on the folly of his coarse.

The Model Sophomore must be pro-

foundly ignorant. There is almost no-

thing in the wide circle of literature or

science he is allowed to know. The

laurels of an Aristotle or a Bacon pale

before the noble devotion, the sacrifice

of self, displayed by this champion of

mind-vacuity. He will submit to any

disgrace, undergo any labor, before he

will soil his hands with dirty mathemat -

ics, or hurt his eyes with villanous

Greek. He devotes himself to " gener-

al reading," and, while he will tell you

that Jerusalem was on one of the sever,

hills of Rome, that the Hellespont

mountains divide Gaul from Spain, that

the great Hannibal led triumphantly

the Roman armies, and will anxiously

inquire if Ajax Telamon is an inhabi-

tant of Goldsboro
1

or if ifotaspierre i-

nearly related to Shake- , he makes

frequent pilgrimages to the "fictiouarv

novels" of Paul de Kock, and will

quote largely from the chaste elegance

of Don Juan. He must be an infidel

made by a twist of the tail mors or less gentle

Equinr Violin was also lately invented. A
goods-box with rails on the margin constitutes

the Violin: a plank plentifully rosined serving

as the bow. These two instruments, well

played by zealous performers, give music

so harsh as that of Ruffin's Band, but supetioi

in softness and melody.
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too, an abhorrer of churches and a

sneerer at the Bible, and though his,

the " dirty age of sixteen," is not the

" Age of Reason," he is a worshipper

at the shrine of Paine, and has a dis-v

taut respectful love for the immortal

Voltaire.

It must not however be inferred that

he is totally indifferent to his fate. No

one complains more loudly than he, if

from his favorite " tol " he is lowered to

" bad." No one is better versed than

he in all the mysteries of" papes " in his

sleeve, or " pocket editions " under the

ample folds of a cloak ; and the won-

dering Professor is often astonished at

the phenomenon of a long and difficult

proposition, in spite of dreadful mis-

takes which " overstep the modesty of

nature," always brought to the proper

conclusion—as the faithful hound, tho'

often misled and at fault, after ah his er-

ratic windings, is sure to " be in at the

death."

When examination comes on he pre-

pares himself for a great and extensive

system of tactics. If printed questions

are used he moves heaven and earth to

obtain a copy beforehand. He even

bribes " the devil " to aid him in his di-

abolical schemes. He climbs the walls

of the " old East," and while sentries

are ready to warn him of the approach

of danger, he scours the enemy's coun-

try in search of the longed-for jewel.

If the questions are not printed, he is

still undaunted, and his genius, never

flagging, the answers fly to him on the

wings of the " Telegraph." He signs

for tobacco, and a huge plug, with pa-

pers cunningly hidden in its bowels is

transmitted to his outstretched hand.

His resources are boundless, his inven-

tion never fails, and in vain does the

watchful teacher weary out his soul.

All things have an end. In an evil

hour the Model Sophomore forgets his

cunning, and by the grim hand of jus-

tice he is sent to ruminate on the chan-

ges and chances of this mortal state un-

der the parental roof. The sanctity of

that roof we would not violate—would

not paint the fallen feathers of our lordly

bird before the stern fierceness of a fa-

ther's wrath. Suffice it to say, that on

promise of reformation he is allowed to

return to the " classic shades," finds the

place he once so gracefully adorned

now filled by another, crawls up to the

dignity of Junior, attains the summum
bonum of college desires—a Senior's

rank, and taking his diploma with a

bow, he is merged in the great ocean of

life and never is heard of more.

READING.
There are two classes of readers. First,

That class who read only for amuse-

ment. Their libraries are supplied by

the prolific pens of a numerous class of

authors, among whom, in glowing ital-

ics, stand the names of Walter Scott,

James and Bulwer. Second, That class of

persons who read to acquire knowledge,

that they may thereby improve their

minds. To this latter class, and espe-

cially to the youthful part of it, these

remarks are addressed. If knowledge

would be acquired from books, such

books must be read as contain informa-

tion ; and moreover they must contain

information worth the time and care

requisite to store it in the mind and re-

duce it to practical use, This last must

be done^ or the reader will derive no
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benefit from that source. But of the

thousands of readers who pride them-

selves on having labored through folios

of ancient and modern history, how

many derive any amount of useful

knowledge ? They bend for hours over

Rollin's Ancient History, and when they

have finished the last page, have an ob-

scure recollection of a little kingdom

called Rome first conquering a few pet-

ty cities, and then by rapid strides

grasping the goal of universal sover-

eignty; and of other ancient nations

they have a similar vague idea. But

of the casualties which called forth the

energies of great men, the emergencies

which hurried armies to battle fields, of

the causes which turned fruitful prov-

inces to desert wastes and ploughed the

ashes of once flourishing cities, that

raised men and nations to the grandest

hight of mortal greatness, then hurled

them to the basest dust ; of these they

remember so little that they fail in ma-

king any use of them. Thus they pe-

ruse volume after volume, and after

years of labor find their stock of knowl-

edge so unconnected and confused that

it is perfectly useless. Occasionally we

find a man who has a very extensive

knowledge of history. His writings are

full of instructive and important facts.

His very conversation is highly interest-

ing, for he knows so much that on eve-

ry topic his store seems inexhaustible.

And yet ho may not havo read more

than a great many who have not gained

half his information. Such a man is

Macauley. His words bear authority

in «:very nation, because their author is

a man of no ordinary attainments. Ac-

cordingly his writings have become

standard works. But his extensive

knowledge was attained not so much by

reading a great many books as by the

care with which he read. He spent no

time in merely scanning over pages

without remembering what he read.

A mere smattering idea of a thousand

volumes will not profit as much as one

good history read attentively. Bear in

mind then when you read, that \inless

you remember something of what you

read, and remember it accurately, your

time and trouble are thrown away. It

may be said that there is not time to

think about every little fact. It is not

necessary to remember every little fact,

but it is necessary to fix in the mind a

very definite knowledge of what is pass-

ed over. Knowledge is acquired as it

were grain by grain, and time is requir-

ed to save each grain. Better it were

to take a long time and learn one thing

well, than hurry over ten thousand and

save none. 'Tis vain to think of snatch-

ing handfuls of information from histo-

ry's abundance as we hurry past its co-

pious fields. In this manner we may

indeed learn something, but it is con-

fused and so indefinite that it is impos-

sible to apply it to any use. The only-

way to read with profit is to read care-

fully. When one thing is learned well

and never to be forgotten, then it is

time to pass on to the next.

" Should you wish for a long contin-

uance of your love, do not rigidly ex-

amine the qualities of its object— let

the scene pass: though it is a gross

daubing, at a certain distance it pro-

duces a better effect than a better paint*

injr could do."
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--V

CHOICE OF A PROFESSION.

When we consider the infinite diversity

of the species to which we belong,

we naturally proceed to the inquiry,

Why did the Creator ordain it thus ?

As soon as the new-born babe makes its

" entree" on the great stage of human

action, if it were capable of thought

and had the power of speech, it might

declare to all its fellows, I am like none

of you ; nay more, my Creator has nev-

er made one in all respects like me, and

never will. This diversity seems to me

to indicate, first, that we were designed

to fill different offices in life ; and se-

condly, that we are accountable for the

manner in which we fill these offices

;

for if the Creator has given us a pecu-

liar gift for a special purpose, it is rea-

sonable to suppose he will hold us ac-

countable for the manner in which we

use it. But the question arises, how

can we find out that particular pursuit

which we are best suited to follow ?

We answer, that reason and inclination,

if not perverted, will point it out to us

just as certainly as does instinct point

out to the bird of pas- age the approach

of winter and the necessity of migrat-

ing. He then is wise who discerns and

chooses that calling for which his Crea-

tor has best suited him.

But what does all this have to do

with the choice of a profession? It

simply suggests that it is incumbent on

a very few to study professions, and that

the great mass of mankind were design-

ed for other pursuits.

In determining to fill a profession,

our first inquiry should be, have we the

ability so to do ? This is the most im-

portant question, as well as the hardest

to decide. Perhaps the only way to

settle it with any degree of certainty is

by an impartial comparison of our abil-

ities with those of our comrades. Es-

pecially, too, should parents and guar-

dians attend to this matter in preparing

their sons or wards for professions.

Having become satisfied that we have

the ability to discharge the duties of a

profession, our next enquiry should be,

will we be likely to enjoy as much hap-

piness in a professional life as in some

other ? For we should always remem-

ber that it is the will of the Creator

that his creatures should be as happy as

possible, and that he graciously not on-

ly allows each of us to pursue his own

true happiness, but has made it our du-

ty to do so.

After having determined these two

questions, the next thing to be done is

to determine what particular profession

is to be ours. We should determine

what profession we are best suited for,

both in a mental and physical point of

view. Next we should consider what

are the probabilities for happiness in

that profession. If we are satisfied that

these probabilities are as favorable as in

any other profession, we have the ques-

tion settled. However, if we have a

strong prejudice in favor of any profes-

sion, no matter how formed, perhaps we

had better choose it even under unfa-

vorable circumstances ; for it is a fact

that must be well known to all, that we

always succeed better in matters where

inclination leads us than where judg-

ment alone is concerned. " Where there

is a will there will be a way. When we

have once settled this important ques-

tion we should bend to its accomplish-

ment with all our energies, remembering

to " work while it is day," for " the night

cometh when no man can work." D.
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TEACHERS.
It is the practice of juvenile essayists, in

the beginning of their essays, to make

a modest avowal of their inability to lay

clown a strict definition of the subject

in hand, and then, in their inroads into

the frontiers of reason, to follow minute-

ly all the directions given by the Arch-

bishop of Dublin, in order that they

may the more effectually lay waste her

fair domains. Now, it may be thought,

that we may spare ourselves the trouble

of defining our subject, and our readers

(if we have any) the pain of perusing

the labored definition, since every bare-

footed, unkempt school-boy knows very

well what a teacher is. Just mention

"school teacher" to him, and immedi-

ately there looms up before his imag-

nation a form " horribili visu ;" some-

thing that may pass current for a man

where all the currency is spurious. Its

face is long and cadaverous—eyes lying

in ambush behind an ashy, shaggy

thicket of eye-brows—forehead natural-

ly high, or else made so by applying

tweezers to those hairs (impudent tares
!)

that incroach upon its intellectual

grounds, while at the same time his

bony hands clutch a limber birch or stiff

ferule. To be brief, all teachers, to all

lads appear

" As fierce as ten furies, as terrible as hell."

even if they appear genuine Apollos to

themselves. Now then, if lads know ve-

ry well what sort of a thing a teacher is,

some may think that all men and women

know also. But not so fast. Wo do not

write this for the perusal of the Preps.

If so, we should be deafened by thunder-

ing Phillipics or Prepies, and, maybe,

hung in effigy at the clear spring branch

of every country school house, amid the

shouts and clapping of cherub-faced girls

and motley-faced boys. We, vanity

apart, write for those who have culled

the flowers of Rhetoric, and threaded the

mazy labyrinths of Logic, and who will

be continually on the lookout for " am-

biguous middles" and "illicit processes

of the major and minor terms." Not

to offend the taste of these, we must

come to a "strict definition of terms."

Well, there are schoolmasters, danc-

ing-masters, fencing-masters, singing-

masters, music-masters, &c. Now each

of these may be designated by the

common term "teacher." Do you deny

it ? We walked one day, into a spa-

cious room in a spacious building, where

human tracks appeared on the floor, and

waist-high on the wall, going in even-

direction, first forward, then backward,

and then sideways. We concluded that

this was a dancing hall, and our conclu-

sions were verified, by some rules past-

ed on the wall by the " teacher," one of

which requested the dancers to refrain

from whistling, as it was " exceedingly

annoying to both teacher and scholar."

"Obsiupui.steteruntque, comoe, et yox faucibus

hresit."

How exceedingly modest to dub him-

self " teacher," when the dignified name

of " Professor of motion,'
1 has been con-

ferred upon him by the consent of man-

kind and womankind hx>. And how ex-

ceedingly vain to dub his shufflers

"scholars." We had just obtained a

lofty notion of a scholar from reading

"Sparks that may Kindle," but this no-

tion was completely spoiled by hearing

dancers denominated, "scholars." Does

the ability to shake the legs make the
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scholar ? If so, crawfish and house-flies

are scholars of the first rank. But to

return. Many masters are called or call

themselves " teachers." So, if we were

to discourse about " teachers " simply,

Mr. Logic would be bellowing out, " am-

biguity, ambiguity," and thus overthrow

the Pelion-on-Ossa argument, which we

are building up with so much labor.

Be it known then, that it is our ob-

ject to treat of school-masters, those who

are called "pedants" by boarding-

school misses, and "pedagogues," by

white-gloved mustachioed, perfume gen-

tlemen—of him whose occupation is

-

.

—" to rear the tender mind,
And teach the young idea how to shoot/'

and not of him whose occupation is to

brush the oily hair, and teach the wiry

legs to wind. When we would dis-

course of the " merry twinkling feet,"

Terpsichore,

" The least a vestal of the virgin nine"

—

" aurem vellit, et admonuit." So, to

save our ears, we must descant a little

concerning the "glory and shame" of

pedagogueism.

First, we will take up the shame.

—

The pedant, pedagogue or teacher, is cer-

tainly looked upon by the " rest of man-

kind " as a star of inferior magnitude.

Even they who bear the same name

(teacher) as he, rank much higher. The

teacher of shuffling walks into his spa-

cious well-swept schoolroom, and what

a sight meets his vision ! He sees a

vast number of ladies and gentlemen,

dressed in their gala accoutrements,

ready to attend his beck and call : these

have paid their ten dollars per head, and

for what ? Why, to chase one another

around the room, at the eommand of

a whiskered, limber-legged dandy, peri-

odically, for ten consecutive days, to the

sound of an old Cremona fiddle, until

they find themselves in the same condi-

tion as Tarn O'Shanter's witches:

" The piper loud and louder blew,

The dancers quick and quicker flew,

They reel'd, they set, they cross'd, they cleekit

Till ilka carlau swat and reekit"

It is for this "ladies and gentlemen

*

deck themselves and meet the dancing-

master at the appointed place and time.

But a different scene meets the eyes of

the "pedant," when he enters his dirty,

smoky, pine-log cabin—not full-grown

ladies and gentlemen in costly apparel

appear, but a herd of boys and girls of

all " sorts and sizes," dressed, it may bey

in common homespun, the product of a

mother's industry—this part of the

thing we don't object to. Children in

homespun, we reckon, have souls and

intellects, as well as those whom fortune

has arrayed in the most peacockish col-

ors. A man orboy is not, or ought not

to be measured by his dress. What do-

we object to then? Why this; the

dancing master receives his ten dollars

per " scholar " for a session of ten days
y

while the "pedagogue," perhaps, re-

ceives ten dollars for as many monthsy

and this comes like drawing eye-teeth.

And, moreover, the school of the dancer

is filled to overflowing with pupils as

soon as opened, all ready to engage in

the glorious enterprise, but the school-

teacher has to eoax mothers and beg

fathers to send their offspring to his

place of instruction. They will hesitate

and put off the poor fellow, as if they

thought his little school-house a den of
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ravenous wild beasts gaping for their

children. By and by they will drawl

out, as if they were really doing the pe-

dant a favor, "I reckon we must send
you a half scholar. Neighbor Jones
ought to send one and a half at least."

Further, the pedant, among the young
people, though as young or younger
than ,iey, is looked upon as one whose
joyov feelings, have been nipped by the

frost of age, or some other frost—who
can never engage in a little innocent

jolity—who delights in nothing save
spelling books, multiplication tables, and
blotted copy books. So in making up
their jovial parties the pedagogue is

passed over as if he were a cypher.—
Humph

! It would kill him to eat pound
cake and chicken, to drink syllabub and
ice-cream, and to talk to pretty full-

grown girls. Can't come it old ferule.

"Know thyself." "The thistle which
was in Lebanon, sent to the cedar which
was in Lebanon, saying: Give thy
daughter to my son to wife : and there

passed by a wild beast which was in

Lebanon, and trode down the thistle:'—
But do they pass over Mr. Limberlegs?
Oh, no

! He is the life and soul of par-

ties. A polite note, gilt-edged and per-

fumed, is sent to him requesting the
"pleasure of his company " at such a
place, at such a time. A brief, signifi-

cant P. S. is added, in these words per-

haps, "Be sure to bring your fiddle."—

Sometimes a note is considered too dis-

respectful, and a committee of young
men are commissioned to wait upon the
scraper of cat-gut, and after giving him
the best respects of Misses Gossamer,
Lively, Affectation, &c, to escort him in

a coach-aud-four to the place of the ju-

bilee.

From the above it may be seen that

the dancing master is more honored
among men, and since men should hon-
or most their greatest benefactors, ergo

he is a greater benefactor of the human
race than the school teacher. " It must
be so." World, (not Plato,) "thou
reason est well." It is the business of

the dancing master, to teach the legs to

describe every mathematical curve that

was ever dreamed of by Prof. Peirce

to teach the arms to swing gracefully at

the sides—to teach the head and back
to make modest, unassuming bows, etc.

Now it is plain that the legs, arms, head,

back, etc., are material, they are weapons
for fighting the battles of time, and
when these battles are over they become
useless, and are thrown into the cold

damp grave, where greedy worms feed

upon them, and scamper over and
through them, regardless of their former

usefulness and dignity. Now as men
and women never suffer their thoughts

to go beyond the grave, but are solely

occupied in fighting time's battles, with

most honor possible to themselves, it is

reasonable that they should " love and
honor him who sharpens their weapons
for this battle." The ranger will always

bless Colt for his repeater—the mid-
night assassin will venerate Bowie for

his keen-edged knife—the bearded man,
who wishes to shave decently, will be

forever grateful to " Wade & Butcher"

for their razors—and must the youth

and maiden remain unmindful of the

dancing master, who has burnished the

anus of some, and armed others anew
in complete armors for life's dread on-

set ! Forbid it Apollo

!

{To be continued.)
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EDITORIAL TABLE.
This being the first issue under the direc-

tion of a new corps, we bespeak for it

and for ourselves, by reason of the novel-

ty of our situation, that favorable reception

of which we must naturally be more solici-

tous at first than we are likely to be again,

whether the public vouchsafe us that kind-

ly encouragement which must constitute

our own reward, or adopt one of two oth-

er courses : either slight our claims upon

their notice by remaining passively indif-

ferent, or array themselves in opposition to

what we, for our part, are pleased to con-

sider a laudable endeavor to multiply the

means of improvement within the reach of

ourselves and fellow students.

As this number was prepared during the

vacation, it might at first be supposed that

we thereby enjoyed peculiar advantages;

but then it must be remembered that the

corps was more or less scattered, and it

being a period of general relaxation from

study, and every thing connected with

study, we could not reasonably look to

our contributors for that alacrity which

they had so far manifested in rendering

their assistance to the getting up of each

previous number. Though such have been

the circumstances under which we make

our first appearance, yet we are nothing

loth to test the generosity of our circum-

scribed public, and hope to be appreciated

in all our future attempts to cater for the

amusement and entertainment as well

as, perhaps, occasional instruction of our

readers.

Now that the session has commenced,

and we are all started again, let our friends

be encouraged to continue their aid ; for it

will materially rest upon them whether we
shall be enabled to issue each number

regularly and at the first of the month, or

annoy both them and ourselves by delays

otherwise unavoidable. It may be useful

to intimate to them, that in transcribing

their articles for the press, they should

write only upon the first and third pages

of the sheet, as it is otherwise known to

be a source of inconvenience to the setter

up of types.

The length of time which intervenes be-

tween commencement and the next ap-

pearance of the Magazine, is such as to

render it doubtful whether any notice,

however slight, can be taken of the * occa-

sion which will be of interest to ox • sub-

scribers. We believe that newspapers

generally, soon after each recurring anni-

versary, contain some account of the pro-

ceedings, and that too sufficiently minute,

to satisfy the most interested. Some ob-

server who sees every thing and hears

nothing, will always be found to avail him-

self of such a rich field for calling into ex-

ercise his rare powers of description ; but

only so far as his occular information of

facts and incidents extends, taking care

that the ears have no opportunity of ex-

plaining that which the eyes may fail of

comprehending, thus displaying the admi-

rable tact which he possesses of turning

into ridicule some apparently pantomimic

occurrence. Whereas, had he, as a faith-

ful correspondent should do, put himself

to any trouble to acquire the proper infor-

mation for a bona fide description of what

he attempts, he would have become con-

vinced that the actors were not dumb, and

that the little drama was complete in all

its parts, though the catastrophe might not

have produced the ^eensation which it was
intended it should. Nothing could be

more ridiculous to the eye of an intelli-

gent looker on, than, with closed auricu-

lars, for the first time to behold a compa-

ny of dancers in the full display of their

intoxicating art. Thus many an observer,

attentive only to the information conveyed

to him by a part of his senses, falls into

numberless, and, in many instances, from

their simple nature, almost unpardonable

mistakes respecting the most trifling oc-

currences and incidents which every day
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life gives birth to. But then we have not

for the first time been made av.'are that

the columns of newspapers so frequently

teem with partial statements and false col-

orings of facts, as often to render their

testimony of little account, unless confirm-

ed by other and concurring evidence.

The evil, perhaps, is unavoidable, and will

admit of no remedy.

Perhaps the drift of the foregoing re-

marks will not readily be understood by

such as were only visitors among us dur-

ing our late commencement. The occa-

sion was one remarkably quiet, and satis-

factory to the friends of good order.

There was some slight departure from the

usual manner in which the exercises are

conducted. No processions were formed

during the day ; and there was nothing

martial in the character of the proceedings,

•even to the absence of field music. The

baud in attendance also failed to perform

in the Chapel on several occasions, for rea-

sons, we presume, best known to those

who had the ordering of it. On Monday-

evening the Rev. Mr. Frost delivered the

sermon, for which he had been selected,

before the graduating class. A more ap-

propriate choice for the occasion could not

have been made. Holding the relation

which he did to the class, of which he was

himself a member, he was especially quali-

fied to make the stirring appeal, of which

he so well delivered himself, to those with

whom he had been for so long a time as-

sociated. Chaste and well written the

address certainly was ; and, for one, we

declare oursclf to have been individually

much pleased with the entire effort. On
Tuesday evening the Freshman competi-

tors spoke ; and deserve more credit for

the manner in which they acquitted them-

selves, than mere declairaers on such occa-

sions arc in the habit of receiving. Aa it

does not become us to make distinctions

between th^ individual performers, which

would be difficult on our part, we will not

undertake the invidious task. Thomas S.

Ashe, Esq., of Wadesboro', on Wednes»

day forenoon, delivered the address before

the two Literary Societies. We cannot

speak of such productions Ivere; it has

been usual to publish them, though in thi<?

instance the publication has been declined.

The gentlemen of the Alumni next held

their annual meeting. Zn the evening the

Sophomore competitors came forward, and

did sufficiently well to elicit the public com-

mendation of the President On Thurs-

day, Commencement Day, the Latin salu-

tatory was spoken by Mr. Thomas H. Gil-

liam ; and as far as declamation is con-

cerned, it was very well done ; further, we
pretend to know nothing about it. On ac-

count of the sickness of several of those

appointed to speak, there was not, we be-

lieve, the usual number of speeches on

this occasion. The annual report was

then made by the President—degreescoi*-

ferred—and the valedictory spoken by Mr.

Leonidas F. Silerof Macon. Of the rel-

ative merits ef the latter we can say noth-

ing, never having had the pleasure of lis-

tening to one before. It was, however,

highly spokep. of by those capable of judg-

ing. At night the large and commodious

hall-room, which had only been completed

within a few days, was the centre of at-

traction ; where beauty held her sway, and

dispensed her courtly favors; while over

the whole scene fair Diana appeared to

preside in full-orbed splendor.

" Of all that did chance, 't were a k>Hg tale to

tell,

Of the dancers and dresses, and who was the

belle;

But each was so happy, and all were so fair,

That night stole away, and the dawn sought

them there."

Nothing occurred to rear so much pleas-

ure. Though there were fewer visitors

than is usual at Commencement, yet we

think that no one, at least of tl>e fair por-

tion, went away dissatisfied with the *-

mount of pleasure received. The stu-
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dents exerted themselves most assiduous-

ly to contribute all in their power to the

enjoymont of those who honored and en-

livened the occasion with their presence.

That every thing passed off so agreeably,

was gratifying in the extreme ; especially

as anticipations of a contrary nature had

been entertained by some.

We congratulate such of our friends as,

having recently left us, have already had

their qualities and acquirements apprecia-

ted. Messrs. G . . . . and H , we per-

ceive by the papers, had parts assigned

them in the celebration of the late anni-

versary of American Independence.

—

Doubtless, they fully answered the expec-

tations of their friends. We can vouch

for one, for he was not without experi-

ence, having had occasion to exercise his

talents in a similar way while yet among

us.

Death of Clay.—He, who, perhaps,

than all others, has done more for his

country during the present century, who
has more than once saved from destruc-

tion its political and social fabric, has ta-

ken his place among the worthies of the

past ; and history claims him as its own.

It will be seen, by reference to our pages,

that we of this little place did not fail to

bestow our tribute of praise upon the de-

parted patriot and statesman. Upon very

short notice, our highly esteemed towns

man, Samuel F. Phillips, Esq., promptly

responded to the solicitation, that he

would deliver a discourse upon the life

and character of the illustrious deceased

;

which, with much pleasure, we are permit-

ted to lay before our readers in the pres-

ent number*

We had " Joel " under consideration

;

but unfortunately for him, or for our-

selves, by reason of dullness in some

quarter, we were unable to see through

his design. The second stanza runs thus

:

O'ercome with heat and dull fatigue,

A student prostrate lay

;

And slept while flies and fancies league

Around his head to play.

The writer must have been much fatigued
himself in composing the first verse ; or if

not, then very dull in the grammatical con-

struction of the second. The same fault

again occurs in the sixth verse. Now we
do not wish to compel our author to ob-

serve the same construction throughout
j

but it is evident from the stanzas which

precede and follow in both instances, that

his grammar is lamentably at fault ; which

is further confirmed by his use of the ad-

jective where the adverb is called for.

We might proceed thus to notice other

faults, but for the present we will not do

so, contenting ourselves with citing two

other verses as a further specimen of the

style:

Two Sophs, a Fresh and Juniors three

Stood by with rocks in hand
;

Four Seniors mounted in the tree,

Completes the noble band.

You Dave, you little rascal you,

That cherry 's mine I say,

Sam shook it down
;
you varlet you,

Now clean up, out the way.

As " Joel" wrote probably for the amuse-

ment of the corps, and did not aspire to

spread himself in the Magazine, we will re-

serve any further comments for our sanc-

tum, —
We cannot give " Z. X." a place in the

present number, but will reserve him for

further consideration ; though we consid-

er the question which he discusses to be

of little importance, and mostly one-

sided. —
"Justice," perhaps, did not receive jus-

tice at our hands. But when we are in

doubt about the insertion of an article, it

is safer to omit it ; especially when the

objections partake of the nature of those

which we felt that this piece possessed.
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We pronounce it to be well-written ; and

would like to see it in the columns of

some newspaper.

Since the last issue of the Magazine in

June, our exchanges have poured in. We
would like to give an extended notice of

several, but circumstances prevent us from

doing so at present ; and we must defer

the pleasure—for pleasure it is, and one

for which we have a peculiar fondness when

time will permitits indulgence. Amongthe

number we greet " Sartain's Union Mag-

azine " for July and August, " The South-

ern Repository and College Review " for

May, " The Southern Methodist Pulpit

"

for July, the June number of the " Yale

Literary," and " The Georgia University

Magazine " for July.

This out-of-the-way country college can

e'en boast of a Mineral Spring. It

has been analyzed by Dr. Mitchell, and

pronounced to be one of the strongest

Chatybeates in the State. Doubtless we
shall fiequently wend our way thither,

and ascribe whatever benefit we may de-

rive to its virtues, when probably it will

be all owing to the walk.

Obituaky.—Died, at the family resi-

dence, in Gatesville, June 11th, after an ill-

ness of a week, Lemuel Goodman Daugh-

try. The deceased was a member of the

present Sophomore class. He entered

college July, 1851; and was amongthe

highost in the class, for talent, studious-

ness and the faithful performance of every

college duty ; but in no respect was he

more remarkable than in the purity of his

morals, which fully comported with his

profession of Christianity. Though the

most youthful of all the students, and the

universal favorite of college, he possessed

a character of bis own, anil never swerved

from the patli of rectitude. Our acquaint-

ance with him was intimate, which quali-

fies us to speak of him ; andr'iSeiwill be

borne out in saying, that the loss of no

one would be more generally felt than is

his, or whose death would be more griev-

ed for by those who knew him best.

PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETY.

Whereas, through the inscrutable prov-

idence of God, we have been deprived of

our beloved fellow-member, Lemuel Good-

man Daughtry, who, though in extreme

youth, was an ornament to his society, to

his class, and whom to know was to love;

and whereas, the sad duty devolves upon

us, of thus feebly expressing our sense of

the loss which we, together with his much
afflicted family, have sustained, and of

bearing testimony to the pious virtues and

worth of the deceased ; therefore, be it

unanimously

Resolved, That deeply sensible of our own
and of his family's bereavement, we do tender to

diem our most heart-felt sympathy, that one so

very young, so universally esteemed, and every

way promising,should be cut offthus suddenly to

the irreparable loss of all connected with him ;

as if, in very truth, " those whom the gods love

die early."

Resolved, secondly, That as members of that

society to which he belonged, which he loved

and spoke of to the last—aud as fellow-stu-

dents with whom he was connected by the ten-

dcresi ties of friendship, wc deeply deplore the

removal of one from our midst, who, avoiding

every approach to vice, ever preserved himself

blameless, and proved himself exemplary in

the performance of every duty required of him.

Resolved, thirdly, That in testimony of our

esteem for the memory of the deceased, we
will wear the usual badge of mourning for thir-

ty days ; and especially request those members
of the Dialectic Society who were his class-

mates to join us in this lasl token of respect to

our departed brother.

Resolved, fourthly, That a copy of then

orations be sent to the family of the die i

and also to the Raleigh Register, .North Caroli-

na Standard and Albemarle Bulletin, request'

Ing tlnir publication ; and that they be pub-

lished in the University Magazine.

Vim. A. Allen,
James Woods, \ Committee.
J. C. Johnston, jr.,
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THE REWARDS OF EDUCATED
MEN, AND THEIR INDEBTED-
NESS TO THE WORLD.

Man has been so constituted, that exer-

cise is necessary to the proper develop-

ment and healthy preservation of his

physical and intellectual powers. All

around him and all above him, where

are spread out, in exhaustless profusion,

the elements of the material universe

—

all is Action. If he cast his eyes to the

starry host that bedeck the brow of

night, all those shining orbs are seen to

be in harmonious action, moving on in

the endless tracks, marked out by the

hand of their Creator. If he confine

his view to the regions of the atmos-

phere, he beholds clouds floating on the

bosom of the airy deep, to pour their

treasures on the thirsty land. The sun

moves on in his daily course, shedding

warmth and light in turn on every part

of the globe. No such thing as rest is

known in all the complicated machinery

of created being.

In the midst of this ceaseless me-

chanical action, the mind of man moves

in voluntary motion through all objects

within reach of the senses ; and when

these fail, Imagination lends her wings

to bear it on, and Fancy paints the

scene. Deep within the arcana of na-

ture, it roves in quest of subjects of

18

thought; and even in the embrace of

sleep it rests not from its endless wan-

derings. The physical man also is an

organization, whose functions are adjust-

ed to j>erpetual motion. The life-tide

flows and ebbs through his veins ; and

the palpitations of the heart never cease

till death stamps its signet on his brow.

Action, then, as synonymous with

motion, and not rest, is the natural

state of mind and matter. The mo-

tions of all inanimate bodies, being mere-

ly mechanical, can never be obstructed

or materially modified, except by the

same Great Cause that first imparted

them. Mental action, on the contrary,

as it is in great part voluntary, may be

diverted from its legitimate course, or

so checked and hampered in its progress

as to become little more than the faint

glimmering of an almost extinguished

blaze. Indeed, such is the perversion of

the human mind, that it needs to be

stimulated and guided in the path that

leads to its true destination. And in

this consists education. In directing

the thoughts in vigorous action to the

contemplation of the numberless objects,

arranged in tasteful order in nature's

storehouse—in sending out the facul-

ties to exercise in the grand gymnasium,

which is bounded only by the limits of

space—in applying reason to the inves-

tigation of the relations of things—and
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sporting the imagination in fairy fields,

clad in the visions, and decorated with

the changeful images, of fancy.

The mind thus trained by long and

continued grappling with the intricate

structure of material objects—acting

and acted upon—becomes Herculean in

the strength and vigor of its faculties

—

acute and penetrating in its perception

of analogies—and untiring in the inves-

tigation of cause and effect. It lifts it-

self above the influence of grovelling

passion, and soars in eagle flight far be-

yond the limits that impale the opera-

tions of common thought. It ranges

in uncontrolled freedom the shoreless

seas where worlds unnumbered blaze,

as beacon-lights to warn each other of

their danger, if they should veer from

their orbit lines—measures and weighs

them as with a rule and balance—then

turns within and interrogates itself con-

cerning the manner in which its own

functions are performed, and communi-

cation held with external things. It

boldly grasps the connection of cause

and effect, discovering the one and trac-

ing it to the other—foresees the result

of operating agents, and directs at will

the current of circumstances, and esti-

mating aright the objects of time, rises

superior to all the changes and chances

of mortal life.

The man possessed of such a mind,

must feel that his actions form an im-

portant part of the great drama of Time.

While his less favored fellows grope

their way darkly in the vale of shad-

owy doubts, he with the sun-beam of

science to light his way and the staff of

wisdom to support him, walks with ma-

jesty the flowery plains of literature,

quaffs the nectared waters of the Pierian

spring, gushing in crystal streamlets

round him, and gathers the luscious

fruits that hang in varied profusion on

the tree of knowledge. Where Others

falter in their steps, or stand aghast at

the mountain difficulties that tower a-

round and above them, he mounts up

with sprightly tread, by secret paths

unknown to them ; and having gained

the summit where Fame's proud tem-

ple stands, inscribes his name on its un-

fading walls. From his high position

he looks down and smiles upon a won-

der-struck world as they pay him the

tribute of reverent admiration.

Is this picture overdrawn ? Is there

indeed so vast a difference between ed-

ucated and uneducated men ? And can

the former be the recipients of pleasure

of a kind or degree of which the latter

are ignorant ? We are told that " where

ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise."

But we have yet to learn where it is fol-

ly to be wise: and until this be shown

us, no poetic cadence, or invention of

fiction should be suffered to lure us

from the well-attested conclusion, that ig-

norance is, never, bliss. Wisdom is pow-

er : and power affords the means of

pleasure. We must then accord to

learning the capability of bestowing

happiness, merely because it gives pow-

er; or else we must strip man of self-

love, avarice, ambition—in short, of ev-

ery selfish principle of his nature. But

there is a higher, nobler sense in which

education affords the constituents of

happiness. It teaches self-government.

—a species of power to be sure—and a

just appreciation of the grandeur and

beauty of objects in nature and art.

—

Who could suppose for a moment that

the untutored rustic, on entering a gal-
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lery of paintings, and beholding some

master-piece, would be filled with the

mingled emotions of admiration and

delight that would so certainly take

possession of the bosom of the connois-

eur. True, he might have awakened

within him some of the coarser and

more evanescent feelings of pleasure by

a display of bright colors, or an imagi-

nary beauty of form ; but of the refin-

ed, elevated and lasting sensation, pro-

duced upon the man of cultivated taste

and educated mind, he has absolutely

no conception. Where Niagara now

pours its flood of waters down the deep

precipice and sends up foaming columns

to do battle with the clouds ; there,

when the Indian built his hut upon its

banks and laved his active limbs in its

current—then, then it rolled on in ter-

rific majesty. But the simple native

—

untaught, save in the school of nature

—

when his eyes first rested on the glassy

surface above the rock, on the wild con-

fusion below, or when the rumbling

sound first fell upon his ear, only paused

to see how lightly his canoe would glide

over the liquid sheet ; or to give a mo-

mentary expression of wonder that

thunder should proceed from the clear,

bright sky. And now, what hasNiagara

become ? Little less than the wonder of

the world. Education and refinement,

properly estimating its grandeur and

beauty, lead their votaries to contemplate

it once ; and afterwards no incentive is

needed to induce them to revisit the place

whence they received such copious drafts

of pleasure, and to which, in absence,

memory reverts with untiring fondness.

It has become as an enchanted spot,

and to it thousands are seen flying to

escape the ennui of southern summers.

No new charm has been imparted to its

wild beauty by the hand of Art ; no

musical tones have been substituted for

the thundering roar of its maddened

waters. But, like the magnet that is

unnoticed by the ignorant rustic, be-

cause he knows not its value, and is ea-

gerly seized by the philosopher, its

grandeur, so much admired by the en-

lightened mind, was shut out from the

perception of the savage, by the dark-

ness that veiled his intellect.

Literature, ancient and modern, af-

fords to educated men an unfailing

source of exquisite gratification. With

the lamp of history aided by imagina-

tion, they can travel back through all

the changes and conditions of the past,

live in whatever age and country they

please, and mingle in all the scenes that

have been acted upon the world's wide

stage. Thence they can gather mate-

rial to light up the dim vista of the hid-

den future, and calculate with strong

probability what will be the conduct of

men, and what the state of the world,

under given circumstances. They can

roam at large amid the bright fields of

poetry and fiction, plucking everywhere

the sweet flowers of literary pleasure.

In the scenes and changes of the times

and countries in which they live, they

mingle and perform a part, and stamp

their lasting impress on passing events.

While the uneducated vulgar foam and

fret for their time, bubbles on the sur-

face of things, their actions with them-

selves only serving to swell the turgid

waves on the stream of time that are

rolling their dark waters on to oblivion.

Into the hands of educated men are

committed the advancement and perpe-

tuity of society, and the responsibilities
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of government. For in enlightened

communities and

" Beneath the rule of men, entirely great,

The pen is mightier than the sword."

They form the tastes of their age, and

give a decided cast to the religious and

political opinions of those among whom
they live. Wielding so great an influ-

ence and enjoying to such a degree the

pleasures of life, the moral law demands

that they should exert their superior

powers for the amelioration of their

kind. Generations yet to come cry out

from the future to the educated of this

age, " Men of learning you are shaping

our destiny for us ; to you we look for

protection." To the educated men of

the past we owe most of the blessings

we enjoy. To them we are indebted for

what they achieved and delivered to us.

They did it not that we might enjoy it

alone, or squander it;, but that we

should hand it down with the increase,

to those who shall come after us. In a

republic like our's the responsibilities of

educated men are truly great. Sages

and patriots, tried in the furnace of op-

pression, formed a government under

which the fruits of liberty and peace

might be enjoyed. Our Clays, Cal-

houns and Websters have labored to

sustain it ; labored till

" Their face was ashy pale, and leaden care

Had sunk the levelled arches of their brow."

They resigned the peace and quiet of

domestic retirement to buffet the waves

of political strife. Yielding to the calls

of their country and incited by the

promptings of patriotism, they expose:
1

,

themselves to all the shafts of party

madness. But they are not without

their rewards. They, with the host of

their compatriots—some slumbering in

the silence of the tomb—others totter-

ing on the brink of the grave—and

others still in the discharge of their le-

gislative or other functions, their aged

locks sprinkled with the frost of years

—

all have ere now been greeted with the

nation's praise, and secured a monument

more lasting than brass—a home in the

affections of a high-souled people.

When they have passed away their

places must be filled from the present

and rising generations; and those who

succeed them must be armed with the

burnished panoply of literary warfare,

or soon they will be forced in submis-

sion and dishonor to bear testimony to

the assertion, " knowledge is power." If

educated men shrink from their duty

now, and suffer the advantages to be

lost, which are the results of so many
years of labor and anxiety, surely then

no calculation need be made of ever

bettering the condition of our race.

—

Science has lent her beams to almost

every department of labor, dispelling the

darkness that so long hung around the

pathway of men in the lower condition

of life. Now, in every calling, Philoso-

phy holds her sway and issues direc-

tions for its prosecution.

If these duties and responsibilites,

then devolve upon the educated portion

of society, it well becomes us who are

preparing for the battles of life, by stor-

ing our minds with the knowledge of

the past and present, to be fully inform-

ed as to what the future has in store for

us. Our Institution is a tributary to the

great stream of literature. Small, it

may be, in the amount contributed
;
yet

not without its influence. The smallest
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brooklet that trickles down some mount-

ain's side and noislessly winds its way

to the Mississippi, contributes in some

degree to give his characteristic color,

depth and breadth, to the father of

rivers.

Longinus.

TEACHERS.
[CONCLUDED.]

It is certain that the dancing-master,

his whirling legs, dangling arms, and

nodding head, are of the world, there-

fore, they are loved by the men of the

world. But the school-teacher (in our

opinion) moves in a higher sphere. It

is his business to teach the immaterial

mind, that thing which

" Shall flourish in immortal youth

Unhurt amid the elements of wars

The wreck of matter and the crush of worlds."

The effects of his teachings do not cease

with time, the weapon that he furbishes,

does not moulder in the earth, fed upon

and crawled over by the loathsome

worm of the earth. But men can't see

the necessity of cultivating a plant (if

we may so speak) in time, which is to

blossom and bring forth fruit in eterni-

ty. They don't think they will ever go

there, to pluck and taste those fruits,

consequently they look upon the pe-

dant who would prune and water this

plant on the "shores of time" as an

idler. They say he had better wait un-

til he is certain of going to eternity, be-

fore he plants fruits to be eaten there

;

beside, if he is certain of journeying to

the "brave country," he begins to make

preparation for it too soon. Why put

the sickle into the harvest ere it is ripe ?

Wait until you pass into eternity

before you plant fruits, and then you

will be sure to reap the benefit of your

labor. " There is a time to all things."

Yes, but telling what particular time be-

longs to each particular thing—" Ah,

there 's the rub." When Joseph com-

manded Pharaoh to garner up the fruits

of the plentiful years, for the coming

years of famine, if he had said, "Let

every year provide for itself, there is a

time to all things," history might have

told of Egypt stinking with dead men's

carcasses, as well as with frogs, &c. But

enough. By some such reasoning, or

fooling, as the above, men decide upon

the merits of the dancing and school

teachers. But when the school-master

and dancing-master arrive at the gates

of the " celestial city," bearing the fruits

of their earthly labors, the one sur-

rounded by immortal souls, " snatched

like brands from the burning"—the

other by a fantastical crowd of human

beings, bowing, scraping, flirting and

frisking to and fro,—when these arrive,

we say, and seek for admittance, it will

be hard to say which will be welcomed

with those soothing words, " eu soule

agathe." So much for the difference

between teachers. Let us see how gen-

tlemen of other professions exalt them-

selves above the " pedagogue."

The young Ipecacs, bombastically

called doctors, boast swellingly to the

teacher, when they have slept over

"Horner " and looked through "Dung-

lison," when they have learned to color

a bottle of water by mixing a few drugs

therein, (which any old woman can do

with a little Spanish brown or maple

bark,) and when they have on account
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of their skill, been licensed to thin the

population where it is too rank.

4 1 don't pretend to say,' says one of

the tribe, ' that you are utterly useless,

of course you take the little brats off the

hands of mothers that they may go to

parties, operas, &c. ; but what are your

labors compared with mine ? I stay

the hand of death, that fell monster.

Hear what he makes the poet say

:

" Death ! great proprietor of all ! tis thine

To tread out empire, and to quench the

stars.

The sun himself by thy permission shines

;

And one day thou shalt pluck him from the

sphere.

Amid such mighty plunder, why exhaust

Thy partial quiver on a mark so mean 1

Why thy peculiar rancor wreak'd on me ?

Insatiate archer ! could not one suffice 1

Thy shaft flew thrice ; and thrice my peace

was slain ;

And thrice, ere thrice yon moon had filled her

horns."

Now this terrible scourge, the terror of

" statesmen, scholars, divines, heroes and

poets," who " treads out empires,"

u quenches stars," suffers the sun to shine

when he pleases, and intends to " pluck "

him down the first time he offends his

bony majesty, this monster, this triple

peace-slayer, is put to ignominious flight

even by the sight of my saddlebags.'

" Vanitas vanitahim."

Then the Pettifogger, who has read

just enough of Blackstone to imagine

himself a Solon or a Lycurgus, who has

already in imagination commanded " the

applause of listening senates " and
u read his history in a nation's eyes,"

who has made a 4th July speech, or

written a piece of poetry for the news-

papers, looks down on the pedant and

thinks, (don't deign to say,) "You

know a little literature, I reckon, but

you are simple, I am sublime"

When the little clerk, with hair Ma-

cassered, and stinking like—like—like

—

I don't know what,—his scissors stick-

ing out of his vest pocket, that no one

may mistake his calliug—that all may
know that it is his business to cut into

little pieces calico and osnaburgs, to

cheat negroes and little children, to lie

to old gentlemen and their daughters

about " this fine piece ofgoods"—" came

from Paris"—this same little fellow

will say to the pedagogue :
" Go man-

age your dirty faced boys, tis too small

a business for me?
Then one of that numerous fraternity,

ycleped gentlemen, when he has learn-

ed a few polite phrases from a favorite

novel, and to bow without straining the

spinal marrow, looks piteously on the

school-teacher, and says in a commisser-

ating tone, " Any human being that is

content to sit all day long in a smoky

house and hear the humming of block-

heads is surely devoid of the better feel-

ings of humanity. Certainly he knows

not how to flourish a fancy cane, or

hold a cigar in the corner of the mouth,

(making with the upper surface of his

face an angle of forty -five degrees,) or

gallant a lady properly—else he could

never be reconciled to his lot."

The Literati toojue continually smit-

ing the poor pedant under the fifth rib.

Like the serpent, they will sting the

hand that warms them into life. Wash-

ington Irving has belabored poor Icha-

bod Crane, " fuste saligno." In deline-

ating the character of the school master

of Sleepy Hollow, he has used " too

much red." He makes him a believer

in Connecticut witches straddling their
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full-blooded broomsticks as bravely and

gallantly as kinghts in tbe days of chiv-

alry. He makes him dishonor sacred

pieces of music by sending them into

the world neither by the " ivory gate"

nor the one of " horn ;" but through

the twin gates of flesh and blood, to the

everlasting disgrace of nasality. He
paints, in bold relief, the beauties of the

" blooming Katrina," a chubby Dutch

girl, " as luxuriant as a full-blown cab-

bage," and then speaks jestingly of

Ichabod's falling in love with her. Ab-

surd ! a pedant fall in love with a pret-

ty girl. It is not time for the wolf to

lie down with the lamb. But " stay."

"We have heard extravagant young gen-

tlemen call their sweethearts angels,

and themselves, in all humility, " foolish

creatures." Now here we have, by their

own confession, asses falling in love with

angels. A much less absurdity- though

than a schoolmaster falling in love with

a Dutch girl, both having "fronts of

brass and feet of clay," with not a par-

ticle of the angel about either. He al-

so paints the farm yard of old Baltus

Van Passel piling-up-full of gobbling

turkeys, " garrulous" ducks, gaudy pea-

cocks, chanticleers with ''burnished

wings," and cooing pigeons; he then

makes Ichabod's mouth water, and his

eves sparkle like an epicure's, as he sees

all of these spread upon the table of old

Baltus. Well, where is he, with " soul

so dead" as not to have felt and done

just as Ichabod ? Such a sight would

have made old Nebuchadnezzar leave

the gr?ss of the field and return once

more to the food of men. Are only

school teachers fond of good eating?

Poetry too, with the "magic of her

numbers," has made some savage thrusts

at the pedagogue. He who sung so

sweetly and mournfully of " Sweet Au-

burn," batters the " village schoolmas-

ter" thus

:

" His words of learned length and thundering

sound

Amaz'd the gazing rustics rang*d around
;

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew

That one small head could carry all he knew."

Now that is poetical, but galling to a

sensitive mind. But, jam satis. It is

plain that all men, women and chil-

dren, treat teachers in an unbecoming

manner. And what is the consequence

of such treatment ? Why scarcely any

who can do otherwise will become

teachers. There may be a few who fol-

low the business for the good of their

species ; but the greater number of our

valuable teachers did not begin to teach

from a pure love of the business. Ne-

cessity compelled them to begin : and

some of them, after trying it awhile,

have become attached to the mode of

life, and still continue serving their race

regardless of any senseless shafts that

may be hurled at them. But poverty

forces many to assume the ferule who

look upon their position as degrading,

and wait only until a few paltry coins
*

fall into their pockets, before they cast

aside the filthy garments of teacher,

and clothe themselves in more honora-

ble apparel. Those that are qualified to

teach, generally possess sufficient means

to enable them to shun the teacher's

chair, and consequently it is filled by

persons wholly incompetent to discharge

the duties of a teacher.

It is a grand mistake that any one

can make a good teacher. The teach-

er's heart should be educated as well as

his head, let him be intellectually and
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- %morally strong, or he :s unfit for a teach-

er. Now how many are so ? Few in-

deed. Again, a great responsibility

rests on all teachers. It is they to

whom the young minds are committed,

the nurture of the intellect is entrusted

to them, they teach it to bud, blossom

and bring forth fruit, and in proportion

to the cultivation will the fruit be of a

goodly quality. If our teachers are cor-

rupt our young men will be corrupt, for

they will teach corruption. Corrupt

teachers, those of evil hearts and weak

intellects, are the sowers who scatter ras-

cality, misery and death broadcast over

the land. But if we obtain teachers who

possess intellect and high moral charac-

ter, it follows that they will instill these

same principles that belong to them-

selves into the youthful minds which

they have to fashion, and in a few ages

this will be a nation of men and women

who will spurn every dishonest act and

make virtue and trubh their guides.

—

Thus beginning the ascent from the pit

of degredation into which we have fal-

len, would not this be a great and glo

rious work ? And this great work can

be accomplished, if proper teachers are

procured ; and certainly lathers and

mothers should be interested enough in

the welfare of their children to look into

the character and ability of the men to

whom they commit their offspring.

Let no one scorn the teacher's chair,

for it is honorable. Let those ignorant,

corrupt teachers, those wolves in sheep's

clothing, be hurled from the places they

have so long disgraced, and let their

places be, filled by proper men, and then

no ono can predict the prosperity to

which our country may yet arrive.

Jonathan.

*3
SOMETHING ABOUT BEAUTY

AND UGLINESS.

We believe it is the disposition of all

men, ('tis our's at least,) to defend in oth-

ers all deficiencies which they know be-

long to themselves. For instance, our

manners, as our name indicates, are ex-

ceedingly countryfied, and we invaria-

bly defend all, who exhibit such man-

ners, and charge the host of etiquettical

rules, with all the forces of logic and

rhetoric which we can muster. Our

gait is irregular, loose, and slouchy, still

we attribute to this kind of locomotion,

all the beauty of a waving field of grain,

or of the " graceful sweep of the wil-

low " agitated by a gentle breeze. To

be brief, we are ugly ourselves and we

will defend it in others to the best of

our ability.

It may be proper to state in the be-

ginning of our essay, that we do not

intend to use any metaphysical distinc-

tions or quibbles—whether beauty ex-

ists in the mind or in the object or

whether it exists in the object, and a

"superadded lustre is reflected upon it

by the mind." We propose to take a

common-sense view of the subject, as-

cribing all the qualities to the object,

and thinking or saying very little about

what the mind has to do with it. With

this saving clause to keep young meta-

physicians off, we will march up to our

subject.

We fear to define ugliness, lest the

definition even of such a horrid thing,

stretching like a jaggy rampart or filthy

stream across the beginning of our es-

say, may drive away all who are dispos-

ed t<> peruse it. However, speaking as

euphemistically as possible, we say that
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ugliness is the very reverse of beauty.

We say that a man or woman is ugly

when the homomade graces are piled

on in such profusion that their shadows

frighten dogs, and their images break

looking-glasses. We can't give a more

precise definition, lest we may offend

those who possess the gift of ugliness

—

for people don't like to be told of their

defects in fiat terms, but v, ill stand it, if

a polite, or in other words, a more de-

ceitful phraseology is used. If one is

called a " liar " his dander will rise, and

he will "fly into flinders " in a moment

;

but tell him he is mistaken or that he

is a story-teller, and he will smile as be-

nignantly, as if he feels complimented

by the-application to himself of an epi-

thet which all seem emulous to obtain.

So we may call one homely but not ugly,

at least with impunity. As it is im-

possible to talk of ugliness, without us-

ing its opposite beauty, it is necessary

to define it also. But here again, we

are wanting, not because we are fearful

of offending by speaking plainly, but

because it is such an exquisite, divine

quality, that it defies a just definition.

It is "nimius lubricus adspici," and that

which we do not see clearly, we can't

describe vividly. Howevei-, it seems to

be a combination of graces in such a

bewitching manner as to take all things

» by storm which come within its influ-

ence. With such an understanding of

beauty and ugliness, we will proceed in

our remarks. Both are distributed, (very

irregularly though,) through all created

things, animate and inanimate, rational

irrational. But since our flower of the

valley is not stung with envy because its

neighbor surpasses it in beauty, nor

withers away because it is. less odorifer-

ous ; and since a brute, a mule, for in-

stance, is as well contented in his jing-

ling plough gear as the well-fed courser

in his gaudy caparisons ; in fine, since

brutes, nor senseless things can neither

appreciate beauty, nor loathe ugliness,

and consequently are not affected by

them, we will pass over these and con-

fine our remarks to the human race, and

particularly to the ugly portion of it,

" one of whom we are which," in order

to console them if possible in their mis-

fortune.

It is certainly a dreadful thing to be

ugly, and he possesses some courage of

a laudable kind, who can bear his de-

formity without a murmur. He is sub-

ject to the most trying circumstances.

If he walks the streets he is saluted

on all sides by the shouts of mischiev-

ous boys, " There goes big ugly "

—

" There goes that pretty man "—" Some-

body's scarcecrow has runaway from the

cornfield," &c. In such a hailstorm of

taunts the poor fellow writhes in agony,

but consoles himself by reflecting that

children will be children, but those of

mature age will look with a greater de-

gree of allowance upon his deformity,

and consequently he sneaks from the

sight of impudent boys into the com-

pany of older people. But, here too,

he is doomed to disappointment. If he

visits a family circle, he perceives the

lady of the house winking, motioning,

and practising every species of dumb
oratory, in order to prevent the nurse

from bringing the baby into his compa-

ny, lest the " dear little creature " may

go into spasms upon seeing his inhuman

face. Soon he sees Miss Julia Octavia

hasten from the room, as if she were

apprehensive lest the cakes before the
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kitchen fire should scortcb, but upon

casting his eyes aslant into the neigh-

boring room, lo ! he sees her practising

all her holiday evolutions before a look-

ing-glass—now putting a favorite smirk

on this side of her face, then on that

—

now casting her eyes meekly, submis-

sively on the floor, then throwing them

with the rapidity of lightning to another

part of the room, then putting them into

a position which is called the dagger-

looking-attitude—now causing a gentle

smile to agitate her face, then by some

"hook or crook " making the red come

and go like an aurora. And perhaps

she ends the manual exercises, by look-

ing " delightfully with all her might

"

at her own image. She goes through

all these exercises to see whether her

beauty has been marred by too close a

proximity to Big Ugly. The lady of

the house, herself, begins to give tokens

of uneasiness, as if she felt the magic in-

fluence of the serpent-like charms of

the ugly man. He sees it, (we believe

ugly men want not perception) and re-

tires, but he has not yet heard the worst

of his case. As he passes the threshold

a sympathetic, prophetic voice issues

from the lips of an ebony housemaid,

stationed behind the door, saying in the

Ethiopian tongue, "I pities dat white

man. He'ill never git a wife in dis

worl." "With these words ringing in

his ears the poor fellow hastens, he

knows not where—reflecting whether it

is better to " bear the whips and scorns

of time," or by the aid of a rope de-

scend to that " undiscovered country

from whose bourne no traveler returns,"

where the "wicked cease from troubling

and the weary are at rest " and, we sup-

pose we may say, where the ugly man

lays aside his grim appearance and

frightens women and children no more.

Such are some of the inconveniences to

which ugly men are subject. It will be

impossible for us to tell of the trials,

tribulations, disappointments and heart-

burnings of the ugly "female woman,"

as we have not experience in that line.

But we have observed a few things in

regard to them, during our peregrina-

tions through life. They are never

transported with "ballads written to

their eye-brows," cherry lips and dam-

ask cheeks, because these ballads "are

not." It seems that among the " tune-

ful nine," not one will come to the aid

of the homely girl, by inspiring some

earthly bard to sing her praises, if not

her charms. The daughters of Mnem-

osyne must all be pretty, or they would

be more liberal, for

"A fellow-feeling makes us wondrous kind."

And beside being excluded from news-

papers and magazines, they also, some-

how exclude the amorous poets from

their albums. No youngster has ever

yet tried to gain immortality and a

name by burying his name in the

leaves of the remembrance book of

an ugly girl. Perhaps they are not

smart enough to have albums, or there

may be a general understanding that

their albums are not transmitted from

" ago to age from clime to clime " to a

grateful posterity. Again, the uglies

are sometimes, to save their feelings, in-

vited to attend "big balls;" but after

they get there it seems that they lose

all feelings—that they are nothing more

than marble statues, and lead ones at

that, for they cannot excite as much at-
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tention as Power's " Greek Slave." No
one asks them to " heel the high lavolt."

Perhaps they can't, but we have yet to

learn that ugliness stiffens the joints.

Why; sir, the Kangaroo, the ugliest ani-

mal in creation (except an ugly man) is

the most supple thing in creation. No
one asks them to whirl in the giddy

waltz. It may be because ugly people

can't do ugly things. Not to be tedi-

ous, no one asks them to do any thing

or speaks to them in any manner, but

They are left in crowded rooms,

Like Zimmerman in solitude, or Harvey at the

tombs.

with no one to talk to, look at, or fan

them ; and an ugly one may well apply

to herself the words of Selkirk

:

" I am out of humanity's reach,

I must finish my journey alone,

I never hear the sweet music of speech,

I start at the sound of my own."

Certainly no human hand can deliver

them from their ugliness—therefore

they are " out of humanity's reach."

—

No one will say to them " dearest, will

you be mine ?" consequently, they must
" finish their journey alone." They
" never hear the sweet music of speech "

addressed to them at least ; and they

will have to start at the sound of their

own or not start at all. Q. E. D.*

These are some of the evils attendant

* For the benefit of dabblers in Mathematics

and the Classics, we will state that these letters

were used by the old writers on Mathematics.

They are the initials of " Quod Erat Demon-
siandum," signifying, "what was to be proven."

Though it seems to us that the demonstration

was sufficent to tell that the question was prov-

ed. Writing Q. E. D. under their demonstra-

tions, is like the daubers in water-colors writing

under a thing aimed for a horse, " this is a

horse."

upon an ugly face and form ; and is it

not reasonable to suppose that all who

possess faces and forms of the aforesaid

quality, will use every effort to remodel

them according to the most approved

patterns? Certainly they will. And
we propose to point out a few of the

plans they try—the ways they take,

" To re-create, with frail and mortal things,

The withered face."

The gentleman is continually exercis-

ing his mechanical skill upon his face.

The form of the face " you know " va-

ries from an ellipse of very great eccen-

tricity, to a carelessly made circle, and

gentlemen exercise their skill in chang-

ing the forms of these figures.

Hogarth in his " Analysis of Beauty,"

says, that those lines which have the

most variety in them contribute most to

the production of beauty, and that the

most beautiful line by which a surface

can be bounded is the waving or ser-

pentine line, or that which constantly

but imperceptibly deviates from the

stright line.

Now we suppose that a circle is the

line which deviates " constantly but im-

perceptibly " from a straight line ; and

consequently the circle or the circular

figure is the most beautiful shape in na-

ture. Young gentlemen seem to be

aware of this, and by means of a mate-

rial called hair they contrive to manu-

facture faces of all forms, from a per-

fect circle to a catawampus ellipse. If

they want an elliptical face, they create

a patch of hairs on the chin. This

lengthens the transverse axis,* and, as

*See Peirce and Loomis7 Analytical Geome-

tries—Art. Ellipse. Prof. Loomis calls these

axes more frequently "the major and minor

axes."
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all mathematicians know, causes the face

to depart from the circular form and as-

sume the elliptical one required. If

they want a circular face, they lay two

equal batches of hair on, beneath each

ear, this increases the conjugate axis,

and causes the ellipses to approximate to

the circle—thus are circular and ellipti-

cal faces constructed. They also trace

various waving serpentine lines, a-la-

Hogarth, around the mouth on the up-

per and lower lips. So we see, by a

skillful and judicious arrangement of

whiskers, the face may be made to as-

sume the most beautiful shapes, and be

bounded by the most beautiful lines.

Many men, as every child knows, resort

to this method for dispelling the horrors

of ugliness. But there is one thing

which they have overlooked. Hogarth

did'nt say circles made of hair were the

prettiest things in creation. He says

the arching rainbow, the circular ex-

panse of the heavens, the variety of sea

shells, the numberless flowers of the

valley, bounded by waving lines are the

prettiest things in existence. But they

are not made of hair. The curled tail

of the dog, and the twice curled tail of

the fat pig are the only hair circles we

know of, and we never heard of these

being admired for their beauty. So,

gentlemen, in future look to the mate-

rials with which you build. However,

the above mentioned is one of the cheap-

est and most popular plans adopted by

males in repairing the ruins of ugliness.

But as far as our experience goes, we

can't assert that the females resort to

botching, but if we rely on the testimo-

ny of others, we must conclude that

they are pretty well skilled in the art of

remodeling. Shakspeare speaks of them

"painting till a horse would mire."

What, paint till a horse would mire on

the cheek ? That is what we would call

piling on the agony. Will. Honeycomb

tell us of surprising his sweetheart one

morning. He finds her with one side

of her face " out of fix," the other " done

up brown"—the dressed up side put on

the most beautiful smirks and bewitch-

ing smiles—while the one in dishabille

looked grim and mournful, sallow and

wrinkly, as if it were not the twin sis-

ter of the other one, but some twenty or

thirty years older. Pollok speaks of

one that

" was convinced

That God had made her greatly out of taste,

And took much pains to make herself anew

;

Bedaubed with paints and hung with ornaments

Of curious selection, gaudy toy

!

A show unpaid for, paying to be seen !

As beggar by the way, most humbly asking'

The alms of public gaze—she went abroad."

It is true then, according to poet and

essayist, that females, as well as males,

have a terrible dread of ugliness, and

labor with might and main " to create

themselves anew." But we can't see

the necessity of so much labor, and we

don't say so because we have no super-

fluity of whiskers and therefore can't

remedy our deficiencies. But if we are

ugly. Be it so. Are we the less use-

ful, agreeable and innocent? Is the

" knotty and gnarled oak " less useful

than the tall, spindling graceful Lom-

bardy poplar ? Are there not blossoms

exceedingly beautiful to look upon but

which emit a very disanrceablc odor ?

Docs not the snake with a beautiful

spotted hide conceal beneath it a deadly

jwison ? In truth, the most beautiful

thiugs are neither the most useful,
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agreeable nor innocent, but on the con-

trary tolerably dangerous. We remem-

ber an illustration in point. During

our Freshman year, one night about

nine o'clock, the cry of fire was heard

in the village. "We hastened to the

scene of conflagration, and found there

a blacksmith shop in flames, and sever-

al ladies ranged along the waits looking

upon the ravages of the devouring ele-

ment. As the sparks chased one an-

other in rapid succession, through the

surrounding darkness, and as the flames

shot towards the heavens, and then

sank as if gathering strength for a lof-

tier bound—these ladies, no mean judges

of the beautiful, would clap their hands

in ecstacy and cry, " how beautiful
!

"

But we imagine that this beauty was

dangerous, and so thought the black-

smith, doubtless, when he saw his leath-

er aprons and bellows writhing in the

fire, and heard the crackling of his bo-

rax consuming, without aiding him in

his welding and soldering processes.

—

Again, we once heard a lady " expatiate

with wonder" on the beauty of the

keen, restless eye, the rapid vibrating

tongue, and the glossy skin of a snake

which happening to cross her path,

stopped to look at her, (and we don't

blame him.) But this same reptile was

dangerous indeed, as much as the one

that " played the wild " with the lady

in the garden of Eden. But burning

blacksmith shops and shining snakes

aside, we assert that the lady who is

called beautiful possesses a dangerous

thing. " And why do we say so ?"

Because this lady, thinking that beauty

will carry every vote, depends on it and

nothing else for her popularity among

the "sons and daughters of men." And

besides, she supposes many privileges

belong to the beautiful, which the home-

ly know not of. The beauties assume

peculiar ways of talking, laughing, look-

ing, walking and sitting, which would

not be tolerated in a " homely thing."

But they think their beauty, like Ajax's

sevenfold shield, will defend tbem from

all danger. We read of lions stupidly

gazing on female beauty, even when

racked with the pangs of hunger. This

may be fabulous, but we told you of a

snake stopping to admire a lady—this

is true history. You can't say he stop-

ped to - bite her. But still if lions,

blacksnakes and young men are ravish-

ed with the Babel talk, the screaming

warhoopish laugh, the delightful look,

the would-be angel wralk, the restless,

fidgety sitting of the beautiful ones

—

still there are others of the human race

who think these walks, talks, <fec, are

decidedly out of place. And moreover,

beauties expel thought, reflection, so-

berness and all things with which sen-

sible frights bait foolish admirers.

—

Beauties are no " dastards in war," they

open their batteries at once and try to

carry all things by storm, while the

fright exercises more prudence. She re-

conn oiters, examines the strength of the

enemy, and first he knows, her batteries

are placed in such a commanding posi-

tion and are playing with such effect

that the enemy is compelled to surren-

der. The beauty assaults many strong-

holds and carries none, perhaps, except

some when the sentinels are asleep.—
The fright wars sure enough, when "the

tug of war " comes. When she plants

her batteries resistance is vain. Yet

she is not ambitious. The capture of

one decent fort, where she can live in
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FEMALE CORRESPONDENTS.
In every heart which beats with noble

sentiments the letter of an absent friend

finds a welcome. The voice of that

friend stirs with silent eloquence the

warm blood of the youthful breast.

—

The tender words of an absent sister's

love soothes every pain, and pleasure

thrills through every vein. The anxious

affectionate language of a far distant

mother comes like a sacred spell to bind

the heart to virtue.

I presume that no one will deny that

correspondence with absent friends is

very pleasant. Ry correspondence here,

I mean the exchange of letters between

two persons as friends. Deception is

laid aside, and friend with friend utters

the feelings of his heart. If it were a

mere momentary pleasure to pass a leis-

ure hour, it would not merit serious at-

tention. But it is more than a momen-

tary pleasure. The influence it may
exert on both feelings and mind is no

inconsiderahle one. The still voice of

an esteemed friend who is absent pene-

trates the feelings, and finds in the se-

cret recesses of the heart an audience.

No noisy bustle can hush the sound

;

no changing scene can wrest its lan-

guage from memory's grasp. In lone

retirement the mind reflects upon the

friendship which penned those thoughts.

There is no deception there. There the

mind may safely rest on sincerity.

Those are the expressions of true friend-

ship alone, the language of the heart

that can feel for another.

But I propose to speak more particu-

larly of femalo correspondents. And do

not discard the subject from your

thoughts if I should fail to treat it with

justice.

happiness and prosperity, satisfies her

desire of dominion. Not so with the

beauty. She longs for universal con-

quest. She wishes to carry her arms

"not only into Africa" but to every

coiner of the glohe, and to lead a fet-

tered world at the wheels of her trium-

phant chariot. Then, like old Alexan-

der, she would set down and blubber

because there were no more to whip.

There seems to be a striking resem-

blance between the "pagod things of

sabre sway," and the " pagod things"

of beauty's sway. Both seek for " rule,

supremacy and sway." And as

" All heroes are alike, 'tis agreed,

From Macedonic's madman to the Swede."

So—
" All beauties are alike 'tis agreed,"

From ancient Helen to the modern breed.

But why wrangle longer concerning

the merits and demerits of the beautiful

and ugly ? " 'Tis six of one and a half

dozen of the other." Let us stop if we

can. We can't close as an old Roman
once did,

" Itc domum Saturae, Venit Hesperus, ite capel-

lae,"

for the breakfast bell is just about to

ring; and we are not "saturae" yet, but

we intend to be soon by the grace of

Miss Nancy. Virgil meant though that

he had written a sufficient number of

pastorals. So we have written a suffi-

cient quantity of—of—of non

No, sir, you can't get that out of m*.

Backwoods.

" A frotiit jest sinks to the bottom

of the heart : a naked truth cannot get

half so far."
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It is both pleasant and useful to cor-

respond with our friends among our own

sex ; but that deference and regard due

to the fairer sex, renders our correspond-

ence with ladies peculiarly interesting.

I do not speak here of writing love-let-

ters. I know not whether it is pleasant

or painful, improving or unimproving to

write them. Never having experienced

other love than that attendant on friend-

ship or family relations, I am uncon-

scious of the existence of any other. I

leave these letters to be written by those

who have reveled in the poets happiest

dream, the dream of love.

Letters written to ladies, whether

friends, sisters or mothers, should be at-

tended with the strictest regard for pro-

priety. This may be urged as an objec-

tion to correspondence with ladies. It

is said that we cannot write with that

freedom and ease which constitute the

beauty and pleasure of letter writing.

But it must be clear to every one that

the rules of propriety and politeness are

a prime source of the benefit and pleas-

ure which will ensue. Well were it for

us to be ever under such a restraint.

Refinement is attained only by mingling

with refined company. There we are

taught to guard our manners and ex-

pressions, to consider not so much our

own ease as others' pleasure, and to

turn our thoughts from all, that is base

to the contemplation of what is virtu-

ous. This is one of the greatest bene-

fits of writing to ladies. You are

brought into their immediate company,

they are listening to your words and

reading as it were your very heart.

Urge not, if you please, that petty

objection to female correspondents, that

they will show their letters. This is

feared only when one's letters are wor-

thy of ridicule. It is perfectly natural

that a lady should wish her friends to

join her in a hearty laugh at what is so

trifling and worthless as a letter full of

ridiculous nonsense. But when she re-

ceives a letter worth reading, I cannot,

I never could divine a motive that would

incite her to expose it. Again, our let-

ters should never contain anything of

which we are ashamed. Where then is

the cause for fear of exposure? It is

highly honorable to write to a lady.

Indeed a letter to a lady, written as it

should be, evinces no ordinary degree of

refinement and talent.

Almost all valuable acquisitions are

secured by more toil than pleasure, but

here is a toil (if toil it may be called,

and indeed it requires much care and

attention,) accompanied with pleasure

and benefit at the same time, and in a

high degree. If, in this instance, I be

permitted to judge for others by myself,

not the least pleasant of those moments

upon which when past we love to medi-

tate, are spent in reading a letter from a

fair friend, or in answering that letter.

The imagination, with all its brilliant

train of thought, delights to brush from

memory awhile every unpleasant feeling,

and gild each refreshing moment of life

with all its heavenly beauty. 'Tis then

the letter of the absent friend thrills

with pleasure the heart, and makes us

look with more complacency on our de-

sert life.

I have been somewhat surprised at

the narrow limit which custom seems to

have imposed on correspondence. I am
sure that strict propriety and politeness

have not required it. Read the letters

of Cowper and Gray. Their modesty
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and politeness did not forbid them to

write to ladies; and their letters are

touchingly beautiful, scarcely surpassed

in fine sentiment and elegant expression

by their best verse. But there is a cus-

tom among young men of this day,

which not only leaves off other female

correspondents, but deprives our sisters

and mothers of our letters. It is cus-

tomary to write often to friends of out-

own sex only, and once in a great while

a short letter finds its way to a sister's

anxious bosom. Now why is this ? Is

there a being on earth who has a purer

affection for you ? When you received

her last letter, did not your heart throb

full and your feelings almost overflow ?

Did you not then wish to be more wor-

thy of her, to be a more virtuous man ?

Have you a sister ? If not, you are de-

prived of half the joy and pleasure this

bleak earth affords. If you have, write

often to her when away. Thus you may

show your affection for her as much as if

present with her. Deprive her of your

letters, and you not only lose one source

of happiness and improvement, but you

detract from her happiness.

If then you wish to make all possi-

ble improvement, mental and moral, if

you would secure a source of pleasure

which will ever pour forth a refreshing

stream, give particular attention to your

letters. Do not hesitate to devote a

part of your leisure hours to your fe-

male correspondents, and let not your

fiister's bosom ache with the thought

that you may have forgotten her. I

will be responsible, if, having used pro-

per care, you repent the result.

A YOUNG MAN.

LETTERS FROM THE SPRINGS.

Chapel Hill, August 4th.

Messrs. Editors:—"Letters from the

Springs" being very fashionable at this

season of the year, in all periodicals

possessing any claim to taste or gentili-

ty, and your foreign correspondents ap-

pearing to have been, so far, a little re-

miss in their duty, I venture to bespeak

a place in your next number for the ac-

companying letters, in case you do not

hear meanwhile from Saratoga or the

White Sulphur.

These new correspondents, you will

observe, are quite unknown to fame, but

I have often thought that like a good

many other " gems" in this world, they

only require re-setting and setting forth

to be properly appreciated. A little

rambling and discursive perhaps in style,

but that, I am told, is a characteristic

trait of their whole family ; I hope you

will not find them in any way dry—
since they have never yet been accused

of that. Somewhat rustic indeed they

may be in their associations and topics

—

but what could be expected? They

have as yet had but few advantages.

Let us hope that in the "good time

coming," of which North Carolina is to

have such a large slice, some crumbs will

fall to the share of even her humblest

dependents. At present tiny have to

speak for themselves.

Your and their admirer,

A.

Dear Sirs:—I live in a quiet little

dell formed by the mutual consent of

three unpretending hills, as many ra-

vines, and a lV\\ gray moss-covered rocks,
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who have grouped themselves so oblig-

ingly for my comfort and welfare, that I

am always cool and in easy circum-

stances in the longest and warmest sum-

mer days. These kind hills have fed

me, and their tall trees have sheltered

me, the birds have sung to me, and the

wild iris and wind-flower have been on

visiting terms with me—oh ! for many,

many years. I cannotremember the time

when I was not just as happy and bright

as I am now. I am what you would

call a very honie-hody, and never leave

my own nook, but my family has a way

of wandering at its own sweet will. My

children lead a very rambling life in-

deed. Most of them I never see again,

for they run oif singing down a narrow

glen towards the north, as soon as they

leave my door, attracted no doubt by the

profusion of wild flowers that always

deck its sides, and the deep shade of its

grand old oaks and tulip trees. Yet

some of them do return to me in dews

and showers, and drop me many a bit

of news and gossip gathered in their

cloud-land travels over the country.

So that, in one way and another I con-

trive to keep pretty well up with what

I hear called the " progress of the age,"

and being a good deal given to reflec-

tion, I find myself in perhaps the thou-

sandth year of my life, with a good ma-

ny notions of my own in regard to mat-

ters and things in general.

Though this is, I confess, a rather out-

o'-the-way corner of the world, yet I

cannot be said to have led a solitary life.

My means having always been ample, I

have ever kept open house for all who

were willing to partake of my hospi-

tality. I am afraid I cannot say that

my company has always been fashiona-

19

ble, but from my latest visitor, the robin

who sits swinging and singing in the

spice-bush just over my head this min-

ute, I can look back through many

years to the time when the red men

and wild deer alone traversed these

woods, and I can truly say that all were

welcome, and well pleased with their

entertainment,

Some seventy summers ago, a solita-

ry family settled not many hundred

yards from my banks, and then the

sharp-nosed opossums, and the red-

birds and jays gave way to the little

white-headed blue-eyed children who

came daily to me to fill their water-pails

and loitered to make drinking-cups of

the hickory-leaves and pull the long

green fern and pink honeysuckles that

still flourish round me, while the children

and their pale-faced mother have passed

away forever. Then the village of

Chapel Hill had its small beginnings-

then the College was born, at first ap-

parently not long for this world, but

struggling on and up through a weak-

ly childhood, and a gawky, graceless

youth, to manhood, an honored, belov-

ed and useful manhood. Long live the

College I say—for though only a very

humble North Carolinian, yet I am too

intimately associated by birth and habit

with the soil of my dear old State, too

dependent on her for my existence, too

deeply imbued with the principles that

run through all her old red sandstone

hills and clay bottoms, not to lift up my

voice in honor of her institutions, in

congratulations on her progress. And

here, speaking of voices, I am reminded

to confess what I would fain conceal

from myself, that increasing years have

deprived me in a great measure of my
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voice. Years ago, I could make myself

heard beyond my immediate hills. Af-

ter a grand rain, or a deep snow, in my
younger days, I have been known to be

quite uproarrious. Perhaps I used to

drink a drop too much. I don't know

how it is—I would rather think indeed

that these Temperance times have re-

duced me, than that the infirmities of

age have weakened me ; but one thing

cannot be denied, I am obliged in these

latter days to resort to pen and ink to

express myself, and am often mortified

when strangers visit me, attracted by

my name, that I can do nothing but

murmur.

My own private chronicle of personal

observation has taught me that many

changes have taken place around me in

the last half century. More strange

faces bend over me now in a few months

than I have formerly known in twice as

many years. In old times a stray stu-

dent wandered solitary through the then

pathless woods, and sat down by me,

book in hand perhaps. Ah there were

"students" in those days !—or a learned

Professor lingered in his botanical ram-

ble, to clear my bed of leaves and take

a refreshing draught. I never see the

Professors now—they may have grown

older—grey-headed perhaps ! I saw,

with great delight, one day last spring,

a face which I had missed for more than

a quarter of a century. The once brown

hair was silvered ; but the bright black

eye, and kind and friendly tone of voice

I recognised at once. "Twenty-five

years ago," said he, "I knew this spot

well. Many an evening's ramble have Mr.

Hentry and I had over these hills—he on

the look-out for butterflies and beetles,

and I making acquaintances in the bo-

tanical world. There should be abay tree

somewhere about here, that I remember

we often used to notice." Ah that bay

tree has passed away like many others

who were flourishing twenty-five years

ago. I longed to speak—to tell him

that I remembered him, that I rejoiced to

see him once more—and to find that

time had not dimmed his kindly recol-

lections of his old haunts. I fear I

shall never see him again, for I hear that

he soon returned to his home, where

the snows lie longer on the hills than

they do here.

I am favored with more gay compa-

ny now-adays than I ever expected to

have. Fair faces and bright eyes are

ofteD mirrored in my little basin, and

the merry jest and laugh go round.

My habits of reflection are often exer-

cised.

It is owing no doubt to my want of

early education and proper training, but

I cannot deny that I had rather hear

the birds sing and the bees hum, than

the polite chit-chat of "young North

Carolina." I don't ever remember to

have heard a bird say what he did not

think—the bees, as far as my experience

goes, are always in earnest, so are the

squirrels. The only visitors I have ever

had, whose words were not words of

soberness and truth, who did not say

what they meant, are the fair wearers of

white muslin, the gallant .

.But dear me ! I am afraid I have been

imprudent. I shall never become a

place of fashionable resort if I go on in

this way. Dear sirs, you may be sure

I did not mean any thing, for after all I

am very ignorant. I think I must be

transparent to get on well in this age.

I am learning that it is better not to be.
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My cousin Chalybeate, down by the

mill, owes a good deal of his populari-

ty, I understand, to a certain amount of

opacity in himself, and the uncertainty

in which he contrives to keep the pub-

lic with regard to him. If he takes my
advice, it will be a long time before

they do find him out. If I were to live

so near a mil 1-p——, Ahem I I real-

ty must stop.

I shall always be glad to see my
friends. Ladies and gentlemen—lizards

and jay-birds, ample accommodation

and a sparkling welcome for you all,

at the Roaring Fountain.

Gentlemen :— As communications

from foreign and polite parts are genera

ally to be presumed acceptable to Edi-

tors, I have hesitated for some time

which of our North Carolina Journals I

should favor with my correspondence

this season. Long deliberations upon

the various claims of the Weekly Post,

Standard aud Register, have decided me
upon the University Magazine, as per-

haps combining their peculiar merits,

with the additional recommendation of

being a Home Journal.

I need not iutroduce myself to you

gentlemen. You all have the pleasure

of my acquaintance. Indeed I have

every reason to congratulate myself up-

on the attention shown me in every

quarter. The highest magnates of your

University have deemed me not unwor-

thy their notice, to say nothing of fairer

intelligences.

For the benefit however of uninform-

ed unfortunates, I will mention more

particularly my address and quaiifica-j

tions. My residence is about a mile from 1

Chapel Hill, directly on the road lead-

ing to the neighboring hamlet of Ox-

ford. I am perhaps slightly unfortu-

nate in the unromantic proximity of &

saw-mill and brick-kiln, though since

the village of Chapel Hill will doubtless

find immediate and constant employ-

ment for both these establishments,

since my entree into the number of its

attractions, I will not complain of that.

But it is not in my nature to be insen-

sible to the sad consequences resulting

to me from the near neighborhood ofan

undeniably plebian mill-pond* The most

unfounded aspersions upon, my charac-

ter and influence—sly, underground ia»

sinuations of a close connection between

us, when it is well known that I seorra

even a speaking acquaintance with the

parvenue. Did not one of youp Pro-

fessors—an old gentlemen, with a cane,

I shall never forget Mm—say ia my
hearing, that I was dacedly warm and

milL-poedish 3 That gentleman I hope

I have forgiven—but if he ever pays me
another visit, I shall take great pleasure

in disagreeing with him, la other res-

pects I am comfortably enough situated

at the foot of a short, steep bant, faced

with red granite, and overshadowed with

a tail tree or two. And here I must

fake occasion to thank those kind sad

enterprising cidseas, who with a com-

mendable degree of public spirit, have

provided me with a neat little porch to

ray house, a nicely paved yard, and a
basin, whence I dispense my favors with

much complaisance, sparkling and smil-

ing upon the gay company that some-

times surrounds me, or if alone, watch-

ing the blue and white cranes float

slowly over the pond to the green sedgy

banks oa the other side. I enjoy my
life very mvch. Overlooked and neg-
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lected for so many years, abandoned to

water-moccasins and " wiggle-tails," I

feel as if now at last, I shall be elevated

to my proper sphere, with some pros-

pect of permanent usefulness. I am no

quack. I will not profess to restore

health or confer beauty, neither have I

any alleviation for diseases of the mind.

Lovers into whose souls one sort of iron

has already entered, need not come to

me with any hope of relief from that,

by imbibing another kind. I know not

Lethe nor Nepenthe, and as to the long-

sought fountain of Perpetual Youth, I

have always had my doubts about it.

I cannot even conceive what ingredients

a careful analysis would detect in it. I

should like to see your Professors over

a glass of it, with a bit of nutgall. By

the way, I could'nt refrain from gurgling

a little to myself when some of your

Faculty paid me a testing visit. A fine

looking set of gentlemen they are too,

(with one unfortunate exception). May
I never reflect worse faces or figures !

First, they took me up—for examina-

tion. I as was cool as possible on the oc-

casion, but for the life of me I could not

help changing color. You know gen-

tlemen, what an embarrassing situation

it is. I only hope you all may have

"passed" as triumphantly as I did.

And then they proceeded to examinemy
never-sufficiently-to-be-condoled-with

neighbor the mill pond. But why

should I waste any more words upon it ?

The facts of the case were too self-evi-

dent. The mill-pond may bo all very

well in its way, poor thing ; I wish it

no harm—as an external application to

the young gentlemen of the University,

indeed, I can cheerfully recommend it

—

but assuredly not to be mentioned in

the same day with a spring of quality,

and a professional character like myself.

I look forward naturally, and I hnpe

without presumption, to a long career of

usefulness and pleasure. Independent-

ly of my own intrinsic worth, there are

an indefinite number of attractions in

the gay parties that have already begun

to make me a favorite resort. Nothing

affords me so much happiness as the

sound of ladies' voices, and an oppor-

tunity to reflect their fair faces. I love

to hear their sweet prattle. As to non-

sense, T have not the least objection to

it. I hear a great deal of it from the

birds every spring, besides, I was young

once myself. All of my family, from

the day that young Mr. Jacob met pret-

ty Miss Rachel at a spring, and having

kissed her—most unacoountably lifted

up his voice and wept—to the last moon-

lit stroll under the colonades at Sarato-

ga, have been efficient aids in the de-

velopment of flirtations and tender " af-

faires." Else why are we so popular

with those who need our aid in no oth-

er way ? Not as I said before, that it

is part of my j^ofession to aid in such

maladies, it merely comes in, " by the

way"—apropos of the spring, as it were.

The mile of walk between my residence

and the Hill, may nlso be found useful

in more ways than one.

At any rate—under all circumstances,

I am always' glad to see my friends.

Young and old, merry and sad, gentle

and simple ; I invite the public in gen-

eral to visit me. They will find the best

faro and the cleverest company in the

State at Miss Nancy's on the Hill, at

whose foot they will find me, without

irony, a most excellent

Chalybeate.
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A DREAM.
There are times in men's lives, when

the labors of the day or week are ended,

and the physical energies seeking re-

pose, leave the mind free to follow its own

suggestions, and zander wheresoever

it will. What induces, in this condition,

any particular train of thought, whether

it be the vividness of recent impression,

the subject of recent conversation or the

subtle and mysterious workings of that

etherial essence within us holding con-

verse with itself, I do not know.

—

Suffice it to say, that the mind does

wander, and often brings back from its

apparently aimless journeys, food for

much thought. I propose, in what fol-

lows, to give the substance of what oc-

curred to myself.

It was a quiet evening. The sun had

set in the floods of golden light, and as

twilight disappeared, one by one the

stars stole forth, and quietly took their

appointed places in the Heavens. All

was still. Even the breeze that played

through my open window, laden with

the sweet perfume of flowers, seemed

conscious of the calm in nature's works

and noiselessly went on its way. For

a long while I sat and mused; now

combating the thousand idle fancies

that rose in quick succession in my mind,

and now passively yielding to their

guidance, and allowing myself to be

borne into the boundless fields of imag-

ination, where the soul revels in pleas-

ures that all the realities of the world

could not produce. How long I thus

sat, I cannot tell, for memory for the

time was gone ; but at length I slept,

and dreamed, and in my dream I saw a

man who seemed in the prime of life.

His form was tall and erect ; the raven

locks swept back in glorious profusion

from a brow as pure as polished ivory,

and his black eye seemed the seat of in-

tellect. He looked at me steadfastly

awhile, and said—and his voice sounded

as clear as the tones of a silver bell

:

" I have seen the deep longings ofyour

soul for something, you knew not what,

beyond and above the things of life. I

have seen the wild and restrained heav-

ings of your mind to grasp that mysteri-

ous something that all men know exists,

and yet no man has seen or fully felt. I

can unfold these mysteries, and if thou de*

sirest, will do it; but I tell you that

once seen happiness is not for you. God
in Lis goodness has hidden the future

from man, and were I at thy desiie, to

open that sealed volume, the penalties at-

tached to such a violation would be

yours. Are you willing to know and

to suffer ?"

"I am," said I joyfully, "but you

must prove the future to be true by

showing the past also ?"

"It is easy," said he.

And I saw in my dream a huge cur-

tain brilliantly illuminated, I know not

how, which left me in impenetrable

darkness. From its depths a voice said :

"You have asked the wheels of time

to roll back, and they obey thy bidding!

Of thine infancy you have known noth-

ing, nor can you ; but after that you

shall see. Look !"

I did so, and a scene was painted

upon the moving curtain that I had

thought never more to see. A large

house upon a high hill, surrounded by a

portico, and overlooking rich and fertile

fields. In the portico sat my father and

mother, and wearied with play, I joined
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them. I climbed upon my father's

knee, and resting my head upon his bo-

som, listened to the voice of my mother

singing an evening ^ng. She drew her

chair nearer to us, and took my hand in

hers and gazed with a mother's fond-

ness upon me; and there we sat,

the strong man, the confiding woman,

and the helpless child, linked by the

common bond of love. Strange, mys-

terious passion, that like the wind com-

eth none knows whence, and goeth none

knows whither, and yet binds more

firmly than bands of steel. Long we

sat, and no word was spoken. Our

minds were not idle, and what they

did who shall tell. The tea-bell

summoned us into the house, and

when the repast was finished, I heard

my father's manly voice uttering the

evening prayer, and the whole house-

hold joining in the evening song of

praise. I knelt, and placing my head

in my mother's lap, uttered in broken

sentences the prayer she had taught me,

and falling upon my little bed resigned

myself to sleep. The curtain moved

rapidly forward, and as it moved, scene

after scene that had long been forgot-

ten, was presented with all the vividness

of actual existence. A thousand little

actions, remembered but for a day—

a

thousand words forgotten as soon as ut-

tered—a thousand thoughts that lived

but for a moment were again done, and

spoken, and thought. My school-boy

days were renewed, and faces long fa-

miliar, but of which time has since rob-

bed the knowledge, wero seen. The

kind old pedagogue who taught me the

rudiments of knowledge—the log school

house—the rustic desks and benches

—

the buzzing noise of field school schol-

ars—the spot where I used to sit, and '

he who sat at my side, with his laugh-

ing eyes and roguish smile, and one oth-

er whom I regarded with different feel-

iugs from all others. And even then, I

often wondered why I liked her compa-

ny best. Why I gathered the bright-

est flowers and plucked the choicest

fruits for her, and thought her smile the

sweetest—her voice the gentlest— her

form the fairest—her eyes the bright-

est, anil her heart the kindest.

Was it really so? The schoolboy

rivalries and jealousies I felt again. The
curtain rolled on, and the most minute

actions of my life were exposed. A
pang of regret would cross my breast as

the unkind word, the spiteful look or the

hasty blow was repeated, and pride fil-

led my bosom as the good deeds of my
life were unrolled from the dark cham-

bers of the past.

Another scene, never to be forgotten,

was painted upon the rapidly moving

curtain. Within the rich parlor of a

city house I was seated. The fair being

I had preferred at school had become

the tall graceful girl, just budding into

womanhood. Her hand was clasped in

mine, and from her beautiful head re-

posing upon my shoulder, fell thick

showers of jetty curls ; for there—where

the rich curtains hung—where the soft

carpet gave back no echoings to the

tread—where golden beams fell from

silver lamps, and the spirit of luxury

breathed around—she had listened to my
talc of love, and given her pure heart

in exchange for mine.

Again the scene was changed, and

slowly moved the vast curtain. My
father and mother were again upon the

s< i ne. I was soon to leave for college,

and it was my last night at home. Aa

the hours rolled on, conversation stop-.
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ped, and all seemed busy with their own

thoughts. The long night waned, and

still we sat near each other. The ser-

vant entered and busied himself in va-

rious duties, but we heard him not.

—

At last he brought the family bible, and

my father opening its precious pages,

read. The chapter was finished, and

he prayed, and as the deep tones of his

voice rose in earnest supplication to

Heaven in ray behalf, I felt a thrill of

gratitude, and resolved that no deed or

word of mine, should ever cause a feel-

ing of pain in that good man's bosom

;

and when he ended, and the soft voice

of my weeping mother murmured a

gentle Amen, a feeling of indiscribable

pleasure swept across my bosom, and

quietly that night I resigned myself to

sleep, and I thought I heard, as con-

ciousness fast departed, the rustle of a

woman's dress ; a soft kiss was pressed

to my lips, and a prayer for my safety

fell upon my ear like the sweet sounds

of distant music.

Rapidly again moved the mystic cur-

tain, and college scenes and college com-

panions were arrayed in fleeting pano-

ramas, and like dissolving scenes, melted

again in the dim past. I saw myself

asleep in my chair in my room, and then

the curtain stopped, and the deep voice

of the stranger at my side said :

"Thou art now convinced that there

are in nature, agencies the power of

which man never conceived. They are

.concealed for man's good. You have

seen the past. Will^you have the mys-

teries of futurity revealed ?"

" I will," said I.

And as I spoke the curtain moved

again. I saw the completion ofmy college

eourse, and home with all its pleasures

was pictured. Time had whitened, with

his snows, my father's hair, and laid his

hand with impious rudeness upon my
mother ; but the flowers of love and af-

fection that had bloomed with such bril-

liant hues in youth, now shone with a

pure and subdued lustre, reminding one

of the approach of death, yet engen-

dering no feelings of fear or horror.

—

Life was bright and beautiful, and the

world seemed good.

But death, sparing none, entered our

household, and snatched in quick suc-

cession from my grasp, the objects of

my love. The checked current of af-

fection sought now another channel, and

the whole love of a heart overflowing

with love, was centred upon her to

whom years before I had given my^

promise. But time had changed her

also, and I was treated as a-common ac-

quaintance. I sought an interview, and

taxed her with coldness, and then she

told me the horrible truth. She had

plighted her han-d to another. As she

informed me of it, had she shown one

siDgle feeling of pity, had but a single

word of sympathy dropped from her

lips, or a single look evinced a woman's

feelings, I could have forgiven her. A
calm, terrible in its very calmness, was

in her countenance. Not a word was

uttered falteringly ; no eye was averted
;

but she met my appalled gaze as quiet-

ly as if I had been a babe. A smile of

scorn even curled her haughty lip as sh^

saw the emotions I could not control,

and manhood yielding to the tortures

inflicted by a woman. I left her pres-

ence, and in my own room by the ex-

piring coals upon the hearth, soon like

my heart to be a bed of ashes. I swore

revenge. The pure current of love
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which would have gone peacefully on its

way, dispensing joy and happiness, she

had dammed, and it became a stagnat-

ing pool, yielding miasmatic vapors, and

filled with things terrible and fatal.

—

She was the cause of all. She had ac-

cepted, and rejected a heart that con-

tained naught but love, and that love

was hers. She had driven deep the

poisoned shaft, but from the festering

wound there flowed contagious streams

more fatal to peace and happiness than

the poison of the Up?s tree is to mate-

rial things. She had filled ray soul with

despair, and I swore that some portion

of the misery should recoil upon its au-

thor. I swore that remorse, bitter re-

morse, should be her portion forever

—

that the long days should bring no rest,

and that night, to others a time of quiet,

should be but a repetition of her waking

moments ; and even in dreams, the fierce

avenger should administer his punish-

ment—that she should be' mine, and

that henceforth in terror, not in scorn,

should she turn from me. I went forth

into the world a chauged man, though

none knew it. I attended with a .smil-

ing countenance her bridal, and with a

gay smile saluted the newly-wedded

wife; but as I did so, I swore that a ter-

rible reckoning should be terribly paid.

j The curtain rolled on, and I saw ray-

self high in the esteem and the affec-

tions of the people. The world had

been kind to me, and I was glad, for it

facilitated ray revenge. She for whom
I lived was the pride of all : but true

to her sex, now regarded me with dif-

ferent feelings from what she formerly

did. Honors had keen heaped Upon

me, wealth almost unbounded was mine.

and she loved honors and wealth. 1

quickly detected the ill-concealed jeal-

ousy of her husband, and artfully fan-

ned the flames until their home was a

hell. Abroad, all smiles—charges and

recriminations at home. I involved her

husband in inextricable difficulties, and

rilled his heart with agony. In the le-

thean stream of intemperance he steeped

his soul, and in the fierce excitement of

gaming endeavored to repair his shat-

tered fortunes. lie played with sharp-

ers in my pay, and at length his fortune

was swept from him, and beggary was

his lot. That night the fatal draught

ended at once his troubles and his life.

A y <ar elapsed, and again I told a

tale of love. This time I was not re-1

jected, but she became my wife—my
hated and detested wife. The wedding

was magnificent. Nothing that wealth

could purchase was wanting. The ta-

bles groaned beneath the weight of deli-

cacies that had been gathered from the

four quarters of the globe ; the wines of

France and Spain and Italy gave zest

and enjoyment to the entertainment;

vast volumes of glorious music rolled in

echoing tones of harmony through the

arched and vaulted rooms. There was

wit and beauty, female loveliness and

manhood's pride, and among all walked

with queenly step my wife, admired and

envied. Dancing beguiled the hours,

and the grey dawn appeared ere the

last roll of carriage wheels had ceased

to sound. And now for my revenge.

I sat myself beside my wife and told

her all. I told her of my heart's first

and pure love, of my bright hopes and

anticipations while at college. I told her

of my ambitious longings ;md wild as-

pirations, checked and subdued by the

remembrance of her—of vice uprooted,
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and virtue blooming beneath the genial

influence of her smile. I led her to the

fatal evening, when with maddening

heartlessness she had rejected me, and

turned the sweet fountains into bitter

waters. I told her of my oath, and as

I repeated the words, I saw her cheek

pale, and her eye, that had it once fal-

tered would have saved her, now dropped

terrified before the vindictive gleam

that shone from my own. I told her

of the schemes that had caused her hus-

band's death, and my agency in the af-

fair. I repeated the solemn words of

the minister who had pronounced us

man and wife, and hissed between my
teeth, clenched to keep down the pas-

sionate boundings of my joyful soul,

the vow she had taken, " to honor, to

love and to obey me ;" to cling to me
through good report, and through evil

report ; to leave home, and friends, and

kin, and country, for my sake, and with

a mocking smile, asked her, " if 'twas

a bonny bridal? Was she not indeed

to be envied Mistress of my heart

and gold? What could she not

command ? Would not gold bribe the

stern monitor, conscience, to be silent ?

Would not wealth ease the distress of

a troubled heart, and purchase health

and peace of mind ?" And as I con-

cluded, I took her hand in mine, and in

mockery imprinted a kiss upon its soft

surface ; and told ber that my bride was

more beautiful than the eastern Sulta-

na—richer than even imagination had

pictured her—more powerful than the

possessor of the magic lamp—and with

a voice even gentle in its fierce curbings,

welcomed her to its enjoyments. With

a horror-stricken look, and a low sigh,

rh^e sank senseless upon the sofa. I

rang for her attendants and left the

room. I entered my own chamber and

locked the door, that none might in-

trude, and then gave vent to my long

pent-up feelings. " She is mine ! mine

!

mine !" I fiercely exclaimed, and now for

my revenge. Let her who has changed

me from a man to a fiend, beware the

spirit she has raised. She has no spell

by which it can be laid. Let her who

despised my love feel the full force of

my hate. She who has played capii*

ciously with that play-thing of woman,

a heart, must abide the consequences

of its rage. She has sown the storm,

let her reap the whirlwind.

Well and fearfully did I keep my
oath. I gave magnificent entertain-*

ments and compelled my wife with ag*

ony at her heart, but a smile upon her

countenance, to do the honors of my
house. I accepted invitations, and no

festive scene was without our presence.

I was the gayest of the gay. I paid

devoted attention to her, whom I forced

to smile at these proofs of love. We
were the envy of all, and our conjugal

happiness was the theme of every

tongue. Could those painted butterflies

of fashion have looked into our hearts

and seen the seething, boiling cauldron

of passion that there bubbled and hiss-

ed, thrice our wealth could not have in-

duced another look. Thus the years

rolled on. I had made a wound I nev^

er allowed to heal, but which with a re-

finement of cruelty and hate, I kept

concealed from all. From no heart

could she receive sympathy, for into no

ear dared she pour the story of her

wrongs.

But deeds that we do without com-

punction in the hey-day of youth, lay
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up for us hours of bitter regret in old

age.

The sight of the woman I have so

deeply loved, and .notwithstanding her

faults so deeply wronged, began at

length to torment me. The first draught

from the cup of revenge was sweet.

—

O ! how sweet. But with continued

draughts there came satiety, and I.shun-

ned the injured wife's presence as I

would the evil one. Daily this feeling

became stronger, until at length I shut

myself in my room, and would see no

one. The walls that had once echoed

to splendid bursts of music were silent.

The magnificent saloons where birth and

beauty, and wit, and wealth, once lent

their charms for the enjoyment of the

hour, were empty. The servants were

dismissed, and the dust soon wreathed

itself in mournful festoons around and

upon the rich furniture. Through the

long and dimly-lighted halls my wife

walked like a ghost, and her presence

was an avenging spirit. I was prema-

turely old. Sorrow—not Time—had

sprinkled ray locks with gray, and the

ploughshare of wild and uncontrolled

Passion had furrowed my brow and

cheek, with many an ineffaceable mark.

I tried to forget myself—the world—eve-

rything—but in vain. I read the au-

thors of the day, and turned from them

in disgust, for they brought no rest.

—

Philosophy I read, and for a time the

mind was wrapped in the contemplation

of Nature, and her mighty works. I

witnessed the return of the seasons

—

the regular recurrence of day and night.

and for long hours have I sat and watch-

ed the mysteriousand harmonious move-

ments of those starry worlds that spar-

kle in the vast infinity of space, endeav-

oring to trace the finger of some mighty

agent, there writing the history and des-

tiny of Man. From the contemplation

of these works, I thought upon their

author ; for reason said they came not

there by chance. I read theology, and

the metaphysical writers from Plato

down. With spacious philanthropy, I

brought myself to entertain the wildest

and most chimerical ideas respecting the

being called God, and his attributes. I

read at last the bible, and could not,

would not, dared not, believe the illu-

minated truth that shone from every

page. I closed the book in despair, and

bewildered with my own sophistries,

doubted the existence of God—man

—

myself—everything—and with loud and

bitter wailings and horrid imprecations,

poured forth my sorrows upon the night

winds that swept in mockery by. But

the guilty conscience never slumbers.

—

The ghastly body of him, who though

falling by his own hand, was yet my
victim, was ever before my eyes ; and

in the deep stillness of the night, the

groan of despair that mental agony

had wrung from his bosom sounded

fearfully distinct to ray appalled ears.

The pale face of his wife and mine

was mingled in my dreams with the

sight of corpses, shrouds, gibbets, and

all the sad appurtenances of death.

Life had become burdensome. I suf-

fered a thousand deaths, and yet I

feared to die. The thought of leaping

from this world into those dim and

shadowless realms, where the disem-

bodied soul shall live through all eter-

nity ; where all was vague uncertain-

ty, and conjecture was appalling. I

thought by change of scene to secure

rest. In this vain hope I wandered
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from the burning sands of Arabia and

Africa to the frozen regions of the Lap-

landers. All countries were trodden by

my unwearied foot. All climes poured

their suns and storms upon my head.

I have been upon the ocean when the

elements seemed joined in universal

war—when the dark clouds, lowering

from a moonless sky, were lit only by

the incessant flashes of the vivid light-

ning—when the ear was stunned by the

bowlings of the storm, the roll of the

thunder and the wild roar of contending

waters. Calmly I saw it all ; and while

all around were paralyzed by fear, I

prayed for death, to be engulphed in

the deep waters, but death came not.

I have seen cities sacked, towns

stormed and all the brutalities of an in-

fatuated soldiery, and in the press of

battle I have shunned no dangers.

—

Where the fight was thickest, where the

carnage was
s
greatest, where shot and

shell ploughed their way through dense

masses of living men, or where the sa-

bre-stroke and bayonet-thrust offered

hecatombs of victims upon the reeking

altars of ambition—there have I been

eagerly seeking death. Often have I

faced him and seen him with out-stretch-

ed hands as if to clasp me in his em-

brace, turn jeeringly away and wind his

skeleton arms around the young and

beautiful. Despair was upon me, yet

memory was perfect. Long years had

elapsed and I found myself once more

at home. None recollected me—none

cared for me. I was old and decrepit

—

my form bent beneath the weight of

years and sorrow, and I was a stranger

in the land of my kindred. I sought

my wife and fouud her. Time and

grief had dealt heavily with her also. I

made myself known, and the cry with

which she recognised me yet thrills in

my ears. I told her of my remorse and

the agony I had suffered. I found that

the stern executioner had not spared

her; and then and there, with our

youths wasted, ourselves burnt up by

the fierce raging of flamiug passion, our

lives spent and but a few more days for

us on earth, we felt the full bitterness

of woe, the real anguish of conscience.

No rest, no hope, no joy, naught but a

terrible retrospect of wasted opportuni-

ty, misspent time and guilt. In the

crushing, o'ermastering grief of that

moment we knelt, and long and fervent-

ly prayed that old woman who once

had trod the dizzy heights of fashion

without a rival. Peace came to her

troubled soul, but for me there was no

peace. Pride—incarnate pride—yet sur-

vived the extinction of other feelings

and I could not, would not ask my God
for help.

I left her and again became a wan-

der in the vain search for death. Far,

far from the haunts of men I dwelt, yet

not in solitude, for fancy peopled alike

the desert and the wilderness, and vis-

ions of scenes long past, deeds long en-

acted, and persons long reposing in the

grave were ever before my eyes. I

built a house upon the ocean's side, for

the shrill whistling of the wind and the

wild shriekings of the dashing breakers

were in unison with my past life, and

the mournful murmur of the swell roll-

ing solemnly upon the beach after the

storm had passed was like my own was-

ted energies. One night I was stand-

ing upon the summit of a beetling crag.

The hurricane had risen in all its fury.

The lightnings flashed, the thunders
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rolled and the spirits of the storm

shouted madly in their glee as they

flew past upon their airy steeds. Be-

low, the sea was white with foam, and

the rolling waters broke upon the rocks

with fierce exclamations of anger. It

was a maddening pleasure thus to look

down upon the boundless expanse, and

insensibly a strange desire to mingle in

these fierce conflicts and dare all the

untried realities of another world swept

over me. Gradually this feeling over-

powered every other. Fear of death

was lost : and raising myself to my full

height, stretching forth ^ny arms, while

the thin gray locks streamed wildly

back, I gave a low and piercing shriek,

and threw myself headlong into the

boiling surge.- Down, down, I descen-

ed with almost the speed of thought,

and that wild cry still ringing in my ears,

until the gurgling sound of rushing wa-

ters woke me.

My dream was ended : but I could

not draw my mind from the hor-

rors I had seen and suffered. That

I had dreamed was certain ; but had I

indeed in that strange condition caught

a glance of the Future ? Hours since

have I wasted in fruitless attempts to

determine the certainty of that dream
;

whether the mystic veil of Futurity had

been raised and realities seen, or did it

only contain a deep moral that I was to

unravel and separate from the strange

circumstances by which it was sur-

rounded?

"After having studied yourself ac-

curately, you have a diagram to account

for the tortuous hypocrisy and capri-

cious humors of all you meet."

DEFECTS OF THE COLLEGE
SYSTEM.

No one, even with the slightest amount

of information, who will give a mo-

ment's consideration to the subject, can

fail to perceive the utter disparity be-

tween our colleges and the European.

It is an undeniable fact, and one much

to be regretted by every American

properly alive to the best and most per-

manent interests to his country, that

there is too much reason for the just-

ness of this reproach—if reproach it can

be called—when we consider the differ-

ence in the genius and elements of pro-

gress of the two couutries ; the one

having already passed the zenith of its

renown, the other, but recently arisen

above the political horizon, still far

short of its culminating point of glory.

But if it be a reproach, it may, with

much plausibility and considerable truth-

fulness, be ascribed to our system of

government. That our government ex-

erts such an influence, unless we attri-

bute every thing to our want of matu-

rity as a nation, will appear from the

fact, that, in all countries where the su-

pervision and direction of the higher

order of seminaries are confined to an en-

lightened body of legislators, who do

not shrink from the responsibility of their

trust, they have attained, comparative-

ly speaking, the greatest perfection

;

whereas, under our democratical fortm

of government, which surfer these insti-

tutions to languish, either from the mis-

management of private individuals, who

feel little responsibility, and consequent-

ly but smail interest in their success, or

from their own indifference ami want of

capacity to provide for them in a man-
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ner commensurate with their impor-

tance, they have never acquired, even in

a single instance, the reputation that

would entitle them to the name of Uni-

versities, in the sense in which it is em-

ployed in the Old World.

There are radical defects in the con-

stitution of our Boards of Supervision.

The number of those who possess the

visitatorial power is, in most cases, too

great, and they are chosen for too long

a period of time ; by which the respon-

sibility is lessened, and an opportunity

never afforded of removing such as are

disqualified or disinclined to the per-

formance of their duties, in order to

make way for other appointments bet-

ter calculated to inspire activity and en-

ergy. And the want of interest gener-

ally manifested in those who hold that

office, is an indication of a like indiffer-

ence on the part of the entire public.

—

Nor is it unnatural that they should be

incapable of appreciating the impor-

tance of the trust confided to their keep-

ing, or of inspiring others with a prop-

er sense of the benefits that may be ex-

pected to flow from our colleges, when

rightly managed and not suffered to

fall behind the requirements of the age

;

since those who fill the office of Trus-

tee are invariably selected because of

their wealth and professional standing,

instead of the attainments they have

made in literature and science. A few

individuals distinguished for their love

of scientific learning, and who are wil-

ling to devote their abilities and some

portion of their time to the considera-

tion of the best means for the advance-

ment of the interests of education, will

do more good than scores of lawyers

and doctors, who take no part in the

transaction of affairs, but act like clogs

upon their better qualified and more

conscientious colleagues.

Among the many abuses with which

our college system is pregnant, none is

to be more deprecated than the mania

which possesses all institutions of this

character in Ameiica for the multiplica-

tion of their studies. That university

is esteemed pre-eminent, which employs

a score of professors and pretends to

teach a like number of branches, and

all in four years. What a splendid fail-

ure do they entail upon such as are de-

luded by the big pretensions which they

set forth ! The history of such of our

colleges as date back their existence to

the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-

ries does not reveal the absurdity, which

would have a finished education consist

more in the amount of studies underta-

ken than in the thoroughness with

which they are prosecuted. Such was

not the nature of the intellectual food

which nourished the philosophers and

statesmen of our Revolution, in their

youthful days, or they would probably

never have attained the maturity and

strength of intellect which so much
characterised them in their subsequent

labors. The object of a college educa-

tion was then considered to be the train-

ing of the mind and a right direction

of its energies, as a foundation upon

which the student was expected to build

in after life; whereas, now too fre-

quently only a smattering of many stu-

dies is obtained, or sought after, while

proficiency in any is out of the question.

Besides, even when the number of stu-

dies is properly limited, it frequently in-

cludes some, from which no amount of

benefit can be derived at all commensu-
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rate with the toil and pains lavished up-

on their pursuit. Would it not be bet-

ter, in the place of those dry, uninter-

esting branches of the mathematics, for

which ninety-nine students in a hun-

dred can have no need hereafter, to sub-

stitute more natural science, for which

scarcely any one can fail to have some

degree of fondness, and which, from the

nobleness of the subjects treated of, is

calculated to have a corresponding in-

fluence upon the mind and character of

the individual ? As for mathematics

being considered in the light of intellec-

tual gymnastics, it may serve such a

purpose to some ; but we have it from

the highest authority, that the under-

taking of what is not fairly within the

powers of the individual, operates in

forming the mast destructive habits of

inattention. And if this be true, the

class is sufficiently numerous to render

it certain, that more injury than good

has been the consequence of adhering

to the system.

Another evil, which has always ap-

peared to me more far-reaching in its

effects than all others, is the multipli-

cation of colleges, a sufficient excuse for

which I cannot see. Charters of insti-

tutions are granted by our legislatures

witli little thought of the actual injury

they are inflicting upon such as are al-

ready in operation. I verily believe

that every such charter, granted by any

legislature, detracts almost incalculably

from the importance of the older semi-

naries ; and, as it takes time for the

new upstarts to cope successfully with

those that have been long established,

they scruple not to use any means for

attracting to themselves the patronage

of the public, and thus retard the growth

of the older ones in utility, and lower

the standard of their usefulness to a lev-

el with their own pretensions. Could I

insert a clause in each of our State con-

stitutions, it should forbid any further

increase of those misnamed establish-

ments ; nor would I stop short of sup-

pressing the greater number of those al-

ready in existence, leaving such only as

are exclusively, or nearly so, under the

direction of the State. One University

to each State would, for several genera-

tions to come, more than meet the de-

mands of our country ; and all extra do-

nations, whether public or private, should

have for their object the improvement of

those, in which all sects and parties have,

orshould feel they have, an equal interest.

And thus the liberality of the public,

being directed to a few objects, would

ensure success, and not be rendered

fruitless by excessive division. Then

might they, having first merited, assume

the name of Universities ; and, from

their commanding position, be enabled

to establish a standard of liberal educa-

tion, to which all others by the influence:

of public opinion would be compelled

to conform. Then would scholarship

become more thorough, and our coun-

try would no longer be filled by the

numbers that annually issue from the

walls of two hundred colleges, bearing

with them the name of scholars, but

seldom giving any other evidence of

their claim to the title, than that which

they bear in their pockets which exists

on parchment alone, and is only super-

ficial, not even being skin deep.

In the present state of our oolleg

amid the competition that is carried on

between them, which ever manages to

present to the public a catalogue with
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the greatest array of studies, through

which the student is to be rushed in the

short space of four years, acquires the

firmest hold on the public credulity,

which it would be vain to attempt to

loosen.

In some of our colleges a choice of

studies is allowed; an experiment, the

effect of which is yet to be seen.

—

Whether the system shall be found to

work well, and in time become general-

ly adopted, or shall result in failure,

and thus be the means of checking the

present tendency, which is obviously to

increase the labor of the student, with-

out a corresponding increase of the

time allowed for the completion of his

course, is certainly a question of much

importance. If they persist in adding

from time to time to the number of their

studies, and would at the same time

avoid failure, without adopting the vol-

untary system, they must require a

greater amount of preparation in appli-

cants for admission. And this again

would compel the student to remain for

a longer period in the preparatory

schools; and hence, when he came to

graduate, he would be better qualified

by age and maturity of his powers to

receive his degree. For it will be al-

lowed, perhaps, that in many, if not in

a majority of instances, those who enter

college are too young to be impressed

with the importance of what they have

at stake, or are deficient in the resolu-

tion to carry out their convictions. I

have thus glanced but imperfectly at my
subject, and forborne to enter into a

comparison with the English Universi-

ties. Time, and the fear of the subject

becoming exhaustless if I did so, in-

duces me to refrain.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF ONE
OF THE EARLY PROFESSORS
OF THE UMVERSITY.

BY JUDGE MURPHY.

William Augustus Richards was

born in the city of London. His father

was a mechanic, and in easy circum-

stances. But some disagreement be-

tween his sons induced William to leave

England and seek his fortune in a dis-

tant country. He left his father's house

privately, and entered on board a vessel

which at that time lay in the Thames.

He was so destitute of every thing that

he was forced to become a common

sailor ; and, although his body was un-

acustomed to fatigue, and his mind had

been refined by study and acquaintance

with the liberal arts, he bore the toils of

the sea with fortitude, forgetting, in the

dangers of the ocean and the perils of

the different scenes through which he

passed, those domestic disquietudes

which first induced him to leave his

friends. He made several voyages, and

served on board of one of his Britanic

Majesty's ships of war ; but he was still

poor. America opened to him some

flattering prospects ; and he resolved to

quit the sea, and seek his fortune in

some of the commercial towns of the

United States. He worked his passage

hither, the vessel which brought him

putting into Norfolk or Baltimore, I

forget which. Soon after he was at

anchor, he obtained leave to go on shore

;

which, as soon as he had touched it, he

resolved to adhere to, and never again

return to the servitude of a sea-faring

life. But his trunk containing his

clothes was still on board the vessel, and
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he knew not how to get it ashore.

While contriving expedients to procure

it from tho ship, his time of absence ex-

pired, and he durst no more return.

A search was made for him as a de-

serter ; and he would have been arrest-

ed, had not the kindness of an old lady,

to whom he had detailed the history of

his life, secreted him in a private room,

and thus saved him from a discovery.

The good woman, commiserating his

situation, fed and clothed him until the

vessel sailed. He then ventured to walk

out for the pupose of finding employ-

ment. But in the dress of a sailor,

without money, without friends, how

could he recommend himself to the con-

fidence of strangers, and hope for em-

ployment. He was an excellent ac-

countant, and made some endeavors to

be admitted into a counting house ; but

having met with mortifying rejections,

he wandered, he knew not whither, till

he came to the wharf along which the

shipping lay ; then seating himself upon

a stone, and reflecting on his desperate

situation, he was accosted by a man,

who, walking upon the wharf, had, in

the course of which, several times pass-

ed him : "You appear sad Sir." "In-

deed Sir," replied Richards, "I have

reason to be so." He then informed

the man of his distressful situation;

who observed to him in return that he

was at the head of a strolling company

of players, which was not complete, and

that'he would gladly take him into his

employ. Richards gladly accepted his

offer ; and after an affectionate farewell

of the old lady who had entertained

him, he joined his company.

Ho continued thus for somo time

wondering about from town to town, un-

til a piece of good fortune to poor

Richards at length brought them to the

village of Warrenton, in North Caro-

lina. The school at this place, under

the direction of the Rev. Marcus George,

at that time stood in need of an assist-

ant tutor; and Dr. Gloucester, whose

humanity led him to be the first in find-

ing out objects of distress and relieving

them, had discerned, under the garb of

the strolling player, the excellent quali-

ties of a benevolent heart, and the en-

gaging traits of a cultivated mind, tie

immediately recommended him to the

trustees as a proper persou to be em-

ployed in the school. The trustees

made proposals to him, which he gladly

accepted ; and by the kindness of Dr.

Gloucester and William Falkner, he was

genteely and comfortably accommodat-

ed. He continued assistant tutor in the

school at Warrenton for a few years,

when he received an invitation from the

trustees of the University to accept a

place in that institution. He came to

the University, and till the time of his

death, in December 1798, discharged

the office to which he had been appoint-

ed with "singular reputation to himself,

and advantage to the institution."

His acquaintance with the stage in

some degree vitiated his morals, and

gave an air of affectation to his man-

ners. But these defects he greatly cor-

rected before his death ; and were al-

ways counterbalanced by the many good

qualities of mind and heart which ap-

peared in all his conduct. He was a

man of real benevolonce; having him-

self felt distress, he felt for those who

suffered, and was at all times ready to

grant relief, as far as lay in his power.

He was attached to the fine arts, and
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CHARLOTTE CORDAY; OR, A
CHAPTER OF THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION*

The revolution was now at its acme and

France was but a vast sea of faction,

whose dark heaving billows engulphed

beneath them every thing sacred and

holy. Religion, law, their new consti-

tution, and monarchy were hurled to-

gether into one common abyss. The

first aim of the revolution was the at-

tainment of liberty and the downfall of

monarchy ; but it rolled on beyond its

proper limit and became a great Jug-

gernaut, beneath whose wheels were

sacrificed alike innocence and guilt

—

traitor and patriot—royalist and repub-

lican. The French people either knew

not the meaning of the term liberty, or

thought to grasp it by wading an ocean

of blood and tears. All was desolation

in France. The National Convention

had become weak, vacillating and pow-

erless—easily frightened into any meas-

ure by the dirty mob of Paris. Beg-

gars, thieves and men, who had not

dared, previous to the revolution, to

show their faces in the light of clay, and

abandoned women, covered with rags

and wretchedness and holding in their

arms the half-famished offspring of vice

—the very dregs and refuse of the city,

daily swarmed in thousands from the

dark holes and corners of Paris to the

doors of the Convention, demanding the

death of the king and food for them-

selves and children. The Convention

weakly yielded to their demands and

each faction and party among the mem-
bers, the noble twenty-two of the Giron-

* Gathered from Lamartine's History of the

Girondists.

the studies connected with them. He
attempted to introduce the study of or-

atory among the young gentlemen of

the University ; but did not live to ex-

ecute the plans which he had framed for

that purpose. He was social and face-

tious, universally beloved by his friends

when living, and regretted by them

when dead. I have often thought the

epitaph of Yorick the most applicable

to him ; and could never pass his grave

without thinking of his long marble

slab with the words inscribed, Alas !

poor Richards.

%/hJ!usr> % %^xtr^TO jfeNNIE.
Ah wilt thou when the lark awakes,

And bears his quivering pinions high,

When light the chain of darkness breaks,

And tints with grey the evening sky

—

Say, wilt thou when the morning bright

Makes the shades of evening flee,

And scatters wide the welcome light, .

Say, Jennie, wilt thou think of me 1

And wilt thou, when the setting sun

Covers with crimson clouds his head,

To tell the world his race is run,

That he will now awhile be dead

:

Say, wilt thou, when the star of eve

Glasses itself deep in the sea

—

The time that lovers choose to grieve

—

Say, Jennie, wilt thou think of me ?

And when thine eye's soft fringe shall kiss

Thy cheek, and sleep be on thee laid,

And angels have the perfect bliss

Of watching round thee, lovely maid

—

Ah ! then, if in thy soul shall start

Visions of those who're dear to thee,

Then oh my life, my love, my heart,

My Jennie, dearest, think of me.

C.

" There is as much vulgarity and in-

consistency in the masked, as in the

greasy mob; and much more inso-

lence.

20
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dists excepted, seemed to exert them-

selves in inventing schemes of bloodshed

and slaughter to satisfy the thirst and

gain the favor of the mob. The Jaco-

bins, who with Marat at their head had

gained the ascendancy, after having

guillotined the king and perpetrated

every other crime in the dark catalogue,

now held up these noble Girondists as

fit subjects for murder and assassination.

A few who escaped these blood-thirsty

hounds of the revolution, had taken

refuge in Caen, the capital of Norman-

dy—the only town throughout the

whole broad land so manfully defended

by them against the evil machinations

of ambitious Jacobins, which now offered

them protection. But while the rest of

France deserted them and submissively

yielded to the tyranny of Marat and

Robespierre, the inhabitants of Caen

entertained for them the most enthusi-

astic admiration and attachment. They

justly regarded them as the oppouents

of tyranny—the defenders of the repub-

lic and as martyrs to liberty. They

had seen Louis XVI expiate his sup-

posed crimes upon the scaffold, and had

been induced to believe that his death

was to be the great panacea by which

all the diseases of the land were to be

healed,—that it would free them from

Jacobin misrule—stop the mighty effu-

sion of blood which was daily exhaust-

ing the energies of France, and bring

back the star of peace and happiness.

But the guillotine had done its work

—

the royal head had bent beneath its stroke

and still the crimes of the revolution

raged with tenfold fury. The Giron-

dists, as we have said, had been expelled

from the Convention and were now ei-

ther confined in prison awaiting their

inevitable doom of death, or seeking a

shelter in every corner of France from

the remorseless persecutions of their

enemies. Among those who found wel-

come and protection in Caen, were Pe-

tion, Buzot, Lou vet and Barbaroux.

—

These men told with impassioned elo-

quence the story of their and their

country's wrongs. They pointed to

Marat bathed in the blood of thousands

and riding upon the storm of the revo-

lution, directing its fury against every ob-

stacle which opposed the consummation

of his ambitious projects—to the never-

ceasing motion of the guillotine, now

the exhaustless source of a long, deep

river of human gore. Caen heard them,

and swere to avenge their wrongs and

crush Marat. The standard of rebellion

was unfurled and thousands daily enlis-

ted beneath its folds. lie who failed to

do so was considered a coward and a

traitor. When all necessary prepara-

tions were completed and the time had

arrived for these patriots to commence

their march upon Paris and meet the

opposing forces of the Convention, they

assembled in the principal street of the

town to bid farewell to those whom they

were to leave behind. The rendezvous

was in the court-yard of the old palace

of Caen, a large but dilapidated build-

ing, which on the present occasion was

filled with the fairer portion of the in-

habitants, who also had assembled here

to watch the departing footsteps of kins-

men and lovers. Among them, con-

spicuous for her surpassing beauty, stood

the heroic Charlotte Corday. This

young girl was of noble blood and love-

ly beyond her sex.

"Tall, without exceeding the usual

height of the high-stnturcd and well-pro-

portioned women of Normandy. Natural

grace and dignity, like the rythm of poetry
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displayed itself in her steps and action.

—

The ardor of the south mingled itself in

her complexion with the high color of the

women of the north. Her eyes, large and
expanding almost to her temples, were of

a color variable like the wave of the

ocean, which borrows its tint from the

shadow of the day-beam—blue when she
reflected, almost black when called into

animated play. Long eyelashes blacker

than her hair gave the appearance of

great depth to her glance,"*

Add to this a sweet tinge of melan-

choly which now and then played over

her countenance, making her appear a

being not of earth, and we have before

us Charlotte Oorday, the heroine of the

French Revolution. Up to the age of

thirteen she had lived like the children

<of the surrounding peasantry—gleaning

like them in the fields and gathering

the apples on her fathers farm. At

this age, by favor of her nobility she

gained an entrance into one of the mo-

nasteries of Caen, which then were real

schools of piety where the children of

the nobility were taught. During her

stay in the convent, she was remarka-

ble for her enthusiastic piety, her sensi-

tive nature and her love of reading and

musing.

Jean Jacques Roussea,u, {l the philos-

opher of love and. poet of politics,
1

" Ray-

nal and Plutarch were her Favorite au-

thors and constant companions. Even

after leaving the convent and taking up

her abode with her aunt, Madato de

Bretteville, being entirely unrest-tamed

in her actons, and paying no attention

to the joys and gayeties by which she

was surrounded, she would daily take

these favorites and wandering to somo

lone and shady spot, there read and

muse far hours at a tune, forgetful of

* Extract Stem <4®ecipAw& fey Lacnac titve*

the realities of life and living only in

the vjorld of th&ur/kt. In one of these

wanderings she had accidentally met

the heroic young Frauquelin. Attract-

ed by her beauty he sought and ob-

tained a more intimate acquaintance,

which finally ripened on his part into

the warmest adoration. She met his

love as one who had only misfor-

tune to bestow and gave him in return

the pure and holy love of a sister.—*"

Nor did she ever permit him to view it

in any other light. He at least wor-

shipped her through her image which

was to him like the Saxon FyJgia, re-

makn'mg next his heart and attending

him through life.

Years rolled or, and the scenes w-8

have above described began to be ex-

acted in Caen. Impelled by his -sense

of justice and indignant at the wrongs

of the Girondists, and sure of gaining

an approving glance Irom Chatl-oUe,

young Frauquelin had been amongst

the first to enlist, EuvofentiariJy sbe

grew pale and the fears fell last feom

bar eyes, as she stood m th«e> oid palace

and saw him waving bis t^dkeKehtdf

and bidding her perhaps & fost J^ewelL

Petien, who knew her, oa observing; feeir

tears thus address^! her : ** And would

you be happy,''
5
said h*e, "if th<?y did

not depart." 3ho blosbodl and witk-

drew. Her grief h®i aot been, under-

stood. Tbat moment a grand ideahad

fixed itselfm her KtindL She xesehetl

to stop the eSuskna of blood and save

the fives of the pafeiols by giving up

bar own, Eweey blow which was struck

at France made % deap wound in her

own heart ; sad ascribing all the mise-

rly and woes of the land to Marat, she

•fetmmMd. to go to Paris aad make of
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him a solemn immolation, that should

appal the minds of all who in future

might wish to imitate him. In the

habit of visiting the Girondists that she

might feed upon their enthusiasm and

learn the exact condition of things in

the metropolis, she had during one of

these visits obtained a promise from

Barbaroux, to recommend her to some

friend in the city, who would assist her

in gaining some pretended claims upon

the government. As she went a few

evenings before her departure to claim

the fulfillment of this promise, Petion,

observing her about to enter the apart-

ment of Barbaroux, and mistaking the

object of her visit, exclaimed :
" Behold

then the beautiful aristocrat who comes

to see the republicans." Blushing at

an insinuation so wounding to her pu-

rity, she mildly answered, " Citizen Pe-

tion, you judge me to-day without

knowing me ; one day you will know

who I am."

The only obstacle to her plans now,

was the unyielding opposition which

she knew she would have to encounter

at the hands of her friends and relatives.

But to avoid it, she asks permission of

her father to go to England, that she

might escape the dangers of the revo-

lution, and find there that peace and-

quiet which was denied her in France.

Her father approves of the step, and

alone and unprotected, she sets out for

Paris. The night previous to her de-

parture, she spent in meditation and

prayer. Madam de Brettevillo on en-

tering her room the next morning t<

awaken her, observed on her bed an old

Bible open at the book of Judith, in

which 6hc had underlined this \

"Judith went forth from the city, adorn-

ed with a marvellous beauty, which the

Lord had bestowed on her to deliver

Israel." On being questioned by her

Aunt as to why she wept ;
" I weep "

said she, " over the misfortunes of my
country, over those of my relations, and

over yours. . While Marat lives no one

is sure of a day's existence."

She was but three days on the road.

Soon after her arrival in the city, she pre-

sented herself at the house of Duperret,

to whom the letter of Barbaroux was ad-

dressed. The representative told her

that it was impossible to attend to her

claims that day, but promised to con-

duct her next morning to the house of

Minister of the Interior. Throwing

off this pretext, now no longer need-

ed, and thinking of the ruin that her

visit to his house would probably bring

upon him, she addressed him in a voice

full of warning and mystery : "Permit

me to advise you, Citizen Duperret, to

quit the convention; you can do no

more good there. Go to Caeu and re-

join your colleagues and brothers."

—

"My post is at Paris," replied the rep-

resentative. " Believe me :" she added, in

:i lower and more rapid voice, "fly, lly

before to-morrow night;" and without

awaiting an answer she left the house.

Thwarted in several plans to gain access

to Marat, she finally wrote him a note,

in which she told him that she had just

arrived from Caen, and was desirous of

putting him in a position to be useful

to France. Receiving no answer she

addressed him a second in these words:

"
I wrote to you this morning Marat,

ilid you have niy letter ? I cannot be-

lieve it. as they refuse me admittance to

you. 1 hope that to-morrow you will

grant me the interview I request. 1
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repeat that I am just arrived from Caen,

and have secrets to disclose to you most

important for the safety of the republic.

Besides, I am persecuted for the cause

of liberty ; I am unhappy, and that I

am so should give me a claim on your

patriotism." Relying upon the effect of

this note, Charlotte dressed herself with

more than usual care, and concealing a

dagger in the bosom of her dress, present-

ed herself at the door of the " friend of

the people." The noise made by the

servant in refusing her admittance at-

tracted the attention of Marat, who

suspecting that she was the author ot

the notes he had received, demanded in

a coarse voice that she should be ad-

mitted. He was in his bath at the time,

over which a rough board had been

placed, which he used as his writing

desk. Almost consumed by a slow fe-

ver, and fearful lest he should die before

the number of his victims should be com-

pleted, he never ceased writing his pro-

scriptions, except to take the food abso-

lutely necessary to sustain life. Char-

lotte entered his room, and stood by his

bath with downcast eyes awaiting his

questions. After he had inquired as to

the state of Normandy, he then asked

her the names of the Girondists of Caen.

She wrote them down and handed them

to him, when he exultingly exclaimed :

*' Before they are a wee.4 older, they

shall have the guillotine." At these

words Charlotte drew the knife from her

bosom and buried it to the hilt in his

heart. He f.intly cried out, "help,

help," and expired. One of the men

about the door rushed in and hitting

her a clumsy blow on the head with a

ehair, felled her to the floor. The mis-

tress of Marat stamped her in her rage.

Charlotte was shortly after guillotined,

and the stroke of the guillotine which

ended her life, gave the death blow to

the heart of another whose existence

was bound up in hers. Young Frau-

quelin after her execution retired to his

native village, in the neighborhood of

Caen, where lingering for a few months,

he died of a broken heart. Charlotte's

deed was one which we cannot praise,

nor yet can we entertain for her. any

other than the highest admiration.

—

Lamartine says of her :
" Had we to

find for this sublime liberatrix of her

country, and generous murderess of a

tyrant, a name which should at once

convey the enthusiasm of our feelings

towards her, and the severity of our

judgment on her action, we would coin

a phrase combining the extreme of ad-

miration and horror, and term her the

Angel of Assassination." B.

THE' PIC-NIC. >J
Think not ye fair denizens of the city,

whose sight has always been restricted

by brick walls and smoky chimneys;

whose eyes have never rested upon any-

thing more lovely than a miniature gar-

den ; to whom the country is as an un-

known land, into which few have ever

ventured, and whose wonders none can

tell ; the whole object of whose life has

been, balls, plays, parties, dress and

equipage ; who think that cucumbers

grow in slices, with perhaps pepper and

vinegar already upon them : nor you ye

fluttering tribe of kidded and mustach-

ioed dandies, who wreath your blacken-

ed and disfigured lips into foolish and

unmeaning smiles as some equally fool-

ish child of fashion receives the honey-
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ed words from your lips as truth and

sense ; who with base hearts lejoice in

the acquaintance of a genuine child of

nature as offering a fair field for the dis-

play of your callous education and in-

fernal acccrrrlisments, and whose only

boast is the ,,umbes of bottles you cau

stand, the nu uber of invitations you re-

ceive, and th number of conquests you

have made. Think not we say that we

intend giving an account of anything

like what you would call a Pic-Nic.

—

Had we even ever attended such a one,

shame would now bow our heads and

cause the nerveless hand to drop the

pen and forbear to afflict the world with

the stale nonsense of such parties. Our

Pic-Nic was altogether a different sort

of affair. 0>ur ladies wero those, who,

although sometimes immured, like flow-

ers in a hot-house, within city walls,

had nevertheless seen the country and

felt and appreciated its beauties ; who
had braved the storms of winter, when

the hills and valleys, the woodland and

plain lay snugly beneath their warn)

covering of snow; who had caught the

first glimpses of spring and welcomed

with loud shouts of joy his return ; who

had sported in native grace upon the

lawn and the hillside, and had felt the

cool winds of Heaven breathing health

and strength and beauty, and shower-

ing from their odor-laden wings into the

heart undiluted drops of pure and heav-

on-born pleasure.

Our gontlemen, if not intellectual

giants, wero at least not dandies, and

therefore so much the nearer to intel-

lectual beings. I doubt if there iru :>

kid glove among them all, certain!] no

mustaches, and our b som swelled with

joy and pride as the eye fell upon that

manly assemblage of cleanly upper-

lips.

But enough of ourselves. Let us

examine somewhat into the origin of

our Pic-Nic. Like all great movements,

its projector seems last in the magnitude

of the conception. As a faithful chroni-

cler should do, we examined thoroughly

the premises, but could find no founda-

tion sufficiently strong to sustain a posi-

tive assertion, and hence for fear of do-

ing injustice to one or more, we can

throw no light upon this momentous

question.

We entered a parlor one night where

it was the subject conversation, and were

informed that on the next day i; was to

take place. Wi h a beating heart, we
listened to various plans proposed—the

arrangements discussed—the prepara-

tions decided upon, and a glow of pride

lighted our eye as the looked-for invita-

tion fell like softest music upon our ex.

pectant ears. Betimes the next morn-

ing we were up and in search of a vehi-

cle to convey us to the destined spot.

—

Vain search! Like the flickering light

above the morass, it constantly eluded

our grasp. Here we could hear of a

buggy, and there a buggy, but to our

gasping inquiries, was returned the

heart-rending tris-syllabie—Engaged.

—

Our heart grow cold with grief, and as

visions of lovely forms, bright eyes, soft

smiles, and last, though not least, the

good repast promised by our kind land-

lady, floated in tantalizing succession

across our mind. Despair settled upon

us and traced deep lines of woe upon

our hand Ahem !

—

very respecta-

ble-looking phiz. Slowly and sadly wo

repaired to the self-same parlor. But

< ) ! how changed. The room was ap~
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parently the same as the night before

—

the greetings were as kind—the lovely

birds therein contained discoursed sweet

music as ever ; but there was something

in ourself that changed everything.

—

We sat until our brain grew dizzy—the

room swam round—tall gaunt spectres

looming from all sides, and with their

skeleton fingers pointed at us, shrieked

tauntingly in our ears the now hateful

words—Pic-Nic ! Pic-Nic! We left

that room—nor could the kind assu-

rance of our excellent Miss N that

we should have a seat, at all compose

our disordered faculties. Disconsolately

we wandered about, our shoes untied,

our cravat unbuckled, our hair dishevel-

ed, and altogether seemingly destined for

the grave. But hark ! Did we not

hear our name. Surely we did. With

a quick bound we leaped from the seat

into which we had sullenly thrown our-

self, and listened with erect ears to the

welcome news. A seat had been pro-

vided for us and we were to go. Like

the hoar-frost before the sun's rays, so

melted our sorrows, and the cold crust

of misanthropy in which we had encas-

ed ourself. With the speed of thought

we flew to our room, frightened our be-

loved chum almost out of the window
;

in less than ten seconds, (so it seemed)

arrayed ourself in bug coat, vest and

br an new boots, and with hat in

hand (we couldn't spoil our hair) gaily

and jauntingly sauntered to the hotel

as if we were perfectly indifferent to all,

and perfectly sure of ourself.

Many of the ladies were there assem*

bled, and vehicles of various kinds stood

in the street. The sky, however, look-

ed inauspicious. The deep rumbling

of the rain-ear was heard rolling omin-

ously upon the cloudy causeway, and

a few pattering drops seemed sent as

messengers to warn us of our danger.

But the ladies upon whom rested the

decision were not to be frightened.

—

Could they, whose cheek flowed with

the rich and beautiful ,..ue of health

and exercise, whose veiiv were coursed

by the swift crimson stt is dispensing

in their speedy flight!, health and

strength and beauty, be terrified by the

weather ? No ! Perish the groveling

thought. They were true-hearted wo-

men, aud with womanly dignity resolved

to have their fun, come what might.

—

And so we started.

We took our promised seat in the

carriage, and though it was gloomy

without we minded it not. There was

a brightness within that allowed us not

to look out. And after all it didn't

rain. How could it ? Were our bright

pleasures to be marred by that curious

monster the Weather ? No. He saw

who composed that party, and though

burning with envy, dared not lay his

rude hands upon so much loveliness, or

check the pure currents of gladness

welling up from so many joyous hearts.

Besides, he had more respect for stand-

ing collars. Softly rolled the springing

carriage, and rapidly behind us flew the

fields and fences, hedges and ditches

;

and ere we were aware of it, the carriage

commenced its slow ascent of the hill

upon whose summit we were to rest.

As we wended our way through the

tall waving corn, that bowed entranced

to beauty's musing charm, imagination

carried us back to the time when gallant

knights, encased in glittering armor,

maintained with sword and spear the

beauty of their lady-love, and we wish-
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ed those old days returned, that we

(albeit in steel armor) might prove our

devotion, and wear the prize won from

faithful love by manly deeds.

The screaming of ducks, the barking

of dogs, and the shrill cry of little nig-

gers, awoke us from our pleasant dream,

and we were at the top. Ah, well!

those fleeting reveries came over our

souls like April showers upon the parch-

ed earth, which, though soon absorbed,

yet are still seen in the re-invigorated

strength and fresh greenness of the

grateful vegetation. And our bright

dream was over ; but the realities were

scarcely less pleasant. There were light

and happy hearts in that gay throng.

No marble walls enclosed them, no fret-

ted ceiling hung with oppressive rich-

ness above their heads, but the open

fields stretching far away into the dim

distance was their hall, the azure can-

opy of Heaven their roof, and the day-

king poured his fierce beams tempered

by the light clouds that floated lazily

across the blue expanse.

There too was sincerity. The hard

and impenetrable shell in which eti-

quette had bound the feelings was bro-

ken to pieces, and the heart lay open in

all the beauty of its purity and pulsat-

ing tenderness. As the icj fetters of

the gentle streams melt before the sun's

warmth, so did the chilling bonds of

love and kindly affection disappear be-

fore the warm pure glow of truth, and

forth thoy poured in blessing streams

increased in volume by the same means

that freed them. And music too was

there, and busy feet kept time to the

pleasing strain of Jim's banjo and his

fiddling co-operator. We, too clumsy

of foot and too ungainly of body to

engage in the joyous pastime, talked

and laughed, and read a dream-

book. Water-melons too were there,

and their torn carcasses scattered around,

bore evidence to—to—to the exces-

sive heat of the weather. But the weath-

er was so hot that water-melons would

not suffice, and soon, by the indefatigable

exertions of the indispensable Dave, our

hungry appetites were appeased. We
ate our supper and felt—happy. Most

of the company returned to the dance,

but we, (by special permission,) were

allowed to seat ourself beside a lady,

and enjoy the delicious fragrance of the

Indian weed. Swiftly flew the mo-

ments as there we sat, and the cool

breeze playing around us sighing sadly

through the dark corn, reminded us of

the—end. Night crept on apace, and

threw her dusky robe, gemmed with

many a star, upon the quiet world.

The evening birds poured forth their

plaintive notes, and the shrill cry of the

Whip-po-will sounded painfully distinct.

Preparations for return were soon made,

and notwithstanding the injunctions of

terrified mamma, we returned in the same

order in which we came. The miles

seemed as if they were gifted with

wings, and as we drew near our stop-

ping-place, we fervently wished that all

such roads, as we that day traveled,

were made of India Rubber. We went

to our room. IIow desolate looks the

place where no traces of female care

are to be found. We lighted our lamp

and sat down, but thoughts crowded)

jipon us fast—too fist for utterance.

We threw ourself upon the bed, and in

that dreamy state, between sleep and

consciousness, there floated across our

mind sweet visions of the future—when
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•we would have a buggy of our own,

and a neat little house in the vicinity of

a flourishing interior town, grassy lawns,

sweet-smelling flowers, neatly-worked

gardens, the ivey and honeysuckle clam-

bering upon the white walls, and shed-

ding their fragrance even into the little

parlor, and the porch in front with the

green blinds swaying gently, obedient to

the passing breeze. And above all,

some dear little creature we could call

all our own—who would take care of

our house and garden and flowers—who

would watch eagerly for our return, with

cheerful smile and constant attention

make us happy, and home—a home in-

deed—who wouldn't let little Tom-

my tear father's books or papers, nor

disarrange his library—who wouldn't

let Charlie poke his fingers into the su-

gar-dish while mamma made tea, nor

twine them amidst papa's hair—who

rocked the cradle of little Katie so soft-

ly that no sound disturbed our medita-

tions—and whiliug away the hours with

such pleasant dreams, sleep stole upon

us and gently dropped the robe of

forgetfulness Upon our pleasure-laden

senses. And our Pic-Nic was ended.

Ended? No. Such pleasures never end.

In long after years when the heaving

billows of time have separated far and

wide those who were together that day
;

when the recollections of youth shall

come only by starts across the soul,

worn hard and rough by contact with

the file-like world ; whether the sun of

prosperity lights our course, or the

clouds of adversity shroud in gloom our

destiny ; memory will revert with hal-

lowed joy to that festive scene. Those

bright smiles will again beam upon us,

those silver peals of laughter shall again

ring in our ears, the heart-felt happi-

ness we experienced that day shall

again be ours, and shine a star of hope,

pure, clear, and steady, through the

gathering mists of doubt and despon-

dency, or gild with a yet brighter hue

the serene sky of peace and content.

WoOLLYVOSTDGERRYSTVXEVRYESTER-
ROSTERMENASTERBILLYBARLOW.

CAROLINA CLAIMS HER CHIL-

DREN—
Her voice may be heard, rising from

the sea-shore, and echoing from the

mountains, saying :
" Will you, also, go

away?" She has a right to claim the

services of her children, and it is time

for her to assert that right. How many

sons have risen here, and, like comets»

shot from the centre of motion to dis-

pense heat and light in other spheres ?

How many of Carolina's noblest sons,

who once walked these classic groves

with swelling hearts and aspiring minds,

have bid farewell to their Alma Mater—
to the fond associations of youth—and

are now in some sister State, acting

their part in the great drama of life ?

Some have chased a bubble and caught

the wind. Others, by a proper im-

provement of the instruction received

here, have nearly reached the summit

of the mouut, on whose proud top

Fame's temple shines afar.

The spirit of emigration has been in-

jurious to the best interests of Carolina.

The brier and thistle are now occupy-

ing places once luxuriant with waving

corn. The barren sedge is springing

up where once the wheat waved its

golden heads. Her altars are deserted.

Carolina's sons have gone forth and
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worshiped at the shrine of another.

Forgetful of the claims of their matron,

they have suffered her vines to hang

unpruned upon the elm ; her plow-

to stand still in the furrow ; her lamb-

kins to sport unprotected on the grassy

plain. Impelled by the impetuous de-

sire of youth, they have left the quiet

scenes of the mother, and have rushed

forward with the multitude to increase

the numbers and swell the praises of

some young and captivating sister.

Thus Carolina has lost many of her

most enterprising and energetic sons.

She feels the loss. Her uncultivated

lauds—her undeveloped resources, min-

eral and agricultural—prove that her

interests have been too much neglected.

May I not venture to assert that she

needs improvement morally and intel-

lectually also ? It is very important to

the well-being of a state, that intelli-

gence be disseminated among its citi-

zens, to enable them to understand

their rights, and the proper method of

defending them ; especially where the

people are sovereign. In Carolina the

sovereign power belongs to the people.

They have the right to make and inforce

their own laws. But they delegate the

law-making power to their representa-

tives. Now if we would have good

laws, we ought to elect virtuous and in-

telligent representatives. In order to

do this it is necessary to make the peo-

ple virtuous and intelligent.

Now, virtue is not the natural produc-

tion of the human heart ; nor does intel-

ligence spring ii]) naturally in the mind.

They are the fruits of long cultivation

—

the acquisition of labor and care. If

the perpetuity of our institutions de-

pends upon the virtue and intelligence

of the people, state-pride and a love for

the institutions under which we live,

ought to prompt every son of Carolina

to cultivate those two great principles,

which form the proper basis of individ-

ual and political character.

It is true, our legislature has estab-

lished a system of Common Schools in

the State. But it is defective in some

of its parts, and has failed, so far, to

disseminate much intelligence among

the people. There is, therefore, need

for the interposition of the statesman

and scholar to improve and amend

these laws, so as to answer the end for

which they were designed.

Any of Carolina's sons may find suf-

ficient employment without going to

Texas or California. An extensive field

spreads all around, offeiing ample op-

portunity for the full development of

physical, intellectual and moral attain-

ments.

If a young man would enter the

theatre of life as a statesman, let him

choose. Here there is much need for

the exercise of forbearance, wisdom and

patriotism. The individual in whom
these virtues are blended, need not de-

spair of success. A fruitful source of

employment is at hand. Our laws

have not yet reached a point of perfec-

tion—much remains to be done to in-

crease the intelligence and happiness of

the people. Here then is a work wor-

thy of the most exalted patriotism and

refined intelligence. Let the young

statesman come forward, divested of the

narrow and contracted views which a

rigid party-spirit is likely to engender

in the mind ; and let him enter upon

his great work, with a determination to

seek the common good, not to pander
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to any particular sect or party, and lie

will not fail of success.

" Be just and fear not

:

Let all the ends thou aimest at

Be thy Country's, thy God's and Truth's."

Or, if he prefer to pass his clays in qui-

etude, removed from the turmoils of

public life, let him choose. There is

for him, within the bounds of our State,

a quiet spot, where he may have a hap-

py home.

Would he choose to dwell where

Neptune's broad domain spreads out be-

fore the enchanted vision; where the

sublimity of warring elements may be

viewed without fear or danger ? So he

may.

Or, if he will, he may pitch his cot-

tage in some pleasant dale, where

crystal fountains flow gently through

meadows carpeted with perpetual green.

On their sunny banks he may pluck

the violet and ivy to wreath the brow

of his earthly divinity. There, with

palpitating heart and stammering tongue

he may pay his vows to one more dear

to him than ^,11 the world besides, and

begin to sing, " O, the bliss of living."

In the full enjoyment of that bliss,

which flows from the union of congeni-

all spirits, fanned by breezes filled with

the fragrance of love. His mountain

cottage is more dear to him, than a

palace with all its gilded pageantry, if

love be wanting. There let him apply

his chemical and philosophical knowl-

edge to agricultural improvements, so

as to make two bushels of corn, where

he made but one before. Then, indeed,

will he become beneficial to man, by lay-

ing an example before his neighbors,

worthy of imitation, and by teaching

his country-men how to increase the

productions of the State.

" Carolina claims her children," and

shall we, who have been feasting on

her bounty, be deaf to her calls ? Here

are the altars around which our fathers

worshipped. Entombed in her soil

rest the bodies of our kindred. Hal-

lowed recollections bind us to the home

of our childhood. Her daughters, too,

fair as any the sun ever shone upon,

the depth of whose affections none know

but those who have tried them, makes

us almost willing to quit college and

run " helter skelter " into the marriage

halter. Shall we forsake them ? Nev-

er, no never. We sing in the words of

another

:

" Carolina, Carolina, Heaven's blessings attend

her,

While we live we will cherish, protect and de-

fend her,

Though the scorner may sneer at, and witlings

defame her,

Our hearts swell with gladness, whenever we
name her."

Amicus.

THE BANKS OF THE EPAC REEK
It was one of those bright, warm days

of June, on which the pine forests and

corn fields of eastern Carolina reflect

an emerald hue, and seem to lift them-

selves and stretch upward to bathe in

the flood of light and heat that pours

from the meredian sun. A solemn

stillness pervaded all nature, deepen-

ed still by the continuous moan of the

southern breeze, as it gently waved the

dense foliage of the extended woodland.

On the highway leading to the village

of L might have been seen a trav-

eler, slowly pursuing his journey, deep-
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ly absorbed in his own meditations.

—

His contenance was overcast with a

shade of thougbtfulness ; and the rest-

less glaccs of his eye told that his heart

was not altogether a stranger to disqui-

etude. What was the particular na-

ture of his reflections, we cannot surely

know ; but from the sequel of his histo-

ry, it would not be difficult to conjec-

ture. This, however, for the present,

we will leave for those who are more

fond of treading the uncerrain paths of

speculation than we are, and proceed to

give our hero a name, and follow him

through a portion of his subsequent ca-

reer.

Lein Mahgar had just returned from

Philadelphia, where he had spent the

winter in attendance on a course of

medical lectures. After spending two

months in the society of his friends, he

set out to seek his fortune in the wide

world, poor, friendless and unknown.

After several days' travel, we find him

on the public road, in the vicinity of

L >, where he had previously deter-

mined to locate. The sun was declin-

ing toward the Western horison, and

shadows began to stretch across the

sandy lane, with here and there a sun-

beam dancing on tho ground, as the

coppice moved to and fro, shaken by the

wind. Native songsters of the woody

dell came forth from the groves where

they had sought a screen from the

noonday heat, and leaped and chirped

and twittered on the cedar trees and fen-

nel that clustered round the toft of some

decayed ediGce. A cottage occasional-

ly peeping from behind clumps of syca-

more and poplar, environed by a neatly

whitewashed garden filled with artificial

shrubbery, presented a village-like ap-

pearance and betokened to Mahgar that

he was near the place of his destination

.

Presently, on turning a bend in the road,

he beheld the town (for so it was called)

standing in all the simplicity of its anti-

Revolution buildings, except here and

there a structure of modern architecture

painted white, with green blinds—the

innovation of some Yankee merchant.

The old one-story houses with sheds

and piazzas, which had furnished a hos-

pitable retreat to the whigs of the Rev-

olution, still threw open their battened

doors and windows to receive, with equal

freedom, the passing breeze, the stran-

ger and the poor. Woodbine and jessa-

mine climbed the slender balusters and

insinuated themselves into the openings

of the wooden lattice, as if to view

the homely comfort that dwelt within.

One spot, unenclosed and covered

with green sward, supporting a solitary

cedar-tree, attracted the notice of Mah-

gar as he passed along the principal

street, now on the confine of the village.

Seeing a man of intelligent counte-

nance crossing the street before him,

who civilly bowed to him, he accosted

him and enquired why that plat of

ground (pointing to it) was not tenant-

ed ? " That sir," said he, " is the spot

whereon the memorable battle of L
was fought between the Whigs and To-

ries, in the days of the Revolution. I

said memorable : indeed it is so with us

who live hero, but I believe no histo-

rian has yet given it a notice in his

book. Ah sir, many are the worthy

deeds of heroic men, performed in those

stormy times, of which the memory

lives not ; or, if it lives at all, only in

the tradition of the neighborhood. But

you are a traveler, and I must not de-

tain you."

(To be continued.)
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EDITORIAL TABLE. ^
Dear Friends : We are before you again,

witli hearts full of gratitude for the kind

reception which we have just met with at

your hands. When we issued our first

No., notwithstanding we had many fears

for its success, yet we hoped that a gen-

erous public would view our efforts with

class you can put some of it in another.

Juniors, Sophs and Fresh, of course are

not expected to know any thing about

this exercise ; for their information, how-

ever, we would just say that Abercrombie

is a book which the Seniors study, entitled

" Inquiries concerning the Intellectual

powers," &c. With these hints, we think

all our readers will not fail to be interest-

partiality, and extend to us, at least, that
j

ed in the present No. of the Magazine.

—

degree of encouragement which is so ne-

cessary to success with the young in every

laudable undertaking. Our hopes in these

respects have been more than realized.

—

Many of the newspapers throughout the

State have mentioned our Magazine in

terms to us truly flattering ; the voice of

our subscribers has been, as far as we have

been able to hear, " we think it one of the

best numbers of the University Magazine

we have seen." Our fellow students, too,

with one accord, have expressed their en-

tire satisfaction with it;—to give satisfac-

tion to them, constitutes our only, our

rich reward.

We hope that we have been able in the

present No. to meet the expectations of

our readers ; that they may not find occa-

sion to say of us as is often said of such

periodicals, " the first number was the best."

We think the articles of the present issue

will compare favorably with those in the

last. Don't you think so? If you don't,

you were not in a good humor when you

read them. Read again; another draught

from our friends Roaring Fountain and

Chalybeate will cool down your angy pas-

sions. "If it don't you are the hardest

old case I know of." Again there is " Big

Ugly." I reckon you never saw him. I

wish you could, I'll bet he'd make you

laugh. And our friend of the long dream;

you must read him ; here is an intellectual

exercise for you; hunt up your Aber-

crombie, for I expect you have forgotten

the rules, and analyze this dream ; ascer-

tain to which of the classes it belongs,

and if there is not room enough in one

If they are not, we can't help it now.

" Our doom is gone beyond our own recall

;

May we deny or mitigate it ! Never."

We have just been kindly furnished by

Gov. Swain, with a quantity of highly val-

uable matter, with which for the future

we intend to enrich the pages of the

University Magazine. Among this, there i^

is a history of the province of North Car-

olina, supposed to have been wr'tten by

the father of Gov. Smith. The date of

this history is 1710; this is supposed to

be the only copy of it now extant; it has

never been republished, nor has any his-

torian of N. C. ever drawn from it. It

contains a quantity of exceedingly inter-

esting information concerning the early

settlement of the State. We will repub-

lish it entire at an early date. Also a His-

tory of the University, by Judge William-

son, of Maine, written in 1844. We pub-

lish in the present No. a biographical

sketch of William Augustus Richards, by

Hon. Archibald D. Murphy. It is also our

intention, as soon as possible, to procure

and publish a sketch of the life of Judge

Murphy himself. We will publish from

time to time biographical sketches of other

distinguished individuals as we may find

opportunity.

Our Correspondents have not been near

so numerous as we hoped. We have not

received a dozen articles from our fellow

students for the present No. of the Maga-

zine. Why is this? We hope they don't

expect us to take so much of the burden

on ourselves. It is enough for us to se-

lect the matter, and we ought not to be

>C '\n*\
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compelled on all occasions to write whelh-

er we want to or not. When the Maga-

zine was started, we were told that it was

to be a kind of literary gymnasium, in

which the students of the University were

to cultivate and refine their taste for com-

position. This is just what it should be,

and what we wish to see it. Then we

bay to all, write; and when you write,

write your best, and don't write, or raiher

don't attempt to write poetry.

•" I'd rather be a kilten, and cry mew,
Than one of those same metre ballad-mongers."

More than half the contributions before

us at present, are in verse. Most of them

too, are as good as the generality of news-

paper poetry; but we could not think of

cramming our Magazine with such a

shuckpen full of poetry. We want to give

it Lone, sinew, muscle; to make it euer-

getic as the young reindeer; we don't

want it to be a flat, flabby, flimsy, sickly

silly, sentimental, moping, mournful, down-

cast, drowsy affair. No fellow-students,

let us blow the breath of life into it, if we

blow at all. We have no doubt but what

the authors of most of those poetical ef-

fusions would have succeeded had they

turned their attention to prose. " Halleck,"

«? Cardo" and " Lines to Eliza L ," " ex-

hibit marks of design " very plainly, and

therefore, must have had intelligent au-

thors ; by advancing one step farther in

our process of reasoning you may see

very clearly that they might write prose.

But lest some of our friends may think

that we are on a crusade, and intend

breaking up the sacred fountains, and driv-

ing the muses from I'arnassus, we would

simply say, a little poetry now and then

will be relished.

" Tom Shady " has given us a very inter-

esting discription of the planting and cul-

tivation of trees. There is a good deal of

useful information in this article, but it

was the opinion of the corps that it had

not been prepared with sufficient care.

According to established custom, which,

as every one knovvcth who hath ever read a

half dozen pagps in Blackstone, runneth

back " lime whereof the memory of man
runneth not to the contrary." The next

thing in order is to select a verse from the

most unfortunate of our poetical contribu-

tions, and then branch off and show the

"critique" in "extenso>" for the amuse-

ment of our readers. Forgetful all the

time how bad it will make the poor poet

feel to see his piece so unmercifully man-

gled, without his having the privilege of

saying one word in its behalf. We object

to this manner of proceeding, for the pres-

ent, for the following reasons, which are

no doubt incontrovertible:

First. We fear like some of our pred-

ecessors, we might rather expose our-

selves than the piece.

Second. As Syphax would say, it is

down right iniquitous.

Third. We have said enough under this

head, and it is time to quit.

Number of Students:
Seniors, • - 60
Juniors, 66
Sophomores, - 64
Freshmen, 41
Irregulars, » - 18

Total 249

The number of rooms in the College

buildings for the accommodation of stu»

dents is 82—W. B. 28, E. B. 28, and S. B
26; 82 rooms will accommodate 164 stu-

dents, 164 from 249, leaves 86 students

unaccommodated ; 85 students would not

only fill another building as large as either

of the buildings here, but there would still

be remaning 29 students without rooms.

But let us suppose these 29 belong to the

village of Chapel Hill, which is more than

the fact. Room rent in tire village aver-

ages about $30 a year, servant hire is

$10 per student. Suppose that two stu-

dents room together in the village, their

room rent and servant hire is $50 per an-

num, deducting college room-rent and ser-
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vant hire, which is together $7 a year for

each student, we find the student who

rooms in the village has to pay a tax of

$18 per annum over his more fortunate

fellows in college, in four years this would

amount to $72. This small sum of course

is not felt by the young stripling at Col-

lege, but it comes like pulling eye-teeth

from his daddy. Again, 56 students would

pay at this rate, at the end of four years

(it must be remembered too that we gave

29 to the village, which were too many,)

$4,032. My friends, Legislature, Trus-

tees, or whoever you are whose business

it is, you would do well to look into this

matter. $4,032 would, we are almost in-

clined to think, lay the corner stone of

another building.

The general deportment of the students

for the present session, so far, we think,

has been unusually good, and we sincerely

hope it may continue so Nothing can be

more gratifying to every lover of order

than to see a highminded manly tone of

conduct gradually establishing itself in

the University. True, we sometimes even

yet are troubled with occasional outbursts

from Sophs and Fresh,'when they would

lay siege to the air with their loud laugh

and merry song, or storm the belfry, or

carry off captive one of Miss Nancy's

calves and keep sentry over him all night,

lest he should make his escape ere morn-

ing tipped the eastern hills with her rosy

fingers, and fail to act as proxy for them

next morning in the recitation room.

The population of Chapel Hill is 730, if

we include students it is something over

900. .

We give the following extract from a let-

ter received a few days ago from a friend

at the University of Virginia, perhaps it

may be interesting to some of our readers

:

" Out of 400 students here last session

only 5 or 6 took A. B.—none A. M.
There are no Junior, Senior, &c, classes

here. If a student has the talent and ap-

plication, he may take the degree of A. B.

or that of A. M. or any other in one ses-

sion, if he can stand the examinations, and
proves himself master of the prescribed

studies; but he may stay here 10 years
and then go away without a diploma—he
has to be competent, to undergo his ex-
aminations. The illustrious Jefferson had
the planning of all the College buildings,

and, in fact, was the founder of the Uni-
versity—every thing pertaining to the In-

stitution is peculiar. I paid a visit to his

tomb a few weeks ago on the heights of
Monticello—every thing about the place is

in a very dilapidated condition."

A Freshman, after looking over a Re-

view, wanted to know who that author

Anonymous was, he had seen several of

his pieces, and thought him a splendid

writer.

Jumping a Streak of Lightning.—Per-

haps some of our readers may think from

our heading that we are fond of indulging

in fictions of the imagination; but we'll

soon convince you that we are in earnest,

and intend to tell a true story. The cir-

custances are as follows : The individual

who performed this extraordinary feat was

overtaken in I he woods, at some distance

from home, by a violent thunder storm.

By the by too he was on foot. He struck

off at a rapid lope for home, running and

jumping along the path. Whilst in the

act of leaping, legs at an angle of some-

thing less than 180° faster than thought,

one of old Jove's red hot bars flew be-

tween them, rending the giound on the

other side of him, and throwing a quanti-

ty of earth and pebbles against his legs and

feet; which so far from stopping him, on-

ly acted as a kind of spur to make him go

faster. After arriving at home, he told

this extraordinary occurrence, and several

persons afterwards saw the place where it

happened. Beat this who can.

The following is a fac simile of a letter

which was handed to us by a friend som3

time ago. We insert it for the amusement

of our readers

:
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"B , April 28lh, 18—.
Dear Horace:—I am all alone, but

that small scrip of writing that Watson
give me must of been of the best sort of

gratification. I Received Ii after the hour

of Eleven When all the animals of the

Earth Was in their solemn SI umber of the

heavens, but woe be unto us if the night

Should Last More than Twelve hours, for

the People of this Earth would be a wild

Ignorant race of beings.

Hurace that pork that negro did not

take the hoal of it, but I sent it back by

the bearer Watson, he took Seventeen lbs.

and you can charge that to 13. J— & Son.

I will end my Epistle in the language

of Shakespear, alls well that ends well.

A True & affectionate friend

Yours, &c, O. A. W~
Our Exchanges.—The following Maga-

zines have come to hand for August: "Sar-

tain's Union Magazine;" by the by too, we

think the present an excellent number.

—

" Yale Literary," " TheStylus," " Randolph

and Macon Magazine," "Georgia Union

Magazine," of which the following young

gentlemen have been elected editors for the

next year, commencing with the Septem-

ber No.: J. C. Whitner, C. H. Phinizy.E. S.

Hammond, Geo. T. Barnes, Jno. F. Coop-

er. We extend to the new corps the right

hand of fellowship and wish them great

success. Also "Ladie's Keepsake :" This

neat little Magazine is a welcome visiter.

The Southern Methodist Pulpit.—
About 200 new subscribers are needed for

".his volume, price $1,50 ; when paid strict-

ly in advance only one dollar is charged.

' Cast thy bread upon the waters ; for

thou shalt find it after many days." Ad-

Ireaa Chas. F. Deems, Greensboro', N. C.

We have also before us the first No. of

vol. ii of the ''Southern Repository and Col-

egc Review," published quarterly by the

Faculty of Emory and Henry College. The
numbers are issued in May,October,Decern-

tier and March, each containing C4 octavo

• Rges. This is an excellent periodical, and

wo hope it may be well supported. Terms

$1 [nadvance. Address, poel paid, Southern

Repository and College Reveiw, Emory,Va.

The following n ;AJ r %ars have been

received :
" Asheville Me« linger,'* " North

Carolina Whig," "People .* Press,"" Hill>
boro' Recorder," "Weekly Post," " Spirit

of the Age," "New Era," " Wadesboro'

Argus," "Standard," "Register," "Biblical

Recorder," but not regularly. Also " The

Giraffe," and the " Telegraph," Goldsboro',

not regularly. We welcome the "Scientific

American," <; Arthur's Home Gazette,"

"N. Y. Dutchman and Sachurn," among

our most acceptable exchanges. To our

friends who are not in the habit of send-

ing their papers regularly to us, we have

only to say, if we can't swap even we

won't swap at all; we must have a whole

loaf or none.

New Books.—We have before us a late

publication, entitled "A Journal of the

Grand Lodge, I. O. of O. F., State of

North Carolina." This work is published

by W. D. Cooke, of Raleigh, and contains

an accurate account of the proceedings of

the Grand Lodge of North Carolina, from

the time of its organization in 1843 to

1851, together with the Constitution of

the Grand Lodge of the United States.

As far as the mechanical execution is con-

cerned, it clearly shows, notwithstanding

the prevailing opinion to the contrary, that

printing can be done as well in our own
State as at the North. The binding is

neat and the type excellent. It also con-

tains a great deal of matter interesting to

the Odd Fellow, and should be in the

hands of every member of the order.

We have also on our table " Topics on

Ancient and Modern History and Geogra-

phy," by H. B. Cooke and R. I*. Cooke,

A. M., Principals of Bloomlield Female

Seminary, N. J. The book is an embodi-

ment of the plan pursued by the authors

for twenty years, and found by them to be

eminently successful in giving the pupil a

clear view of history, and the connection

which the historical events of our coun-

try have with those of another. It will

doubtless be a valuable aid to teachers.
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Mahgar slowly reined his horse to-

ward the hotel, after having exacted a

promise from the stranger, that he would

relate to him, at his earliest opportunity,

the stoiy of the battle of L .

The hotel was a large three-story

house built of brick, the only brick

building in the place, except the court-

house and jail. The whole village wore

an aspect of dullness and inaction, pre-

senting a marked contrast to the busy

hamlets of the Northern States. The

only evidences of animation were a few

drays, laden with merchandise, lazyly

ascending the hill from the river, and

the pale-faced clerks of the different es-

tablishments, leaning against the door-

case, or, with their hands crossed behind

them, pacing to and fro on the platforms

in front. As Mahgar neared the hotel

he heard the merry sounds of female

voices issuing from an upper chamber.

" I declare Annie, you must wear the

veil ; it becomes you so much. Let's

see : O how sweet it looks
!"

On any other occasion, he might

have indulged in fanciful conjectures,

and, being of quick discernment, would

perhaps have conducted them to a cor-

rect conclusion. His mind was howev-

er occupied with more weighty consid-

21

erations, and having dismounted and

given his horse into the hands of a

smart-looking negro, who presented him-

self for that purpose, he took a seat in

the portico and lapsed into a train of

meditation on the prospects of wealth

and distinction, that lay before him, in

the place he had chosen, though never

before seen, as his future home. In a

short time, to his surprise and delight,

he saw Mr. R , with whom he had

formerly, for a short time, been acquaint-

ed, coming down the street toward

where he sat. He immediately left his

seat, accosted him by name, and was

recognized. The greetings were long

and hearty ; for, to a stranger in a

strange land, a casual acquaintance is

more welcome and dearer than his bo-

som friend in his own. Much had Mah-

gar to tell and hear : his past success,

his present plans, his future hopes

—

all

came crowding thickly on his mind, and

a new fountain of friendship had gush-

ed forth from his heart, that made him

feel as if he must tell all to his new-

found friend. But just as he was going

to invite R to visit him at his room

that evening, he was interrupted.

" Mahgar," said R ,
" this is the

happiest day of my life. To-night I

shall wed the beautiful Annie, the daugh-

ter of your land lady. You must attend!

the wedding ; deny'me not, for I shall
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receive no excuse. I must now go to

prepare for that event, I have been so

long and so anxiously awaiting."

They parted : R went to his

apartments, and Mahgar returned to the

portico, where he found the servant

waiting to conduct him to his room.

There he silently congratulated his ac-

quaintance on his happy fortune ; not

however without some secret regrets :

for he well knew that men, once sub-

jected to the matrimonial yoke, have

but little sympathy with the hopes and

aspirations of the youthiul adventurer,

and he earnestly longed for a compan-

ion who could participate in all his joys

and sorrows—in all his disappointments

and success.

The sun was sinking beneath the sea

of green, that spread out in boundless

extent toward the west. The sound of

horses' hoofs and the clatter of wheels

were now heard in the street below.

Carriage after carriage rolled up to the

door, stopped a few moments, and whirl-

ed away more rapidly than it came.

The hum and bustle increased, until

Mahgar fancied he could hear the rust-

ling of silks, and the tread of light steps

in the adjoining rooms. His pulse

quickened, and a thrill of mingled emo-

tion agitated his breast. He now ap-

plied himself to his toilet, and was soon

as well attired as the conditions of his

scanty portmanteau would permit.

—

Scarcely had he finished, when R
entered, and informed him that one ofthe

bridemen was unavoidably absent, and

requested him to act in his place. Af-

ter much hesitancy, and after a servant

had handed him a note from the land-

lady, soliciting his presence at the nup-

tials, he consented. R conducted

him into the gentlemen's parlor and in-

troduced him to several of the guests,

and to all the bridemen. By these he

was presented to the ladies. It was

soon announced that the parson was in

readiness, and he was escorted to the

apartment where the bride and her at-

tendants were in waiting, and formally

presented. He was to wait with Eliza

M . Although he could not pro-

nounce her beautiful, yet

" The light of love, the purity of grace,

The mind, the music breathing from her face"

awoke within his heart a feeling it had

never known. He believed he had

found a spirit congenial to his own

;

and while the pure stream of first love,

at first sight, began to well up from the

deep recess of his manly bosom, the

softened tones with which he addressed

her—the respectful diffidence of his de-

meanor—and above all

" his pensive eye

Asked from her heart the tribute of a sigh."

There is not needed here, a minute

description of the ceremony ; of how ev-

ery body looked and of what every body

said. Indeed the latter would be diffi-

cult; for even in the quiet village of

L , the inhabitants had learned the

science of talking, and the art of wear-

ing their best looks at weddiugs. Suf-

fice it to say, that all things passed oft'

to the general satisfaction of those pre-

sent, and that nothing was done pro-

perly in the estimation of those who

were not invited. Mahgar was most

devoted in his attentions to Eliza ; and

she, in the overflowing generosity of her

nature, received them kindly. Wheth-

er in the dance or in the intervals of
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chit-chat, he was ever near her to minis-

ter to her most trivial wants. The even-

ing wore away. Many conjectures were

formed respecting the old wounds that

were healed and the new ones that were

formed ; but none dreamed of the fire

that was kindled in the stranger's soul,

or that Eliza would spend more than a

passing thought on one she had never

seen before, and perhaps would never

see again.

The party broke up, and Mahgar re-

tired to his apartment, a very different

man from what he was when he came

forth. All his meditations took a dif-

ferent turn, and in all his imaginings

—

in all his fancy sketches of his future

life—one bright image was ever present.

Henceforth he seemed to want an essen-

tial part of himself. He rose late in

the forenoon and strolled out to take a

view of the scenery in the vicinity of

his new home. A road leading east-

ward from the village, directed his steps

to the banks of the river. Here, a

landscape spreading up and down and

across the river, presented to his eye all

the variety that the low country affords.

Corn-fields, stretching from the water's

edge, as far as the meadow lands ex-

tended in width, and of indefinite length,

afforded by their deep-green color, a

pleasing contrast with the yellow cast

of the soil and river. He stood for a

long while gazing at the prospect of

plenty that lay before him, and listening

to the songs of the laborers in the field

and the boatmen on the river, varied by

the carols of the mocking-bird and oth-

er songsters ; then turned his steps to-

ward the village again, much pleased

that he had determined to locate

in L .

As there was no paper printed in the

place, he was obliged to announce to

the public, "that Dr. N. Mabgar had
located in L , and, by way of test-

ing his skill in the healing art, would

obey any calls he might receive for three

weeks, free of charge." In a few days

he was sent for in a case of bilious fever

and treated it successfully ; and before

the three weeks had expired, he had as

many patients as he could well attend

to. He committed an oversight, how-
ever, in his advertisement, which came
near proving the destruction of his

purse. He forgot that eveiy family did

not possess the necessary medicines

;

and the sums required to purchase them

so drained his funds, that at the end of

the time he had scarcely a farthing left.

But his prospects soon began to brighten,

and although his practice greatly de-

preciated when he commenced making

charges, he still got a sufficient amount

to furnish the means of a decent sub-

sistence.

As he was one day walking with

R , who was frequently the com-

panion of his leisure hours, he came to

a large building of the style of the last

century, now falling to decay, around

which ran a small creek that emptied

into the river below. Having turned

aside from the road, the conversation

took a sudden change.

" Near this place" said R ,
" is

the grave of Col. B , of the British

regulars under Lord Cornwallis."

" What ! Col. B who was wound-

ed at the battle of N ?"

" Yes ; Cornwallis in his retreat

through this State, halted at L a

few days afterward. ,. While here Col.

B died of the wounds received at
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that place, and was buried here. We
do not know the precise spot where he

lies ; but some of the old men of the

place, who remember having seen the

grave, marked this tree as being within

a few feet of it."

" It is a great pity that such a brave

and good man should have no tomb to

mark his grave, nor epitaph to tell his

fame ; for although he fought against

the American arms, it was only as a

loyal subject, and I believe his charac-

ter as a soldier was universally admired."

" It was ; and when we speak of him,

we regard him more as a friend than as

a foe. But near this place, also, are bu-

ried some of those heroes who fought so

bravely to dispossess the tories of L
soon after Cornwallis passed through it."

"By the way, R , the day I ar-

rived, a man whom I met told me that

a battle had been fought on the border

of the village, and showed me the place.

He also promised to relate the story to

me sometime."

" Was it Martin ?"

" I don't know. I have seen him

once since, but did not learn his name."

"It is Martin no doubt. He knows

all about it, as he received the account

from his father who was in the action.

He will be in town to morrow, and we

will have him to relate the whole story."

They turned away from the spot

where rest the bones of actors in the

revolutionary struggle. Side by side, no

longer foes, sleep the British and Ameri-

can soldier. No sculptured marble

marks the spot where the heroes lie.

The wind's plaintive moan is their only

requiem. Only to one of them has a

note of fame been sounded ; and he, SB

if indignant at the neglect his noble ene-

mies have met with at the hand of their

countrymen, rests with them beneath

the sod, in a land he never called his

own.

Now let us take a glance under the

paternal roof of Eliza. When she re-

turned from the wedding she brought

home a beautiful hydrangae, which she

had received as a parting gift from her

dear Annie. On the following evening,

Leon, on entering the parlor, discovered

Eliza on her knees beside the flower, as

if in the act of kissing it. She instant-

ly arose and disclosed, by her suffused

cheek, a secret, which, gentle reader, if

we ever meet again, I will tell you ; al-

so the story of the battle of L .

For the present I leave you. More anon

if you like it. June.

FRAGMENT.
Never ! oh never more shall I behold

Thy form so fair
;

Nor loosen from its braids the rippling gold

Of thy long hair

:

Never ! oh never more shall I be blest

By thy voice low,

Or kiss, while thou art sleeping on my breast,

Thy marble brow

:

Never ! oh never more shall I inhale

Thy fragrant sighs,

Or gaze with tainting soul upon the veil

Of thy blue eyes.

Never ! oh never more !

The fabric of our life is formed of ne-

cessity and chance ; the reason of man

takes its station between them, and may

rule them both : it treats the necessary

as the groundwork of its being; the ac-

cidental it can direct, and guide, and em-

ploy for its own purposes ; and only while

this principle of reason stands linn and

inexpugnable, does man deserve to be

named the god of this lower world.

—

Goethe.
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BAD POLITICAL ECONOMY.
" The choice of every man naturally

leads him to that employment for which

Tie is best adapted. By allowing every

man therefore to employ his industry as he

chooses, every man will be employed about

that for which he is best adapted; and

hence the production of all will be in-

creased, because we avail ourselves of the

peculiar productiveness of every individu-

al. Nor is this all. By allowing every

man to labor as he pleases, we very great-

ly increase the happiness of every indi-

vidual."— Wdyland.

Some suppose that they are able to suc-

ceed in any department whatever ; but

according to the author above quoted,

every individual is best adapted to some

particular employment. And this au-

thor is not a man who deals in sophis-

try. His conclusions are generally cor-

rect. He reasons for truth's sake, and

for truth's alone ; and truth finds in him

an able champion. Consequently I may

rely pretty confidently on his u ipse

dixit " for the truth of the above state-

ment, even if it were incapable of fur-

ther proof. But we all know that all

men possess different abilities, some

greater and some less, and also that the

employments of men are various, some

requiring more, and some less ability

for their performance. Therefore it fol-

lows {hat there is some particular em-

ployment better suited to the capacities

of every individual than any other.

Every man, then, is adapted to some

particular employment, to which, says

Dr. Wayland, his choice naturally leads

him. Now, if he knows for what em-

ployment he is best qualified, he will, if

" compos mentis" turn himself to that

employment ; and any man, by examin-

ing himself impartially, can tell wheth-

er he has the ability to succeed in this

or that occupation, and he will have a

desire to follow that occupation for

which he feels himself qualified. I

have often heard a very distinguished

individual of this State, who has occu-

pied and still occupies no mean position

among his countrymen, say, that in his

early days he had an insatiable desire to

become a printer or an editor, and that

he had not the least doubt but that he

would have succeeded in that depart-

ment better than in any other.

The writer of this article, in his " sal-

lad days," (which are still upon him),

was extremely anxious to become a me-

chanic. The rattling of a hand-saw,

and the whistling of a jack-plane had

as many charms for him, as the eupho-

nious racket produced by doubling and

twisting the tongue, while inflecting a

Greek or French verb. He also thought

by tearing splinters from planks and

scantling, by making cupboards, ward-

robes, &c, he could become serviceable

to mankind ; but in the employment in

which he now labors, he despairs of ever

adding one jot or one tittle to the con-

venience and enjoyment of his race.

His parents, however, thought other-

wise ; because he could decline " penna"

and repeat the multiplication table, they

thought him a prodigy—that he pos-

sessed too much talent to be wasted in

a mechanical trade,—and that he might,

yes might, one day "command the ap-

plause of listening senates." Well,

nous verrons about that. Thinking

thus, they freed him from the thralldom

of square and compasses, and started

him on the way to the senate chamber,

or somewhere else.
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But to return, we see that all men

are best adapted to some particular em-

ployment, and that their choice natu-

rally leads them to follow that employ-

ment. But how many young men fol-

low the employments for which they

are best qualified ? How many choose

for themselves their future occupation ?

Let us see. For convenience I will di-

vide men into three classes, the ricb,

the "good livers," and the poor. Now
does the son of the rich man choose his

occupation ? Far from it. Even when

he is " mewling and puking in his

nurse's arms," his destiny is fixed. His

father smilingly looks upon him and

cries in raptures, "
' tu eris Marcellus?

You have wealth in abundance. You

shall by means of it preserve untarnish-

ed the reputation of your ancestry, you

shall do honor to one of the learned

professions, &c. ;" while his fond mother

shouts "ditto" to every word of the

paternal prophecy. So the child is

brought up with this view. All his

education tends to this point, and can it

be supposed that he will leave this course

when he comes to the years of maturi-

ty ? that then he will leave the occu-

pation for which lie has been trained

from his boyhood, and choose one fur

himself? No indeed. "Train up a

child in the way he should go, and

when he is old he will not depart

from it." Now no one can say that he

exercises his own discretion in the se-

lection of an occupation. "Why, the

matter was settled Lefore he could

crawl.

If a son is born to a gentleman of

the middle class—if he be an only son,

as the father has the means, the poor

fellow is cairied through the same pro-

cess that the rich man's son passes

through. He is bent according to the

will of the father, just as the smith

bends the iron according to his will.

All this would be right, if the father

could always will correctly in regard to

all things. But as he cannot know the

son's qualifications so well as the son

himself, / think he should do nothing

which will influence the sou in the

choice of a profession. It frequently

happens that men of the middle class

have more sons than one, (as men of

all classes do,) but they have not the

means to make " Marcelluses " of them

all, and consequently they educate them

liberally, perhaps, and then turn them

loose to follow the bent of their incli-

nations. From such spring the useful

men of the country,

genus unde Latinum

Albaniquae patres, atque altse moenia Rome."

Now let us look a little at the last

though not least class, " poor devils !!"

When the poor man sees his young one

lying sprawling on his back upon the

floor kicking up his legs in the finest

style of "infantile abandon," or when

he hears him crowing with glee as he

dabbles in some duck puddle, no dreams

of his future greatness flit through the

anxious father's mind, but sighing, he

says in a prophetic tone, "Crow* while

you can, my son, you may perish yet

before you come to the years of matu-

rity," and his wife, if she don't say

"ditto," she thinks ditto with a ven-

geance. But suppose the "young 'un"

lives, as all generally do, he is brought

up in the employment of his father.

If his father be a butcher, the son is

made a butcher ; if his father be a me-
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chanic, the son is made a mechanic.

"As crows the cock, so crows the cock-

erel"—and however much the son may

wish to change his employment, he is

unable to do so, because he would per-

ish ere he could acquire skill enough to

follow any other occupation than that

in which he has been brought up. A
poor man has not time to acquire as

many trades as he pleases. One is com-

monly as many as he is able to become

master of, and he does not select this

one for himself, but his father does it

for him, before he comes to the years of

discretion. So the poor fellow is chain-

ed all his life to an occupation not of

his own choice, which is tiresome to him,

and in which he will make but a poor

figure.

I know it has been .said that wherever

genius is, it will show itself, be it in hovel

or palace, or to speak poetically, be it

" On highland heath or Holyrood."

But there are many, very many excep-

tions to this rule. In fact I believe the

rule itself is an exception to a more

general one, as far more geniuses live

and die in rags, "unwept unhonored

and unknown," than rise like Will-

o'wisps from the putrid ponds of pover-

ty, and illumine the surrounding regions

with their brilliant corruscations. Clay,

'tis true, ascended from his seat on a

meal-bag to the Speaker's chair ; Doug-

las, from his stand by the side of a work-

bench to a stand on the Senate floor

;

Fillmore, I believe, from a fuller's shop

to the White House. But how many

Clays in embryo will ride raw-boned

horses, with meal-bags under them till

they die ? How many Douglases will

sing to their planes as they slide over

knotty planks forever ? And how ma-

ny Fillmores will watch the fulling mills

forever, henceforth and hereafter—in-

stead of being able to exercise the veto

power ? God only knows. Believe it,

the poet was right when he said,

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear ;

Full many a flower is bom to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

But there is an end to all things save

a circle, woman's prattle, and some oth-

ers; and the sooner I end this article

the better, maybe. It has been my
object to show that few, few young men

indeed, choose for themselves an occu-

pation for life. Their parents, either

through pride or necessity, make the se-

lection for them ; and consequently ma-

ny are always out of their proper sphere.

The beefy, herculean numbskull for in-

stance, pores over treatises of jurispru-

dence, theology and physic, while the

lean, wiry John Randolph-of-Roanoke-

looking fellows are left to wield the maul

and spade, and to handle the broad-axe

and cross-cut saw. By such a manner of

proceeding, the amount of human hap-

piness, and the productiveness of indus-

try are vastly diminished.

Any man that will remedy this evil

can be elected next governor of North

Carolina, be he whig or democrat. /
know it will be as popular as free suf-

frage, but the man who rides into the

Governor's Palace on the hobby that I

saddle, must, when he gets there, throw

a bone to Jack Henderson.

I know of nothing in the world more

rational than to turn the folly of others to

our own advantage.

—

Goethe.
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COLLEGE LOVE.
You have seen her. You had often

heard of her, and perhaps had caught

glimpses of her fairy form floating

around some corner, disappearing from

your wondering eyes ; but you had nev-

er seen her fairly, nor spoken to her.

She is a coquette they say, but they don't

always know everything, and besides,

you are not afraid of coquettes. Few

men are, until they have learned, from

sad experience, how terrible they are.

You are willing at all events to try her and

feel confident that you can beat her at

her own game. Unsophisticated youth

!

The candle-fly flutters in the flames un-

til scorched to death, as con6dent per-

haps of ultimate safety as you are.

However, you procure an introduction.

A sweet smile acknowledges your bow,

that sends the blood dancing tingingly

through your veins. Generally you are

fluent enough in conversation ; but

now—a spell seems laid upon your

tongue—your faculties are benumbed

—

you stammer, and stutter, and jerk

out something about " pleasant weath-

er.'
1

It may be raining pitch-forks for

aught you know. It does happen how-

ever to be pleasant, and she replies

—

" beautiful." You have often heard the

word before—indeed it is very common,

yet you scarcely recognize it, it sounds

so differently. There is a melody in it

that never struck you before, and you

wonder what it is. By degrees her

kindness warms you, and you enter up-

on an interesting conversation. With

all your embarrassment at first, you

never talked so well as now. You ex-

press yourself better—the words seem

waiting to be used, and of the choicest

kind. You speak enthusiastically—po-

etically, and the sparkle of her eye, as,

some congenial thought comes spring-

ing from your lips, kindles a responsive

flash in your own. You ask her to

play. She does not hesitate, but goes

to the piano and runs her fingers swift-

ly across the ivory keys—you think she

has a beautiful hand. She sings, and

you think all the nightingales in the

world are in the room. She plays your

favorite song, and your whole frame

thrills with pleasure. You tell her that

it is your favorite. Singular coinci-

dence—it is her's also. She thinks

nothing so sweet, so tender, so expres-

sive. It is your favorite more now than

ever. You stay a while longer, and, ta-

king your hat, start to leave
;
yet you

linger upon the threshold to say some-

thing you have forgotten—you have

forgotten several things.

At last you do leave, and wend your

way to your room. There is a bright

fire upon the hearth, and your chum is

hard at work. You give him a pitying

look and sit down. He commences to

talk to you—you don't feel like talk-

ing, aud so you answer in monosylla-

bles. He sees you don't want to be

disturbed and refrains—you secretly

thank him for it. He takes a pipe and

you one also. He knows where you

have been—to the white house with the

green blinds, and the vine-covered

porch—perhaps he lias been to a white

house with green blinds, and a vine-

covered porch. The smoke soothes and

calms you, and presently you a*k him

for a book of poems. He smiles mean-

ingly and hands it to you—yes, he sure-

ly has been to the white house with the

green blinds. You don't see his smile,
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but take the book and fix your eyes up-

on the pages—you turn them over very

fast. He trims the lamp, but it doesn't

disturb you, you see as well while he is

trimming as ever—you have good eyes.

Are you reading ? At length you re-

tire ; but do you sleep ? After a while

you do and—dream, and you see the

white house and the green blinds, and

the vine-covered porch. You see the

parlor too and you see her. You hear

her voice, see her smiles—and you go

farther. You take her hand in your's

and press it—the pressure is returned.

You ask her if she loves you—the

prayer-bell wakes you, and you lose her

reply. Of course it would have been

in the affirmative.

Half angry, half ashamed, and yet

withal pleased, you recall your dream

—

but you don't teh* any body about it.

Your lessons that day are not prepared

as well as usual, and the grim Professor

looks grimmer than ever. You are si-

lent, abstracted, and forsake your usual

haunts. You take a long walk that

evening alone, and you go by her house.

All your walks lead that way now—why
you don't know. Perhaps you don't

think about it, but so it is. There is a

new beauty in the road—the landscape

looks fairer, and though it is winter you

don't feel the cold. Your strange de-

meanor excites remarks among your

friends—they question you about it.

Of course you are very much surprised,

and deny that any thing has happened.

By and by they begin to open their

eyes and accuse you of being in love.

You smile but are not teased. On the

contrary you rather like it. You don't

open your eyes yet—but you will. You
do not visit her very often—the pleas-

ure is too great* She always welcomes

you with a sweet smile, and sometimes,

after a long absence, timidly accuses

you of forgetting old friends. You en-

ergetically deny it—but—college duties

are so pressing—besides you are much

engaged in writing perhaps for your Col-

lege Magazine. You want her to know

you write for it, and she asks which are

your pieces. With much blushing you

tell her. She says they are the best

pieces in the Magazine, and she had

been wondering who could write so well.

You think she had a very correct taste.

You readily promise to come oftener,

and secretly determine to stay away a

long time, for you love to hear her bring

such accusations. You don't go again

in a great while—a week, and you pre-

sent yourself as a kind of a stranger.

You are somewhat surprised that you

are not shaken by the hand and asked

a thousand questions about your travels

—but you forget—you havn't been any-

where beyond dreamland, and she

didn't know you were going there.

—

Perhaps she has been there herself. You
hope so. You go away and ask your-

self if you love her. You enumerate

her good qualities, and think of what

she has done to make you love her.

—

She is beautiful—very beautiful—yes,

beautiful indeed. There is something

majestic in the graceful curve of that

well-turned neck, and her swelling throat

is whiter than Parian marble. She

plays divinely, too, and has spoken well

of you. Besides, she is an angel—yes,

a perfect angel. There are very few

of them, sure—but she certainly is

one.

True, it is rather strange to see an

angel angry with its little brother ; but
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then she is an exception. So you re-

solve that she is an angel, and that you

love her. You are young yet. Next

you wonder if she loves you. She smiles

upon you. Always seems glad to see

you. You have caught her looking at

you in church two or three times, and

you thought she blushed when you saw

her. She sighs sometimes—or draws a

long breath, you don't know which
;

you think, however, she sighs. She

looks at you, too, with a strange, peculiar

look, as if she wonders why you don't

propose,—so you think. Perhaps she

wonders why you don't go. You talk-

ed not long ago about your going away.

And her voice sounded husky as she

bid you good night. Bah ! Nothing

but a bad cold. You don't think so

though, and come to the conclusion that

she loves you. Ah ! you are very

young. Your love is somewhat irregu-

lar. It ebbs and flows, and high water

is always after a visit ; but, you

can't think about her much during your

study hours—you havn't time for that.

Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that

you love her. Your chum sees your

growing passion and tells you to beware.

He is an odd sort of a fellow—a book-

worm, and thinks ladies first cousins of

the devil. He talks to you most pathet-

ically of Eve tempting Adam, Circean

spells, philters and Sirenic voices. You
listen good naturedly and laugh. He
tells you that your very angel is a con-

firmed coquette, You feel a little

ticklish at this, for you have heard it

before ; but you see her the next day,

and your doubts vanish. You meet her

at a party. She is kinder than usual,

and your heart throbs with delight, for

you now feel certain that she loves you,

and your own love is strengthened by

the knowledge. You go to your

room wild with joy ; the blood rushing

in burning currents through every vein.

You weave bright visions of the future

—you build castles such as kings never

dwelt in, and place her there as the god-

dess of all—you tear them down but to

build more splendid ones—you deter-

mine to delay no longer,1>ut to make her

happy, and hear from her lips the timid

avowal of love. You dress yourself with

particular care, arrange and re-arrange

your attire a dozen times—brush your

hair a little farther back so as to display

as much intellectual soil as possible

—

stand before the glass and adjust your

collar, a standing one as stiff as paste-

board—open and shut your mud-color-

ed eyes [you call them hazel) to give

expression to your countenance, and

sally forth trembling with anticipated

joy. You walk into the parlor, a cheer-

ful fire is crackling in the fire place, and

the lamp sheds a soft and mellow light

upon the dark furniture. She is sitting

by the table reading. You draw a chair

to her side and attempt to open a con-

versation, but in vain. The words stick

in your throat and you feel a choking

sensation. She kindly comes to your

relief, but to no purpose—you won't be

relieved. She becomes embarrassed

herself, and a dead silence ensues. At

last, with a mighty effort you bring it

out, and in the most approved stylo of-

fer your hand with your heart in it

—

swear that you lovelier by the bright sun,

the silvery moon, the twinkling stars,

earth, sea and heaven, the winds, water,

fire and air, by your beard if you have

any, (which is rather improbable,) and if

you havn't, by what you expect to have,
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spout poetry of all kinds, and from all

authors, fall on one knee, clasp her hand,

and beg her for an answer. And she

does answer, and the terrible " no," dash-

es like a bucket of icewater upon your

blazing affections. You had expected

difficulties of various kinds that your in-

domitable love was to overcome, but

you had never dreamed that she would

say "no." You slowly recover, and

with a look of real anguish, turn from

the room. Poor boy ! you are indeed

to be pitied now. Your heart is crush-

ed, bleeding, mangled: it has been

wounded in its most sensitive part. And

you think that nothing but sorrow and

griefwi 11 ever be yours. Your golden

dreams have faded, your bright visions

vanished, your airy castles have melted

into the misty substance of their struc-

ture, leaving naught behind but a mock-

ing consciousness of folly. You enter

your room. Your chum is absent, and

the fire has gone out. Desolation

breathes from everything. You endea-

vor to review your conduct. You can-

not. Your brain is a wild chaotic mass

without form, from which rises but one

grim idea, the most tenrible that ever

racked man's bosom—self-scorn. You

stir the ashes on your hearth, for you

are cold. You find no spark. Ay ! rake

the grey ashes of your heart's hearth-

stone, and see if you can find any

warmth there. No ! there is none. It

once glowed with kindly feelings and

generous sympathies, and steadily burnt

the flame of love. It is out now. Even

hope is dead. Thus, the long night

wanes and the gray dawn peeping over

the hill, finds you in your room, your

head buried in your hands, haggard

your look, and wild the gleam from your

blood-shot eyes. The college bell grates

harshly upon your ear—but it arouses

you. Mechanically you undertake the

performance of your duties, for your

thoughts are far distant, and rest upon

a pile of ruins. Yet there is a mourn-

ful pleasure in the contemplation. You
sur\&ey the tall and beautifully propor-

tioned columns now lying broken in the

dust, admiringly. You had no idea

how strong they were. The rank weeds

that have already sprung up around

them also fix your attention, and as they

wave solemnly, loading the air with

noxious vapors, they show the fertility

of the soil from which they sprang.

Time rolls on and pride comes to your

assistance. You are ashamed that a

woman has thus affected you. You

have no cause of shame, for love is ho-

norable. You turn to your books with

redoubled assiduity and resolve that

Fame henceforth shall be your mistress,

that you will glory in the ruin wrought,

that your spirit, phoenix-like, shall

rise from its ashes and soar far above

the crumbling things of earth; that you

will make a name which mothers shall

tell their children, that the old will men-

tion with love and respect, and the young

with reverence—thatmaidens shall whis-

per awe-struck. Dreaming again !

—

Will you never learn ? You follow up

your resolve, and with stern self-denial

and mighty sacrifices, bend all your

energies to the task. The sun rise greets

you at your studies, and the light shines

from your window when all else is dark.

Your face grows pal6 and thin, and your

eye gleams fitfully. You grow sullen

and moody, your companions are es-

tranged, and no longer seek your room
;

your religion is forgotten. Ambition is
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now your god, and you kneel with more

than pagan zeal to this terrible Jugger-

naut of christian man. But as time

passes, softer thoughts arise and you

sometimes doubt if you are doing right.

Spring has come, too, with its bright

flowers, its cool breezes, its beautiful

days, and you cannot wholly resist its

influence. Sweet recollections of child-

hood's careless hours come pita-pat

across your soul like fairies' feet upon the

green sward, and occasionally from me-

mory's full fountains there gushes up a

strain of heavenly melody, such as in

fancy's hour we hear from angel's lips.

You feel a longing in your breast that

you cannot explain, and which even the

wildest dreams of ambition realized, can-

not allay. No ! There is nothing but

love that can satisfy that principle of

the heart which craves to love and to be

loved. You feel yourself a changed

man, and look for the cause. A child-

ish thought ; a look long forgotten but

now well remembered. Home influen-

ces are at work performing their legiti-

mate duties—rectifying the errors of an

erring heart. There sometimes, too,

crosses your mind's eye the face and

form of a pretty black-eyed girl that

you have seen. But this has no influ-

ence. Oh, no ! your heart is dead to

all such promptings. You recover from

your fit of misanthropy, and are wel-

comed back to society. You are your-

self again, subdued a little perhaps by

your fiery ordeal, but only the purer.

—

You look with regret upon your past

conduct, and oftener the sweet face of

the black-eyed girl floats before you.

—

You cannot see her without strange yet

pleasant emotions. You wonder what

is the reason. You don't love her ! No

!

You have loved once, yet you can't help

liking her, and you feel vexed some-

times that you take pleasure in her com-

pany. You had begun to look upon

yourself as a martyr, and you love the

character of a martyr. But this illusion is

beginning to be dissipated, and you doubt

if you are, after all, really a martyr.

—

You ask yourself if you ever loved, and

you don't feel so certain as you once

did. The pretty girl looks prettier than

ever. You see her in every letter of the

Greek alphabet ; her face beams from

every latin page; philosophical books

are full of her, and in mathematics you

catch yourself trying to determine the

angle of inclination of her eye, when

she last looked at you. Ay ! and per-

haps the inclination of her heart too.

—

One night you have been talking to the

sweet-faced girl, and you talk of love.

There is no doubt now that you can read

a meaning in her look, and as you read,

strange emotions sweep fast across your

breast
;
you recall that look after you

have left, and dwell with fondness upon

the interpretation you have given it

;

but you recollect that you had once

mistaken and you feel chilled. But no

!

there is, there can be no deceit there.

—

Truth shines as clear as the mid-day

sun from those deep eyes, and you be-

lieve that you are right. Yes, you are

right. You have lighted upon a true

woman, and she is a nobler subject than

all your panting for glory. Now may
you bend your energies to the task, for

you have a worthy purpose. Now may

you turn your thoughts to Fame, for her

temple shines with a religious light,

more attractive than the lurid gleams

that before encompassed it, and you can

be warmed without being scorched.

—
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You visit her again and again, for you

love now. Yes, you lovk and your love

is as sweet to her soul as the clouds of

incense that rolled from heathen altars

to their pagan gods. You endeavor to

please, and do please. You think it, and

hope it, and believe it
;
yet you do not

tell her of your love. She knows it as

well as you do. The session draws to a

close, and your distant home with its

bold rivers, its dense woods, its perfum-

ed gales waits for you. It is a long

time since you saw it, and though plea-

sant thoughts cluster thick around its

memory, you still feel reluctant to go.

You determine to tell her of your love

before you go. You visit her for that

purpose, and after some time tell her

you are going. A slight start—a pale-

ness, and the smile checked even in its

budding, giving a sorrowful look, tell

you as plainly as words, her heart's se-

cret. You take her hand in your's, and

looking in her eyes, see the very depths

of her transparent heart. Without a

word you wind your arm around her

waist and press her to your heart. You

don't kneel now, nor spout poetry, nor

swear that you love her. It will not

suit. You feel that she loves, and are

content. You are happy now, and well

you may be. New scources of delight

are opened to you in endless profusion.

In your western home the birds will

warble her name, the winds through the

tall oaks will bear it on their wings, and

the limpid lake will roll its tiny waves

to your feet, and break with joyous mur-

murs as they hear it. You have won

a golden prize. You have discovered a

mine beside whose jewels Golconda's

gems grow pale. Watch that prize.

—

Guard carefully that treasure. Let no

cloud dim her bright sky, but with your

broad bosom shelter and protect, and

defend the frail flower that clings to you

for support, and which sheds a new

light upon your pathway of life—lends

new beauty to yourself, and brings

you nearer to your God.

" Nick."

LINES TO AN ABSENT FRIEND.

Sweet is the evening twilight ; but alas,

There's sadness in it ; day's tasks are done,

And leisure sighs to think how soon must pass

Those tints that melt o'er heaven, oh, setting

sun,

And look like heaven dissolved. A tender flush,

A blended rose, a purple light o'er all,

The luscious landscape spreads like pleasure's

blush,

And glows o'er wave, sky, cottage and pine

tree tall.

'Tis now, when solitude has most of pain,

Do I my thoughts turn unto thee ;

And whisper to my soul, attuned to bliss and

pain,

To find in thought equivalent for thee.

For thou formest a part ofmy warm heart's core,

And thou porest the balm of consolation

when
My heart racked, torn ; my bosom sore,

Andmy every thought is wrapped in pain.

But still, sweet friend, thou art not here

To cheer me with thy thoughts of glee ;

And I would fain from all depart and hear,

In imagination, the mirthful voice of thee.

Of all the horrid, hideous notes of woe,

Sadder than owl-songs on the midnight blast,

Is that portentous phrase, " 1 told you so,"

Uttered by friends, those prophets of the past

;

Who, 'stead of saying what you now should do,

Own they foresaw that you would fall at last

;

And solace your slight lapse 'gainst " bonos

mores"

With a long memorandum of old stories.

—Byron.
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DIVERSITY OF INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTER.

Ix the great storehouse of nature there

exist no two creatures, in every respect,

alike. We view the thousand flowers

that clothe the verdant meadow—the

violet, modestly crouching by the way-

side—the rose, blushing in conscious

pride—the lily of the valley, supreme

in loveliness, or the clambering jasmine,

clinging, affectionately to the latticed

porch ; and though somewhat difficult

to remark the difference between them,

yet it may always be found, either in the

tint of the corolla, the exact form and

size of the stamina, or some other fea-

ture. No two of the smallest insects

that crawl along our path are alike

—

they all differ in some portion of their

complicated structure. So, too, with

the myriads of pebbles and shells, tos-

sed upon the beach by the surges of

the ocean ; and with the various miner-

als that cover our mountains, or lie

hidden beneath the surface of the earth.

Not more numerous, however, are the

varieties of appearance in the vegetable,

animal and mineral kingdoms, than in

the kingdom of the soul. We cannot

be more forcibly struck with the truth

of this latter proposition than by consi-

dering the human countenance, which

is the index of the character, and which,

though limited to the s rail compass of

but six or eight inches • icter, differs,

either in form or expres ncT
)r each jn.

dividual of the million v itl hundreds

of millions upon whom breata the light

of day, or sets the gloom of night.

Many marks of difference may be seen

in the dissimilar inclinations and pur-

suits of men in every-day life. The

hopeful boy looks to the future and sees,

hidden behind its impenetrable curtain,

a heaven of joys and delights. The old

man takes a retrospective glance, sighs

for the golden hours and elysian fields

of his boyhood's days, and sinks resign-

edly into the grave. The farmer loves

the sunlit meadow and yellow harvest.

The warrior pants for the din of battle,

the clash of arms and the bloody con-

flict. The poet, as he drinks in the

beauties of an outspread landscape,

" rearing high its bleak majestic hills,"

and gridled by a slumbering lakelet,

breathes sweet inspiration. The mathe-

matician sees nothing proved by poetry

;

flower-clad hills and gleaming lakelets,

farther than the calculation of their di-

mensions, present no charms to him.

—

The botanist would not give a common
" Flora" for every geometry in the coun-

try. The entomologist would refuse to

exchange a favorite species of gnat for

all the roses that could be plucked.

—

And while the ignoramus sees in the

twinkling stars that nightly deck the

brow of heaven, nothing more than

common fireflies, or candles held by

some invisible hand far up in the regions

of ether, and in the pale, pensive moon,

moving on in her airy course, and un-

quenchable ball of wild fire—the astro-

nomer recognizes in them, mighty

worlds, wheeling through illimitable

space, and subject to the common law

of gravity.

We have thus taken only a cursory

glance at human character as seen in the

common walks of life. We purpose no-

ticing, however, at present, some few of

the idiosyncracies and peculiarities be-

longing to particular individuals and

classes of individuals in our University.
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Think not now that we are about to

delineate some black " trail ;" such is

not our purpose. Ever mindful of the

fact that " those who live in glass houses

should never throw stones," we leave

this task for one of those who think

themselves incapable of making such a

track. We notice the characters of our

fellow-students, solely for the purpose

of illustrating our subject. We shall

only notice some of the most striking

features of each class.

First, then, we beg leave to introduce

to our readers that class which is com-

posed of those whom college is wont to

esteem " smart men ;" and Avho suffer

themselves to be corrupted by the adu-

lation of fawning sycophants ; until,

inflated with flattery and bloated with

pride, they begin to think that they

may be, sure enough, the favorites of

fortune, and that they are and ought to

be esteemed by all, the pauci pauco-

" Oh popular applause ! what heart of man
Is proofagainst thy sweet, seducing charms !"

Yes, what heart, however pure, can re-

sist the power of thy magic spells ? The

culprit may burst assunder the shackles

that bind him ; the captive may escape

from the hand of his conqueror, or the

bird resist the fascinating eye of the ser-

pent ; but who, oh ! who can avoid the

evils entailed upon its victim, by the

lulling cadences, and who can break the

Circean chains of popular applause

!

There is another unenviable class, not

only to be seen in the outer walks of

life, but who also occasionally find their

way into our University. We refer to

those whose every action is an impulse

of policy. Such may be known by

their ardent desire to become the friends

of the most influential men in college.

Their friendship is that which would

live in your prosperity, but die in your

adversity. To such we would say, be-

ware. Remember, " honesty is ever the

best policy." By the course which you

are pursuing, your schemes of ambition

can never be realized. You may suc-

ceed for awhile, but all your bright hopes

must be ultimately crushed ; and all

the fair air-castles you have been build-

ing, the work of many leisure hours,

must fall into ope mighty heap of ruin

!

From this we turn with disgust, and

seek, in a certain class of those would-

be critics who throng our way, a little

less odious spectacle. Some of these,

unable to express their very worthy cri-

ticisms with the pen, content themselves

with that more humble kind, of cutting

on every occasion, or attempting to cut,

by piquant remarks, their inoffensive fel-

lows. Others dare display openly, to the

world, their remarkable propensity. Jef-

ries, no doubt, they will become when

they learn to conceal the " trail" which

so plainly shows to the world the ge-

nus to which they belong. We would

not, for the world, censure such ; they

are rather to be pitied than blamed.

We have only time enough left to

paint one other character ; a good na-

tured fellow, who designs evil to no one,

and ordinarily known as a " College

bore." Pof ed of too great a con-

tempt for V-*J to study himself, he is

wont to i
,

f ice all who do, especial-

ly if thtj rail to attain the highest ho-

nors, little less than absolute numskulls.

He could take " first mite" with ease,

ifhe chose, but is content with his favo-

ite " tol.," tinctured with a little "bad."
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He is of the decided opinion that books

are a nuisance ; and considers the man

who can spend the joyous time of youth

over the abstruse problems of mathema-

tics or the difficult pages of Homer, al-

most destitute of the common feelings

of his race. Such an one enters your

room, with aje ne sais quoi kind of air

;

very unceremoniously helps himself to

a pipe and tobacco, and seats himself

—

for the purpose of entertaining you dur-

ing the evening. Talks of the topics of

the day—of the feud that exists between

Tom and Jim—how it arose and which

was to blame. You, little interested by

all this, stretch and gape, and now and

then take occasion to speak of how little

you have been accomplishing of late

;

but your good-natured friend, unable to

take a hint, remains unmoved. Finally,

while he is endeavoring to impress you

with the decided talent of some one of

his luckless friends, you lean your chair

against the wall, fix yourself in an easy

posture, view the blue smoke gracefully

circling the head of your friend and

winding on and upward to the joists, un-

til, at length, oblivion steals slowly over

your senses and you fall into a gentle

slumber. But, alas ! only to be torment-

ed by odious dreams that place you on

the smoking, darning summit of Vesu-

vius ; or in the depths of Hades, Pro-

metheus by your side, a vulture at your

vitals, and the continuous bark of Cer-

berus ringing in your ears. You awake

to find your friend gone, aicA in anything

else than a good humor vitl * him, pre-

pare to obey the summons o\ fhe sound-

ing bell.

Such are some of the characters which

the poet must have had in contempla-

tion when he wrote,

" Where ignorance is Hist, 'ti» folly to be wise."

There are characters, however, in our

University as pure and perfect as are

anywhere to be found. Would that

we had time to notice some of them at

present; but we cannot. And, in con-

clusion, to those who may feel a little

offended at the liberty we have taken

in exposing their private characters,

we would say, it has been our endeavor

simply

" Without, or with offence to friends or foes,

To sketch the world exactly as it goes."

M. N.

VOICES.

Voices from the Spirit-land

Are ringing in my ears

;

A bright mysterious band

That moves the soul to tears.

A mother's gentle sigh

Comes floating o'er my breast,

That brings the tear drop to my eye,

And bids the soul to rest.

A father's manly voice

Speaks from the glowing throng ;

That bids the heart rejoice,

And tells the soul " Be strong,"

A brother's noble tones

Come swelling from the choir

;

And on the misty other moans,

Bidding the soul " Aspire."

A sister's sainted breath

Breathes 'round this earthly clod ;

Bids the soul prepare for death

—

Prepare to meet its God.

'Neath the damp sod they lie.

Their bodies in the grave
;

Yet unseen by human eye,

Their spirits come to save.

Giiief softens the mind, 'tis said

therefore widows with wet clucks are

easily won ; as for the crocodile drops

they weep, they are no more than sig-

nals for solicitation.
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c T"4~3
THE MODEL SOPHOMORE.

An article appeared a short time sinee

which, perhaps, deserved a little consi-

deration. I have been waiting for some

time with great anxiety to see an abler

pen than my own notice " the Model

Sophomore." It seems, however, to

have attracted no attention in our ranks.

And I am fearful lest I .am deviating

too much irom the Sophomore's posi-

tion, in " deigning thus" to lend it my
consideration. But I will be very lacon-

ic. I ask the indulgence of my class-

mates on this occasion, and assume them,

that after the expression of a few candid

opinions, I will lay down my pen, wash

my hands, and never again enlist in such

a tiresome cause. Let us first examine

" the trail of the serpant," see where be

winds his loathsome track, and upon

•what pinnacle he coils and "hangs hissing

at the nobler man below." We do not

know our designing author. " Stat nom-

inis umbra." Nor are we extremely soli-

citous to know him., our hero. We will

investigate a little and see how near we

can trace him. We do not by any

means wish to bay him ; this would look

too much like placing ourselves on an

equality. Can we think for an instant

that the article flowed from a Senior's

pen? No. Why? Because we have too

exalted an opinion of that " most potent,

grave and reverend" body, to suppose

that any one of them would engage in

dirty satire upon innocent victims. They

too well know that they are college ex-

amples ; that their actions ara closely

scrutinized by us " smaller fry." Then

we conclude that the senior is above it.

Can we think that it flowed from a

Freshman's pen ? No. Why ? Be-

22

cause the curly-headed " tyro" would

not be so daring and presumptuous as

to attack his predecessor's rank, and his

superior. He would too much fear that

in " that favorable moment, the shouts

from hundreds of straining lungs,"

(which were so pathetically alluded to)

would, " in screaming concert salute his

apalled ear.
1

' Now we imagine we have

traced our hero to his flock. He is some-

where hidden in the great and broad

phalanx of Juniority. His style of writ-

ing is the " proper index."

By an examination of his article we
see that the subject is well adapted and

suited to the talent and ability of our

designing hero. He is surveying a

broad arena, evidently desires the repu-

tation of a smart fellow ; closely ob-

serves human nature, and portrays in

gaudy colors "the model Sophomore,"

in a manner not only interesting to us,

but.amusing even to the most fastidi-

ous. Our hero was once a Sophomore,

and we suppose a model one too. But

now he has advanced a little farther.

—

He steps loftily on the Junior plat-

form, with his high-heeled boots, stand-

ing-up collar, dress coat, perfumed hand-

kerchief, beaver hat (some three stories

high,) gold headed cane, (saying nothing

about these accoutrements being paid

for ;) his mustache as black and as glos-

sy as Jayne's Chemical can render it,

and gives it a soft, gentle, Italian twist

with his spotless kid. This is our hero.

What a havoc of fair maidens' hearts

he makes. This looks to us more like

the foolish, frisky, " sporting calf," than

anything we have ever witnessed yet in

our college managerie. Let us notice

him in another latitude. See him when

the Seniors allow him a seat in their
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social circle, hear him in braggadocio

terms completely demolishing Fresh-

men and Sophomores ; then by way

of variety descants on philosophy and

" lighter literature"—now you see the

"solemn owl" admirably represented.

—

In his extravagant enumeration of Soph-

omore resorts, he has in our estima-

tion, not only misrepresented as, but he,

himself, our hero, has "far overstepped

the modesty of nature." He speaks of

the times as they once were. " He
speaks from experience." He is one of

the most candid animals " we have ever

seen" in the Junior cage. After having

just crawled through the rugged and

thorny path of Sophomoreism, madden-

ed at his narrow escape, he vents his

direful wrath upon his more creditable

successors. But he wants to write for

the Magazine, and we would not dis-

courage or check him. We are grat-

ified to see him confine himself to sub-

jects most familiar : while he basks in

success, we "sniggle" at his fancy, at

his ability as a writer, at his extended

reputation in embryo, but,

" Tempora mutantur,ot mutamur in illis."

We have none in our ranks as bois-

terous as our hero was when groaning

under the oppressive weight of Greek

and mathematics. Yes, we congratu-

late ourselves upon a change in time,

and a revolution among ourselves.

—

Our hero has pointed out to us in a pel-

lucid manner, the barriers which cheek-

ed his pilgrimage, and we render him

our heartfelt thanks for his suggestions

so lavishly showered upon us, apparent-

ly with some slight degree of reluctance ;

and wc promise that wo will endeavor

to steer our frail little bark as far from

them as possible, lest wc fall untimely

victims, wrecked upon the rocks of the

Sophomore's ocean.

In conclusion we " define our posi-

tion." It was not our intention in the

outset to trespass upon our time or the

columns of the Magazine. Nor do we

expect to gain reputation ; elevate or

depreciate the Sophomore standard.

—

We are fully confident that we have not

sufficiently acquainted ourselves with

" Ajax Telamon, Robespiere or his re-

lative shake—the fictionary novels of

Paul de Kocks, the elegance of Don
Juan, the shrine of Paine, the immortal

Voltaire," or the dulcet notes of those

new instruments, so appropriately term-

ed the "Swinette" and " Equine vio-

lin," to either amuse, interest, or en-

lighten any individual. We acknow-

ledge with the highest considerations of

candor, that in all these accomplish-

ments, we are not yet perfect. Nor do

we wish to have any one enlist their

sympathies in our behalf. No, iiync of

these. We only wished to notice, (noi

examine, for we imagine our hero would

not bear close inspection,) the souree

whence comes such messengers. And
this is no more or less than we have en-

deavored to do in our candid Sopho-

more manner. Now we feel at ease,

after the completion of oar dirty task.

As we said in the outset, we drop the

pen, wash our hands of the potation,

and henceforth we are " out of it."

"E Pluribus Pnvm."

No man is always wrong : a clock

that does not go at all is right twice in

the twenty-four hours.



PROFESSOR OLMSTED.

[FROM THE OHIO TEACHER.]

PROFESSOR OLMSTED.

Desison Olmsted was born at East

Hartford, Connecticut, June 18, 1791.

Having lost his father in very early life,

his education devolved, from the first,

on his surviving parent, who will be

long remembered by those who knew

her, for her native strength of mind, her

soundness ofjudgment, and her uncom-

mon piety and benevolence. He was

early trained to those habits of order,

diligence and perseverance, for which he

has been so much distinguished through-

out life. About the age of thirteen he

was placed in a country store, with a

view to the mercantile profession ; but

he soon showed so strong a taste for

science and literature as to convince his

associates that he was destined to high-

er employments. Even at this early

period he became an earnest student in

English literature, and made very con-

siderable advances in the elementary

mathematics. Nothing could satisfy

such a mind but the highest advanta-

ges for education ; and though his pa-

trimony was inadequate to the object,

he resolved, at the age of sixteen, to

prepare himself for admission to Yale

College. He accordingly commenced

his studies in the year 1807 ; and with

a view to husbanding his slender means,

li3 undertook at once the care of a 'vil-

lage school, which he taught most of

the time until he entered college. He
thus gained, those practical views of

teaching, aud that acquaintance with

the youthful mind in its early develop-

ment, which have made him eminently

qualified to prepare text-books in vari-

ous important branches of science, and

to take an active part in promoting the

interests of general education in our

country.

Mr. Olmsted entered Yale College in

1809, under the presidency of Dr.

Dwight, then in the maturity of his

powers and the height of his distinguish-

ed reputation. He at once took rank

among the best scholars of his class—

a

class distinguished for the eminent men

it produced—and graduated with the

highest honors of the Institution in

the autumn of 1813, when he deliver-

ed an oration on the " Causes of Intel-

lectual Greatness." He immediately

resumed his favorite employment of

teaching; and for two years had the

charge of a select school in ~Ngw Lon-

don, Connecticut, where he is still re-

membered with respect and admiration,

for his extraordinary power of calling

forth and directing the exertions of

youthful genius.

In 1815 he was chosen to the tutor-

ship in Yale College ; an. office at that

time of peculiar labor and respousibiliy.

He discharged its duties with uncom-

mon success, gaining the affection of his

pupils in no ordinary degree, and at the

same time enforcing every task with

steady exactness. To the labors of the

tutorship, he added, during most of his

time, the study of theology, under Dr.

Dwight; hut owing to a change in Ms
pursuits he did not apply for license, ov

enter on the duties of a preacher. The

change alluded 6o was his appointment

to the office of Professor of Chemistry

m the Univeitsily of Horth Carolina.

—

For the duties of this office he prepared

himself daring the years 1817-18, in

the laboratory of Yale Coflege, as a pri-

vate pupil of Professor Silliman, and

I*, p-^
.
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entered upon his employment at Chapel

Hill, with great eclat, at the close of the

year 1818. Here he spent seven years,

associated with men, as his colleagues,

whose names have been extensively

known throughout our country ; the

Rev. Dr. Caldwell, the President, (since

deceased), who was eminently skilful in

the government of youth ; Dr. Elisha

Mitchell, the present able Professor of

Chemistry in that institution ; Dr.

Ethan A. Andrews, the distinguished

philologist, and Dr. William Hooper,

who sustained with ability the post of

Professor of Languages before it was

occupied by Dr. Andrews. Under the

instruction of such men the University

of North Carolina rose to a high point

of distinction and usefulness. Many

who were its pupils at that period have

since taken their place among the most

eminent men of our country, particular-

ly the late President Polk, the Hon.

Mr. Mangum, of the United States Se-

nate, the Hon. Mr. Graham, Secretary

of the Navy, and others who might be

mentioned. In this prosperous semina-

ry, Professor Olmsted was distinguished

for his zeal and devotion to the cause of

science. Some experiments which he

published on " Illuminating Gas from

Cotton Seed," and still more, his "Ac-

count of the Gold Mines of North Ca-

rolina," contributed to extend his repu-

tation, particularly the latter paper,

which being first inserted in the "Ameri-

can Journal of Science," soon found its

way into most of the scientific journals

of Europe, lie also commenced, under

the auspices of the Legislature of North

Carolina, a geological survey of that

State—an enterprise peculiarly worthy

of note, as being the first attempt oi

the kind ever made in our country.

It was gratifiying to the friends of

Professor Olmsted to observe, amidst all

his devotion to science, that he still

maintained his early interests in literary

pursuits, and that he was still laboring

to perfect himself as a writer, by a dili-

gent study of the great masters of Eng-

lish composition. The majority of sci-

entific men fall off in style as they ad-

vance in years. They are so much ab-

sorbed in their researches, that they

think but little of the language which

they use in recording them. It was

otherwise with Professor Olmsted. He
had aspired from early life to the char-

acter of an elegant and graceful writer.

In the year 1817, he published in the

" Port Folio," then the leading literary

journal of our country, a biographical

sketch of President D wight, who had

then recently deceased, which was ge-

nerally admired for the elegance of its

style, and its felicitous exhibition of the

leading traits in the character of that

great man. It was now remarked that

Professor Olmsted, in all the scientific

papers he gave to the public, was cul-

tivating that purity of style, that defi«

niteness of statement, that Uimim us

method in the development of his

thoughts, that ease and grace in their

expression, which form the crowing ex-

cellence of a writer on scientific subjects.

In this way he was preparing himself to

produce those admirable text books in

various departments of science which

are so extensively studied in the colleges

and academies of our cquntry.

Vale College was peculiarly unfortunate

in losing two of its most distinguished

professors during Mr. Olmsted's resi-

dence in North Carolina. Professor

Fisher, one of the able-st mathematicians
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•which this country ever produced, per-

ished in the Albion, on his outward voy-

age to Europe for scientific improve-

ment, in the summer of 1822. Profes-

sor Dutton, who succeeded him, with

the highest promise, in the chair of ma-*-

thematies and natural philoshphy, died

within less than three years, and the

corporation were called upon to select a

successor to these eminent men. Their

attention was at once directed to Mr.

Olmsted, at the close of 1825, he was

appointed to the office which they had

filled. Soon after entering on the du-

ties of his new appointment, Professor

Olmsted found it necessary to prepare a

text-book for his class in natural philos*

ophy, the want of one suited to the

course of instruction pursued in out col-

leges having been long and severely

felt, not only at Yale, but at most of her

sister seminaries. This well known

treaties, " Olmsted's Natural Philoso-

phy," which first appeared in 1831, im-

mediately took its place among the

standard text books of our colleges ; and

thousands of our educated youth owe

their principle knowledge of this great

subject to that excellent work. Its adop-

tion as a class-book by a large majority

of American universities and colleges,

and its widely extended sale, which is

understood to be still on the increase,

attest the high estimation in which it is

held by the scientific public. This work

was followed within a year or two by

the " School Philosophy," a compendi-

um adapted to academies and schools

where it has been still more extensively

used as a text-book, having recently

commenced, in a revised form, with the

seventy-fifth edition. In 1839 appeared

•" Olmsted's Astronomy," being, like the

"Natural Philosophy," adapted to the use

of the higher seats of learning, and re-

ceived by them with similar favor. This

was also followed by a compendium,

under the title of " School Astronomy,"

which has likewise been very extensive-

ly used throughout our country.

In 1840, at the instance of the Mass-

achusetts Board of Education, Professor

Olmsted wrote his " Letters on Astro-

nomy," a neat duodecimo volume, con-

taining a popular view of the science,

written in a familiar and attractive style

in a series of letters addressed to a lady.

Although intended for a reading book,

it has been used with much success, and

met with general approbation as a class-

book, especially in female seminaries.

—

The last work of this kind, prepared by

Professor Olmsted, is his recent book en-

titled " Rudiments of Natural Philoso-

phy and Astronomy," embracing a con-

cise but luminous view of both these sci-

ences, and adapted more especially to pri-

mary schools and the younger pupils in

academies. This work has been receiv-

ed with peculiar favor, forming as it does

a cheap and familiar treatise, containing

a choice selection of those principles of

natural philosophy and astronomy

;

which it is essential for all to know.

—

Within about six years it has passed

through nearly forty editions, and is ra-

pidly extending throughout the schools

of our country. The early experience

of the author as a teacher of a village

school, and the subsequent opportunities

he has enjoyed for being thoroughly

acquainted with his subject, have con-

spired to qualify him in an eminent de-

gree for the preparation of such works.

So well has he succeeded in this last

undertaking' that one of the most com-
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petent judges in our country, himself a

highly successful author of text hooks,

has expressed the opinion, in a notice of

the work, contained in the "New-Eng-

jander," that valuable as are the other

text books by the same author, this lit-

tle work is destined to outlive them

all.

But it is not in preparing text-books

alone that Professor Olmsted has em-

ployed his pen ; he has written largely

for our public journals, not only on sci-

entific subjects, but on topics of more

general interest. In looking over a great

variety of papers of this kind, published

in the " American Journal of Science
"

and other periodicals, embracing scienti

fie essays, reviews, biographical memoirs,

addresses, and orations, we have found

that if bound up together, they would

fill two octavo volumes. Among the

biographical memoirs may be mention-

ed that of Sir Humphry Davy, and Eli

"Whitney Esq., inventor ofthe Cotton Gin,

in the " American Journal of Science"

—of his classmate and predecessor in

office, Professor Fisher, published in the

" New-Englander"—of Governor Tread-

well, of Connecticut, first President of

the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions, in the "Quarterly

Register of the American Education

Society," and of the celebrateJ Roger

Sherman, one of the signers of the De-

claration of Independence, in the " Ame-

rican Literary Magazine.
1
' To these

Professor Olmsted added, in 1842, a

memoir (in a small volume) of a favor-

ite pupil of his, Ebenezer Porter Mason,

a youth of extraordinary genius, whose

rapid progress in practical astronomy

created the highest expectations of the

rank he was destined to attain in that

important science, but who fell a martyr

to his zeal at the early age of twenty-

two.

The scientific papers of Professor Olm-

sted have appeared from time to time

in the "American Journal of Science,"

being scattered over a period of more

than thirty years. Of these, the most

elaborate is " his Essay on the Meteoric

shower ofNovember, 1833," in which he

proposed and defended an entirely new

theoiy of the origin and cause of these

wonderful phenomena, a theory which,

after some opposition, has been adopted,

(as the writer believes) by a great pro-

portion of the learned in both hemis-

pheres. It is understood that he is still

engaged in similar researches concern-

ing the Aurora Borealis, some general

notions of which have been communica-

ted to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, and published

in their transactions.

It will be seen from this detail that

Professor Olmsted's scientific labors have

been chiefly confined, since his connec-

tion with Yale College, to the depart-

ments of natural philosophy, and as-

tronomy. The chair of mathematics

he resigned about fifte< u years ago, to

Professor Stanley, who has tilled it with

equal honor to himself and advantage

to the institution ; and Professor Olm-

sted has thus been enabled to devote

himself more exclusively to his favorite

pursuits. In his various publications,

we are struck with one characteristic

—

all his writings and teachings arc des-

ign i to be practical and useful. Not

only has he impressed this character on

his college lectures, his daily instructions

in the recitation room, and on all his

text books, but ho has done much to
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diffuse and popularize science by means

of public lectures, numerous coutses of

which he has delivered in the cities on

the Atlantic coast. He has always

stood foremost in educational conven-

tions, and has been called upon by the

Legislature of Connecticut to express his

views at large on the improvement of

they; school system. He has also always

been on the alert to furnish articles for

the newspapers respecting current phe-

nomena of scientific interest; a labor

for the gratification and instruction of

the reading public, which he is believed

to have performed, (of course gratuit-

ously), to a greater extent thanany other

man of science in our country.

AN ADDRESS,
Delivered before the Historical Society

of the University of North Carolina,

June 1851, % Prof. F. M. Hub-

bard.

Mr. President z Of the men of past

•days who have strong claims on the at-

tention of the Society over which you

preside, there is a peeuliar interest con-

nected with the memory of those who

•have gone before you and your associa-

tes, in the special path of historical in-

vestigation which you have selected.

—

There is the interest of kindred minds,

influenced by the same hopes, guided

by like preferences, in pursuit of the same

objects, swayed by like love of times and

things gone by, and attracted to each

other by common sympathies, and that

reverent and consecrating imagination

which you and they share alike. The

events which won their earnest attention,

the characters on which they delighted

to meditate, the deeds of heroic daring

or endurance which they sought to un-

earth, and make the lasting property of

men agai-K, have .a charm for you like-

wise, and fix your gaze, and secure your

laborious study, no less than theirs, and

give you and them a common fellow-

ship in the past and with each other.

You too are, year by yeas', making con-

tributions to the permanent memory of

our;public and social existence; and as

in the remembrance of future genera-

tions you may well hope that you and

your labors in this cause may not be

forgotten, you will not readily overlook,

nor fail to cherish even in living recol-

lection the Historians of North (Jaro-

lina.

Independently of this feeling of perso-

nal interest in their personal history, you

need also, to guide your own inquiries

aright, and avoid the shame of doing

with much toil what may have been

better done by others, to ascertain, as a

preliminary to all efforts on your part,

how far and how well the history of this

commonwealth has been written. You
will not then, I trust, judge that I step

aside from the objects of your organiza-

tion, when I desire to call your attention

on this occasion to the Histories and

Historians of North Carolina.

Of those who have written of the his-

tory of our State, two the most promi-

nent as men, and important as histori-

ans, have passed within not many years

from the busy employments of public

and honored life. While yet living,

troops of friends followed them ; when

they were taken from us, they left abun-

dant and pleasant thoughts of them-

selves in many minds : and yet, he who

would Avrite their lives must be content

with no more than a bare and meager
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outline—a form only, with none of the

muscle, and motion, and grace that filled

the eyes of those who knew them

—

or he must allow his sketch to swell to

the similitude of life, and take its shape

and complexion from the imagination of

the writer. Their ease is an apt illus-

tration of the difficulties which heset

your society at every point and step of

its investigations, and which constrain

you to rest satisfied with extremely scan-

ty and partial results, or to violate your

own most essential rule of action, by al-

lowing conjecture to usurp the place of

reality, and fancy to do the work of evi-

dence.

To those who are so sensible of these

difficulties, as this society, I am sure I

need make no apology for the extreme

imperfectness of the sketches I am to

give you, of men, who have deserved a

far better memorial. We are to speak

of John Lawson, John Briekejl, Hugh
Williamson, Francis Xavier Martin, and

Jos. Seawell Jones. These have writ-

ten of the history of North Carolina,

directly, and somewhat at length. Mo-

nographs, of which there are only few,

are beside our purpose.

Lawson came from England, to South

Carolina, in 1700, reaching Charleston

about the end of August. In Decem-
ber he started on an overland expedi-

tion for North Carolina. It is difficult

now to trace his route with accuracy,

yet he seems to have gone as far up the

country as our county of Orange, and

thence eastward to Bath, where was, for

some time, his home.

He was in the year 1 711, the Survey-

or General of North Carolina. The of-

fice demanded in the occupant of it,

skill, energy, integrity, and some mea-

sure of learning
; and as it conferred

high social rank, and brought him into

frequent association with the leading

minds of the country, it implied a gene-

ral confidence in him, and authorizes us

to suppose him to have been every way a

man of worth, and a gentleman. Of
the events of his personal history, little

is known except the tragical circumstan-

ces of his death. The Indians who
dwelt on the borders of the white settle-

ments, the Tuscaroras espeeially, feared

and hated him, for they looked to him
as the main agent in depriving them of

their lands. Speedily after Lawson had
traversed these lands, with his measur-

ing chain, portions of them, one after

another, passed Under the claim and
into the possession of their grasping

neighbors. Well aware, no doubt, of

the danger into winch he ran, though un-

aware of the conspiracy they had already

formed to exterminate at one blow all

their enemies, Lawson in company with

the Baron DeGratf'enriedt with a sin-

gle servant, started from New-Berne, k>

ascertain how far the Neusc was naviga-

ble, and "discover what kind of land

there was further on.'"' They were seiz-

ed by the Indians, brought before a nu-

merous eouucil of chiefs, and sentenced

to death. This sentence was executed

on Lawson with every circumstance of

cruelty. "They stuck him full, (so the

Indians told) of fine small splinters of

torch wood, like hog's bristles, and so scC

them gradually on fire.'
1

This was or.

the 2'Jd of September. On the same

day, the whole region along the Neusflf

and Pamlico rivers was made desolate1

by one universal art of horrid mas-acre,

of which Lawson's murder was the first

scene, and only a specimen of its cruelties.
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In every settlement, and at almost every

house, was the slaughter begun at near-

ly the same hour, and that by Indians

who had become inmates or welcome

guests in the households, where they en-

tered with smiles for purposes of death.

In two hours time one hundred and

thirty of the whites were slain.

Of the deliberate ferocity with which

this wholesale slaughter was executed, let

one example suffice. " The family of one

Mr. Nevill," says ChiefJustice Gale, in a

letter written a few weeks after the event,

u was treated after this manner :• The

old gentleman himself, after being shot,

was laid on the house floor with a

clean pillow under his head ; his wife's

head clothes put upon his head, his

stockings turned over his shoes, and his

body covered all over with new linen.

—

His wife was set upon her knees, and

her hands lifted up as if she was at

prayers, leaning against a chair in the

chimney-corner, and her coats turned up

over her head. A son of his was laid

out in the yard, with a pillow under his

head, and a bunoh of rosemary laid to

his nose. A negro had his right hand

eut off, and left dead. The master of

the next house was shot, and his body

laid flat upon his wife's grave. Women
were laid on their house floors, and

great stakes run up through their bodi-

es. Others big' with child
r the infants

were ript out and hung upon trees
;

and so hot was the pursuit, that the dead

were often left for a prey to the dogs

and wolves, and the only care was to

strengthen the garrisons to secure the liv-

ing." For three days the slaughter ra-

ged, passed the Chowan, and ravaged

the whole region beyond the Albemarle.

The planter Avas- shot down in his field,

the traveler ambushed in the- forest, and

the blood of old men and maidens dyed

their own hearth-stone. Those who died

not, spent days and weeks of terror and

grief and thoughts of cruel revenge

mingled with fears of more and worse

loss. In the alarm it excited, the man-

ly resistance it called out, and the result

it brought about, the breaking down of

the power of the savages—this was the

memorable event in the first quarter of

the 18th Century in North Carolina.

As no one had a more extensive and

accurate knowledge of the country than

Lawson, none could have so successfully

attempted the peculiar history which h-e

wrote. It contains the result of his tra-

vels and surveys in North Carolina, and

with no large amount of information

respecting the character of individuals

or the policies of parties, or the frame

and operations of the government, he

has left us a sketch of the resources, na-'

tural features, and style of living in Ca-

rolina in his day, which-, highly inter-

esting in itself, is rendered more interest-

ing to us by the lapse of more than one

hundred years.

His sketches of the Natural History

of the country form- the largest portion

of the work, and his account of the In-

dian tribes, which is remarkably full and

minute,- is of complete authority, and has

now, when the most of them have dis-

appeared from among us, a melancholy

value.

This work is now exceedingly scarce,

the?e being, (so far as I know) but two

copies in North Carolina.* There was

one belonging to the State Library,

which was burned with the Capitol, and

which was well purchased of the estate

of Robert Williams, the former Secreta-"-

* One in the State Library, and one in the Li-

brary of thellistorical Society.
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ry of our Board of Trustees, and which,

at the time of the purchase, was sup-

posed to be the only one in existence.

After his decease, about 1820, this book

was offered for sale at auction. The

State Library was of course a competi-

tor, and the University Library also,

and sundry individuals were anxious to

possess a work of which they believed

no other copy could be found. The

bidding was, as may be supposed, spirit-

ed and eager, and at length this very

small, thin quarto was knocked down to

the State, for the sum of nearly sixty

dollars. This was, perhaps, the rarest

specimen of bibliomania ever shown in

America, and the like of which we may
not soon see again in North Carolina.

The loss of this was supplied by the

gift, by President Madison, of the copy

which now belongs to the State Li-

brary.

41 The Natural History of North Caro-

lina, with an account of the trade, man-

ners, and customs of the Christian and

Iudian inhabitants, <fec," by John Brick-

ell, M. D., was published in Dublin,

1737. He seems to have resided in the

country several years, in the practice of

his profession, under the patronage,

probably, of Governor Burrington, per-

haps sent out by the company of Lords

Proprietors. His residence seems to

have been mainly at Edenton. The re-

semblances between this and La\vson
1
s

book are so many and great that Brick-

ell has been supposed to have been

largely indebted to his predecessor, per-

haps to have trusted as much to him,

as to his own observation. It is under-

stood to have been written for the spe-

cial purpose of inducing emigrants to

select their homes here, and many of

the statements in it, and the coloring of

the whole, are thought to have their ori-

gin in his disposition to gratify the earn-

est wish of the Proprietors to sell their

lands. So that there prevails now a

very general distrust of his authority,

and doubt of his claims to originality.

No one, I believe, has ever been inclined

highly to praise his style.

Passing these authors then, who have,

at least, only a partial title to be elassed

among the Historians of North Caroli-

na, we come to Dr. Hugh Williamson,

whose claim to that distinction can not

be questioned, whatever opinion may be

formed of the merit of his work.

Dr. Williamson was born in Chester

county, Pennsylvania, December 5th.

1735. He was graduated at the college

of Philadelphia, 17th May, 1757. In

his early and college career, he showed

a decided predilection for mathematical

studies. Finding the indulgence of this

taste in a career of simply scientific in-

vestigation out of his reach, and being

compelled to enter on the more active

occupations of a professional life, he se-

lected the clerical profession, was licens-

ed to preach, and attempted for a while

to discharge the duties of this congeni-

al and chosen function. Ho soon found,

however, that the labors of the pulpit

were undermining his health, and being

constrained to leave that field, he hoped

to combine health with usefulness, by

preparing himself for the practice of me-

dicine. For a brief period, however.

from 17C0 to 1703, he was allowed to

return to his favorite study of the ma-

thematics, while he occupied the Profes-

sorship of that department in the college

of Philadelphia, The next year he went

to Edinburgh, drawn thither by the pe-
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culiar advantages which were offered

there to medical students. He prosecut-

ed his studies at London, also, for a

twelvemonth, and spent some time at

the University of Utrecht. On his re-

turn to Philadelphia he entered with

great ardor on the practice of the pro-

fession for which he had taken so much

pains to make himself ready. The fee-

bleness of his constitution interposed a

hindrance here likewise, and he was

constrained after a few years, by continu-

ed ill health, to abandon his medical

practice, and relinquishing all hope of

soon, if ever, returning to it, he gave

himself up for several years to the culti-

vation of literature, and especially to

the investigation of questions in natur-

al philosophy. He was chosen by the

American Philosophical Society, a mem-

ber of the committee appointed to ob-

serve the transit of Venus and Mercury

over the sun's disk, in 1 769 ; and the

results of his observations were printed

in the first volume of the Society's Trans-

actions. The publications of the same

Society, while he came before the public

in other ways also, contain in this and

the next years, other researches into se-

veral philosophical subjects, and theories

about comets, changes of climate on our

Atlantic coast, &c, creditable equally to

his ingenuity and to his habits of phil-

osophic thought, and which attracted

much attention in Europe. In 1773 he

was chosen, with Dr. Ewing, to make a

tour through Great Britain, for the pur-

pose of seeking pecuniary assistance

there for the academy (now college)

of Newark, Del. As much indignation

and excitement prevailed throughout

the mother country, on account of the

temper of the colonies and their acts

pointing to resistance, it may well be

imagined that this enterprise met with

a very scanty measure of success.—

-

While in England this time he was sum-

moned before his majesty's Privy Coun-

cil, and examined touching the state of

feeling in the colonies, and particularly

the destruction of the tea in Boston har-

bor. The disclosures he made, seem to

have startled the ministry and, indeed,

Lord North is reported to have said,

that the first suggestion that the resis-

tance of the colonies might issue in open

war, came to him from Dr. Williamson.

During this stay in England he was also

engaged in a transaction which was for

many years enveloped in mystery, and

excited, in political circles, no small de-

gree of remark. The official letters ofGo-

vernor Hutchinson, Lieutenant-Gover-

nor Oliver and others, of Massachusetts,

to the English ministry, were supposed

to contain grave charges against the lead-

ing individuals among the agitators in

that province, as well as unfair and gross-

ly exaggerated accounts of the disposition

of the people, and of the acts in which

their opposition to the government

was shown, as well as the recommenda-

tion of measures dangerous and fatal

even to their rights and liberties. For

the satisfaction of those concerned in the

rumours, and still more, perhaps, for the

effect which the publication of these

letters might have on the movement and

excitement in New England, the promi-

nent politicians there were extremely

anxious to gain possession of them.

—

They were obtained through the agency

of Dr. Williamson. He had learned that

Governor Hutchinson's letters were de-

posited in an office different from that

in which they ought regularly to have
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been placed ; and having understoodI .->tu<

in*tlthat there was little exactness in^,he

transaction of the business of that office,

(it is believed that it was the office of a

particular department of the treasury,)

he immediately repaired to it, and ad-

dressed himself to the chief clerk, not

finding the principal within ; assuming

the demeanor of official importance, he

peremptorily stated that he had come

for the last letters that had been receiv-

ed from Governor Hutchinson and Mr.

Oliver, noticing the office in which they

ought regularly to have been placed.

—

Without a question being asked, the

letters were delivered. The clerk, doubt-

less, supposed him to be an authorized

person from some other public office.

—

Dr. Williamson immediately carried

them to Dr. Franklin, and the next day

left London for Holland. Dr. Franklin

transmitted them to Boston, where they

were made of eminent use in exasperat-

ing the popular odium in which Gover-

nor Hutchinson and his measures were

already involved ; and so, in accelerat-

ing the Revolution. The part which

Dr. Williamson acted in this affair, was

unknown for many years, and, indeed,

till he himself disclosed it, long after, to

an old and confidential friend. Dr.

Franklin was faithful to the secret,

though he was examined in relation to

the matter before the Prity Council, ami

compelled to endure there the abusive

insolence of Wcddcrburne. In 1777,

Dr. Williamson returned to America.

The ship in which he sailed was captur-

ed off the Capes of Delaware ; he, how-

ever, with another passenger, succeeded

in making his escape in an open boat,

and brought in safety some highly im-

portant public despatches, which had

been confided to him.

Not long after his return, he engaged

in some commercial speculations which

brought him to Charleston, and induced

him finally to fix his residence at Eden-

ton, in our own State, of which he was so

long a citizen, and an ornament. At

Edenton, he continued his commercial

enterprises, trading to neutral islands in !

the West Indies. He resumed here :

the practice of medicine also, and early

in 1780 he was placed at the head of i

the medical department in the troops

sent from this State to the relief of

South Carolina, after the occupation of

Charleston. In the spring of 1782, he

was chosen to represent the borough of

Edenton in the House of Commons of

North Carolina, and afterwards elected

to Congress. In 1787, he was one of

the delegates from North Carolina, to

the Convention held in May, at Phila-

delphia, which formed the present con-

stitution of the United States. He took

a more prominent part in the delibera-

tions of that body than any of his col-

leagues, and seems to have shown great

sagacity and skill in the management of

business, as well as unusual fluency in

delate. In December ^i' the same year

he was again honored with a seat in

Congress, lip was a member of the

second Convention in North Carolina,

which met in 1789, at Fayetteville, to

decide on the adoption of the Federal

Constitution. Of that Constitution, Dr.

Williamson, as one of its authors, was a

strenuous advocate. Under it he vim

chosen more than once a member of the

lower House of Congress. He wasal&O

for some years the Secretary of our

Hoard of Trustees. Many of his later

years he lived in the city of New Fork,

engaging in no public affairs, and busi-
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ed in literary and philosophical pur-

suits. As one fruit of these quiet stu-

dies, he published in 1811, in 1 vol.,

Svo., his observations on the climate in

different parts of America, compared

with the climate in corresponding parts

of the other Continent. In this work,

strange as it appears to us, his object

seems to have been to prove that our

climate does not of necessity and by in-

herent vice, entail a process of degene-

ration on man and beast. In 1812 was

published, in 2 vols., 8vo., his History

of North Carolina. His death, which

was a sudden one took place May 22,

1.819, in the 85th year of his age.

Williamson's History of North Caro-

lina, for some time the only book on the

subject, and even now perhaps, as ex-

tensively known as any other, has never

been satisfactory to the careful histori-

cal enquirer, nor sufficient for the wants

of the people., nor, I may say, for the

honor of the State. . It is brought' sub-

stantially to a close with the scanty nar-

rative of the war of the regulation,

•and the fight at Alamance, in 1*771
; and

does not pretend to give a sketch even

of the events which introduced the re-

volution. The accounts given of the

period actually included in the work, is

rather a sketch than a history—the out-

lines are by no means large, in most in-

stances the details are meagrs, and many

portions which would have been of deep

interest, as they are highly important,

if the particulars had been fully stated,

seem to have been thrown off hastily,

and are very imperfect. Though the re-

searches he made were extensive and

careful, they seem not to have provided

him very amply with materials ; nor can

I think that what materials he had were

used with uncommon skill ; nor though

it is written in a neat, easy and agreea-

ble style, can this history be judged to

have attained such excellence, in any re-

gard, as to prevent those who are proud

of North Carolina, from looking anxi-

ously for a better.

The next important contribution to

tbe historical literature of our State, was

made by Francis Xavier Martin. His

was a singular and eventful history

—

Born in Marseilles, 17th March, 1*762, of

a respectable family, and receiving in

early life the advantages and discipline

of an excellent education, he left his na-

tive land at the age of seventeen, de-

signing to form a partnership with his

uncle, a merchant residing in Martinique.

His uncle, however, soon returned to

France, and the youthful adventurer,

left alone to manage a business which

demanded a far longer experience than

he had, was speedily reduced to bank-

ruptcy. He then came to North Caro-

lina, with no thought, probably, of a per-

manent residence here, Dut in the hope

of saving something supposed to be due

to him " from a business connexion"

here. This hope, too, was disappointed,

and when twenty years old, he was, as

if cast ashore, at New-Berne pennyless,

friendless, with no profession, with an

imperfect knowledge of our language,

among total strangers in a foreign land.

Yet, through these discouragements, he

rose to vast wrealth, the highest profes-

sional distinction, and a national repu-

tation, with no help but what he found

in his own industry, firmness, patience,

and resolute will. He gave instructions

in the French language, learned the art

of printing, which he continued to prac-

tice tor many years, purchased the print-
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ing office, translated, printed and sold

several French novels, edited and with

his own hands printed a newspaper.

—

The newspaper was printed at irregular

intervals, when news enough to fill it,

or make it interesting, had reached Xew-

Berne ; and then, in default of mod-

ern methods of distribution, he filled

his saddlebags with the numbers, and

peddled them about the country. In

these ways he earned a livelihood, and

laid the foundation of a fortune. Mean-

while to his other labors, he added the

study of the law, and was soon admitted

to the bar, entered rapidly upon a lucra-

tive and growing practice, and ere long

took his place, in the judgment of the

bench as well as of the people, among

the ablest jurists of Eastern Carolina.

He residedm thisState 27 years. He was

always busy, and as proofs and results

of his industry we may point to three

volumes, compiled and printed by him

under the patronage of the Legislature

;

one of the statutes of England then in

force here; one oftheActs ofthe General

Assembly from the earliest times, and one

of local or private acts ; to two volumes

of Reports of judicial decisions, one

reported and one edited by him ; to his

translation, believed to be the first made

in English, of Potbier's celebrated Trea-

tise on Obligations ; to three Treatises,

of great and daily use, written by him,

OH the duties of Justices of the Peace

—

of Sheriffs, and on the law of Execu-

tors and Administrators ; and, in addi-

tion to all these, a work for which his

legal researches may, in some degree,

have prepared him, he collected the ma-

terials and wrote the manuscript of his

History of North Carolina, 2 vols., 8vo.

In 1800 he was selected by Mr. Madi-

son, for his skill in the civil law, com-

bined with a knowledge of the French

language, to be one of the Judges of the

Superior Court of the Territory of Mis-

sissippi, and in the next year he was

transferred to a like situation in the

I erritory of Orleans. When Louisiana

became a State, he was the first Attor-

ney General, and in February 18 15,

was appointed by Governor Claiborne,

a Judge of the Supreme Court, and 5th

January, 1837, 'tas made Chief Justice,

and letained this office till 184G. In

this year he died, 10th December, in the

85th year of his age. In addition to

his vast labors in Ids multiplied judicial

decisions, which all admired for their

wisdom and accuracy, and in introduc-

ing a clear and settled order, where all

was new and chaotic ; his habks of in-

dustry produced a digest of the early

laws of Louisiana ; a History, 2 vols.,

Svo., of that State through colonial

times, down to 1812 ; and a complete

series of the decisions of the Superior

and Supreme Courts, 1809-1830, in

20 vols. Few men have accomplished

more.

It is plain to every reader of Martin's

History of North Carolina, that he had

no ambition to write what is called a

philosophical history. There is no at-

tempt formally to set forth events in the

relation of cause and effect, nor to state

them in such a way that this relation

will becomo obvious to the reader. On
the contrary, his history is thrown into

the form rather of annals ; and the suc-

cession of paragraphs often seems to be

determined by nothing else than the

juxtaposition in time of the events they

contain. Indeed, so little is the princi-

ple I have alluded to regarded, that oft-

en events are inserted occuring in a

distant quarter of the globe, and having
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no connexion, except in proximity of

time, with the history of North Caroli-

na ; no more certainly than with the

progress of events in Mexico or the East

Indies. His reader will not often, I

think, imagine that the author was ever

very severely tempted to misstate a fact

for the sake of an antithesis, or to sacri-

fice the truth of history to elegancies of

style. The utmost he seems to have

aimed at is clearness and precision, and

though he sometimes rises to a rude

picturesqueness of description, it seems

to be done almost unconsciously, and he

returns, with no appearanee.pf remorse,

to the bald disjointedness of his ordin-

ary expression. Yet, with these defects,

the work has certainly great merits also.

There is a large accumulation of mate-

rials. The statements are made with

much perspicuity. Though doubtless

in many particulars, imperfect and inac-

curate, still we know him to have been

a careful compiler. Wherever- docu-

ments, now accessible, are quoted or ab-

stracted, we find that this is done with

painstaking regard to truth. The

structure of the work betrays many

marks of haste, or of carelessness, but

there are no indications of carelessness

or haste in ascertaining and truly ex-

pressing the meaning of his authorities.

It is to be added that he closes with the

Declaration of Independence.

Such works as the "Life of Caldwell,"

and " Foote's Sketches," however valu-

able as contributions to our historical li-

terature, do not come within my present

scope; and the only one remaining to

be noticed is " Jones' Defence of North

i Carolina."* This, thotigh written for a

* When this address was delivered, neither

Col. Wheeler's Sketches nor Mr. Wiley's North

Carolina Reader had been published.

special purpose, is distinctly a history of

the period immediately preceeding the

Revolution, ending with the formation

of the State Constitution in December

1776. It is written in a rather ambitious

style, yet one of great sprightliness and

force. The events he records, are well

chosen, judiciously arranged, often

grouped with some measure of artistic

skill, and, so far as I can judge, his re-

presentations of important facts are very

much to be relied on for substantial

truth and minute accuracy. It may be.

that in some cases, as has been alleged

in regard to his story of Miss Esther

Wake, he took too much counsel of his

imagination. Of his Memorials of North

Carolina, this may, doubtless, be said

with truth. Of the author, I need only

say, that as he still lives, it is too early

to write his biography. 9
None of these works have reached a

second edition !—a significant fact

!

This survey, hasty and imperfect as

it is, suggests one or two points that are

worthy of consideration. It will be re-

membered that no one has written our

Revolutionary History. No one has

attempted any later portion. Here is a

fair field, rich, inviting, and unoccupied.

I know no theme of this kind so attrac-

tive, as the times of the Revolution in

our State. This would give us only

half a dozen out of more than six dozen

years of our State existence. So much

time has gone that we now need a his-

tory that shall reach thence to 1812, or

perhaps to 1850. Either would be an

easy task in comparison with the at-

tempt, which also furnishes every in-

ducement to the competition, and which

ought to be made, to review the ground

trodden by Williamson and Martin.
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Allow me to conclude with the fur-

ther suggestion, that as the pride, the

interest, the honor of North Carolina,

demand that these work* should be

written, so there are none to whom
she can look with more hope, confidence,

claim, than to yourself and your associ-

ates, for the faithful doing of this duty.

< (AA U
POCAHONTAS.

Ok all nations that have peopled the

earth and gradually faded away and

sunk into nothingness, none are more de-

serving of our pity and admiration than

the Indians. It cannot be denied that

they were brave, and when first seen by

the white man, noble. Who taughtthem

deceit and treachery ? Were not the first

white settlers treated by them like broth-

ers ? Was not the calumet of peace ex-

tended to them ? Who was the first to

cause the shrill war cry to resound—the

tomahawk to be dug up, or the scalping

knife to be dipped in human blood ?

Who insulted, oppressed and cheated

the Indian until he became a hater of

white men? Ask History. It can tell.

They have, as a race, ever commanded

our respect, and that feeling should not

decay as they have retreated before the

march of the pale-faces, until but few

remain, and those are but the outcasts

from their hunting grounds and t'ie

graves of their forefathers.

The history of the Indians furnishes

many examples of rare excellence, which

in number will compare favorably with

the history of any other nation; and

among the foremost, as one possessed of

nil those virtues which render one mor-

tal superior to another, we without hesi-

tation place Pocahontas. Heroic was

the deed which has immortalized her

name. How that one act showed all

those rare qualities that make the fe-

male character lovely. Her preserving

the life ©f Captain Smith and her sub-

sequent conduct to him is referred to.

The character and condition of her race,

at the time she thus heroicly interposed

between the captive and impending dan-

ger, renders the act peculiarly deserving

of praise.

The wild uncultivated tracts of Amer-
ica were then a common hunting-ground

for the untutored natives. They roam-

ed over this beautiful land in perfect

freedom. Slavery's chains had never

bound them; their minds free, unfet-

tered by the laws of civilization, were

lost in wonder and amazement when
they first gazed on the settlement of

the Europeans. They looked with a

jealous eye as encroachment after en-

croachment was made, and they seemed
to read their future destiny as the

whites began to feli their native forests.

It was at this time that Capt. Smith
made his appearance among the sava-

ges.

Building Jamestown and other set-

tlements, he was possessed of every

comfort that people in those days could

expect. But not satisfied with what

the Indians had given him, he roadfl

depredations upon their encampments,

until he was taken prisoner by 1'ow-

batan the then ruling chief of that ml
area of country.

Smith was doomed to die. as was just

according to the custom of the tribe.

—

He laid himself down as if to sleep up-

on the spot from which he ncwr expect-

ed to rise. The warriors stood with

their clubs raised, which, at the beck of
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Powhatan, would fall upon the bold ad-

venturer. A little girl was seen whis-

pering to the chief, but her words seemed

to fall unheeded. The chief rose and

advanced. One motion from him and

all would be over. A shout pierced the

air, and Powhatan gave the*word. As

soon as given, Pocahontas threw herself

between Smith and the uplifted clubs,

and gazed with imploring look and eyes

bathed in tears, upon her father. What
a lovely picture !—how angelic—how

noble—fit subject for a Raphael's pen-

cil. Hard-hearted must be the man,

who could not be moved by such an

exhibition. The warrior's arms hung

down, and Powhatan bid his band de-

sist. Pocahontas was but eleven or

twelve years old when this occurred.

—

How romantic must have been the scene.

The old chief, his brow contracted with

rage ; the gray-headed sires collected

around, gazing with delight that such

an enemy was about to meet his merit-

ed doom ; the matrons anxious to wit-

ness the execution ; the sturdy warriors

each with his war-club prepaved to do

the bidding of Powhatan ; the children

looking with childish glee upon the

fearless braves, ignorant of the enormi-

ty of the sentance against the white

man ; and Pocahontas, the favorite of

the old sachem, the pride of the tribe,

leaning, with uplifted hand and eyes

turned imploringly toward her father,

over the prostrate form of Smith, wish-

ing to save the stranger at the cost of

her own life. Where can a parallel be

pointed out in American history ? Then

again her exposure of her own life to

save Smith, equals in daring anything

we see recorded in the annals of ancient

or modern warfare. Fearlessly facing

23

all dangers she without guide or guard

traversed the wildest forests to warn the

Englishman of the threatened destruc-

tion of himself and his band ; and, re-

fusing all rewards, hastens back fearful

of her father's discovering her errand of

mercy, which was certain death.

" Blest Pocahontas, fear no lurking guile
;

Thy hero's love shall well reward thy smile
;

Ay, soothe the wanderer in desperate flight,

Hide him by day and calm his cares by night

;

Tho' savage nations with thy revengeful sire

Pursue their victim with unceasing ire

—

And t'io' their threats, thy startled ear assail,

Let virtue's voice o'er filial fears prevail."

Leaving kindred and home she visi-

ted Smith in Europe, there to fall a vic-

tim to his neglect. Smith was a wor-

thy man. As a warrior, bold—in his

schemes fearless—in danger calm—and

in misfortune never despairing. Not-

withstanding these his conduct towards

the Indian maid must be condemned.

By his coldness to her whilst in Eng-

land, he caused this fair flower, trans-

planted from her American wilds to the

uncongenial soil of Britain, to wither

away sighing for her native forest and

early companions.

The Indians now, after the compari-

tively short period of one century, have

passed away, with the exception of a

few scattered tribes lamenting the loss

of their homes. Not a vestige of their

former prowess now remains—their ex-

tensive forests, coeval with creation,

have long since disappeared—the war-

hoop of their braves has long ceased,

death has hushed them. Reviewing

the whole history of this strange race,

ever and anon we see some one gradu-

ally rising, like a bright comet, shooting

across the horizon, leaving a bright
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light behind; but foremost, we think

that the name of Pocahontas merits a

place among the great of earth.

Pocahontas !—no marble would long

enough endure to hand clown the re-

cord of her noble deeds to all who

should listen to the story of her hero-

ism. Coz.

AN "INDIAN FLINT."

This is the name which we have usual-

ly heard applied to the arrow-heads so

often found on the surface of the earth, or

just below it, in this country. They are

generally made of quartz or horn-stone.

We are informed that the Indians used

these pieces of slonc on the ends of their

arrows, both for killing game and in

battle.

Returning from Prof. Ship's recita-

tion room not long since, I found one of

these arrow-heads in the bank to the

right of the walk leading from the vil-

lage to the north end of the west build-

ing. Itseemed to have been exposed from

its place of interment, six or eight inches

below the surface, by the washing of the

recent rains. Trivial as this circum-

stance may appear, the more so, too,

that we almost daily meet with such

relics without giving them one passing

thought, it awakened in my mind re-

flections both painful and pleasant.

—

Conjecture fails to carry us back over

the probable distance of time since it

was used. If we consider that it be-

came buried to the depth referred to,

by the slow and gradual changes which

the earth assumes in consequence of the

rains, winds or other like causes, it is

evidently very ancient. I think how-

ever it is more probable that it was bu-

ried in some other way
;
perhaps by

some animal in burrowing, or rooting

for food, or it may have been buried by

the plow, if this part of the Campus was

ever plowed.

This mute simple monument, on

whose fractured surface time has al-

ready spread the gray rust of decay, is a

nation's history. It tells us of a race of

men who, to make way for us, have

ceased to exist. Unlike the ancient

powerful nations of the East, they have

left us no traces of fallen grandeur.

—

Here no crumbling walls of a once

mighty Babylon reminds the traveler

of a Simeramis or Belshazzar. Here in

vain might Leyard search for the site

of an ancient Nimroud or Nineveh. In

the ruins of no great cities have they

left entombed "human-headed eagles,"

"winged lions," or other monstrous fig-

ures, to show to succeeding ages their

miserable depravity or gross idolatry.

—

They have left only, scattered and bro-

ken over the land, the rude implements

with which they procured and dressed

their food, or built a wigwam to pro-

tect them from the storm ; better proofs

of freedom, virtue, and a religion that

had its scat in the heart, and that show-

ed them the Great Spirit in all his

works, and led them to acknowledge

liini and worship him for his goodness,

than if they had built the pyramids.

—

Shall we not then, when the poor " red

man " speaks to us through these bits

of stone, the onlv record he has left of

himself, give him a notice? Ought we

not to shed one tear of sorrow for those

whose rightful inheritance we are now

enjoying.

Long ago, many centuries perhaps,

before this country was found out by
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Europeans, the " red man " wandered

in deep forests which spread their gloom

over the spot where Chapel Hill now

stands. This place was then a hunting-

ground. The stag couched in the un-

dergrowth from which the stately oaks

that now beautify our Campus sprung,

and often, started up by the sly approach

of the hunter, fled with matchless bounds

lest the swift arrows let fly with uner-

ring aim from his bow should pierce his

side. The fawn tripped over the leaves

to the bleat of its dam, or darted from

•some beast of prey ; and the stillness of

evening was only broken by the howl-

ing of wolves, the plaintive but decep-

tive cry of the panther, the baying of

the hunter's dog, or the shouts of Ind-

ian children after a mimic battle, chant-

ing their Avar song. Thus stood this

country for ages : but at length the

scene was changed. Wafted hither by

winds more deadly to the savages than

siroccos from the Lybean deserts or the

simoon of Arabia, men of another com-

plexion made their appearance on their

shores. Soon the sharp crack of the

rifle and the deep boom of cannon

were heard on the hill tops and in the val-

leys, and the " men of the woods " were

brushed away by the hand of civiliza-

tion, as the tribes of insects that chant

nightly for us, are brushed from the

trees by the blasts of winter ; but with

this difference, that no spring shall re-

animate their dust

—

" Alas, for them ! their day is o'er,

Their fires are out from shore to shore
;

No more for them the wild deer bounds

—

The plough is on their hunting grounds.

The pale-man's axe rings thro' their woods,

The pale-man's sail skims o'er their floods
;

Their pleasant springs are dry
;

Their children—look, by power oppress'd,

Beyond the mountains of the West

—

Their children go— to die
!"

Some of my earliest recollections are

stories of the Indians. The first school

I ever went to, I was sent to stay at my
grandfather's who was then a very old

man, and had spent his boyhood among

the Indians. He used to amuse mS
with accounts of his early sports with

the Indian boys, and tell anecdotes of

their manners and customs. It was the

business of the husband to procure veni-

son or other game for the support of

the family, but all the dressing process,

and not unfrequently the carrying of it

home, was done by the squaw. The

squaw also, assisted by her children, had

to cultivate beans and corn, or whatev-

er else was produced from the soil. It

is a humiliating fact in their story that

all the drudgery was performed by their

females ; this, however, is one of the

strongest characteristics of savage life.

The wigwam was generally situated

close on the bank of a stream, in the

edge of which, if it was not of the pro-

per depth, a round hole was sunk to the

depth of three or four feet, perhaps a

foot and a half in diameter, which be-

came filled with water from the stream.

We would especially call the attention

of mothers to this circumstance, as the

pool we have just mentioned was used

for the double purpose of breaking re-

fractory children, and hardening their

constitutions against the inclemencies of

the seasons. In the cold frosty morn-

ings of winter, when the little Indians

stood shivering round the fire, dressed

up in primitive simplicity ; in the same

fashion that our great grand-parents

Adam and Eve dressed before sin en-

tered the world; if any of them be-

came uproarious or rather smart, the

mother seized him by the neck and

soused him headforemost into the cold
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water. Of course he scrambled out the

best way be could, and ran back to tbe

fire all dripping and winking bis eyes.

"When tbe mother traveled on a journey

or visited a neighbor, she carried the

young one lashed to a board on her

shoulder ; if she entered a house, she

set the board upright, one end on the

floor and the other leaning against the

wall, the young Indian all the time fast-

ened to it, and eyeing fiercely as a hawk

every thing that stirred about liim.

The principal sport of the Indian lads

was shooting with tbe bow and arrow

;

their target was a bunch of leaves of

the size of a wild turkey, fastened to-

gether by withes. When the youths

and maidens grew up, or in other words

became old enough to think of taking

up their abode in that more sultry

clime where children grow spontaneous-

ly, all the arrangements for the journey

were made by the parents on both sides.

The parties were suffered to have very

little intercourse with each other previ-

ously. This precluded entirely the ne-

cessity of many artificial arrangements

made use of in civilized life. On the

evening of his nuptials, the bridegroom

did not come to meet the bride dressed

up as we would say within an " inch of

his life" which I suppose means having

on a standing collar, tempered to such a

pitch with starch that it seems to threat-

en the ears and throat, but he was ap-

pareled in moccasins and a buffalo's

robe, with his head fantastically set off

with a cap of gaudy feathers. His bride

awaited him, attended by all her friends,

not knowing how charming she was
;

for she had never seen herself reflected

from tall mirrors
; and around her waist

hung gracefully a snow white scarf of

dressed deer skin, and

" Her polish'd limbs

Veiled in a simple robe of moon-shine,

Beyond the pomp of dress ; for loveliness

Needs not the foreign aid of ornament,

But is, when unadorn'd, adorn'd the most."

When the parties and their friends had

assembled, the bridegroom advanced

and presented the bride with a deers

shank, for which she returned him an

ear of corn ; a pledge on his part to

keep her in venison, and on hers to sup-

ply him with bread. The marriage

wast thus completed. All together then

danced the "green corn " till daybreak,

when they scattered to their homes.

The melancholy story of the Indians

reminds us of the changes to which hu- !

man affairs are subject—that nations,

as individuals, seem to have but a tem-

porary stay on the earth. How long

will it be/ before we as a people shall be

extinct ? What tribe will wonder at the

crumbling ruins of our college walls

three thousand years hence? The an-

swers to these questions lie concealed

among the unfathomable secrets of eter-

nity, and we shall never know them.

—

Yet it is pleasant to contrast our condi-

tion with that of the aborigines, and feel

conscious of our superiority ; but our

pleasure would be greatly enhanced if

their descendants were still in the land

enjoying our superior privileges.

Ante Mundim.

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods

;

There is a rapture on the lonely shore
;

Thero is society where none intrude?,

By the deep sea, and music in its roar.

I love not man the less, but nature more

From these our interviews, in which 1 steal

From all I may be, or have been befere,

To mingle with the universe, and feel

What 1 can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal.

Byron.



LITTLE GIRLS.

If I were to choose out the most beau-

tiful being in the world, it would be a

little girl. In the bloom of childhood

when the heart is most tender, when

innocence forbids suspicion, when the

clear, bright face speaks the purity of

the soul, then is she most like woman

from the immediate hand of Divinity.

There in the bud are the germs of all

that is truly beautiful, of all virtues and

all excellencies. Oh, shall not that bud

be developed in its natural purity !

—

How lovely, how passing admiration

would be tbe bloom !

But around it, yea within its petals,

lurks the worm that will nip each virtue

as it buds. Then comes the breath of

fashion and blights its earliest growth.

With virtues chilled and all that is

beautiful in nature's form withered and

strained into some unseemly shape, the

lovely child decked with nature's cost-

liest jewels, has become a fickle, soulless

belle, a tinsel trinket, the workmanship

of human artifice.

But how and wherefore 'tis the case,

I do not attempt to tell. It would pro-

fit none. Children would not read nor

will older persons learn the lesson.

—

Still we cannot but admire and express

that admiration of these perfect models

of beauty and happiness. It was de-

signed by our Creator that we should

admire what is beautiful, and detecting

it is the part of good taste while it be-

longs to fine feelings alone duly to ap-

preciate it.

But to our subject. If during my
whole life I could be whom I pleased,

and could not be a Washington, I'd be

a little girl. While others were weary
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in the torturing struggles of life, baffling

with adversity to gain a worthless wreath

of fame, I would be happy in innocent

contentment. ISTo desire to make a

vain display or win men's admiration,

should rack my brain or lead me
into freaks of folly. No imaginary

evils, no artificial wants, no wearying

thought how I should walk, how sit,

how I should speak with artful words,

how dance, how show my virtues all,

and hide my every fault, should ever

tease me. I'd be what nature is, boast

her beauty, and wear only her jewels.

As I was walking alone a few even-

ings ago, flinging away all cares from

my mind and admiring the rays of light

as they seemed to linger on every ob-

ject, I saw a little girl sitting in the door

of a house with her feet on the step and

a pencil in her hand, apparently drawing

on a piece of paper which lay in her

lap. She did not see me until I had

passed. Every few moments she would

look up from her paper and gaze as if

in thought. She had no very serious

thought, for her countenance was calm

and ready for a smile. There were no

ornaments about her save those of na-

ture. She had no comb to deck her

hair, no jewel about her plain white

dress, and yet there was a beauty about

her every feature, that made my very-

heart wish to find the woman who should

be the bloom of the bud I saw there.

—

But I was pained when the thought oc-

curred, that when " a young lady," she

would be so changed. Her loose and

flowing hair would be twisted into curls

and tied about in knots with dainty fix-

tures ; those transparent cheeks perhaps

defiled with chalk and paint ; that per-

fect form disfigured by corsets ; that
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easy and beautiful motion of tlio limbs,

the work of all the graces, be checked

and changed by coquetisb rules to be

taught to look some strange, unseemly

way, and that countenance to belie the

feelings of the heart.

Fashion may do its utmost, but it

cannot improve on nature. It may

make a splendid show, but nature only

pleases the unvitiatcd taste. Thus it is

that we are delighted with little girls.

They are nature's own, bright as coins

from the mint, without a blemish, with-

out a spot. And if in any period of life

the real nature of our race may be seen,

it is in that of childhood. Ladies may

learn to discern more readily the temp-

tations of life, but they can never be

more innocent than the little girl who
still plays with her dolls.

They may learn better to conceal

sorrow and to feign joy, but they can nev-

er recall that" fresh, sunny, damasked

cheek, nourished by the warm blood of

a young and happy heart. They may

be more reserved and learn to blush

more deeply, but they can never be so

purely modest. They may dress more

elegantly and appear more splendidly,

but never be so completely beautiful.

The world is rapidly advancing in

civilization ; the human family is ever

becoming happier; and methinks it will

have arrived at its highest glory and

happiness, when the little girls shall be

reared pure and spotless, as nature dic-

tates.

AUTUMN.
Hark! through the dim woods dying

With .1 moan,

Faintly the winds are sighing ;

—

Summer 's gone.
Mrs. Norton.

REVOLUTIONARY FRANCE.
It is a man's nature to speculate. The

Baconian system of philosophy cannot

banish from men's minds a tendency to

deduce from every fact, however isolat-

ed or barren, that comes within their

reach, some far reaching consequences

as its legitimate results. He who spec-

ulates does not, it is true, thrust his un-

warranted conclusions upon the world

with the same hasty assurance as was

formerly the case; because that portion

of the public not interested in uphold-

ing his crudities will not sutler the im-

position, but proceed at once to subject
,

them to the test which never fails to es- •

tablish their character, and stamp them

with absurdity. Thus it is that the in-

ductive method teaches caution, and does

not forbid speculation altogether; for

without it the skilful investigator of facts

and the acute reasoner would often fail

as signally to arrive at truth, as he who
confines himself to speculation alone.

lie must establish relations between in-

numerable facts, which to the common
eye seern to have no connection; and

that he should do this in every instance,
'

upon the first attempt, is not to be sup-

posed. Still, as I said it was a princi-

ple of man's nature to speculate, there

are yet philosophers of no mean preten-

sions, whom we find attaching too much
importance to theories not sufficiently

well-founded to entitle them to universal

respect. Perhaps geologists do not re-

gard Werner with the admiration he

would have elicited, had he been mure

ear. ful in the deductions which he made.

The respective theories of Franklin and

DuFay have had, or still have, their

uncompromising advocates, who turn
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their attention too much to the finding

of arguments which prove insufficient

for the use they make of them, instead

of adding their endeavors to those which

have already been made to extend the

catalogue of electrical phenomena.

—

'

And mora recently, the undulatory

theory of light appears to be regarded

as established ; notwithstanding it still

requires confirmation, and Newton is

known to have held a different opi-

nion.

Now, there are no subjects upon

which men love more to speculate than

upon those of a political nature; con-

cerning which they reason more falsely,

or take more imperfect views of events,

their operations and bearings. The

press constantly teems with surmises

and predictions respecting the influences

at work among the distracted elements

of European nations, as if they could

look into futurity, bring order out of

chaos, and anticipate with certainty the

final results of the countless and jostling

agencies in unceasing operation. Some

favorite idea seizes upon the imagina-

tion, and no possible occasion for its

verification is permitted to pass, without

the attempt being made to delude the

Avorld into the belief of the certain ac-

complishment of the sayings of political

wiseacres. Louis Napoleon, in the ima-

ginations of men, has assumed the im-

perial dignity as often as he has had oc-

casion to give a grand festival, or cele-

brate an anniversary ; while the Auto-

crat of Russia each time has been re-

presented as opposing his determined

fiat to his doing so. England has suf-

fered a renewal of the silly apprehen-

sion of French invasion; and been made

to believe that Robert J. Walker would

be elevated to the presidency of the

United States, in consequence of his free

trade principles, at the very time that

the liberal administration of Lord John

Russel was about to be superseded by

the preseat weak "cabinet of ministers,

who have no policy at all, unless it be

opposition to all reform, whether in

church or state.

When the French revolution of 1848

occurred, it was curious to remark what

misapprehensions most men labored

under respecting the principles which

had operated to bring about that move-

ment, and the influence which it was

calculated to exert upon the progress of

liberty in Europe. The most sanguine

hopes were entertained, especially at the

fanatical North, that the period of man's

regeneration had at length arrived, that

Napoleon's prediction was about to be

verified in the manner we republicans

would have it, if, as no. doubt some be-

lieve, it can possibly be accomplished in

either way. Bonfires, processions, and

all manner of jubilees, were got up all

over the country. Such speculators as

these paid no regard to anything further

than the appearance things wore upon

the surface, and gave implicit credence

to the professions of men who neither

knew, nor desired to have any knowledge

of, the heaven-born goddess of liberty.

Never taught in the republican school,

narrow-minded, prejudiced and accus-

tomed to proscribe the opinions of others

in matters of even more weight than

those merely political, they had no con-

ception of government beyond despot-

ism on the one hand, and communism

on the other. But happily there were

some who, not entertaining such favora-

ble views of its origin and aims, did not
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delude themselves with expectations of

any material or real advance being made

in the cause of free government. The

prevalent notion was, no doubt, that the

French people had fully calculated their

chances of success, and had a just ap-

preciation of what they professed to de-

sire. They failed to consider that it was

the mob of Paris, the treachery of the

army, and the erection of barricades

that effected the mighty change which

was supposed to have taken place in the

nation. It was not the first time that that

focus of all which is disgusting in so-

ciety, politics and religion, assumed the

right to govern by the vicious populace

of a single city the whole of imperial

France.

And this is their conception of liber-

ty, the privilege of imposing their ca-

prices and Utopian principles upon the

rest of mankind. For it is their policy,

when not restrained by fear, or the

strong hand of despotism, to carry on a

crusade against all other establishments

which do not conform to their own.

—

Revolution within, and war without,

they seem to have no idea of reforma-

tion, whether in the social system, po-

litical or ecclesiastical institutions, which

does not have for its object the entire

demolition of all existing forms of po-

lity. And it cannot be otherwise ; since,

in their mad career, it is utterly futile

to reason with them, or endeavor to in-

duce them to discriminate between what

is really good, and therefore worthy of

bcitiLT retained, and that which is of a

decidedly opposite character. They

solve the gordian knot of their difficul-

ties with on,' Mow; which levels alike

all that is sacred or venerable in the es-

timation of the good, and severs the

ties which bind man to his brother, as

well as weakens or destroys the moral

sense, given to hiin to ensure his pro-

gress towards perfection, and without

which civilized man is little better than

the brute, and inferior to the barbaiian,

inasmuch as the moral are superior to

the intellectual faculties.

Not the least of those evils which

flow from these abortive revolutions, is

the premature incitement given to the

spirit of democracy in other countries.

We have seen its deplorable effects in

almost every country of Europe. We
have seen Hungary subdued after a

bloody but fruitless attempt at national

supremacy. We have seen the germs

of a,free and constitutional government,

which was on the point of being estab-

lished in Prussia, blasted by the sickly

heats of French democracy, which in-

fuse poison into the political atmosphere

of all surrounding countries. So much
harrassed have been the people, as to

desire the re-establishment of absolutism,

which was beginning to give way under

the liberal reign of a mild prince, solicit-

ous, apparently, for the welfare of his

subjects, and ready to make such advan-

ces towards reform as could be appreci-

ated by a race hitherto ruled by sov-

ereigns who recognized no limit to the

exercise of their despotic will. We
have seen the activity of Russia increas-

ed, and, in short, except in the Protes-

tant countries of the north, nothing but

the utmost confusion in everything re-

lating to those who govern or are go-

verned.

Who can say that there is a brighter

prospect of amelioration in the affairs

of Europe now, than previous to the farce

enacted in France, in 1848—I might
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have said previous to the last farce

enacted in Paris, which has given a

species of repose to the people, so long

weared by different and discordant fac-

tions, and terminated in the erection of

a military despotism—the worst of all

forms of government—on the ruins of

the three years' republic ; in which all

such commotions must at last end, if

they would avoid the other extreme,

anarchy.

The revolution of 1830 was similar in

its effects. The army was increased

two hundred per cent ; the revenue di-

minished, notwithstanding the increase

of taxation ; an enormous debt incurred

in the short space of eighteen months

;

and even the plague and famine con-

fronted the inhabitants, adding their

horrors to complete the general misery.

Poland was induced to arouse by the

promises of aid and comfort, held out

to them by the French and British

presses, which their rulers put' them-

selves to no trouble to contradict. This

last case admonishes our government to

beware of remaining silent, while the

press, or any portion of it, persists in

extending such hopes to the struggling

nations of the old world as must of

necessity prove delusive. If we excite

in them false expectations, we must hold

ourselves responsible for whatever mis-

chief may ensue.

France, under the Restoration, had a

representative form of government, a

free press, and held the agents of power

responsible. Not one of these character-

ise her present system of government

;

but the late revolution having passed

away by settling a despotism upon the

country, has not left so much even as a

conception of real liberty. So long as

the mind and morals of the French re-

main vitiated as they are, just so long-

will they fail to reap any lasting bene-

fits from revolution ; which will only

have the tendency to arouse still more

their passions, and call into play that

licentiousness of moral principle, which

constitutes their self-inflicted scourge.o
The low estimation in which religion is

held by all classes, the influential as

well as the vulgar, cannot fail to remove

those checks against anarchy, most fit-

ted to secure the well-being of soci-

ety.
'/-

WHY STAY AWAY?
When evening shades came creeping on,

I heard the church bell call aloud,

" Come, all ye sons of Adam, come,

The rich, the poor, the mild, the proud,

The old, the young, the weak, the strong,

G will you make still more delay,

Come one, come all, come, come along,

Why will you stay away 1"

" Why stay awayV I caught that sound,

And conscience echoed back again,

*' Why stay away ? Is there no bound,

Which will your wandering feet restrain ?

Why stay away ? What wait you for 1

Now is the time, the accepted day,"

Replied the inward monitor,

And could I stay away ?

I met my comrades on the road,

Which leads unto the house of God,

How could my proud heart bear the load 1

How could it kiss the chastening rod I

My guilty soul began to fail,

And then I granted fancy play,

But fancy too with lear did quail,

I could not stay away.

I entered with the thronging crowd,

For fear some one should see me there,

Low on a bench my head I bow'd,

Like christian deep engaged in prayer.

A gray-haired man stood on the stand,

A tear drop in. his full eye lay,

He prayed for those who were at hand,

And those who'd stay'd away.
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" What shall I render to my God,"

To Clarendon's mild notes they sang,

" My feet shall visit thine abode,"

A humbly mild responsive, rang.

This song of praise had melody,

Which all my sinful fears allay
;

My bosom beat more pleasantly,

How could I stay away?

Then from a book the preacher read

A simple phrase :
" Redeem the time,

If you on sinful food have fed,

And in your sins have spent your prime,

Haste now, my friends, to make amend?,

O give enlightened conscience sway,

From hell where sinful pleasure tends,

I pray you stay away.

" If, heretofore, you ne'er did heed

Instructions' holy warning voice,

haste you now with quickened speed,

To taste of her ecstatic joys

!

Come join our little heaven-born band,

This moment, friends, begin to pray,

Obey the king of heaven's command,

Nor longer stay away."

But now a new scene strikes my view,

They set a long white table there,

'Round which the flock and shepherd too,

Now humbly bowed their heads in prayer.

But strange it struck me that some men,
And ladies too, dressed fine as they,

Dared not to join the table, when
The poor stay'd not away.

E'en by my side there sat a man,

—

A lawyer whom the other day

1 heard, the strongest partisan
;

For office he could sweetly pray,

—

Who went not. But the mystery

Was solved. I heard the preacher say,
" He's cursed who eats unworthily,

Then let such stay away,"

A few went up from every side,

But few, a chosen, favored few,

I saw the meek whom fools deride,

The bad— I saw them go there too.

To sinners then the preacher cried,

" You'll none of him your actions say,

Then you king Jesus will deride,

And you shall stay away."

" When e'er the judgment-day shall come,

The honored christian first shall rise,

You'll see them fly to their wished home,

To dwell with Jesus in the skies.

But you who here your Lord deny,

You then in vain shall weep and pray,

You then on him in vain shall cry,

You then shall stay away."

They sing a hymn and then depart,

Each one unto his several home,

But still the thought thrills through my heart

Of that grand scene, where e'er I roam
;

And still I sec that white haired man,

As down his cheeks the big tears play,

And hear his words censorian,

" Why will you stay away."

And when I hear the church bell ring,

A pleasing throb my heart expands.

Like when a stranger hears folks sing

A native air in foreign lands.

And though at home, or though abroad,

Such times the church bell seems to say,

" Come, sinner, come unto your God,

Why will you stay away ?"

Tom Shadt. ^

DEATH OF AN INFANT.

" So still

!

'Tis a solt sleep. How beautiful he lies,"

With his fair form and the rich silken curl

Resting upon that marble brow now cold

In death. That brow— with a noble touch of

Manhood blended in with infant grace. Alas!

Sweet boy—and dost thou sleep the sleep that

knows

No dreams ? Yes, thou hast sunk to rest at last,

The sod thy pillow, the turf wrapped as a

Mantle round thee. No more shall thy pale

young

Mother's tear of agony rest on thine

Icy cheek. Sleep on : nought shall disturb thy

Rest—thy last long sleep of death.

Authority intoxicates

And make mere sots of magistrates

;

The fumes of it invade the brain,

And made them giddy, proud, and vain
;

By this tin fool commands the wise;

The noble with the base complies
;

The sot assumes the rule of wit

;

And cowards make the brave submit.

Butler.
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As Dan Rtjssel, the far-famed orator of

Mississippi, would say, it is useless to

tell you that the third number of our

Magazine is before you ; for you see it.

Whether or not you have seen any merit

in it, gentle reader, we leave you to de-

cide.

Our modesty, though wearing away al-

most as fast as that of the young boarding-

school Miss after her first appearance in

company, still forbids us saying more than

that under all tlie circumstances we think

it about as good as could oe expected. But

setting this aside, we come before you with
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After paying a high and well merited

compliment to our able Faculty and

honored President, Mr. Wiley thus con-

tinues :

" But we began our caption with the

UniversityMagazine, and now we are near-

ly at the conclusion of our article, while

our readers enquire, what ef the Maga-

zine ? A great deal if we had time to say

it : a great deal we wish to say to you who
have been educated at Chapel Hill, or have

friends there. Why don't you write for

it ? Why don't you take it ? If all the

Alumni were to patronize it, how would

it open in their hearts a fountain of per-

petual youth : it would come gossiping to

heavy complaints. Our heart is full and i them monthly from the familiar haunts

we must speak out. Before we enter upon I of their boyhood, linking all their

the long catalogue of our grievances, how-
j
thoughts perpetually with the scenes of

ever, permit us to call your attention to !
their happiest years, and keeping alive

an article which appeared in a late num.- 1 the memory and friendship of those who

ber of the Weekly Post under the caption wandered with tbcm over the green fields

" University Magazine, the University, Fa- ' of classic literature."

putty, &c." We sincerely wish that the
j

In connexion with the above, let us re-

limits of our pages permitted us to insert
|

late something of the origin of our Maga-

the whole article, and need only, tell yon
j

zine. It is now about twelve months

that it emanated from the able pen 6f Cal-
j

since the students assembled together in

vin H. Wiley, to elicit the same wish from

you. Here is an extract from it

:

" Do the people of North Carolina think

much about their University ? Are they

aware of what a great and nourishing In-

stitution they have in their midst ? In

estimating our advantages and disadvanta-

ges, our weakness and resources, we
forget one of our bulwarks of moral

strength : we forget to take into the ac-

count our University, second in advanta-

ges to none, and ranking in importance

as the third in the Union. If North Ca-

rolina as a State lags far behind her sis-

ters, her University holds, an honorable

rank. Chapel Hill is a respected name and

a classic name from one end of this conti-

nent to the other. The Faculty are able,

faithful and popular, and among them are

men who have grown grey in honorable

service."

the college chapel to consider the pro-

priety of establishing a montly periodical,

which was to be a sort of College Record,

prove a welcome visitor to our friends and

relations—whose pages were to glow with

able and interesting contributions from the

Faculty and the Literati of our State ge-

nerally, and at the same time elevate the

literary taste of the Students, and act as

an incentive to redoubled efforts in the

great and important work before them.

—

Yes, said we, we flatter ourselves that we
can supply North Carolina with the very

tMng she wants-—a Literary Journal—

a

want for which she has heretofore had

reason to blush. And what better loca-

tion for this journal than the seat of her

University? Every difficulty that could

possibly attend us was duly weighed and

the sum-total appeared so small and con-

temptible that our young hearts became
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enthusiastic in the cause. And we were

really indignant at the grave doubts of a

certain fellow student, as to the probabi-

lity of carrying our project into execution.

Sir, we replied, our relations and friends

arc numerous : we have nearly a thous-

and living Alumni. Think you they will

not encourage us in this laudable under-

taking ? Besides, sir, our good old State

—Qod bless her—however she may de-

serve the epithet of Van Winkle in other

respects, fully appreciates the value of the

prize she has in her University—loves it

and everything connected with it. Over-

whelmed by the resistless torrent of our

eloquence, our fellow student was silent,

but not convinced, and the sequel shows

how much better than we, he knew the

world.

Reader, our subscription hst barely

meets the expense of publication : and

if we have succeeded in our earnest en-

deavors to interest—we cannot say en-

lighten—you, your thanks arc due to the

students, and to the students almost en-

tirely ; for, save in two or three instances,

our pages have not been enriched by a

single contribution from the Faculty

Alumni or anybody else. Have we not

cause to complain ? Are we not treated

badly. But we will not even complain of

this, if they will only give us another

kind of aid—a sort of material aid, like

that Tom Corwin wished to render Mexico

in the last war—equally important as the

other, and whose metallic clink jingles out

far more sonorous music. With this kind

of aid, although our duties will be very

laborious, we will continue our Magazine

with some satisfaction to you and, pardon

us if we say, with tolerable credit to our-

selves.

Of our " friends and relations," our sub-

scription list is chiefly composed. Let us

appeal to him wbo can neither be classed

amongst them, nor is yet an Alumnus.

—

We are aware, sir, that our claims upon

you are inferior to those wc hold upon

some others; but you area North- Caro-

linian, and that of itself ensures to us

your patronage. Wc are engaged in a

work which is to benefit your Universit)',

by enhancing the value of her libraries

—

for the surplus is to be appropriated to

them—and elevating the moral and litera-

ry character of her young men, and thus

indirectly benefit your state. Your well

known patriotic State pride and encour-

agement of the young in every laudable

undertaking induces us to apply to you
without hesitation, fully assured of your

cordial support. Hear his reply : I am a

sincere friend of your Magazine and hope

it may succeed ; but really I take so many
papers at present that I do not feel justi-

fiable in adding to their number. In vain

we tell him, wc are working as mucli for

him as ourselves—that wc gain neither

profit nor honor from our enterprise. In

vain we descant upon " State pride," pa-

triotism, love of University and every-

thing else in the catalogue of ennobling

qualities, he roughly mutters :
" The fact

of it is, sir, I have got no use for your Ma-

gazine and shan't take it." Encourage-

ment with a vengeance ! Ah, but the

Alumnus ! you will say. Yes, reader, the

Alumn us—he who is so familiar with these

scenes in which we now revel—who has

so often sauntered along our shady walks

in pleasing conversation with some bosom

friend, and reposed his wearied body un-

der our venerable oaks—who knows so

well how to appreciate a student's feelings

and aspirations—who has so often drank

deep, pure draughts from our fountains of

learning, and laved his fevered temples

in their refreshing waters—who talks in

such glowing language of his beloved

" Miiki Mater" of how he has quaffed

here the cup of pure enjoyment to the

very dregs and—when we invite him here

—of how it rejoices and gladdens his

heart " to revisit, after a lapse of so many
years, the scenes of his happiest days"

—

what does the Alumnus say when we ap-
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ply to him for the trifling sum of—ten

—

twenty

—

no, two dollars ! Why—gen-

tlemen—I—really—the fact of it is my
alma mater may go to the devil, and for

aught I care, your Magazine with it. Ac-

tions speak louder than words, my friend.

Softly dear reader, but between you and

ourselves, with a few honorable excep-

tions, they are humbugs—

Churls who hold it heresy to think,

Who love no music but the dollar's clink.

But Mr. Alumnus give us your hand

and let's make friends. Send us your

name and two dollars to accompany it

;

and we will praise and thank you as much

as we have abused you.

Second Volume.—The present session

is fast drawing to a close, and at the be-

ginning of the next we will commence the

second volume of our Magazine. We are

determined to spare no pains to make it

creditable to our University, and useful

and interesting to our readers. If possi-

ble, we shall present to them from time

to time, biographical sketches of the

"great" of North Carolina, many of

whom—once the brightest stars that

decked her crown—she has permitted to

sleep for years silently in the grave, with-

out one effort to rescue their names from

impending oblivion. We regard this as a

shame and reproach to our State, and call

upon all who are able to aid us, in paying

just tributes to their memories, as well as

to free our State from the crime of having

forgotten them ; for surely it is a crime to

consign to oblivion such men as Yancey,

Murphy, and others. Their lives should

be paraded and held up before the young

men of our State, as models worthy of

the highest imitation. As it is, when we
wish for examples of the statesmen and

politicians of other days, we are under the

necessity of crossing the borders of our

own State—which is justly entitled to be

called the mother of statesmen—and turn

to the history of our sisters. This should

not be. She, who made the first move in

the cause of Independence, and first de-

fied the power of the British lion, has a

right to demand that her distinguished

sons shall not be forgotton—that the

grave shall not bury their names as well

as their bodies.

To our Subscribers.—In consequence

of the near completion of the first volume

of our Magazine, it becomes necessary to

settle up with our obliging publisher, and

make arrangements for the coming year.

We therefore respectfully solicit you to

wipe off old scores and commence a new

account. Do not give us over yet ; but

try us a little longer, and increase the al-

ready large debt of gratitude we owe you.

If thanks can repay you, receive ours

—

warm, sincere, and direct from the heart.

We suggest to our fellow-students, that

they can very readily ease themselves of

any little spare cash they may have about

them, by calling on Mr. V. A. Allen, No.

24, East Building.

J. M., A friend of ours, in the present

Sophomore class, desires us to inquire of

the "Animal" if the fifty dollar gun, of-

fered some few years ago to the Ugliest

Man in the State is still in Ealeigh. If so,

he is certain of getting it. He has a

standing offer of $10 for his chance.

Mr. Chas. F. Weigandt has just finish-

ed a very fine portrait of Gov. Swain, for

the Dialectic Society.

The two candidates for the Vice Presi-

dency are both sons of our University.

Our Exchanges.—We receive them all

with much pleasure, and by no means
consider the time we spend in perusing

their columns unprofitably employed, al-

though our "text books" and the rich
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treasures of learning contained in our

libraries demand our more earnest atten-

tion. It is important that the student,

too, should know something of the cur-

rent news of the day. Our warmest

thanks are due to the " few " who have

not only given us flattering notices in

their columns, but cheered us on with

words of kindness and encouragement.

Such are the "Weekly Post," "Wades-

boro' Argus," and one or two others.

The " Randolph Macon Magazine," for

September, .enquires, Where is the " North

Carolina University Magazine?" We
reply that it has cither been miscarried or

was out so much earlier than the ''Ran-

dolph Macon Magazine" that she has for-

gotten that she has received it. We have

been much surprised at the non-appear-

ance of the " Giraffe," and hope so inter-

esting an animal is still alive. If it is still

in the land of the living, it seems to have

a mortal antipathy to "classic shades," for

having made us a friendly call about three

months ago, it became insulted—we sup-

pose by two much handling—and has

never returned.

Pkof. Hcbbakd kindly yielding to our

solicitations has permitted us to lay before

our readers an address delivered by him

before the Historical Society of the Uni-

versity in June, 1851. Though hastily

prepared, it is yet replete with interest,

and we feel confident that our readers will

peruse it with avidity.

by heart." Who told you all this friend?

Whoever it was, was certainly lying—un-

der a mistake. Refer to your classical dic-

tionary and you will see that Demosthenes

lived B. C. three hundred and eighty-five

years, and Virgil sevent}7, B. C. Now,

Demosthenes living three hundred and

fifteen years before Virgil couldn't have

been very familiar with him. Again

;

"Sir, you would never see the like of

Socrates as there would be, and as to ac-

complishments we would all be Julius

Caesars." This seems to us a very awk-

ward sentence, and not only that, but why
the author should take Julius Cesar as

his model in accomplishments we cannot

imagine.

" To Miss W " is very respectfully

declined, though we would not discourage

the author from future attempts. lib*

piece exhibits marks of talent

" Novel Rr.vnixr. "isbynomcansdevoid

of merit, but seems to have been written

in a strained and unnatural style. It is

respectfully declined.

Ancient Literature—" Uxk. Ned"—
is tolerably well written, but has many

faults. The author says : "Demosthenes

is said to have been familiar with Virgil,

and to have translated Thucyclides eight

times, and to have got a great part of him

OBITUARY.
It is with feelings of the deepest sor-

row that we announce the death of a

beloved friend and classmate. James

Horace Lacy died September 2'2nd, aged

17 years and 2 months. The young-

est member of the senior class—composed

of seventy odd members—he was yet a

successful competitor for the first honors.

The following account of the action of

the class in relation to his death, and the

resolutions of the two literary societies,

will give a faint notion of the high place

he possessed in the esteem and ailections

of the students

:

The PROCEEDINGS of the Senior Class is

RELATION TO Tin: DEATH or TIIIEK CLASS-

MATE, James Horace Lacy.

The College bell having tolled for pray-

ers at half past 2 o'clock, p. HI., the stu-

dents met, and the Rev. Dr. Mitchell, in-

formed them that "just at half-past 1

o'clock, Mr. Lacy breathed his last." Af-

ter prayer, all the other students retired,

and the Rev. Dr. AY heat, on the part of
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faculty, gave such directions to the sen-

ior class, as they had seen fit to make.

Mr. Allen was then called to the chair,

and having made known that the chair

was ready to hear any proposition which

might be suggested,

Mr. Hughes moved that " six or more

pall-bearers, according as it might seem

best, be appointed."

This motion having passed the house,

it was also moved that, "in order to ex-

pedite business, a committee of arrange-

ments, consisting of five persons, be se-

lected by the chairman."

This motion having been adopted, the

chairman appointed Messrs. Black, Spen-

cer, J. Scales, White and Harrington.

On motion of Mr. Woods, Mr. Meares

was elected marshall, with power to ap-

point assistants; and the committee of

arrangements, were requested to attend

to any other business which might be ne-

cessary, and report at the next meeting

—

6 .o'clock, p. m.

On motion, the class then adjourned.

6 o'Clock Session.

The chairman, having taken his seat,

called on the committee of arrangements

for their report. Mr. Black, chairman of

the committee, requested their secretary

to read the following report, which was

adopted

:

Order of Procession.

The procession will form to-morrow morn-

ing, immediately after morning prayers in front

of the Chapel, in the following order

:

Members of the Freshman Class,

Members of the Sophomore Class,

Members of the Junior Class,

Members of the Faculty,

Members of the Senior Class.

The procession will move in this order

till it arrives at Dr. Mitchell's residence,

where the members of the faculty and

senior class will remain stationary, whilst

the other classes advance a short distance

to admit the hearse .and relations of the

deceased. It will then move through the

village to the Raleigh road, and down it

to the graveyard, when it will open and

admit the passage of the hearse, relatives,

and members of the faculty, and the

senior class. A prayer will then be of-

fered by the Rev. Br. Phillips. The pro-

cession will be dismissed, and the hearse

and pall-bearers will proceed on their way

to Raleigh.

In accordance with their instructions,

the committee appointed eight pall-bear-

ers : Messrs. J. Scales, Spencer, Black,

White, Allen, Worth, Johnson and Har-

rington.

The Marshall having appointed Messrs.

Hughes and J. D. Taylor to act as assist-

ants,

On motion, the meeting adjourned.

Dialectic Hall, Sept. 22, 1852.

Whereas, God in his all-wise providence

has called away our beloved fellow-mem-

ber, James Horace Lacy, from a life

whose early morning had just begun to

shed around him the bright prospects and

cheering hopes of usefulness and honor to

himself, to his friends and to his country

;

and as our eyes, watered with the tears

of affection, still linger, with sorrow and

regret, upon the seat which he so lately

occupied and honored amongst us;—as

we all loved his virtues, honor his memo-

ry and mourn over his death, there-

fore

Resolved, That, while we bow to the decree

which has summoned him away, we shall ever

cherish, in our heart of hearts, those sentiments

of esteem and affection and of love and friend-

ship, with which his life and his character, his

gentle bearing, his amiable disposition, the no-

ble impulses of his soul and the kind charities

of his heart have inspired us.

Resolved, That, while we regard with rever-

ence the hallowed sanctuary of the father's grie,

for (he loss of his eldest son, and believe that he

can find consolation only in that holy religion,

which it is his honored office to teach, we deep-

ly sympathise with him and with all the rela-
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fives of the deceased, and unite our sorrowing

with theirs over our common bereavement.

Resulted, That we wear the usual badge of

mourning thirty days, and request the members

of the Philanthropic Society to unite with us in

showing this token of respect.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the parents of the deceased, and that

the editors of the Rale : gh papers and of the

University Magazine be furnished with copies,

with the request to publish them.

A. McIver, i

A. G. Merritt, [ Committee.
G. N. TnoivirsoN. )

Philanthropic Hall, Sept. 28, 1852.

Whereas, by the inscrutable design of an

all-wise Providence, our late fellow-stu-

dent, James Horace Lacy has been call-

ed from our midst in the first bloom of

manhood ; and while we respond to the

voice of mourning, which has reached us

from our sister society, who in times of

our bereavement spoke to us in language

of sorrow and grief, we sincerely unite

with them in this token of esteem to his

memory, therefore,

Resolved, That deeply sensible ofthe loss they

have sustained in the death of one, with whom
life's early morning had given such prospects of

usefulness and honor, and whoso many virtues

and shining talents were so well known and

appreciated by us, we tender to them, and

through them to the afflicted friends and family

of the deceased our heart-felt condolence, and

mingle our tears with theirs over the grave of

our common friend.

"2dly, That in consideration of our respect

and love for our departed friend while living,

and our regard for his loss, now we join with

the members of the Dialectic Society in wear-

ing the usual badge of mourning for thirty

days.

2dly, That a copy of these resolutions bo

sent to the Dialectic Society, and left at their

disposal.

J. B Hughes, )

G. M. White, > Committee.
D. C. Hall, }
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Our little Magazine, that we regard

with more than a father's care, notwith-

standing the favor it first received,

doubtless from its novelty, is destined

ere long to encounter the strong gale of

popular displeasure, and be buffeted and

kicked and cuffed and abused, with its

unlucky editors, because, forsooth, ev-

erybody can't be pleased. How it is

treated abroad we do not know, and

perhaps this is one of the instances, in

which, according to the poet, "Igno-

rance is bliss." Our correspondents

from the Hill are not—so by that means

we cannot hear the grave, critical, cut-

ting or complimentary opinions of our

readers.

The papers of the State have not

deigned as yet to know the existence of

our "gingerbread" sheet. Doubtless

the gigantic intellect of their editors is

too fully occupied with the momentous

questions of politices to notice us. They

are bending all their powers of mind to

solve the mighty problems—" whether

Gen. Pierce faint d or rot, or whether

Gen. Scott's vanity is greater than his

sense, or vice versa." Those insignifi-

cant questions regarding intervention,

the distribution of the public lands, and

all those sort of things, are laid over for

future consideration. The patrioticgen-

24

tlemen are actuated by a praiseworthy

desire to save the Union at all sacrifi-

ces, which cannot be done according to

one side if Gen. Pierce did faint and ac-

cording to the other if he did not faint.

Their sheets are full of blood, bones and

death. Impassioned editorials, breathing

fire andrlame and smoke, stand in every

column, blasting the unlucky reader if

of the opposite party, proving him a

fool and traitor if he does not vote with,

the omniscient editor of the paper be-

fore him. The democrats abuse the

whigs, who in turn belabor their demo-

cratic brethren. They fight with all

the rancor of party spirit and party

zeal, but it is not such a fight as the

chivalrous knights of ancient times

would have desired, when a man could

be decently killed. It is not a contest

with the keen rapier of sarcasm, but

a rough-and-tumble, bite-and-gouge,

scratch-aad-pull-hair sort of a combat

with the sledge-hammer fists of abuse
;

and he wears the laurel, who can rant

loudest, raise the biggest fuss and is best

gifted, not with that living eloquence

that comes from the heart and lingers

long after the sound of the words have

passed, but he who is best stocked with.

the low slang of party abuse, the mali-

cious insinuations of party spite—the

base fabrications or equivocal truths of

party zeal. Such language as they use,
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the inmates of Newgate or Sing-Sing

would blush to hear, and the Five Points

would cry shame

!

But it suits these gentlemen, and " let

'em rip." We only mention it to show

how the opinions of our Magazine abroad

cannot be conveyed to us, and to excuse

these gentlemen from any blame on ac-

count of their apparently disgraceful

neglect of their University periodical.

They are too much occupied with prov-

ing each other fools, (which by-the-by

they have successfully done,) to allow

them time to attend to us. However,

we hope that having accomplished their

object, they will now notice us, and be-

stow a passing glance upon our little

bantling, that has gone forth to buffet

the world, and strike its blow upon the

anvil of life. But here, on the Hill,

where the muses love to linger, and

each breeze comes laden with classic

sweets, here we can hear the opinions

of our readers, and with mingled emo-

tions, we rind it unfavorable. It was a

long while before we could force our-

selves to the sad conviction that it was so,

but to doubt longer would be folly. We
heard hints and witty sallies and deli-

cate insinuations against our beloved

;

but we thought it was done in kindness,

lest our vanity should become inordi-

nate, and that nothing more was intend-

ed than a salutary check upon the love

we lavished on our offspring. But alas

!

we have found that it is not so. The

strutting Senior, aping manhood's dig-

nity, pronounces it bad. The gentle-

manly Junior politely sneers as he Bees

it. The reckless Soph yells his critical

disapprobation, and, ! unkindest cut

of all, the puny Fresh dares raise his

piping voice in disapproval, and in shrill

treble tones, joins the concert ot discord-

ant voices, that shriek " Damnation " in

our ears. The self-conceited "Jute,"

with the glorious privilege of "rush-

ing " the Fresh, also mingles with the

yelping pack, and in the ill-fitting as-

sumption of sense deliberately analyses

the flimsy fabric, and exposes all its

glorious folly even to the eyes of the la-

dies. The ladies too (as we ha\e heard—
can we believe it !) those bright partic-

ular stars, that once shone in all our

dreams, whose bright eyes would pierce

our hearts like arrows, and whose smiles

would melt us to their feet, no longer

praise the North Carolina University

Magazine, or if they do, do so in terms

of faint praise that dams with a deeper

damnation than all else beside. That

august, awful and unmitigatedly censo-

rious body, of which the aforesaid Jutes

are infinitesimal parts, we leave to the

lashes of their own consciences, which

we are convinced strike keener blows

than all that \ie can say. Nor would

we if we could add one sting to their ag-

onies, as the recollections of what they

have not done, comes crowding upon

them, and soars their consciences with

the hot brand of bitter remorse. Truly

we have fallen upon evil times and pla-

ces. No sweet of life is without its bit-

ter, and our majestic assumption of the

chair editorial, proves the truth of the

maxim. In its seat a pin had been
1

placed by malicious hands, (whose own-

ers aim no higher.) as once was done in

a prep-school. The detected offender

received a castigation, the memory of

which, long years will not efface. Wo
know who placed the pin in ours, and

let him take warning. It occasioned a

momentary sting, but we have plucked
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the spiteful point from its place, and can

even forgive the spleen that prompted

the deed. We actually thought for a

time, that our Magazine was bad ; that

it was nothing more than what Seniors,

Juniors, Sophs, Fresh, a-n-d J-u-t-e-s

had deliberately pronounced it. We
could account in no other way for the

unmitigated censure that poured in up-

on us. But on looking around, we find

that not one half of .he Seniors or Ju-

niors or Sophs or Fresh are opposed to

us. On the contrary, most of them

were and are our friends, for which we

heartily thank them. And now we can

account for the disapprobation of- the

remainder in a manner much more sat-

isfactory, and much less galling to our

vanity.

In the first place, the last number of

our Magazine did not come duly to

hand, and the mal-contents vociferated

loudly about our negligence and de-

lay. The matter is easily explained and

to fair-minded persons, satisfa tori] ,

.

The editors were obliged to write al-

most the entire amount of matter that

composed the number, and even then,

had it not been for our publisher, it

would not have been out as early as it was.

We thought the Magazine was to be

written for by college, not by the editors

alone, but we find that we have been

mistaken, and having been lured into

the trap artfully laid by our felloiv stu-

dents, can only grin and bear it. We
wailed till nearly the close of the

month for contributions, but none com-

ing, we were forced to write it ourselves.

The fault is with the fault-finders then,

and there is an old adage to the same

effect. But this is only a minor con-

sideration. It is used only as a cloak,

beneath which some of our opponents,

actuated by motives that we shall pres-

ently consider, aim their cowardly blows,

and, concealed themselves, attempt to

assassinate the Magazine. But as we
said, this delay is only a minor consid-

eration. The true cause for this hostil-

ity lies deeper, and with the glittering

blade of truth we will probe the mys-

tery. It is a known principle of human
nature, that disappointments sour the

temper, curdle the sweet milk of human
kindness, engender ill-feelings towards

the (although unconscious) authors of

these disappointments, and of all disap-

pointments, disappointed vanity cuts

deepest, stings keenest, and hurst long-

est.

Apply this principle here kind reader,

and you will find half the secret revealed,

half the mighty mystery unraveled, and

the truth unfolded. These disappointed

aspirants to tie editorial chair have

conceived and nursed an ill-feeling, not

against the Magazine only, but to our-

selves personally; and not only refuse

to write for it, but sneer at its contents,

pronounce the enterprise vain, predict

the speedy downfall, and try by all

means to verify their malicious prophe-

cy. Had the same individuals only

succeeded in their endeavors, O ! how
differently they would have talked.

Their argumentative efforts in this,

like some of their other logical attempts,

will consist in mere declaration that is

heard and forgotten, or remembered on-

ly to be laughed at. This charge has

also been advanced, that so ambitious

are we, that good articles from other

sources are rejected, to make room for

our own. We deny this. We have

written so much solely because we were
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forced to do it. We also say that we

never have rejected a good article. Pure

philanthropy, if nothing else, would

prompt us to reject what we have re-

jected, for we are assured that nothing

has yet been rejected, that its author

would not blush to see in print; and

public opinion holds us reponsible for

all the Magazine contains, with this

pleasant distinction, however, that the

praise, if any, is shared by college, while

all the censure falls upon our unlucky

shoulders. Well, we can bear it. ~\\a

accepted the trust under mi.-tak n no-

tion- uf college ambition or college tal-

ent, and we will hold it because we have

accepted it. The disappointed gents

may sneer, and the authors of rejected

articles may say as they have said, with

a grandiloquent, lofty, swell-head air,

and pitying glance, "Poor stuff—

I

wouldn't write for such a Magazine.''''

O ! shade of Dr. Johnson, how infinite-

ly small dost thou appear beside these

modern giants. And thou too, O ! No-

ah Webster, who hast labored long for

man's and boy's improvement, could'st

thou revisit this earth, thou would 'st be

amazed at the erudition of the age,

though thou migh'st doubt the improve-

ment: and Lindley Murray, could'st thou,

O ! great benefactor of mankind, (alas !

that we cannot say boykind,) but see

some of these productions, thy old bones

would ratlle in their narrow shell, and

a mournful wail would issue from thy

grave like the rushing of the night wind

through the leafless forest. The disap-

pointed aspirants we can pity ; and,

knowing the weakness of human nature,

we can palliate, but not wholly excuse,

the course they are taking. Let them

refuse to write if they will, but not at-

tempt to break down the Magazine by ']

open opposition, to satisfy an uumauly

pique. But why, O ! ye disappointed

aspirants, why pour the vials of your

wrath upon our heads ? "Why dis-

charge the bile from your intellectual

sLomachs upon us \ It was not our fault.

" Shake not thy gory locks at us, thou

can'st not say we did it." "Wreak then

your thrice-heated vengeance upon those

who did, and hurl the thunderbolts of

your wrath upon your real enemies.

—

And, ye disconsolate authors oi rejected

articles—ye who wouldn't condescend to

write for the Magazine—no! not for a

consideration—seek newer and broader

fields for the display of your talents.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CARO-
LINA.

BY JUDGE WILLIAMSON, OF MAINE.

In North Carolina, from the day-spring

of its settlement to the American revo- •

lution, circumstances strangely multipli-

ed to check or avert the purposes of edu-

cation. The noted constitutions of John

Locke, do not so much as mention the

subject. Sixty-six years the region was

claimed by Lords Proprietors, paten-

tees; Sir William Berkley, Governor of

Virginia, being one of them. He as-

sumed to control the destinies of the

original plantation about the Albemarle.

His regard for popular education was
j

revealed in 16T1 by this exclamation of

his—" 1 thank God there is no free

schools, and no printing, and I hope we
shall not have them these hundred years;

for learning has brought disobedience,

heresy, and sects into the world, and

printing has divulged them and libels
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against the best governments." The

other proprietors whose absorbing ob-

ject was wealth, espoused similar senti-

ments ; and thus the future fate of learn-

ing was readily foreseen. Religion, the

band-maid of education, at length awak-

ened in the fatherland a compassionate

spirit for the planters ; and within the first

ten or twelve years of the last century,

there appeared Rev. Messrs. Blair, Ad-

ams and Goi dan, three pious missiona-

ries from England, wh o engaged in

the difficult duty of instructing six or

seven thousand souls spread over an

area equal to a hundred miles square.

At that period "few of those who

were born or had grown up to man-

hood in the colony could read ; fewer

even of the better sort could write," and

they " were almost utter strangers to any

public worship of the Deity." The peo-

ple were nominally Presbyterians, Lu-

therans, French Calvinists, Roman Cath-

olics, Quakers and Episcopalians. These

last, the "High Church," party were ren-

dered by acts of government triumphant

over the Noncoiformists and allowed

for more than sixty years among acts of

tyranny to exact even a fee from every

one of their ministers who solemnized

a marriage. The people were wakeful

to the voice of both public and private

teachings; and if the contests of the re-

ligious antagonists excited animosities,

which length of days were not fully able

to subdue "it promoted a freedom of

thought and spirit of inquiry among the

people; It sh pened their understand-

ings, and became to some extent a sub-

stitute for instruction."

The year 1715, may be accounted an

epoch in prospective improvement. Fif

ty seven legislative acts were revised and

re-enacted, many of which remain in

force to the present day, and " are mon-

uments of the political wisdom and legal

learning of that time." They are the

oldest statutes which have outlived all

subsequent changes. The colonial re-

cords antecedently militated and defec- ">"»»u*

tive, appear from this period to be in

regular series, and good order. The in-

terests of enterprise and industry were

encouraged ; the government had be-

come more settled ; the fie d of educa-

tion only lay uncultivated. There were

perpetual collisions betveen the High

Church party and the dissentors, the pro-

prietors and provincials ; the Indian

tribes were always jealous and often hos~

tile
;
pirates were frequently trouble-

some ; the people were scattered and in-

digent ; books were scarce and school

teachers scarcer. The library of a com-

mon man seldom contained more than

a bible, testament and psalter, and num-

bers had neither.

The population and prosperity of the

colony began to increase rapidly after

the crown had received from the Lords

Proprietors, in l*729,a surrender of their

right to soil and signiory and erected

a provincial administration. The cour-

age of the high church was embolden-

ed ; an act was passed for the preserva-

tion of Doct. Bray's library, a bequest

to the interest of literature, and this ap-

pears to be all that was thought of to

promote the cause of education. The

ministers of the gospel and the lawyers

were almost the only men of letters in

the province. Most of whom were ed-

ucated in England or its dominions.

—

The one class had a few books on theo-

logical subjects and perhaps some of the

Greek and Roman classics, and theoth-
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ers a few treatises on law : these were

settled in Edenton, Bath, New-Berne,

and Beaufort, the four only corporate

towns in the province—and these " ex-

tremely small." Gov. Johnston, in his

speech to the legislature in 17^G, la-

ments that " no care was taken to in-

spire the youth with generous senti-

ments, worthy principles, ov the least

tincture of literature." To advance the

interests of the high church, the prov-

ince was divided by law into fourteen

petrishes, and provision made for erect-

ing churches and procuring ministers.

There seems to have been about this

time short terms of private schools, and

generally Presbyterian ministers were

the teachers. " With them the poor

young men who wished to preach the

gospel or plead the law received their

humble education." One evil which

appeared to be universal was this :

—

men of letters and practical skill had

never effectually tried their ingenuity to

prepare a book suited to teach the first

rudiments in learning. The famous

spelling book of Thos. Dilworth was not

published in England until 1740; nor

was it generally introduced into the col-

onies till a much later period. Its mer-

its were certified by doctors in divinity,

learned professors in colleges and fa-

mous schoolmasters; and even the

muse sang in praise of its author.

The first printing press in the prov-

/ ince wasset up at New-Berne, in 1749,

by Jas. Davis, from Virginia. Hitherto

any document or paper was in manu-

script. The legislative enactments

transcribed w< re primarily published to

the people at the next county courts

after the manner of the Anglo-Saxons

in England. These which had never

been printed were on loose written sheets

in the hands of the inhabitants. Hence

four learned men were put into a com-

mission by the government in 1752, to

revise and publish an edition of the stat-

ute laws ! it was handsomely printed,

and bound in a small folio volume ; and

from the yellowish cast given to it by

its leather binding, it received the home-

ly name of "yellow jacket," which it

never lost. There w"ere, at that period,

learned lawyers in the province ; Thos.

Barker, who was in that commission,

was one ; and Thomas Childs, the at-

torney general, was another ; and the

number of clerical and legal men of

learning was increasing.

It was expected of Gov. Dobbs, who
was a man of letters and enterprise,

that after he had taken the chair, there

would be excited stronger emotions than

had existed in favor of popular educa-

tion. The anticipation was not wholly

disappointed. Something was done

;

yet in his address to the legislature in

1700, he says :
" as the distresses of the

times had retarded the establishment of

public schools," he would propose that

"the vestry in parish be authorized to

raise a limited sum sufficient to pay a

parish clerk and register, qualified to act

as a schoolmaster and reader when a

clergyman could not be had." To this

the house of assembl, replied "that

nothing could add to the sense they

had of the necessity of supporting

schools." It was a time of war and

emergency ; and the government pre-

sently found it necessary to make cer-

tain military service " payable out of the

fund appropriated to funding schools

—

to be repaid by a tax to be laid for that

purpose." The money was not return-
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ed ; and the Governor, in 1*762, be-

sought the house "to bestow their im-

mediate attention to the establishment

of schools." That body told him in

reply, "that there were large sums ap-

propriated for the purchase of glebes,

and for the establishment of schools,

which had been borrowed for the pub-

lic service in the late war, under a sus-

pending clause, till the king's pleasure

be known how the money was to be re-

funded." At this juncture no more

was done than to pass an act for the

erection of a schoolhouse at New-Berne,

and the historian tells us that this was

the first effectual act for the encourage-

ment of literature.

As peace, the offspring of conquest,

was shedding its benign influences over

the country, educated and benevolent

men promised themselves a cloudless

dawn of science upon the province. In

Wilmington, a printing press, the second

in the province, was established in 1704,

by Andrew Stewart. About the same

time, Davis, the other printer, began to

publish at New-Berne a newspaper enti-

tled " The North Carolina Magazine or

Universal Intelligencer." It was a demy

sheet, in quarto pages, convenient to be

bound. This was the first publication

of the kind attempted in North Caroli-

na since its settlement. Stewart like-

wise began to publish a weekly paper,

which he called "The North Carolina

Gazette or Weekly Post Boy." A con-

troversy with the crown, and another with

the Regulators had hardly subsided,when

the ardent friends of literature were able

to carry through the legislature a char-

ter for a college. It was established in

Charlotte ; and the act itself, which was

passed in 1770, was transmitted to Eng-

land for the king's sanction. It was

not approved ; times shortly became

portentous ; and independence dissolved

the connection.

Literature was now at a low ebb.

There were no more than two schools,

the one at I^ew-Berne and the other at

Edenton, established with boards of

trustees. As there was no state house

the school house of the former was

sometimes occupied by the lower house

of the assembly. Six were the whole

number of church ministers ; the Pres-

byterians had as many more, and the

Quakers and Moravians,generally friends

to learning, had severally six establish-

ments.

When the people burst the chains

that bound them to the parent State,

they showed an equal passion for learn-

ing and for liberty. In their constitu-

tion of December 18, 1776, they were

careful to declare that " Schools shall

be established by the legislature for the

convenient instruction of youth,with such

salaries to the masters, paid by the pub-

lic, as may enable them to instruct at

low prices: and that all useful learning-

shall be duly encouraged in one or

mere universities." An immediate

compliance with the provision was pre-

vented by the emergences and ravages

of war ; and after its close, the State

found its resources had been exhausted,

and it had lost many of its educated

and best men. The fortunes of the

more wealthy had suffered loss or ruin !

Few were able, to send their sons to the

northern colleges for education, and

were less able, and less willing to send

them for that purpose to England. In

the whole State there were only three

schools, where the rudiments of a clas-
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sical education could be acquired. Of

these, the most prominent and useful

one was kept by Dr. David Caldwell,

in Guilford county. Though there was

no library attached to it, the students

here were supplied with a few of the

Greek and Latin classics, Euclid's Ele-

ments of Mathematics, Martin's Natu-

ral Philosophy, and Dr. Witherspoon's

Lectures on Moral Philosophy. It was

instituted soon after the war, and con-

tinued thirty years.

Six years after the peace, the subject

of education was brought up in the

g neral assembly. The preamble of

the bill reported, contains these excel-

lent sentiments: "In all well regulated

governments, it is the indispensable du-

ty of every legislature, to consult the

happiness of the rising generation, and

endeavor to fit them for an honorable

discharge of the several duties of life, by

paying the strictest attention to their ed-

ucation ; and an university supported by

permanent funds, and well endowed,

will have the most direct tendency to

answer this purpose." Therefore, on

the 1 lib of December, 1789, "The

University of North Carolina" was es-

tablished by the legislature. The board

of trustees incorporated, consisted of

forty gentlemen—the most learned and

influential in the State. They had their

first meeting in Fayetteville, in Novem-

ber of the in •.: year; and when organ-

ized, they made it their earliest business,

Ito devise the means needful for the sup-

port of the institution, and to deter-

mine upon a place (or its location.

Immediately after the university was

chartered, the legislature granted to the

trustees all escheated property, and all

arrearages due to the State from receiv-

ing officers of the late and present gov-

ernments, up to January 1, 1783. Soon

afterward, Benjamin Smith gave the

board 20,000 acres of laud, and the

legislature in December, 1791, magnan-

imously loaned them $1.0,000, which

was subsequently converted into a gift.

Thus encouraged, the trustees proceed-

ed to establish the university on a com-

manding site at Chapel Hill. Shortly

afterwards generous individuals in the

vicinity gave them 1,392 aeres of land,

embracing the area of the site itself;

also Charles Girard conveyed to them

other 13,000 acres of valuable land, and

in April, 1796, Gen. Thomas Person, of

Granville, made them a present of §1,-

025 in cash. In further evidence of the

inspiring interest generally taken in be-

half of she institution throughout the

community, the ladies of Raleigh, for

instance, presented it in 1802, with an el-

egant pair of globes and a compass, and

afterwards the ladies of New- Berne in

like manner, gave a quadrant, pledging

themselves " never to be indifferent to the

promotion of science, which so much

strengthens the principles of virtue, im-

parts civility to manners, and embellish-

es the refinements of life." Iu addition,

to the university, $5,080 were drawn

into its treasury in 1803, the fruits of

two lotteries granted by law; in 1809,

the legislative assembly granted to the

trustees all confiscated estates : all mon-

ies in executor's and administrator's-

hands unclaimed by legatees, or heirs,

and all debts due to the State up to I>e-

cember, 1799. Munificent gentlemen

have replenished the. libarary by dona-

tions of valuable books, so tbat the prop-

erty owned by the corporation, and the

sums received into their treasury, con-
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siderably exceed half a million of dol-

lars ; about a third part of which yields

an annual income, principally appropri-

ated with the tuition money to remuner-

ate the university instructors.

The college edifices are three, so lo-

cated as to form a hollow square, inter-

vened by a large area or lawn, all con-

structed of brick, and all three stories,

severally resting on high basements,

which exhibit the appearance of a fourth

story. The south one is 117 feet in

length, and 50 in width, exclusive of the

projections. The other two, whose di-

mensions are a little less, stand on the

east and west sides of the square at a

suitable distance, fronting each other.

Person and Girard halls constructed of

brick, te*e stories in height, stand at the

south west and north west angles of the

square. The latter is used for all pub-

lic exercises, including divine worship,

the former is fitted up for the recitation

of the classes and the professor's lec-

tures. These are both large buildings,

and well finished. There are also, four

dwelling houses occupied by the presi-

dent and professors, which are the prop-

erty of the corporation. The erection

of a fourth college on the north side of

the square is in contemplation, which,

when it is built, will carry into effect the

original design.

Chapel Hill is in the county of Or-

ange, situated 28 miles west of Raleigh,

N. O, and 310 miles (through Rich-

mond, Va.) south-westerly of Washing-

ton city. The village and the univers-

ity are contemporary in their rise and

progression ; and there may now be in

the former thirty or forty houses.

—

They are situated on each side of the

stage road, which is one of the thor-

oughfares into the western States.

The campus which embraces the im-

mediate site of the colleges is quadrang-

ular, walled with stone on its sides, and

encloses fifty acres of ground. From

its northern line there is an avenue 350

feet wide, to the highway ; and a sec-

tion of ten or twelve acres in the south-

easterly corner is designed for a botani-

cal garden. The location itself was se-

lected with much well-advised discretion.

The ground on which the colleges stand

is elevated and dry, and so formed by

nature as to turn the water from them

every way. On all sides stand num-

bers of lofty spreading oaks, ornaments

of nature's producing, which rise as syl-

van bowers beneath a summer's sun

and form something like battlements to

the attacks of tempests. But the prin-

cipal considerations which united the

minds of the trustees on this place were

three-fold—the purity of the water, the

salubrity of the air and the great health-

fulness of the climate. Perhaps there

can hardly be found a residence in the

same latitude where these form a more

happy coalescence. The place
f
however,,

is central to the territory of the State,

and will ultimately be so to the popula-

tion.

A college edifice being sufficiently

completed, late in 1794, to accommo-

date students, instruction was commence

ed on the 13th of the ensuing Februa-

ry. The first professor was Rev. David

Kerr, a graduate of Trinity College,

Dublin. His assistant professor in the

preparatory department was Samuel A.

Holmes. In a short time there was a

change, when Charles W. Harris, a

graduate of New Jersey College, was

elected to the professorship of mathe-

matics for a single year, and he chose

to execute the trust no longer. The
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orb of the university was then deeply

obscurred by clouds. Systems of a clas-

sic course of particular instruction and

of prudential government were to be

devised and fitted—a work in which

the exercise of practical wisdom was in-

dispensable.

At this crisis Mr. Joseph Caldwell

was introduced to the notice of the

trustees. He was highly recommend-

ed for his talents, his scholarship and

his purity : and his history deserves

special notice. He was born April 21,

1773, at Lamngton, New Jersey, near

a branch of the Raritan, the day after

the burial of his father, who had been a

distinguished physician. His maternal

grandfather was a Huguenot, left France

in 1684, ou the revocation of the edict

of Nantz, and sought an asylum in this

country. Young Caldwell, who exhib-

ited an early and eager taste for litera-

ture and a supreme respect for virtue,

entered the college at Princeton at the

age of fourteen. In proof of his superi-

or scholarship and his moral excellence,

he was appointed to deliver at com-

mencement the salutatory oration in

Latin. This was in 1791. He after-

ward acquired so much reputation as a

teacher, in several places, that his alma

mater elected him a tutor. From this

trust he was called, in 179G, to a prin-

cipal professorship in the university at

Chapel Hill, a trust he executed with

great ability nine years. The interests

of the institution brightened and flou-

rished under his administration ; and in

1804, the trustees elected him presi-

dent—the first gentleman they iiad ever

elevated to that office. This chair he

filled with great acceptance to the time

of his death, in 1835, with the excep-

tion of four years between 1812 and

181G, in which period he retired of

choice to a professorship for the sake of

relief from cares and a greater opportu-

nity to study theology. Meantime the

presidency was exercised by the Rev.

Robert H. Chapman. About the time

Professor Caldwell was chosen again to

that office, the college that gave him

his bachelor's degree conferred on him

a doctorate in divinity, and he thence-

forward took an elevated rank, both

among learned scholars and pious di-

vines.

When Mr. Caldwell first accepted the

professorship, in 179G, the course of

classic instruction had been only a few

months over a year in progress ; aud

everything of interest to the institution

and its students crowded upon his con-

sideration. The college at Princeton

was his exemplar, and the classes as they

rose were arranged into Seniors, Juniors,

Sophomores and Freshtnen : the text

books were selected and a course of

studies adopted, quite in consonance

with the usage in the colleges of New-

England. The first anniversary com-

mencement was in the year 1798, when

he conferred on nine young gentlemen

the bachelor's degree. The greatest

good of the university was always the

engrossing object of his heart ; his per-

severance was such as never tired, and

in the summer vacation of 1811, he

traveled over the State and procured

subscriptions in aid of its funds, to the a-

mount of §12,000. This success through

the bounty of individuals paid tribute

to his influence, gave courage to the

friends of science, and attracted a great-

er number of students to the university.

He raised the grade of scholarship, and
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convinced the public of the peculiar ad-

vantages and honor of a collegiate ed-

ucation.

In 1821, the board of trustees was

enlarged to sixty-five, the governor be-

ing ex-officio their president, and all va-

cancies occurring, the two houses of

assembly filled by a joint ballot. To

replenish the library and form cabinets,

Dr. Caldwell, under the patronage of

the trustees, visited Europe in 1824,

and procured a very valuable philoso-

phical apparatus, wrought under his

own inspection, and obtained a consid-

erable addition to the library. There

has since been added a cabinet of min-

erals, which was purchased at Vienna.

Dr. Caldwell has been called the " fa-

ther of the university ;" his connexion

with it was nearly forty years ; his sep-

ulchre is in the vicinity of the college
;

and his praises are in all the region.

The classic course is fully prescribed,

and annually published. To be admit-

ted into the Freshman class, the appli-

cant must in general be sixteen years of

age, and sustain an approved examina-

tion in the English, Latin and Greek lan-

guages and Latin prosody ; in Mair's

Introduction, or Andrew's Exercises; in 5

boohs of Caesar's Commentaries ; in

Gould's edition of extracts from the first

six books of Ovid's Metamorphoses ; in

Virgil's Bucolics and six first books of

the ^Eneid ; in Sallust, in Greca Mino-

ra, or the Greek Rea !er ; in arithmetic

;

in ancient and modern geography.

The studies of the Freshman are

Livy, Virgil, Graeca Majora, algebra,

Cicero, geometry and exercises in wri-

ting Latin.

Those of the Sophomores are Graeca

Majora, Homer's Iliad, Horace, trigo-

nometry, logarithms, mensuration, ge-

ometry, Juvenal, Demosthenes, survey-

ing and navigation, differential and in-

tegral calculus, a review of geography,

and exercises in writing Latin.

Those of the Juniors are Tacitus, ex-

ercises in Latm construction, differen-

tial and integral calculus, natural phi-

losophy, rhetoric, French, Greek trage-

dy, astronomy, logic, elements of his-

tory and chronology.

The Seniors study chemistry and

mineralogy, political economy, moral

philosophy, tragedians in Graeca Majora,

technology, exercises in Latin construc-

tion, astronomy, French, mental philoso-

phy, national and constitutional law,

chemistry and geology, and Horace's

Art of Poetry.

There are other exercises interspersed

through the whole course. The three

lower classes are required to declaim in

private before the professor of rhetoric,

and afterwards periodically in presence

of the faculty. The Senior class de-

liver orations of their composition on the

public stage, twice at least in each term

or session. A regular course of lectures

on chemistry, mineralogy and geology,

illustrated by experiments, and the ex-

hibition of specimens is delivered to the

Senior class by the professor of chemis-

try, and he also gives lectures in other

departments of natural science. There

are likewise lectures and experiments in

natural philosophy and mathematics.

The text books besides those in the

languages are the treatises of Professor

Pierce on algebra, geometry, trigonome-

try, logarithms, mensuration, navigation,

surveying, differential and integral cal-

culus; Dr. Blair's Rhetoric; Olmstead's

Natural Philosophy and Astronomy*
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Hedge's Logic ; Dr. Mitchell, a profes-

sor of the university, on chemistry,

mineralogy, and geology ; Dr. Way-
land on political economy and moral

philosophy ; Bigelow on technology
;

Abercrombie on mental philosophy

;

and Chancellor Kent on national and

constitutional law.

The instruction is committed to nine

teachers, who devote their whole time to

the university, and constitute the fac-

ulty.

1. Hon. David L. Swain, LL. D.
r

is president and professor of national

and constitutional law. He also gives

instruction in mental and moral philos-

ophy and in political economy. He is

a native of Buncombe county, N. C,

between forty and forty-five years of

age. He was for a period a student in

the university : he then read law at

Raleigh, in that State, where he was

admitted to the bar. He commenced

his professional practice in his own

county, in which he was permitted how-

ever to pursue it a few years only, be-

fore he was commissioned to a seat on

the superior court bench, from which

he was elected governor of the State.

Next he was chosen to the presidency

of the university ; for which his strength

of intellect, his acquaintance with hu-

man nature, and his weight of character,

were qualifications everywhere acknowl-

edged. Few men have his capacity to

make giant acquisitions from books, and

fewer his faculty of success in an easy

and judicious management of the stu-

dents. By well-timed, pains-taking, and

a constant regard for their highest good,

he persuades them, as they are the sons

of family and privilege, always to be

emulous of character and scholarship.

In return, they cheerfully render him

the meed of true and exalted respect, so

much his due. Of the sciences in his

department of instruction, he is a learn-

ed matter; and though he makes no

profession as a church member, his su-

preme regard for religion and his ortho-

dox lectures to the students on Bible

history, present a surer test of the ex-

cellent principles which he makes the

standard of his faith, and the rule of

his life.

2. Rev. Elisha Mitchell, D. D., is

professor of chemistry, mineralogy and

geology. His native place was Litch-

field, Connecticut; and he was a grad-

uate in 1813, at Yale College. Most

of the next year, he was a student in

theology, at Rudover, Massachusetts.

Two year* his alma mater employed him

as a tutor ; and being licensed to preach

the gospel, he was elected in 1817, to

the professorship in mathematics in this

university. Thorough as he truly is,

in all the college branches of study, he

is esteemed most highly for his supe-

rior learning in those of the department

he now fills. He has publishd a short

system ofchemistry and geology, which

is used by the students as text books.

He is a sound evangelical divine of the

Presbyterian faith, and an excellent

preacher. His doctorate in divinity, he

received from the university of Alaba-

ma. He is a gentleman of New-Eng-

land manners, accessible, cordial, se-

date ; and his learned acquaintances

assign to him high rank in all the sci-

ences.

3. Rev. James Phillips, A. M., is

professor of mathematics and natural

philosophy. This gentleman was born

and educated in England ; he is a Pres-
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byterian clergyman. The reputation he

acquired as a teacher in New York, and

his character as a man of science, prom-

inently served to advance him to a pro-

fessorship in the university. He is a

true lover of literature, and shines in

its several spheres.

4. John D. B. Hooper, A. M* is pro-

fessor of the Latin language and liter-

ature and of French. He was born in

Wilmington, N. O, graduated at this

university in 1836, and in 1836 ad-

vanced to his present professorship.

He is of Episcopalian profession—"-a gen-

tleman eminent for his abilities and

scholarship ; always at home in the Ro-

man tongue, and a remarkably good

French linguist.

5. Manuel Fetter, A. M., professor of

Greek language and literature is from

New York— a graduate and master of

arts at Columbia College. He is thor-

oughly skilled in the idiomatic dialects

and attic literature of the ancient Gre-

cians, and has been professor six or sev-

en years. His high standing as a criti-

cal instructor deservedly receives special

consideration.

6. Rev. William M. Green, A. M., is

* Professors Hooper, Green and Deems, since

Judge Williamson's visit, have resigned and

left us—so have tutors Owen and Graves. Prof.

Hubbard now fills the chair of Mr. Hooper, and

Dr. Wheat that of Bishop Green. The "ad-

junct professorship" of rhetoric and logic has

been discontinued, and one ofhistory and French

created in its stead, which is held by Prof. Shipp.

A. G. Brown now occupies the place of Mr.

Owen, and Chas. Phillips, that of Mr. Graves.

Nor is this all. Two new tutors, W. H. John-

ston and Kemp P. Battle, the former tutor of

languages and the latter of mathematics, have

been thrown in for good, measure. We will

Bay nothing of our present professors. Let all

who wish to know any thing of them, come

and see for themselves. Eds. Mag.

professor of rhetoric and logic—a na-

tive of Wilmington, N. C, and in 1818,

a graduate at this university. He is an

Episeopalean clergyman, urbane in his

manners, and said to be a very chaste

and correct writer and accomplished

speaker. He fills his professional chair

much to the credit of himself and the

institution.

7. Rev. Charles M. F. Deems, A. M.

—

a graduate in 1839, of Dickinson Col-

lege, Carlisle, is adjunct professor of

rhetoric and logic. This additional

establishment evinces what ample pro-

vision and emulation manifested in fa-

vor of composition and oratory. Mr.

Deems is a young minister of the Metho-

dist persuasion—of glowing mind and

free utterance. Blessed with fine intel-

lectual powers, a brilliant imagination,

and a benign temperament, he is calcu-

lated to be both a popular preacher and

professor.

8. William H. Owen, A. M., is a tu-

tor of ancient languages. He was born

in Henry county, Va., was a graduate of

this university in the class of 1833 ; and

two years afterward the trustees elected

him to a tutorship. To qualify him for

his sphere of trust he possesses a retentive

memory and a discriminating mind

—

he is thoroughly read in the science of

grammar, and always manifests a very

anxious desire that those whose pupil-

age passes under his tuition, may excel

in their studies and be real scholars.

—

Were his health equal to his mind and

his learning, he need thank no man for

encomiums.

9. Ralph H. Graves, A. M., is tutor

of mathematics. His birth-place was

in Granville county, N. C. His fame

as a mathematician, he acquired while a
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sophister in college; and in 1837, the

trustees elected him a tutor in that de-

partment.

These are the members of the facul-

ty—always accessible to the students

—

always frank and courteous to strangers.

The former are treated as young gentle-

men ; none of them—not even the

Freshmen are accounted underlings to

those in higher classes according to usa-

ges in ancient times, at our oldest col-

leges. All the faculty receive compe-

tent salaries; the president and three

or four of the professors are furnished

by the trustees with dwelling houses.

The tutors have their rooms in the col-

lege buildings.

The religious character of the insti-

tution is evangelical or orthodox—not

sectarian, morning and evening prayers

are strictly attended daily by professors

and students ; and special regard is paid

to the Sabbath and divine worship ; to

the morals of the students and their

deportment. There is a legislative stat-

ute, which makes it penal for any per-

son at Chapel Hill, or within two miles

of it, either to retail spirituous liquors, or

to sell any goods, wares or merchandize

to a student of the university ; or to

exhibit any theatrical, slight of hand, or

equestrian performances or rope danc-

ing, without license in writing from the

faculty ; and all games of chance are

strictly forbidden by law. So faithfully

arc these provisions carried into effect

that no spirituous liquors nor wines can

be purchased there by a student, or even

a Btranger without a physician's certifi-

cate. Every student is likewise strictly

forbidden by college laws to have any

spirituous or fermented liquors in his

room, or to keep fire arms or any dan-

gerous weapon, or to engage in any

game of hazard. On the contrary, all

encouragement is given to promote

learning, and practice the moral virtues.

Young men—natives of the State—able

to produce evidence of talents, studious

habits and exemplary morals have their

tuition and room rent free if they can-

not pay for them ; and usually ten or

twelve students every year avail them-

selves of this privilege. The students

are engaged in their studies and recita-

tions from eight to ten hours daily—re-

cite sixteen times in every week ; and

actually pass nine months in the year

at the university. Two or more of

them declaim on the stage in the pub-

lic hall every evening, immediately after

prayers ; often in private before the

professor of rhetoric.

Appurtenaut to the university, are

two literary societies, the Dialectic and

Philanthropic, instituted in 1795; and

to one or the other belong all the col-

lege students. There are two classes of

members, regular and honorary. They

have their exhibitions, and alternately

choose an older meml-er to deliver an

address in the chapel, before the socie-

ties, on the day preceding the annual

commencement. Their's and the col-

lege libraries contain about 12,000 vol-

umes besides unbound pamphlets.

The sessions or terms, the vacations

and the public examinations every year,

are severally two. The anniversary

commencement is on the first Thursday

of June ; appointed so early that the

Btudente may have afterwards, their six

weeks vacation, before the return of the

sultry season ; as this is sometimes un-

healthy in more southern latitudes,

where many of the students reside.
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The other vacation is of the same length

from the 4th Friday in November. A
week or more before the close of each

term is occupied in the public examina-

tion of the classes—witnessed by a se-

lect committee and strangers if they

wish to attend. These examinations,

which are wholly conducted by the pro-

fessors and tutors, are particular and

sufficiently extended. The members of

each class are examined in all the au-

thors they had previously studied. To

myself, present during the last spring

examination, there appeared plenary

evidence that the instruction had been

able and thorough ; and that a little

more close and persevering application

of the students, would render them

equal to the best. At all times, during

my extended visit there, even in the

last days of the session, the deportment

of the students was remarkably good

and exemplary..

The commencement anniversary is an

occasion of exciting and public interest.

The last one was the 45th ; and it

brought together the most learned and

influential of the State. A baud of

music was procured from Richmond,

Va., to exhilarate and grace the scene.

In the afternoons and evenings preceed-

ing, there were rhetorical exercises, such

as declamations by selected students

from the lower classes ; an oration be-

fore the two societies ; and a sermon to

the Seniors. Of the 33 in the gradu-

ating class, ten only had parts, and these

were all orations. The subjects after the

salutatory in Latin were—"Moral influ-

ence of science "—
" Rage for novelty"

—

" Resources of North Carolina "—" Grad-

ual improvement of man "—" Considera-

tions sur 1' influence intellectuelle de la

France," in French—" Virtue and intel-

ligence, the safeguard of liberty "

—

"Decline of morals in our country"

—

"Connexion between intellectual and

moral cultivation "—" The bonds of so-

ciety "—with the valedictory addresses.

The compositions exhibited undoubted

marks of genius and maturity of style;

and the speaking was energetic and

graceful. The whole number of stu-

dents the last year (1843) was 174,

namely : resident graduates 3 ; Seniors

33 ; Juniors 44 ; Sophomores 44 ; Fresh-

men 39; Irregulars 11; the whole

number of those who have gone through

a classic course and received a bache-

lor's degree are 736, and it is stated that

as many others have, since the collegi-

ate instruction first commenced, been

matriculates, and for longer or shorter

periods, been taught in different branch-

es of science. The anuual expense of a

student at the university will not ex-

ceed $200, though the tuition be $50,

and the board of 40 weeks $100 of the

amount. In fact, board may be had at

the steward's hall at $8 by the month,

equal to that " furnished at the tables of

the most respectable boarding-houses in

any of the neighboring villages."

Such is the University of North Car-

olina which has been a seat of science

and literature nearly half a century. In

the rise and progress of this institution

posterity may perceive what is due to

men of letters and public spirit. Through

their efforts and bounty in the legisla-

ture and in the community, 736 young

gentlemen, three-fourths of whom were

probably North-Carolinians, have re-

ceived a classical education, and as ma-

ny more been refreshed by the waters

of the same public fountain. If a due
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portion of the graduates has not gone

into the learned professions, and if com-

paratively few are burning lights at the

altars of religion, they have added fresh

wreaths to the rising glory of literature.

Not only have legislatures, supreme

courts of judicature and other places of

official trust been ornamented by them

and benefitted by their services ; num-

bers have vied for the palm in the halls

of national government. They have

trimmed the lamps their fathers lighted
;

and given strength and vigor to the en-

terprize their predecessors so persever-

ingly espoused.

A system of common schools has

likewise been established under the aus-

pices of their excellent constitution.

—

To give it efficiency, commensurate with

its provisions, has been found to require

length of time as well as untiling effort.

A community cannot be effectually

moved in a day. Habits which have

prevailed through generations are stub-

born.

Common education to be successful

must be fashionable and popular, as well

as seen to be useful. To accomplish an

object—an object so great and import-

ant—districts must be formed, school-

houses erected, individual families make

sacrifices, and the private pocket con-

tribute. The free and common schools

of New-England claim an antiquity of

nearly two centuries. Their interests

have long been deeply engrained into

the law, the heart and the life of the

people. If they will recollect the mer-

its of their forefathers in respect to ed-

ucation, they will not look with oblo-

quy upon others who have the whole

work to accomplish in a single age.

For what State, in like circumstances,

has in fact done more in behalf of

learning, since the revolution, than

North Carolina ? It has been her al-

lotment to begin, as well as to achieve

;

and good success has been her warrant

of future encouragement. To sixty-five,

the trustees of the university, is to some

extent, given in charge the interests of

education. They are residents in differ-

ent parts of the State, and would in

general adorn any community. Were
northern men of letters more conversant

with them, their literary institutions and

teachers ; had they more personal ac-

quaintahce and familiar intercourse with

each other, and were there more recip-

rocity felt in the same exalted cause,

would not the effect give to mem-
bers of the American family more fra-

ternal mutuality of sentiment and feel-

ing ? Yes, if northern students of slen-

der constitutions, were to pass their win-

ters at the University ofNorth Carolina,

they could pursue the same classic course,

and would lose no time though they re-

turn ; while they enlarge their acquain-

tances and local knowledge, try the cli-

mate and probably improve their healths.

For like reasons, southern young men

might pass summers advantageously at

the northern colleges ; and thus a foun-

dation be laid in early lite, to dissolve

prejudices, and inspire a spirit of fra-

ternity among citizens of this great re-

public, whether they fade under a

northern or burn under a southern sun.

Pkrsuaoe a mob that a certain beg-

gar is a just man and without malice,

and the) will carry him on their shoul-

ders. Fopular hatred is founded on a

suspicion of a bad heart.
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NEWSPAPERS versus MAMMON.
Poor old Mammon ! Your career on

earth is run. You may swan-like sing

your song and die ; for you have excit-

ed the righteous indignation of some of

the newspapers of the country, and

what person or thing ever flourished for

any lenth of time, with a pack of news-

papers in full cry after him or it ? See

"through this air, this ocean and this

earth," monuments of newspaper hero-

ism ! The " National Bank," one of the

most terrible monsters that ever infest-

ed this country was demolished by

newspaper artillery—and now the huge

monster lies low in death ; while news-

papers celebrate their orgies over the

grave of the fallen foe. The invincible

veterans of Wellesley, who never quail-

ed at Salamanca or Talavera, were made

to bite the dust just below the "Ores-

cent City" by and through newspaper

heroism—Jackson and the Tennesseans

to the contrary, notwithstanding. Old

"Harry of the West," the "truest,

wisest and the best" as he was careering

to the zenith of glory, was so disabled

by newspaper thrusts that he was com-

pelled to retire to Ashland's retreat, and

there remain until old time should heal

his wounds, and call him once more to

the race for honest fame. Old king

alcohol who " turns all beauty to cor-

ruption, and conquers the might of the

brave, who rides on the limitless ocean,

and buries whole fleets in its " depths " is

now lying flat of his back with a crowd of

newspapers astraddle of him, gougiDg,

biting and clawing the old gent, whose

chivalrous spirit will not suffer him to ask

for quarter. They will kill him as sure

as fate ; and then women and children

25

will know weeping and hunger no more.

I have time only to recount a few news-

paper feats. But be sure that they

never engaged in any thing yet, which

they did not " carry through." How
then can old mammon hope to win by

a contest with them. Something will

be done with the chap certain.

The point at issue between the pa-

pers and mammon is as follows : The

papers say that the universal mammon
worship, which now prevails is d?nger-

ous—is frightful to think of—is particu-

larly hostile to a diguified nationality

—

that all men, women, children and "nig-

gers " for the sake of mammon have

become traffickers—that the lawyers

traffic in words—the doctors in drugs

and medicines—the merchants in dry

and wet goods—the agriculturists in the

produce of the earth—the editors in

paper and printers ink, &c. The mer-

chant, say they, whose ships return from

Indian seas loaded with spiceries is not

the only one who can be branded with

the name of " trafficker" but the Indian,

who seeks the market in a bark canoe,

loaded with a dozen beaver skins, is also

a trafficker. So is the Tennesseean or

Kentuckian, who rows his flat boat to

New Orleans, loaded with bacon.

—

Stewart, of New York, is not the only

trafficker in the dry goods line, but ev-

ery country merchant who lords it over

a shirt tail full of goods is one also.

—

The editor of the National Intelligencer

is not the only trafficker in paper smear-

ed over with ink, but the editor of the

Youth's Banner (which is about the

size of a sheet of letter paper) is a traf-

ficker in the same article. A man does

not have to be a Barnum or a Law-

rence before he can be a trafficker.

—
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And trafficking does not have the best

iuflueuce on the morals of an individual.

It has a tendency, as a certain old gen-

tleman would say, to render them a

" little romantic in their modes of ex-

pression." But the ship owner is not

more " romantic " than the Hat-boat

man, though the one deals extensively

in spices, while the other deals sparingly

in bacon. Stewart and his clerks stick

as close to the truth, when driving

bargains, as the country merchants.

The editor of the Intelligencer does not

"gas" and embellish more than the

editor of the Youth's Banner. All

editors, from the smallest to the great-

est, do their best in the blarneying bu-

siness. They are continually "hum-

bugging," and duuning their subscri-

bers—continually, like Oliver Twist, ask-

ing for more when they have more than

they should have already. It is plain

then, say the papers, (some of them,)

that we and the " rest of mankind,"

are traffickers. It follows, then, that all

traffickers, like the trafficking Carthage-

nians, must become faithless. Some, it

is true, are not as successful in trallick

as others, but still all stretch their con-

sciences to the utmost, and the morals

of all must suffer.

Such are some of the reasons which

the papers give, for declaring war against

old mammon. And good reasons they

are too. The papers say a "lazy con-

templation " and a " threadbare con-

tent," with a tender heart and easy con-

science, is preferable to the wealth of

the Indies with a flinty heart and a tor-

turing or seared conscience. I am on

tho side of the papers. Why ? I
!<-

cause the acquisition of tho "shining

stuff which fools admire and call a god,"

requires labor. But "lazy contempla-

tion" and " threadbare content," do not

stink a single bit of the "sweat of the

brow." I always go for that which suits

my convenience, and if I had ray way,

there should uot be a man in the world

richer than I. I should then have a

better chance to succeed in my projects.

No one then could outreach me by the

aid of dollars and cents.

As I have told how strong the papers

are, it is necessary perhaps to tell how
strong a force Old Mammon can mus-

ter. All know how strong gold is.

There are few who can withstand it.

See for yourselves. The "Macedonian

man" said, and said truly, that he could

take the strongest fortress in the world,

if he could throw an ass loaded with

gold into it. Old Acrisius, (I believe

that is his name,) shut up his lovely

daughter in a brazen tower, guarded by

watchful dogs, to keep old Jupiter from

courting her. But pshaw!! Theama-

rous god descended through the roof in

the shape of a shower of gold, and held

sweet converse with the beautiful girl.

Gold (and a very small amount of it

too) forced Judas to sell his lord and

master. It caused the sous of Jacob to

split asunder, ten tribes following one

man and two another. It caused a

separation between England and her

American colonies, giving the colonies

something to boast of—and England

something to " feel mean about." It

continually separates and joins in mar-

riage hardy boys and rosy girls of

" sweet sixteen," and also frosty headed

widowers, and toothless, almost eyeless

widows.
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" This yellow slave,

Will knit and break religions; bless the ac-

cursed,

Make the hoar leprosy adored
;
place thieves

And give them title, knee, and approbation

With Senators on the bench ; this it is

That makes the weppen'd widow wed again

;

She whom the spital-house and ulcerous sores

Would cast the gorge, this embalms and spices

To the April day again."

—

Enough. Gold is the greatest lever

power "in this country," and there is

no use in talking about it. Archimedes

said if his postulate was granted, i. e.,

if there was given him a spot detached

from the earth to stand upon—he could,

by his machinery, move the earth itself.

So if my postulate be granted, i. e., if

plenty of gold is aiven me / can move

the earth, / can make her firm founda-

tions shake like a coward, and stand on

it at the same time. Mammon then is

a powerful fellow. So are the papers.

The contest between them will be'terri-

ble, for it will be diamond cut diamond.

But mammon is a mean, underhanded,

dishonest chap. The papers are hon-

esty itself. It is my sincere wish

then that they may lay old mammon
by the side of the " National Bank,"

and Packenham. And then no whis-

kered purseproud dandy can " take the

shine off" poor fellows among the girls.

Girls what makes you love mammon

!

" Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare

Andmammon wins a way, where seraphs might

despair."

If you will quit loving the old scamp

you all may love me. No you " shan't"

neither, I forgot

—

one at a time. If I

am not a beauty, I won't, on that ac-

count, be loved by the wholesale. I

will be choice in my selection too.

Backwoods.

TOM SHADY'S EXCUSE FOR
WRITING POETRY.

Messrs. Editors :—Tom Shady is be-

fore you again ; but having met with ill

success in the prosy walks of literature,

he now proposes, for the first time, to

try his hand at rhyme. It is said, you

know, that "every dog is good for some-

thing, and if he fails at one thing, try

him in another, and you will at last

learn that for which he is best suited."

So Tom is determined to try every thing

till he finds what he is good for ; and if

he finds that his talent is best adapted

to " the unpardonable sin " of making

words jingle, do not think that he will

hide it in a napkin of laziness.

But, Sirs, ever now and then

Expect a rhyme from Shady's pen.

Yet, lest you may be affrighted by

his threats, allow him to say that poetry

now-a-days, is respected just about as

much as prose ; and though you, whose

ears endure nought but Shakspearian

strains, cannot respect an humble bard-

ies jingling, yet the prosaic powers of

some folks do not so far exceed those of

a Bacon or Locke, that they need to

look down in utter contempt on all the

rhyming tribe. The only way in which

Tom can account for your antipathy to

poetry is, that whenever you deigned to

touch the hated stuff, you have read

nothing but the best authors, and there-

fore cannot admit any thing in the shape

of rhyme, unless it equals the very best

productions: whereas, being very con-

versant with the frothy prose literature

of the day, and finding that you can

compose something better than the worst

pieces of it, you have come to the con-
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elusion that your productions are some

punkins. But we rhymers noticing

this fact, say with Burns, though in re-

lation to another matter,

Sae, ye observe that all this clatter

Is nothing but a " moonshine matter?

But tho* dull prose folk Latin splatter

In logic tulzie,

I hope we bardies ken some betten]

Than mind sic brulzie.

Although, kind sirs, Tom has taken

it upon himself to defend the whole

tribe of rhymers, do not think that in

so doing he throws out a banter to you.

"Two heads are better than one, even if

one 's a sheep's head ;" and poor Tom

Shady would be badly mangled if half

a dozen should come butting against

him. Yet as the subject came within

the line of his first excuse, he bravely

meets it. The second excuse for writing

poetry, he will take the liberty of draw-

ing from the same Scottish bard, who,

kind-hearted soul, seemed to have the

good of all such chaps as Tom Shady

at heart.

I am nac poet, in a sense,

But just a rhymer, like, by chance,

And hae to learning no pretense,

Yet what the matter 1

Whene'er my muse does at me glance,

I jingle at her.

Your favored servant,

TOM SHADY.

Remorse is as the heart in which it grows

;

If that be gentle, it drops balmy dews

Of true repentance ; but, if proud and gloomy,

It is a poison-tree that, pierced to tho inmost,

Weeps only tears of poison.

S. T. Colridge.

ELLA LEE.

(A Song of the Southern Land.)

Lay her where the wood-bine clingeth,

To the dark Magnolia tree ;

Where the breeze low music bringeth

From the bosom of the sea
;

With a sorrowful devotion,

Lay her where sweet violets be ;

Where the leaves keep gentle motion

To the breathing of the sea.

There, there, lay her,

There, there, leave her,

Our fair Ella,

Our young Ella,

Our lost Ella,

Ella Lee

!

Ever blooming as the summer,

Ever humming like the bee
;

We believe her some bright comet,

From the land where souls are free.

Oh ! she was so sweet and holy,

Mortal ne'er could lovlier be,

And she left us bright and slowly,

As the sunset leaves the sea

!

Yes, we've lost her,

Even lost her,

Our sweet Ella,

Our fair Ella,

Our young Ella,

Ella Lee

!

Lay her where the long grass sweepeth

On tho bark of many a tree
;

Where the lonely willow weepeth,

Like a mourner by tho sea :

—

She was lovely, she was gentle.

As all gifted spirits be
;

Folded in a linen mantle,

Slumbering near the silent sea

!

We havo left her—
Sadly left her—
Our fair Ella,

Our young Ella,

Our lost Ella,

Ella Leo

!

THE RAILWAY OF LIFE.
Short was the passage through this earthly vale.

By turnpike roads when mortals used to wood;

But now we travel by the way of rail,

As soon again we reach the journey's end.

Punch.
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SOMETHING ABOUT COURTSHIP,

TO WIND UP WITH ZEB STAR-

KEY'S TRIAL AND CONFES-

SION.

CHAPTER I.

Now friends, in the outset, let it be

distinctly understood that the " depo-

nent sayeth" not, whether he ever court-

ed or not himself, for that is a question

which he would feel some delicacy in

answering ; but only, that he has been

making some observations, and trying

to collect facts on the subject, from

which he might deduce some general

conclusions, that would be of service to

his fellow creatures. Now it has been

always, matter of great surprise with

him, that while rapid improvements

were going on in the sciences and arts,

and the habits of society have been al-

most revolutionized by steam and elec-

tricity, that there should be a complete

stand still in this line of business. And

no body will deny, that courting is a

matter of " first rate importance " in the

business of life. Just if you please

take a glimpse into some of the other

departments, and see what is going on

there. For instance, let us first take

chemistry and natural philosophy. Just

as soon as your attention is directed to

them, you discover that these sister sci-

ences are running rapidly forward, hand

in hand, in the race of improvement.

Let us next go into the manufacturing

world, and what do you see here. Why,

you find that all the natural agents have

been so completely tamed and subdued

that they act with a momentum, speed

and precision that vastly surpasses the

ability of man. One good cotton and

woollen manufactory will spin and weave

(and do it better) more cloth in the

course of 24 hours, than all the women

and girls in a county. In fact, so sur-

prising were the results of this wonder-

ful machine, soon after its invention,

taking it in connection also with other

labor saving machines that were made

to act in conjunction with it, that seri-

ous fears were entertained for this " ex-

cellent class" of society ; because, it was

argued, " no employment, no use." In

navigation also, there are improvements,

and even in agriculture, which is slower

in the " march of improvement" than

either of the other branches of human

industry, we perceive a remarkable

change. Why, just turn to one of your

agricultural or horticultural journals,

and see what is going on
;
you will find

accounts of improved seeds, improved

trees, improved stock of every kind, and

of improved soils, by " subsoiliug,"

"pew ploughing," putting " guano " on

it or by some other means. Now, what

does all this show? Why it shows

this, that the utter neglect of any im-

provement in this line of business, viz,

courting, must soon get to be a subject

of much alarm to every patriot. " Be-

cause why V Why, because, all the arts

and sciences, including every pursuit of

man or woman, except this, seem

to be rising upwards in a circle,

in consequence of improvements con-

stantly going on in them, and as soon

as we witness an improvement in one,

there follows immediately, "if not soon-

er," a corresponding improvement in

all the others. And it is the nature of

both men and women to apply them-

selves to those callings which are made

easy by improvement, and to neglect
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those that arc unimproved, and as dif-

ficult as they were in the earliest stages

of society. You can now see the con-

sequence ; as soon as they find out, that

improvements are going on everywhere

else hut in courtships, they will neglect

this subject and turn their attentions to

all others. And it must he plain to

every one, that if something is not

done to remedy the evil, the species

must in the course of a few years dis-

appear from the face of the earth, for

want of a convenient means of "mar-

rying and being given in marriage."

The mere probability of such a ca-

tastrophe, would seem tosp^ak in thun-

der tones to every lover of his country,

to be up and doing something to pre-

vent it ; and how much louder does it

speak, when it can be proven, as the

writer thinks he has shown, by a strict

course of reasoning, almost as rigid as

a mathematical proof, that such will

come to pass, if something is not done

to prevent it. Now, kind reader, the ob-

ject of the writer's researches has been,

if possible, to place the business of court-

ing on a level with other pursuits, by

giving it the necessary facilities. True,

many difficulties have presented them-

selves to him in the course of his la

bors, and there are others yet to over-

come ; however, be now thinks, that he

will soon be able to present the public

with a new system of courting, admir-

ably adapted to their necessities. And

would recommend to all young pei

who have not yet mad.' their engage-

ments, .'Mid even if they have in some

instances, to wait for it and give it a

trial. It is the writer's intention to <h>

so. A year or two since, he undertook

to negotiate a courtship with an object

of zinparalhled loveliness, but was so

struck with the slowness and uncertain-

ty of the old system, and having it in

contemplation at the same time to in-

troduce some improvements, he finally

came to the conclusion to put it off, un-

til he had perfected his plans, and then

be the first to try them. But before he

can expect the public to acquiesce in his

projects, it will be necessary for him to

point out some of the defects of the pre-

sent system, and show the feasibility of

improving it, or rather of remodeling

and reconstructing it. The next chapter

will therefore be devoted to this head.

CHAPTER II.

Now, reader, we propose in this chap-

ter to point out some of the defects in the

present system of carrying on courtships,

winch will account for its bad operation,

and to explain the manner in which

they have crept into it, and also to give

you some general idea of the " pana-

cea" that we wish to apply. In order

to do this successful ly, it will be neces-

sary to unfold it somewhat, as we go

along, that you may understand more

clearly where the defects are and their

nature and extent. In the first place,

then, we will take a general view of it,

and notice its general operation, and

secondly, we will consider its organiza-

tion and the effects of that organization.

First, with reference t«> a general

view. Now, courting is a very ancient

operation, and from what I can gather,

was in use even many centuries before

Columbus discovered America, which,

you wid remember, was in 1492, or

thereabouts. Yon will find many inter-

esting notices of courtships in the Old

Testament,— that recorded in the book
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of Ruth, for genuine delicacy, simplicity

and pathos has never been surpassed.

You will also remember that Sampson

had a courtship over among the Phil-

istines. But this affair was managed

badly, for he had to do lots of fighting

on the strength of it. Don't you re-

member when his wife was given to au-

other man who pretended to be his

friend, what a passion he flew into, and

that he took three hundred foxes and

turned them tail to tail and put a fire-

brand in the midst and let them go

into the Philistines' corn, and so burned

up their corn and vineyards and olives.

You know, too, that he had a fight with

them at Elam, where he slew them

" hip and thigh," and also another

vhere he fought with an instrument

nade of bor.e. But the system has

ndergone many changes during the

no- series of years which have -inter-

red since Sampson's day. In fact

ihas changed so much that, perhaps,

v may, with more propriety, consider

tit ours is another sj^stem out and out

;

bause if you patch an old garment

tithere is none of it left it certainly is

nebbe same that it was at first.

ut let us now turn our attention

to? general operation. And I sup-

po; in the first place, that you all

knc, from the least to the greatest,

ma, and females, that at the very low-

est ssible estimate there must be two

pan to every courtship, a courtor and

coup (charge that to some of them

law tdents,) and most commonly there

comin a host of others on both sides

;

snchs lathers and moth ere, sisters,

gramothers, good old aunties, whose

maid names " mirabile dictu" have

never±en changed; brothers, sagacious

old darkies, and in fine all the gossips

of the neighborhood, and still more, not

unfrequently, there pops in a rival, a be-

ing more to be dreaded than anything

short of a guilty conscience. Well, in the

face of this ''cloud of witnesses," watch-

ing, as Burns has it, " wi' sharpen'd glee

inspection," every movement oftheunfor-

tunate courtor, he has to commence and

carry on nearly all his operations. Why,
ti lis of itself is almost enough to put an

end to all courtships, in an age render-

ed easy by improvement, except where

the operator has a set of nerves as hard

as steel, for in no other honest business,

that I know of,especial!y where aman acts

solely for himself, is he watched so close.

ly : a man can hardly help feeling mean

under such circumstances, I don't care

how honest he is. Ah reader*! " these

are times that try men's souls !
" I'd

rather have forty Mexicans after me
jobbing me with their long sharp lan-

ces, than even be suspected of a court-

ship by one-half of this very respectable

crowd :—and keep them from finding

you out ! Why reader just try it, and

you'll soon find you were never worse

mistaken in your life. And just let

them know, which they are certain to

do, that a fellow has any notion of cul-

tivating amicable relations with his

sweetheart, and "forthwith immediate-

ly " they begin to talk about him and

the girl, and ten chances to one if they

don't make the poor girl so shy of him

that he can't get within speaking dis-

tance of her ; or if they clon't do this,

they are apt to put some other mischief

in her head that is no better for him.

And all must have something to say :

—

" I wonder," says Mrs. Bellclapper,

" how the little Doctor is coming on
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these times down at the 'squire's?"

—

u Well, indeed I hardly know," replies

old Mrs. Calicofrock, " I was down there

the other day, but I believe I din't see

much since ; any how, they say he's

trying. Well, really, if he gets Miss

Saily Primp, he will get a mighty fine

girl, but I hardly think he will, for they

say he hasn't got much of this world's

goods, and people go in mightily for

niggers these times. Now, reader, don't

you think such talk as this was enough

to make the little Doctor's ears burn ?

But " this was not a priming." Miss

Sally has been chatted. Mrs. Bigety,

some time ago, had marked Miss Sally

for her son Goliah, who was a mighty

man, yea ! a perfect Nimrod, to chase

foxes, and he had more dogs than you
" could shake a stick at ;" and could

drink lots of liquor, and considered

himself a judge of that article, and

could swear with the " gravy to it," as

he was wont to say. Now this gentle-

man had never showed much attention

to Miss Sally, for he dreaded the Doc-

tor's steady habits, but when he did

wait on her, he seemed to do it rather

as a right than as a privilege ; for he

considered himself of a big family and

"ergo" he was "sum." But he had a

deep rooted hankering to court Miss Sal-

ly and the Doctor must first be laid on

the shelf; meanwhile, while this mat-

ter was being fixed, he wanted to sort

of reform. His " mammy " took the

Doctor's case in hand, and, reader, you

will scarcely believe liow easily she man-

aged it. Why, all she done, was to in-

sinuate in Miss Sally's presence, "that

the young Doctor might bo good

enough in his own placo, but that he

should not try to put himself on an

equality with his betters." Miss Sally

of course caught this hint of her supe-

riority, and the next time she was wait-

ed on by her adorer, she gave him some

tokens of it in the way of slights. But

he, poor blind soul, didn't understand

the game. True, her conduct towards

him created a considerable " wool-gath-

ering " in " his upper story," and caus-

ed him to loose two or three nights

sleep ; but finally taking all the circum-

stances into consideration, and imputing

good motives to Miss Sally, as gentle-

men always do to the ladies, and at

the same time remembering that she

had formerly encouraged his suit, and

that the 'Squire and his wife had always

been as kind and obliging to him as if

they were his nearest of kin :—in fact

the 'Squire and his wife were not op-

posed to the match, but left it discre-

tionary with their daughter; he dis

missed his doubts and rather censure'

himself for ever having enteriaine

them ; he accordingly resolved to be

man, and not to be always taking n

tice of every little circumstance th

can't be accounted for. Why, he e*

flattered himself that she was of

making a trial of his sincerity, and:-

cordingly he resolved, if " possible,'^

increased attention, to convince her at

he was in earnest. Poor fellow ! is

was to him the beginning of sows.

The more she slighted him the moiftt-

tention he paid her, imagining alhe

time that she was only giving hir.»p-

portunities to show how well be fed

her. Now if you could only ha all

the talk that the host of worthies,m-

tioned sometime back, kept up alliis

time that the Doctor was striding

against his fate, spread out on par, it
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would keep you till Christmas to read

it. Now, reader, how do you imagine

this courtship wound up ? Why, she

kicked him flat ; and what else could

she do ? for she tried every other means

she could think of to " shake him off."

And what next do you think she done ?

Why, she suffered her name to be

changed from Miss Sally Primp to Mrs.

Sarah Bigety ! I wish time would per-

mit I would trace her story some far-

ther for you, with sorrow though for

her misfortunes, and without one word

of censure.

Some time after this courtship, and

after the Doctor had recovered his right

mind, he came to the writer one day,

and says he, " Well, Simon, I under-

stand you are engaged in a very phi-

lanthropical undertaking, and" says he,

"I pray heaven for your success." " Yes,"

says I, " it is my desire to benefit my
species if I can.- But what now Doc-

tor I" " Well," says he, drawing a

heavy sigh, and a big tear quivering in

his eye, " I have a few things that I

want you to note down in your book

of facts and observations." Says he, " I

have just had a severe trial and have

come on purpose to make a full confes-

sion of it to you, if it will be of any

service to you." " Yes," says I, " I

am always glad to hear anything on

that subject, if you mean your recent

courtship," "Yes," says he; and he

then told all the above or rather con-

firmed it, for I had heard ten times as

much more, before he said a word to

me about his courtship. "Bat," says

he, " Simon, here is something that I

want you to note down in a corner to

itself ;—riches is a dangerous thing,

when people suffer themselves to be

blinded by it. I'm afraid that poor

girl will never be happy in this world
;

she is married to a perfect sot. I know

I'd a made her a better husband than

that miserable scamp,—and his mam-
my, only how she served me ! Simon,

you know I'm a better man than he is?"

" Yes," says I. " Now, if I had known

in the outset, the game that was play-

ing," says he, "I could have guarded

against it ; for if I had just then, only

have stopped short my attentions to

Sally, and directed them to some one

else for a time, so as to make it appear

to her, that I intended something, but

in reality make no such impression on

the mind of the other girl, her jealousy

might have been aroused, or at least,

she would have had time to think, and

moreover, that fool Goliah, would have

rushed in before the family were satis-

fied with his hypocritical reform ; and

in all probability, I would have succeed-

ed, if I had not been in too much hur-

ry. But here is what I want you to

write by itself : never think a woman
is trying to prove your love when she

is slighting you^ it's no such thing, be-

cause I have tried it. And the way this

deceitful " man trap" ever came to be

sot is this : damsels sometimes slight

their beaux, and afterwards become sor-

ry for it, and this is the way they plead

out of it. I thought it was a< just ob-

servation and preserved it with great

care.

Now, reader, if you have not forgot-

ten what we intended to illustrate- by
this courtship, and become tired of our

tedious way of telling it, we feel fully

compensated for our pains. You re-

member we set out with a general view

of the present system of courtships, and
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a notice of its general operation. This

story was introduced among other things

to illustrate the latter. Now we prom-

ised to point out some of its defects as

we unfolded it ; but you have no doubt

been able to discover them without hav-

ing them particularly showed to you
;

at any rate, this general view, has no

doubt, convinced you, that the system

operates badly, and calls loudly for re

form. However, you should notice the

following as gross defects : first, there are

too many parties concerned in it ; second-

ly, it is attended with too much delay ; all

labor-saving machines make time a mat-

ter of first importance, in fact speed is

the greatest " desideratum" this is to

be one of the grand features of the

new system, and thereby to cut off many

of the incumbrances of the old. Again,

the uncertainty of its operation is an-

other great defect. A man can never

tell with certainty, before hand, what

the result is to be that will bring out.

But under our next head, when we

come to examine its organization, we

shall be able to trace out tlie causes of

many of these defects. In fact this is

the point to which all our plans of im-

provement have been directed, but we

cannot claim space enough in the pres-

ent number of the Magazine, to do jus-

tice to this head; we therefore reserve

it for the next, hoping meanwhile, you

will fully digest what has been said, and

be better prepared for what is yel to

come, when it does come, than you

would be if you had it now. The wri

tcr has another secret which he will ex-

plain in the next, viz: the power of

bring among you, and still being invis-

ible ; in this way, ho. will hoar all you

have to say about his plans, and will be

greatly encouraged if you should be

pleased with them.

Yours affectionately,

Simon Be he.

-ty-JUfcr
IEEE.THE BANKS OF THE'eBAC REEF.

[No. 2.]

I promised, you remember, when we

parted, to tell you a secret ; also to re-

late the story of the Revolution, as re-

counted by Martin. I he secret you

have no doubt gathered from what was

said about the hydrangea, and Eliza's

confusion when discovered kneeling by

its side. I did not intend tO be my .-te-

nons
;
but wished you to understand

clearly what I meant. You are right.

She loved Mahgar, and loved as I

have known but one beside to love.

Chide me not, fair reader, because I

thus speak of one of your sex. You
say it is impossible for a lady to love

until she is loved and wooed. I grant

it may be so with you ; but if you be-

long to the rule, there has been one ex-

ception, at least. Further than this I

do not seek to know. My story has

been commenced, and I silently await

the author's doom. Not, it is true,

with that anxiety and tear, which till

the mind of him who has a literary

reputation at stake. I have none, and,

in this view, cannot be a loser. But I

have a character for veracity which I

would not endanger, and in all essential

points, will speak the truth, unmixed

with fiction or the coloring of romance.

When, therefore, your lip would curl

with scorn or mute disdain be sealed on

your brow, in consequence of anything

contained in my subject matter, r< mem-

ber that it is not the product of my
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brain—wonder at its strangeness as you

please, but do not blame me for it.

Leonidas Stowe, who bas been intro-

duced already, was a warm-hearted boy,

who had been but little in the world,

and knew but little of its artifice and

deceit. His most prominent character-

istic was his extreme sensibility to the

joys and sorrows of others. He was

ever ready to "rejoice with those that

did rejeice, and to weep with those that

wept." When very young, he and his

sister Mary, (still younger) though only

distantly related by consanguinity to

Eliza, were brought, by the fortunes of

their family, to reside in the same house

with her. They became companions
j

and playmates. Often did they wan-

der in childish glee, when the sky was

clear, to the wood to gather berries ; or

to the sedge-fields to chase the humble-

bee from flower to flower ; or gambol

in the myrtle groves that fringed the

denser forest, vieing with the carols of

the mocking-jay, in the varied sweetness

of their joyous prattle. Leon being the

eldest, and feeling (as all boys do) that

he was born to govern and defend,

avowed himself the protector and guide

of his two little companions. Many a

stout fight did he have with the old

cook's pet gander, who thought himself

better entitled to certain vacant areas

about the kitchen than anybody else

:

and many a long race did he run after

a bee that had stung one of his play-

mates, or a lizard that had frightened

them. Thus they grew in each others

society, Eliza disputing Mary's sole

right to her brother, and Leon some-

times doubting whether he loved his

real or his adopted sister more. As

time rolled on, it became necessary that

they should leave the infant school

where they had formed other pleasant

connexions, dissolve forever their child-

like intimacies, and be separated and

sent to distant parts of the State to be

trained to the artificial restraints of edu-

cation, mental, moral and physical ; as

if they were not pretty enough, and

happy enough, already. This separa-

ration was painful and long. At length

Eliza and Mary completed their course

and returned to the home of their in-

nocent childhood—the scenes of their

brightest joys. Those joys were to be

felt by them no more. They had laid

aside the habiliments of girlhood and

taken the flowing robes of sixteen.

Leon had just entered college, where

four years of study lay before him

;

and his vacations were the only time he

could now spend in the society of his

former companions. The friendship

which had grown up between him and

Eliza, and ripened into something ap-

proaching to brotherly love, was kept

warm and active by a correspondence

which was commenced on their first sep-

aration, and continued with strict fideli-

ty for several years. This will account

for the mutual confidence reposed in

each other, and the deep interest in

each other's weal that may from time

to time appear in the sequel of my story.

" Have you been to town, Leon?" said

Eliza, as she entered the parlor, where

Mary and Leon were sitting, reading a

newspaper, by the last rays of the fad-

ing twilight, as they fell through the

open window.

" Yes, Lizzy, I have just returned and

brought the papers. Sister and I were

reading & notice of the partnership be-

tween Drs. Bond and Mahgar. They
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will share equally in the profits of their

united practice. Mahgar is a lucky fel-

low, isn't he ? By the way, here is a

note to you, from the Misses Perry."

"O! yes; an invitation. I was just

going to ask you about the party. Did

you see Sally ? What word did she

send me ? Will there be many there ?

When ."

" Stop ! Not so fast. I won't be able

to answer half your questions, if you

don't put them one at a time."

" Well, we'll go to the party, won't

we ? Never mind my other questions."

"Yes, I suppose so, if we can find the

old man in a good humor and get the

carriage and horses."

" You will go, won't you, Mary ?

—

Now, don't be putting on your old-fash-

ioned philosophy and talking about the

silliness of modern fashions, the waste

of time spent at parties and all that.

—

We are young, you know, and must

give vent to our jovial spirits sometimes.

Say you will go, and let's have a merry

time. Do you remember what your

old friend, the poet, says ?

' Prize not your life for other ends

Than merely to oblige your friends.'

" Well, really, I don't care much

about going to soirees or any thing of

the kind, and believe that love is all a

humbug. These parties are all gotten

up for the purpose of throwing young

folks into each others society to make

matches and furnish subjects of conver-

sation for a week or two. Now, if peo-

ple can't find something better to talk

about, than what is generally said and

done on such occasions, I think they

had better keep their mouths shut. I

don't feel like placing myself in the

matrimonial bizarre, just now ; and if

any youug man wants to see me worse

than I do him, why, let him come here,

and he shall have that pleasure. But if

you want to go, Lizzy, I will not be ob-

stinate, and will try to compromise my
feelings, in obedience to the precept of

Swift."

"There's sober sense for you," said

Leon, laying the paper down and draw-

ing the window curtains to k^ep out the

night air. " Why, sister, you have made

me feel really serious. What a lecture

you could deliver ! I don't mean a

curtain lecture, but one on the ' degen-

eracy of the age.'

"

Lizzy sighed, and seemed for a mo-

ment lost in serious thought. But her

deep blue eye soon began to dance and

sparkle with its wonted brilliancy, as she

talked glibly of the preparations for the

following evening. Every thing was

soon arranged, and nothing separated

her from the pleasure she anticipated,

but the twenty-four dull hours that were

to intervene. They passed, as such

hours usually do, and while

,' The west yet glimmered with some streake of

day,"

the carriage rolled away from the door

with three light hearts and throe smil-

ing faces, that were soon to shine as a

bright constellation in the parlor of Mrs.

Parry. As they neared the mansion, a

bright light streamed from the windows,

throwing a brilliant glare on all objects

around. Mahgar was there ; he had

just delivered his horse into the hand

of a servant and was standing at the

wicket when they alighted. He escort-

ed Lizzy to the parlor, and engaged her

for the first set. It was a delightful
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evening. The Misses Parry had done

their best; and their's was no mean

fame for decking a parlor in party col-

ors, with flowers of every hue, and dress-

ing a table with the richest viands in a

style that could not offend the most

fastidious taste. All that makes life

desirable, wit, love and beauty, was

there. Friendship's kind voice was

mingled in the din, and

" Mirth, music, merry-making melody

Sped the light hours ."

The young doctor and his fair part-

ner were the cynosure of all eyes—the

topic of all tongues ; and there were

not wanting significant glances and

knowing nods on the part of those who

had often watched the spark of affec-

tion, from the time it was stricken forth

by the contact of congenial spirits, till

it glowed a blazing torch on Hymen's

sacred altar. Mahgar was happy, and

so was Eliza ; and as in the intervals of

the dance, if she had not been his part-

ner through the set, he sought her side

with a gallant step and a countenance

beaming with intelligence, the concep-

tion of Milton might have been realized,

" For contemplation he, and valor formed,

For softness she, and sweet attractive grace."

He thought he could not mistake the

language of the crimson tint that play-

ed upon her cheek as her eye met his

;

or the meaning of those soft confiding

tones, that sent the life-torrents with re-

doubled swiftness through his veins.

—

:

She believed that word and act could

not so belie the heart, as his must do,

if he, indeed, were not sincere.

The grey dawn, as it peeped over the

eastern hills, was greeted by the dulcet

notes of the flute and violin,floating away

on the spicy breeze. Soon the clatter-

ing sounds of hoofs and wheels rolled

back, and seemed to awaken an echo of

the guests, " good-bye." The lamps grew

dim in the parlor—the stars one by one

fled from sight—and all was as still as

the mermaid's grot beneath the waves

of the sea.

CHAPTER II.

" Come listen to another tale,

Should make your heart beat high,

Bring crimson to your forehead,

And the lustre to your eye ;

—

It is a tale of olden time,

Of days long since gone by."

Aytoun.

It was a clear bright morning, and

some drops of dew still sparkled on the

grass that covered the unenclosed lot,

before mentioned. Mahgar and Martin

were seated under a spreading cedar,

standing near the brink of the declivity

that sloped away to the river. Martin

had not enjoyed the advantages of a

college education, but he was well vers-

ed in all the love of the neighborhood,

and possessed talents and a degree of

general information that entitled him to

a far loftier station than the one he had
chosen to fill. He had become attached

to agricultural pursuits, while he fol-

lowed them through choice, and after

his paternal estates had been severed by
a stroke of misfortune, he preferred to

superintend the farm of another, rather

than to engage in any business discon-

nected with his favorite employment.

"You ask me to relate the incidents

connected with this spot, during the

revolutionary conflict. I do it the more

willingly because I am unwilling that
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the memory of them should be lost, and

because, when I speak of them, I have

recalled into my mind many of the

scenes of my boyhood, that always

awaken pleasing emotions sobered with

melancholy. Perhaps I had better give

them to you in the language of my fa-

ther, or as near it as I can recollect.

On the anniversary of the battle he

would say—" Come here boys ; I have

a bit of a story to tell you about the to-

nes of the Revolution, and I want you

to remember it as long as yon live."

One evening about sunset a servant of

one of the militia officers came to me

and handed me a note from his master.

It wras a request to meet him early after

dark. At the appointed hour I repair-

ed to the south side of the lake, where

I found a number of officers and men

assembled, holding a consultation by a

dim lightwood fire, that was shaded by

the branches of pines placed on a scaf-

fold above it. From them I learned that

an attack upon the tories was meditated,

by crossing the river and ascending the

hill behind the house they were quar-

tered in. There was no regularly or-

ganized army in this part of the State.

The tories had taken possession of the

town, had seized the property of all

who lied to the swamps for protection,

and pronounced sentence of death on

those who would not swear allegiance

to king George. The ferry was strictly

guarded, so that no one might secretly

trade across the river; and provisions

being very scarce on this side, the peo-

ple were reduced to a state approaching

starvation. The attack originated with

the wife of our captain. She asked

permission to go to L and spy out

the position and numbers of the enemy.

He remonstrated, telling her the dan-

gers she must encounter; but she was

unmoved. Mounted on horseback, she

proceeded through the woods to the

banks of the river. The river happen-

ed to be low, and after attempting to

cross at several points, she at length

discovered a sand bar that enabled her

to cross in safety. Perhaps that was

the only place within fifty miles that

was fordable at that time. She went

into town on a pretext of trading, and

offered a few pairs of socks she had

brought, in exchange for coffee. Her

boldness shielded her from suspicion

;

and while engaged in the business which

had ostensibly brought her there, she

had ample opportunities of learning

even more than she anticipated. Hav-

ing satisfied herself, she returned by the

same way, taking care to go far below

the village before she turned to the riv-

er, designated the ford so it could not

be mistaken, and reached home early in

the afternoon. The uncertain move-

ments of the enemy rendered it neces-

sary that immediate action should be

taken, or the information gained might

not be of any service. Accordingly

our company was called together, and

it was determined to storm the quarters

of the enemy the next morning. I was

very young, and had never been in the

service ; but when I heard that the to-

ries were to be routed from their posi-

tion, 1 felt that I was strong enough to

do it myself. It was determined to

make the attack at daylight ; and the

night was spent in making preparations

and marching to the river; it being

about six miles distant. Here we halt-

ed to await the dawn. The moon shot

its pale beams on the river, rolling its
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icy waters beneath our feet. The Epac

reef glistented dimly from the farther

side, and the stars twinkled coldly but

encouragingly above us. Our captain

called his men around him, and address-

ed them in simple but soul -stirring lan-

guage.

" Fellow soldiers," said he, " a dan-

gerous and arduous work lies before

you. The time will be sbort. One de-

termined onset, and all will be ours.

Our brethren in the cause of freedom

are routing the enemy everywhere. Let

us do our duty. We are only eighty

strong, poorly equipped, and must op-

pose many hundreds ; but the god of

battles is with us. We stand on the

banks of the river ready to cross, not like

Caesar's men to invade their country,

but to fight for our homes, freedom and

right. Obey your orders and victory

awaits you." Just before day-break,

orders were given to inarch, and we

plunged into the river, the water rising

to our armpits, and crossed, holding our

guns and ammunition above our heads.

We were now half a mile below the

enemy's position, and the road leading

to the ferry was to be crossed. We
knew that a sentinel was stationed some-

where on the road, and supposing it

was near the ferry, we kept on the hill-

side, immediately under the town. We
passed the road unobserved, and were

soon opposite the tory quarters. Here

we were drawn up and received our or-

ders. They were, to march in six col-

umns, directly to the top of the hill;

proceed a few paces, and halt in silence,

'till all had reached the top ; and not

to fire unless a body of armed men ap-

pealed in the streets or at the windows.

Before the second line had fairly reach-

ed the summit, the alarm was given.

j

The loud peals of the drum threw the

|

whole town into confusion. We direct-

j

ed a fire into the house in which the

!
town guards were lodged. They im-

j

mediately issued out and formed at the

j

corner of the building to return our fire.

I
In a moment, assistance was arriving

I

from every quarter, and the ranks ot

! our foes began to increase to a frightful

i

number ; but our last men now emerg-

jingfrom beneath the hill, their front

I

lines gave way and precipitated them-

selves down the sides of a deep ravine,

|

that made up from the river, and escap-

j

ed by the ferry. The officers of the

I
others, finding it impossible to form

|

their men in fighting order, laid down

j
their arms at discretion. Our captain

j

sent messengers to the fugitives in the

i

swamps, to inform them of what was

idone, and request their hasty return.

i They needed no incentive, beyond per-

i

mission, to induce them home, and be-

j

fore the sun went down, a body of whigs

was assembled sufficient to secure the ,

town against a recapture. Thus was

planned and accomplished, in less than

two days, an exploit, which, although it

may be insignificant, when compared

with the military operations of that day,

secured, for the remaining years of the

revolution, quiet and peace to the in-

habitants of L ."

" Here is the spot on which the house

stood that they fired into, and a few

paces back is the cave into which the

routed tories escaped."

" Where," enquired Mahgar, " is the

lake that you mentioned ?"

"About seven miles east from this

place. There are many traditions, pre-

served by those who live near it, of the

indians who used to live around it, and
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who called it "the clear water," be-

cause, I suppose, of its clearness in com-

parison with the bay-water."

" I must see it. Are there any fish

in it ?"

" yes, they are very abundant; and

the young people frequently have fish-

ing parties there, at this season of the

year."

" I hope we will have the pleasure of

riding over there soon. Meantime, and

at all times, I would be glad to see you

at my office, at Dr. Bond's."

The friends separated, (for such they

proved to be ever afterwards,) each to

pursue his respective calling. They

were both descended from ancestors,

born on the Island of Jura ; and all

v
you have to tell a Scotchman, if he

knows no positive ill of you, to gain his

friendship is, that you are descended

fro.o an ancestry that was bred on the

highlands of Scotland.

(To be Continued.)

STATISTICS OF NORTH CARO-
LINA—GATHERED FROM THE
CENSUS OF 1850.

The total population of the State is

868,90'*, which gives 17 to a square

mile. Of this sum total there are

652,464 whites, 27,196 free negroes,

288,412 slaves, aud only 831 Indians.

These last reside in Haywood and Ma-

con. Our federal representative popu-

lation is 753,538, which, giviug one

member to about 91,000 inhabitants,

allows us only 8 members of the lower

house of Congress.

It is a curious fact that there ia n

large excess of females over males, in

the case of tho whites, amounting to

nearly 8,000 (7,726.) Judging from

this fact, we may conclude that there

are at least ten or twelve thousand

" old maids " ex necessitate. As more

males are born than females, this must

arise
h
from the fever of emigration,

which enriches the new States at the

expense of our own. We may hope

and expect that the railroads and other

improvements now in progress, while

they will bring at small cost the pork

and flour of more productive lands to

our seaboard, will materially assist in

supplying our errant sons, with an ar-

ticle so necessary as a wife ; and thus

there will be an exchange of wives for

live stock to the mutual satisfaction of

the parties.

The whole number of deaths for the

year 1850, is 10,207, so that, one out

of eighty-five in our State, dies yearly.

The average commonly given for the

civilized world—one out of thirty

—

shows that our's is a favored land, in

point of health. We hear it often said,

that of late years, the " down country"

has been more exempt from sickness

than the " up country." The following

calculation shows that at least for the

year 1850, this is far from being the

truth. The counties of Orange, Wake,

Chatham, Guilford and Alamauce,

whoso population is 91,589, may be

taken as having the average health of

the uplands. The deaths in these coun-

ties are 897, being one out of a hundred

and two, while in Halifax, Edgecombe,

Martin, Pitt, Greene and Wayne, which

constitute a portion of the "down
country," having a population of 88,-

418, the deaths are 1380, being one out

of sixty-four. By the following table,

which may be relied on, one can see the
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comparative health of any portion of
the State for the year 1850

:

The deaths are, m Currituck, 1 out of 78
<• « „ « 9ates

> 1 " " 40

" « « « wnr"1' 1 " " 151
« « « « ™«ax, l " « 43
« „ « „ £- Hanover, 1 " « 66
•« » « « Orange, l

« « m
« „

Kobeson, 1 " « 82

« „ &a
.?f
on

> 1
" " 230

« « « „ ^llkeS
'u

1 " " 2°8
« « „ „ buncombe, 1

" « 128
" « « « Cherokee, 1 " " m

atok.es, I " " 231

Decidedly the healthiest counties in the
State are Gaston and Wilkes, and the
most unhealthy are Halifax and Gates.
Orange is almost as much favored as
Buncombe—and thrice as much as Hali-
fax or Gates.

The number of dwelling houses in
the State is 105,542 ; the number of
families 106,023; the excess of families
over that of dwellings is 481. This
small excess is a mark of the ease and
comfort our people live in, few homeless
and few huddled into crowded houses.
The number of members to each fami-

ly is eight, which, as that ordinarily
biven is only five, seems to be very
large.

The number of farms in actual cul-
tivation is 56,916, so that there is, on
an average, a farm to every fifteen souls,
or one to ten free persons. The farms
I the eastern portion of the State are
rery large in comparison with those in
he western. For instance, Edgecombe
las a farm to 23 persons, while Ashe
las one to 1.

By an inspection of the census table,
n can easily understand the reason of
he hostility of Western North Carolina
o the Eastern. Compare, for instance,
Edgecombe and Ashe. The former has
',642 free inhabitants and 8,547 slaves

26

M
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so that Edgecombe, for the purposes of
representation in the House of Com-
mons, and the education of her poor
white children, is considered as havino-
a population of 13,769. Ashe on the
other hand having almost the same
number of whites, (8,142,) but only 595
slaves, is considered, for the same pur-
poses, as having only 8,539 inhabitants.
Th1S the people of Ashe object to
strongly, and the signs of the times are
that we are to have a fierce struggle be-
tween the different parts of our State.

0.0.

newspaper/ quarrel-a'
fragment.

I Going to the Post office a few days ago
I found there, the "Register," "Stand-
ard," " Spirit of the Age," and " Week-
ly Post," taking them out and putting
them in my pocket, I returned home •

but on removing the papers from my
pocket, I found not only a hole in it
but also the tail torn off-a bran new
coat. I could not divine the cause of
this disaster for some time, but the ac-
tions of the said papers, which had been
thrown in a pile on the table, soon told
the cause of my misfortune. They had
^fighting in my pocket, and in the
scuffle, had kicked a hole in it, and
moreover, kicked off the tail of my
coat And now, while lying "cross and
pies on the table, they were engagedm their old trade, namely a war of
words.

"Look here, Madame Spirit- says

J
e^W^^" I wish you would quit

flapping me with your filthy corners.
Xou stink of liquor anyhow."
"You needn't kick before you ara
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spurred," says the Spirit " What do

you stink of? Free suffrage I reckon,

but to be sure, that smells like peaches."

" Hit him again Young Dimijohn,"

says the Register, " that was laid on

with a trowel. At him again, thou ter-

ror of distilleries,—it is mud, daub mud ;

your faces can't be made much dirtier."

" Well, Hon. Mr. Register," says the

Post I don't see what right the kettle

has to call the pot black. When did

you wash your face, my pretty ermine ?

" Who asked foryour gab Miss Post,"

says the Register, "attend to your

business if you have any, if you have

none die off. You are not satisfied

with setting yourself up as a lady, tell-

ing your puny love stories, and gabbling

about the improvement of the okl

"North State," but you will die if you

can't slander one who has served the

State with fidelity from his boyhood.

my efforts in behalf of free suffrage

Have I not led the democratic party of

North Carolina, again and again to vic-

tory ? That party which is destined to

place the stars and stripes, not only on

the tops of Chimborazo and Chumu-

laue, but also ori the highest mountains

on the moon, where they will nutter

over the " land of the free and home

of the brave."

" Hold him," says the Register ;" he

will do something desperate yet. Chim-

borazo ! Chumulaue ! There is not a

democrat in the world who can place

the United States flag on the.-' moun-

tains. Did a democrat place it on the

Bishop's palace, and Fort Independence,

at Monterey? Did a democrat bear it

through the mountain gorges of An.

tura, which ran with « human blood I

Did a democrat place it on the Gibralta

of America, San Juan, De Ulloa, 01

I will call "Fitz Van Winkle" to you cause it to wave in triumph over th

halls of the Montezumas, the pride o

the Aztec city 1 No sir, none but ivhig

can do such things.

Enough, enough," says the Post.

is and always will be the custom of p

litical papers to decry the party to whi«

they do not belong; accusing it of i

again if you don't mind."

"Yes," says the Standard, <4 thc

State would be much better off now, if

you had been strangled in your infancy.

It has been your aim, and you know it,

and the people know it, to keep 50,000

freemen from ' voting in the senate.' I

hope the people will put you down yet. potence ; of traitorous designs agM

You Scott-Seward thing you." ,
some part of the country ;

of not bei

"Yes," says the Spirit, "they ought influenced by pure motives in their

to put you both down, for I am told vices, but by an itching for th.

you both try to cram the 'dear sover- being led on by the scent of the ' I'r

eign people' with lies ; and I know that spots' and nothing .1-. Such is

you hang like millstones about their manner in which you political sh(

necks. What have you ever done for act, while your professions are altog'

the people, that you can claim any fa-

vor at their hands ?"

' What," says the Standard indig-

nantly, "was it not 1 who expelled the

last relic of slavery from the land, by

er different. One of you, for instan

has for a motto,

Ours are the plans of lair delightful peace,

Unwarpcd by jxirty rage to lite like broth
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But is that paper ' unwarped.' No
sir; it is double! and twisted into a

liard knot of party rage, and instead

of living 'like brotheis' it lives like cats

and dogs, barking, growling and scratch-

ing at its brethren of the opposition.

" Shut up,"' says the Standard, you

profess to be a family newspaper, an

enlivener of the social circle, &c. But

I pity that social circle which you can

enliven by your namby pamby love

tales, lame one-sided " Reviews " of

new books, and scientific receipts for

making coffee and roasting potatoes.

" It makes me lose my patience" to

hear papers ' neutral in politics and re-

ligion,' (neutral for the want of sense)

running down political sheets—the ben-

efactors of the human race—the palla-

diums of liberty, which

-O'er the people's rights doth an eternal,

vigil keep.

No soothing strains of Maia's son shall lull

their watchful eyes to sleep.

"I was not alluding to your motto,

Mr. Standard" says the Post, " for you

have none, unless ' Reid and victory

'

be one. You have found that you can-

not be faithful to a motto and conse-

quently you have thrown it aside. So

that now you can run both sides of the

track with a looseness, being sometimes

pig and sometimes puppy ; and some-

times I admire your discretion."

" Benefactors to the human race !

"

says the Spirit sneeringly, "in what

•way do you benefit the race ? By set-

ting one part of it against the other ?.

By making men quarrel about issues

which neither you nor they understand ?

But which has been set on foot by some

demagogue in order that he may man-

ufacture political capital from them."

" You have put in your gab again,

Jugbreaker," says the Standard, " You
think because you rant about the evils

ot intemperance, you are the great phy-

sician^who has purged a wicked world

of all its evils, and put it once more on

the turnpike road to prosperity."

" You may say what you please," Mr.

Standard, says the Spirit ; but humble

as I am, I have clone more for North

Carolina than every political sheet in

it. Go throughout the State ; visit all

the farms, from those that lie on the

blue Atlantic to those that nestle in the

lap of the blue ridge, and you will see

them rejoicing in the richest gifts of

Ceres ; corn stalks bending under the

ponderous ears, grow rank upon them

instead of weeds and thistles. And
what has brought about such a state of

things I. Why temperance :. I prepared

a way for him in North Carolina, and

drunkenness and poverty fled at her ap-

proach. But political sheets have been

in existence here, both before and after

the struggle for independence ; and they

exist even until now, but no "Seer nor

Prophet" can ever tell the profits de-

rived from them.

"See here, Madame Spirit" says the

Register, if you don't lay aside your

impudence, and boasting, we will \ lock

horns ;' enough of a thing is enough.

" When too much of a good thing is

fit for nothing, what is too much of a

bad thing, as politics are, fit for ?" " Says

the Spirit," we have had ' enough'' of

such things long ago.

" Yes," says the Standard ; we have

had ' enough? of the Register's politics

sure enough ; they are only ' fit ' for

Pluto's gloomy domains.

I had now become wearied with their
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gabble, and put an end to it by apply-

ing a candle to one corner of the Spir-

it, which being of an inflammatory na-

ture, soon caught and communicated

the flame to the other belligerents : soon

there was nothing to be seen but their

ashes. I mingled their hostile remains,

and emptied them into the fire place,

that they might be friends in death if

possible; that they might, like Pitt and

Fox, sleep their last long sleep together.

If any one doubts the above, they

can see the coat with a holey pocket,

and the tail almost torn off by applying

to Jonathan.

CHOICE OF A VOCATION.
There is perhaps no subject, upon

which young men generally think more

frequently or converse more freely, than

upon our present theme; and yet, we

apprehend, there is scarcely one, on

which they are so little qualified to write.

This might at first appear a contradic-

tion, especially to those who believe

" they know because they think ;" but if

one reflect that there are some subjects,

of which he can know nothing certainly,

until taught by experience, (and we

presume most young men have little of

that) he will be ready to admit that the

above is such, and that the propositions

may both be true. Our reasoning, there-

fore, on this all-important subject must

be merely speculative ; and happy will

it be for us, if in the application to our

own case, our cogitations do not lead to

a result similar to that of a young man
once connected with this University.

—

After speaking for some time on the

choice of a profession, he was askeil

what calling he intended to embark in.

" Well," said he, " I have been for a

long while endeavoring to ascertain

what profession or avocation I was in-

tended fur, and after much anxiety and

deep study on the subject, I have at

length concluded that I am fit for none."

These remarks, of course, relate to

the application of the considerations in

question and not to the considerations

themselves. To these our attention will

now be directed.

It has been held by some that a

young man should be governed in his

selection of a business for life, entirely

by his inclination. To this proposition,

however, we do not give our unquali-

fied assent. If by " inclination " is in-

tended the determination of the mind

brought about by a candid and ade-

quate course of reasoning, then the

question remains just where we found

it ; and the very considerations which

induced the inclination, are the oaes to

be inquired after. But, if by it be

meant simply an inclination, without a

will and a sufficient reason ; to attempt

to follow it would be evidence that it

was not such, or else, a manifest impos-

sibility. Again, if it be that indetina-

ble 2x)ichant, which urges a child to

strive for every bauble it sees ; its guid-

ance would bo as unavailing in the

case of the adult, as in tha t of the

child. To say then, that inclination

alone should govern us in our choice of

a profession or vocation, would in effect,

be to say nothing ; and to abandon our-

selves to its guidance would be little

better than to come to tbat conclusion,

which ended the investigations of our

friend, mentioned above. For every
*

one knows that his inclination in this,

as in most matters, is as unstable as the
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bed of a mountain torrent, which each

successive rain may change.

If a young man knew certainly what

occupation would suit his taste and feel-

ings best, and there were no counter

considerations, he should engage in that

without hesitation. But education forms

the taste, and we may add, directs the

current of feeling

:

'"Tis education forms the common mind,

Just as the twig is bent the tree 's inclined."

We do not mean to say there are no

native differences of mind, or that the

same course of instruction will equally

qualify all minds for the same pursuits.

Yet, if we suppose two minds endowed

with talents of opposite moulds, such

for example, as would fit the one for the

practice of law, and the other for that

of medicine, to be educated, each in

those branches of study calculated to

qualify it for that profession, to which

the other had been adapted by nature

;

they would undoubtedly succeed in the

respective professions, for which they

were trained, rather than in that to

which their original bent inclined them.

But this is an extreme case. Generally,

the difference is slight, and such as may

be entirely removed by culture. In

most instances, therefore, original cast

of mind, or natural talents, may be

made a secondary consideration.

Physical qualifications should consti-

tute an important consideration. Many

men have all the mental and moral re-

quisites to form a perfect orator ; while

they have an impediment in their speech,

imperfect articulation, bad delivery, a

weakness of the lungs or general deli-

cacy of bodily constitution ; any of

which may debar from success in the

art of oratory. Such persons would be

more likely to attain to eminence as au-

thors, inasmuch as the mental qualifica-

tions of a speaker and writer are essen-

tially the same.

Others of this class are restless, im-

patient of confinement or labor under

some nervous affection. These would

do well to choose the more active life

of the advocate or lecturer ; supposing

them to be free from other physical de-

fects.

Circumstances of connection and pro-

perty should also exert some influence

in the choice of a calling. A young

man, though well qualified for any of

the learned professions, might reasona-

bly be deterred from entering upon

them, if by such a course, he would oc-

casion very great inconvenience to his

friends. For, crowded as the profes-

sions are at present, they do not afford

reliable prospects of a speedy remune-

ration for the expense and labor neces-

sary to be undergone, before they can

be entered upon. Even in the case of

the young practitioner, much time may

be consumed before he can safely rely

upon his professional fees for his own

support and for those sums expended

on his education, in furnishing which

his friends may have made many sacri-

fices; and this loss of time may place it

beyond his power to recompense their

kindness. The course to be pursued,

under such circumstances, is to turn the

attention to some employment, which,

if it is less lucrative and honorable than

the former might in time become, is yet

sufficiently so to meet the demands of

present necessity. If a man has not

been assisted by friends who will suffer

from his indiscreet choice of a profes-
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sion or want of success in it, he should

nevertheless, if he is poor, have a refer-

ence to the profits which are to accrue

to him from the pursuit of the calling

he is about to select. For in this world

of change and chance, he has no guar-

anty, unless it be in his own stubborn

resolve, that there are not for him de-

pendants in the hidden future ; and it

is a moral duty to provide for those of

one's household. However, if any one

has the courage to make the journey of

life, neither dependent nor depended up-

on, we bid him (if he will) direct his

aspirations where he can make the

gieatest show, even if he is thereby

compelled to clothe himself in rags and

rest his wearied limbs on a pallet of

straw.

The grand consideration which should

influence a young man in the choice of

a profession or vocation, and which we

conceive includes all others, is the ac-

tual amount of good he will be able to

accomplish. No matter how bright

may be his prospects of wealth, honor

or power in one calling, if in another

he can be of more solid benefit to the

world, in that he should enhositatinglv

engage. When a man settles upon a

profession or vocation for life, he is, in

most cases, (and should be in all) fully

qualified to form a rational conclusion

as Jo the department of society, in

which Mb can best promote its interests

and advance the general weal of man-

kind. To be sure, there is always suffi-

cient doubl to render it possible, at least,

that he may mistake his calling; yet,

perhaps nowhere more strikingly, than

here, ie attested the truth of tin maxim,

"Evil is wmnclit by want <>f thought.

As well :i8 want of heart."

The error so frequently fallen into by

young men is, the entering upon a par-

ticular profession or vocation, merely

beause they have been educated for it,

regardless of the claims of society; and

that too, frequently by the advice of

friends. If a boat were constructed

upon the banks of a certain river, in-

tended to ply upon its waters ; and

when completed, was found to be of

such proportions that it could not be

used to advantage there, it would be

thought great folly in the builder to de-

termine to run it on the river, simply

because it was built for that purpose

;

but to remove it to some other body of

water where it could be profitably em-

ployed, would be deemed the part of

wisdom and economy. So, the young

man who has been trained for a partic-

ular calling, as soon as he is found to be

incapable of performing the greatest

amount of good, possible for him, in

that, should be transferred to some oth-

er, where his powers can be more sue- I

cessfully exerted for the promotion of

the (lids of society and the amelioration

of the condition of man.

Lonoincs.

DIVERSITIES OF CHARACTER.
It must always be interesting to a high

degree, to investigate the causes which

produce the great variety of individual

and national character, that is exhibit-

ed to him who observes the conduct of

men, and studies the history of the

world. The question often arises, why
is ii that in nations, and in individuals

of i lie same nation, such marked charac-

teristic differences occur, as arc every-

where to be met with ? To account for
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these is the object of this essay ; and,

for the sake of convenience, we shall

consider all the operating causes as full-

ing under one of two general heads,

viz : physical causes, which comprehend

climate, food and bodily exercises ; and

moral causes, which include all others.

We shall attempt to trace in physi-

cal causes, the great source of national

discrepancies, and incidentally offer a

few conjectures in relation to the diver-

sities of individual character.

That the diversities of individual as

well as of national character, ar-e pro-

duced, in some degree, both by physi-

cal and moral causes, we think, needs

no demonstration. But whether they

be owing more to the one or the other,

is a question that admits of strong ar-

guments on both sides, and one of

doubtful issue, even after the closest in-

vestigation.

We have examples, furnished in his-

tory, of tribes of men who lived in the

freedom of nature, almost entirely re-

moved from the operation of moral

causes—unless we dignify their dark

superstitions by the name of a moral

cause. But nowhere can a nation, or

a single individual, be found who is

without the influence of physical caus-

es. And even if this were possible, the

comparison of different characters would

furnish but a very unsatisfactory result

For, granting that all the individuals

living under the influence of physical

causes alone, would have characters

precisely alike, and that the same would

take place with reference to moral caus-

es, all diversity would, in strictness, be

destroyed, and we would have only two

great classes, exhibiting respectively the

full effects of the two opposing influ-

ences. That is, each system of causes

would produce a perfect result, and

therefore no comparison could properly

bft instituted between them. And if

the intensities of the influences be al-

lowed to vary in any degree or to any

extent, and the effects to vary in like

manner, the data might be furnished

for a process more perfect as a mathe-

matical demonstration, than useful to

our present enquiry. This method of

investigation then, will not serve our

purpose : and it only remains for us to

consider the diversities of character as

they are—the combined effects of the

operation of both moral and physical

causes ; and, by a course of speculation,

resolve these effects as far as possible,

into the elements of their production,

by referring each to a reasonable source

and reconciling differences by compro-

mise.

First, we assume that the differences

of the effects of physical causes are

proportional to the differences -of tem-

perature ; and that (this being true) the

differences of the effects of moral caus-

es are proportional to the different

amounts of moral influence brought to

bear. These two propositions, though

we have assumed them, admit of some

proof; such as, that all physical causes

are attributable to climate ;
" the suf-

ficient reason," &c.

It is a fact of universal acceptation,

that warm climates are better adapted

to the production of animals and veg-

etables of large size, thrifty* growth and

early maturity, than cold ones. The

character of man depends upon his

physical organization as well as upon,

his mental qualities. The mind is in-

timately sympathetic with the body.
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A vigorous mind therefore, does not,

usually accompany a weakly and im-

perfectly developed physical constitu-

tion
;
nor is the intellect generally ac-

tive and strong in that individual, whose

corporeal powers are perfected and whose

animal functions are exercised long be-

fore the mind has been matured. These

facts admit of abundant proof. The
callous, passionless disposition of the

Laplander, and the dull, inactive inhab-

itant of the torrid zone, even when the

benign influence of the gospel has lent

its meliorating beams to both, attest

their truth.

The inhabitants of the frozen regions

of the north, all have the same grand

characteristics. They are peaceful, com-

paratively free from passion, and averse

to government. Those of the burning

regions of the tropics, are indolent, vo-

luptuous and passionate ; while those of

the temperate zone are warlike, have a

high sense of honor, and are impulsive

to a happy medium between the char-

acters of the other two in this respect.

For illustrations of these positions, we
have only to consult the annals of the

world, and appeal to the universal ex-

perience of mankind.

At the discovery of the Western

Continent by the Europeans, the Mexi-

cans and Peruvians were (says Profes-

sor Scott,) in a high state of civilization.

He speaks, of course, of their condition

as compared with that of the other na-

tions and tribes on the same continent.

No one had, as far as we can learn, in-

troduced the arts among them. No
enlightened people of the old world

had ever visited them, sown the seeds

o civilization and taught them the

duties of social life. Their inactive dis-

position, produced by the warmth of

the climate, confined them to a limited

space, whence they would have wonder-

ed in quest of exploits, had they been

reared under the vivifying influence of

more exhilerating atmosphere. Their
social temperament caused tbem to

congregate together, to build cities ar

establish forms of government. Inter-

communication naturally begat mutual
dependencies : hence proceeded a dis-

tribution of labor, and the consequent

improvement in agriculture and the

aits. The northerners, on the other

hand, having little feeling and conse-

quently little sympathy, seldom assem-

bled in large companies ; and there be-

ing no bond of union in interest, each
built his own hut, provided his own
food, and lived independent of his

neighbor. Therefore government and
laws could not exist. The inhabitants

of the milder, intermediate climate,

partaking of the characters of both, had
enough of the social disposition of the

Peruvians to cause them to congregate

;

while their independent and warlike

spirit induced them to roam from place

to place. Thus we see that the most
marked differences of character are pro-

duced by the action of physical causes

alone. For if we choose to consider

the governments of the Mexicans and

Peruvians, and the limited societies of

the Indians, as moral causes, wo are

obliged, in every case, to refer them, as

effects, to some more remote, but not

less operative physical cause.

Put suppose our hypothesis with re-

gard to the production of divers* char-

acters in the various aboriginal tribes of

America, to be wholly erroneous, the

conclusion arrived at, would still be true.
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It would be vain and idle to hope that

the arts and sciences ever can exist in a

flourishing condition in Greenland. The

very conditions of position and circum-

stance, which nature has imposed upon

that bleak land, forever forbid it. If

the most enlightened nation on the

jilobe could be suddenly transported

there, nothing is more certain than that

the bright fires of civilization would

grow dim for want of fuel ; and ere long

only the faint glimmering of the dying

light would remain to tell where its vig-

or had perished. The barren lands of

that cheerless country, would not pro-

duce the material required in the vari-

ous handicrafts, and the fine arts, nor

food for those who should engage in

them, and the ice-bound rivers and seas

would prevent commercial intercourse.

Therefore, Greenland never can be en-

lightened.

Oe the fruitful regions within the

tropics, it may be said, that however

much they may abound in all this at

requisite for the promotion of the arts,

science and learning, yet these have

never existed there in a perfect state,

and in all human probability, they nev-

er will. Why it is, we cannot tell, un-

less physical causes of an atmospheric

nature forbid.

In the temperate regions, have flour-

ished the most enlightened nations of

all ages, and without their limits, there

never was, and from present indications

there never wiil be, a nation celebrated

for a high state of moral or civil ad-

vancement. This cannot be the result

of any blind chance ; a mere happen so.

No, there is something in the climate

—

some physical causes at work to pro-

duce this wonderful effect. Religion

has been introduced elsewhere ; differ-

ent forms of government have existed

elsewhere ; and the restraints of society

and all other moral influences have been

exerted at the same time. And yet, for

want of a suitable foundation in the

natural constitution of the people—for

want ofproper physical aid, they were not

permitted to produce their greatest re-

sults. It may be urged that nations adja--

cent to each other, have differed widely in

character. We grant it. But hold that

it is no argument against us. For the

effects of any cause may be greatly

modified by the action of comparatively

trifling influences. And if, as we have

attempted to show, the material upon

which moral causes must act, is furnish-

ed in the effects of physical causes, the

whole force of the objection ceases. The

same may be said with respect to diver-

sities of individual character, with the

addition, that nations in which mora]

causes operate to any great extent, con-

tain many individuals drawn together

from different parts of the earth, whose

characters have been formed under the

most diverse and dissimilar circumstan-

ces. Hence it is but natural that they

should retain and exhibit, many of their

respective national characteristics, and

transmit a portion of them to their de-

scendants. This is the source ofmany
of the differences under consideration,

and they might all be traced with equal

certainty, to equally true orginals, did

not time and space forbid.

Civilization, enlightenment, politeness

and literature have existed in their

greatest perfection in the temperate

zone, since the time they began to ex-

ist any where ; and here they still exis*

with all their attendant blessings. From
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the days when the kingdom of Egypt

—the cradle of the arts and sciences

—

flourished in a state of grandeur and

magnificence, that are even now dimly

shadowed forth in the massive blocks of

the pyramids and the ruins of her cities,

our happy clime has been the dwelling-

place of learning and refinement. Pal-

myra, Persepolis, Tyre, Assyria, Greece,

and Rome, have arisen, flourished, de-

cayed and perished. They live in his-

tory and song, and there they will con-

tinue to live, till over their slumbering

remains, cities as great as they, again

shall stand. The bird of Liberty and

the genius of Government, scared from

their accustomed haunts on oiiental soil,

" westward took their onward course."

Spain, France and Germany gave them

a momentary refuge. Across the ocean

at last they came, and found a home in

the western world. Here may they re-

main till Greece and Troy shall rise

again. If our country shall ever fall,

and America know her rights no more,

experience has taught us to cast our

eyes in hope, not to the North or to

the South, but still to the far off West

—

where the gloomy, the old, the almost

forgotten East, shall be illumined with

effulgent Splendor the new - found

West—as the future home of enlighten-

ed man. Monad.

u
Jhietast mIONTH,

$ 4*

" Lovely indeed the mimic works ol art,

But Nature's work's far lovelier."

Who has not been delighted with the

past month? Bow Badly beautiful it

was to look on our pleasant groves, and

witness the first effects of the pilfering

winds as they whirled in graceful eddies,

the parts of their foliage, lately so green.

The ample shades, too, beneath which

we whiled away many a warm July's

evening, almost unconsciously, are now-

forsaken for the cheerful blaze of the

crackling lire ; and who is ignorant of a

fireside's charms.

And even the sweet modest little flow-

ers, that we used to pluck and present

in our evening's walk (ah ! what charm-

ing walks Were those,) and often preserve

with sedulous care, more for the sake of

the donor, than the gift, even these are

wilted and drooping; for Autumn has

already saluted us with its cool morn-

ings and bracing air, causing even in

its partial decay some melancholy pleas-

ure. And truly dull to the apprehen-

sion of what is beautiful, must that eye

be, that sees no beauty in October's

splendor. The languid stupor of Au-

gust and September are are alike forgot-

ton ; for now the pleasant mornings,

and the healthfully cool evenings have

inducements sufficient to decoy the la-

ziest into a morning's ride or an even-

ing's walk. And yet how slow are we

to perceive these unpurchased pleasures
;

how seemingly indifferent to nature and

her attractions. We have seen her

beauties so often, displayed in their va-

rious lines
; that they have grown fa-

miliar as "house-hold words," and only

call forth the exclamation, too often me-

chanical, " Oh ! how charming."

And truly we have often thought that if

a single month possessed more than its

proportionate part of nature's favors, it

must be « October. In this month, morn-

ing, noon, and night, are alike pleasant.

And none are readier than the hunts-

man with his pack ; the sportsman with

his gun and dog, the youth with his
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courser, and the young lady with her

palfrey, to bear testimony of the pleas-

ures of an October's morning.

And when noon has brought the

" festal hour," and all are seated round

the cheerful board, 'tis but huntsman-

like to feel a pardonable pride, when he

sees the products of his skill served up

in savory abundance. And then the

merry chat, the sparkling wit, mixing

reason with pleasure, and wisdom with

mirth, cheering the hearts of the young

as well as the aged. But an evening of

October blends in beautiful harmony,

the pleasures of the morning, and the

social enjoyments of the day. It is tru-

ly the " hour of melancholy mirth and

love," the time for love, sentiment and

poetry. Then the social ci.oie meets,

and by harmonious words and feelings,

cause the time to pass almost impercep-

tibly. And when all her evenings and

moon-light nights are passed, we are

left with the solace, that October may

come ao-ain.

K EDITORIAL- " CONJUMBLEMENT."
After an hour's brown or green study,

(we don't know which,) we have pitched

upon the word "Conjumblement" as

more appropriate than the words "bu-

reau," " table," " drawer," &c, which

commonly figure near the backs of maga-

zines now a days. Ours is not an edito-

rial " table" nor never was. A table is a

flat surface on which edibles are placed.

As Miss Nancy's table. Or it may be a

flat surface, around which hungry men
sit, without ever snuffing the odor arising

from broiled beefsteak—because the beef-

steak is not among the things that are

—

as the Hotel tables in R during the

session of the Legislature. According to

these definitions of tables, it is plain that

there is no <l table " about our Magazine,

much less edibles placed upon it. The

hungriest students declare that they are

unable to swallow any thing found about

our periodical. It is not a " table," then,

certain. Well, it is not a bureau. A bu-

reau is a contrivance full of drawers, in

which are stowed " goods, chattels and

tenements." Now there are no " goods 1

about the Magazine, but many bads.

Neither are there any chattels, such as

Mrs. Stowe speaks of, viz. "niggers,"

about it. Again: it is not a ''drawer,'
1

''

for a drawer is a thing which slides in and

out ; but our editorial thing does neither.

Whence it is not a drawer. We don't like

to be called innovators, and therefore have

taken great pains to show that the words

"table," "bureau," and "drawer," are

improperly used in many magazines. To
tell the truth, ours is a " Conjumblement."

And if you won't believe our " say so,"

"behold it, and judge for yourselves," as

Webster said of the Old Bay State.

Dribblets from our old bucket.—
"On the first of May, 1783, one dollar in

specie, in the State of North Carolina, was

worth eight hundred dollars in paper

money. It required a sheet of bank bills

to buy a dram then, and a quire to buy a

breakfast." " Such a getting up stairs."

The Trustees of North Carolina

University once advertised for a Profes-

sor, offering $300 per annum, exclusive

of board. Then board at the University

was $30, and the steward bound himself

to furnish for breakfast, good corn or

wheat rolls, and butter—for dinner, one

covering of meat and collards—for supper,

corn or wheat rolls (without butter,) and

a pint of milk or coffee." But a change

has come over things now. What do you

say to the above bill of fare, Miss Nancy?

If you were to give us now " meat and

collards " and such, you would hear roar-

ings like some " monster " defrauded of

his prey. You would hear the hoarse
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notes of many John Hooks crying beef

!

beef! beef! beef!

"Nearly sixty thousand dollars, are

spent annually by the students about

Chapel Hill." This sum is divided among

the merchants, doctors, farmers, "nig-

gers," and children. If it were cot for

the money drawn to this place by the

College, that article would be as scarce

about Chapel Hill as hen teeth. How fool-

ish is it then for the country people to

look upon the students as devils turned

loose upon them! They should rather

look upon them as godsends—sent among

them to eat their potatoes, eggs, butter

and chickens, and to pay them an equiva-

lent for the same.

Political.—While H. K. Nash, a few

days ago, was showing the malconstruc-

tion of the democratic platform, by point-

ing out here a sound democratic plank,

there a split freesoil one, and then a rot-

ten abolition one. An old gentleman,

whose beard was as white as snow, and

whose face showed other marks of time's

depredations—turned from the speaker,

and said in an earnest tone, " I am as

d ned a whig as ever was ; but after

all there is as good beef on one side of an

animal as on the other." We thought so

too. Hurra for - for - for - the University

Magazine and the United States world,

"&c."

Curious.—" On the 19th ult, Mr. Isaac

Athon of Yadkin, to Miss Sarah James of

Davie,

—

both a son and a daughter.

Ex. Paper.

"Both a son and a daughter!" of

whom? Old Mr. James, we reckon

strange !

!

Not Hebrew, Arabic, Coptic, nor even
the Chinese language, seems half so diili-

cult to me as the language of refusal.

Shenstonk.

Tf some of the girls were a little,just a

little Shcnstonish, it would be somewhat

better ; don't you think so boys ?

Ourselves.—We must, to keep up with

the fashion, say something of ourselves.

We regret, however, that we are less for-

tunate than other editors, who commonly

make the " devil " their trumpeter, but

we, (as we have no devil,) are compelled

to trumpet ourselves.

Well, at our last meeting, we concluded

that there is not such a set of editors, and
such a Magazine as ours on this side the

blue Atlantic. This much is said collec-

tively—but individually we assert confi-

dently that one of our number " can't be

beaten." He is, like a mattock, sharp at

both ends, and cuts " every-which-a-way."

We attribute his peculiarity to his diet.

We will tell what he feeds upon so that

all who desire it may confine themselves

to the same regimen, and become as he is.

Well, he seats himself at the table, and

cries in a burly tone " coffee," "biscuit."

A pile of biscuit and a bowl of coffee are

soon placed at his side. He then crumbs
the bread into the coffee, jobbing now and

then, with a spoon. He adds bread until

a kind of loblolly is made, which in pure

vanity he calls " editorial pap." After all

the "fixins" are over, by certain manipu-

lations he causes his " pap " to vanish

somewhere in " no time." We know that

superannuated spinsters, whose mouths

have been despoiled of their ivory by old

time, make use of the same diet to do

away with the necessity of mastication,

but never until now, did we know that it

gives sprightliness to the intellect. It

does do this. Stay, and we will tell you

a fovr of the intellectual feats of our pap-

eating brotber.

One morning, while enjoying his favor-

ite " pap," a young Ipecac was astonish-

ing the green 'uns around the table by a

learned disquisition on the human brain,

in (he midst of his discourse, he said gran-

diloquently, "the brain is diridol into

three parts." Here Pap slowly raised his

head, his checks distended with loblolly,

and muttered, "how exquisite must be
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the skill of him who divides the brain of

some people into three parts." The

young 'anatomist in a suffocating tone,

begged Miss Nancy for another cup of cof-

fee.

Again : one day, after eating, God

knows how much " pap," he thought he

could, by stretching, take a little " suthin'

more." A fine piece of broiled steak was

smoking in a plate hard by : he aimed a

vigorous blow at it with his fork, but the

treacherous thing snapped off at the

shank, leaving only the handle in Pap's

hand minus the steak, of course. A hun-

gry little fellow, on the opposite side of

the table, seeing that Pap had " missed

bis aim," tried his hand, and triumphantly

transferred the delicious morsel to his

plate. He sat munching it with great

gusto, his eyes twinkling with delight, as

he eyed our hero of the broken fork.

—

This was too much for Pap, who, holding

up before himself the fragment of the

fork and eyeing the boy who had born off

the beefsteak, roared out

" Duce on your base marauders lance,

And doubly cursed my failing brand,

A broken fork makes empty hand."

Beat that if you can without eating any

"pap."

Complimentary.—The "Gun-man" was

so well pleased with the flattering notice

of his bewitching countenance given in

our last, that he sent a little wagon to one

of our brethren. That's what we like to

see. Flattery should be paid for. If ev-

ery girl that we have flattered had given

us a little wagon, we could now run sev-

eral trains, provided they had thrown in

the drivers and horses. Strange things,

girls are—much more so than boys.

—

Young and old ladies please don't suffo-

cate our young Adonis with kisses. But

if you slyly attempt to take one look

sharp lest a bee may sting you, for

Swarrnahavp rmo--.^*' * =;.«—*^W —•-?

lifluous mouth to suck the nectar (tobac-

co juice) that exudes therefrom. Come
"Gun-man," fork over a couple of wag-

ons this time.

The editors are under many obligations

to the plump little fellow, about a yard

long, who rendered them such signal ser-

vices in making up this number. To
help him on with the girls, we will state

that he has a crop of whiskers, which

looked pretty promising, until the slight

frost, a few mornings ago, bit them. We
hope they will sprout out again.

A Friend of ours, some time since, dress-

ed himself distressingly, and went to see

his sweetheart. After calling for a match,

lighting and smoking a cigar, filling the

room with smoke, taking a " chaw," and

spitting a puddle under the centre table,

which looked something like Hogarth's

picture of the Red Sea on the nobleman's

stair-case, he came tearing out at the door,

speaking Catalinishly thus

:

"Banished irom her ! What's banished but set

free

From the daily contact of the thing I loathe 1

Banished ! I thank her for it. It breaks my
chain.

I held some slack allegiance till this hour,

But now my heart's my own."

What was the matter with him ?

To Contributors.—The articles of "G."

and " Frisky " are " laid on the table you

know," for several reasons too tedious to

mention. The effusion or effervescence,

or whatever you may call it, of " Syphax's

little brother," wants the great sine qua

non of poetry, namely rhyme

:

" For rhyme the rudder is ofverses

With which like ships they steer their courses."

See for yourselves.

Within this form is now enshrined

The beauty of a nymph,

So sweet, so noble and sublime,
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Young Syphax evidently labored very

hard after a match-word for nymph, but

has missed the figure after all. Bymph
would have been better. We simply sug-

gest the emendation. We arc no judges

of poetry, nor do we profess very great

veneration for the numberless animalculac

that are eternal^ " wriggling in the wa-

ters of the Helicon," but in our judgment
" Ella Lee " is not to be grinned at by

those who have no teeth.

New Books.—" Uncle Ben's Pig Pen,"

upon the plan of uncle "Tom's Cabin"

will be out shortly. Wherein the old

sandy sow declares that she intends soon

to take " the bushes" and raise no more

pigs, inasmuch as they, (the pigs,) as soon

as they come to a certain age, are torn

from her bosom, butchered, scalded, " cut

up," and salted down for bacon. We ad-

mire the pluck of that old sow. Also

Aunt Kitty's " Chicken Coop," wherein

the old speckled hen says she don't care

if master and mistress do devour her

brood, she intends, nevertheless, to lay,

set, hatch, cluck and scratch as long as

she lives; for it is her " natur," and be-

sides it is her duty to be faithful to the

white people. Quite a hen, that, we
would say. We hope all the northerners

and southerners will supply themselves

with the books, as neither of them pan-

ders to sectional prejudices.

Exchanges.—We have received for Oc-

tober the following periodicals : the "Nas-

sau Literary," "Randolph and Macon,"

" Yale Literary," and " Georgia Universi-

ty" Magazines; also many newspapers,

too numerous to mention : though the
i; New York Dutchman " and " Arthur's

Home Gazette" are in our estimation best

of all, while the long-necked (not long-

eared) " Giraffe " towers above all the

animals of the editorial family. Quantum
lenta solent inter ziburna cujjrcssi.

Cheeium; ! Cheeking !
!—Temperance

is running so high in College now, that

we have drunk our " cold water " well dry.

Consequently the Faculty are reduced to

the necessity of having another dug.

—

But to prevent the two free use of " the

beverage prepared by Cod himself to

nourish and invigorate his creatures," the

new well is situated nearly a quarter of a

milr from one of the .buildings. There

should be a Chapel-llill-cold-watcr law

passed by this legislature. There is en-

tirely too much drinking about College

now.

Here let us end the " Conjumblement :"

" My task is done : my song hath ceased : my
theme

Hath died into an echo : it is fit

The spell should break of this protracted dream,

The torch shall be extinguished, which hath lit

My midnight lamp. And what is writ is writ

;

Would it were worthier, but I am not now
That which I have been.—Hoo-ee ! !

"

See here, if any has followed us thus

far, let him take courage, and press right

on through the "Fashion Table," and if

he is not paid for his jaunt, he can take

our old hat.

FALL FASHIONS.

The great variety of taste displayed Ibis

season, in this department of all others

most interesting to the ladies, renders it

a delicate and somewhat difficult matter

to make such a selection for our report as

wc fecj the cultivated appreciation of our

fair readers requires at our hands!

Careful observation on our part, how-

ever, and our numerous facilities for ob-

taining the latest advices, from the most

reliable sources, have enabled us to pre-

sent this month, designs for modes and

habits, so new and recherche, as cannot

fail to please the most fastidious, and at

the same time be generally useful and

adapted to all circles.

Morning Habits.—Wc notice an im-

portant change in these. Rising a la boone

hcurc is more in vogue, generally accora-
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panied by rosier cheeks and brighter eyes

than have hitherto been worn. Hair re-

quired to be quite smooth, without soup-

con of curl papers. Smiles at the break-

fast table, with a baiser all round, if de-

sired. AVork-baskets are more brought

forward than hitherto, and with them is

introduced a new and very becoming lit-

tle piece of jewelry, adapted to the tip

end of the middle finger of the right

hand. We notice, in consequence, a more

decided tendency in buttons to stay on.

A very novel effect is also produced by a

has Ueu drawn on the left hand, while the

right applies to it a long needle and thread.

This k-mmd-aiida, as to the das bleu we

hope to see universally adopted.

In Walhing Styles.—We are happy to

announce that shoes being worn nearer

the natural size of the foot, ladies are ena-

bled to make a much better impression

when walking. We remark the tracks

left in our sands as being nearer Nos. 4

and 5 than formerly, and are pleased to

note them as bearing a better relative pro-

portion to the actual size of our belles,

wears them with advantage. Sleeves are

worn long or short, as the state of the arm

renders advisable. The corsage high or

low, according to the neck, it being ob-

servable that ladies with even remote ten-

dencies to scragginess, invariably prefer

the corsage high, while, on the other hand,

a slight degree of becoming embonpointit

is evident, is generally apt to find the

weather much " too warm" for any thing

like superfluous height or length of cut.

Our latest advices state that blue eyes

still continue in favor, though black or ha-

zel are also much worn, and by many

preferred. In this important matter, we

have as yet been quite unable to " fix our

wavering mind," and must leave it to our

fair readers to decide each for herself.

Whatever the color, however, we would

intimate that they must be worn artlessly

and used intelligently, with Vair angeli-

que, composed of modesty and good na-

ture in equal proportions.

" Mittens" we are happy to announce,

are quite out of date. Hence the barba-

rous custom of giving them to gentlemen

Rome Costumes appear to receive more may be classed among the things that

attention, "street yarn" going decidedly

out of favor. The newest designs point

out extreme neatness in the fit, and tout-

ensemble as more especially desirable-

plain calicoes being more in demand than

soiled silks. Avoidance of extravagance

in any of the departments of the toilette

is a marked feature, we observe, of the

present season.

We would particularly call attention to

a new and very happy invention of taste,

were. No lady of Ion ton, we wish to

impress it upon our fair friends, will here-

after patronize so obsolete a fashion.

With l - mittens " will also disappear all

tendencies to coquetterie. Ladies, we are

informed, may now be safely taken at their

word. Lips and eyes will no longer

" speak a various language." Negatively,

we hear, they now say "No" together

and mean it too—though positively, we re-

joice to know that "Yes" is much the

by which ladies of all varieties of figure most favorite form of expression in affirm-

and complexion, and expression, are re- ations.
_

leased from the hitherto universally bind- Since the above changes in the allow-

ing obligation of dressing and acting up- erful world of fashion, it may be presum-

onthe same pattern. The brunette of |
ed that gentlemen will be "looking up.

only one yard and a half of perfection

need no longer consider it necessary to

disguise herself in seven pea-green floun-

ces, because her fair neighbor, whose head

is several inches nearer heaven than hers,

We regret, therefore, under the circum-

stances that nothing specific as to modes

in their department has as yet reached us.

Fashions calculated for the meridian of

Chapel Hill would hardly >! in any other.
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A peculiarly piquant style prevails here

at times, " all our own," Among students,

indeed, a very great attention to the min-

utae of dress and external appearance is

not to be expected. We " seek higher

things." The thirst for knowledge, (we

will no/ call it curiosity,) which is excited

when a pretty girl happens to pass through

in the stage, exceeds all belief. Parents

and guardians may rest assured that in this

pursuit, the general order can scarcely be

restrained.

We think, however, we are not prema-

ture in announcing even in advance of our

advices, that as to styles of coiffure for

gentlemen, the particular variety of long

ears lately, so much in vogue in the

S-p-h-m-r-e recitation room will hardly be

retained, except perhaps by a few daring

spirits of a more original and independent

way of thinking thnn the majority. In

other respects we have observed a favor-

ite effect is often obtained in the different

recitations by a peculiar method of passing

the fingers through the hair en grallant.

Among the Seniors this is styled d!laGrec-

que. With the Juniors Analytique.

It has been pronounced as no longer de

rigeur to smoke when in company with

ladies. Hence we would infer that smok-

ing in general will soon be abandoned.

En passant we remark that clean collars

still stand their ground, some supported by

ties, and some without any ties in particu-

lar to speak of. Moustaches are as much

worn as could be expected, considering the

age in which we live. Here, as in other

things, our only hope is in the course of

time.

We have noticed a favorite fancy cos-

tume for Saturdays, composed of a gun,

seven dogs, and an empty game bag. As

nothing ever appeal to come of the gun,

we are induced to presume that its effect

is confined to the gentleman himself.

It having beeu lately discovered that " po-

liteness is benevolence in trifles," the hith-

erto favorite habit of sitting [in groups on

the sidewalks for the better general criti-

cism and confusion of unfortunate passers

by, is, we are happy to state about to be

abandoned. Hereafter on such occasions,

gentlemen will be seen to be invisible.

Further advices from our experienced

correspondent in Paris, will be duly laid

before our readers, and we beg to assure

them, that no pains or expense will be

spared in obtaining and forwarding the

latest intelligence.

Correction.—The following should have

been inserted as the close of the first ar-

ticle in this number, " Our Magazine."

The sheet containing the manuscript of

the omitted part, being entirely detached

from the balance of the copy, and upon

different colored paper, was supposed by
the compositer to be a different article,

and hence the omission. On the 380

page, 1 9th line, in the article on the " Uni-

versity of North Carolina," " Rudover

"

should read " Andover." We take this

occasion earnestly to remind those who
write for publication that proper names

should be written very distinctly, other-

wise it is impossible to avoid mistakes.

—

Pub.

"There is Harper and the Literary
Messenger, the Whig and Democratic Re-
views, and others of that character, who
would doubtless appreciate thy talents,

and treat thy effusions as they deserve.

But we have wasted time enough upon
these gen ts. That they deserve all the
reproaches we can heap upon them their

own consciences will teach ; but we forbear

to utter any. To conclude. In this arti-

cle, we have aimed at nothing more than
to vindicate ourselves from unjust charges,

and to show whence arose that small
breeze of opposition that may ripple, but
cannot disturb the broad stream of kind-
ness and courtesy on which we have float-

ed. It cannot harm, it only annoys."

Note.— It is proper to state that some few
papers in the State nave had courtesy enough to
acknowledge our existence, and that our excel-
lent President has ovinced an earnest desire for

our suecess. To him we are indebted for much
excellent matter, many valuable suggestions,
and not least of all, for kindness, encourage
ment nr>A *»""—

*

l"
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PALAVER WITH^ THE LAD&S.
Who I am you don't know and per-

haps never will. This much I tell you

though : I am a plain and blunt sort of

a fellow that generally speaks what he

thinks and always tries to speak the truth.

I listened with attention to the good

doctor's last sermon, and believe that

truth should be spoken at all times.

So now don't any of you get mad at

what I am going to say, nor pout those

pretty red lips that look so tempting.

My remarks are not applicable to all of

you, but " to whom it may concern,"

(and I leave you to judge of that,) I

address myself. Come, now, pull off

your bonnets, lay your parlor faces on

the table and seat yourselves in front.

I can't lecture well unless I see you all,

and if I don't watch you, you'll be try-

ing your fortunes with chinquapins to

see if I love you. To ease your minds

then I tell you in confidence that I do

love you all, let the number of chinqua-

pins be even or odd. Just imagine this

stool I am on, a rostrum, and myself

jp/t«2-ically a certain distinguished lec-

turer who will appreciate the pun, (h iav-

en forgive me for making it,) and you

can listen with attention ; as you won't

be distracted by my beauty. Imprimis

then, as the Latins would say, let us

begin at the beginning, which is the

27

first part always. And I wan't to say

a few words about music. I love mu-

sic, don't you ? Yes. I knew you all

did, and now I am going to ask a home

question : Why don't you make music?

Here is a piano on that side of the

room in tune and of the latest patent.

Yet, if I ask you to go there and play

you will first blush and simper, mutter

something about a "cold," &c, &c,

and when I at length get you there you

will fly off in a terrible hurry from the

"rattlesnake" keys, run swiftly across

the piano from side to side, beat like

all thunder on the "base," where you

can make the most fuss, and end with a

grand flourish as if you had demolished

the instrument—run away like you

were afraid of the praise you were going

to receive, thinking you have " turned

up Jack " and played the de—uce. And
you try to make me believe thatyou think

this is music. I have a better opinion

of your sense than that. It may be

fashionable noises, yes, very fashionable

;

but it certainly never was intended for

music, and you don't believe it your-

selves. I can't hear you sing—you

drown your voices. Now, you needn't

do that, for you have very sweet voices

and I'd rather hear them any time than

that "melodious fuss." There is a

guitar leaning in the corner. If you

were to play upon that, you would run
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into precisely the opposite extreme.

—

Gingerly you would touch it, strike a

string, jump as if you were scared and

begin your song. It would be musical

if you wouldn't mix with it that horrible

alloy of guitar-picking. There never

was any music in such a shaped box as

that, at least I never heard any got out

and I have seen gentlemen (who are

usually considered "thar" on such sub-

jects) beating and knocking and thump-

ing the poor thing, until its pitious

groans were enough to move, if not a

heart of stone, at least the body as far

away as possible. There never was a

more persecuted instrument. Youwj

chaps in love use it, and nightly be-

neath the window of the fair object of

their idolatry, by dint of main strength,

with the hand clutched tightly around its

neck, wring from the unoffending crea-

ture the half-choked sighs that we hope

"ne'er might be repeated," as undoubt-

edly also the divinity that inspires such

devotion. Truant young ladiessit down

with the dear creature on their laps and

sing,

" Come love and roam with me afar

And listen to my sweet guitar,"

striking "A 1
' "flat" once and a half

each line. Why can't you be really

generous and sing without cloying the

favor with such unearthly, unmusical

sounds ? The " a hi Jenny kind " style

seems to be all the rage now, ami such

a screaming, screeching, stretching,

straining, yelling, cackling, howling

style surely never saluted republican

ears until the " Queen of Song " left her

Swoedish home to bless (?) America

with her presence. Delicate young la-

di -^ call it "exquisite,"—nondescript

young gentlemen " seraphic"—I call it

" piling on the agony ;" ay ! and a " leetlo

too mountainous" for good taste, good

sense or propriety. Quit it, therefore,

young ladies, and when you play, play

as I know you can play ; as I have heard

you, that is, make music, and if you

will, accompany it with your voice ; but

for the sake of all the pleasure in the

wide world, for the sake of my happi-

ness, for the safety of my ears, do not,

O ! do not touch the guitar ; but sing

such songs as I love to hear, as I have

heard you sing, when no one else was

near and you knew that I was discreet

—

such songs as in times long gone by J

heard—ere the world had been tried

and found hollow—ere friendships had

been formed or broken—ere the ties of

youth had been severed, and as you

sing, a thousand other pleasant sounds

come ringing in my ears as clear and

distinct as when they first floated upon

the liquid ether's tremulous waves.

—

Then sing such songs whenever you do

sing. Don't get on the " high-faluten w

style any more, but be content with the

common things of earth. You ain't

angels yet. Wait till you are, and then

with some prospect of success you may
try your hand on the "angelic.'' What
do you think a real genuine live angel,

with all " them purty wings" we see in

the "pictur" books, would say if he

could hear you? Ask yourself that

whenever hereafter you feel disposed to

"pile on."

So much for singing. Oh ! stop, I

haven't done with you yet. Ybu
needn't be fixing to leave so fast. Just

take those bonnets off, lay them down,

seat yourselves again, fold your little

hands and be quiet while I talk. You
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have a lot of other follies to correct, but

I am not going to name them all now

for fear you'll be discouraged. You

will recollect that in the beffinnina; of

this lecture I made some mention of

"parlor faces." I am going to talk to

you about them now. You are all pro-

vided with these masks, ain't you ?

Well, what good do you expect to coine

of them ? Every body knows that you

have them and every body is always

trying to get a peep behind them to see

what you really are ; and my dear

young ladies, they don't screen you half

as effectually as you think they do. It

is a mighty easy matter to look through

them and they fall off sometimes. Why
won't you let them stay off? Or rath-

er, why will you wear them at all ?

—

You can't make a mask half as pretty

as your natural face, and why conceal

your charms 1 Why conceal yourbet-

ter self, and, under the outward sem-

blance of indifference, allow your real

self to be corroded and fed upon by the

canker-worm that conscience places

there as a punishment for your deceit ?

The general opinion seems to be that a

young lady must never say what she

thinks, but only what Etiquette dictates.

And who or what is Etiquette ? A
hideous monster, the offspring of cor-

rupted society, the vile product of mean-

ness, deception and hypocrisy, bringing

in his train a host of monsters scarcely

less to be dreaded than their worthy

leader. And yet you would submit to

this guidance rather than to your own

instinctive ideas of propriety. You

would leave the guardianship of your

own pure hearts, scorn its suggestions,

disregard the monitions of conscience,

turn from the sweet face of virtue beck-

oning you to her side and cast your-

selves headlong into the arms of this

detestable creation, whose touch is pol-

lution, whose embrace is death, and

who, like Rappacinni's daughter, beau-

tiful without, yet breathing a corroding

poison so fatal that naught within its

influence can live. Then turn with

loathing from this terrible being and

retrace your steps, if you have wander-

ed from the right way. Throw aside

your parlor faces and be what you are

—

noble, true-hearted women not maskers:

Trample disdainfully upon the conven-

tional frivolities of society. Dare to be

singular for virtue's sake ; dare to be

singular in a good cause; dare to be

what the Almighty made you—but

what Society would destroy—messen-

gers of love and mercy—the connecting

link between man and his God. An-

other thing : learn something every

day. I regret the necessity, but truth

compels me to say, that you spend more

than half your time in busy idleness.

Now, I don't mean for you to go into

the kitchen and ascertain the precise

time required for boiling a cabbage prop-

erly, or how to make the best sauce for

an apple dumpling, nor how to cook a

goose correctly, though if you would
" do Brown " some geese it would be

all very well ; but read, and think of

what you read, and don't for the love

of heaven read those silly, mawkish,

sentimental, wishey-washey, milk-and-

water novels, so abundant now-a-days.

They interest you, you say. If they

do your mind has been already vitiated

by them and needs a thorough upset-

ting which you had better commence at

once. Poison is not often an antidote

to itself. They ruin the mind, excite
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unnaturally the fancy, give birth to and

nurture a prurient imagination, and even

while they weave the most enchanting

spell, pour a stream of corruption di-

rectly into the heart. Banish them, if

you have any, from your rooms, supply

their place* with practical, good-sense

didactic Works, read them attentively

and you will be astonished at your own

improvement and your even course of

enjoyment. I won't require you to

read and do nothing else though : not

by any means. As much knowledge

can be gleaned from your intercourse

•with society as from books. If yon act

right and use the means at hand ever)

visitor will become a book of the raciest

kind, from the pages of which you may

learn to decypher the motives and

thoughts of the world, to trace effects

back to their causes and know a man

from a monkey.

Externally they are very much alike,

except the monkey has perhaps the

more hair on his face and lips; and ii

you don't take care, you will have one

kneeling at your feet chattering love in

your silly and pleased ears, and "first

thing you know," you will be married

to a coal-black mustache or a big bunch

of whiskers that you have mistaken for

a man. Follow my advice and you

can't be deceived. Still, another thing :

don't imagine that because you are la-

dies that you are to be worshipped and

that men are to be your slaves ; nor

that they can't bo insulted. I don't

know if any of you ever insulted a

gentleman unless he needed it, but your

sex is prone to such things merely to

exercise the power that man foolishly

gave it. Men have feelings and those

feelings can bo wounded as easily aud

severely as your own delicate sensibili-

ties. I merely throw this out for your

consideration as I haven't time to elab-

orate.

Never try to be fashionable in dress.

If the. fashion is modest and becomes

you wear it, if not, modify it until it is

modest.

Aud now, my fair friends, if you will

allow me to call you so, listen to this,

and remember it all your lives. It is a

single sentence but pregnant with mean-

ing and prolific of evil if disregarded :

Never Mas each other where a gentleman

can set you.

Now, put on your bonnets, run home,

be good girls, and may be I'll give you

another talk, when you make the cor-

!( ctions suggested in this. At any rate

here is plenty of work for you to do if

you do it well. If you don't I wash

my hands of it and say in the words of

a friend at my side, " you can all go to

the place where the gentleman with the

long tail and cloven foot holds supreme

sway, whence you so unfortunately em-

anated " for aught I care.

Goblin c;.

THE VANITY OF THE WORLD.
The world is fast becoming drunk with

vanity, arising from her pride and joy

in the contemplation of her mighty

works, and vast superiority over the

world of the ancients. And each re-

trospective and prospective glance but

adds new strength to the delicious bev-

erage. For nearly four thousand years,

according to the Mosaic records, man
had done little else than vegetate.

Coming into the world with nothing,

he strove for nothing while in it, and
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left it with no regrets, nor hopes, nor fears

beyond that dread of death in the ab-

stract, common and innate with man.

He had never fulfilled in the least de-

gree the destiny that is now as manifest,

but in more than Egyptian darkness,

had groped a mere worm, a brute, a

sentient, not a rational being. Brute

force was the supreme power. Animal

nature was in its full development,

might made right. Men lived and died,

and others sprang into existence with

as little interest as we can see the acorn

become the oak, or the gentle stream,

the mighty river. He was unfit for ex-

istence, and is to be considered worthy

of notice, only from the circumstance

that he was our progenitor, that he

gave birth to the men of the present

day, who look with scorn upon their

parentage, and in their rapid progress

would willingly forget it. So, in the

pride and vanity of his soul, exclaims

the man now. Ask him why he boasts

so. What has he done ? And he will

point you to the coudition of the world,

and sneeringly bid you look and satis-

fy your doubts. You look and behold

with mingled feelings of joy and pride

and triumph, the gigantie improvements

that spread like imagination's fairest

picture, around and above and beneath

you. You see the facts of history cor-

rected and applied to present use
;
the

materials of earth changed and worked

into a thousand varied and dissimilar

forms—yet still the same—applied

to a thousand different uses, and capa-

ble of being applied to a thousand

more ; the animal, mineral and veg-

etable kingdoms, yielding up their

hidden secrets to man's stern incanta-

tions ; laying bare their bosom as the

mighty wizard stands and touches with

the wand of knowledge the rude earth,

the rolling sea, the quiet lake, the boom-

ing river, the bog, the fern, the marsh.

Nothing is too low for him ; nothing

too high. He has left the earth and

soared to the vast regions of space

;

bends the lightning to his will, the air to

do his bidding, the fire to work for him
;

and not only has he tamed and yoked

these invisible elements of destruction,

but controls each by means of the oth-

er, and with a strong hand holds the

reins of might, majesty and power

;

calls to the breeze to waft onward his

bark, and laughs when fierce with fury,

it becomes the terrible hurricane ; the

dashing billows roar and lash in vain

his vessel's strong sides, and shrieks and

howls in the agony of its impotaut rage,

to find at last, an object that can brave

its power; with one step plants him-

selfon the highest mountain, and stretch-

ing forth his hand, calls from a cloud-

less sky the bright lightning, and waves

it into wreaths of flaming fire, or en-

compasses the earth with its glaring

girdle. Fire and water but generate a

power that Ins will enthralls and directs.

Binding these to himself, he yet scorns

them, and boldly lifts his eyes to high-

er and nobler subjects of contempla-

tion. He watches the paths of those

distaut worlds, in those regions where

man goes but in thought, and meas-

ures with the utmost precision, their

times and distances and dimensions;

nd seeks even from the Heaven's

^thunders to pluck some bright star to

gem h is crown of glory. He has in-

vestigated the causes of death—the

principle of life, and can by his almost

omnipotent power brave the grim con-
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qucror and laugh at the grave. By

means of his intelligence he has dissem-

inated intelligence, and has created a

power inanimate in itself, yet before

which, governments have gone down,

kings fallen, tyrannies been overturned,

and by which the temple of justice has

been reared and protected and beauti-

fied. He has almost become a god,

and in the vanity of his heart, dares to

call himself and his works eternal:

coldly sneerS at the past and its men.

Intoxicated with the vastness and

grandeur of his works, he loses sight of

the cause of this mighty improvement,

and wild with delirium, attributes it all

to himself—to his own unassisted intel-

lect—expanding—developing—growing.

Evoking from nature her glorious

mysteries, and hurling back in scorn

his devilish sneers, she tremblingly obeys

his mandates. And what is the cause

of all this? Man says it is intellect,

knowledge. It is intellect. Kowledo-e

is the magician that has lent his assis-

tance to man and bound by intellect

has become his slave. But what is the

cause of this great increase of knowl-

edge ? Were not the Ancients them-

selves intellectual? Did they nut pos-

sess knowledge? They certainly did.

and eopul in some respects, if not su-

perior to ourselves. The mighty pyra-

mids that have braved ihi' storms of

centuries, untouched by the hand of

time, unharmed by the wars v\' the de-

ments, that have looked far over the

Bandy plains on which they stand, and

have ''ii genera ion after generation,

nation after nation,
]

pic after people,

rise, Sourish, decay and perish ; in whose

mysterious caverns lie entoombed the

bodies of kings, ami which mav, c\eii

yet, contain events that if known, would

revolutionize the world, and cause the

proud lords of earth to cease their vain

boastings. These mighty works of art

that stand unrivalled prove the Ancients

our equals in this respect. The ruins

of Tyre and Thebes and Memphis ; the

palaces of Greece and Rome, from which

we have drawn our architecture, would

put to the blush their puny and feeble

imitators. Painting, poetry, sculpture

and oratory all flourished in an equal

degree with ourselves. Wbereit) then

is our great superiority. It is this. The

light of revealed religion has been shed

upon us, and made clear the way to

greatness.

From the advent of the Messiah, to

the present time, the world has gone on

in one continuous and advancing ratio.

Long before that time she had reached

her culminating point, with no other aid

than she had, and for many years had

been constantly vibrating between deg-

radation and intellectual eminence.

—

What does this show ? The old world

was our equal in intellect, yet never ad-

vanced beyond a certain limit. We
on the other hand, with no more abso-

lute intellect, with the exception of that

peculiar knowledge, taught by Christ,

early reached her point of perfection,

and have gone jar beyond it. This

shows that to this new agent we are in-

debted for all our superiority. lk«

has this new agent so mightily operated .'

It has given US no new intellectual pow-

er, for we see that in all things depend-

ing upon pure intellect we have not >ur-

passed tin' Ancients even if we have

equalled them. What tie n ha- it done?

It has developed intellect, di-seininated

knowledge, and taught men the proper
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use of talent. In primitive times, man's

necessities forced him to form societies

or unions for protection. From societies

so formed innumerable advantages aris-

, ing, he was induced not only to contin-

I

ue, but enlarge and extend them, argu-

ing that an increase in the cause would

produce increased effects. These soci-

eties by an easy and natural transition

became what by courtesy we may call

governments;, though in fact, they were

nothing more than an extension of the

members of the previously formed union

without any material . change in their

modes of operation.

Man's mind expanding by age, and

learning wisdom from the past, many of

the deficiencies of the older goverments

were remedied, and we see them ap-

proaching perfection, near the beginning

of the christian era. These govern-

ments, however, with all their modifica-

tions and improvements were radically

defective. Established by necessity, and

kept together by interest, they lacked

the strongest bond of a stable govern-

ment, viz : love for the governmet itself,

and the people over whom it had sway.

Then* religion, also, operated unfavorably

.
to the permanency of their institutions.

Their gods were moved by the same im-

petus, governed by the same passions,

and obeyed these imperious masters as

implicitly as themselves. Their religion,

therefore, could be nothing more than a

tissue of falsehood, ignorance and super-

stition. Their minds thus clouded and

mystified, could not admit the idea of a

good and just government. Their gods,

according to their dark belief, interfered

immediately in human affairs, and were

as often unjust as just—wrong as right,

malicious, too, at times, seeking revenge

for insults offered to themselves, or pun-

ishing the misdeeds of men with partial,

and if favorites, insufficient severity.

Despairing then of any lasting laws and

regulations by which they could be gov-

erned, since they were liable to be vio-

lated by beings beyond their control,

they only joined themselves for protec-

tion from stronger foes, and their unions

expired with the necessities that called

them into existence. Independently of

this, however, there was another consid-

eration operating with the same results,

that is prohibiting the formation of gov-

ernments, which could be remedied only

by the knowledge and proper appreci-

ation of the nature and attributes of

God. It was this. They had no idea,

and from the undeveloped condition of

their moral nature, could have no idea

of the proper objects of government, and

so in framing their systems, they had in

view an object wholly ^inadequate to fix

their attention, or claim their serious

consideration. The objects of govern-

ment are various, but the primary one,

without which, the others cannot be se-

cured, is the establishment of justice.

This idea of government can only be ob-

tained from a full and proper knowledge

of the relations existing between man

and man, and man and God. For proof

of this, we need only say, that up to the

coming of Christ, no institutions were

ever founded upon this principle, nor no

nation ever professed to be governed

by it

The first governments were patri-

archal, and subsequent ones were based

upon the same ideis. Besides, the peo-

ple were guided only by the light of na-

ture, and the very fact that God reveal-

ed himself to us as he has done in the
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bible, shows that this relation, from the

knowledge of which the fundamental

principles ofjust government are derived,

could not be ascertained from the means

then in their power. From the condi-

tion of man, then, it was impossible

that governments of the right kind could

be established ; in fact, that any govern-

ment could be formed except an eva-

nescent democracy, engulphed in the

first wave of popular tumult, or an ab-„

solute despotism, from which the people

would soon revolt to be again shaken

by the breath of passion, again to seek

temporary repose in the dictatorial pow-

er. Governments not being able to be

established, except temporary or tyran-

nical ones, knowledge of the arts and

sciences could not flourish. The minds

of men were too much occupied by the

perpetual change going on among their

rulers, or in the acquisition and preser-

vation of riches, ^vhich were as power-

ful then as now, to allow them to attend

to the dry details of scientific investiga-

tion, for which vliey received not even

popular applause. Another difficulty

still more formidable, was that they pos"

sessed no methods of transmitting the

learning and observations of one gener-

ation to another, so that men were

obliged to rely almost entirely upon

their own experience, or the knowledge

gleaned by others, handed down in tra-

dition, the truth for which, they had no

means of verifying. Nine-tenths u f all

the knowledge we possess, is the work

of tie past, handed down from Age to

age, unchanged and capable of being re-

produced as it were at any tine-. The

present superiority of the world, then, is

owing to knowledge increased, extended

'irijjbmifying. But tho power to in

crease and extend knowledge, is deriva-

ble only from the formation and preser-

vation of good and just governments.

Good governments cannot be formed or

maintained without the instruction and

the application of the instruction taught

by the religion of Christ, so that our

present condition is owing entirel) to the

existence and dissemination of those pure

and holy rules given by God to guide

man.

But man has forgotten this, he has

looked only at the immediate cause,

without endeavoring to trace it farther

back, forgetting that what he calls the

cause is itself ltothing more than the ef-

fect of another and a greater cause. He
has attributed all the glory to himself,

disregarding Him to whom the honoris

due. He has quaffed deep draughts

from the fountains of learning, but he

has lost the amethystine stone that pre-

vents intoxication, and is tossed madly

and confusedly in the vortex of his own

insatiate vanity. He has become one

great in-carnate intellect. He has made

vast improvements and has just cause

for pride. He is happy, and therefore

is joyful, but he looks and says it is the

work of my hand and blindly disregards

the author of all his good. Therefore.

we say the world is fast becoming drunk

with pride and joy. Bach retrospective

glance but renders the contrast and his

power greater, and each prospective but

opens to Ms fevered imagination new

fields to explore, new mysteries to un-

ravel, new obstacles to overcome and

new triumphs to be attained. What

will he not attempt ? Bui let him pause.

Tie' giants who piled < >sS :i on iVlion

were slain by the arrows of Jove.
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[Continued.)

Chapter III.

—

The Htdrangea.

To tbe eye of the common observer, the

hydrangea, perhaps, presents no extra-

ordinary beauty. It is excelled by ma-

ny plants, in the sweetness of its flow-

ers ; and, in an extensive collection,

would scarcely attract a passing- glance

or elicit a single observation from the

admiring florist. But to Lizzie, it pos-

sessed an interest that cau be estimated

only by her fondness for it, and the un-

remitting tenderness and care with

which she watched and tended it.

And this is not at all surprising. There

are numberless objects in nature, which

are passed and repassed, seen and seen

again by the body of mankind without

awakening any, the most transient emo-

tion : yet these very objects never meet

the view of particular individuals, un-

accompanied with associations that fill

the mind with sensations of pleasure,

or that torment the soul, disquieted with

feelings of terror, remorse or grief.

You may have seen the delicate form of

a beautiful girl tremble, and drops of

sorrow glisten on her cheek, when you

took from its box a flute that had long

been unused. It was her brother's. I

have seen the face of the strong man
grow pale when the chase, his once fa-

vorite amusement, was mentioned in his

hearing. And I now know a young

man, who will hardly look upon phos-

phorus soon, without coupling with it

the idea of fire and water, and perhaps

feeling some unpleasant sensation about

the fingers.

Some associations, no doubt, cluster-

ed around the hydrangea, that rendered

it so exclusively the object of Lizzie's

favor. As I happen to know, I will tell

you all about it. You remember when

Annie parted with her, she gave her, in

token of her affection, a tender plant.

On one of its broad leaves she wrote

the letters L. M., and, as if penetrating

the mists of the future and descrying

with the ken of prophecy what was yet

to come, she said, "accept this hydran-

p
gea, Lizzie, as m}r parting gift. Cher-

ish it, not so much because it was mine,

as on account of the name I have giv-

en it. Here it is written on this leaf;

and when it begins to fade, you can

write it again. See ! they are exactly

the initials of your own name ; but you

know for whose I intended them. So

you will take the best care of it, I know."

It was a sultry afternoon, and Leon

had been making some preparations for

his return to college, when he entered

the room where Lizzie and Mary were

engaged in a warm discussion about the

propriety of a young lady's manifesting,

in any form, her good or bad opinion of

a gentleman.

"
! here you are," said Lizzie, I am

glad you have come. We were debat-

ing a point, on which you can enlighten

us, perhaps. If a lady dislikes a gen-

tleman, should she show it ? Or if she

likes him, should she show it?

" Well, indeed, it seems to me your

Etiquette ought to inform you on those

points. I don't know what its teach-

ings are ; but I suppose the elite of both

sexes understand them, and would not

be offended at any thing they author-

ize."

" How provoking you are ! Etiquette

does'nt reach the case exactly. We
want to know your opinion."
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" I don't know that I have any. But

let's hear your arguments on both sides,

and then I may be able to decide."

'' Why, don't you know a woman's

reason for every thing she says— ' I think

so because I think so ?' You want to

know what both of us said ?—I am
glad that Mr. Hedge was not here, to

hear his logic murdered; nor you to

laugh at us. Well, Mary said a lady

ought never to manifest any particular

regard she might have for one gentle-

man more than another, and if she dis-

liked him she ought not to show it. I

held the contrary, and for what I

thought a good reason, because she

couldn't help it. Wliat do you say?
1 '

"I say you are both right; and by

your own admission can prove it. Ma-

ry thinks as she thinks, because she

thinks so; you do as you do because

you can't help it, and vice versa. Now
what's the difference between you ?

None in the world. You agree ex-

actly."

" But, Leon," interrupted Mary,

" since it seems you won't give your

opinion on the matter in dispute, I want

to know what you think of another;

which, by the way, gave rise to it.

Some silly people, who havn't any thing

else to do, have circulated a report that

Lizzie and Dr. Mahgar are engaged to

be married. Only think ! They haven't

been acquainted with each other three

months. Old Mrs. Mason says she

knows they are engaged. Kate Thorn

says Lizzie is flirting with him; and

Mi^s Sally .Johnson saya Bbe doesn'l

know what l>r. Mahgar wants to marry

such a foolish, coquettish thing, as Liz-

zie is, for, anyhow. And I don't know

what else. O it vexes me so to think

of it ! Lizzie declares she intends to

slight the Doctor, the very next time

she sees him. I told her it would be

wrong to wound his feelings on account

of the folly of others. But I don't

know -what she is to do. I know I

couldn't stand it, to have such reports

about me. What do you think she

ought to do?"

" I suppose she ought to do as she

pleases. You know I always concede

the right to ladies to do as they please.

But to be a little inconsistent, I don't

feel much like letting these tell-tales

about town say what they ph-ase, when

you and Lizzie are to be talked of; yet

I guess we can't help it. I sometimes

think there are more busy-bodi?s about

here than any where else ; but I reckon

not. As our good old professor some-

times tells us, after some mischief has

been done; that where you find as ma-

ny persons collected together as there

are students in college, there will be

two or three scoundrels; so I suppose

that in every village there will be a few

tattlers."

"How I do wish every body would

mind their own business!" said Mary as

if to herself; then turning to Lizzie

with an arch glance, and putting on a

good-humored, mischievous expression,

that always rebuked anything like ill

temper, and made her laugh in spite of

herself, continued. "You are becom-

ing illustrious fast Lizzie. How I envy

you. You know all great charaeten

are talked aboul by the rabble; and

Borne writer says, fame consists in hav-

ing one's name tossed from mouth to

mouth. Washington, Franklin. .lack-

son, have become household words.

Your name will soon be in the papers."
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Then jumping up, as if she had just re-

alized that the restraints of etiquette

were not indeed around her, she glided

out of the room singing.

' Laugh and sing and let's be gay.'"

Leon being left alone with Lizzie, and

feeling no little desire to know what the

exact state of her feelings toward Mah-

gar was, resorted to a ruse de parole,

in which he succeeded, past his expec-

tation. He was sorry for his rashness,

however, before the time for explana-

tion came ; for he soon saw that he had

touched upon a tender chord, and that

the consequence might be serious.

" Lizzie," said he, " I want you to tell

me all about that hydrangea. There is

what you think a secret connected with

it; but I heard, the other day, enough

to satisfy me, and I only want ,to be

confirmed. I shall believe it, of course,

whether you tell me or not. You love

Dr. Mahg^r."

"Have you seen Annie?"

"Yes."

" I wonder if. she had to go and tell

you that ! I never thought . But

I didn't say any such thing to her, or

any body else. And now she's married

she can for ."

" Pardon me Lizzie. She never said

a word about the hydrangea, nor Mah-

gar ueither. I was only quizzing you.

Forgive me if you can, and I will say

no more about it."

"I do pardon you, Leon, and am
glad you have given me the opportuni-

ty to unbosom myself to you. I have

never kept any thing concealed from

you. You have always sympathised

with me, and given me good advice :

and I am willing to trust you again—

I

do love. You now share the only

secret of my heart. I know that I am
very, very foolish, but I can't help it.

From the hour I first saw him, I have

been changed. But I will be myself

again. I feel that I have given my af-

fections away, unasked. O how I wish

I had never seen him ! But what is

done is past recall. He is to ride with

me to the fiahing party, Thursday, and I

will treat him coolly, if I suffer agonies

for it."

Thus Leon obtained the information

he sought; but instead of teasing bis

fair companion, as he intended, he found

himself introduced as an actor in a

play, whose closing scene he could not

conjecture. He saw before him an un-

sophisticated girl, whose ingenious con-

duct had subjected her to the remarks

of a tattling neighborhood, and called

down upon her the penalty which a

refined age have attached to truth

and candor. He was himself young,

inexperienced in the ways of the world,

and knew not how to advise. Mahgar

was almost a stranger to him; and his

connexion with Lizzie, prevented him

from speaking to him, even in the most

general terms, on a subject so delicate.

Nothing remained, therefore, but to

await the progress of time, and watch

with an anxious mind the approach of

a result he wished and feared to see.

Chapter IV.

—

The Lake.

It lay,

Eddying in almost viewless wave,

The weeping-wiilow twig to lave,

And kiss with whispering sound and slow,

The beach of pebbles bright as snow."

At dawn of day the village was alive

with preparations for the party at the
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Lake. Vehicles wore whirling through

the streets in every direction ; and

prancing steeds ncighe 1 and pawed the

ground as if anticipating the wild mu-

sic of the chase. But no sound of the

huntsman's horn was heard, and the

hound lay snugly in his kennel. Soon

the highway leading eastward presented

a moving line of carriages and buggies

filled with generous, joyous youth, pro-

ceeding on the great errand of life—the

pursuit of happiness. On they moved

in cheerful mood, with naught to inter-

rupt the general mirth, which some-

times broke forth in boisterous hilarity.

Near the conveyance of our hero and

heroine, might at times be seen a young

man, mounted on a fiery courser. His

eyes were piercing black, his features

handsome, and his person elegantly

dressed
',
he was somewhat below the

ordinary dimensions, and with his young

and haughty appearance was strangely

blended an air of sadness. This was

Cornelius Osinon. He had been resid-

ing in L , for some years, and had

long been devoted in his attentions to

Eliza. And here, reader, you have

three characters standing in the most

interesting relations to each other, that

it is possible to imagine. Mahgar was

happy in the belief that he possessed

the affections of the lovely object on

whom his own were so intensely cen-

tered. Eliza, her soul lashed by self-

reproach almost to phrenzy, felt that,

if she were not judeed despised, she

had made herself unworthy to be

loved. Her heart sickened when she

reviewed the past and endeavored to

penetrate the future. She believed that

home fatal power was urging her on to

a course of conduct, every hour of

which would add poisonous drops to her

cup of life; and that even then she

could see the dark-mouthed abyss be-

ginning to open, that must ere bng
separate her forever from the only be-

ing, for whom she would live. Osmon

saw, or else believed he saw, the meteor

that had warmed his soul to quenchless

passion, dart from the sphere of his

hopes to sport in the ether of another's

thoughts. Language is too feeble to

express the wild, the racking tortures of

his troubled mind. Even poetry—the

tongue of passion^—can but faintly ex-

press them

—

" Some secret venom preyed upon his heart
;

A stubborn and unconquerable flame

Crept in his veins, and drank the streams oi life."

His prospects of happiness seemed for-

ever blighted. Yet in his serene aspect,

no traces of his sufferings could be seen.

He frequently joined in the noisy joke

and lent his voice in repartee. The

deep mental agonies that man is capa-

ble o( feeling, arc no more surprising,

than the power he has to conceal them.

Pardon me for so long a digression.

You may curl your lip in scorn at what

I have said, smile, and perhaps shut the

book in contempt. Rut believe it, each

day is a witness of more than I have

described. The heart will single out

some object, towards the attainment of

which it may direct its loftiest desires.

The affectii us will twine around some

beloved form; and, in proportion as the

intellect is strong and vigorous, and the

piu pose fixed and unchanging, so will

their strength and tenacity be, and so

also will the depth and soreness of the

wounds, if their object be torn away.

I believe the stories of broken hearts

and diseased minds, that pass for fiction,
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are not exagerations of the truth. In i boat, and arrange it for the comfort of

these respects, therefore, I deem him
j

his companion. He soon sought her

happy, who has no heart at all, or one side to solicit her company in a tiny

of steel, and a mind that feels no great-

er pain than might he occasioned by

bodily suffering.

But behold the lake! with its crystal

waves, gently rolling to the bright san-

voyage.

"Miss Eliza, can I have the pleasure

of becoming your protector and pilot

for a short ride ?"

" Do you think it would afford you

dy shore. Away in the blue distance,
j

any pleasure?" enquired Eliza.

clouds of woolly whiteness seem to rest I "Nothing, certainly, could give me

on its rising bosom. Nearer, a dark
j

more, but being chosen your helsman

vapor overhangs it ; and the heron, , for the voyage of life."

startled by approaching noise, soars out
j

"I believe I would rather remain on,

of sight. And, nearer still, among the
j

shore."

tall sedge and bulrushes, may he heard
j

" I hope you are not unwell; you

the quacking of ducks and the screams seem sad, and look somewhat pale ?"

of the killdee. On the bank, where a
j

"No, I'm not at all unwell. The

beautiful sandshoal extends a great dis-

tance, and meets, at the water's edge,

the base of a gentle declivity, the party

have allighted.

You know too well how matters are

conducted at fishing parties, to require

a minute description of this, as they

are all conducted .on the same plan.

You know how little fishing is done,

and how much prattling; how few fish

are caught, and how many beaux ; how

all the ladies become "fishers of men,"

and all the gentlemen fishers of women.

Soon all the boats were launched,

,
that were not on the water before, and

6lender forms and smiling faces were re-

flected from the glassy surface. Bat-

teaux and sailboats moved lazily along

where glided once the Indian's light

canoe. Lovers were there, and loved

ones ; and perhaps some vows were

breathed and answered : but not truer

lovers, nor vows more sacred, were they,

that were known to lake Trumba, than

those that " The Clear Water " knew.

Mahgar was not the. last to procure a

ride I suppose has only sobered me a

little."

" If you would like to ride, at any

time, Miss Eliza, I will be most happy

to attend you."

So saying, he turned away, and join-

ing two or three young men in a sail-

boat, he was, in a few moments, at

some distance from the land. Here,

looking toward the shore, he saw Os-

mon handing Eliza into a boat. He
felt as if a barbed arrow had pierced his

heart, and he stood motionless looking

after them until they had fairly cleared

the shore, and were throwing out their

hooks. Could it be possible that she

could really change her mind so soon ?

" I will think no more of it," said he to

himself, " and wait till I see her. She

will explain no doubt."

Think no more of it, indeed ! Can

the miser withhold his thoughts from

the glittering piles of gold ? Then may
you, Mahgar, cease to think of her one

moment.

Gayly, happily, passed the hours
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away ; but as in every pleasure throng,

so in that, were some aching bosoms.

At twelve, all rowed ashore, and be-

neath the shade of the green wood was

spread the rural board. Baskets of re-

freshments, stowed by fairest hand-,

were brought together and profusely

spread upon it. No sparkling wine

was needed to cheer and make glad ;

but only cold, clear water—" the bever-

age prepared by God himself"—was

preferred by the hand of beauty.

, On sped the winged moments, and

again the sail-boats glided from the

beach—again the music laugh echoed

on the limpid lake.

The suu declined toward the western

horizon. A breeze sprang up form the

south, and swelled the ripples of the

lake into tossing waves. Again the

company were on the shore. Carriage

after carriage rattled up the road, and

in less than an hour the boats were rid-

ing at anchor, deserted, near the strand,

and rocking to the plaintive music of

the splashing water.

Farewell ! Lake Trumba. The race

of the red man, that used to plunge be-

neath thy wave, and woo his dusky

bride upon thy beach, is now, indeed,

no more. Mourn for him if thou wilt :

for he loved thee. But let no new grief

heave thy lucid bosom for those who

sported on thee to-day. Though they

are stronger than he, and have usurped

his domain, they will never linger round

thee as fondly as lie did, nor pine for

thy "clear water."

The day had passed, and Mahgarhad

received n<> explanation of Lizzie's

Strang 1 conduct, lb; was willing to at-

tribute hei dullness, during their return

home, to fatigue ; but why she had re-

fused to ride with him on the lake, was

at first altogether unaccountable. His

mind was, however, fast verging to a

conclusion, that would solve the doubt.

The dreadful thought had, for the first

time, flashed across his mind, that Os-

mon might be a fearful rival. He knew

him well—had seen him many times in

Lizzie's company—but before this he

had no suspicion that such could be the

the fact.

As the sun was sinking in the west,

gilding the forest toward the east with

a golden tinge, he strolled out, to seek

solitude, along the banks of the river.

As the Epac Reef came in view, a

thought of the Revolution came upon

him, and he wished that hostilities

might again break out, to afford an ob-

livion for the troubles of his soul.

The water had fallen far below its

usual stand. Numberless crags and

shapeless rocks protruded above the

surface, and the rapid current rushed

among them in wild and broken eddies.

" Oh ! art thou not, dark river,

Like the fearful thoughts, untold,

Which haply in the hush of nijjut,

O'er many a soul have rolled I"

Below, stood a dilapidated bridge; and

beside the bank, a mill, now falling to

decay. Willow groves, with branches

thickly interwoven, grew on either shore,

and almost concealed them from view.

The neighboring falls .sent low mur-

muring sounds along the water, and

seemed to give a voice to all surround-

ing objects. Far ia midair were float-

ing, on untiring wings, numerous in-

habitants of the upper deep. The at-

mosphere was calm and serene; and as

the sun went down, dark shades crept
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over the scene. This was solitude

—

deep and painful; and Mabgar felt the

full force of it as he quoted the lan-

guage of the poet—the sentiment was

his own

—

" Oh ! who can tell the unspeakable misery

Of solitudj like this!"

And where was Lizzie 1 What was

she doing; and how did she feel ? The

answers to these questions, kind reader,

would pain you, if you could feel the

full force of them. If not, they might

excite your derision. As I do not wish

to do either, I give your imagination the

unpleasant task.

If it be asked why she treated Mab-

gar as she did, at the lake, I have an

answer which I expect to use in reply

to all such questions—she "couldn't

helpt it."

(To be continued.)

THE LIVES AND CHARACTERS
OF THE EARLY GOVERNORS
OF NORTH CAROLINA.

An Address delivered before the Faculty

and Students of Davidson College,

Mecklenburg county, North Caroli-

na, on the 3d April, 1852, By J. H.

Wheeler.

My Respected Audience :—I appear

before you, at the request of the Eume-

nean Society of this Institution.

It is not unpleasant in the journey of

life to turn aside from the dusty high

road of existence, from its corroding

cares and ceaseless anxieties, to the qui-

et retreats of science, and hold for a

time refreshing converse with its se-

cluded votaries.

It is customary on such occasions to

speak upon the enobling pursuits of

literature; their elevating effect upon

the mind, and their humanizing influ-

ences upou the heart, and conclude

with some practical precepts drawn by

experience from the wisdom of age.

It would ill become one, as myself, of

so little renown in the republic of let-

ters, to attempt the one ; it would be

arrogance in me to endeavor to enforce

the other.

I shall therefore invite you, at this

time, to leave for a while, the pleasing

and inviting subjects of the present, for

a retrospect of the past. Together let

us visit the shades of the cypress and

the willow. Let us together examine

the mutilated monuments of the dead;

and endeavor to decipher and deepen

the inscriptions on the tombs of the

early Governors ofNorth Carolina, now

obscured by the moss of neglect and

lichen of time.

It is not for me, in this place, on this

occasion, before such an audience, to re-

commend the importance of the study

of history.

To my mind, of all the studies that

can interest or engage our attention,

there are none that have superior claims

to the study of history. Its tendency

is immediate and practical ; its object

useful, and its prosecution productive of

a sentiment capable of high moral ele-

vation and of great utility. By its

power, all conquering Time loses its

destroying influences ; for to History

"the lapse of a thousand years, are but

as a day."

Truly does Fuller in his holy war,

tell us, that "History maketh a young

man to be old without either wrinkles

or gray hairs, privileging him with the

experience of age, without either the in-

firmities or inconveniences thereof."
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It is only by the past, we can antici-

pate the future. Tliewi.se man tells us,

" The thing that has been, is that which

shall he; and that which is done, is

that which shall be done, and there is

nothing new under the sun."* Beau-

tifully does Shakespeare illustrate this

ie'ea.

" There is a History in all men's lives,

Figuring the nature of the times deceased
;

The which observed, a man may prophesy

With a near aim of the main chance of things

As yet not conic to pass."

Not only has history this useful ef-

fect, but by its power, we may become

intimately acquainted with the acts and

words of the good and great of past

ages. It as a kind friend, introduces

us to them ; we learn their lessons of

wisdom and experience. With the

mighty sorcery of her of Endor, it

summons at our bidding "the dead out

of the earth ;" reanimates, like her, with

vitality, the decayed and decaying rel-

ics of mortality, until they assume their

original and gigantic proportions, reil-

lumines the now dark dome of intellect,

and enables us to hold high converse

with the wise of old, as " man talketh

to man, face to face."

To youth its tendency especially is to

create a spirit of emulation. Sallust in-

forms us, (and that I may not mar his

terse and powerful language by any

feeble translation, I quote the splendid

original
:)

" Nam, saspc audivi, Q. Maxuinum ct

P. Scipioncm, prieterca civitatis nostra'

prcclaros viros solitos, ita diccre : cum

majorum imagines intucrcntur vehctnen-

tissumc, sibi, animum ad virtutcin ac-

cendi.

* Ecclcsiaatea i—9.

" Scilicet, non ceram illam, neque figu-

ram tantam vim in scse habere ; sed me-

moria rerum gestarum cum fjammam

cgregiis viris in pectore crescre. Neque

prius sedari, quam virtus eorum famam

ctque gloriani adaequaverit."*

Examples of conduct placed before

the young are apt to make them admire

what they behold ; to imitate virtue, to

avoid vice.

The character of our Washington,

as delineated by the graphic art of the

skilful monographer, has doubtless

formed the model of myriads of Amer-

ican youth.

What child can hear read the

nursery tale of his " Hatchet and

Cherry Tree," and not imitate his love

of truth, and abhor deceit? What son

can view him, when early inspired by

that military ardour for which in after

life he was so distinguished, and about

to embark as a Midshipman on board

an English Man-of-War, yielding to the

tears of his mother ; returning to her

widowed and affectionate arms ; and not

be incited to filial reverence and obe-

dience ? What lover of liberty can view

his patient sufferings, and his heroic

gallantry in that dark and dubious

struggle of our country for life and

liberty, and not feel his patriotism en-

livened ? What statesman can view

his able and sagacious messages, his de-

voted and pure hearted administration,

his voluntary retirement from all hon-

ors and office, and not admire his ex-

ample ? And what christian can view

his pure and prayerful life ; his peace-

ful and triumphant death, but feels

his faith strengthened, his hopes of

immortality brightened, and earnestly

* Sallust Jugurthine war IV.
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pray that " his life may be the life of

the righteous, and his last end be like

his ?"

In ali the characters that history pre-

sents in ancient or in modern times

there is no superior example presented

for our imitation. Truly may we feel

with the gifted Byrou :

" Where may the wearied eye repose

When gazing on the great,

Where neither guilty glory shows

Nor despieable state 1

Yes one !—ihe rirst, the last, the best,

The Cincinnatus of the West

Whom envy dares not hate
;

Bequeaths the name of Washington

And man must blush, there was but one."

But we must not be seduced by the

beauties of this exalted character, from

our subject. It was illustrative of our

point, to prove the influence and utility

of history.

The early history of any people, and

the characters of its founders, have been

to all nations a subject of pleasing re-

search, and fond contemplation.

The Israelites, the earliest nation which

history records, dwelt with much satis-

faction in the fact that their people was

the choosen of God. Their Historians

and Poets delight to record that He was

the director of their fathers ; Abraham,

Isaac, and of Jacob—that He rescued

them from oppression and captivity

;

that He led them safely through the

waves of opposition, which overwhelm-

ed their enemies, that He guided them

in their wanderings in the wilderness
;

that He was " the cloud by day and

pillow of fire by night," and that He

planted them in " a land flowing with

milk and honey."

The ancient Greeks asserted that their

28

founders were divine ; the Roman wri-

ters record that Romulus, the founder

of " the eternal city," the seven hilled

Rome," was descended from their gods.

Fortunately for our nation, we are not,

as the Greeks and Romans, to tax our

patriotic credulity with such " cunning-

ly devised fables." From the civiliza-

tion of the age, and by the art of print-

ing, the first founders of our republic

are well known.

" No fabled fugitive from the flames

of Troy, no Norman tyrant first landed

on our shores." The very name of the

ships, that brought them over the stormy

ocean are known. The rock can now be

shown on which their wearied feet rest-

ed. Their moral character, their pa-

tient sufferings, and their manly virtues

are well known and appreciated by

their descendants.

To none, more appropriately may
these remarks be applied, than to North

Carolina ; though, perhaps, less is known

of her early history, and less been given

to the world, than of any other portion

of our Republic.

Truth though tardy is sure. She is

lovely and therefore is admired ; she is

mighty and will prevail. To truth,

time is the greatest friend
;
prejudice

and partiality, the worst foes ; and her

constant companions are modesty and

humility.

It is now settled beyond all cavil or

doubt, that the first Anglo Saxon who

landed in these United States, rested on

her shores
;

(July 1584 ;) that in her

quiet precincts was spilled the first blood

of the colonists in defence ot the princi-

ples of liberty (at Alamance in May
1771,) and it is known and proved that

your chivalric ancestors in this very
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county in May 1715, were the first to

throw offthe yoke of English oppression !

Here are a triad of honors, which,

however, grudgingly granted, or tardily

conceded, must be awarded to " the

good old North State."

It was just in this very month, 268

years ago, in the age and under the

charter of "the Virgin Queen" that

(April 1584) two small ships are equip-

ped and fitted out by that gallant

statesman and soldier, Sir Walter Ral-

eigh, " the man of the wit and the

sword," as he was tauntingly termed by

his able but virulent opponent, Sir Ed-

ward Coke, and by him placed under

the command of Philip Amadas and

Arthur Barlow.

In July, they landed on the coast of

North Carolina.

Here on Roanoake Island, in Curri-

tuck county, they " look possession of

ye same in ye name of Elizabeth of

England as the rightful queene and

princesse thereof" Here too, in the lan-

guage of the historian of the expedi-

tion, " they found a people most gentle,

loving and faithful ; void of all guile

and treason, and such as lived after the

manner of the golden age."*

Here then was the birthplace of this

now mighty empire. Here was the cra-

dle which rocked this infant, whose gi-

gantic limbs now stretch from the At-

lantic to the Pacific. Here, before

Jamestown was settled, or the Plymouth

Pilgrims landed, did the brave spirits of

•The first voyage made to the coast of

America, with two barks, wheroin were cap-

tions Philip Amadas and Arthur Barlow, writ-

ten by one of said captains, and sent to Sir

Walter Raleigh, Knight, at whose charge and

direction the said voyage was set forth.

HakluyVs iii 301, London, MO.

this gallant age, first unfurl " the meteor

Hag" which for centuries has braved

" the battle and the breeze."

It is classic ground. In my early

youth, I have stood on the snow-white

sand beach of Roanoake, (for it is my
native district,) and listened to the roar

of "the wide weltering waves" of the

Atlantic. Imagination carried me back

to days long gone by. I thought of

the brave gallant Raleigh, whose bril-

liant career ended on the bloody scaf-

fold; I breathed in its healthful and in-

vigorating air, as in the age in which

he lived—the age when Sydney sung

his Arcadia ;
" the Faery Queene " of

Spencer, breathed the numbers which

still delight; and when Shakspeare,

"that artist that dipped his pencil in the

colours of the human heart," produced

" those thoughts that breathe and words

that burn," and which will be read as

long as the English language is under-

stood; I thought, too, upon the pure-

hearted natives, most "gentle, loving and

faithful," whose hearth fires had gone out

forever—that here was once laid the

foundation of "the city of Raleigh"

—

and that here was the first child born in

America of English parents ; I felt that

it was not only classic, but like Moses,

that it was venerated ground !

" Time-honored land ! Where hope and faith

Sought refuge in a night of gloom,

Reared Freedom's altar by the Eagle's nest,

And leaning on the arm of Mercy
Dared the tempest and the foe, trusting in their

God!
Pure as the handful of the olden time,

They sang their plaintive hymns of praise

And breathed their fervent orizons to Heaven."*

The story of the trials, privations and

sufferings of the colonists is long, too

* Winter, by Jesse E. Dow.
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long to be detailed here. They were

compelled from various causes to desist

from their attempts, and their munifi-

cent patron, from reverses of fortune, as-

signed in March, 1589, his patent to a

London company.

It was more than sixty years after the

first landing of the English in North

Carolina, that a permanent settlement

was made within her present territory.

The colony after the failure at Roanoake,

commenced at Jamestown, being more

accessible to ships, a safer roadstead,

and commodious harbour.

The mild climate of North Carolina,

its luxuriant soil, and remote position

was a refuge for the oppressed and per-

secuted.

On the 24th of March, 1663, Charles

II. "the right merrie monarch" of Eng-

land granted all the domain from 31°

to 36° north latitude, and from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, to Lord Clarendon,

Duke of Albemarle and others.

The inhabitants enjoyed uninterrupt-

ed freedom. "North Carolina" says

one of the ablest Historians of the age,

" was settled by the freest of the free !"*

From its stately groves the voice of

the emigrant rose in gratitude " to the

Giver of every good and perfect gift

"

for the freedom of conscience ;
and his

songs of joy mingled with the ceaseless

undulations of the ocean. . When the

man of God came to visit this section

he found " a tender people " who lis-

tened t> his message with grateful

hearts.f " Here* was a colony of men

in civilized life, scattered among forests,

hermits with wives and children resting

upon the bosom of nature in perfect

* Fox's visit to Carolina,

t Bancroft.

harmony with the wilderness of their

gentle clime."

To such a community, Governors to

execute the laws, Lawyers to explain,

or Assemblies to legislate were of but

little use. Yet to this country in the

autumn of 1663, was George Drum-

mond sent as Governor, by Sir William

Berkeley, who was one of the proprie-

tors, under the charter of Charles II.,

and the Governor of Virginia.

Governor Drummond was a native

of Scotland, and a Presbyterian. From

his education and faith, he was wel

fitted to this duty. To the cautious

and thrifty character of his nation, he

added the free and inflexible doctrines

of his religion. His bland manners,

gentle temper, and simple habits were

well suited to the people to whom he

was sent. He was regarded by them

more as a kind friend than as a ruler.

His occupancy was more a joint tenan-

cy, than as sovereign of the soil. In

his administration the greatest good to

the greatest number was the rule. He
knew well the true principles of govern-

ment, and the character of the people

to whom it was to be administered.

Governments are at best, but necessary

restrictions, and the fewer these re-

strictions the happier the ruler and the

ruled.

After a peaceful administration in

Carolina, Drummond returned to Vir-

ginia, and was succeeded by Samuel

Stevens in 1667. The future career of

Governor Drummond is deeply inter-

esting, and had a tragic termination.

The Indians of Virginia rose upon the

whites ; and in their savage fury mur-

dered the whites from where Washing-

ton city now is, to Richmond, without
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mercy, or discrimination of age or

sex. f

Sir William Berkely, the Governor

had become odious to the people, by his

tyranny, and oppression, and was una-

ble to raise a force among the colouists

to subdue them.

Nathaniel Bacon, a native of England,

was a young and wealthy planter on

the James river, of pleasing address,

powerful elocution, and great energy of

character. He was indignant at the im-

becility of the governor, and lamented

the exposed condition of the people.

His mind was amply imbued with the

true spirit of liberty. He had witness-

ed in England the contests between the

King and Parliament, and had become

deeply impressed by the principles of

that democratic revolution. A volun

teer force was raised by the people, and

Bacon was chosen as leader. He march-

ed forthwith against the Indians, and by

his gallantry conquered them. Scarce-

ly had he marched on this perilous

campaign, when Governor Berkeley,

yielding to an aristocratic faction, not

only refused him a commission, but pro-

claimed him a rebel, and his followers

traitors. One of these followers, was

Governor Drummond. Bacon was com-

pelled, in self defence, to turn his arms

upon Berkeley, whom he put to flight

and laid Jamestown the Capitol of the

colony in ashes.

His career was terminated by sudden

death on 1 Oct. 1076.

" His name bled for a season," says

the historian, " but when time shall

bring treedom crowned with truth, pos-

terity shall sound his praises."

1 ^spirited by the loss of their leader,

whose example and eloquence inspired

their acts, and whose talents and valor

achieved success, Gov. Berkeley, aided by

forces from home, succeeded in quelling

the rebels. The prisoners taken were

tried by court martial, by order of Berke-

ley, for fear that juries might acquit

;

convictions followed and immediate ex-

ecutions. Such was the malice of the

Governor, that the assembly of Virginia

had to address him " to shed no more

blood." " Had we let him alone," said

one of the members, " he would have

hung half the country."

This blood thirsty conduct not only

met with remonstrance from the coloni-

al assembly, but with severe rebuke

from home. " That old fool," said the

kind hearted Charles II, "has taken

more lives in that naked country, than

I in all England, for the murder of my
father."

When Drummond was brought he-

fore Berkeley, his savage temper caused

him to exclaim, " you are very welcome,

I had rather see you than any man in

all Virginia. You shall be hanged in

a half an hour."*

Drummond, in the fearless majesty

of truth, avowed his participation with

the people in their right to protect and

govern themselves ; and disdained any

effort to avoid his fate. He was tried,

and condemned at one o'clock, on 20th

January 1677, and hanged at 4 o'clock

on the same day.f

He met his fate like a patriot; his

last prayer was for his country and for

liberty

!

* Burwell account 64, Hen ins H 375-

t LiBt of thorn) executed for the late rebellion

in Virginia, by Sir William Berkeley, Gover-

nor. In Harlean Collection.
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"— Nothing in his life

Became him like the leaving of it ; he died

As one that had studied in his death

To throw away the dearest thing he owned

As 'twere a careless trifle."*

It is remarkable, but true, that both

the projector of the colony of Carolina,

the gallant Raleigh, and the first gov-

ernor of that colony should have met at

the hands of injustice and tyranny, the

same bloody and unmerited fate. But

their names can never die ! The lovely

Capitol of our State, as long as the ma-

jestic oak shall grow, preserves the name

of Raleigh, and as loug as "the fire

fly's lamp" shall be reflected from the

pellucid waters of" the lake of the Dis-

mal Swamp," shall the name of Drum-

mond be known and revered !

"We have already remarked that gov-

ernor Stevens succeeded in 1667 as ru-

ler, under whose prudent administration

the people lived contented.

The government in all its branches

was simple, and suited to the condition

of a simple people. The Governor was

appointed by the Proprietors in Eng-

land, each of whom had a deputy in the

colony. His council consisted of twelve

persons, six of whom were named by

commission from the Proprietors ; and

six were elected by the people ; these

formed the upper branch of the assem-

bly. The lower house of assembly was

elected by the people.

Liberty of conscience, no taxation ex-

cept by the colonial legislature, were

early demanded by them, and conceed-

ed by the Proprietors.

The expenses of the Governor and

council were met by a tax of £30, upon

every law suit; the members of Assem-

bly received no compensation.

* Macbeth act I scene IV.

To encourage settlers, a grant of land

was made to every family. No debt

could be collected the cause of action

of which arose out of the colony—un-

der five years. Marriage was declared

a civil contract, requiring only the con-

sent of the parties before a magistrate

and witnesses.

The earliest authentic record of legis-

lative history in our State is in the au^

tumn of 1669.

The above simple laws were made

and were sufficient for a half a century

;

and stood when the labored digest of

'

Locke and Shaftesbury had fallen from

the weight of its own magnificence.

The men of Albemarle had chosen

their homes from a hatred of restraint.

They were restless and turbulent when

ruled by any government other than

their own, and under that and that

only they were satisfied.

Of the life and character of Governor

Stevens, history is silent. Chalmers in-

forms us that " in October, 1667, Sam-

uel Stevens, whose abilities were thought

equal to his trust, was appointed Gov-

ernor of Albemarle, in room of Drum-

mond "*—and of his death which occur-

red in 1674. He was succeeded by

Governor Cartright, whom the Assem-

bly chose for governor, agreeably to

prudent instruction from the Proprie-

tors " allowing the Assembly to choose

a governor until orders should come

from England." He returned to Eng-

land, in 1676, "leaving the administra-

tion in ill order and in worse hands."

In November, 1676, Eastchurch was

appointed, by the Proprietors, Gov-

ernor, a man of . address. He had

* Political Annals of Carolina, 300 by Chal-

mers.
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been speaker of the colonial Assem-

bly, and had just arrived in England to

represent the state of affairs in their

colony. Miller was at the same time

appointed secretary, Lord Shaftesbury

deputy, and a collector of customs. They

left England in 1677, en route by the

West Indies. Here Eastchurch formed

an attachment for a wealthy lady. He
remained for a time. But if he gained

the hand of the lady, he lost his govern-

ment. He dispatched Miller to govern

the colony of Carolina until his arrival.

Miller arrived in July, 1677, holding

the triple offices of governor, secretary,

and collector. He found the colony to

consist of four districts, in which were

a few plantations on the north eastern

side of Albemarle Sound. Its tithables

were only fourteen hundred working

hands. Its chief product was tobacco,

of which it annually raised 800,000

pounds. This formed the only com-

merce of the colony, which was carried

on exclusively with the New-England

people, who took their tobacco, and

supplied in return, their wants. The

spirit of trade was thus early manifested

by this ubiquitous people, for which io

this day they are distinguished.

Miller "dressed up in his little brief

authority," levied the hateful tax of a

peuny a pound of tobacco sent from

Carolina to New England. He collect-

ed from July to December, 1677, 327,-

068 pounds of tobacco, and £1242 8s.

Id. sterling.* He thus endeavored to

destroy the New England trade, and di-

vert it to the mother country, and "did

many extravagant things whereby he

lost the affections of the people."

* Carolina papers, quoted in Chalmers, 338.

Such conduct met a prompt and ef-

fective rebuke from the bold spirits of

Carolina. Led on by John Culpeper,

in December, 1677, the people rose in

arms, seized the governor and his coun-

cil, (except one who had joined the in-

surgents) imprisoned them, published

a declaration of their grievances and

rights, called a legislature, established

courts of law, and for a series of years

exercised complete dominion over the

colony.

Governor Eastchurch arrived at the

time, but found his authority denied.

He applied to the Governor of Virgin-

ia for aid, but died with vexation before

it could be afforded.

The English government at home
was too much engaged in other mat-

ters, and exhausted by the bloody wars

with the French, Danish and Dutch

governments
;

(the peace of which was

concluded by the treaty of Breda on

28th of June in this year ;) the King was

too happy with his easy temper, and his

licentious and luxurious court, to trouble

himself with a distant and rebellious

colon}', whose domain he had already

granted to others. The Proprietors

themselves seemed to abandon their

colony, and left its inhabitants as free

and independent of any foreign power

or potentate, as they declared them-

selves one hundred yean afterwards.

What a proud page of our history I

How little known ! covered by the dust

of ages, and unknown from the neglect

of her own bods !

Here was the first budding of that

germ of liberty, which bl ssomed into

glorious fruit in 1775, in this very

county.

Culpeper, conscious of the purity of
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his conduct, the iniquity he had oppos-

ed, and the justice of his cause, volun-

tarily went to England to negotiate a

compromise, and to insist on the pun-

ishment of Miller, who had escaped to

England.

He had executed in part, his mission,

when the commissioners of the customs

impeached him for acting as Collector

without authority. He was seized on

board of a vessel in the Downs. By

order of the king in council, the lords

of *the plantations were directed to ex-

amine the complaints of the commis-

sioners against Culpeper, and they re-

ported that he should be tried, and " no

favor should be shown him."

Accordingly Culpeper was tried un-

der statute of Henry VIII in the court

of the king's bench for high treason at

Trinity term 1680. He was defended

by Ashly Cooper, (better known as

Lord Shaftesbury,) and the facts admit-

ted on the trial. The defence was, that

there "had never been any regular gov-

ernment in Albemarle, and that its dis-

orders were only feuds between the plan-

ters, which only could amount to a riot."

He was acquitted by the jury. Thus

the revolt of the colonists of Carolina

was sanctioned by the verdict of an

English jury.

Two propositions were then discussed

before the board of Proprietors, to sub-

mit to the terms proposed by the colo-

nists, or to subdue them by force. The

* The Lords of the Plantations at this time

were Anglesey, Hyde, Bridgewater, Lauder-

dale, Coventry and Worchester.

—

Carrol 339.

Culpeper returned to Carolina, and in the

year 1680, laid out the original plan of the city

of Charleston.

—

Johnson's tradition of the Rev-
olution, 3.

first proposition was acceded to; and

an act of oblivion was passed.

A temporary government was creat-

ed ; John Harvey, who, as President of

the council, was Governor, until Seth

Sothel, who had become one of the

proprietors by the purchase of the in-

terest of Lord Clarendon, had been

appointed Governor, should arrive. On
his passage from England to Carolina

he was taken by the Algerines. On his

release, he came to the colony and as-

sumed the reins of power.

The life and character of Sothel de-

serves the execration of mankind.

—

" The annals of delegated authority^'

says Chalmers, " do not record a naljfie'

which deserves so much to be trans-

mitted to posterity with infamy as So-

thel. Bribery, extortion, injustice, ra-

pacity, breach of trust and disobedi-

ence of orders, mark his administra-

tion."

The spirit of the -colonists was again

roused, and in 1688, they seized and

imprisoned Sothel, intending to send

him to England for trial. But Sothel

preferred to submit his case to the Co-

lonial Assembly, dreading less the peo-

ple whom he had pillaged, than the

power of the proprietors, whom he had

betrayed.

He was tried by the Assembly and

convicted of gross peculation and mal-

feasance- He was sentenced to six

months exile from the colony, and per-

petual disqualification as to office.

He went to South Carolina, where

he engaged in the tumults in that dis-

ordered government ; where he rose to

power, but his conduct was such that

he became odious to the people, and

was compelled to return to North Car-
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olina. He died in Chowan County,

in 1692 without issue. We have

procured a copy of his will * from the

Secretary's State office at Raleigh. He
was succeeded in 1690 by Philip Lud-

well, who had been an agent of one

of the proprietors in Virginia, and an

adherent of Governor Berkeley, in the

troubles of Bacon. He found the col-

ouy in much confusion. He endeavored

to carry out the instructions of the pro-

prietors, and at the same time to con-

ciliate the colonists. Thus " paltering

with a double sense" he pleased neither

and soon retired from the colony.

He was succeeded by Governor Smith,

the first native of the colony that had

ever been appointed Governor, remark-

able for his ability and integrity. His

instructions from the proprietors he en-

deavored to obey ; the character and

temper of the people were well known

and appreciated by him. In 1694 he

informed the Proprietors that " it was

impossible to settle in quiet the coun-

try unless a proper person was sent with

power to redress the grievances of the

people."f

The salutary advice was heeded ; and

Lord Ashly, the grandson of Lord

Shaftesbury was appointed, but lie de-

clined "because his father's business lay

heavy on his hands," and John Arch-

dale was appointed. This appoint-

ment was wise and fortunate.

Governor Archdale was a Quaker,

deeply imbued with the philanthropic

principles of his sect; free from bigotry,

and a man of great sagacity. Fortu-

nately for us, he has left a full record

* Sco historical sketches of North Carolina,

11, 89.

t Chalmers i, 266.

by himself, of his administration. Its

pages glow with evidences of profound

statesmanship, religious toleration, and

unaffected piety.

He landed in Carolina in March

1695. As was to be anticipated, he

found the colony in great disorder.

Among the chief causes was the reliir-

ious intolerance of the high church

party, disfranchising all dissenters from

its doctrines, as incapable of holding

any place of trust, honor or profit.

A Quaker can respect the faith of oth-

ers, and even the want of faith on some*

peculiar points.

The charter of Charles II had been

granted,, with consummate political

hypocrisy, on the express terms, for the

purpose of " propagating the christian

religion," and Lord Granville thought

that the high church alone was the

christian religion. Archialc thought

differently. In his work before me, he

tell us

:

" It is stupendous to consider how pas-

sionate and preposterous zeal not only

vaunts but stupifies sometimes the ration-

al powers. ' For he asks ' cannot dissen-^

ters kill wolves and bears as well as church-

men ; also fell trees and clear ground, ami

be as capable of defending the same, as

others. Surely Pennsylvania can bear

witness to what T write, and Carolina falls

in no way short of that in its natural pro-

ductions to the industrious Planter.''*

With these sagacious views, he select-

ed for his council two of the moderate

* A new description of that fertile and pleas-

ant province of Carolina, with a brief account

of its discovery and settling, &c -

, with several

remarkable passages of divine Providence du-

ring my term by John Archdale, late Governor

of the State, 112. London 170G.
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party, to one churchman. He remitted

the quit rents for three years to the

people. The quit rents had always

been a source of annoyance to the Gov-

ernment, and complaint by the colonists.

He allowed them to pay for their lands

in produce in lieu of money, which was

very scarce. With the Indian tribes,

like his great coadjutor of Pennsylvania

he cultivated peace and friendship. He

established a board to decide on all con-

troversies between them and the whites,

protected them in their persons and

property, rescued several from captivity,

and sent them home to their families

and friends, and endeavored to prevent

their total extinction by persuading

them to abandon the use of ardent

spirits.

Such conduct secured him the love

and respect of all. He also quieted all

cause of complaint between the colo-

nists and
v
their feudal sovereigns, so that

the Assembly by resolution declared,

" that by his -wisdom, patience and la-

bour, Governor Archdale had laid the

foundation for a glorious superstruc-

ture."

In 1698 he returned to England

;

some of his descendants are still among

us. Surely while unsullied patriotism

sagacious statesmanship, and moral

worth are appreciated, future ages will

rise up and bless the name of Arch-

dale !

On the return of Governor Archdale

to England, the government devolved

upon Thomas Harvet, and upon his

death, which occurred soon after, Hen-

derson Walker, the President of the

council, succee 'ed as Governor.

Governor Walker -wis a Lawyer by

profession and had been a Judge in the

colony. He is recorded as being able

and patriotic.

His grave stone near Edenton informs

us that b* died in 1704, aged 44 years,

and " that under his administration the

province of North Carolina enjoyed

tranquility."

Robert Daniel succeeded him as Gov-

ernor ; he was selected by Sir. Nathan-

iel Johnson as a fit instrument to carry

out the fanatical project of the propri-

etors, in regard to the high church pre-

rogatives.

The example of Archdale had been

lost to his intolerant successor. It was

in vain, that Archdale at the council

board ofProprietors at home, remonstra-

ted against such measures, as fatal to

the peace and happiness of the colony,

declaring that such measures must pro-

duce tumults among the people, and

that the Proprietors would never live

long enough to see them quelled. But

Granville and his colleagues despised

his wise and gentle counsels. Instruc-

tions were issued to the Governors ac-

cordingly. In 1704, an act was passed

disfranchising all dissenters, and gave

the church of England a monopoly of

power

!

The dissenters appealed from this op-

pressive enactment to Parliament. On

their appeal, the House of Lords ad-

dressed the throne, (Queen Anne) de-

claring the act complained of, "as con-

trary to the charter and tending to the

ruin of the province/'

By royal authority, the act of the

colonial Assembly was declared void,

and it was repealed by the Assembly

the next year.

Thus by the firmness, sagacity and

indomitable love of liberty of the peo-
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pie, of North Carolina, was, this great

principle of a divorce of church and

State, established.

A great and sublime principle of gov-

ernment was here laid down by this

pure minded, simple hearted people.

They had not been schooled by the

ponderous tones of Puffendorf, or the

musty folios of vattel in this great rule

of nations. Truly may we say with

the words of divinity, "Out of the

mouths of babes and sucklings, thou

hast perfected praise," ami by this in-

fant colony, was a lesson' taught that

her imperious mother has never learned.

A vacancy occurring in the govern-

ment, Governor Johnson, who was Gov-

ernor General of both
, Carolinas ap-

pointed as his deputy, Thomas Carey to

rule over North Carolina.

The people of North Carolina viewed

with but little favour any act of John-

son, from his intolerance in religion, and

tyrannical conduct. They had given

evidence that when they had the will,

they had the ability to choose their

Governor,

"It was a common practice,
1
' says

Governor Spotswood, of Virginia, "for

the people of North Carolina to resist

their Governors, and imprison them, un-

til they looked upon that as lawful, that

had so long been tolerated."*

Carey's character was marked byf

rapacity and extortion, and was unfit

to be the ruler of the people.

When he came to Novth Carolina

the Assembly had appointed William

*MS8. in Archives of Historical Society at

the University, respecting North Carolina, du-

during the ministry of Queen Anne, by

A. Spotswood, late- Governor of Virginia.

1" Chalmers i,399.

Glover. A civil war ensued for the

succession ; and Glover triumphed.

In January 1709, the Lords proprie-

tors sent over Governor Tynte, as Gov-

ernor General of Carolina, and Edward

Ilyde as Governor of the northern

province.

On the arrival of Governor Hyde, he

found the people in open rebellion, and

his authority derided ; his personal safe-

ty was endangered by an attack from

Carey : he was forced to apply to Vir-

ginia for aid : Governor Spotswood

promptly afforded him assistance ; es-

tablished the authority of Hyde with-

out bloodshed, and sent Carey and his

associates to England in a ship of war

for trial, to the Lords proprietors iu

July 1711.

Carey was not tried for these •of-

fences.

Lord Dartmouth, in August 1712, by

circular, iustructed the Governor of the

province " to send no more persons as

prisoners, for crimes, without proof of

their guilt."

It was during the administration of

Governor Hyde that the bloody Indian

Massacre took place.

On the 22d September, 1711, the

Tuscaroras, and other tribes attacked

the settlers on the Xeuse and Trent

rivers, without provocation, " sparing

neither the weakness of age or the del-

icacy of sex." To this awful calamity

were added the horrors* of the yellow-

fever, and among many others, the Gov-

ernor fell a victim in September 1712.

Chaulks Eden succeeded as Gov-

ernor, from whom the town of Eden-

ton derives its name.

Governor Eden, as recorded on his

tombstone on Salmon creek, in Bertie
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county, "governed the Province eight

years to the great satisfaction of the

Lords Proprietors ; and the ease and

happiness of the people, he brought the

country into a flourishing condition.

He died 26 March, 1722, in the 49th

year of his age."

His reputation suffered by a suppos-

ed intimacy with Black Beard, or Teach,

a noted pirate, whose conduct became

so desperate and daring, that an armed

vessel was sent from Virginia, with

which a sanguinary engagement was

had, and in which Black Beard was

killed, and every man he had was either

killed or wounded.

On the fleath of Governor Eden

George Burrington was appointed

Governor.

The life and character of Burrington

is unadorned by a single virtue.

Turbulent in his temper, licentious in

his character, he was involved in brawls

and quarrels; while his public conduct

was not relieved by patriotism or talent.

He was appointed from the influence of

friends, his father having promoted the

elevation of the House of Hanover to

the English Throne. Like such ap-

pointments too often are, it was neither

serviceable to the people or creditable to

the government.

On the remonstrances of the people

he was supplanted by Sir Richard Eve-

rard—"a person unusually weak and

corrupt," according to the testimony of

Chalmers.* But he did not long rule over

the province, for in 1729, the lords Pro-

prietors finding their domain the source

of constant trouble and expenses, surren-

dered (except Lord Granville,) all the

* ii 163.

franchises acquired under the charter of

Charles II. to the crown, then worn by

George H, and North Carolina became

an immediate appendage of royalty.

With his usual inattention to the

public welfare, the then head of the

administration, the Duke of New Cas-

tle sent again to North Carolina, as

Governor, George Burrington ; whose

character has been already alluded to.

He arrived at Edenton in February,

1731. His turbulent course and licen-

tious conduct was not less violent than

before. His disposition involved him in

quarrels with his Council, the Judges

and the Assembly. Under pretence of

visiting Charleston, in 1734, he left the

country for England—where his ex-

cesses soon brought him to an ear-

ly and untimely end. Rioting in his

usual manner all night, he was found

murdered in the morning in the streets

of London.

Gabriel Johnston was appointed to

succeed him, and in the fall of 1734, he

arrived in the Cape Fear river, and took

upon himself the government of the

colony.

Governor Johnston was a Scotchman

by birth, a man of science and deep

practical knowledge. He was by pro-

fession a physician, and had been pro-

fessor of the Oriental languages in the

University of Saint Andrews. He was

an able political writer, and wrote ex-

tensively for the Craftsman in which

Lord Bolingbroke and others were coad-

jutors.

By his sagacious statesmanship, en-

ergetic efforts, and wise counsels, he

brought the province from the anarchy

in which he found it, to order and sys-

tem. He recommended schools of
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learning, inculcated the observance of

morality and law, and the speedy and

impartial administration of justice.

After ruling the Province for twenty

years, during which its population rapid-

ly increased, its productions and com-

merce flourished, and in peace and pros-

perity, he died in August, 1752, full of

years and honor.

The present county of Johnston wor-

thily preserves his name to posterity.

Matthew Rowan, the President of the

council, by virtue of his office, on the

death of Governor Johnston, was quali-

fied as Governor.

The troubles between the French and

Indians on the Ohio, in which George

Washington learned his first lessons in

the science of war, disturbed the whole

possessions ofEngland on this continent,

and North Carolina raised, upon the re-

quisition -of Virginia, troops in defence

of the rights of the Crown. Rowan

county was erected at this time, which

preserves the name of the acting Gov-

ernor, whose functions ceased on the ar-

rival of Arthur Dobbs, avIio had been

appointed by the Crown, Governor of

North Carolina.

Governor Dobbs was a native of Ire-

laud, and had been a member of the

Irish Parliament. lie had been distin-

guished for his scientific attempts to ex-

plore, through the Hudson Bay Com-

pany, a north-west passage to Japan

and India.

He was a man not deficient in ability,

talents or energy, but his character fell

fur short in those points, of that of his

distinguished predecessor. His nation-

al temperament involved him in contro-

versies with his Council, the Assembly

and the Treasurer, until "faction ruled

in every department of the govern-

ment."

The board of trade at home approv-

ed of his conduct? but afforded him no

aid, and, after a troubled administration

of more than ten years, in which no

substantial benefit accrued either to the

crown or the people, he died in 1765,

in the 82d year of his age.

The English ministry, at the head of

which was the Duke of Bedford, had

perceived that a more energetic arm

than that of Dobbs was demanded
;

(whose administration in the language

of Chalmers, is filled with nothing but

the wailings of imbecility and the com-

plaints of recrimination*) to curb the

daring spirit of North Carolina. "With

this view, during the lifetime of Dobbs,

William Tryon, in 1764, was commis-

sioned as Lieutenant Governor.

On the death of Governor Dobbs,

Tryon qualified at Wilmington as gov-

ernor on 3d of April, 1765.

Perhaps no governor had been ap-

pointed, who was superior to Governor

Tryon in intellectual vigour ; certainly

none excelled him in energy of charac-

ter, or vindictive cruelty.

He was a native of England. He
was educated for the army, and was fond

of military parade and war.

His career was in troubled times.—

The spirit of the people was much rous-

ed by the Stamp Act, and the excessive

extortion of the court officers ; which

produced great excitement and ended

only in blood,f on the banks of the

Alamance.

After ruling North Carolina with the

* ii 362.

t For a minute account of which, see Histori-

cal Sketches of North Carolina, i 59.
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temper of a despot and rod of a tyrant,

he was transferred, in 1771. to the gov-

ernoship of New York. He left North

Carolina, to the great joj of the inhab-

itants.

His character and conduct inNew York

was marked with the same bloody

traits as had been exhibited here. The

Revolutionary struggles had commenc-

ed, and his daring spirit figured in its

sanguinary scenes.

He declared, in 1777, that " if he had

authority he would burn the house of

every committeeman in his reach,"* and

when, with wanton cruelty Fairfield was

burned, he enjoyed with brutal pleasure

the destruction of private property, and

treated, even ladies with rudeness and

vulgarity.

Such was the odium of his conduct,

that his house was set on- fire at, night,

in the city of New York, and he nar-

rowly escaped with his life.

He begged the ministry to recall him

from his troubled position, and declared

that "the whole continent of America,

in fee, would be no 'temptation to re-

main in such a country." His requests

were granted and he was relieved by

General Robertson as governor in 1780.

He returned to England, arid in the lat-

ter part of his life became very pious,

endeavoring thus to expiate tl^ violent

and bloody course of his former life.

"'Till the foul crimes done in his days of youth

Were purged away ."

He was secretary to " the Society for

propagating the gospel in foreign parts."

He died in London, in 1788. Josiah

Martin succeeded him as Governor of

the province.

* S abene's History of the Loyalists, i, 17.

Like his predecessor, he was an Eng-

lishman by birth, and a soldier by pro-

fession. He bad early entered the Brit-

ish army, and lu'd risen to the rank of

Major. He arrived at Newbern, from

New York, on the I lth June 1771.

He endeavored to propitiate the favor

of the people,by pursuing a course of con-

duct that contrasted favorably with that

of his despotic predecessor. He was not

deficient in talents or education. He
visited the different sections of his gov-

ernment, associated with the people, en-

quired into the oppressions of the court

officers ; acknowledged they had been

guilty of oppression and extortion, and

the people had been grievously oppress-

ed. But the storm had arisen, and its

fury could not be averted. Governor

Martin was destined to be the last royal

governor in and over North Carolina.

—

Providence had ordained that she should

be free from all foreign dominion, and

under no authority but that of God and

the Continental Congress.

After a struggle for four years, Gov-

ernor Martin was forced to take refuge

on board a ship of war, the Cruiser, in

Cape Fear, in 1775.

From thence, he accompanied the

English army to Charleston. At the

ill-fated battle of Camden (16th August

1780) he was present and "acted with

the spirit of a volunteer." He accom-

panied Lord Cornwallis in his march

through North Carolina, hoping that

" his presence would entice the loyal

subjects of the province to take an ac-

tive part with the English. In his pub-

lic despatch, Cornwallis thanked Gov-

ernor Martin for his zealous assistance

at the battle* of Guilford Court House

* See Lord Cornwallis' report, Historical

sketches of North Carolina, ii, 178.
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(on loth March 1*781.) From the fa- 1 The task is done. The rich record is

tigues and exposures of the campaign,
\

redolent with patriotism, and deeds of

his health gave way, and he returned

to England immediately after the battle,

where* he died in July, 1786.

With him terminated the royal rule

of England, and with him ends our rap-

id and imperfect sketch of the lives and

characters of the early Governors of

North Carolina.

noble daring of a gallant race, now

slumbering beneath the clods of the

valley.

Too long has North Carolina, like the

patriarch Jacob, with her glowing lin-

eage of virtue and patriotism, been al-

lowed to lie dreaming on the way side.

And her head, like his, has often rested

Thus has our design been accomplish-
j

on stony places. May we not hope and

ed, as expressed in the commencement I believe that the ladder is not afar off, by

of this address.

The chivalric character and heroic

death of Drummond, the first Govern-

or of North Carolina, has received our

sympathy. We have admired the dar-

ing spirit of Culvepper, and " the sor-

did SotheV is entitled to our disgust.

The philanthropic Arciidale has our

gratitude for his piety, wisdom and pat-

riotism, and " the bully Burrington^

our contempt. The philosophic John-

ston and the bloody tyrant Tryox, and

others have been traced with a rapid

hand, from their first entrance into

North Carolina to their death.

This examination, concise, from the

time allowed, has not been hastily or care-

lessly made. Many works not accessa-

ble to all, have been consulted, and recon-

dite and rare records examined. We
have, now, traveled together the road

pointed out at the commsncement of

our journey ; we have " visited the shades

of the cypress and willow," and endeav-

ored to deeypher and deepen the in-

scriptions on the mutilated monuments

of the dead, almost obscured and cov-

ered with the moss and lichen of time

and neglect.

t Gentleman's Magazine, 1786.

which she will ascend into her destined

and deserved element of renown and

honor! This must be accomplished only

by the exertions of her sons.

Are there now before me young men,

and are these young men sons of North

Carolina who admire patriotism, love

virtue and desire to imitate illustrious

examples, let them study the early his-

tory of their native State? Admire

the chivalric spirit of your ancestors

!

Let the patriotism that marked their

career, that devotion for liberty for

which they were ever ready to venture

''their lives, their fortunes, and their

most sacred honor " be your models !

Learn from the glowing record, a quick

perception of right, the ready resistance

to oppression, and indomitable opposi-

tion to "every form of tyranny that

can oppress the mind of man."

From the study of the early history

of your State your love of liberty will

receive renewed ardor, your admiration

of virtue kindling impulses, your hatred

of oppression additional energies, and

your love for North Carolina increas-

ed fervency.

You will then exult in your hearts

that " this is your own and native land,"

and like our illustrious Gaston,
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&

<* love the land that we live in

As happy a region as on this side of Heaven,

Where plenty and freedom, love and peace

smile o'er us

;

Raise aloud together the heart thrilling chorus.

The old North State forever

!

The good old North State
!"

4^<- C*£A~~fl "-^^ £-*<>

THE ELECTIVE FRANCHISE.

Just after dinner, * Tuesday the 2d of

November, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and fifty-two,

and in the seventy-seventh year of our

independence, there was a mad man in

Chapel Hill, and I, Jonathan Backwoods,

was that man. I know that madness

is not a pleasing thing, neither in the

fowls and insects of the air, nor in the

beasts and reptiles of the field, nor in

those animals of a higher order, namely,

human beings. For instance, one feels

no very pleasurable emotion, when in

the vicinity of a mad dog, for he expects

every moment to have a hole torn in his

breeches. A mischievous boy, I ween,

sees little that is pleasing in a swarm of

mad yellow jackets, while robbing them

of their young for fish bait. A smitten

yearling boy sees still less that is pleas-

ing in a girl that has been irritated by

his impertinent questions. Mad girls

are ten times worse than mad dogs or

mad yellow jackets either. They then

lose all the winning softness of the sex.

" A woman moved is like a fountain troubled,

Muddy, illseeming, and bereft of beauty."

And who upon " the top of the earth
"

sees anything pleasing in a mad man ?

What may he be likened to ? I would

liken him to a flaming, roaring volcano,

but it wouldn't do ; all youngsters would

run mad in an instant, in order to ape

the volcano. I can safely liken him to

a tar-kiln, made of " poor lightwood,"

sweating, smoking, stinking and crack-

ing. Now, I must say that I should

have no objections to "coming" the

volcano a-la Etna, scattering death, and

devastation around, to the no small sur-

prise of the nations of the earth. But

as for "coming" the tar-kiln, scattering

sweat, st , &c, around, I would

rather not. It will be seen then, that I

had no desire to become mad, but I suf-

fered that which was, is, and ever will

be calculated to stir up not only the bile

of Jona. Backwooks, but of any "free

born independent American " in this

broad republic. I will tell the whole

affair, from beginning to end, aud give

my opinion freely concerning all things

connected with it.

On the aforesaid day, after taking a

delicious dinner, I sauntered up Main

street, in an exceed ngly good humor.

I thought of the star spangled banner

—of the " sweet music" manufactured

by Franklin from thunder,—of the

lightning tamed into post boys, by

Morse ; in fine, I thought of all the

glories of our young republic, in con-

nection with the savory viands on which

I had just feasted, and I vowed that the

glory of my country should never be

defaced, as long as I should be able to

draw vigor from the said viands. In

the midst of patriotic meditations, I

came to the place where the people

were exercising the elective franchise

—

being a freeman myself, and of age, and

having paid taxes, I naturally conclud-

ed that I had a right to vote for a man

who should rule over myself and the

balance of the people for the next four

years. I accordingly stepped up to the

polls for the purpose of casting my suf-
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frage—no more—no less ; but was some-

what taken aback by the appearance of

about a half dozen men sitting around a

table for the purpose of taking in tbe

votes. They didn't look like common

men ; they looked as if a very rapid

change had been wrought upon them

in a very short time. I imagined they

looked just about as much out of place,

as the followers of Ulysses when chang-

ed by the Sorceress into swine. But

they didn't imagine any such thing.

They bore themselves as if they were

Jupiters setting in consultation upon the

fate of nations, They tried to look

awful and "cloud-compelling." I of

course felt some delicacy in approaching

this august, double triumvirate, but being

a free horn independent American, en-

titled to the rights of suffrage, I '-screw-

ed my courage to 'the sticking point
"

and advanced to the polls, with as firm

a step, (I flatter myself) as did Wayne's

columns at the storming of Stony Point.

Upon presenting my vote, our Jupiter

who seemed to be the spokesman of the

crowd, said to me in an authoritive tone.

" Are you a student of the University ?"

" Yes." Well, you can't vote in this

place to-day;" and I am sure, sir, 1

can't vote in this nor any other place

to-morroic. It seems to me though,

that a ijrown man after residing in a

place a certain time, and after paying

taxes, lias a right to vote, and I shall

be pretty apt to exercise my right. ''You

are not a •* permanent" resident, there-

fore it has been decided that you shall

not vote." Now was not this sufficient

to disturb the equanimity of any free

born independent American ? I turned

away and cried in vexation of spirit,

'•
' I liberty ! sound once delightful to

every American ear ! sacredprivilege

of American citizenship! Once sacred

now trampled upon !" At this juncture

one of the Jupiters poked his head from

the window of his little Olympus, and

told me, if I didn't quit " cutting up

my shines" he would send me to Hills-

borough, and there confine me, until I

could act as a freeman and American.

After this, my coat tail was seen flying

around the corner of a house, up the

college walk, and into my room, where

I boiled over to be sure—and conclud-

ed that I would take my pen, that

" mighty instrument of little men," and

indite an article in the defence, of the

liberties of my country. 1 reckon Ju-

piter & Co. will put an interdict upon

writing after this. Do what they may
I'll show them up this time, if I swing

for it. Why should I not vote? Why
should I be deprived of a right guaran-

tied to me by the constitution of the

United States ! Messrs. Jupiter, just an-

swer that question—and then answer

this question : how does it happen that

I possessed the qualifications for voting

for Governor and members of the As-

sembly last August, and now in Novem-

ber of the same year, in the same State,

county and town, I do not possess the

qualifications for voting for President

and Vice President of the United

States? Lay aside your thunderbolts,

and answer that question. Can't do it 1

Is it because I have gone back a little,

like the shadow on the dial of Ahaz,

and become too young to vote? Or is

it because you cannot make another

dollar now in the way of taxes, as you

did then '! Strange ! that J upiter's rulers

of Olympus, should be avaricious, close-

fisted, griping and miserly! "Oh no,"
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says Jupiter Tonans, you had no right

to vote then, but* as we bad gone to a

big drinking bout away up in distillery-

famed Alamance, and left the destiny

of our domains in the bands of some

of our subordinates, they in their clem-

ency, and in their love for the aforesaid

dollar, suffered you to vote.

Yes, " in a horn," I had then, and

ever will have the right to vote, leaving

the clemency and dollar-lovingness of

your subs out of the question altogeth-

er. Not a "permanent resident!" A
pretty plea, to be sure, to be made by

intelligent, professing-to-be-just Jupiters.

Why don't you carry out your princi-

ple then ? Why do you let the Tutors

of the University vote? They are not

" permanent residents." They are only

here pro tem. Some of them at least.

"Why do you let members of the Faculty

vote ? they are not " permanent resi-

dents." They will leave the first chance

they get. Let one of them be nomi-

nated for President or Vice President,

and you wi.l see him leave Chapel Hill

forever. They are appendages of the

College, and if the College leaves the

country, they will leave also, and some

will leave any how when they get ready,

as some have done already. They are

not "permanent residents" then. But

carry your principle out of College.

Why do you let overseers and hirelings

of any sort vote ? They have no

homes nor houses. They know not this

year where they will live the next.

But they vote. To be brief, why do you,

all-powerful, awful, terrific Jupiters, let

any one vote ? None are " permanent

residents." It has been expressly said

by one who lies not, that we have here

no " abiding place nor treasuring city."

29

We all know that no one can stay on

this terrestrial sphere forever, and con-

sequently no one is a " permanent resi-

dent." By your principle then you will

have no voters—save yourselves. You
being Jupiters, are immortal, and hence
'" permanent residents." Establish your

principle, and then but six m no Ju-

piters can vote for President. Elec-

tioneering will be comparatively easy

then. I think then I, even I, Jona.

Backwoods, can secure your votes, by

leasing the distilleries of Alamance, and

thus 'supplying you with nectar fit for

Joves.

But Messrs. Jupiters, gather your

clans around you from the north to the

south, from the east to the west.

Collect your thunderbolts, and arm

them therewith to the teeth, and then

come all of you against my argument

laid down above. You can't overthrow

it—I defy the forky weapons which you

wield. Now, " in the name of all the

gods at once," what is the reason that

I was denied the right of suffrage? I

can think of no reason. But I see

about here an unfounded, mean, ungen-

erous narrow-minded prejudice existing

against students, and I must attribute my
treatment on the 2nd of November, to

this, and nothing else. But why should

I, as a student, be subjected to the dis-

pleasure of six Olympian thunderers ?

Did I ever steal their thunder ? Did I

ever, like the giant's of old, attack their

little Olympuses ? I have done no such

things. Why then should theywreak

their vengeance on me? I am as big,

as smart, as free as any of them, and as

white as some of them, though I'll con-

fess I am not so overly white myself.

It will not bother the arithmetic of any
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one to sum up our accomplishments;

but when the calculation is made, I am

under the impression that I will not be

found far behind the soi disant Jupiters.

I suppose I have spluttered enough

concerning the loss of my vote. 'Tis

6nished now, and there is no use in cry-

ing over spilt milk. " What.'s did is

did," as the old woman said when she

cracked her teapot, and there is no use

in kicking up a terrible rumpus about

it. I must say though, I have never

before been treated so badly. I have

never before been denied the right* of

suffrage. I was not very particular

about voting for Scott. I preferred

Gen. Jackson, the standing candidate of

the Backwoods, but they kept such a

fuss about Scott, that I concluded to

lay aside backwoods manners, be polite,

and vote for him, as he was to my mind

more like Gen. Jackson than "that other

fellow." But I will never vote for any-

new man again. I will go back to my
own country, and vote for the old hero

of New Orleans, Emuckfaw and Ilorse-

Shoe Bend, as long as there is anima-

tion in this unworthy dust, and if the

six Jupiters will go there with their off-

spring they may vote for the old Gene-

ral, with " none to molest or make them

afraid," but they must lay aside their

"domineering spirits," their . insatiable

desire to lord it or Jupiter it over others,

for the backwoods are yet free, and if

any one gets too " big for bis breeches,''

then Judge Lynch steps in and orders

that fellow to be taken down a button

hole or two, Jupiter or no Jupiter. Be-

fore I leave the Jupiters, I should like

to ask : where is the spirit of old Meck-

lenburg now ? Where the spirit of

"May 20th, 1775?" "Gone glimmer-

ing." Where is Free Suffrage, that

long-winded, rawboued, hobby, which

bore its rider triumphantly through so

many conflicts ? I prefer the substance

to the shadow, the froth, the foam.

But joking apart. I do say that it

is something which / can't understand,

that a man after arriving at the age of

twenty-one—after paying taxes—after

residing in a place twelve months, or

three years, should be denied the right

of suffrage. If it is just that all free

white North-Carolinians should vote for

State Senators, it is also just that stu-

dents who are equally well qualified

should be allowed to vote for President

and Vice President of the United States.

4i What is sauce fur the goose is sauce

for the gander." Nor can / understand

why students are allowed to vote for

Governor and members of Assembly in

August, and then forbidden to vote for

President and Vice President in No-

vember. These are things I can't un-

derstand. I wish to know if such

things are sanctioned by justice, by the

Constitution of the United States, and

by the State eonstitulions. I consider

the elective franchise my dearest right.

A right not to be trampled upon by, a

few country justices of the peace. I do

not wish that my privileges as a free-

man, should be subject to the whims

and caprices of a set of men, who are

unjustly prejudiced against all student-,

and will do anything in their power to

abridge their privi leges. I hope, the

Legislature, Judiciary, or some one else

will have regard enough for the students

of the University to have this point

settled definitely

—

Wketfier Student*

have or have not the right of suffrage f

This 1 think is due the Students. Let
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us not be the sport of a squad of

Esquires. If a Student Las rights they

should be held as sacred as the rights

of any one else. If he has none, let

him know it at once : let him not cheat

himself with the vain dejusiou that he

is a freeman, possessing the rights of a

freeman. Backwoods.

THOUGHTS ON COLLEGE LIFE.

Theue are but few persons, perhaps,

who agree in their estimation of the in-

tellectual and social advantages enjoyed

by the college Student. But I am per-

suaded that all, or nearly all, place the

same value upon the moral training un-

dergone ; though there are material dif-

ferences of opinion relative to the op-

portunities afforded respectively by the

ever varying, and in some respects, un-

restricted associations without the col-

lege walls, and the comparatively nar-

row sphere in which the Student moves,

and the permanent relations he main-

tains with his fellows. That the inter-

course of college life is limited in a de-

gree, and but little changeable in its

nature, argues well for the superiority

of the influences which operate here

over the innumerable temptations and

evil seductions which assail the youth

at every point in his daily intercourse

with the wide world. Here he has an

ascertained number of individuals and

objects presented to his view, from which

he is required to choose with his eyes

open,—as indeed they must be, after a

short sojourn among us, during which

only he is obliged to exercise special

caution ; when every one who will is

enabled to discriminate between realities

and appearances, what on the one hand

should be imitated, and avoided on the

other. • There he is surrounded by a

countless host of mixed influences, over

which he has little or no control, and

never learns to what extent he has suc-

ceeded in acquainting himself with their

nature. The materials composing the

society in which he is obliged to move,

and mix continually have no stability
;

but are ever changing and giving place

to new elements, which render it im-

possible that he should analyze them,

or master their several characters.

That such is the state of the case, we

have only to enquire of those whose

lot it is to dwell in large towns or cities,

and who have had occasion to observe

the heterogeneous mass of humanity,

made up of every possible variety and

shade of character, that it takes to make

a city. He only whose happiness it has

been to pass his time far away from the

haunts of men, the tenant of a farm,

who on entering college has for the first

time penetrated beyond the narrow cir-

cle of his acquaintance with the world,

and imagines that he has entered the

depot of wickedness, where none but

the vicious congregate, will feel himself

called upon to pronounce a dissenting

voice. Such an one, to whom I am far

from meaning any disrespect, now

forms his judgment accordingly ; and

proceeds to lash, on most occasions, all

with whom he comes into contact so

indiscriminately, as to leave it doubtful

upon your own mind, whether he in-

tends to assign you a place in the cata-

logue of those to whom he is so lavish

in dispensing his favors. I have known

persons who had no knowledge of the

true state of things at the University,

and who in fact were utterly incapable
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of forming a respectable notion of the

comparative merits of a college educa-

tion, who would become horrified at the

bare mention of tiie idea, that a son or

other connexion of their's sould be sent

to buttle with the evil influences which

they had sooner or later to encounter in

every walk of life : and all this narrow

prejudice induced by deplorable igno-

rance, and a consequent want of charity

on their part ; in addition, perhaps, to

the simple fact that some one related to

them had been summarily dismissed

from college on account of his habits of

intemperance and idleness, which he

brought with him, and which had been

indulged at home, without the same

risk of detection they were su bjected

to where the discipline is uniform and

unrelaxed by parental tenderness. The

only reply I have beeu able to extort

from one holding these absurd prejudi-

ces, so general in their nature, and so

Utterly pernicious in their effects upon

the usefulness of an establishment which

is dependent upon public sentiment for

its support and healthy action, is no

other, virtually, than

" Plead with the seas, and reason down the

winds,

Yet shalt thou ne'er convince me."

Those most eminent for usefulness, who

have laid the foundations of their suc-

cess in college, I have always found the

loudest in praising the advantages there

to be derived, and have never known

them to hold back from bestowing their

Commendation for the benefits which

they confer, or to make objections to

them on account of the defects which

they, in common with all human insti-

tutions, must possess. Surely, persons

of eminent piety and learning, some of

whom had no small influence in induc-

ing me to place myself within the at-

mosphere of college depravity, would

be the last to advise the young and un-

sophisticated to take such a step, if it

were beset with all the dangers ascribed

to it by the ignorant, or those opposed

to a liberal education.

While such have been the opposite

courses pursued by the two extremes

of characters described above, there is

another class, the least excusable per-

haps, who

Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,

And, without sneering, teach the rest to sneer
;

Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,

Just hint a fault, and hesitate dislike.

Having never received a college educa-

tion themselves, and yet made shift to

acquire considerable reputation for learn-

ing, they envy all who possess advan-

tages and means which they themselves

could not command.

The object I had in view, however,

when I set out, was not to confine my-

self to a notice of the different opinions

entertained by those at a distance, but

to come nearer home, and ascertain if

possible the sentiments of Students

themselves, according as they are con-

stituted, relative to the life they lead.

There are some, doubtless, who think-

and siieak, nay act, as if they had no

part among us ; who seem not to be

aware that the reputation of the whole

is the same as that of each of its parts
;

and who are frequently found ready to

chime in with the wholesale abuse ami

slang that characterize the most preju-

diced ignoramus in the land. But the

number is small ; and they will be al-
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lowed to be excusable, when it is re-

membered that upon their entrance in-

to college, there was presented to their

astonished view a larger world than had

ever before been vouchsafed to their

mortal gaze.

Many loot upon college as a perfect

bore—as time thrown away by which

nothing is to be gained. This class,

which unfortunately is numerous, is

generally found to pursue such a course

of conduct as must inevitably compel

them to realize their preconceptions.

—

But this is a necessary ingredient, which

is ever found to enter the composition

of every society whose numbers are re-

spectable. The most powerful acids be-

fore they are used to separate the con-

stituents of a compound, or to form new

ones, are in many cases first diluted by

the chemist to excite them .to action
;

and even gold must be alloyed with the

baser metals before it can pass into gen-

eral use as a part of the currency ; so

also with the food of man and other

animals ; nay, even the purest joys this

life affords would become insipid unless

relieved by its sorrows, which render

their fruition only the keener by the

contrast.

Others again will look upon this pe-

riod as an extension of their waning

boyhood ; as peculiarly adapted to the

enjoyment of social happiness among
those of their own age and sentiments,

as yet unsophisticated by rude contact

with the world, They will regard its

close as the dropping of the curtain

upon the ingenuousness of youthful

feelings ; as ushering tham upon a cold,

heartless world, upon which, as the fu-

ture stage of action, they must perform

their unassisted parts. A world which

they already deem utterly selfish and

contracted in its views, despicable in its

pursuits, and ever falling short of a just

attainment of its professed objects of

pursuit, by regarding, in the end, the

means which they have employed as the

fulfilment of their desires. How few

alas, look upon it as the school in which

they should strive to qualify themselves

for entering upon the active duties of

after life ! How small the fund of avail-

able knowledge stored up ! How few

the principles and rules of conduct ac-

quired for self-guidance in those more

important affairs, wherein we are re-

sponsible only to ourselves and con-

science !

Not a few of those whom I have de-

scribed as having no concern how their

time is spent, so they do but get it off

their hands, when the time has arrived

for their departure, look back, if not

with regret at their misspent time, at

least with sorrow upon the close of that

career, which now, perhaps, they no

longer regard as having been a bore, as

they did in times past, but become sen-

sible of its having been run devoid of

that solicitude, which they feel must ere

long overtake them in their conflicts

with the world. Thoughtless herd !

—

The second class, perhaps, is an unfor-

tunately constituted set, whom it will

require much exertion to arouse to a

sense of their duty; and a resort to the

fountains of celestial wisdom will be ne-

cessary, to fit them for the endurance of

hardships that would otherwise crush

their spirits. Unenviable lot

!

And, yet, when I do see one devoting

himself with untiring industry and un-

flagging zeal to the performance of all

that is required of him, and at the
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same time standing aloof from those

around him, clarity will not always en-

able me to regard such an one with an

unsuspicious eye. Methinks that the

spur of ambition goads him on, that he

is already blighted with its curse, and

that henceforth, instead of cultivating

the finer sensibilities of his nature, it

will be his constant aim to triumph over

falleu humanity.

There is an impulse in our nature

which often impels us to strive after

some intangible, imaginary good—

a

stirring of the divinity within us, which

will not sutler us to confine our aspira-

tions to the drops of this earth

—

" A feeling of sadness and longing.

That is not akin to pain,

And resembles sorrow only

As the mist resembles the rain."

But all are not actuated alike by this

principle. Some become convinced

sooner than others of the utter hope-

lessness of the pursuit in Avhich they are

engaged ; aud yet, even these may

sometimes find themselves returning to

their old game, though involuntarily.

Perhaps the lot of such as are thus un-

settled is the lot of misery.

" They droop in sadness, a* the flowers,

They nurtured early, fade and die."

" But, and here let them sigh alas!

Gone is the heaven of the ideal,

Broken the beautifying glass,

And they wake to the real."

All who place their goal so high

above their reach, mu-t Arid college life

wcirisome, if not intolerable. But

those who regard the lime they Spend

in college as a part of their existence,

and not as a mere prelude to that ex-

istence, will find much that is agreeable

within |the walls of their alma mater.

By those who lay but little stress upon

all they do, and count it as nothing,

and who expect to have their hopes

blasted at every turn in life, flowers may

be plucked in college that will more

than compensate them for the thorns

upon which they grow.

Wah-Ta.

SOMETHING ABOUT COURTSHIP,
TO WIND UP WITH ZEB. STAR-
KEY'S TRIAL AND CONFES-
SION.

(
Concluded.)

It is presumable that the readers of the

University Magazine are awaiting with

considerable anxiety for the appearance

of this number, in order that they may
see the conclusion of " Something About

Courtship," <fcc. For it is the writer's

opinion that none but the most old

fashioned and prosy sort offolks, would

not feel a deep, and even enthusiastic in-

terest in the success of his plans. Why,

what young gentleman or old bachelor

is there, who would not give half his

fortune at least, for an expeditious sys-

tem for procuring the richest treasure on

earth, I mean a wife ? Not one. I ven-

ture to assert, whose soul is as large as a

turnip seed. And on the other hand, just

show me a single one of our fair friends

that would not willingly see the change,

and I'll give up that all my observations

are not correct.

But I suppose you are growing im-

patient, and want me to lay hold of my
subject, and go to work manfully, and

fulfil the promise I made you in "my
last." And, my dear friends, would to
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heaven that I had the powers of the

poet Tom Shady, and I would make you

a scrag of the balance that I have to

write—for it is a theme well worthy of

a poet, and. I am almost tempted to

leave " the prosy walks of literature"

anyhow and tiy my "hand at rhyme"

for Tom swears the Editors of the Mag-

azine shall reject no more poetry, and

I'm just of his opinion. But I'm going

right to work now. "So here goes," as

the boy said when he run by himself.

Well, we now come to consider the

organization of the present system of

courting, and some of its effects. In

the first place, then, so far as our obser-

vations have extended, we find it based

upon seven distinct classes of society,

and in each of these classes it presents

a distinct and different phase; or mak-

ing use of a sensible figure to explain a

conception purely of the mind, but yet

equally true and susceptible of proof;

the solar spectrum is a good type of it.

These castes of society, in which the

different phases of our system of court-

ship are found, are as follows :— 1st. the

very poor ; 2d, poor ; 3d, mediocrity

;

4th, a little above mediocrity ; 5th, rich

;

6th, very rich ; 7th, the literati. Now
it will be remembered that these differ-

ent castes follow, to a certain extent, the

laws of the spectrum, viz: as the dif-

ferent colors of the spectrum approach

and are lost in each other, so do the

different castes of society, and so also do

the phases of the said system. And
although we cannot distinguish very ac-

curately the boundaries of each phase

yet towards their center they become

very strongly marked, so that even a

casual observer would not fail to notice

which phase was under consideration
;

and one that was in the least degree in-

terested would be certain not to mis-

take. Now, there are other castes dif-

ferent from either of those named, but

they are not simple. For instance, where

the very rich and the genuine literati

are found existing in the individuals of

the same caste, this is the highest of all,

viz : the big aristocracy. The rich, and a

lower order of the literati existing in

intimate connection in a caste, form the

little aristocracy. Other compounds

form various spurious aristocracies, which

extend under favorable circumstances,

pretty low down in the system. Even

some of the higher simple divisions are

sometimes looked on by the lower ones

as aristocracies. Now, reader, if I only

had time to begin with the lowest of

these castes, viz : the very poor, and carry

you through, clean up to the big aris-

tocracy, I could show you some curious

sights. I would first put you in at the

cold, pinching parallel- of extreme pov-

erty, and let you stay one night there.

This would be time enough to satisfy

your curiosity and you would wonder

on coming away, how mortals could en-

dure such a region, and

" think, poor wretches,

How shall your houseless heads, and unfed

sides,

Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, deferfd

you

From seasons such as these."

Yet you would find that even there

the said system extends, and its incon-

veniences are felt. But it is widely dif-

ferent here from what it is at the other

extreme. But I would certainly recom-

mend as a remedy in this caste a cessa-

tion of any thing like courting. So

we will lay this one aside altogether.

—
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I would next conduct your journey

along down through the latitudes of

of poverty, and next into those of me-

diocrity ; we would make a short stay

here—this is the healthiest region in the

world. True, it does not furnish the

luxuries of life, but its hardy, virtuous

and industrious inhabitants are abun-

dantly supplied with the necessaries.

—

This is the caste which constitutes the

bone and sinew of society, and if it was

to become inactive or by any misfortune

be merged in any of the others, the

" world would cease to wag? In this

caste we find the best phase of the pres-

ent system of courtship, and the reason

is, that it remains nearly what it was

when it was first given to the human
race by old mother nature herself.

—

Why, the boys and girls here marry

without any sort of trouble, generally

speaking, and especially when they con-

fine themselves strictly to their own

caste. The main reason is, too, that they

do not have to contend with the new

fangled and high fulooting incumber-

ances that have been introduced on

most of the other phases, and which

not only destroy their harmonious ac-

tion, but also that- which might other-

wise exist between them and the others.

The new system is to resemble in many
of its parts the phase of the old, formed

in this caste. Well, if you are ready to

leave the " golden mediocrity," let us

proceed a little further on our way and

we will come to the caste a " little above

the mediocrity." We'll not make a long

stay here, but just if you please keep

your eye open, and you'll be apt to see

"some cuttins up." These people live

in a region that is frequently troubled

by southern winds. These winds being

rendered pestilential by containing in

them a little of the essence of pride.—

This essence coming in contact with the

olfactory nerves of the inhabitants,

sometimes renders them sort of foolish,

and causes them to try to ape the man-

ners of the regions from which itcoines.

We will now put off for a more

southern clime, the zone where wealth

abounds ; and before we enter this region

you must put on your " Sunday fixins,"

if you have any. As soon as you enter

it your ears are saluted with the strains

of fine music of the timbrel, psattry,

harp, guitar, pianoforte, <fec, (fee, and

with voices far excelling iu sweetness

the ^Eolean harp, these are said by some

of the inhabitants to be the voices of

angels, more enchanting than the songs

of the Sirens. Be cautious, dear friend,

how you gaze on these bright forms
;

the transcendent splendor of the halo

that envelops them, caused by a cloud

of etherial gold, is too apt not only to

dazzle the eyes, but also the mind, and

make a man even of the most obdurate

susceptibilities, reel and toss as if he had

been indulging in much wine. This was

the region in which our friend, the little

Doctor, who was in reality no less a

personage than Zebulon Starky, If, !>..

met with his misfortune, lie, simple

soul, was deluded by the mock appear-

ances of this region, not discerning be-

tween the mere show which it enables

the inhabitants to make, and the solid

advantages which less often are derived

from it. He was perfectly blinded iu

the outset by the dimes, and forgot en-

tirely that a heart was a necessary part

of a woman as well as some other mi-

nor accomplishments.

Now we come to the Literati. This
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caste of society do not properly inhabit

the earth ; but make their places of

abode high in the air, and, friend, no

intruder can ever reach tbem. If you

would visit their serial heights, and sip

the pure nectar of the gods, you must

wing yourself with pinions of knowl-

edge. The evils of the said system do

not reach them, in their proper places,

and are only experienced by them on

their visits to earth. As for the aristo-

cracies, I would advise you to view tbem

from a distance, if you want an impos-

ing representation. The best variety

consists of literati who would have suf-

fered themselves to be fastened down

to earth. Me thinks I hear some one

call to me!

"Ho Simon, where are you now?"

"Why, I'm just here, don't be impa-

tient, and I'll soon be back if I'm

spared."

Well, friends—and I use this term

with a good deal of freedom, for by this

time I hope I have convinced you that

I am engaged in a highly laudable un-

dertaking—let us return for a short

time to the phases of the said system.

You have no doubt by this time become

convinced that they exist, and in your

mind, you have in all probability at-

tached to them some scientific symbols,

such, perhaps, as nogammy, poorgam-

my, littlegammy, slowgammy, &c, <fcc.,

or some such high-sounding names, de-

rived from the Greek or Latin language.

Now, as simplicity is to be the beauty

of the new system, even in treating of

the old, I desire to clothe my ideas in a

simple style ; and let us distinguish the

said phases by the letters of the alpha-

bet, A, B, C, D and E, &c. Now let us

experiment a while with these letters.

Well, in the first place you may strike

out A. Now, you can, with tolerable

ease conduct a courtship in B, but on

bringing B to C an explosion is very

apt to take place. Again, you may in

C perform some very interesting experi-

ments. All the natural phenomena of

a courtship will go on almost without

any interruption; but on bringing C
towards B what is very strange, almost

the reverse of what happened before,

when we brought B to C, will take

place, viz: they coalesce with too much

rapidity. Next let us take D. If

you undertake to conduct a courtship

here, you will encounter some extras.

Old dame nature must be put to the

rack a little, and she must not open her

mouth, or the said system will be array-

ed against her. Now bring D towards

E and you will have a considerable ef-

fervescence; lots of highly inflammable

gas will escape from E; and we might

go on in the same way, experimenting

until we had made all the permutations

that our symbols would admit of, and

we would only be able to find one in

which a courtship could be conducted

with any thing like proper success.

Now, we suppose, we have sufficient-

ly shown the organization and effects of

the present system of courtship, and

that it is a bad one, and ought to be

improved or abandoned, and a new one

substituted in its place. It was my in-

tention, also, to lay before you at this

time the outlines of the ^evv system,

but on mature deliberation and consul-

tation with friends, I have concluded to

procure the services of Tom Shady, the

poet, and have it written in verse. I

have no doubt it will appear in a much

more attractive form, from his pen than
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from my own. When this idea first

occurred to me, I entertained serious

fears that I could not procure the poet's

services, for I saw from an article in the

last number of the Magazine ihat he had

got into a butting spree with the editors,

and I feared so many of them butting at

him at the same time would demolish his

noddle; but I took courage when I was

assured that Tom's skull was thick

enough to more than stand them all.

—

My work is now nearly done, and I

shall begin to bring matters to a close.

"Ah," says some Fresh! who has

not been attentive enough in reading

over my dissertation, " where is Zeb.

Starkey's trial and confession ?"

"Gone glimmering"—told long ago.

Why, I told that in the last number of

the Magazine.

" What," said he, " told it in the last

number ! Why how is that ? I thought

you were to wind up with it ?"

Well, Mr. Freshman, I wonder if

you have not yet learned the English

language ? Why, don't you know that

any thing that cau, be wound up at all,

will wind up in the middle as well, or

nearly so, as at the end. Now, if you

don't believe this, take a string and

double it, and try and see if what I

say ain't true. By winding up in the

middle I have economized, my friend.

One thing more and all will be done

that I promised to do, and that was to

explain the secret of being among you,

and at the same time being invisible.

—

Now friends, look out and you shall see

the secret fairly exhibited. So now in

your presence Simon Pure becomes

henceforth invisible from the Magazine,

and in this last act cautions his friends

against humbugery.

FAME.
What is Fame ? The majority of men

following the example of Horace would

say that it consists in being pointed at

with the finger. Some, however, who

have failed to have this mark of distinc-

tion conferred upon them, maintain that

it consists in the praise of "..the wise,"

while others who have neither been

pointed at by the many, or rewarded by

the few, insist that it can only be award-

ed by posterity. A very small minori-

ty, with a courage that does them hon-

or, declare that there is no such thing

as true fame in this world at all.

The finger pointing fame is mostly

conferred without much reflection, and

withdrawn without any scruple. The

object of it is seldom worthy, and can-

uot keep it. The public pump is got to

work and the water comes, but the ves-

sel receiving it being a seive, the liquid

slips away.

That fame which is conferred by u the

wise," or standards cf opinion, as they

are not unfrequently designated, can of

course only fall permanently to the

greatest of minds. No others can stand

test or bear the winnowing ; and even

if they could, " the wise " of to-morrow

always have it in their power to reverse

the verdict of " the wise " of to-day.

The people, who appeal to posterity

do so only as a refuge. They would

otherwise be open to the ridicule of

having labored in vain—of having run

and lost. But their satisfaction is false.

They care no more for posterity than

we do. Tlnv have not lived and acted

only to obtain praise which they can

never hear. They rather solace their

prido by imputing to blindness what
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they are ashamed to allow they should

impute to merited contempt.

Now for the courageous minority

—

we cannot deal with it at present. It

denies the existence of fame in this

world altogether, meaning, I suppose,

that it has an existence on some of the

planets or in a hereafter.

These are the principle sorts of fame,

and each exhibits it as very scarce and

very fickle. The be-sung, be-flattered

and be-sought (but never beguiled)

goddess, even when won, seems to

watch to slip away. Like the heart of

Miss Pardoe* slave, she is a fetterless

thing. Like the trained negro, who

was sold under disguises in all the States,

having the happy knack of slipping the

collar and rejoining the seller before his

buyer could turn him to account, she

appears to be ever on the outlook to

take flight. She should not be -repre-

sented with a trumpet, therefore, but

with a staff. She should be painted

with loins girt and wings spread, to

show constant readiness to fly—to inti-

mate, moreover, that her hunters need

not only swiftness to obtain her, but

their utmost vigilance to hold her when

once she has been caught.

The finger-pointing fame has as

many different shapes as Proteus. Like

the ancient kings in battle, she makes

many doubles ; but like the Banquo of

the feast most of these are false. They

simulate the countenance of reality, but

are as insubstantial as the wind. A
man believes that they are as solid as

they seem to be, and rushes in pursuit,

he grapples with them, he looks into

them, and finds them like the crater of

Vesuvius, a little else than vacuity.

Chief in this ghostly army is politi-

cal fame. It is a swift game, and for a

long time baffles the efforts of the swift-

est hunter ; but at last he seizes it and

makes it his. It voices out his name

until he thinks the farthest nation must

hear ; it echoes and re-echoes his praises

;

it trumpets him along the way ; and

then, when his soul is swelling within

him, and he hugs himself with the as-

surance that he will be " forever known,"

and that his name will be resounded

throughout the widest, limits of "illim-

itable space,"—it suddenly dissolves un-

der his touch and deserts him—all the

voices cease—the trumpets die away

and he falls headlong, never to be point-

ed at again. Political fame is like a

brilliant fire-work, that blazes highly for

a minute and then expires, leaving but

a dim smoulder, which ere long fades

iuto "utter darkness." 'Tis like a cir-

cle in the water which gradually ex-

pands itself, growing larger and larger,

till by and b}>- it disperses itself and re-

turns to naught.

Its admirers are like the little school-

boy who chased the gaudy butterfly

from flower to flower o'er hill and o'er

dale, and, finally, when his strength waa

nearly exhausted, in attempting to cap-

ture it with his hat, fell heedlessly up-

on and crushed the object of his pur-

suit. They spend all their time and

enjoyment for the sake of obtaining a

"bubble reputation," which is no soon-

er laid hold of than it bursts and re-

turns to air. Pluto.

PRESS ON!
" Press on !"—this should ever be the

motto of the young, in all that is wor-

thy of their consideration—all that is

morally and intellectually great.

Press on !—in intellectual and moral

improvement ; for they are the highest
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and noblest aims that can call for the

energies of our nature. They should

ever be combined. Man comes not up

to the design and dignity of his being

unless lie promotes the latter, as well as

the former.

Press on !—for the spirit of our ago

is for the diffusion of knowledge; and

our opportunities for its acquisition are

boundless. We avail ourselves, in these

days, of the thoughts, researches, and

experience of many generations—from

the archieves of olden times we gather

intelligence—we animate it with the

firm, invigorating spirit, and array it in

the graceful, elegant drapery of our own
times, and send it forth to become the

knowledge, the science, and the litera-

ture of the age. The child now, by

the study of a few months, knows that

in philosophy which cost the laborious

researches of years—the whole life time

of hundreds and thousands. In arts

and in literature, how soon now can be

learned that, upon which the hard and

protracted labors of the mightiest geni-

uses of our earth have been expended.

We now get a knowledge of that po-

litical truth for which many generations

vainly sought, and which, when the

more favored sages of a happier ao-e

had found, it cost the carnage and blood

of a hundred battle fields to maintain

and establish. In these improvements

we would rejoice—yet would say that

these alone are insufficient to secure the

highest happiness of nations or individ-

uals. The most correct intelligence, the

most refined knowledge, unassotiated

by truo benevolence in motive and ac-

tion, is productive of little good.

This may be confirmed and illustrat-

ed by the nations of antiquity. Their

light was transient; their sun soon

went down, and the rayless night of

ages came over them, and this, because

they had knowledge, but not virtue—in-

telligence, but not benevolence. From
the instructive past we are taught wis-

dom : from the lesson it gives we should

learn where lies our security and hap-

piness.

Press on ! that you may obtain that

manly self-respect that gives firmness to

the step—light to the eye—soul to every

lineament—that proclaims to all one of

nature's noblemen. That the father,

who looks with anxiety to see his fond

hopes fulfilled, may glory in his son

—

that the mother, who, from a heart

overflowing with loj-e and affection, rais-

es a ceaseless prayer for thy purity and

welfare to the "Throne of the Eternal,"

may be rewarded—that the brother,

who was the companion of thy child-

hood, may be proud of thy manhood

—

that the gentle sister, who ever thinks

of thee with mingled feelings of pride

and confidence, reverence and affection,

may safely rely on thy truth and man-
liness.

Press on ! in the pursuit of intellect-

ual and moral improvement, that it may
prove a security against temptation and

evil.

" Yet press on

!

For it shall make you mighty among men
;

And form the eyre of your eagle thought,

Ye shall look down on monarchs, Oh! press on!

For the high ones and powerful shall eomo
To do you reverence ; and the beautiful

Will know the. purer language of your soul,

And read it like a talisman of love.

Press on ! for
:

t is godlike to unloose,

The spirit, and forget your thought

;

Bending a pinion lor the deeper sky,

And in the very tetters of your flesh,

Mating with the pure essence of Heaven.

Press on ! for in the grave there is no work,

And no device. Press on ! while yet you may."
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EDITORIAL TABLE.

The present number completes the first

volume of the University Magazine. Of

its merits or demerits, we are not here to

speak ; but it may not be out of place, to

say a few words in regard to its past pro-

gress, and its prospects of future success.

"While it was under • the direction of the

first Editorial Corps, we know but little

of the difficulties it encountered, or the

favor it met with—how adversity frown-

ed, or fortune caressed. Since July last,

by the partiality of our classmates, we

have been called upon to watch over its

destinies, and preserve its reputation. We
can. therefore, speak more cocrectly of

that period. The first number was issued

under many disadvantages; but its ap-

pearance wns hailed with approbation by

the faculty, Students, and a generous, in-

dulgent public : and with many flattering

notices by intelligent editors. During the

two following months, public favor seem-

ed to grow cool, contributions became

rare—though excellent in quality, and the

consequence was, much had to be written

—and in haste—by the editors : a further

consequence was, that the Magazine ap-

peared after the regular and proper time

:

whether better or worse we leave for oth-

ers to decide.

But, notwithstanding these things, the

number of subscribers gradually increased.

It now amounts to five hundred and

twenty-five, of which twenty are repaid

by exchanges. The subscription for this

number, had all commenced with the year,

would be more than sufficient to defray

the expenses of publication. But as many

commenced after several issues, and a part

of their subscription must be added to the

next year's proceeds, the surplus, if any
?

will be very little. Besides the increase

of subscribers, which ought to have con-

vinced us that the Magazine was still

read with interest, its contributors have,

during the past two months, become

much more numerous and efficient. The

voice of praise has again commenced its

whispers in our hearing ; and again we
look forward to the future with confidence

and hope. Grave legislators have not dis-

dained to mention us in the language of

respect ; and we again take courage to

'• press on." Gov. Graham, Gov. Swain,

Col. Wheeler, Prof. Hubbard, S. F. Phil.

lips and others, have favored us, either

directly by their contributions, or other-

wise. And the ladies,—" Heaven bless

them !"—have enriched our little store,

with gems of their own ; the}' have al-

ways been for us; and while the Maga-
zine is welcomed by them, to the cheer-

ful hearth and shady bower, it cannot go

down. Remember this, fellow students,

young men, legislators, old bachelors,

widowers and all who want to be popular

with the ladies. Take a copy of the

Magazine, and if you take one already,

suffer your liberality to enlarge and take

two. four or any number of additional

copies. To the Alumni of the Institution

we have alreadjr appealed. State pride

has been invoked in our behalf ; and per-

haps the patient ear of an indulgent pub-

lic has grown weary with our importuni-

ties ; therefore, we consign, without fur-

ther call for favor, the first volume of our

Magazine to the fortunes that await it.

" Go forth little book " to meet thy

doom. We scarcely hope that " the world

will not willingly let thee die." If thy

spirit must depart from the land of living

literature, and thy name be speedily for-

gotten, a few fond hearts will linger long

around thee, and weep bitter tears for

thy fate.

Let winter come ! let polar spirits sweep

The darkning world and tempest troubled deep

!

Though boundless snows the withered heath

detorm,

And the dim sun scarce wanders through the

storm
;

Yet shall the smile of social love repay
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With mental light the melancholy day !

And, when its short and sullen noon is o'er,

The ice-chained waters slumbering on the shore,

How bright the fagots, in the spacious hall,

Blaze on the hoarth, and warm the pictured

wall

!

Campbell.

How beautifully the poet speaks of win-

ter ! He certainly knew somethingof tire-

side joys. And who does not ? We all

like cold weather ; and even while we arc

writing this, kind reader, you may be seat-

ed by a singing, crackling fire, smoking

some of "Long's best," or reading the

last news of the election ; or—pardon us,

fair one—working a motto for cousin

John, or—the best of all, say we—with

a copy of the Magazine before you, care-

fulty perusing its contents. We wish you

all the pleasure imaginable, and a merry

Christmas when it comes. We mean to

have one ourselves cost, what it may.

Dialogue.—Editors. See here Messrs.

Robes editorial, if you don't hang easy,

and quit slipping and sliding off our

shoulders, dangling about our limbs in-

terrupting our motions, we will lay you

aside, just like any other old garment.

Robes. We don't know what you put

us on at first for. We would rather not

be worn at all, than be stretched and

puckered up to fit every ungainly form.

There's one of you about as tall as a pine

tree, and another somewhat in the form of

a cube, and you arc all .

Editors. Come ! come ! No more ofyour

slack jaw, or look there! you

have knocked down our paper and pens

and ink. In dead earnest, another saucy

word or awkward swing, will consign you

to the backs of the chairs, for the rest of

the even in jr.

Robes. Lay us on the chairs, or " table,"

as soon as you please. We would as soon

be there as thrown "helter-skelter" as

wc arc, on grape vines and woods, or

whilcd with lint by being stretched on a

shapeless try-sail, or greased and blacked

by being hung on a pair of rusty scales

or

Editors. Shall we stand such insol-

vence ? Here you go, errnin robes. Lie

there a whet, and grumble to your heart's

content. See how you will like it

!

There now ! How free and easy we feel

!

We can talk now and- write as we please.

So let's be right plain, and talk about our-

selves a little. We will then say a word

to our fellow students.

First then, we think, we are tery great

men. And why ? because all editors are

veiy great men. And why is that? Why,
because all other men have an element in

their composition without which they

would be very great ; editors are destitute

of this element ; therefore they are very

great. Better logic than that, the Arch-

bishop of Dublin, himself, couldn't make.

The aforesaid ingredient is Dc»pair. Did

anybody ever know or hear of an editor's

despairing? No! and never will. Nev-

er! never!

Well now, there is a little matter be-

tween ourselves and our subscribers,

(and here let us say, when we use the

word our, generally, wc mean the Maga-

zine,) which we ma)- as well settle at once.

If you owed us anything, we would just

starve, wc suspect, before we would ask

you for it. You don't owe us anything.

On the contrary, wc owe you a debt of

gratitude, which thanks cannot repay

;

time only can afford the means of doing

it. But some of you owe the Magazine

for the year's subscription, that is now

closed ; and the plain matter is, wc want

you to pay up, and send us your orders

for twice as many copies for the next

year. Ifyou will take our word for it, you

will be richly repaid. Never mind about

the big debt of gratitude you will lay us

under. Our hearts are elastic and can

expand; they are tough and will not

break. We'll attend to that part of the

business; and by the time your little
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brothers, or your children, or your grand-

children, come to college, we will have

two of the finest libraries here, that can

be found in the United States.

We have heard the old saying, " good

preach, good pay
;
poor preach poor pay ;"

but with us, it is " preach," good or bad,

and no pay at all. Now we do not com-

plain of this ; we don't want any pay. But

we do say, and believe, that it is down-

right mean, to make us "preach" for

nothing ; and then pay for having our

" preaching" published ! No one, we sup-

pose, thinks of requiring us to do this
;

but unless '' something turns up" there is

no help for it. The year has drawn to a

close and our publisher, kind and obliging

as he is, has no notion of " preaching" for

nothing.

Fellow students, the Magazine is yours.

You will not let it sink. We are your

agents and have done all we can to make

your periodical what it should be. . Mate-

rial aid must be had, or it can't continue.

Suffer us to give you one word of counsel

:

Take your copies home with you this va-

cation, show them to your friends and ac-

quaintances, and get them to subscribe.

To Contributors.—" B," though he has

written pretty well, has failed to make his

art interesting. The subject is of too

great latitude for the space.

" A Retrospect" has sufficient literary

merit to entitle it to a place in the Maga-

zine; but we were forced to lay it aside,

from an apprehension that it would create

a false and injurious impression upon those

unacquainted with the University. The

writer should not be discouraged. He
writes very well.

" Eddie," has given us a pretty good

description of a storm ; and would have

produced a very good piece on a subject

properly selected. He should bear in

mind, that trite subjects require extraor-

dinary powers to dress them in a comely

garb.

"F. L." has written some beautiful

lines. It is painful to be forced, from

reasons, which the author, perhaps, has

not thought of, to suffer such an article

to fall under our table. If he will reflect

upon the extreme delicacy of the subject

and the great difficulty of treating it prop-

erly, we think he will be satisfied.

We welcome Miss " Z." to the very re-

spectable circle of our contributors. We
have not had the pleasure of seeing her

;

but, in her own beautiful language, we
say to her, " Press on."

We have been favored, by Col. Wheeler,

with some important and interesting his-

torical matter, which has not been pub-

lished. We lay it before our readers, as-

sured that they will peruse it with avidity.

Cononel W. is well known for his histori-

cal researches ; and his name, appended

to an article is sufficient to awaken a de-

sire to read it.

Gov. Swain is now absent from the Hill,

on a business tour to Tennessee. He will

probably return by the last of November

instant.

A wood-saw has been purchased for the

use of College. We have examined the

machine, and find it quite a novel affair.

The Vice President of the University told

us, some time ago that it had been order-

ed—was a noisy thing—and he didn't

know but it would be summoned before

the Faculty, and dismissed for disturbance.

We thought, at the time he was joking;

but believe now, that the good old man
was seriously in earnest. For, to our cer-

tain knowledge, the " animal" has not

ventured within the campus walls. It is

out near the Professor's house ; and, we
suppose, having received some intimation

of its danger, and being somewhat "green,"

is afraid to enter College.

A wiser creature, that, than many two-

legged locomotives of our acquaintance.
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Exchanges.—Wc have before us the

" Ladies Keepsake," " Southern Reposito-

ry and College Review," and " Georgia

University Magazine ;" all gotten up in

their usually fine style. Our exchange

newspapers, with few exceptions, come

regularly. The " North Carolina Demo-

crat," a new paper, comes to us in a hand-

some dress. The " Giraffe" is as sleek

and frisky as ever ; full of wit and good

humor. The "Methodist Pulpit" and

"Randolph Macon Magazine," have just

reached. We have not examined them,

but arc willing to take them " on trust."

By the way, we came near losing our

equniniily the other day, by hearing it

insinuated that the last No. of the Georgia

University Magazine was better than ours.

We didn't believe a word of it ; but not

wishing to cheat the Georgia University

Magazine out of a compliment, by any

maimer of means, we here out with it.

Take that brother Editors of the Georgia

University Magazine—make the most of

it you can, and if you hear anything good

of us, be sure to let us know it.

We return our sincere thanks to the

Giraffe, for the flattering notice he takes

of our last. Give us here your hoof, " old

hoss," for a good, hearty squeeze.

Wc now turn our stylus, to prick the

" animal's" nose, since he has, en passant-,

poked it into our sanctum.

He says " the Editors of the University

Magazine hat announced the forthcoming

of a new work, &c. It will ape, in some

respects, the cabin—especially the mar-

velous portions of it—the author's name
is not announced.

Queke ?—Which of the six will do the

marvellous part of the work ?"

First, we invite Mr. Giraffe to walk over,

up or down—wherever it is—to Mr. Pom-

eroy's. take up an English grammar, and a

Spelling book, and charge them to " Pap."
" Pap" will also do all the marvellous

wrork.

In speaking of our "Editorial Conjum-

blement," he says, " they have a word-

factory at Chapel Hill." Did he never

hear of a word-factory before ? Marvel-

lous indeed ! Wc have many other things

at Chapel Hill, that would astonish the

Giraffe. Indeed, soon after its first ap-

pearance here, he ran off in a fright, we

suppose, and we feared he would never

return. Wc will not harm him; and-after

awhile he will get accustomed to our

strange sights. Startled at a word-facto-

ry ! Why, anybody can use words after

they are manufactured. But those who

make them, th. y are the Vhoys. Kick

again Speckled Beauty

!

Mr. Jolm S. Taylor. 143 Nassau street,

New York, has sent us a catalogue of

books, published by him. Rev. J. T.

Hcadley and Mrs. Sherwood appear among

the authors. The books are sent, free of

postage, to any part of the United States

on receipt of orders with the money.

END OK VOLUME ONE.
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